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The great length of this filament
gives it a gigantic emission
surface, ensuring powerful yet
pure reproduction.

A long filament with a long life—that's the
Mullard P.M.
This wonderful Mullard filament is found only
in Mullard P.M. Valves.
It consumes only 075 amps. and is easy on
your batteries.
Mullard P.M. Valves will improve any radio
set—ask your dealer, he stocks them.

Mullard
THE -MASTER,- VALVE
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Special

CHOKES
for all purposes.
We manufacture spec ial
Chokes for all purposes.
Here is an illustration
of a40 henry 50
amp Modulation Choke
for asmall Transmitter. This Choke is section wound
and mounted on a cast aluminium (rams.
High degree of insulation
between windings and frame.
Send us your special requirements.

Large Output Eliminators
for

o

ïtfc

ROOM

You can wire two rooms
yourself in half an hour at
a cost of from 30 -to 476
according to your set.
There is a Remote Control
for every type of set.

inrinurs
Pei= coege
From all Radio dealers.

coil

speakers.

H.T. Current is also available from two variable
tappings each capable of giving from 0 to 180 volts
for operating the other valves in the set.
Model A.C.3. Employs a U.S Valve.
One used tapping
giving 400 volts at 50 milliamps. Two variable tappings giving
0-180 volts. A.C. Filament Current for two LS5A Valt es in
parallel. 5volts 3amps. Price, complete £13.10.0
with valve ..
••
..
••
••

o
. . easily, instantly Merely
push in the plug, and the wireless
comes on in any room you desire
The Lotus Remote Control provides you with independent control in any room without interference from other rooms also using
the set. It is impossible to leave
the set - on
because the last
plug withdrawn
automatically
turns it off. Any amateur can install this latest radio convenience;
any set can use it. Try it and
treble the value of your set

moving

These Eliminators provide high and low
tension current for the last stage of an
Amplifier for Moving Coil Speakers.

Model A.C.4. Employing two RHI Rectifying Valves. One
fixed tapping giving 500 volts at 100 milliamps. Two variable
tappings giving 0-180 volts. A.C. Filament Current for tie..
LS5A Valves in parallel. 5volts 3amps. £16.10.0
Price, complete with valves

PARTRIDGE
12,

Belvoir

tSc

Street,

LOEWE

MEE,

LTD.,

LEICESTER.

RADIO

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus
Buoyancy Valve Holders, Lotus Vernier
Coil Holders, and the Lotus Jacks, Switches
and Plugs.

FREE

Ask
your
retailer for afree blue
print or send a postuard to the makers

GARNETT, WHITELEY &Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works,
Broadgreen Road,
Liverpool.
Hear
records
speaker
like ..
without

your
gramophone
through your loud
at any strength you
clearer, more lifelike
a trace of distortion.

Buy a Loewe Pick-up. No altérai on
to gramophone or set.
Your dealer
will gladly demonstrate.
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BUILD YOUR ELIMINATORS
WITH

UWESTINCHOUSE U

METAL RECTIFIERS
WHICH WILL GIVE YOU FULL WAVE
RECTIFICATION WITHOUT VALVES
OR ELECTROLYTE.

Style R.4.55.1

Rectifier for
incorporation
in H.T.Eliminator or H.T
Charger.

Constructed entirely of metal,
rigrdly fixed, there are no
moving
or
wearing
parts.

Input Volts 200 250
Max. Output
Volt D C 1E0-200
Max. Output Current
R.M.S. Milliamps 100

PRICE

Other types :—

rype.

I
nput
Volt,

A.C.

Max.
Output.

Volta D.C.

Max.
Output.
Amps.

R4/2/I

8/9

6/73

0.3

R4/2/2

8/9

6/73

ro

For incorporation

Pric •

Transformers specially designed for use with these rectifiers

are manufactured by:

Me:srs

Trickle
Charrr
LT. Charger

27,6
45

84 P.

Ferranti

Ltd,

and

Mesfrs.

R.L

& Varley

Ltd

Ask your retailer for full particulars.
The
Manufactured
Westinghouse
entirely Brake
in England
& Saxby
by

Signal Co. Ltd.,

82, York Road, King's Cross, London. N.1

Specially wound for use
with screened grid valves
Encouraged by the success of
LEWCOS Binocular Coils (ordinary type), we have now proclticed aspecially wound astatic
coil for use with screened grid
valves. Together they form an
ideal combination. Try ,this new
LEWCOS success in your set.

Obtainable through all radio dealers.
Tuned Anode with Reaction.
Metres
Ref.
B.B.C. Coil
25o..55o
BAR 5
Daventry Coil 1000.2000
BAR 20
Tuned Anode without Reaction.
B.B.C. Coil

Daventry

Coil

Metres
250.550
1000.2000

Ref.
BTA 5
BTA 20

Pati...• No. 277S
76

We are now making coils
. for the "MASTER THREE."
Details upon request.
Adveriisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted licnt firms

10/12 -

'HE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. S: SMITHS LTD
Unire'l Road, Lerton • • • •
••
• London, E.rn

(Regd.)

A3

10/12/-

believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Dice 'sew

12/6
comp!ete will switcà.

A scientifically designed tuner which when shunted
with a variable condenser of '0005 mid. mar.
capacity covers wavelength ranges of 230 to 600
metres, aid 1000 to 2000 metres change over being
effected by push-pull switch supplied.
Reaction
controlled by variable condenser also of '0005 mfd.
TiLs instrument comprises a complete tuning unit
which does away with all coil changing.

Yes, and not only Cosset, but every
other discriminating expert. The
W.B. Anti-phonic Valve Holder has
been specified by the leading Wireless men of the day time and time
again.
This speaksf or itself, and when you
fit W.B. Valve Holders in your own
receiver you will find that their
reputation is thoroughly deserved.
Price ls. 9d. each,
"endior parilrularr of ¡he tange cl
Nit loy•Boirrhara .speakeir,
do 8,
18.

Ass Multraled ;rafter girino
particulars of ilert rind our,
Walnirl Product ewill gladly be seal lo lloo or, ro'rr ,lit ojo p.c.

WHITELEY. BONEHAM 8: CO.

Wag,I' da

LS tah

and Specified the
W.B .Anti -Phonic
Valve-Holder

DOUBLE
RANGE
TUNER

,

0

'dsli

LTD.. Note era's Road. Mansfield

Notts

Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Metes, t.
Telephone
Edgware 0323.

ewieg

FOR EFFICIENCY!!
FIT

See how« js built/
,4 raparity-iedurine spacingbraid separates the Iwo wires.

SIMPLICON E
VARIABL

CONDENSERS

e

HARBROS
SILK FLEX

Special Model for "EVERYMAN PORTABLE"
with long control handle.
Price 11/6 po5t free
Ful! particulars of other models on application.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT LTD.,

SPAIiiikoolt =GRAM.

Wi'l not kink, snap, nor short

When you are making "room to room " extensions for your set, do you want atwin flex that
is neat and tidy, harmonious to its surroundings.
easily fixed, and when alterations are necessary,
easily unfixed? Do you want a twin flex that
does not damage walls or panels by use of nails
and staples, and do you want a twin flex of the
LOWEST SELF-CAPACITY ? Then you
must use "HARBROS " Patent Easyfix Silk
Flex, the only flex that embodies all your wants,
and "HARBROS Pins
4d. per yd.; 3/9 per doz. yds
Ii lour dealer
rader please

Made in an hour
o

£4 -3 — 6
A perfected unit dedIgned to bolt to the
bailie direct, eliminating vibratory die
tortion.
Perfect coil entring device.
Reception unequalled, aa....king Hat ening
!usurious.

ah

PRICES OF PAR F.3
Pot Magnet complex wound for
Gvolt accumulat. 1 amp. or t
volt accumulator 1amp.
..
aluminium diaphragm holder and magnet cradle
°mole.e with terminal»
.
Low reslatance moving
compl
ete abri wound with
36 wire (to be wed with a 23—I transformer
Special paper marked for cutting out 'diaphragm
Bed.' dih phrogra itispendion and aluminium
clutopinj Ma;
•
•
•
• ..

Pins 2d. per doz.

is on
»I stork, send direr to u.
write for samples and shoœrards.

Hart Bros. Electrical Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Total

Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex
'Phone It'Odd t88o

L e.
d.
2 0 0
1 12

6

6
I

3
0

3

6

14

Pot Magnet wound for mains voltage 100-250 rot ,.D.C. 10f -entra.
High resiatonee moving coil wound with 2.500 twee of 43 wire
die extra.
High resistance centre tapped moving coil 91. extra.

LAN

& SQUIRE Ltd., Wales Farm Rd. Acton,W.3.
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RITAIN'S finest Eliminator Condensers are reduced in price.
There's no excuse for using
untried condensers now that T.C.C.
800v. D.C. Test Condensers cost le ,s.
T.C.C. Eliminator Condensers are un'
questionably safe. Every one is rigorously tested and guaranteed in capacity
and insulation.
For nearly a quarter of a century
T.C.C. have been famous for their
sheer dependability.
You can't go wrong if you use them
in your Eliminator.

NEW

PRICES

OF

800V. D.C. TEST TYPE
Capac uy

Price

SUPER

POWER

with

PERFECT

PURITY

Power valves that are eminently suitable for Horn Speakers
are not good enough for modern Cone or Coil driven
Speakers that are extremely critical to imperfections in the
set, particularly to overloading of the last valve.
Conditions differ !
With a Cone or Coil driven Speaker an OSRAM Super
Power valve gives far better results than ever were possible
with aHorn Speaker working from an ordinary power valve.

.

s

.1
1
2

4
5
6
10

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

2 6
43
60
90
10 6
12 6
15 0
20 0
25 0

Write for booklet
on the use of
Osram Super
Power Valves.

Ade. Telegraph Condens.r Co.. 'tel.. Wales-Farm Rd.. N. Acton, London. 1143
5372.

£3

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Advt. of Ihe G,ntral Electric Co.. Ltd., .1.1a;m:t House, Kingsway, London, IV.2

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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OSSOR Valves give you enor.
mous volume.
Strong, clear
melody from many distant lands
or full toned music from your local
.totion.
You get the pick of the
programmes with Cossor Valves,
they bring in radio from seven
eountries on the famous Cossor
▪Melody Maker."
Cossor Vaheo
will definitely improve reception.
Use them in your Set.
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.4. 0. Cossor Ltd..

Melody Department, !fig:lb:try

Grove,

London,

N.5.
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HUGH S.
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POCOCK.
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Editoria) Offices: 116-117. FLEET STREET, LONDON
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This story merely provides an illustration of the responsibility which rests with the operator in the control
room, and shows to what an extent the original performance can be changed.

Advertising and Publishing Offices:

The Ideal Control.

DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

The ideal control would seem to be one where a
receiver could be set so as to reproduce satisfactorily
the loudest passages or noises broadcast without blasting, and that the controls at the transmitter should
remain at that point, so that at the receiving end
listeners would hear all performances with the intensity
of sound more or less correctly proportioned.
This,
however, is an ideal which it would be difficult to carry
out in practice at the transmitting end, because in the
case of outside broadcasts in particular the source of
sound may move with respect to the microphone, and
allowance has, therefore, to be made for such contingencies in the control room. Listeners. are probably
well aware, from their experience, that it is the practice of the B.B.C. to amplify speech out of all proportion to music. One may have a set suitably adjusted
for an orchestral performance, but if this is followed
by a speech we find that the intensity of the speaker's
voice is likely to be at least equal to some of the loudest
passages of the orchestral music.
The B.B.C., we
understand, consider that this is necessary, in order that
speech shall come through clearly on crystal receivers
or on stations at some distance, where signal strength
is weak, an explanation quite unsatisfactory to the increasing numbers of listeners who employ valve receivers giving them adequate volume.

hi lerLone
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ROOM.

control room of a broadcasting station has
always been a subject for dispute, for it is here
that, no matter what the rendering in the studio
performance may be, the operator in the control room
is able to insure (if he fleases) that a rendering with
very different contrasts in volume will go out to listeners.
There is astory that in the early days of broadcasting,
when the orchestra was playing the " Turkish Patrol,"
the engineer in the control room, who was not a musician, was puzzled at the softness of the reproduction
when the marching column is heard in the distance coming gradually closer and closer, and so he adjusted his
controls to bring the strength up to normal. Then, as
the music increased in volume, as the marching column
came nearer and nearer, the engineer found that, to
avoid overloading, he had to diminish the intensity,
and, again, as the music faded with distance, the engineer again brought up the strength and was very
puzzled as to what was happening. The net result was
that to the listener the " Turkish Patrol " came through
at the same level throughout.
A

7

Making Up for Inefficiency.

We had hoped that some solution of the control room
trouble might have been arrived at before now, but, unfortunately, the position seems to have improved very
little, if at all, in the past year or more. With a very
large section of the public, the practice is growing of
setting the receiver correctly for reception of the local
station and leaving it at that, making no further adjustments during the transmission of aprogramme. The
net result, from our •
experience, is that much of the reproduction is then unpleasantly out of balance, even if
one is fortunate enough to avoid actual distortion. This
means that the control room is spoiling the effect of the
programmes to a very large proportion of listeners who
have gone to the trouble and expense of trying to get
the utmost in quality of reproduction, in order to make
up for the inefficiency of crystal and some other types
of receivers.

122
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An Improved Speech Coil for the Coi!=driven Loud Speaker.
By L. E. T. BRANCH, B.Sc.

:-

•
-.

ie it.1HE response of amoving coil loud speaker changes
with varying frequency due to the alteration ot
the impedance of the moving coil. At the very
low and very high frequéncies the impedance of the coil
is greatest, consequently there is a falling off of power
at both ends of the musical range. At the very low frequencies the actual movement of the coil is relatively
considerable, and there is set up a back electromotive
force (due to the cutting of the magnetic lines in the airgap) which opposes the current driving the coil so that
the vibration of the cone and coil is not so
strong as it would be were this back E.M.F.
aksent. At the very high frequencies the
movement is so small that this factor is of
no account, but the inductance of the coil
now impedes the current. On the other
hand, at about middle C electrical resonance occurs when neither of the above two.
mentioned factors have any influence, so
that at about 500 cycles the current, and
consequently the power output is a maxi-

purposes, constant at all frequencies.
Hence the
response curve is very close indeed to a straight line.
The author has used this device with distinctly improved
results.
Constructing the Copper Band.

The ends of the copper strip must, of course, be
soldered together where they meet in order to ensure a
complete circuit, otherwise the desired effect of a nearly
linear response is not produced at all.
As an example, the strip is illustrated in
Fig. 3 at A, where it is placed inside an
existing coil B. When making a new coil
it is advisable for convenience to incorporate the strip on the former in the winding space before commencing to wind the
coil. A thin strip of waxed tissue paper
should be stuck over the copper strip with
shellac varnish in order to insulate it from
the winding.
In order to consider this arrangement
mum.
theoretically we have to remember that the
The improvement to be dealt with in
power given out by a moving coil loud
this article consists in wrapping round the
speaker depends upon the A.C. voltage
inside or outside of the moving coil a strip
produced across the anode and filament of
Fig. 1.—The equivalent cirof copper the dimensions of which should
the valve, the weight and size of the cone,
cuit of an
output valve
be 61in, by lin., and two-thousandths of
coupled to a moving coil
the total impedance of the circuit, etc.
loud speaker.
an inch in thickness. We thus virtually
Now the impedance of the circuit (Fig. 1)
short-circuit the inductance of the moving coil, and,
is given by
moreover, at the low frequencies the back E.M.F. referred
Z — ,t/(p+R o)
2 +X 2
to is practically eliminated. It must always be rememwhere pis the resistance of the valve, Ro the D.C. resistbered that the coil does not operate because of its inance of the coil and X the impedance of the coil due to
ductance, but in spite of it. The result is that the imits inductance and motional capacity. It is well lcnownl
pedance of the improved moving coil is, for all practical
that at low frequencies the impedance of L is
A

8
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Moving Coil Modifications —
negligible, and Cm has an equivalent impedance in the
neighbourhood of several thousand ohms, while at high
frequencies the impedance of Cm is negligible, and L
has an impedance of round about several thousand ohms.
At resonance (about 500 cycles for a
1,000-turn coil of diameter in. working a cone weighing (with coil) about 18 grams in a field of ro,000 lines)
the circuit L Cm has zero impedance and the impedance
of the whole circuit may be taken as p+R„. Therefore,
there is a falling off of power at the higher and lower
frequencies due to the factor X. In other words, any
arrangement which is capable of lowering the value of
X without materially affecting any other factor would
increase the power of the loud speaker at both ends of
the musical register, and bring the response curve more
nearly to a straight line, and this will be true for the
moving coil described by the author under " A New
Method of Push-Pull Amplification." The insertion of
a strip A of copper, either stuck on the inside of the
moving coil former B using any suitable adhesive, e.g.,
Le Page's liquid glue, shellac, etc., or wrapped round
the winding space of the former before the windings are
put on, accomplishes this object to a marked extent.
Galvanometer Ana!ogy
In a previous article e it was shown that where
se ,eral valves are used in parallel in the last stage,
without redesigning the moving coil the power output
at 500 cycles is very greatly increased in comparison
with the hie and the low frequencies, this being due
to the reduction of p while
X remains unaffected.
We can consider our
copper strip as a one-turn
secondary winding of a
transformer, of which the
moving coil is the primary.
The ratio of this transformer
is then i000: r(step down)
and its secondary is permanently short-circuited, as
Fig. 2.—The copper band
around the moving coil can
shown in Fig. 2. In other
be considered aa a ondea-rtyurn
words, the load across the
short-circuited secon
of
a transformer, the primary
ends AB is infinitely great,
of which is the moving coll,
and can be considered for
convenience as being either an infinitely large-capacity
load or an infinitely large-inductance load.
While a
load on the secondary is equivalent to

of this
(1,000) 2
on the primary, nevertheless a direct short is so great a
load that the equivalent on the primary is still very
large indeed, in fact, so large that the working inducance of the moving coil is reduced to merely the leakage
inductance between the primary and secondary. The
'coupling between the primary and secondary is very
tight, so that this leakage inductance is negligibly small,
at most only a small percentage of L. Also, the back
E.M.F. induced by the motion of the coil at low frequencies is very much reduced, with the consequence
that the value of the motional capacity Cm becomes very
great. In the ordinary way considerable energy has to
be expended to drive the current against this opposing
A 9

123

E.M.F. The net result is the reduction of the factor X
to a comparatively low figure, so that the overall impedance of the output circuit remains substantially constant at all frequencies.
The insertion of this copper strip has another effect
which also is just discernible aurally. Without the strip
the moving coil can be likened to a ballistic galvànometer, which depends for its operation upon the kick
produced in the coil by a momentary current, the
swinging of the needle continuing after the current has
ceased. The new moving coil with the copper strip in
position can be compared with a dead-beat galvanometer, the coil of which is wound upon acopper or phosphor-bronze frame.
This frame introduces electrical
damping and the movement of the coil is aperiodic.
Hence the tendency for the moving coil to vibrate in
any way other than that corresponding to the electrica
vibrations imposed upon it is very much lessened.
It should be mentioned
that the copper strip weighs
very little more than halt a
gram, so that the effect of its
mass is practically inappreciable.
There are cases in which
the presence of the copper
strip is even more important
than would appear from the
above considerations.
In
the calculations we have
taken the total mass of the
coil and cone as 18 grams,
Fig. d.—A mauideu mining
thus giving'
col, in which B represents
the existing coil atd A
18 xicri"
copper band around the inCm — 2.5 xto" —cb.72mt
ner diameter
It is obvious from this formula that the less the weight
of the coil and cone the smaller will be the value of Cm
and the greater the impedance

of the moving
.
coil at very low frequencies. For instance, at 55 cycles
the impedance is 4,000 ohms, and then the total impedance of the circuit is
2= V (2,50o +1,000) 2+ (4,000) 2=5.30o ohms.
(assuming that the internal resistance of the valve is
2,500 ohms). Now, at electrical resonance the factor X
does not enter into the calculation of Z for that frequency
(500 cycles) and the power given out, that is, the amount
of electrical energy transferred into sound is inversely
proportional to the weight of the coil and cone, and if
this decrease in weight did not cause a lowering in Cm
it would be advantageous to make alighter coil and cone.
For example, the author has been able to construct a
coil and cone of exactly the same diameters as those considered above (2in. and 8in. respectively), but by the
use of a very light former and special thin paper only
weighing in all 9 grams. At resonance, therefore, the
power is quadrupled", while at low frequencies the
advantage introduced by the small weight is nullified by
the effect of the decrease in the value of Cm, which becomes
9xroie
=0.36 mi
2. et X 10 1

2mrc r...111

1

•P4
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.11oTing Coil Modifications.-

Hence, at 55 cycles the factor X now becomes 8,000
ohms and the impedance of the whole circuit is, therefore
4,/ (2,500 ÷ 1,000) 2+ (8,000) 2= 8,700 ohms.
Since the impedance of the circuit has risen from 5,300
ohins with the 18-gram cone to 8,700 ohms for the 9gram cone, the current flowing in the loud speaker will
decrease in asimilar proportion, and in consequence this
factor alone will cause a decrease in the power output
(at 55 cycles) in the ratio
(5,300) 2 • (8,700) 2
i.e., 3:
I(very nearly).
This means that with the substitution of the 18-gram
cone by the 9-gram cone the volume of sound remains
practically unaffected at the very low frequencies but
is quadrupled at and above 500 cycles.
With a copper strip built into this coil, however, the
factor X remains small, even at the very low frequencies,
and the impedance Z of the circuit is not appreciably
altered at any frequency by the decrease in weight of
the coil and cone, and consequently the power at all
frequencies is approximately quadrupled. Even where
a loud speaker is giving all the power its owner requires, this light coil and cone with the copper strip is
General Notes.
Mr. H. L. O'Heffernan (G 5BY), 2,
Chepstow Road, Croydon, was in twoway communication for three-quarters of
an hour, on the 20-metre waveband, with
the Japanese station, lAW, on April
28th. This was stated by lAW to be
the first direct amateur contact on this
wavelenet between Japan and Great
Britain.
G 5BY was also in communication on
April 1st, on the same waveband, with
7ADY in Alaska, and this is stated to be
the first amateur contact between Alaska
and this country.
On April 13th G5BY was in touch with
NC5AU, Vancouver , British Columbia,
who informed him that this was the first
contact between that district of Canada
and Great Britain. Mr. O'Heffernan,
however, believes that other transmitters
have a prior claim, and will be glad to
hear from any who have been in twoway communication with the Canadian
5th District at an earlier date.
0000
New Zealand Notes.
The New Zealand Association of Radio
Transmitters has presented a shield for
competition among those using transmitting sets not exceeding 45 volts.
The
first test, which consisted of sending four
messages
in
code to four separate
members
in
different
parts of
the
Dominion, was won by Mr. R. V. Roberts
(OZ 2A11), who was successful with three
messages and was heard with the fourth.
The test attracted a large number of
entrants from all over the country.
It
is toped to carry the tests, out every six
•months in future.
Mr. C. V. Blucher, of Waihopu, New
Zealand, has within the last few months
picked up on a four-valve set forty-nine
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worth installing because it means that for the same
power output as before the valves are .dperatedi-at half
the original grid swing, and, therefore, less H.T. is
necessary for the same output as hitherto; or with the
H.T. unaltered the tendency to overload the last valve
on very occasional heavy sounds is minimised.
The coil was wound on apaper former weighing only
1.4 grams and with the copper strip 2.1 grams. When
wound, the coil and former weighed 6.2 grams. For the
cone a sheet of paper normally made for running off
copies on a Roneo (cheaper grade) was used. This
paper is a little under
5an ths
of an inch in thickness, and the cone itself weighed 2.7 grams. The coil
and cone, therefore, when stuck together ready for
mounting on the suspending leather weighed just 9
grams.
Although the cone was made of paper barely T0
5
,
uths
of an inch in thickness it was found to be exceedingly
strong when completed, and the increase in power was
very obvious indeed.
Two more such moving coil loud speakers have been
modified in this way by friends of the author with exactly
the same improved results.
'Wireless World, March 30th, 1927, p. 374, and June 6th,
1928, p. 601. 2 June 6th, 1928, p. 601. •March 30th, 1927,
p. 373. •April 13th, 1927, pp 443-4.

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES
American stations, sixteen Australian,
and four Japanese, besides all the N.Z.
stations.
Of these, thirteen American,
ten Australian, and one Japanese were
up to loud speaker strength, the remainder being heard through the phones.
0000
Broadcasting from Mexico.
The Mexican station, XC 51, is broadcasting every evening, on the 44-metre
wavelength, talks about the history and
culture 3f the country in Spanish and

should be addressed to him at Bush
House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
He is trying
to arrange with the authorities in Mexico
to alter the time of these transmissions
to a more convenient hour for European
reception.
0000
A South African Station.
FO A9A, Mr. F. E. Frost, Box 320,
Bloemfontein, reports that signals from
European stations have been coming in
at good strength on 45 metres.
Spain
and Portugal especially were heard at
R7-R8.
A9A transmits on 35.75 metres
daily from 17.30 to 21.00 G.M.T., and
listens for European stations replying on
32 to 45 metres.
0000

Forwarding Agents
Esthonia.-V. Suigusaar, Hobe t. 4
Pernau (in place of Mr. Leesment); he
will also forward cards for Lettland and
Lithuania; all should be sent under cover.
0000

Q.R.A.s Wanted.
JZR, BQS, EB 4GW. ORU, ED 7AK,
ED 7AE, EI 1GD, 54RA, WOXX, FS1.
0000

New Call Signs.
(ex BRS 31), V. G. Mellor, 1, Guildford
Lawn, Dover, Kent.
R. Brettell, 3s, Hartshorn Rd., Bilston,
Staffs.
5BX
(ex 2BXG), "Hill Close,"
Berkswell,
Warwickshire.
5LT
E. S. Elliott, 13, Mania Way, Sheffield,
6MO
(ex 2AOV), A. E. Apps, 322, High St.,
Chatham.
6QA
(ex 2 Bin) T. A. Whiteley, 13, HastenSt.. Rochdale, Lanes.
6WT
J. R. 1Vortley-Talbot, Broadsands House,
Churlston-Ferrars, S. Devon,
EB 4FQ A. Legrand, 44, Rue Darcbis, Liège, Belgium.
ET-1F
\V. Hinentalis, Aukst. Karin, Kursai,
Kaunas.
ES-25Q
\rmas Hâckkiinen, Linuank 16.t,
EX lAW MM. Asia and Wagner, Diekirch, Luxembourg.
2

AFG

2AYO

Short-wave
transmitter at the Royal
Military College, Sand urst (G 5PM),
constructed by Mr. J. Beeton from the
particulars given in the" Wireless World"
of June 29th, 1927.

English. These tranSmissions begin at
9 p.m. Mexican time (about 4 a.ni.
G.M.T.). The Consul-General of Mexico
will be glad to have reports from any
listeners receiving these signals, which
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Hints on Choosing and Winding Coils.

/

T seems likely that questions pertaining to tuning
coils are responsible for more uncertainty in the
mind of the amateur than is any other technical
matter which directly concerns every owner of a
receiving set.
Possibly the situation has been aggravated by the fact that we have slipped into the habit
of classifying plug-in and other coils by afigure corresponding either exactly or approximately to the number of turns which they comprise, instead of by more
helpful and scientific units of inductance. It may be
considered that " microhenry " is rather a forbidding
word to put before the beginner, but it seems to the
writer that the use of its familiar abbreviation of
" mic " would go a long way towards establishing
confidence.
Now the statement that a coil has a certain number
of turns, unqualified by particulars as to their diameter
and disposition with respect to each other, gives no
definite information as to the wavelength to which the
oscillatory circuit of which the coil forms a part may
be tuned, although a most useful rule of thumb, sufficiently accurate for many purposes, will be given later.
Even the adoption of the " microhenry " rating might
well leave us in the air, as it involves working out a•
somewhat complicated formula, although this task cari
be avoided by making use of the Abacs now appearing
in The Wireless World. However, we are still left with
the task of estimating the inductancè of our home-made
coils. This is not altogether easy, although it can be
done by following the procedure described in several
wireless text-books.
A Useful Rule of Thumb.

Is there no simple way of deciding what size of coil
will be required to tune to a given wavelength? Fortunately for those who do not care to spend much time
in going deeply into the subject, there is; every amateur
knows by experience that the use of a certain coil enables him to receive his local station, and with this
knowledge as a basis he can readily estimate the relative number of turns necessary for any other wavelength.
The simple rule is that wavelength is directly proportional to turns, assuming the diameter to be sensibly
constant, and not less than the winding length. This
will hold good over a wide band of wavelengths, and
errors are likely to creep in only if the tuning condenser
A II
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has a disproportionately small maximum capacity.
To see how it works in practice, let us imagine that
a certain receiver, with a directly coupled aerial, tunes
to a 400-metre transmission with a4o-turn coil, and the
variable condenser set at about half its maximum capacity. Applying our rule, we find that for the reception
of Daventry on 1,600 metres—a four-fold increase in
wavelength—a coil of 40 x4—16o turns will be required;
the nearest standard winding, with 150 turns, is almost
certain to be suitable. Turning to the shorter waves, a
coil having 40±2=20 turns would be correct for tuning
to 200 metres—half the basic wavelength.
Data for •• Best" Coils.

There is another rule, which, though not so helpful
in practice as the foregoing, is nevertheless of some
value on occasions; it is to the effect that wavelength is
directly proportional to coil diameter if the number of
turns are constant.
The very involved question of coil design cannot be
touched upon here, but data for winding efficient inductances to cover the normal broadcast band with a
condenser of from 0.0003 mfd. upwards may be useful
to those who find it necessary to make a coil of some
specific diameter for use in tuned anode circuits, as
H.F. transformer secondaries, or as aerial-grid inductances—in fact, for any purpose except for use in a
directly coupled aerial circuit.
Assuming a diameter of 24in., the winding should
have 72 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. wire. The sin. coil
may be wound with 66 turns of No. 24 D.C.C., while
for a diameter of Min., 62 turns of No. 24 D.C.C. will
be correct. All the coils are single-layer solenoids, with
adjacent turns touching.
In spite of the fact that these coils are made with
wire of a standard gauge which is readily obtainable
from the majority of wireless dealers, their .dimensions
approach closely to the ideal for inductances wound with
solid wire, although in the case of the first two described
a slight improvement could be effected by using double
silk-covered wire of the gauge specified, slightly spacing
the turns to occupy a winding length equal to eightfifteenths of the diameter. It should be made clear that
a greater diameter means increased efficiency, but coils
larger than Min. are apt to be cumbersome, and their
use may lead to excessive interaction between circuits.'
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mulators of some kind. This 'mans that the crystal set
HE question of the choice of adetector in awireless
costs far less to instal than even the smallest receiver emreceiver brings us for the first time into contact
ploying valves, while upkeep costs are limited to the
with the need for making compromises on technical
expenditure of about a shilling a year on new crystals.
grounds alone. In the case of the output stage, discussed
In return for this modest outlay any listener dwelling
in the preceding article of this series, compromise really
only came into question in view of the need for keeping
within ten or a dozen miles of a main station can hear
that station in telephones whenever it is transmitting,
expenditure within the means or inclination of the user,
and the standard of quality is for all practical purposes
whereas in the matter we are now to discuss there are
important technical reasons in favour of keeping each of limited only by the excellence of the telephones used.
When reception is required from a
the four possible types of detector.
greater distance, or at a greater
There are also excellent reasons for
strength, than is possible with an undisliking and deciding to discard each
in Part IIke relative merits of the many
aided crystal, it becomes necessary to
alternative forms of output stage were
type, so that the final choice must incarefully discussed.
Thii instalment
employ valves for amplification. If
evitably become something of a perdeal; with the detector and clearly
this is done most of the crystal's
sonal matter. Some will think that
indhates the limitations of the four
superiority as arectifier vanishes. If
the advantages of agrid rectifier outmethods of aelection—the crystal devalves are to be used at all the
tector, the Iwo-electrode volt's. the leakyweigh those of the anode rectifier, and
grid and anode-bend detector.
various batteries have to be installed
others, who estimate differently the
and maintained, so that there is very
relative importance of the factors inlittle advantage in being able to disvolved, will come to exactly the
pense with them in one particular part of the receiver;
opposite conclusion when considering this vexed point.
the addition of one more valve consuming but little from
The four types of rectifier to which reference has just
the anode battery and in these days an almost negligible
been made are the crystal, in all its many forms, the grid
filament current, makes so little difference to the cost of
rectifier, the anode rectifier, and finally the diode rectiinstalling or running a receiver as to be hardly worth
fier . Each of these four has its own particular virtues
considering. In such circumstances the extra difficulty
and its own particular defects, with the result that each
that is introduced by the use of the crystal into the
has a sphere that it has made peculiarly its own.
problems of designing the high-frequency amplifier is
When it is Better to Use a Crystal.
generally considered sufficient grounds for replacing it
by avalve. As has already been mentioned, the crystal,
Where, owing to the proximity of the local station,
unlike the valve detector, requires high-frequency power
no high-frequency amplification is required, and recepin appreciable amounts for its operation. As a result
tion in telephones is considered sufficient, the crystal
the design of the tuning circuits from which it is fed has
stands supreme, in spite of its many disadvantages. In
to be considerably modified to suit this condition. This
any valve receiver the power that operates telephones or
does not appear at first sight avery grave difficulty, nor
loud speaker is derived from the high-tension battery
would it be so but for the fact that the power consumed
and the energy picked up by the aerial has to do no
more than control this local source of power. In vivid cannot be depended upon for constancy, even within
wide limits; the damping introduced by the crystal varies
contrast to this stands the crystal receiver, which is
not only with every different crystal but from point to
operated entirely by the energy collected by the aerial,
and supplied by the broadcasting station itself. The point on the same crystal. Even " permanent " detectors are not free from these variations, and with the best
ability to employ directly this source of free energy is
at once the crystal's greatest recommendation and its of them the design of the circuits has by no means the
certainty that is associated with designing for a valve
greatest limitation. By virtue of this peculiar action,
amplifier.
so different in its very nature from that of the valve,
Where the valves in use with the crystal are employed
there is removed entirely the necessity for installing, and
as low-frequency amplifiers only, magnifying up the
replacing or recharging at intervals, batteries or accuA
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Compromise in Receiver Design.—
fect reliability, that cannot easily be equalled in any
signals for loud speaker reproduction, the variability in
other way. The gain in quality that results is but small
behaviour is again a serious drawback. If telephones
compared with an anode rectifier, and is difficult to
are attached directly to a simple crystal set, variations
detect by ear even when a perfect amplifier and the
in strength of perhaps twenty to one are not really serious
most nearly perfect loud speaker available are in use,
unless signal strength is at its best very low, for the
so that diode rectification is not worth while save under
adaptability of the ear compensates to a large extent for
these changes. When aloud speaker is in use, however,
matters are very different.
The usual loud speaker
equipment requires to be run at very nearly its maximum output to give acceptable strength, so that any
decrease below this value is resented by the listener.
Similarly, any increase above it is resented by the output valve, which promptly delivers signals distorted
through overloading. Add to this that the process of
resetting the crystal causes the loud speaker to emit a
series of cracks and bangs of sufficient violence to annoy
the average listener beyond endurance, and we have
completed the case against the crystal.
Summing up both sides of the case, we have seen
that the cheapness and simplicity of the crystal set
renders it supreme for local reception on telephones
while the small saving that is rendered possible by its
incorporation in a receiver employing valves for purposes other than detection is handsomely outweighed in
most cases by the difficulties, both of design and operation, that its use entails. The use of "2. crystal in conjunction with valves is therefore practically limited to
receivers which are primarily designed for extreme
economy; such receivers make use in most cases of
reflex amplification in order to obtain the very maximum
of useful work from each valve. The reduction in the
price of valves, and, still more, the reduction of filament
current to little more than one-tenth of the amount consumed by the old bright-emitter has resulted in the
almost complete disappearance of receivers of this class,
for the motives leading to the utmost economy in valves
have lost most of their force. At the present time it is
(a) and (b) represent the type of circuits made necessary by the
characteristics of the anode and grid rectifiers respectively. It is
safe to regard the use of acrystal for rectification in areparticularly to be noted that (a) has the same number of controls
ceiver which employs valves
as (b) but gives much greater selectivity.
Although both have
about the same effective range of reception (a) gives a much
for amplification as outside
greater output to the L.F. amplifier than (b).
current practice, and rerather exceptional circumstances. It .is never likely to
ceivers of this type will not
be popular, and is certainly not of sufficient interest to
receive further consideration
the average set builder to be treated here at any greater
here on that account.
length.

I
.

The Diode Rectifier.

Passing to the use of the
valve as a rectifier, we may
dismiss in a few words the
The tuned input circuit to
the detector. Grid detection
diode rectifier.
Its sensithough more sensitive than
anode detector, reduces the
tivity is so low that if it is
available radio
frequency
substituted for either an
potentials by imposing aload
on the tuned circuit.
anode-bend or a leaky-grid
detector it is necessary to
add two extra valves to the receiver. One of these
must be employed as a high-frequency amplifier, in
order that the high-frequency input that this type of
rectifier requires may be provided, and the other is
needed to make up for the fact that the diode rectifier
is arectifier only, and contributes no amplification whatever. In return for this expenditure of apparatus we
obtain a perfection of rectification, combined with per-

Leaky Grid u. Anode Bend.

There remain for discussion the anode-bend and the
leaky-grid rectifiers, which, so far as popularity is concerned, hold the field almost exclusively. In practically every receiver one or other of these two methods of
detection is adopted, so that in the vast majority of cases
it is only necessary to make a choice between these two.
Of recent months much has been written on their
relative merits, and the topic has been much ventilated
in wireless circles. Each mode of rectification has its
own staunch adherents who will have nothing to do with
the rival method, and both sections are perfectly justified in their preferences. Those who prefer grid rectification point out that they can receive as many stations
with three valves as their rivals can with four—what
possible reason can there be to forsake so highly efficient
A 14
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The follow int; abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the controller of H M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office 25, Southampton Buildings, London. W.C.2, price Is. each.
Battery Testing.
(No. 285,622.)
Application date: January 7th, 1927.
A flash-lamp automatically indicates
when the surface of the electrolyte in
an accumulator has fallen below a certain
level, the necessary current for energising
the flash-lamp being drawn from the
accumulator under test, and not from a
separate source.
As shown, the flash

are taken in coupling the frame windings
to the associated valve or valves.
As shown in the figure, the tuning condenser C is shunted acrbss the ends of
the windings A, the centre point K of

the centre point K of the windings. The
leads are however " crossed " so that the
grid tapping of the valve V, lies on the
same side of the point K as the plate
connection from the valve V2, and vire
versa.
Patent issued to Captain J. K. im
Thum and others.
C O 0

Selective Multi-stage Valve.
(No. 261,013.)
Convention ti nte (Germ('ny): N °rem ber
4th, 1925.
In order to facilitate selective reception, a piezo-electric oscillator is intimately associated with 'either the input
or output circuits of a valve, so that
signals corresponding to the fundamental
crystal frequency are passed through and
amplified whilst undesired frequencies are
blocked by the action of the crystal.
As shown in the figure, a multi-stage
tnit comprising
high-frequency ampli-

Electrolyte

level Indicator for
accumulators. (No:285,622).

lamp L is mounted in a casing provided
with a window and a push-button switch
S.
The lamp is connected across a terminal T on one of the plates of the accumulator and a terminal T, on a short
rod of metal insoluble in the electrolyte.
So long as the end of the rod touches
the electrolyte the lamp L will glow in
response to the operation of the switch
S. As soon, however, as the level of the
electrolyte falls below the ends of the
rod, the lamp L is open-circuited and
remains inactive.
Patent issued to E. Elwess.
Piezo—electric o3cillatur used in output
stage of valve to give selective reception.
(No. 261,013.)

0 CC

Directional Signalling.
(No. 285,169.)
Application date: N orem her 17 h, 1926.
When using a frame aerial, either for
reception or transmission, errors in the
well-known directional effect are liable to
arise owing to a possible lack of symmetry
in the distribution of the current in the
windings of the frame caused by some
unbalance in the circuit connections. In
order to prevent this, special precautions

Method of obtaining perfect symmetry
in frame aerial connections.
(No 285,169.)

which is connected through a grid leak
and condenser to the filament circuit of
a pair of valves V„ V,. Tappings from
the grid of each valve are then made to
points T„ T, symmetrically related to

Fier A and a detector D are mounted in
the same glass bulb.
The selective
crystal Q is included in the output circuit from the amplifier, in shunt with
the high-resistance coupling R. An input
voltage corresponding to the crystal frequency will pass to the grid of the detector in amplified form, whereas an undesired frequency will be damped out.
Patent issued to S. Loewe.
A 18
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Compromise in Receiver Design.-a rectifier? The users of anode rectification counter
this by drawing attention to the superior selectivity of
their receivers, and to the fact that there is no reaction
control, and by demanding due appreciation of the improved quality of reproduction that they generally seem
to attain. They count the expenditure of an extra valve
asmall thing in comparison with all these advantages.
In making these claims neither school has indulged in
any greater exaggeration than is usual when attempting
to prove acase; there is no doubt whatever that greater
sensitivity in asimple set can be obtained with the grid
rectifier, nor is it possible to challenge seriously the
statement that the anode rectifier provides in general
both better selectivity and better quality than its rival.
In choosing a rectifier it is, therefore, necessary to take
into consideration the conditions under which the set
is to be Used, the degree of selectivity likely to be required, and the standard of quality implied by the design of the low-frequency amplifier and the loud speaker
to be used, before a final decision between the two can
be reached.
A discussion of the behaviour of the two rectifiers, so
far as it affects receiver design, will bring into prominence the main differences between them. Let us imagine
that a tuned circuit is supplied from an aerial, or from
the plate circuit of apreceding high-frequency amplifier.
If this tuned circuit is of low enough resistance quite
large high-frequency voltages may be developed across
it. If any high-frequency power is drawn from this circuit, however, the voltage will immediately drop to á
very much lower value; the " voltage regulation," as
it is called by designers of power transformers, is almost
unbelievably bad. The absorption of power from such
a tuned circuit is equivalent to increasing its resistance
to a higher value, because this also would result in a
lowering of the voltage available at its terminals.
With this clearly in mind, let us compare the effects
produced on this tuned circuit by connecting across it
in turn each of the rectifiers under discussion. In the
case of the anode rectifier, the grid of which is held at
a negative potental with respect to the filament during
the whole time of operation, no current flows between
grid and filament, so that no power is consumed in the
grid circuit; the potential variations of the grid are called
upon to do no more than control the electron stream between filament and plate. Consequently the connection
of an anode-bend rectifier to our low-resistance circuit
will result in no decrease in the high-frequency voltage
developed across it, except for the effects of any small
absorption of power due to the imperfections of the dielectric from which the valve-holder and the base of
the valve are built up. Thus the signal voltage applied
to the grid of the valve under operating conditions will
be very nearly equal to that developed across the circuit
when no connections are made to it.
The mode of operation of the grid rectifier is fundamentally different. In this case the grid of the valve
is set to asmall positive potential, so that asmall currerit
flows from grid to filament all the while, i.e., electrons
from the filament are collected by the positive grid. It
is quite clear that if any high-frequency voltage is
applied to the grid it will drive ahigh-frequency current
A
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through the valve by varying from moment to moment
the number of electrons being caught by the grid. A
moment's thought will reveal the fact that at any instant
when the grid is made more positive than usual by the
high-frequency voltage, an extra large number of electrons will flow to it, while at any instant when it is more
negative than usual the number , of electrons will be,
smaller than the normal. In both cases the change in
the electron stream will tend to neutralise the effect of the
high-frequency voltage being applied. We have already
seen that our low-resistance tuned circuit is very susceptible indeed to such effects, so that the voltage developed across it will be materially reduced by connecting to it agrid rectifier. In effect, its resistance is very
largely increased.
So far as signal strength is concerned, we shall obtain
about the same volume (assuming an average value for
the input) irrespective of the type of rectifier that we

O
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0-8

1.0

A.C. INPUT (R.M.S. VOLTS)
The curves show graphically the way in wl: lch the sensitivity of
both anode and grid rectifiers varies with the input voltage. It
will be seen that the sensitivity of the anode—bend detector increases •
rapidly as the input voltage is increased. In practice the output« ,
rectified signals is approximately proportional to the square at the
input potential.

connect to our tuned circuit, for the anode rectifier',
which is for small inputs comparatively insensitive, will
be operated by the full voltage across the circuit, while
the more sensitive grid rectifier will be able to
make the very most of what remains of the voltage that
it has itself reduced. Under the conditions that we have
ben discussing there is, therefore, but little to choose
between the efficiency of the two.
Now suppose that reaction is introduced into the tuned

Wh'ighog
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Receiver Design.—
circuit from the plate' circuit of the detector. Tbe effect
of this is to reduce the resistance of the tuned circuit,
and therefore to augment the voltage across its terminals.
In the case of the grid detector, which has increased the
effective resistance of the tuned circuit by alarge amount,
the introduction of reaction will permit a very large
increase in the signal voltage before the effective resistance of the coil is reduced to a value which makes
tuning too sharp for quality, or oscillation becomes imminent. Signal strength can, therefore, be increased
many times by using reaction.
In the case of the anode rectifier the resistance of the
tuned circuit remains low even with the valve connected
to it, so that if reaction is applied there is only scope for
a very small increase in signal strength before the limit
of low resistance is reached. In this case the reaction
control is of almost no practical value, provided always
that the tuned circuit is of low resistance without it.
It will be seen then that if we wish to take advantage
of the sensitivity of the grid rectifier we shall be compelled to include in our receiver a reaction device of
some kind, and that this reaction must of necessity be
applied to the tuned circuit that immediately precedes
the detector. It is not sufficient to obtain reaction effects
by partial deneutralisation, or by any other method that
reduces the resistance of the aerial circuit, for this does
not counteract in any way the damping effect of the
grid rectifier, and so leaves the sensitivity of the receiver
at amuch lower level than it need be..
Compromise in

The Question of Selectivity.

If an anode rectifier is employed, reaction into, its grid
circuit is of so little practical value that it is not worth
while to fit àspecial control for it; it is necessary in this
case to obtain the voltage required to operate the detector by high-frequency amplification.
We must make our choice, then, between two alternatives. One of these is a grid detector with reaction,
helped, if necessary by asmall amount of amplification
at high frequency; the other is an anode rectifier, plenty
of high-frequency amplification, and no reaction. A
well-thought-out design based on either of these will
lead to a set having sensitivity up to any desired standard; of the two the receiver employing the anode rectifier will probably need one high-frequency stage more
than the other.
This last statement is made with the intention of providing in either case a high-frequency input suited to
the particular characteristics of each detector.
The
anode detector gives an output of rectified signals which
is approximately proportional to the square of the input
voltage. This means that if we increase the high-frequency input applied to the detector from one-tenth of
a volt to one volt, we obtain in return for this increase
about a hundred times the output of actual signals. A
stage of high-frequency amplification that magnifies
thirty times will increase the sound in the loud speaker
some nine hundred times. Since we cannot hope to obtain an amplification of anything like this last figure in
a single stage of low-frequency amplification, it will
clearly pay us to do as much amplifying as possible
before detection, and as little as need be afterwards. In
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any receiver in which an anode rectifier, is to be, used
we should try, if we do not wish to multiply valves unnecessarily, to provide the detector with an input of not
less than one volt, or more, if there is available sufficient
anode voltage to enable it to deal with a greater input
without overloading.
The case of the grid rectifier is totally different. Here
the sensitivity is very considerable at even the smallest
input, rises to its greatest value at an input of about onefifth of a volt, and remains at this value up to an input
of some two-thirds of a volt, after which it falls away
rapidly. At this point there occurs overloading, accompanied by bad distortion. If we propose to use a grid
rectifier we must, therefore, design for a much lower
degree of amplification at high frequency, for two
reasons: Firstly, we are going to use reaction, and this
will to some extent take the place of H.F. amplification,
and secondly, we must remember than an H.F. stage
amplifying thirty times may only increase the sound in
the loud speaker some five to ten times. The same valve
transferred to the L.F. amplifier can do much more than
this, so that it will be more profitable to employ it there.
On a good aerial adequate sensitivity can be obtained
from agrid rectifier with reaction, using no H.F. amplification at all, while if only a small aerial is available
the addition of one moderately efficient stage will fulfil
all requirements in this direction.
So far we have been discussing sensitivity, and the
most economical methods of attaining it with each type
of detector. We have still to consider selectivity, and
to see how it is influenced by the choice of detector.
First, there is the obvious corollary from the conclusions at which we have .already arrived. We have
found that where an anode detector is to be employed it
is advisable to use a high degree of H.F. amplification
in order to work the detector at its most sensitive point.
Such an amplifier as is here implied will necessarily contain several tuned circuits, each of which, in the interests
of efficiency, will be given as low aresistance as is corisidered safe from other points of view. The number of
.tuned circuits actually employed in the receiver will,
of course, depend on anumber of factors, but it is clear
that the general trend of the design will be towards a
receiver of high selectivity.
The Anode Rectifier and Interference.

If a grid rectifier is to be used, we have an exactly
opposite state of affairs; we have seen that it then becomes desirable to keep the amount of amplification at
high frequency down to asmall value, relying upon reaction for the bulk of the sensitivity. The tuned circuits
will thus be few, so that the selectivity may be considered
poor in comparison with a companion receiver incorporating an anode rectifier and giving an identical range
of reception.
In addition to the variations in selectivity imposed by
the necessity for designing the high-frequency amplifier
to suit the detector, there is another cause of difference
between the two, less potent, perhaps, but still considerable, which tends to emphasise the distinction already
made. An anode rectifier, though highly sensitive to
strong signals, is relatively insensitive to weak ones, so
that if the signals from two stations reach the grid of
16
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Compromise in Receiver Design.—
the detector at the same time any difference in strength
between them will be emphasised by the detector. The
grid rectifier, on the other hand, is not very much less
sensitive to weak signals than to those of normal strength,
so that in this case the difference in strength between
the two stations will not be materially affected by the detector.
Let us suppose, for example, that we tune in a station
A which we wish to hear, and that signals from a nearer
station B, to which the receiver is not tuned, force themselves through as far as the detector. If our tuning is
sufficiently selective to reduce the voltage due to station
B to one-thirtieth of that due to station A, then, if we are
using an anode detector we shall hear A nearly a thousand times more loudly than B—which means in practice that B will not be heard at all. But if a grid detector is in use we shall be deprived of this artificial aid to
selectivity, and as a result A is not likely to be more
than fifty times louder than B. Here, then, we have
another reason, apart altogether from its influence on
the design of the receiver, for anticipating a higher
measure of s?lectivity when an anode rectifier is used.
Limitations of the Grid Rectifier.

The question of the relative merits of the two detectors
from the point of view of quality is one that has exercised many. The case of the anode rectifier is simple;
it yields quality that is only slightly imperfect under all
conditions of input. Assuming correct adjustment of
grid bias, the degree of imperfection is dependent solely
upon the percentage modulation of the received carrier
wave becoming greater as the modulation increases for
a loud passage of music. The impression is then produced as of slightly overloading the output stage of the
receiver. The quality is not affected in any way by varying the high-frequency voltage applied to the detector,
so long as grid current does not flow. It is, therefore,
possible to make an anède rectifier deal with very large
signal voltages indeed, providing that adequate high-tension voltage and grid bias are available, and there is no
need, so far as quality is concerned, to take any interest
in the signal voltages applied other than to make sure
that overloading due to insufficient anode voltage does
not occur.
The case of the grid rectifier is very much more complicated. For small inputs the quality is quite good,

AR-REACHING changes in the management of
Australian broadcasting will probably occur next
year, when practically all the existing broadcasting licences will have expired. In a statement made last
week, Mr. Bruce, the Australian Prime Minister, announced the Government's new policy arising out of
the widespread complaints regarding the quality of programmes sent out by the existing " A " class stations,
which, to all intents and purposes, are controlled by a
combine covering the entire Commonwealth.
The Government contemplates taking over the plant
and equipment of all privately owned " A " class stations, with the object of placing the complete programme
A 17
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though the use of too much reaction often gives the opposite impression. As the signal voltage is increased, there
follows a small region in which quality is poor, immediately after which, beginning at an input of about a
fifth of a volt, there is a narrow range within which
the quality is better than the Lest that the anod detector can provide. As soon as the upper limit of this range
is exceeded, at alittle over half avolt, the detector overloads, and quality becomes extremely bad. These effects
correspond to the various regions on the grid rectifier
curve shown, the nearly horizontal part of which corresponds to the range within which high quality is obtained.
•
Although it would, perhaps, be possible to arrange to
work a grid rectifier always within the limits of perfect
quality just meationed, there are practical considerations
which render it safer to work at rather lower input
voltages in order to avoid the possibility of overloading,
and to accept the slight falling off in quality thereby
brought about. If this is done the quality will not rise
quite to the standard of the anode rectifier. It will not,
perhaps, be out of place to remark here that the grid
rectifier has earned its bad reputation for quality largely
because it is habitually overloaded by most of its users;
properly handled, it will give very acceptable quality
indeed.
To sum up, one may conclude that a typical receiver
built to suit an anode rectifier gives slightly better quality
and much better selectivity than one built round a grid
rectifier, but that the former receiver must of necessity
be rather more complicated and more expensive. Each
user must decide for himself whether he will have simplicity with cheapness, or quality with selectivity, and
must make his choice of rectifier accordingly.
The detail design of the detector stage has not been
touched upon here, partly because the choice of the type
of rectifier to be employed is so large a subject, and has
so far-reaching an influence upon the whole of the rest
of the receiver that it has been considered worthy of a
section all to itself. After all, the grid circuit of the detector valve is really part of the high-fftquency amplifier, so that for design purposes at least it must be treated
under that head. Similarly, the plate circuit of the detector will be regarded as the first part of the low-frequency amplifier, which will be the subject of the third
article of this series.

BROADCASTING CHANGES IN

F
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AUSTRALIA.

and news arrangements in the hands of private contractors who will be invited to submit tenders.
General supervision of the service will be vested with
the Postmaster-General, who will be empowered to ensure the maintenance of the standard of programmes
by withholding part of the licence fees payable or by
cancelling the contract. The contractors will be paid
a percentage on each licence fee.
An advisory committee will assist the PostmasterGeneral in all questions requiring technical consideration and in the supervision of programmes. Research
work will be financed from the balance of licence feel
after the contractors have been paid.
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Thousands of wireless •enthusiasts will
welcome this new component, which a
once obviates the nuisance known as
-motor boating" end ensures a réal
legree of stability.
The three tappini sprovided fulhl in the
me component everything that ;s needed
for the series resistance feed methc,d of
preventing few f
requency reaction.
Further they permit of toltage adjustment, sz., making possible only one H.T
tapping on the set
The component parts are so arranged in
the new ANTI-MOBO that the usual
crrnrs of winding causine interaction
cannot be made.
Attractively finished
in a high grade
Bakelite moulding,
the R.I and Varley
ANTI-MOBO can
easily be built into
any good class
wireless receiver.

our
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battery

never runs
clown
3716 now keeps it continuously, automatically, charged up, without usual.
troubles, off A.C. house mains.
NOTHING to switch on, or look after!
Yet your L.T. battery is alwa.3 s
fully charged I Always ready with a
punch and a smile, day and night,
however much you use your receiver!
The FULLER Balkite is a REALLY
automatic trickle=charger—you needn't
diszonnect it even while you're liste ingin! Absolutely silent! IMPERVIOUS
to overload!
Nothing to break or
wear! No creeping of e1ectrclyte! And
protects the battery every way.
An
amazing invention, and an amazing
boon — your dealer has a
leaflet describing it.
SEE YOUR DEALER TO-DAY!
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THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

Kingsway

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD.
A1 9
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted
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At a vciy low estimate a good Go v. H.T.
Battery costs 7/- every 7 months. and
where used but moderately.

thi:

SieleTERIES

Model .112, D.C.
Two tappings. Suitable for s to 3 valve
sets only.
Price 29/6 complete.

Save lunacy, save tiny...,
EKCONO:ilISE " NOW.

so ve

OR

e_

lece
41?b
›
44.
-gee

worry

Write for the illustratd " EKCO" folders
detailing all" EKCO" Mains Power Units
and Sets. Complete Units range from 17,6
D.C. and from £4 -12 -6 A.C.

U..COLE E

r

FOR 7koArr

An "EKCO" D.C. Model selling at 17/6
complete costs only 7/- in 7years to maintain
when used 4 hours a day,
Furthermore,. at
the end of 7years you still have h•ft your
EKCO" as sou nd as when it was first
JI! odd JIlt,
purchased. Cost is, however, but one of 111:'
Suitable for t to 3 great advantages of using "EKCO " instead
valve sets only.
of batteries and accumulators,
"EKCO "
Price 1
.716
COMPleir,
is no trouble whatsoever. At a touch you
have Mains Power and your set gives perfect,
hum less reception. There is no messiness,
wire-ugliness, recharging, arm-aching shop
renewals week by week. Install "EKCO
in a few minutes and for years you will
forget it is there.

Two tappings.
sets only.

1112, A.C.
Suitable for I to 3r,r/re
Price
l2:6 romp/etc.

Dept. W, "Ekco" Works, London Road, LEIGH-ON-SEA.

THERE ARE UNHEARD BEAUTIES
IN YOUR GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

p
PRICE£

1

BURNDEPT
ELECTRIC SOUNDBOX
Offices:

Blackheath,

LONDON,

S.E.3

London Showrooms: 15, Redford Street, Strand, 1V.C.2
ADAPTER:
For plugging-in
to any receiver.
With 9-ft. twin
flexible wire.

4/-

Publication

No.

127 gives

Complete Instructions and
Circuit Diagrams, together
with practical advice on
how to get the best out of
Gramophone Records—it is
sent out with each Soundbox.

%lieseiNlegie
eialetwileN

CRAMOPHONE
VOLUME
CONTROL:
‘Vith 2-ft. twin flex-

ible wire for connectin.; to Solndbox.

8'6

ERHAPS
you
possess
a really
fine
gramophone, and no doubt many of the
latest electrical process records. Maybe
you think it impossible to improve upon the
fine reproduction of these wonderful records ...
but just play them with the BURNDEPT Electric
Soundbox! You'll be delightedly astonished by
the previously unheard beauties of your records
—rich, full harmonies, chords, and the highest
and lowest notes of the musical scale. You'll
be convinced that the new BURNDEPT device
does improve your gramophone reproduction!
You merely fit the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox in place of the ordinary one, and connect to
your wireless set—that's all.
There is no
surface noise with this device, and the tonal
purity is unequalled — even by three times
more costly attachments.

An unexpected tribute: The Radio Corporation of
Zurich use the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox to
broadcast gramophone records.
This is specially
interesting, as the Soundbox is practically a newcomer among record-reproducing devices 1
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Affection of " The Wifeless Ilsorld," h•lien wiiling to adveitiseis, will
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Events of the Week
HIGH SPEED PICTURE TRANSMISSION.

Professor Tchernysheff, a Soviet scientist, claims to have invented a rapid wireless picture transmission system in which
a picture of four square inches can be
sent and received in less than 40 seconds.
Official tests are to take place in October.
0000
DX HUNT

000 o
WHY

NOT

DYNAMITE ?

The above provides a useful hint for
club secretaries who are seeking a means
of enlivening field days.
ooco
MARCONI

ROYALTIES CASE.

The hearing was concluded
Thursday last of the case before
the
Comptroller -General
of
Patents (Mr. William Smith Jarrett) in which the Brownie Win
less Company (of Great Britain),
Limited, applied for a compulsory
licence under some of the Marconi
patents.
The applicants complained that restrictive conditions
imposed by the Marconi Company's standard licence were unreasonable, and they put in a plea
for the reduction of royalties.
In reserving judgment for a
week,
the
Comptroller-General
said that he hoped in the mean•
time the parties would get together and see if they could arrive
at an agreement.
A 21

in Brief Review.

GRAMOPHONES

AND

WIRELESS.

It
is
understood that negotiations
now in progress between the Radio Corporation of America arid the Victor Talking Machine Company will probably result in a merger within the next few
months.
ooeo
•
INDEX

IN REAL LIFE.

A " hidden transmitter hunt," more
exciting even than a wireless club field
day, was enacted in Quebec last week
when Arsena Nellie, a young Russian,
was arrested and charged with illegally
possessing dynamite.
Following the arrest, two detectives
began a search resulting in the discovery
of a powerful and fully-equipped transmitter which is believed to have been
the cause of persistent interference to
many Canadian and U.S. wireless stations in the past few weeks. The detectives also found 501b. of dynamite.
It is alleged that the hidden transmitter
had been used as a distribution centre
for Soviet instructions to secret agents,
and that it had been stolen from the
Canadian Marconi Company.
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AND

BINDING

CASE.

The index for Volume XXII. of Tite
Wireless World is now ready and copies
are obtainable, price 4d. post free from
the publishers, Dorset House, Tudor
Street, E.C.4. Cloth binding cers for
the same volume can also be supplied,
price 2s. 10d., post free.
0000
CORRECTING A 30-YEAR OLD ERROR.

The reception of wireless time signals
from many different parts of the world
has resulted in the discovery of a 70-ft.
error in the computed position of the
Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton ' according to an announcement by the University of California. The new calculations have been based on a series of experiments in time signal reception in
October and November, 1926. It is stated
that the original error was due to faults
inherent in the instruments used to determine the position of the observatory
in 1897.

THE LONDON

REGIONAL

STATION.

The contract for the new London
regional broadcasting station at Brook
man's Park has been awarded by the
B. B. C. to the Anglo -Scottish Construction Co in competition with several other
firms (writes our Broadcasting Correspondent), and work is now started.
The design for the building has been
prepared by Messrs. Wimperis, Simpson
and Guthrie. The specification has been
made by the Corporation's engineers,
who will directly supervise the construction of the building. The new building
will be single story except at one end,
which will house the offices.
A small part of the apparatus has already been ordered and tenders for the
remainder will go out shortly.
There
will be two transmitters, and the two
aerials, each 200ft. in height, will be
about 500ft. apart.
The aerial power
will be 30 kW. It is expected that the
station will be ready for test next April.
0000
THE BIG

FIGHT RELAY.

One of the best transatlantic relays yet
achieved by the B.B.C. was that which
took place on Friday .orning last when
WGY Schenectady broadcast
running
commentary on the Tunney-Heeney fight.
The signals were picked up by
Keston and relayed by stations
of the B.B.C.
Not only were the words of the
commentators heard. with exceptional clarity, but listeners were
able to distinguish the sounds of
ringside enthusiasm.
0000
BROADCASTING FROM
CENOTAPH.

A TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER.-- The combined transmitting and receiving equipment used by the Southend
and District Radio Society on field days.

THE

Our
rarliamentary
Correspondent
writes :—Sir
William
Johnson-Hicks, the Home Secretary, has informed Major Cohen
that permission has been given to
Ole British Broadcasting Corpora.
thon to broadcast the service at
the Cenotaph on Armistice Day.
It will be remembered that the
B B.C. were able to conduct an
emeerin iental broadcast from the
Cenotaph on Whit-Sunday last,
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when the British Legion memorial service was held. The method used to conceal the microphone and the accompanying landlines was illustrated in oui issue
of May 16th.
oo oo
BROADCAST RELAYS BY CARRIER
CURRENT.

The improvement of the general standard of broadcasting in Canada is the
aim of •a new organisation—the TransCanada Broadcasting Company—which
has just been formed in Toronto.
The
company is shortly to make its ether
debut with transmissions from the key
station CKGW, which operates on 312.3
metres with a power uf 5 kilowatts.
It is understood that, during the early
period of the company's existence the
programmes will be relayed across the
Dominion by ti.e stations of the Canadian
National Railways, the carrier current
system being employed for linking the
various stations.

from the transmitting point. Transmissions of morse and telephony continued
from 3 to 5.30 p.m. with brief- intervals.
Before the location of the transmitter
was finally .
announced three members
succeeded in tracking it.
The first prize winner was Mr. R.
Heaton, who "checked in " at 4.35.
The award. presented by the Marconi
Company, was a heavy ch.ity choke.
Any amateurs who succeeded in picking up the signals from 2AK on July 15th
are requested to communicate with the
Hon.
Secretary of the Slade Radio
Society at 8, Victoria Road, Erdington,
Birmingham.

AUGUST rst; OM.
OVERCOMING INTERFERENCE AT EMA.

The
new
Canadian
Pacific
liner
Duchess oi At/toll has been equipped
with the newly-designed Marconi M.C.6
2 kW. rake set, capable of communication on wavelengths of from 600 to 850
metres and front 2,000 to 2,750 metres.
The receiving apparatus is of the latest
Marconi design, type M.R.4F, having a
wa ve range extending up to 28,000 metres.
This incorporates a recent development
in the form of a note filter , which has
been found to be of great advantage in
minimising delay when receiving telegrams in places where wireless interference ie prevalent.

0000
A CHANCE

ocoo

TO RISE.

The Air Alinistry announces that about
120 officers will be required by the Royal
Air Force for flying duties during titi'
next few months. Applications are accordingly invited from suitable candi-

CALL

LETTERS

FOR

AIRCRAFT.

All aeroplanes fitted with wireless have
now been assigned five-letter call signs
by the International Bureau at Berne.
The first letter is the nationality designation, and the remaining four letters live
the registration mark of the plane.
Where several countries have the saine
nationality prefix, such as Haiti, liengary, and Holland, the first letter for the
group of
four letters also
signifies
nationality. Thus. Haiti begins its fourletter group with H, Holland with N.
and Hungary with M.
A Dutch plane
could lie registered as H-NADY,
British aeroplanes carry the prefix G,
and the general call for all R.%. F.
machines is GEZAA.
French machines
are distinguished by the prefix F. and
the general call is FOZ.
An exception to the general rule occurs in the case of Italy, whose aeroplanes
embody numerals in their registration
signs.
For this reason the radio calls
are specially assigned, the prefix being
the letter I.
0000
A WIRELESS DRAMA

THREE-IN-ONE RECEIVER.—Interesting equipment designed and constructed be air.
H. K. Bourne, of Bristol. On the left is the short-wave receiver, tunable from IS to 50
while in the centre is the receiver for the broadcast band. The instrument on
the right is an ultra-short wave receiver for wavelengths below 10 metres.

metres,

IMPORTED

WIRELESS APPARATUS:
AN ENQUIRY.

The Board of Trade have referred to
the Standing Committee an application
for an Order in Council to require the
marking with an indication of origin of
imported wireless receiving sets and
components.
The Committee will consider whether
th: :e articles should be marked on sale
or exposure for sale, and they may, at
their discretion, also consider whether the
articles should be marked on importation.
The date of the Committee's public
enquiry will be announced later, and
communications regarding it should be
addressed to the secretary, Mr. E. W.
Reardon, Board of Trade, Great George
Street, London, S.W,1, as early as possible, and in any case not later than
August 24th, 1928.
coo°

DID

YOU

HEAR

2AK 7

In a "mystery run" conducted by the
Slade Radio Society of Birmingham on
July 15th no fewer than 40 members and
friends hunted a wily transmitter (2AK:
over an area extending sixteen mile:

dates, who must be between the ages of
18 and 25, well educated and of good
eyesight and physique.
Short service commissions are granted
for five years' service on the active list
and four in the reserve.
Application forms and full details of
the conditions of service can be obtained
from the Secretary. Air Ministry, Kings.
way, London, W. C.2.
0000
TWO STATIONS:

ONE

LICENCE.

A provision of the Wireless Act which
is sometimes overlooked came up for consideration in the Torquay Police Court
recently when a local resident was fined
10s, for maintaining two wireless sets at
different addresses while possessing only
one receiving licence.
The defendant
stated that he was under the impression
that one licence was sufficient.
A wireless licence covers one receiving " station," although several receiving instruments may be employed, but
two different addresses imply the existence of two stations, and it is on this as
stimption that the magistrates convicted.

IN

PORTUGAL.

What must have been one of the most
peculiar experiences in the annals of amateur wireless recently befell Dr. Carlos
Pimentel, a Lisbon experimenter, who
has been conducting tweiving tests on
the Atlantic coast.
For one of the tests, Dr. Pimentel
and several friends took a receiver to the
most westerly
point of Europe—the
Chapel of the Peninha—situated 2,500ft.
above sea level.
This lonely spot was
chosen with the idea of testing reception
in fog, which abounds in this district.
Just before tuning-in, the party was approached by the aged chapel-keeper andi
his wife, who showed great curiosity
about the apparatus. To avoid lengthy
conversation, it was hurriedly explained
that the instrument was intended to
communicate with " another world."
The experimenters then tuned-in, and
immediately obtained excellent reception
from Toulouse, Madrid, Daventry, Stuttgart, and Barcelona.
From the lastnamed they secured wonderful reproduction of an organ recital.
Dr. Pimentel
thus describes the scene : " As soon as
the two old people heard the sound of
the organ, they thought we had indeed
got into touch with `another world .;
and, falling on their knees, they buried
their faces in their hands, overcome with
superstitious awe."
A 22
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BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW- -6,3, Exchange Quotations. 6.10,
Sextet Selections.
9.0, Exchange Quotations end
News. 9.5, Orchestral Concert; March, On the Quarter
Deck (Alford) ; Selection from The Tales ot Hoffmann
(Offenbach); Waltz, Leda (Zepler); Potpourri of
Spanish Airs (Planas) ; Serenade, Granada (Albeniz) ;
March, The Last Stand (Mycldleton). 10.0, Chimes and
Weather Report.
10.5, Pmgrarnme relayed from
Madrid, EAJ7.
BERGEN (370.4 metres); 1.5 kW.-8.0, Orchestral
Selections; Potpourri of 1013, So tanzen wir heut
(Oldhaus); Swedish Sketches (Torsten Petrel; The
Scorcher March (Rosev).
8.30, Talk : Domestic
Industry. 9.0 Orchestral Selections : Potpourri, Der
Zigeunerprirhas (Kalman);
Roses of the South
(Strauss).
9.39, Talk: The Tropical Paradise of
Ceylon.
10.0, 'Weather Report, -News and Time
Signal. 1015, The Janitschar Orchestra from the
Exhibition. 12.0 Midnight (approx.). Close Down.
BERLIN Kiln igsiviv ter hausen) (1,250 metres) ;40 kW.
-4.30, Talk: Civil Rights. 5.0, Programme relayed
front Hamburg. 8.0, Talk by Dr. Otto Neurath.
6.30, Talk : The Antique in Germany-The Roman
Cologne. 6.55, Talk: The Duet. 7.20, Talk: Goethe.
8.30, Programme relayed from Weans.
BERLIN (Voxhausl (484 metres) ; 4 kW.--8.0 a.m..
Morning Gymnastics.
10.10 a.m., Market Prices.
10.15 a.m., Weather Report, News and Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone Records.
11.80 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 12.55, Time Signal.
1.80, Weather Report and News. 3.10, Agricultural
Prices and Time Signa). 3.30, Programme of Gramophone Records. 4.30, Dr. Ing. Seewald, Talk: Presentday Questions in Aviation;
5.0, Concert from the
Ostseebad Swinemunde:
Selection from Dalibor
(Smetana) ; Selection from Von der Erde (Mahler).
Rheinlegendchen (Mahler) ; Berceuse from Der
Schatzgrüber (Schreker); Prelude and Serenade from
Der Schneemann (Korngold) ;Selection from Klein
idas Bitumen (Klenaui ; Selection (roui The Merry
Widow (Leh:ir); Selection from Madame Butterfly
(Puccini).
7.0, Paula Foerster, Talk: Travelling
Through the Mark. 7.80, Dr. Arno Schirokauer, Talk:
The Poet and the Shore. ILO, Ing. Petersen, Talk:
The Technical Employee.
8.30, "Grossstacithift,"
Sketch (Blumenthal and Kadelburg), followed by
Weather Report, News, Time Signal and Sports Notes.
10.30, Dance Music. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday),
Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.0, Time Signal and
Weather Report. 8.5 (approx.), Popular Progra llllll e
Zither Duets, Readings in Dialect and Yodel Songs.
9.20, Selections by the Bern Orchestra, News and
Weather Report in the Interval. 10.35, Dance Music,
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.6 metres) ; 4kW.-4.0, Reading from
New Books. 4.30, Orchestral Concert: March, immer
schneidig (Kockert) ; Waltz, Sornmerlust (Lincke):
Potpourri on Dec Opernball (Heuberger) ; Pianoforte
Solo, Suite in Old Style (d'Albert) ; Serenade, Op. 7
(R. Strauss) ; Humoreske (Reger) ; Strauss Melodies,
Buute Blatter (Konizak) ; Auf der Wartburg blühn
wiederum die Rosen so rot (-Erwin) ; Bei der Lindenwirtin am Rhein (Gütze). 6.0, Shorthand instruction.
fin, Talk in Esperanto.
6.30, Talk by Heinrich
Koitz, from Gleitvitz (250 metres). 6.55, Talk by
liellinut Lehmann. 7.20, Advanced English Lesson.
8.15, Rund um die Liebe, Operetta (Oscar Straus).
10.0, News. 10.80, Orchestral Selections and Dance
Music, relayed from Gleiwita. 12,0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.

mom (441.2 metres)

; 3 kW.-6.0, German Transmission. 6.25, Talk. 6.40, Talk: Spain. 7.0, Concert:
Overture
to
Athalie
(Mendelssohn) ; Tiefland
(d'Albert) ; Barcarolla (Grünfeld); Selection from
Rigoletto (Verdi) ;Air from The Demon (Rubinstein) ;
Triumphal March (Grieg). 8.15, Recital of Czech
Songs from the Works of Janàeek, Novotni, Smetana
and Axman Novotni.
9.0, Orchestral Selections.
10.0, Programme relayed from Prague.
10.25,
Exhibition Programme.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metree); 1.5 kW.-5.0, Dance
Music from the St. Sauveur Palais de Danse. 6.0,
Talk: Le Bruyère's Life and Work. 6.15, M. Carl
Goebel, Talk: Sonic Large European Towns. 6.45.

Musical Interlude,
Vorhans.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4th.
All Times
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to

British
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Orchestral Concert: Retour au camp (Antreas);
Coquetterie (de Taye) ; Do, do, do (Ager) ; Enigma
(Popy) ; The Main Love (Gerschwin); 'Cello Solo,
Andante (Tartini); Selection from William Tell
(Rossini) ; Violin Solo, Romance in F (Beethoven) ;
Yzeil (Piern)); The Second Ballet (Luigini). 7.30,
Radio-Chronique."
8.15, Gramophone Selections.
8.30, Violin Selections. 8.45. Talk : August 4th, 1914.
9.0, Symphony Concert from the Kursaal, Ostend,
followed by News. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BUDAPEST (555.6 metres) ; 35 kW.-&415, Concert
from the Works of Puccini. 7.0, H. A. Gailiel, Talk:
Gulliver's Travels. 7.45, Cabaret Concert. 9.15, Time
Signal and News, followed by Military Band Concert
and Tzigane Music from the Café Ernke. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
cows« (293 metres) ; 4 kW.-10.15 a.m. to 1.6.
see Langemberg. L5, Orchestral Concert. 3.40, see
Langenberg. 4.0,
Talk
for
Book-Lovers. 4.80,
Programme
from
Kbnigswiwterhausen. 6.0.
Edda Tille, Talk for Women: Students and Study in
America. 5.30, see Langenberg. 7.15, Special Notice
on the Olympic Games. 7.20, Talk for Workers.
7.45, Dr. Lips, Talk: The Sports of Primitive Peoples.
8.15, Variety Programme, including "Die Hama'dote," One- Act Play (Brennert), followed by News,
Sports Notes, Light Music and Dance Music.
LO
a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
CRACOW (568 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.30, Review of
Foreign Affairs for the Past Week. 7.65, Agricultural
Report and News. 8.15, Programme from Warsaw.
10.30, Concert from a Restaurant. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.
5 kW.-1-80.
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 7.30, Health Talk by Mrs. Russell, M.B.
7.45, Irish Lesson by Seamus O'Duirinne. 8.0„ Orchestral Selections. 8.30, Gaelic Offerings by Mighread
Ni Annagain. 9.45, A New Series by H. O'Donovan
and Company. 9.15, Soprano Solos by Hilda Dobbs.
9.24 Orchestral Selections. 9.40, Songs with the
Harp, by Charles O'Connor. 9.55, String Orchestral
Selections. 10.5, Songs with the Harp, by Charles
O'Connor. 10.15, Orchestral Selections. 10.30, News,
NVeather Report and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-1.1), Gramophone
Records. 8.30,
Children's
Corner. 4,16,
Reading by Alfred Schemer.
4.35, Orchestral Concert; Waltz Programme, Kaiserwalzer (Jolt Strauss),
La Barcarolle (Offenbach), Delirien (J oh. Strauss),
Tesoro mio (Becucci), Nachtschwünner (Ziehrer),
Gold and Silver (Lehár), Les Millions d'Arlequin
(Drigo), Donauwellen (Ivanovici), Mandverklünge
(Kalman), lilorgenblâtter (Joh. Strauss). 6.15, Wireless Notes and Announcements. 6.30, The Letter
Box. 8.46, Dr. Ludwig Schütz, Talk
The Love
theme lit the poetic works of the East. 7.15, Shorthand Dictation. 9.15, Concert from Bad Wildungen,
followed by a Gustav Jacoby Programme; Musical
Introduction:
Im Tempo unserer heutigen Zeit
(Things heard, experienced. and invented); When
one goes travelling (Bavaria and Swabia); Musical
Interlude, The Journey proceeds (via Frankfurt to
Berlin, with a trip through the beautiful land of
Saxony);
Rhine, Wine, and Beautiful Women;

followed

by

Programme

from

HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse), (394.7 metre.) ;
4 kW.-10.15 a.m., News. 1L0 a.m., Gramophone
Selections. 12.10, %1'eather Report. 12.15, Exchange
Quotations. 12.30, Concert from Hanover (207
metres). 12.45 (In the Interval), Shipping Forecast.
12.55, Time Signal. LIO, News. 2.40, Exchange
Quotations. 3.30, Review of Books. 4,0, Labour
Exchange Report. 4.15, Talk and Reading of Poems.
5.0, Concert of Johann Strauss Overtures, Das SpitzenInch der Kiinigin; Indigo und die vierzig Rüuber,
Der lustige Krieg; Eine Nacht in Venedig; ‘Valdmeister,
A Carnival in Rome. ILO, Request Programme.
7.0, Theatre Talk by Ernst Held. 7.30, Baurat
Iiiitteher, Talk: Friedrich Harkort, a German Economist. 7.55, Weather Report. 8.0,, "Kyrits-Pyritz,"
Musical Sketch in Three Acts (Wilken and Justinus),
followed by Weather Report, News, Sports Notes and
Norag Programme.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres) ; 5 kW.-11.40 a.m.,
Police News. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40,
Concert, relayed from the Tuschinski Theatre, Amsterdam. 5.40, Time Signal, 5.42, Concert, Overture
to Marinello (Fucik), Swedish Sketches (Torsten
Petrel; Waltz, Les Sirènes (Waldteufel), Stelzenliluger
(Murzilli); Fantasia on the Works of Grieg (Urbach) ;
An Evening in Toledo (Schmeling), Ave Maria (Gounod Bach) ; Selections from Die geschiedene Frau (Fall)
Foxtrot, Susie's Sister; Finale. 7.26, Police News.
7.40, Programme organised by the Workers' Radio
Society. 1L10 (approx), Close Down.
PEWEES (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits from
6.40 p.m. on 1,950 metres. 12.10, Concert of Trio
Music. 6.10, Gramophone Selections. 7.25, Talk by
Mme. Hülksen. 7.55, Concert of Songs and Music.
JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio L.L.) (244.5 metres) ; 1.5
kW.-9.0, News, Weather Report, and Fashion Talk
by Mme. la Comtesse de Tremeuge. 10,0, Dance
Music. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
KALUNDBORG (1,1.53 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also fur Copenhagen (337 metres). 7.80 am., Morning
Gymnastics. 11.0
a.m.,
Weather
Report. 8.0,
Trio Concert: Foxtrot, Halleluja (Youmans); Slow
Foxtrot • Tango; Waltz from The Count of Luxembourg (lehar);
Fantasia on Danish Vaudeville
Melodies; 'Cello Solo, Adagio (Sornis), Brudedansen
(Kroman-Jacobsen), Den lille Nisses Bryllup (
Klipping);
Recitation of Chinese Poems; Polka, Knelp (FahrInch) ; Waltz, lmmer oder nimrner (Waldteufel);
Violin Solo, Méditation (Glazounov); Violin Solo,
Valse triste (von Vec.sey); Klovnens Sang (Scheider) ;
Foxtrot,
Pierrette
(Johnstone). 6.20,
Frederik
Schyberg, Talk: Chi-. Winther's Woodcuts. 6.50,
Weather Report. 7.0, News and Exchange Quotations. 7.15, Time Signal. 7.80, Programme Announcements for the Coming Week. 7.30, Kurt
K. Kortsen, Talk: Reykjavik. 8.0, Chimes from the
Town Hall. 8.2, Cabaret Concert. 10.45, Dance
Music. 12.0 Midnight, Chimes from the Coperibagen
Town Hall, and Close Down.
KATOWITZ (422 metres);
10 kW.-7.30, Talk.
7.55, Agricultural
Report. 8.15,
Concert
from
Warsaw. 10.0, lime Signal, Weather Report and
News. 10.30, Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-7.0, Gramophone
Selections. 9.0, Orchestral Concert by War-Disabled
Men. 10.0, Daines Music.
LAHTI (1522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-4.0, Orchestral
Selections: Heil Europa (Blon); Frühlingsstimmen
(Strauss);
Melodies from La Poupée (Audran).
6.80, Recitation of Poems. 5.67, Time Signal, Weather
Report and News. 6.15, Orchestral Concert: Melodies
from The Little Dutch Girl (Kalman) ; Révérence de
Poupée (Bucceri);
Serenata mignonne (Becce) ;
Valse (Waldteufel); Secret d'amour (Larento) ;Wiener
Volkmusik (Leopold); Soldier Songs (Similá). 7.80.
Recital of Songs. 7.50, Orchestral Concert: Elegie
(Sohlstrtim); Chants des lies (Kauppi) ;Quintessenzen
(Morena) ; Offenbach Melodies (arr. Conradi) ; Liebestanz (lioschna); March (Sousa). 8.45, News given
in Finnish-and Swedish, and Concert from aRestaurant
10.0 (approx.). Close Down.
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Programmes trom Abroad.LANCENBERG (468.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Coloime (283
metres), and Edinger (250 metres).
10.15 a.m..
Transmission for Experimental Purposes. 10.30 a.m.
(In th: interval), News find Tides Report. 11.15 a.m.,
Prue amine for Schools. 12.10, Gramophone Selec tions. 12.50, Weather Report. 12.55 rime Sigma!
1.5, Programme from Cologne. 8.80, Finance Itcport
3.40, Technical Wireless Talk 'from Elberfeld.
4.0,
Programme from Cologne.
4.30, Programme from
Ktinigswasterhausen. 5.0, Programme from Cologne
5.80, Elementary English Lesson from Münsess.
6.0, Concert from Münster. March, Reiterlust
;
Waltz Wiener Blut (Strauss) ; Selection from Rigoletto (Verdi) ; Torch Dance in C Minor (Membeer);
Song, An der Weser (Pres.sel); Preismarsch (Ailbout);
March, San Lorenzo (Sylva). 7.15, Programme from
Cologne. 7.45, Talk (Münster only). 8.13 to 1.0 a.m.
(Sunday), Programmé from Cologne.
LEIPZIG (385.8 Metres) ; 4 kW.--8.0, Orchestral
Concert.
4.80, Orchestral Concert.
6.30, Wireless
Talk. 6.45 Taxation Talk.
7.0, Dr. Wetzel, Talk:
Plant Life of our Homeland
7.80, Talk by Dr.
Weygand. 8.0, Weather Report and Time Signal.
8.15, Reci"al of Berlin Songs: Eckenstcher Nante
(Clauberg); Der Reroluzzer (Clauberg) ; Ballade von:
nützlichen Soldaten (Meisel) ; Der schauderbse
Ferdinand (Meisel); Der Jutz-Zwieback (Climbers);
Weest' de wat (Kroner); Knock out (Meisel) ; Die
fromme Helene (Melad).
10.0, News, Programme
Announcements for Sunday and Sports Notes. 10.30.
Programme from Portman
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (875 metres):
kW.-2.0, Orchestral Conoert: Overture to Rosamunde (Schubert); Serenata china (Sale); Selection
from Tosca (Puccini) ; Interlude by Luis Medina
Waltz and Fox-Trot from Las dos Princesas (Caballero):
Weather Report, Exchange Quotations and News:
Dance trom La Gioconda (Ponchielli). 7.0, Sextet
Selections • Selection from La alsaciana (Guerrero)
Selection from Dinorah (Meyerbeer) ; Selection from
Las Corsarias (Alonso) ; Interlude by Luis Medina.
8.0, Dance 5Itisk. 9.45, Agricultural Report. 10.0.
Chimes and Time Signal. 10.2, Symphony Concert.
Overture to A Carnival in Rome (Berlioz) ; Chorale
from Cantata No. 140 (Bach); Symphonic Illustrations (Bacarisse); Symphony in C Major (Mozart):
Petite Suite (Debussy) ; L'Apprenti Sorcier (Dukas);
News.
12.0 (Midnight), Dance Music. 12.30 sun.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
MILAN, Call 1MI (526.8 metres) ; 7kW.-8.85, Time
Signal. 8.87, Talk: India. 6.45, News. 8.50 (n_PProv•)
Concert: Selection from Hansel and Gretel (Humpeedinck); Selection from Samson and Delilah (SaintSaens) ; Selection from Sadko (Rimsky-Korsakoff):
Tenor Solo from Mignon (Thomas);
Pianoforte
Selection, Sonata in A Major (Vidusse); Soprano
Solo front Mireille (Gounod); Mezzo Soprano Solos,
(a) Gipsy Song (Rubinstein) ; Aria (Arensky) ; Tenor
Solos, (a) Aria from The Pearl Fishers (Bizet) ; (b)
The Dream, from Manco (Massenet); Fantasia in D
Minor (Vidusse) ; Soprano Solos, (a) Aria from Dinorals (Meyerbeer);
(b) Lirica (Guarino); Nordin
(Bellini); News. 10.0, Dance Music relayed from the
Fiaschetteria Toscana. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW-Programme also
for Stockholm (464.6 metres,_ Baden (1,190 metres),
Cideborg (410.5 metres), Hale) (260.9 metres),
Demand (720 metres), Sundsvall (
54 5. 8 metres).
12.35, Weather Report. 12.45, Exchange Quotations.
12.55, Time Signal. 520, Concert of L' ht Music.
8.0, Children's Corner. 6.80, Concert from
g
(229 metres). 7.15, Pianoforte Recital: Prelude and
Fugue (Bach) ; Sonata (Sclarlattl);
Variations
(Paderewski); Intermezzo in E Major (Brahms):
Perpetuum mobile (Weber) ;Musical Box (Woodward);
Etude (Chopin);
Waltz (Chopin).
7.45, Talk:
Professions and Professionals.
8.0, Topical Talk.
8.15, Concert from the TridgIrdsfóreningen, Otitebœlt.
9.15, News and Weather Report, followed by Report
of the Olympic Games in Amsterdam.
10.0, The
Viktor Rydberg Jubilee from kinkileing (
2013
metres). 11.0, Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.).
Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (383.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW. - 8.45,
News and 'rime Signal. 8.50, Orchestral Selections:
Air de Ballet, La Livry (Chanzinade); Berceuse
(Castelnuovo); The Arab Dancer (Santollquido);
Venetian Vision (Brogi) ; The First Norwegian
Rhapsody (Seendsen). 9.80, Relay from a Naples
Theatre; Dance Music in tbe Interval. 10.0, Topical
Review.
10.55, Calendar Programme Announcements and Close Down.
OSLO (481.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programrne relayed
by Predriksend (434.8 metres), Samar (555.1 metres)
liototileu (all metres), Poregrand (300 metres) and
Milken (148 metres). 7.45 Weather, Report, News
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Maslen and Ludndlla (Glinka); Welts Suint. E
Onegin (Tchaikovsky) ; Am Meer (Schubert) ; Selection from Faust (Gounod). 9.0, Weather Report, News
and Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

All Times are reduced to British
Summer Time and are p.m. except
where otherwise stated.

ROM!, Call 1R0 (447.8 metres); 3 kW.-8.80, Concert :Piancforte Solo, Gavotte in D Minor (Scarlatti);
Pianoforte Solo, Glue (Martucci) ; Soprano Solos,
(a) Hebrew Song (Rimsky-Korsakoff), (b) Berceuse
(Gretchaninoff); Bass Solos, (a) Al tuo trono (Pon(b) The Two Grenadiers (Schumann) ; Pianoforte Solos, (a) Nocturne in F Minor (Chopin), (h) La
danza d'Olaf (Mangiagalli); Bass Solos ' (a) Romance
front Mignon (Thomas), (b) Aria from Simon Boccanegra (Verdi); Soprano Solos, (a) The Princes;
(Grieg), (b) M'ama, non mania (Mascagni). 8.80.
Sports Notes, News and Weather Report. 8.50, Time
Signal. 9.0, "L'EUsir d'amore," Opera (Donizetti);
in the First Interval: Review of Art and Literature,
in the Second Interval: Talk. 11.5, News. 11.39
(approx.), Close Down.

and Agricultural Prices. 8.0, Thus Signal, and Talk
from peregeond. 8.80, Concert: Overture to Light
Cavalry (Suppé) ; Torch Dance (Meyerbeer) ; Minuet
(Bocchermi);
Fantasia on two Russian Songs;
Karnarinskaja (Glinka) ; Hymn to Venus (d'Albert) ;
Selection from La Vie Parisienne (Offenbach) ;Ballet
Suite, Namouna (Lalo). 9.80, Weather Report, News,
and Topical Talk. 10.0, Accordion Recital. 10.80.
Dance Music relayed from the Grand Hotel. 12.0
(Midnight) (approx.) Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5kW.6.45. " Le Journal Parlé," Talks: "Accession to
Family Property" and "The Law." 8.10, Weather
Report. 8.30, Concert: Pastorale (Moreau) ; Songs
Duets, Pianoforte Solos, (a) The Tenth Dance (Granados) ; (b) Caprice Arabe (Tarrega),• Songs (Delibes),
(a) Air from Lakmé ; (b) Pourquoi ?; Song, L'Image
de ma mie (Selz) ;Désésperance (Levadé); Danse du
souper (Levadé) ; Popular Spanish Songs and Duets;
Dense du feu (de Falla) ; L'Amour Sorrier (de Falk) ;
Pianoforte Solo, Rumeurs de Colette (Albeniz);
Nuit d'Etoiles (Widor);
Le Bonheur est chose
Mere (Saint-Saëns); Popular Songs and Duets of
Czecho-Slovakia; La rue, le guitariste et le vieux
Cheval (Monpa) ; Granda (Albeniz) ; Serenade
(Albeniz) ; Pianoforte Solos, (a) Berceuse (Gaubert) ;
(b) Gavotte (()ssec) ; (C) L.. Timbre d'argent (SaintStains).
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (840.9 metres); 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk and News. 9.0,
Concert: Overture to La Vie Joyeuse (Hirschman);
Tristesse (le Borne) ; Le Cold (Thomas) ; Sur l'eau
(Lessee); Procession nocturne (Rabaud) ; Sophie's
Aria from Werther (Massenet); Interlude des Roitelets
(Humperdinck); Song, Ariette (Frescobaldi) ; Ballet
Music from Bacchus (Massenet); Song, Les Cigales
(Chabrier) ; Première Aubade (Lacombe); L'Auberge
de Capri, from Arlequin (d'011one) ; Danse bressanne
from La Chanson de Paris (Casadesus); News at
Intervals during the Programme.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres): 8kW-12.35, Gramophone Concert:
Stenka Razine
(Glazounov) ; Under the Lime Trees, from Alsatian
Scenes (Massenet) ; Ballet Egyptien (Luiginl); 'Cello
Solo Goyescas (Granados-Cassado) •, Selection from
Laltiné (Delibes) ; Selection from Maroul (Rabaud);
La Caravane, from Mamie (Rabaud) ; Invocation to
Nature, from Werther (Massenet) ; OP Man River,
from The Show Boat (Kern), sung by Layton and
Johnstone; News in the Interval.
1.50, Market
Prices and Exchange Quotations. 8.45, Dance Music,
followed by News. &IL Agricultural Report. 8.113,
Talk, Exchange Quotations and News. 8.30, Concert
of Melodies and Dance Music; News in the Interval.
p/y8fauluill, Call KDKA (63 and 27 metres) ;
25 kW.-11.0, lime, Baseball Scores and "Crowder
Bros." Programme. 11.25, KDKA Theatrical Calendar.
1120, Concert by the Westinghouse Band, conducted
by T. J. Vas tine, from the Palm Room of the William
Penn Hotel. 11.55, Baseball Scores. 12.0 Midnight,
Time Signal. 12.2 a.m. (Sunday), Concert (continued).
12.8(I a.m., The Meeting of the Home Radio Club.
12.45 am., Gems of American Literature, by Elbert R.
Moses, President of the Pittsburgh School of Speech.
LO ana., Programme from WJZ, New York. 1.30
Concert by the Goldman Band, from WIZ, New York.
3.15 am., Time signal. do sen., ‘Veather Report,
Time Signal and Baseball Scores. 4.15 a.m. (approx.)
Close Down.

SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.96 and
31.4 metres);
30 kW.-11.25, Baseball Scores.
11.30, Dinner Music. 12.25 a.m. (Sunday), Baseball
Scores. 12.30 a.m., Concert by Statler's Pennsylvanians, directed by Johnny Johnson, from New
York. LO a.m.. Keystone Duo with Balladeers, Irons
New York. 1.80 a.m., Time Signal. 1.32 a.m., Concert
by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted
by Willem Van Hoogstraten, from the Levissohn
Stadium. 8.20 a.m., Organ Recital by Robert Berentsen, train Rochester. 4.0 a.m., Dame Music from the
Hotel Ten Eyck, Alhativ. 5.0 a.m. (approx.), Close
Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) • 5 kW.--4.30, Orchestral
Concert.
a.go, Market Prices. 6.15, Concert of
Turkish Music. 8.30, Weather Report and Time Signal.
8.40, Concert: Overture to The Barber of Seville
(Rossini); Concerto for Two Violins (Bach) ; Songs
(Bach) ; Votan's Farewell and Fire Magic, from The
Valkyrie (Wagner). 10.0, News and Close Down.
STUTTGART (379.7 metre ; 4 kW.-3.0, Concert 01
Travel and Wander Songs. 6.0, Time Signal and
Weather Report.
6.15, 'Programme from Era=
(577 metres), Dr. Bergell, Talk: Everyday Events
and Chemistry. 6.45Herr Lukas Müller, Talk: Man
and the Sun. 7.15, Josef Eberle, Talk: Montma rt
re .
7.46, Report of the Labour Exchange for South-West
Germany; Time Signal, Weather Report and Sports
Notes.
8.15, Concert from the Silberburg Park
Restaurant. Stuttgart; Programme of Blankenburg's
Marches, followed by News, Sports Notes and Dance
Music from the Café-Restaurant Wilhelmsbau.
TALLDIN (406 metres) ; 2.2 kW.-5110, Children's
Corner. ILO, Talk and News. 7.0, Gramophone
Selections. 8.80, Dance Music, relayed from the
Estonia Veisseut Saal.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du 51 911), (301 metres)
3 kW-8,30,
Concert
of
Hawaiian -Guitar
Music. 9.0, Concert: German March, Alte Namaraden (Teike) ;Overture to The Mute of Portici (Auber) ;
Orchestral Suite, Nymphes au bois (Boyer) ; Waltz,
Sobre las olas (Becitssi); Suite, Toreador et Andalouse (Rubinstein), Chant sans paroles (TchaikovskY),
Pizzicato de concert (Gillet) : Clair de lune, Fantasia
with variations;
Song of the Volga Boatmen;
Overture to Les Mousquetaires au Couvent (Varney);
Ballet Music from Faust (Gounod); Bolero, Brise
d'Espagne (Gabutti); March, Paris (Tavan). 11.0,
North .African News.

MINA (577 and 517.2 metres) : 1.5 and S kW. 415, OrcheStral Concert. 6.10, Concert:
Two
Bergerettes, Si vous n'avez rien à me dire (Rothschild); Violin Solos, (a) Rondino (Cramer-Brown),
(b) From the Cunebrake (Gardner), (c) Molly on the
Shore (Grainger), (d) Alvation (Borowsky), (e) Selection from Czardas Scenes (Hubay); Aria from Tie
Force of Destiny (Verdi) ; Aria train Tannhâuser
agner); Aria from Der Kuhreigen (Kienzll; Aria
from Faust (Gounod); Pianoforte Solos, (a) March
POSEN (344.8 metres): 1.5 kW.-7.30, Programme - Dohnanyi), (b) Perpetuunt mobile (Weber), (c) Rondo
Hummel). 7.10, ices Friedrich, Talk: Travelling
from Warsaw.
7.55, Finance Report. 9.1.5, Prodventures in the Tropics. 8.5, "Der lachende
gramme from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal, Weather
Eheinann" Operetta in Three Acts (Eysler), followed
Repart and News. 10.20, Variety Selections. 10.40,
by Dance Music.
Dance Music, relayed from the Palais Royal Cae.
12.0 Midnight, Matson Philips Concert. .2.0 a.m.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-8.15, Concert:
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
March, Dratewka (Namvslowski); Overture to Le
Roi d'Yvetot (Adam) ; Waltz, Gipsy Love (Leer);
PRAGUE moms metres);
5 kW.---8.0, German
Songs, Overture to Flis (Moniuszko), Le Rouet d'Omp.
Transmission. 6.25, Agricultural Report. 6.36, Talk
hale (Saint-Saens), Mélodie élégiaque (Grieg) ; Ballet
for Workers. 7.15, Orchestral Concert, 7.45, Concert.
Music from Faust (Gounod) ; Selection from Pique
8.40, Dramatic Programme. 10.0, Time Signal, News
Dame (Tchaikovsky), The Mill in the Black Forest
and Programme from the Exhibition, Brtinn.
(Eilenberg) ; March, Prince Joseph
Poniatowsi
(Noskowski): in the Interval, News in French. 10.0.
RIGA (5211.3 metres) ; 4kW.-7.0, Concert: Overture
Time Signal and Weather Report. 10.5, News.
to The Flying Dutchman (Wagner) ; Gipsy Dance
10.20, Sports and Police Notes. 10.80, Dance Music
(Saint-Sens); Livia Quintilla (Noskovski); Kaiser
from the Oaza Restaurant. 11.30 (Approx.) Close
March (Wagner) ; Songs; Violin Solo; Overture to
Down.
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Programmes from Abroad.AGEE (310 and 46 metres) ;O. kW.-19.40, Wenther
Forecast, Market Prices, News Belletin. 8.30, Exchange Quotations and Weather Forecast.
8.45
(approx.), Close Down.
BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call HAP. (344.8
Mottle); 1.5 kW.- -12.0 Noon. Chimes relayed from the
Cathedral, Regional and General Weather Report
1.844 Concert by the Iberia Instrumental Trio. 2.45
to 9.0, Interval. 9" Opening Signal followed by
Sports Notes, Agricultural and Cereal Market Prices.
9.15, Selections by the Station Orchestra.
9.30,
Pianoforte Recital by Senor Julio Del Rio: Programme of Argentine Tangos. 9.5), Orchestral and
Vocal Concert. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (870.4 metre; 1.
3
Iff--10.10 SAM,
Outside Relay of a Divine Service, 12.33, Weather
Forecast, News Bulletin. 8.0, Orchestral Selections.
9.0, Talk. 9.83, Recital of Pianoforte Mu sic by Oskar
Adler. 10.9, Weather Forecast, New; Bulletin and
Time Signal.
10.15, Musical Prora -n-n.
12.9
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Kbnigswusterhausen)
(425)
metres)
40 kW. -8.80 a.m., Orchestral Concert relayed from
Vedas«. In the Interval about 7.0 a.m. Gymnastie
Exercises.
9.0 a.m., Chimes from the Potsdam
Garrison Church followed by Vocal and Instrumental
Concert from Voease and Berlin Cathedral Chimes.
"Lao a.m., Concert relayed from Vozhaus.
Children's Programme relayed from Vozhaus. 8.0,
Talk for Photographers by Jens Lützen. 8.30, Agricultural Programme, Talks and Music, relayed from
Varlets.
8.33, Talk on Literature followed by
Programme relayed from Vexhaal.
12.13
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
BERLIN (Voxbaus) (484 metres): 4 kW. - 8.11) to
8.0 a.m., Orchestral Concert, in the Interval about
7.0 a.m., Gymnastic Exercises. 9.0 a.m., Potsdam
Garrison Church Chimes followed by Vocal and Ingrurnental Concert and Chimes from the Berlin
Cathedral. 11.80 am. to 12.51, Orchestral Concert.
2.0. Children's Programme arranged by Hans Rodenstedt and Fritz Pete. 8.80, Programme of Agricultural
Talks, followei by Musical detections. 7.0. Proerammc
of Talks and Musical Programme. AIM Dane('
Music by the Gerhard Hoffmann Orchestra. 12.11
a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
BERN (4U metres); 1.5 kW.-10.33 a.m., Divine
Service relay. 1.0, Tizne Signal and Weather Forecast.
1.5,Orchestral Concert. 8.1d, Concert by an Orchestra.
8.0, Time Signal and Weather Forecast, followed by
Talks and Music, including Trumpet Solos. 9.45, Sports
Notes and News Bulletin. ao, Selections by the
Bern Municipal Orcbe;tra.
10.35 (approx.), Close
Down.
B/12/E/G1 (158 metres) '
•0.6 kW-8.15, News Billet in
and Sports Notes. 8.8 Instrumental Concert. 9.0.
Programme of Dance Music.
BRATISLAVA (800 metres).
1 bVIii - AMU) a.m.
(approx.) to 11.0 (approx.), Programme of Talks and
illusic,with relay at intervals of the Pram arid Brann
Programmes.
BREMEN (272.7 metres) •' 0.
7 kW. --8.119
am. Orchestral Concert relayed from Ifaxhaal. 8.25 a.m..
Time Signal, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin
from Hamburg. 11.80 a.m., Open Air Concert relayee
from the Opera House Square in Hanover. 12.55,
Nauen Time Signal.
LO, Instrumental Concert,
2.0, Children's Programme from Hamburg, followed
by Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0. Musical
Programme followed by Weather Forecast, News
Bulletin, and Concert relayed from the Georgspalast.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (822.8 metres) ; tkW. -8.15 a.m., Relay
of Chimes from Christchurch, Breslau, 11.0 11.111,
Catholic Morning Recite!. 12.0 B00% Orchestral
Concert. 2.0, talk for e.mateur Gardeners. 3.0,
Fairy Tale Recital for Children. 8.30, Agricultural
Talk, 4.0, Running Commentary by Dr. Fritz
Wenzel on the Steeplechase and Flat Races from the
Meeting of the Silesian Association for Horse Breeding
and Horse Racing, held on the Breslau-Hartlieb
Course, followed by Programme of Talks and Music
8.80, Variety Concert. 10.0, Last News Bulletin,
Relay of a Dance Music Programme. 12.0
lechdght (approx.), Clime Dewn.

1/80,

BRUNE (441.2 metres) : 3 kW.-7.0 Los. (approx.),,
to 11.0 Los., Programme of Talks and Music. 11.g
a.m., Orchestral Concert, followed by Programme of
Talks and Music. 4.0, Popular Concert. 8.0, German
Transmission. 7.0, Orchestral Concert. 10.80, Musical Selections. 110 (approz.). Close Down.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW. --5.0, Mae of
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Dance Music from the Ostend Kursaal. 8.0, Programme for Children by the Clowns Bonzo and Sylvia
of the Theatre des Enfants Brussels. 9.90, Instrumental and Soloist Concert. 7.80. "Le RadioChronique -Journal Parisi of Radio -Belgique."
8.15, Chamber Music Selections, 9.0, Instrumental
Concert, Conducted by Francois Rasse, relayed from
the Ostend Kunsiaal. followed be Newe Bulletin.
19:31 (leers:ix.), Close Dew
BUDAPEST (555.8 metres); 35 kW.-4.0
News Bulletin and Beauty Hints for Women.
10.0
a.m., Protestant Divine Service. 12.0 Noon, Chimes,
followed by l'eue Signal, Weather Forecast and
Musical Programme. 8.80, Agricultural
Report.
4.15, Programme for Chldeen, followed by Weather
Forecast, Musical Selectioes and Dramatic Piece.
or Concert; In the Interval Sports Notes.
10.89.
(approx.); Programme of Tzigane Music, relayed from
the Café Spolarits in Bisidareet. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Diem.
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme also
for Aix-la-Chaoelle (400 metres), Langenberg (488.8
metres), and Minster (250 metres). 9.0 am., Sacred
Morning Recital, Music and Address followed by
Programme of Talks and Music. 1.0, Orchestral
Concert. 20, Sports Relay from the "Rote Erde"
Stadium in Dortmund, followed by Miscellaneous
Programme. 8.0, Musical Programme, followed by
Last News Bulletin, and Sports Notes, and Musical
Selections. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
CORK, Call 8CK (40) metree ; 1.5 kW.-8.30, Vocal
and Instrumental Concert by the Station Orchestra
with Songs to Harp Accompaniment by Charles
O'Connor; other Actistes: Ainees R. Gibbings (Contralto), Gennie Gallagher (Mezzo-Soprano). Dr. Staf
Gehruere (Carillonneur). 11.0
National Anthem.
11.5 (approx). Close Down,
oanow (888 metres); 1.5 kW--10,15 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from aCathedral. 12.0 Bona, Relay
of the Fanfare from Notre Dense, Time Signal and
Weather
Report. 4.0,
Agricultural Talks. 6.0,
Special Concert on the Occasion ot the Departure of
the Cracow Legionaries, Programme of Speeches,
Recitations, Orchestral and e'oral Sextet Music.
6.80, Miscellaneous Items. 7.15, Talk, 8.0, Fanfare
from Notre Dame, followed by Sports Notes, 8.80.
Vocal and Instrumental Cc,ncert. 10.0. Programme
relayed from Warsaw. 1040, Concert, relayed from
a Restaurant. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (819.1 metre- ; 1.5 kW. - 8.30,
to 11.5 (approx.). Programme relayed from the Cork
Station, Instrumental and Vocal Concert preceded
by a Cariilonade by Dr. Stet Gebruers, from St. Colman's Cathedral, Cobh; at the end of the Programme
the Natioeel Anthem.
FRANKFURT (428.9
);
4 kW.-8.0' a.m.,
Musical Morning Recital.
1.0 Lm., Talk for Parents
on the Upbringing of Children, 11.80 a.m. to 8.0
Talk, arranged by the Rhein-Main Association for
Popular Education. 8.0 (approx.), Musical Programme. 10.0, Probable relay of the Mozart Festival
from Salzburg (see Leipzig Programme for details).
11.0 (approx.) Close Down'
H2199222, Call HA (in Morse) (294.7 metres):
4kW -Programme relayed by Bremen (272.7 metres).
Hanover (297 metres), and Kiel (254.2 metres).
a.m., Orchestral Concert, relayed from Volta«.
8.25 !LIU., Time Signal, Weather Report and News
Bulletin. 1.1.0 Lm. (tor Hamburg only), A trip
through the Hamburg Museums, followed by Musical
Programme. 12.15. International Time Signal, relayed from Nation. 1.0 (fre-Hamburg and Niel only),
Orchestral Concert. 22, Programme for Children.
3.0 to 7.40, Programme of Talks and Music.
7.40,
Sports Notes and Weather Report. 8.0, Musical.
Programme, followed by Weather Forecast, News
Bulletin and Concert frorn the Café Wallhof (for
Hamburg and Kiel only).
11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
HANOVEZ (997 metres);
0.7 kW. -11.30 a.m.,
Orchestral Concert, relayed front Vozhaus. 8.85
Time Signal, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin
from Bamberg. 11.80 a.m., Open-air Concert, relayed
from the Opera House Square. 12.513, Nanan Time
Signal.
1.0, Gramophone Records, followed •ey

Programme of Talks and elude. 8.0, Muskat Pro.
gramme, followed by Weather Report, News Bulletin
and Concert, relayed from the Georgspelest. ILO
(approx.), Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres)
I kW.-12.40, Concert
ssf ['do Selections.
2.40, Orchestral and Soloist
encert, relayed from the Scheveningen Kurhaus.
5.40 (approx.), Concert by the Wireless Orchestra.
eonducted by Nioo Tree. 7.40, Time Signal, Weather
Report and Newe Bulletin. 7.55 (approx.), Concert by
the Residence Orchestra from the Schesesningen
Kurbaue, conducted by Professor Geoeg Schneeveigt.
ELF/ZEN (840.9 maim); 4 kW.-Programme on
I
.9e0 metres after 5.40.-8.10 Lin., Divine Service
with Address and Choral Music. 9.30 a.m. (apemen.),
Evangelical Morning_ Service, relayed from a Church.
12.10, Concert l'y the Winkels Trio of Amsterdam,
followed by Programme of Talks and Music and Programme for Hospitals. 7.25, Talk. 7.55, Concert nod
Miscellaneous Items under the Direction of Mr. M. v.d.
Ende.
10.25 Choral Epee:tie followed by Close
Down.
JUAN-LEM-PINS (Radio LL) (2415 metres) • 1.5 kW.
-LO, Concert by the leer Orchestra, relayed from the
Juan-les-Pins eMsino, dffth items for Children by
Radiolo" and Selections from Manon Lescaut
(Puzeini). 2.0 to 9.0, Interval. 9.0, News Bulletin
and Orchestral Concert. 10.0, Dance Music Programme
by tite Casino Orchestras.
10.20 (apprise.), Close
Down.
RALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7kW.-Programme
el,o for Copenhagen (337 reetres).-111.0 a.m.. Divine
Service and Address, relayed from a Church. 11.80
a.m. (for Kalimdborg only), Weather Report. 2.0,
Divine Service Relay. 8.50 (for Kalundborg only).
Weather Forerait. 7.0, News Bulletin. 7.80, Talk.
8.0, Relay of Chimes from the Copenhagen Town Hall.
8.5, Popular Programme of Recitations, Songs and
Musical Selections • in the Interval at LO (approx.),
News Bulletin. 9.45, Programme of Dances by the
Viennese Masters, including (a) The Blue Danube,
(b) Kriegsabenteuer Gallop (Johann Strauss), followed
by Dance -Music Programme; in the Interval at 32.0
Midnight, Relay of Chimes from the Copenhagen
Town Id III.
12.80 a.m. (approx.) (Mondayl, ('lote
rimy)).
HATOWITZ i422 metres) ; 10 kW.--10.15 a.m.,
Divine Service. 12.0 Noon, News Bulletin. 4.0, Talk
by W. Wlosik: The Sileeian Gardener. 4.20, Two
Agricultural Talks. 6.0, Popular Programnse. followed by Miscellaneous Announcements, Programme
of Talks and Music. 8.16, Concert relayed from
Vearanie, 10.1), News Bulletin, 10.80. Programme of
Dance Music. 11.80 )approx,) Close 1-IewnKAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7kW.-12.0 Noon, Chimes,
Weather Report and Recital cd Church Music. 5.0.
Report for Farmers. 8.80, Programme of the Hunting
Association. 7.15, Gramophone Selections, followed
by Health Talk. 8.30, Lowering of the Flag-Ceremony
relayed from the Kaunas War Museum. 8.40, Time
Signal, Weather Forecast and Review of Politics.
9.0, Instrumesstal Comert. 10.30 (approx.), Clew
Down.
KIEL (254.2 metres) ; 0 .7
aml. Orchestral
Concert telayed from Vozhaus. 8.25 Lm., Time Signal,
Weather Report, News Bulletin from Hamburg.
10.55 Lm., Divine Service, relayed from the University
Church in Kiel. 12.55, NMI« Time Signal. 1.0.
Concert from Hamburg. 2.0, Children's Programase,
relayed from Hamburg, followed be Programme of
Talks and Music. 7.40, Sports Notes. 7., Weather
Forecast.
8.0, Musical Programme, followed by
Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Concert from
the Cafe Wallhof in Hamburg. 11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
KONIGSBERG (829.7 metres) ; 4 kV.'. -9.0 a.m.,
Morning Recital: Sacred Orean Music, Songs and
Address. 11.0 a.m. (for 146masberg only), Weather
Forecast. 11.15 am., Orchestral Concert. 12.55,
Nauen International Time Signal, followed by Weather
Forecast. 7.0, Programme of Talks. 8.10, "Die ledige
Ehetrate" Farce, with Songs and Dances in Three
Acts (Pordes-Milo and Theo Halton), Music by Joseph
Silage, followed by News Bulletin and Sports Notes,
and Programme of Dance Music.
12.0 111daigat
(approx.), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 mares); 35 kW.-Programme also
for gelsingeers (375 metres).-8.0 a.m., Divine Service
in Finnish. 10.50 a.m., Orchestral Concert, conducted
by gricki Linko, with Recital of Songs in the Interval.
11.50 a.m., Weather Forecast and Tizne Signal.
12.0 Noon, Swedish Divine Service. 8.10, Concert of
Orchestral Music. 7.80, Recital of Songs by Roine R.
Ryynenen. 7.50, Continuation of Orchestral Concert,
8.46, News Bulletin in Finnish and Swedish. 9.15,
Concert relayed from a Restaurant. 10.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
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Programmes IrOM Abroad.LANGENBERG (468.8 metres), 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and Minster (250 metres).-9.0 a.m. Sacred
Musical Recital relayed from *done, followed by
'Programme of Talks and Music.
10, Orchestral
Concert, followed by Programme from Cologne.
ILO, Relay from the Exhibition Hall in Cologne,
followed by Last News Bulletin and Sports Notes
relayed from Cologne and Orchestral Concert. 12.0
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (365.8 metres) ; 4 kW-8.30 am., Organ
Recital from the University Church. 90 am., Morning
Recital of Songs and Instrumental Music. 11.0 a.m.,
Outside Relay of an Orchestral Concert. 12.0, liana
Bredow School Programme of Talks. LO, Programme
of Agricultural Talks. 2.0, Re'view of the Foreign
Press. 2.80, Concert by the Dresden Wireless Orchestra, conducted by Gustav Agunte, relayed from the
Jahresschau. Dresden; 8.30, Literary Programme.
4.80 (approx.), Instrumental Concert, followed by
Programme of Talks. 7.30, Musical and Literary
Programme. 10.0, "Serenade " Relay of the Mozart
Festival from Salzburg; The Vienna Symphony
Orchestra directed by Dr. Bernhard Paumgartner,
Programme from the Works%f Mozart, including the
Haffner Serenade, composed in July, 1776, on the
Occasion of the Marriage of Elisabeth Haffner in
Salzburg; (a) Allegro maestoso; (b) Andante; (c)
Minuetto; (d) Rondo; (e) Minuetto galante; (f)
Andante; (g) Minuetto; (h) Adagio-Allegro assai.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (875 metres) r
3kW.-2.0, Selections by the Artys Orchestra. 820
to 7.0, No Transmission. 7.0, Programme for Children.
8.0, Dance Music Programme. 10.0, Chimes, Time
Signal and Musical Selections by the Municipal Band.
12.80 (approx.) (Monday), Close Down,
MILAN, Call 1MI 4628.8 metres) ; 7kW.--10.30 a.m.,
Vocal and Instrumental Sacred Music. 12 30. Opening
Signal, followed by Quartet Selections. 1.80, to 4.0,
No Transmission. 4.0, Concert of Quintet Music and
Songs. 8.25, Talk. 8.35, Time Signal, followed by
Talks. 8.50, "La Cenerentola "-Opera (Rossini).
During the intervals Talk and Sports Notes and
News. 11.45 (approx.), Close Down.
YOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Roden (1,190 metres),
II:Rebore (416.5 metres), Malmo (260.9 metres),
Ceerwand (720 metres), and Sundsvall (545.6 metres).11.0 am., Divine Service Relay.
5.55, Relay of
Chilies front the Stockholm Town Hall. 7.50, An
August Programme. 9.45, Report of the Olympic
Gaines at Amsterdam. 10.0, Concert including Oldtime 1)ance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) •4kW.-Programme relayed
by Augsberg (500 metes), Kai/Mae= (204.1 metres),
and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-11.0 a.m.. Relay of
Chimes from the Town Hall. U.15 a.m., Weather
Forecast. 1.0, Time Signal, Weather Forecast and
Programme Announcements, followed by Agricultural
Talk. 8.0 (approx.), Programme of Instrumental
Music and Talks. 9.30, News Bulletin. 10.0, "Serenade "-Special relay of the Mozart Festival from
Salzburg (See Lein* Programme for details): 110
(approx.), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (333J metres), 1.5 kW.,-10.0 am..
Sacred Music Recital, followed _by Interval. 4.45.
Programme tor Children. 5.0, Light Orchestral and
Vocal Concert. 5.30, Time Signal and Talks. 8.40,
Time Signal. 8.0,- Report of the Naples Harbour
Authorities. 820, COncert of Vocal and Instrumental
Italian Music, including" Schiccheri E'Grande "Comedy in One Act (Sabatino Lopez) : Artistes,
Armando Scaturchio, Gino Sampler', Diana d'Elio
and Dina Fabbri. 10.0, Sports Notes. 10.55, Calendar
and Programme Announcements.
11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
0810 (481.6 metres); 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Fredrikistad (434.8 metres), Hamm (550.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (I00 metres), and
Rjukan (448 metres)-10.30 a.m. approx.), Chimes
followed by Divine Service. 7.45, Wieather Forecast
and News Bulletin. 8.0, Time Signal followed by
Programme of Talks and Music.
9.80 (approx.),
Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Topical Events
Review. 10.80 (approx.), Dance Music relayed from the
Hotel Bristol in Oslo.
12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (468 metres) ;
0.5 kW.-Programme relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres), Eiffel
Tower (
2.050 m-tres), Grenoble (416 metres). Lille prr
(264 metres), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons PTT (476
metres), Manilla (303 metres), Rennes (280 metres),
Toulouse p•re (260 metres).-8.0 a.m., News Bulletin
and Time Signal. 10.25 am., International Time
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Signal and Weather Forecast. 1.30, Instrumental
Concert. 8.0, Le Radio-Journal de France. 8.80, Sports
Results.
9.0, Instrumental Concert, followed by
Dance Music relayed from the Coliseum de Paris.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres) ;5kW8.58 a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 10.28 san.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 8.45, Le Journal Parlé
par T.S.F. Talks by Detective Ashelbé, René Cazalla,
Pierre Descaves, •
Bertrand Dupeyrat, and other
regular contributors. 8.10, Weather Forecast. 820.
Concert by Mario Cases and his Orchestra. 8.58, Time
Signal on 32.5 metres. 11.28, Time eignal on 2,650
metres.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.46, Gramophone Selections, Talk and News Bulletin.
9.0, Orchestral and Vocal Concert with Songs, M.
Rousseau of the Opéra-Comique in Lamento (Duparc).
9.25, News Bulletin. 9.30, Symphony Concert. 10.0,
News Bulletin. 10.5 (approx.), Instrumental Selections. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio LL) (870 and 80 metres) ; 1 kW.8.0, Programme of Dance Music Selections, arranged by
Les Etablissements Radio LL. 9.0, Concert of Vocal
and Instrumental Music and Solos, including The
Fourth Quartet in C Minor (Beethoven), (a) Allegro
non tanto, (b) Andante scherzo, (c) Minuetto allegretto, (d) Allegro, played by the Russian String
Quartet and Mme. Tosca Marmor (Pianoforte.) 10.80
(approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ; 6kW.
-8.0 a.m., News Bulletin, followed by Review of the
Press. 12.0 Noon, Religious Address by the Rev.
Father Pade, followed by Concert of Choral Sacred
Music, 12.45, Selections by the Albert Locatelli
Orchestra. 4.30, Dance Music Programme by the
Grand Vatel Dance Orchestra; News in the Interval.
7.45, Programme for Children, followed by Agricultural Talk and News Bulletin. 8.30. Instrumental
Concert, News in the Interval.

AUGUST 1st, 1928.
Bulletin. 2.80 to 5.0, No Transmission. 5.0, Instrumental Concert. 8.0 to 8.80, Dance Music Programme,
relayed frem the Casinetta. 8.0, Opening Signal, followed by Talks. 8.20, Forestry Report. 8.80, News
8.48,-Review of Topical Events. 8.59,Time
Signal. 9.0, Symphony Concert by the Grande Orchestra, including 'Pianoforte Solos from the Works of
Martucci, by Lidia Trornbetti ;in the Interval, Review
of Fashions by Madame Pompadour. 11.5, Last News
Bulletin. 1115 (approx.), Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.96 and
81,4 metres); 30 kW.-10.30, Concert by the Ballad
Singers, relayed from New York. 11.0, Stetson Parade
Programme, American Legion Band, relayed from
Boston, Mau. 12.0 Midnight, Concert by the National
String Quartet, from New York. 12.25 a.m. (Monday),
Baseball Announcements from New York. 12.30 a.m.,
Capitol Theatre Programme from New York. 2.0 a.m.,
Address: Our Government, by David Lawrence,
relayed from Washington D.C. 2.15 a.m., Atwater
Kent Programme, from New York. 2.45 am., Correct
Time. 2.47 am., Biblical Drama from New York.
3.15 am., Television Transmission for Experimental
Purposes. 3.30 ain. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres); 5 kW.-4.30, Instrumental Concert. 5.80, Cereal Market Prices. 6.15,
Concert of Turkish Music. 8.30 (approx.), Weather
Forecast and Time Signal. 8.40. Instrumental Concert.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
STETTIN (236 metres); 0.75 kW.--Rclay of the Voxhais Pt ,azt .1111111C at intervals from 8.80 LIZ.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres);
4 kW.-11.0
(approx.), Morning Concert. 2.0, Programme for
Children, followed by Programme of Talks and Music.
8.0, Time Signal and Sports Notes. 7.45, Time Signal
and News Bulletin. 8.0, Vocal and Instrumental
Concert. 10.0„ Probable relay of the Mozart Festival
from Salzburg (see Leipzig Programme for details).
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
TALLINN (408 metres) ; 2.2 kW.-7.30 a.m. to lb
(approx.), Varied Programme of Talks, Music, Weather
Reports and News Bulletins.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi), (891 metres) ;
3 kW.-12.30. Instrumental Concert. LO, Time
Signal. 1.45, Press Review. 8.0, News Bulletin.
8.30, Instrumental Concert. 9.15, Verdi Festival
Programme offered by the Association des Conunercants radio-électriciens.du Midi, Toulouse; Selections
from the Operas including "Aida," (a) Vers note
reviens vainqueur, (b) Ces noms sacrés, (c) O céleste
Aida, (d) Rhadamès va venir, (e) Jamais, non, non,
(f) Introduction et danse mauresque, (g) Grande
marche et finale from Act 2, (h) Chorus from Act 4.
10.15, North African News Bulletin. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.

PITISBUROR, Call KDKA (63 and 27 metres);
25 kW.--8.45, Telechron Time. 4.0, Divine Service.
The following Programme from WJZ, New York, from
7.0 to 1.1,0. 7.0, Roxy's Stroll. 9.0, Time Signal,
followed by Dr. Sockman's Question Hour. 10.0,
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.Twilight Reveries. 11.0, Telechron Time, Baseball
Programme, relayed by Innsbruck (294.1 metres),
Scores and Concert. 11.30. KDKA Ensemble Pro- - Klagenfurt_ (272.7 metres), and Ling (254.2 metres).
gramme, relayed from the William Penn Hotel. 12.0
110 a.m., Concert by the Vienna Symphony Orchestra.
Midnight, Telechron Time and Continuation of En4.0, Concert of Orchestral Music, followed by Chamber
semble Concert. 1.0 am. to 8.15 4.111. (Monday),
Music and Talks, and Musical Programme. 10.0,
Programme relayed from WJZ. LO am., Variety,
Special relay of the Mozart Festival from Sabine,
followed by the Whittall Anglo-Persians. 2.15 am.,
(see Leipzig Programme for details). 11.0 (approx.),
Concert by the Goldman Band. 3.15 am., Baseball
Close Down.
Scores and Telechron Time. 8.80 a.m. (approx.),
WARSAW (1,111 metres), 10 kW.-10.15 am., Relay
Close Down.
of Divine Service from the Cathedral in Vilna. 12.0
Noon, Time Signal, Fanfare from the Tower of Notre
POIMI'(844.8 metres) • 1.5 kW.-10.15 ant, Divine
Dame in Cracow. Aviation Report and Weather
Service.
6.0, Symphony Concert, relayed from
Forecast.
12.10 to 8.65, Interval.
3.55, Weather
Warsaw.
8.50, Talk, relayed
from Warsaw.
Forecast,
followed by Programme of Talks for Farmers.
8.15, Concert of Arias and Orchestral Selections
5.0, Popular Concert by the Philharmonie de Varsovie,
from Modern Operettas; Works' of Lehár, etc.;
Orchestral and Solo Selections. 6.30, Miscellaneous
Soloists:
Mme. Sophie Fedyczkowska (Soprano),
items. 8.50, Talk on Russian History by Professor
Kajetan Kopczynski (Baritone), accompanied by
L. Kulczycki. 7.46, Talk. 8.15, Concert of OrchesProfessor Fr. Lukasiewicz and aMandoline Orchestra.
tral Selections by the Philharmonie dg Varsovie, re10.0, Time Signal. News Bulletin, Weather Report and
layed front "Dolina Szwajcarska," conducted by T.
Sports Notes. 10.20, Variety Items. 10.40, Dance
Mazurldawicz, Items include Glazounov's Chopiaiana
Music Programme, relayed from the Palais Royal
Suite.
10.0„ Time Signal, Aviation Report and
Restaurant, Posen. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Weather Forecast. 10.5, News Bulletin, Police InforDown.
mation and Sports lites.. 10.30, Dance Music Programme relayed from the Oars Restaurant. 11.30
PRAGUE (848.9 metres); 5kW.-11.0 04A., Concert
(approx!), Close Down.
of Instrumental Music, followed by Light Music.
12.0 Noon, Orchestral Concert. 1.5, Industry and
ZAGREB (310 metres), 0.35 kW.-11.30 a.m.. Concert
Trade Notes, followed by Concert. 7.15 (approx.),
of Military Music. 8.30, Wireless Propaganda Talk,
Musical Selections.
10.0, Time Signal and News
followed by Instrumental Concert. 0.30, News
Bulletin, followed by Programme relayed from Briton.'
Bulletin. 10.0, Musical Programme, relayed from a
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
Restaurant. ILO (approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 -kW.-10.15 a.m., Divine
ZURICH (568 metros); 1kW.-11.15 a.m;, Concert by
Service, relayed from the Mara Church in Riga.
the Station Orchestra. 12.29, Weather Forecast.
LO, Programme for Children. 8.0, Programme of
12.80, Instrumental Concert. 1.30 to 4.0, No TransTalks and Music. 9.0 (approx.), Weather Forecast;
mission. 4.0, Concert by the Carletti Orchestra,
fin the Interval of the EvenIng Concert) ; after the
relayed from the Carlton-Elite Hotel in Zurich. 8.0
Concert, News Bulletin.
Concert of Minuets and Waltzes, followed by Request
Music by the Station Orchestra. 10.0, NVeather
ROME, Call 1RQ (447.8 metres) ; 3kW.-10.15
Forecast and News Bulletin. 10.15 (aPPros.), Close
Recital of Sacred Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Down.
la& Concert of Instrumental Trio Music. 9.16, News
A
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
H.F. UNIT FOR THE NEW
"R.C. THREESOME."
Although foreign stations can be well
received on the three-valve R.C. Threesame with a good aerial and earth, the
makers Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co.,
Ltd., 123/125, Queen Victoria Street,

circuit comprises a centre-tapped coil for
use with a neutralising condenser to
stabilise the H.F. valve. Other additional
components required include a bridge
piece for carrying filament current to the
extra valve and an aluminium screen for
fitting between the H.F. and detector
units.
Although a high degree of H.F. amplification cannot be expected with resistance coupling, the addition of the H.F.
circuit and the high :aplification factor
of the R.C.2 valve ensures that an increase of signal strength will take place.
In any case the addition of a second tuned
circuit will improve selectivity and reaction control will be smoother when not
applied directly to the aerial circuit.
Full particulars of the complete fourvalve receiver, including a full-size blue
print, will be sent free of charge on
application to the makers.
00
00

switch. From the point of view of appear.
mice it would be difficult to design a
neater instrument than the PR3a model.
One model is fitted with terminals for the
three ranges and the connections must be
altered when changing from one range to
another. A triple range voltmeter of this
type (10, 50 and 250 volts) having a re-

FERRANTI TRIPLE RANGE
METERS.
The portable pattern Ferranti meters
are made in two types with or without

Ferraati PR31 mojel with range

Ediswan type ..C" H.F. unit and filament
bridge for addition to the
LC. Threesome."

London, E.C.4, have decided that a
certain degree of H.F. amplification preceding the detector would enable distant
transmissions to be received with greater
reliability and have produced aH.F. unit
known as type "C " for fixing in front
of the type " A " unit in the original set.
Resistance coupling has been adopted for
the II.F. unit to conform with the remainder of the circuit and the aerial
A 27

Ferranti triple-range voltmeter

switeu.

Listanee of 1,000 ohms per volt was submitted for test and on all three ranges
the error did not exceed 1per cent. at any
part of the scale.
The movement was
practically dead-beat •and there was no
trace of sticking.
The PR3a Model with switch enables
rapid changes to be made without the
necessity of altering any wiring and 's
therefore particularly useful iu experimental work. The model tested had the
following Langes :7.5 volts, 150 volts and
ZO milliamperes; the resistance of the
meter was 200 ohms per volt.
Both types are fitted with the Ferranti
fuse which was described in page 250 of
the March 7th issue.
•

P57.1-e1.1e41," •ie.

{
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The movement is of the D'Arsonval
type, and is fitted with a light aluminium
girder pointer moving over a 110° scale.
The pivots are supported on sapphire
bearings.
Shrouded terminals and the moulded
case are an effective protection against
short circuits through external wires
accidentally touching the case.
000 0
SIEMENS L.T. BATTERY FOR THE
"EVERYMAN PORTABLE."
By a slight modification of the wooden
framework of the " Everyman Portable "
it is possible to use a Siemens 44-volt
box battery (No. 608Y) for the L.T. supply. This battery is normally used in
hand lamps, and supplies are obtainable
from most dealers; in
fact, it is almost as
widely distributed as the
pocket lamp type battery
originally specified.
The No. 608Y battery
costs is. 9d.—little more
than twice the standard
high quality flash lamp
battery—yet it gives over
ten times the service of
the latter type. The battery illustrated was discharged
intermittently
and
at
random
for
reriods ranging from 4
to 44 hours with suitable
rest periods for recovery.
A fixed resistance of 40 ohms took the
place of the two valves in series, and a
variable resistance was used to keep the
current between 80 and 100 milliamperes.
At the end of afortnight after the battery
had been running for a total of 28 hours
the current began to fall below 80 milliamperes with the variable resistance all out
;ind only the 40-ohm resistance left in circuit. In practice it has been found that
satisfactory signals are received with less
than 80 milliamperes passing through the
filaments, and it would be safe to put the
useful life at 30 to 35 hours—a remarkable performance from the point of view
of cost per• hour and one which fully justifies the alterations in the framework

necessary to take the larger battery. As
a matter of fact, a continuous discharge
of 24 hours was given through the 40
ohms resistance immediately after the
current liad passed the 80 mA mark, at
the end of which time it was found that
46 mA was still flowing.
The dimensions of the No. 608Y battery are 4in. longx1in. wide x3Àin.
high over the terminals, and the weight
is 14oz.
0000
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FOLDED EXPONENTIAL HORN.
The
Scientific
Supply
Stores,
80,
Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1,

"STELLA " ALUMINIUM CABINETS
Quite apart from the electrical screening properties of the metal and its at-

" Scientific" folded logarithmic loud
speaker horn.

"Stella" aluminium cabinet, which is built
up of fiat plates with channel bar corner
pieces.

tractive appearance, the form of construction adopted in these cabinets gives unusual mechanical strength.
Flat aluminium plates of No. 14 gauge are used
throughout, and the sides are held together by four channelled corner pieces.
The top and bottom plates are secured
at each corner by screws fitting into
tapped holes in the ends of each channel
bar. The side plates may be secured by
centre-punching
the
insides
of
the

have had considerable experience in the
manufacture of papier-mâché loud speaker
horns and have now produced a folded
logarithmic horn of intricate design.
Some of the bends am rather acute, and,
according to theory, are likely to give
rise to a certain amount of internal reflection, but in practice the results obtained are quite pleasing.
The total
length of the air column is 60in., the
initial diameter of the throat is sin., and
the rectangular flare is 15in. x18in. The
price of this particular horn is 35s. 6d.,
but a large size having a 70in air column
is available at 49s. 6d.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
H. Clarke and Co. (Mk), Ltd., Atlas
Works, Eastnor Street, Old Trafford,
Manchester. Wiring chart with instructions for building Clarke's " Atlas "
A.B.C. 3-valve receiver for use with the
A.B.C. unit for A.C. mains. Copies of
this chart will be sent post free on application to the above address.
0000

A corner of the " Ste a cabinet showing
channelled aluminium bar.

Siemens No. 608Y battery, suitable for
supplying filament current in the " Everyman Portable."

channel bars, and, if desired, the front
panel may be left free for eaiy .,removal.
It will be appreciated that the cabinet
can be packed into small space for delivery.
The price of the particular cabinet
illustrated with polished interior and
mottled exterior finish is £2 14s. 6d.,
and
with
a plain
polished
finish
£1 18s. 6d. A wide range of sizes may
be obtained from the makers, Messrs.
White Bros. and Jacobs, Ltd., 46, Chalk
Farm Road, London, N.W.I.

The Halcyon ‘Vireless Co., Ltd.. 313319, Regent Street, London, W.1. Illustrated booklet including particulars of the
new Halcyon lightweight model
"de
luxe."
0000
A.F. A. Accumulators, Ltd.. 120, Tottenham Court Road,
London,
W.1.
Catalogue
of
the
new
range
of
" Pertrix "
dry
batteries
including
specimen discharge curves.
0000
United Kingdom Retail Shopkeepers'
Association, 115, Camberwell Road, London, S.E.5. Illustrated leaflet describing
tool for drilling square holes in wood.
A 28
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THE AERIAL AND ITS ELECTRIC HELD.
Tracing the Field Around a Charged Conductor Immersed in a
Liquid Dielectric.
By W

JACKSON,

M.Sc.

and the electrodes from below and arranging acamera
vertically above. A Wimshurst machine offers the most
convenient source of high potential for applying to the
electrodes between which the field is desired. It is important to maintain aconstant potential between the electrodes by using asmall spark gap on the machine, otherwise convection currents of
liquid are set up between the
electrodes between successive sparks, rendering the
production of a uniform deposit around the electrodes
very difficult.
The photographs shown in
illustrations (7) to (5) show
the nature of the electric field
in the case of asimple Hertz
radiator consisting of two
rods each having at one end
aspark ball and at the other
end a metal plate. Figs. 7
and 2 represent the case of
an open oscillator, while
Figs. 3, 4, and 5show how,
Figs. Iand 2 show the nod in the case of an open oscillator. The simple Hertz radiator employed
on bringing the plates closer
consists of two rods, each having at one end a spark ball and at ate other end a metal plate.]
together, the lines of force
The delineation of the lines of electric force for several
tend to become concentrated between the plates, the
simple physical cases has been demonstrated by Mr.
result being areduction in the radiative properties of the
Brookes, late of the Leicester Technical College, and
oscillator and the production of a closed oscillatory
photographs of them communicated to the I.E.E.
system. Appreciable convection currents in the liquid
journal in 7923. 1 It was felt by the writer that much
between the plates rendered the production of a good
useful information concerning the nature of the electric field of the simple Hertzian oscillator and of several
antenna systems might be
obtained by use of the
method he described.
It is found that if certain
of the aniline dyes are suspended in a fine state of
division in a dielectric such
as paraffin oil or turpentine,
and an electric field created
by placing charged conductors in the liquid, the dye
tends to form extensive deposits along the lines of
force. These deposits outline the nature of the electric
Figs. 3 and 4.—Simple Hertz radiators where the electrodes have been brought close together.
The lines of force have become more concentrated resulting in a reduction of radiative properties
field in the same way as do
and the production of a closed oscillatory system.
the iron filings in the case
delineation especially difficult in the case shown in Fig. 5.
bf a magnetic field. The deposit can be photographed
When a satisfactory deposit had been obtained the
by illuminating the glass dish containing the dielectric
effect on the lines of force of increasing the potential
' 1Journal I.E.E., page 1141, Vol. 61.
A 29

W

HILE the nature of the electrostatic field around
charged conductors of simple shape can be determined analytically, it is more impressive and of
great instructive value to be able to demonstrate •the
general character of the field experimentally, as can be
done with iron filings in the case ef a magnetic 'field.
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The Aerial and its Electrical Field —
between the spark balls—by increasing the spark gap of
the Wimshurst machine—until a spark passed between
them was very instructive. As the difference in potential

with that expected, as will be noticed by comparison
with the diagrammatic representation put forward by Dr.
Fleming some time ago in his extremely interesting
publication, " Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy
and Telephony," page 349.
Again, the tendency of the
lines of electric strain to run
down the vertical wire previous to the passage of a
spark across the gap was
very noticeable.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the
character of the field in the
case of the T and inverted
L aerials, and show the effect
of the capacity between the
horizontal portion and earth
on the distribution of the
field.
The photographs illustrate
the general nature of the
actions taking place in the
Fig. e.—Owing to the close tispc s:tion tu the etrctrcees convectirn current; in the liquid have
bscure.. tile Cent delineation
the lines of force.
Fig. 6 represents the field round a simple
region of antenna circuits
Marconi vertic.al antenna
during the propagation of
was increased the ends of the lines terminating on the
electromagnetic waves into space. and it is hoped will
rods and plates showed a tendency to run along the rods
help the wireless amateur to obtain aclearer understandtowards the spark balls until the spark passed; the field
ing of the somewhat abstruse phenomena of radiation.
would then reform as before,
and the process be repeated.
This illustrates the production of the loops of electric
strain radiated into space
from an actual Hertzian
oscillator.
The electric field of the
;imple Marconi vertical antenna is shown in Fig. 6.
The model vertical wire and
earth—consisting of a pin
and brass plate respectively—are separated by a
short gap and connected to
the terminals of the Wimshurst machine.
The observed nature of the electric
Figs. 7 and 8 show the lype of field in the case of a T and inverted L aerial respectively.
Nutt, the
field compares strikingly
erica o.; the distribution of the field due to the capacity oetween the horizontal portions and earth

FINISHING
The amateur often desires to obtain a pleasing wavy finish to his
metal panel similar to the machinemodelled panels, etc., which are
purchasable commercially.
It is
quite a Limpie and inexpensive job
tor him to accomplish this, and obtain results in no way inferior to
ioachine-finished articles.
A strip of wood about rin. wide
and as long as the longest side of the
pand, box, or screen is taken, and
shaped
ty means of a spoke-

COPPER

OR

ALUMINIUM

shave or other instrument, in the
manner shown in the illustration.
The strip is then held firmly on the
panel, care being taken to see that
it is parallel to Ce edge of it. A
small piece of fine (blue-back) emery

ThJ noto- shape re

uire.l.

PANELS.

cloth about lin, square is placed
under the thumb against the wavy
edge of the wooden strip, and drawn
along the metal surface under pressure some half adozen times in one
direction. Care should be taken to
follow the contour of the strip by
firmly pressing the thumb against it.
The strip is now moved up the metal
surface a distance equal to its own
width, and the process repeated until
the whole of the metal is covered.
R. M. L. E.
A 30
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News from All Quarters : By

Our Special Correspondent.

Those Hospital Sets.—Talks Rumour Denied.—Opening of " The Proms."—B.B.C. Staff
at Cricket.—A New Sports Ground.—Announcers' English.
Hospital Sets: A B.B C. Move.
Th e Wirelees World recently drew attention to the fact that the wireless installations in many hospitals have ceased
to function as satisfactorily as when they
were new. In some cases, indeed, the
reproduction is so atrocious that speech
is barely intelligible and the musical
broadcasts are hard to endure.
As a consequence of The
Wireless
World investigation, the B.B.C. has decided to send engineers to twenty-two
hospitals in the London area. When the
tour of inspection is completed they will
submit a detailed report.
Whether the
B.B.C., with its surplus funds, will
undertake the work of renewal is a question whIch I cannot at the moment
answer.
0 0 00

A Talks Rumour.
A rumour gained ground last week to
the effect that the B.B.C. contemplated
a big extension of the talks policy
during the coming winter. I am able to
state that alterations in the present
policy, if any, will be intensive rather
than extensive. The talks may gain in
vitality, but they will not be allotted
any more programme time than in the
past. In fact, no changes will be possible until the regional scheme provides
the programme builders with considerably more time than they now have at
their disposal.
0 0 00

Vox Populi?
.Here is an extract from a letter received at Savoy Hill last week :—
"I speak for the entire nation. I pronounce the programmes rotten. I do not
know precisely what I do want, and I
absolutely refuse to make any constructive suggestions, but I do not like what
I am getting. If the other fellow likes
it he ought not to be pandered to. The
licence business, too, is sheer profiteering.
It costs something for us to hear
a single programme.
In America we
could receive several programmes simultaneously free, gratis, and for nothing
on a cheap set."
Let us thank Heaven that old England
never lacks a spokesman.
A 31

The Grousing Season.
From rny diary
August llth.—B.B.C. opens autumn
session with first Promenade Concert.
August 12th. —Grouse shooting begins.
FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
AUGUST 6-rit. —Excerpts from " So
This
Is
Love,'
from
the
Winter Garden Theatre.
AUGUST 7TH.—" The Crossing," a
play by Holt Marvell and Cyril
Lister.
AUGUST 8T11.—Service from the
Menin Gate, conducted by the
Rev. Dr. A. C. E. Jarvis. Address by the Most Rev. the
Lord Archbishop of York.
AUGUST 9i-u.—Sing-song from the
Duke of York's Camp.
AUGUST 11/H.—Promenade Concert.
Daventry Experimental (5GB)
AunusT brit.—" Taking Our Pleasures."
A Bank Holiday proAUGUST 7TH. —A Coleridge-Taylor
Concert.
Artinsr 9i-tr.—Summer Symphony
Concert.
AUGUST 10TH.—" The Songs of
Auld Lang Syne," from Birmingham.
AUGUST llva.—" A Sharp Attack,"
a play bv Herbert C. Sargent.
Manchester.
AUGUST 7111.—" On With the Show
of 1928."
Newcastle.
AUGUST 6TH. —Opening of Carlisle
Pageant by the Duke of Ydrk.
Glasgow.
AUGUST 11TH.—The Holiday Fair
Concert Party.
Aberdeen.
AUGUST
0111.—" Sauce
for
the
Goose," a Scottish comedy by
Peter Grey.
Belfast.
Accuzer lOnt.—A Programme of
Fantasy.

"The Twelfth."
'1'he annual rush north for the opening
of the shooting season on the twelfth
will be marked in the broadcast programmes by a relay of an all-Scottish
concert from the heart of the Highlands to Daventry on August 10th.
The programme comes from the Athol'
Palace Hotel, Pitlochry, and will include
old reels and strathspeys, with a description of the spectacle of reels danced on
the great terrace outside the hotel. The
broadcast will conclude with a miniature
torchlight tattoo.
0000
A Play about Eugenics.
The B.B.C. makes the somewhat bold
prediction
that Cecil
Lewis's play,
"Good Breeding," to be broadcast this
evening (Wednesday) from 2LO, will
prove to be "one of the most successful
works ever given via the microphone."
It deals with the problem of eugenics.
0000
A Musical Feast.
He whose musical appetite needs whet
ting will find an excellent appetiser in
the newly issued Programme for the
Thirty-fourth Season of Promenade Concerts to be given by Sir Henry J. Wood
and his symphony orchestra at the
Queen's
Hall from August 11th to
October 6th.
About 50 per cent, of the concerts will
be broadcast by 2LO, 5XX, and other
stations.
As in previous years, Monday nights
will be devoted principally to the works
of Wagner, while on Fridays the honours
will be mostly shared by Beethoven and
Mozart. Wednesday programmes will be
devoted for the most part to Bach and
Brahms alternately. Of the other nights
it is sufficient to say that all kinds of
music—classical, modern, and even ultramodern—will be given. There is an imposing '« Novelty List " of first performances in England, including works by
Kodály, Strauss, Sibelius (Symphonic
Poem, " Tapiola "), Eric Fogg, and
Dorothy Howell.
The complete programme is obtainable
from the B.B.C. at 2, Savoy Hill,
W.0. 2.

Wheegz
Wound.

«rig
Inaugural "Proms " Concert.
The concert on the opening night of
the " Proms," August 11th, will include
as soloists Stiles Allen (soprano), Boy
Henderson (baritone), Solomon (piano),
and G. D. Cunningham (organ), Sir
Henry Wood, as usual, conducting the
Symphony Orchestra.
The programme opens with a Suite
for Organ and Orchestra, by Purcell.
Other items to be given are Solemn
Melody for Strings and Orchestra (Walford Davies) and Grainger's clog dance,
" Handel in the Strand."
Stiles Allen is singing "Lusinche Piu
Care" from "Alessandro " (Handel),
and Roy Henderson will sing Moussorg
sky's " Song of the Flea."
The concert will be broadcast from
2L0 and 5XX.
The following Monday (August 13th)
will be a Wagner night, and the programme will
include ‘` The Mastersinger's
Overture,"
"The
Siegfried
Idyll," " Klingsor's Magic Garden and
the Flower Maiden's Song."
Walter
Widdop will sing Tannhauser's "Pilgrimage," and Bella Baillie is to sing
"Isolde's Liebestod."
0000

Beyond a Joke?
Station WEE 1, of Boston, has banned
all jokes against Scotsmen.
I suppose they would even forbid this
one : What is the difference between an
accumulator and an Aberdonian?
An
accumulator can be overcharged.

Empire and the United States of America
at Stamford Bridge.
The commentator
will be Prof. Noel Baker, the old Cambridge athletic " Blue."
On the same
evening Col. Philip Trevor will give an
eye-witness account of the third Test
match at the Oval.
A foretaste of winter will be provided
on Saturday, August 18th, by Mr. G. F.
Allison, who will talk on football prospects.
0000
B.B.0 at Cricket.
At the opening ceremony of 5XX in
1925 someone remarked jocularly that the
Daveutry Town Cricket Club should play
the B.B.C. staff team in celebration of the
event.
The challenge was accepted in
1926, and three matches have now been
played.
Unhappily for the B.B.C. they have not
succeeded in vanquishing their opponents.
In last Wednesday's match, played at
Daventry, the home team scored 145, the
B.B.C. limping home with 73.
0000

Captain Eckerley's Score.
The B.B.C. captain is G. Alderson, and
among his supporters on Wednesday were
Captain P. P. Eckersley and Lieut.
Walter O'Donnell. There was some sadness in the B.B.C. camp when "
scored a 0, but everybody was satisfied
with the explanation, viz., that the Chief
Engineer had been concentrating his
thoughts on the preparation of a very
witty luncheon speech.
•
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this means hari-kari, and as I read
through one of the latest publications of
the B.B.C. it seems to me that future
offenders on the Savoy Hill announcing
staff will be compelled to follow suit.
"Broadcast English " is a brochure
for private circulation among announcers.
It embodies for their guidance the recommendations of the Pronunciation Advisory Committee, which sat last year
to determine what stand the B.B.C.
should take when faced with words of
doubtful pronunciation.
That the committee had a ticklish task is clear to
anyone who reads the introduction to
this booklet, written by Mr. A. Lloyd
Jantes, who was honorary secretary to the
committee.
0000

Tongue Twisters Tabulated.
Mr. Lloyd James writes: " The yard
does not vary from Aberdeen to Plymouth, and the pint pot contains as much
in Mayfair as in Bethnal Green. Unfortunately, speech is not capable of rigid
measurement, and there is no standard of
pronunciation. Pronunciation varies from
district to district, from class to class,
from character to character, in proportion to the local, social, or moral difference that separates them."
Much sage advice follows on how to
seek a common denominator of educated
speech, and the tentative results of such
a'search appear at the end of the booklet
in the form of a vocabulary of what may
be regarded as tongue twisters.

0000

0000

0000

All the Winners.
The sporting element is to be well represented in the programmes during the
next few weeks.
On Saturday next, August 4th, L. N.
Constantine, the nów famous West Indies
cricketer, will give a talk from 2L0 describing some of his adventures on the
field.
The big event on the following Saturday will be a running commentary on
the athletic meeting between the British

The New Sports Ground.
I hear that next year the Daventry
Town team may be guests of the B.B.C.
at the Corporation's projected sports
ground at Motspur Park, an inviting slice
of land near Wimbledon.
,,000

A Disclaimer.
Titis is a list that the prudent announcer will study with all his heart and
soul.
Woe
betide him if he calls
" caoutchouc "
anything
else
but
cówchook,
or
if
he
stumbles
over
" sough " or "houri."
Lest, however, listeners should question the authority of Savoy Hill to regulate the national tongue, the committee
states that it is not suggested that the
pronunciations given are the only right
011es
and that any special degree of
authority attaches to
o. oo

Announcers' English.
Few situations can be more miserable
than that of the announcer whose tongue
has boggled over a doubtful pronunciation. In Japan, of course, a crime like

WHEN HARES MEET HOUNDS.
This photograph, taken at the conclusion of a
recent transmitter hunt conducted by the North Middlesex Radio Society, shows the
mobile transmitter—a loose—coupled Hartley—which was run to earth b
several
parties equipped witn portable sets, also seen in the picture.

Unkindness to "Pirates."
The wireless "pirate " question has
recently been receiving attention in South
Africa. When a South African resident
decides to become a pirate he has to remember, in the first place; that he isn't
in England. He will find it very difficult
to start pirating.
The South African
Government pursues the kill-joy course
of locking the stable door before the poor
horse has a chance to escape and enjoy
himself, whereas in this country every
ass can generally have a run before lie
is caught.
In South Africa you can only succeed
at the pirate game if you are talented
enough to construct every bit of the set
yourself, including the telephones or
loud speaker.
If you seek to purchase
components or accessories you must show
your receiving licence to the retailer.
What could be more discouraging? It
is this sort of legislation that cramps
initiative and produces indigestion of the
soul.
L 32
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How

Radio Assists the Whaling
By H.

T

ire,
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Fleets.

J. GARLAND.

HE wireless telephone has now penetrated into the
snowy regions of the Far South, whete, during the
past two years, it has proved of enormous value to
the whaling industry. Just over twelve months ago the
Marconi Company erected a wireleis telephone station, on
the island of South Georgia, where there are a number
of whaling stations, and fitted numerous small whaling
vessels with telephony apparatus.
South Georgia, a small island, barely too miles in
length, situated in the fai South Atlantic, is well known
to the world at large as the burial place of Sir .Ernest
Shackleton. The seas in this region are the home of the
great blue and fin whales, and it is to kill these monsters
of the deep that large numbers of whalers go down every
year and face the perils and hardships of the frozen
South. The principal station in South Georgia is that
of the Southern Whaling and Sealing Company at Prince
Olaf Harbour, from which four fast steam whale-catchers
operate.
Before the whalers arrive at the beginning of the whale
hunting season South Georgia presents a scene Of the
utmost desolation.
From the sea the island appears to
he nothing but a snow-covered mountainous mass, with
peaks towering into the clouds. No signs of life or human
habitation are visible or appear possible on such bleak
and icy shores. But as the whaling fleet steams slowly
through the narrow entrance into the little harbour the
A
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tops of the buildings of the whaling station appear.
These buildings, which consist of boiler houses and the
plant necessary for extracting the oil from whales,
together with a few small huts for the staff, are erected
on the slope of a mountain close to the water's edge.
Within a few minutes of the whalers dropping anchor
half a dozen men who have spent the winter at the
station come alongside in a launch to greet the fleet. As
soon as the preparations at the station are complete the
whale-catchers put to sea.
How Whales are Hunted.

The method of hunting and killing whales has in
recent years undergone great changes.
Formerly the
whale was chased in small rowing boats and killed by
means of harpoons and lances thrown by hand, a very
dangerous task for the men engaged in the whaling
industry, and:a very painful and lingering death for the
whale.
Nowadays, all this is changed. , The small
rowing boats have been replaced by fast steam whalers,
very much like large trawlers, with a speed of 14 knots.
The whales are killed by large iron harpoons fired from
powerful guns.
The harpoon, which measures about
five feet in length, has an explosive detonator at the head
and a thick rope fastened to the other end. When the
harpoon enters the whale the detonator explodes, killing
the whale which immediately sinks.
It is then heaved
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to the surface by means of the rope which is fastened
to the harpoon. As .soon as the whale has been brought
to the surface a tube is inserted into its body which is
inflated with compressed air supplied from a pump in the
engine room. When a sufficient quantity of air has been
pumped to make the whale buoyant the tube is removed
and the hole stopped with cotton waste. The whale will
now float, and is lashed alongside the boat and towed
to the land base for disposal
Here the task of extracting the oil from the vast
carcases begins. A whale having been drawn from the
water on to a special slipway by means of steam winches,
its blubber is then cut off and placed into the boiling
vats. The blubber is the thick belt of hard fat which
lies immediately under the outer skin of the whale, and
which yields great quantities of oil. After the blubber
has been removed the body is sawn into large pieces by
means of steam saws, and these pieces are also boiled
until all the oil is extracted.
Even the bones of the
whale are crushed by means of huge machines, and then
boiled so as to obtain the last ounce of oil.
A large blue whale may measure up to 102 feet in
length and weigh as much as 120 tons.
Its tongue
alone may weigh as much as four tons, and it is difficult
to believe that these monsters live largely on crustacea,
similar in appearance to shrimps.

UGUST 1st, 1923.
How Wireless Telephony is Used.

Among the modern devices that have contributed to the
reorganisation of the whaling industry, the wireless telephone is playing an important part. Prior to the introduction of wireless telephony no communication between
the whale-catchers and the whaling station was possible
while the catchers were at sea, so tint once the boats left
harbour no instructions could be given or information
received until the vessels returned to the base.

After being harpooned and taken in tow the whales are inflated

with air to make them buoyant.

Now the whale-catchers have been fitted with acompact
but powerful wireless telephone transmitter and receiver,
and the land base has also been fitted with a similar type
of apparatus. These telephone sets, which were specially
designed by the Marconi Company for use on whalers,
trawlers, and other small craft, take up very little room,
and are practically " foolproof."
Their operation has
been reduced to such a simple proposition that they may
be worked by any member of the crew. Reception is by
loud-speaker, so that it is not necessary tu remove head
coverings in order to receive.
Speech from these extremely efficient installations has
been heard up to 2,000 miles, so that any Antarctic explorer who may in the future endeavour to reach the
South Pole could, with the aid of one of these sets,
keep in constant telephonic communication with the
whalers.
Liaison between Ship and Shore.

A modern whatinl, station in South Georgia.
This photograph
%vat taken during the brief period o: summer when the snow
disappears.

The use of wireless telephony by the whaling industry
has greatly increased the hunting efficiency of the whaling
fleets by enabling them to hunt further afield than ever
before without fear of being isolated, and this has had a
marked effect on the number of whales caught.
It is
the practice now for the whalers to leave their base just
before dawn and proceed in different directions in search
of whales. As soon as a whaler sights a school of whale
the gunner telephones to the boats of his own company
and informs them of the position. A simple system of
code words prevents the message being understood by any
boats of another company which may be fitted with wireless. The boats informed converge on the position given,
and thereby secure a large number of whales which, but
for the use of wireless telephony ; might have been lost
A 34
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Wireless Telephony in the Far South.—
to them. At intervals of about two hours the gunners
make use of the telephones to discuss weather, sea, and
whaling conditions, while the whaling manager at the land
base can give instructions at any time to his fleet.
'Before the advent of this system of inter-communication it frequently occurred that while one boat was in
an area abounding with whales the other three boats (each
whaling station has from three to -five boats). would be
searching in the wrong direction, and many thousands of
pounds were lost every year through the inability of the
gunners to co-operate. It is now possible for the whalers
of each company to work together as a team, with the
result that the oil production now exceeds all previous
records.

A typical whaling station.

On one occasion a whaler broke down when tar out
at sea.
•At the time of the mishap the whaler had
four whales, the total value of which exceeded £ 1, 500 ,
made fast alongside.
The gunner communicated by
wireless telephone with another whaler of the same company, which proceeded to his assistance, and towed the
disabled whaler and the four whales to the land base.
It is certain that had this whaler not been equipped with
wireless telephone apparatus the crew would have suffered
great hardship, and many thousands of pounds would
have been lost to the whaling company on account of the
necessity of using all the other boats to search for the
missing vessel.
Still further south than South Georgia, in the vicinity
of the South Shetlands, are a number of " factory

The wireless telephony equipment now employed has revolutionised the industry.

. Sometimes boats have been fog-bound while their companion whalers have been in clear weather, and the use
of the telephone has enabled the fog-bound vessels to
proceed to a clear area.
Increased Safety Due to wireless.

Apart from the commercial value of wireless telephony
it is a great safeguard to the lives on board these little
boats which day by day face the terrific storms of the
Antarctic. Never again shall we hear of missing whale
boats whose crews are found months later frozen to death
on some snow-covered beach.
A 35
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ships," equipped with all the necessary boilers and
machinery for extracting oil from whales. Three small
stei n whale-catchers are attached to each " factory
ship."
A -rnimber of these "'factory ships " and
attendant catchers have been fitted with Marconi wireless
telephones which enable the mother ship to keep in constant touch with her whalers.
Instructions as to the hest
fishing areas, the position of the .factory ship, weather
conditions, chronometer check, and so on, are now given
hourly to the whalers, with the result that no time is
lost and production is increased.
In addition to the wireless telephones a number of
"factory ships " have been fitted with Marconi wireless
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direction finders.
Blizzards and conditions of low
visibility are very prevalent in these icy regions, and the
wireless direction finder has moved of great value in
guiding the whalers back to their base.
The
" factory ships " equipped
with
Marconi
apparatus are also in touch twice daily with the highpower wireless station at Rugby, England, for the recep-
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ing on a single wavelength. The only controls which
are accessible to the operator are the handle for starting
and stopping the generator, the handle to change from
sending to receiving, and two levcrs which allow fine
adjustments of the receiver to suit varying conditions.
Foolproof Ship's Equipment.

The transmitter—a ¿kW. type X MC set — is tuned to
the required wavelength when it is installed, and further
adjustment by the user of the set (the gunner in the
case of the whaler) is neither necessary nor possible as
the set is made inaccessible by means of metal panels
which are screwed in position. The tuning adjustments
are locked in position to prevent any possibility of variation.
The transmitting valves are carried in spring
suspended holders, and the receiver is supported by
elastic cord as a protection against shock and vibration.
The transmitter tuning adjustments are locked in position
to prevent any possibility of variation. The transmitter
is of the coupled circuit type, and incorporates a valve
,scillation generator and a modulating valve.
Power is
derived from a high tension direct current generator run
off a suitable supply.
The four-valve receiver is arranged normally to operate
a loud-speaker, but provision is made for head telephones
if desired. The advantage of loud-speaker reception is
that it makes it unnecessary to keep acontinuous listening
watch. The receiver'is left switched on, and the loudspeaker at once attracts attention when a call is made.
The valves in the receiver are arranged to give one stage
of high-frequency amplification and, after rectification,
two stages of low-frequency magnification. The aerial
tuning condenser and the reaction coupling control are
the only external adjustments provided for the receiver,
and these are controlled by the two small levers outside
the cabinet.
The Direc:ion Finder.

The Marconi half-kilowatt telephone-telegraph station at Prince
Otal harbour, South Georgia.
This is the most southerly
wireless station in the world

Lion of messages, so that the isolation of the Antarctic
regions, to the Pole itself, has been for ever removed.
Description of the Wireless Sets Used.

The Marconi telephone equipment installed on the
whalers is a self-contained transmitter and receiver work-

ELIMINATING A.C.
ANY constructors of receivers using the special A.C.
mains valves expend a large amount of time and
trouble in using lead-sheathed wires for those leads
carrying raw A.C. Some, indeed, have even used it for
unsmoothed D.C. in those cases where an H.T. eliminator is built into the receiver. The purpose is to shield
the wiring and components in the receiver, in particular
those associated with the high potential end of grid circuits, from the effect of the strong and constantly varying magnetic field which would, of course, bring about
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The direction finders on the whalers are of the wellknown Marconi marine type, 113, using seven valves,
and a fixed frame aerial system.
Five of the valves are
high-frequency amplifiers, the sixth a rectifier, and the
last is a stage of low-frequency magnification, the use
of which is optional. The signals received by thc aerials
are induced in a rotatable search coil and passed thence
to the amplifier. An indicator mounted on the axis of
the search coil shows the plane of the direction of the
transmitting section, and by acomparison with the ship's
compass shows the actual direction.

INTERFERENCE.
severe interference if not prevented in some manner
such as the use of the cable already mentioned.
This wire is, however, very difficult for the amateur
to use successfully and still maintain neatness.
To
mitigate the trouble it is fortunately only necessary
to use twin wire for the heater filaments, which is
twisted in the manner of ordinary electric lighting
" flex." The sanie effect then occurs as in the case of
a fieldless coil, namely, there is no external magnetic
field to set up interference.
A 36
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents
Corresponleam should

be addressed to the Edito:. "The Wheless World,' Dorset House, ludor Street, F.C.4, arid must te aceomraMed by the vaiter's name and aEdress.

INTERFERENCE.
Sir,—It is almost superfluous to point out what a blessing
"wireless " is to those who live abroad.
Hardly an evening
passes than I receive news from the dear homeland almost
without fault. Morning transmissions are, however, almost invariably mutilated by the arc transmission of our local highpowered, long wave-length station at Croix d'Hins, near Bordeaux. Thanks to its appalling interference, the Memorial Service from the Menin Gate at Ypres last year was a travesty.
We would dearly like to hear it this year, but' fear the worst.
pur attempt to listen to this year's Boat Race broadcast was
a misery, and we could only just distinguish that Oxford was a
loser from the first.
Would that the powers that be could control the offender.
We are at times troubled greatly by atmospherics, which we
have to grin and bear, but there must surely be a remedy for
the other evil.
E. M. P. BOILEAU.
Libourne,
July 12th, 1928.

OZONISED MUSIC.
Sir,—With regard to the paragraph "Ozonised Music," under
heading, " Current Topics," in this week's issue, we should like
to say that so far as Bournemouth was concerned the programme
for the whole day consisted of "His Master's Voice " gramophone records exclusively, the inference to be drawn from this
is that the B.B.C. programme was unsuitable.
"Wish the
B.B.C. would give us programmes like this " was a remark
often heard.
L GASTRELL EADES.
Boscombe,
July 20th, 1928.
[We have been asked to point out that the "Ceto" does not
broadcast B.B.C. programmes, permission for which has not been
applied for.—En.]

NATURAL STRENGTH.
Sir,—Looking through some recent numbers of The Wireless
World, I came across a letter signed by " Flux." As it is on
a subject about which I have lately been thinking, it has
constrained me to write to you.
It seems to be generally assumed that natural reproduction
is not possible unless the output of volume from the loud
speaker is at input level. I entirely disagree. If this were
indeed the case then wireless is not a practical proposition for
the average man in the average home, for on the one hand,
who could sit in an ordinary living room with a military band
going at full blast, or, on the other hand, if the volume is cut
down to reasonable proportions, who, with any musical or
artistic sense, can listen to an unfaithful reproduction of the
music!
It is for this reason I do not like moving coil loud speakers.
Worked from an average set, and at a volume with which it
is possible to stay in the room, I have not yet heard one which
gives what I consider life-like reproduction.
They certainly
produce the bass notes well enough, but it is the bass of no
instrument that has yet appeared on earth. Not one have I
heard gives that rasping throb peculiar to the double bass or
the piercing metallic brilliance of the trombone, or the characterA
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istically wooden yet musical thud of 1.110 piano. The human
voice from one of these instruments sounds to nie always as
if a giant were bellowing at me. Cut down the volume. The
giant is still there behind the baffle, but whispering. Tisis
latter effect which Iexperience may, of course, be due to some
psychological peculiarity in myself, and I should be very
interested to know whether others have the same feeling. Ihave
come to the conclusion that the moving coil and L.S.5 brigade
are on the right track if they wish to transfer the strains of
an orchestra from one concert hall to another, but on the wrong
track altogether if they wish to produce wireless music for
musical people in an ordinary home. Ido not even agree with
"Flux " that for natural reproduction the intensity of the sound
waves entering one's ears need necessarily be the same as
when listening to a military band in the open air, or to
an orchestra in the concert hall.
It is not volume that is
wanted, but the effect of volume.
And this effect can be
obtained given two conditions :firstly, that each instrument is
being produced with its own peculiar timbre (I believe that is
the technical musical term),, and secondly, that the balance of
tone between the instruments is maintained. Provided those
two conditions are fulfilled, then the volume can be what we
will. I have sat on occasions in my chair and had the impression that I was in the Queen's Hall, with the London
Symphony Orchestra going all out, and yet the actual volume
was such that the music was inaudible just outside the door.
Further, the human voice must -be the human voice if it is
to be possible to listen to it. Ibelieve one reason why wireless
talks are so unpopular is that ihere is not one receiving installation in a thousand capable of reproducing the voice naturally.
If I can sit back, close my eyes, and hear the man himself
speaking, then I, for one, can listen to him with as much
enjoyment as I can to an actual individual talking to me on
a subject in which I am interested. If, on the other hand, the
voice is the least bit unnatural, then I cannot take in what is
said. The sound merely worries and distracts me.
July 15th, 1928.
A. H. B.
P.8.—Since writing the above I have read the letter of
Mr. Lionel Cole in your issue of June 27th, who seems to have
much the same ideas on this subject as I have,

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER HINTS.
Sir,—" C. H. S.'s " letter in your issue of July 11th re
moving coil speakers was of great interest to me, and I wish
to express myself in complete agreement with his remarks,
especially in regard to the use of the D.E. 5A type valves in
the output stage.
I have used this valve both as a "straight " amplifier and
in "push-pull," and in the latter case several of the possible
circuits were tried, including the centre tapped moving coil
arrangement.
I found in every case that insufficient output
was obtainable to give good well defined bass. At this point
I, too, began to entertain serious doubts as to the efficiency
of my amplifier, and I am still open to conviction on this
matter although Iam quite certain that with my own apparatus
a D.E. 5A type valve is inadequate. My personal opinion is
that one good low impedance valve of the L.S. 5A type fed
with adequate H.T. and G.B., and, perhaps, slightly underrun as regards input grid siring, is capable- of greatly superior
results when the speaker is used in a medium size room, I do
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not understand, however, why " C. H. S." finds it necessary to
run L.S. 5A valves in push-pull; surely one L.S. 5A is quite
capable of dealing with all the grid swing one is likely to
obtain. If greater output is required surely it would be more
advantageous to parallel connect two or more of these valves?
I do most heartily agree that the detector can be the cause
of a vast amount of trouble. I have found from practical experience that an anode bend type rectifier requires a quite considerable initial voltage swing to operate it satisfactorily, and
it would appear that, unless one operates the receiver quite
close to the local station, a stage of H.F. is almost essential.
The total magnification on this stage need not be large (about
five to eight seems to be adequate with a normal aerial), and
should most certainly not be of the highly selective, sharply
tuned type.
I have found that where only a comparatively
small grid swing is available to the detector most distressing
distortion can occur, causing the milliameters in the anode circuits of a perfectly good amplifier to "kick " violently.
My cone (a 7in. one) and its high resistance coil have always
proved quite satisfactory.
A. Ii. TuomAs.
West Ealing, W.3.
July 11th,- 1928.

Sir,—I have been interested in the recent correspondence
.bout M.C. speakers and the •
amount of power required for
ta tisfactory results.
I have only tried the high resistance type of coil and the
pot magnet is of the W.W. design, having the -h in. gap. The
magnetising coil consists of 81b. of 18 S.W.G. wire and consumes 4 amps. at 8 volts. This gives 2,250 amp. turns. The
receiver consists of the H.F. sido of the Standard Four and
the L.F. side of the Alternative Programme Quality Receiver.
I use two D.E. 5A valves in the push-pull stage and 180 volts
II.T.
To begin with, I used a 1,500-turn coil, but obtained slightly
better results with one of 1,800 turns. When Mr. Branch outlined his system of push-pull I constructed a centre tapped
coil of 2,260 turns. This coil, for which there is ample room,
gives the most satisfactory results. I should, however, like to
point out that it is impossible to notice the slightest change in
quality or volume when the earth connecting wire is removed.
I am not qualified to enter into a mathematical argument on
the subject with Mr. Branch, but I suggest that the reason is
as follows :—Mr. Branch discusses the ordinary system of
push-pull by considering the unsuitable combination of two
8,000 ohm, valves and a 1,000-turn coil. Suppose we have two
3,500 ohm valves and a 2,000-turn coil. I presume that the
impedance of the 2,000-turn coil is about twice that of a 1,000turn one. Under these conditions there appears to be little
difference between the two systems or point about making the
earth connection. By leaving it out we can omit the 4 mfd.
condensers and save a lot of trouble in making the coil.
My point here then is simply this: that just as you normally
require to reduce the number of turns when you use valves
in parallel, so you need to increase the number of turns when
you use them in push-pull when they appear to be in series.
I am not clear really about the motional capacity part, but
certainly there is no change in quality made by the earth
connection in practice.
As my valves are not quite matched I find I get better
results when their grids are biased to the middle of the
straight part of the curve. In any case I gather that the
available volume would be the seine. on Mr. Branch's system
using either idea for the grid bias except in so far as it was
pointed out by Dr. McLachlan that with matched valves one
can make extra use of the curved parts of the characteristics.
This advantage holds for the ordinary push-pull system.
Using, then, a 2,200 ohm coil and no centre tap, I can obtain
really loud results with little evidence of blasting. At the
same time 1find that with every increase in volume one becomes
more satisfied with the performance. Both bass and upper
register are strong. Contrary to Mr. Cole, I find that every
one admires the bass most, and this is so strong that the
heavy drums in one of the brass bands we hear from 5GB
sound ahnost as if someone had hit the baffle with a coal
hammer. The noise is not unpleasant, because the " spongy "
effet-t of the drum- is well reproduced.
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The faults I notice are: (a) A slight tendency to shrillness
on some notes, presumably due to diaphragm resonance. This
can be largely cured in those transmissions when it is pronounced by using• other terminals on' ths output choke. (b)
Piano transmissions are seldom satisfactory, though as on rare
occasions they come through in a wonderful style, I am still
in doubt as to whether the speaker is to blame or the B.B.C.
The faults I notice are dullness or heaviness of the bottom
notes and sometimes blasting on the top, though the volume
may be quite small. (c) There is another fault not connected
with the music which I only get with 5GB, and that is a
sudden violent dithering -or vibration of the cone. This does
not take place when music is being received, but is most pronounced just before an announcer is going to speak when
actually nothing is coining through. Perhaps somebody can
explain? It can be a real nuisance.
Retford, Notts.
P. B. C. BEASLEY.
July 11th, 1923.

STRAIGHT-LINE INTERVALVE COUPLING.
Sir,—I note in your issue of July 18th a letter from Mr.
Hunt, on the subject of quality of reproduction. Iam sure that
am not the only one of your readers who would like him to
justify some surprising statements he makes.
Firstly ; what
does he mean by grid saturation? The only thing that I can
suggest is that he means to define the operating points above
which grid current flows, but the meanings are very different
if the expression referred to has a meaning in the circumstances with which we are dealing. As regards the rectification side of the matter, I do not propose to comment, except
to ask for an explanation of the sentence which remarks on
the importance of the diminution of the timo constant caused
by working the detector valve off its bottom bend. 'I'he only
meaning of the words "time constant " that seem to fit is
the discharge timo constant of the grid condenser and leak.
which is a function of the values of condenser and leak only.
Thus I would ask for an interpretation.
Next collies the question of the time constant in the amplifier.
It seems to me that a purely voltage-operated device
cannot be effected by a component having a time constant,
because the time constant is a measure of the rate of current
flow.
No amplifier which has the slightest pretensions to
quality over allows any grid current at all, so that there is
nothing to prevent the time constant being of any value,
provided the other considerations in the design of the condenser
and leak are heeded. Any amplifier with grid leaks should be
able to nin for hours without any grid leak or bias whatever,
with perfect results within the other limits of the apparatus.
The only snag is that atmospherics, electrical disturbances or
over-modulation at the transmitter may bias up the grids,
because their strength was such as to overload the amplifier
for an instant, causing grid current. If one did not have to
allow for these contingencies no one would use grid leaks,
because grid biasing would become superfluous.
As regards fits chokes substituted for leaks, the question of
loss of high or low frequencies is merely a question of design
for one stage, but for a number of stages difficulties arise,
unless extraordinary precautions are taken. Your correspondent makes some remarks about push-pull which are not very
clear to nie, because they might mean so many things, so I
refrain from comment.
His remarks as regards the transformer-resistance combination seem to have only one meaning
to me, and that is that it is not desirable, because he uses
either unsuitable valves or MT., etc., for the output lie
desires. Any amplifier, whatever system it works under, can
be overloaded and give grid current and rectification on loud
passages, but it is not 'bad because of this.
In conclusion, I would suggest that your correspondent is
overlooking the niain points of design to pursue a fallacy, but
if he can prove to me that his arguments are true, and that
my contentions are wrong, I will be pleased to withdraw them.
My only reason for this long letter is that I think the subject is of interest to a large body of your readers.
S. H.
London, N.W.6.
July 18th, 1928.
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"The Wireless World "Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these
must be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is deaU with below, in some cases at greater length than
would be possible in a letter.

suppressing Lower Frequencies.
I have so far teen imsuccessful in completely eliminating " hum" from my
eliminator, the circuit of which (as
well as the receiver), is shown on
the attached diagram.
Values are
marked. Can you suggest anything ?
K. W. L.
Your diagram shows a conventional
eliminator with smoothing circuits of the
kind
which
may
be
described
as
" liberal." We suggest that your trouble
is probably due to the value of the coupling components in' -the two-stage L.F.
amplifier included in your receiver. The
very large condensers you are using, combined with high resistance grid leaks, will
give a " pass on " of the very lowest frequencies—even below audibility—and we
think that you could reduce these capacities very considerably without introducing
any noticeable alteration in the tone, and
at the same time, any slight imperfection
in your smoothing circuits would no
longer be noticeable.

High Note Loss.
111th reference to the article on "High
Note Loss " in your issue of March
14th, I notice that a valve with impedance 15,000 ohms and voltage
factor 12 is specified for the 1st Li'.
stage. Does any commercially-obtainable valve (6-volt) satisfy these requirements?
P. W.
The characteristics of the Marconi or
Osram D.E.L.610 valves are sufficiently
close to the specification for all practical
purposes.
The D.E.L.410 approaches it
still more closely; you could, of course,
use it with a suitable filament resistor.
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An Oversight.
1 have been in the habit of keeping a
in illiammeter permanently connected
in series with the loud speaker to act
as an indicator of overloading, but
since building my new set (the
" Regional Receiver ") I find that no
deflection is given with this method
of connection. Can you tell me why
this should be?
T. W.
You have overlooked the fact that your
new receiver includes a choke-filter output
arrangement which has the effect of preventing the flow of D.C. current through
the loud speaker windings. Your milli.
ammeter should now be connected between
the output choke and the FI.T.+ terminal.
0

00

0

An All-Wave H.F. Unit.
As there have been many advances of
late in the design of interchangeable
B.F. transformers, I should be glad
to know if you recommend me, instead of making separate high-frequency amplifying units for medium
and long waves, to construct an instrument on the lines of the "Long- Wave Unit " described in " The
Wireless World" for May 18th, 1927,
but with plug-in transformers.
If
this scheme is a good one, can you
suggest any further alterations necesde?
saar
t
yto bring the amplifier up-toT. C. L.
The H.F. unit in question may well be
altered in the way you suggest, and, combined with a detector-L.F. set having
anode-bend rectification, would provide a

1 mfd

o

H T.+

A1

A30

tabu 00002
mfd

A2««
/
".
RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal
with a single specific point) can be answered.
Letters must be concisely worded and headed
"Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side
of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a
separate sheet.
A self-addressed stamped
envelope mast be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under presentday conditions justice cannot be done to
questions of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be
supplied or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction
or operation of receivers must be confined to
constructional sets described in "The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers'
receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited lo submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.
A

39

oA
<Di

0.0005

0.0005
mfd

o.

9 9
8
9
H

o
OB

F.T
L.T.

o

H.T. —

1.—An II.F. unit for adding to a detector—L.F. set: the transformer secondary is
tuned by the condenser in the receiver.

Directional Aerials.
My aerial is a " T," which I understand
receives equally well from any direction.
Would it be worth while converting it to an " inverted L " aerial,
with a view to reducing interference
front my local station?
H. R. S.
No, this alteration is unlikely to confer
any benefits from the point of view of
eliminating local signals. It is only when
the length of an "inverted L " aerial is
many times greater than its height that
its directional properties come into play.

sensitive and extremely selective receiver.
No important modifications are necessary.
but it may be desirable to " tie down "
the low potential end of the anode circuit.
with a large condenser. If you do not
object to a slight increase in the length
of the panel, it would be possible to use
a low-resistance secondary coil of conventional design, in place of an ordinary
plug-in coil. In any case, you might add
a tapping for an cpticnal auto-transformer
coupled aerial, for use when quick search.
ing is desired. We have shown the suggested modifications in Fig. 1.

Vfiz@figeo.

f52
A Paretic', Output System.
.
there any objection to fitting a
separate output valve for feeding a
second load speaker installed in
another room? My set comprises a
push-pull stage, with 200 volts on the
plates, supplying a moving cod loud
speaker, and I find that the carious
methods which have been tried of
connecting the ordinary horn instrument are not altogether satisfactory.
II the addition of the extra valve
will not prejudice the operation of
the moving coil loud speaker, will you
show me how it may be effected? I
should perhaps point out that the
valve preceding the pusli-pull stage is
of 20,000 ohms impedance; it is
therefore impossible to join the horn
loud speaker directly in its anode
circuit.
T. W. G.
Your proposed scheme is not open to
any serious objections; indeed, it affords
a good solution of your problem.
We
suggest that you should use the primary
of your existing input transformer as part
of a choke coupling to the extra valve,
which is marked V, in the accompanying
diagram, Fig. 2; the first stage amplifier
Ind output valves are indicated respectively by V, and V2,V,.
Is
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The Aerial Tuning Condenser.
.in the article on " Loose Coupling " in
your issue of July 4th, it is stated
that the aerial tuning condenser
should preferably be larger than that
across the secondary coil, " in order
to compensate for the effect of aerial
capacity whicia is in parallel with it."
Will you please explain this; at first
sight it would seem that this fixed
capacity in the primary circuit would
call for a reduction in the size of its
condenser.
C. L. R.
As there is a minimum capacity of from
0.0002 to 0.0003 mfd. across the average
aerial circuit, the tuning range with a
fixed inductance will be excessively restricted unless the tuning capacity is
reasonably large; it is mainly for this
reason that a large condenser is usually
recommended, as it is inconvenient to
change the aerial coil more often than the
secondary.
However, 0.0005 mfd. is
generally enough to cover the main part
of the medium broadcast band with a
single coil; if you are using this capacity,
it would be a good plan to obtain an inductance slightly larger than actually
required, and then to remove turns until
the circuit tunes to the lowest wave-

t

+H.T

+ H T. 120 V.

220V.

speaker terminals of the choke-filter circuit.
The added resistance will reduce
signals to a comfortable intensity, and,
if quality is still bad, you must blame the
receiver.
Battery Resistance.
Can you help me to trace the cause of
serious
distortion
and
occasional
" motor boating" in my receiver,
which consists of a reacting detector
with
resistance
and
transformer.
coupled L.P. stages (in that order)?
The symptoms are similar to those
usually ascribed to L.F. reaction due
to battery resistance, but lcan hardly
think that this is responsible, as my
II.?'. supply is derived front an
accumulator battery. '¡'he set originally worked extremely well.
N. M. E.
From the information you give us, it
is hardly possible to offer a definite
opinion
Although L.F. reaction may be
produced by the internal resistance of
an accumulator battery, particularly when
the ampifier is of the high-magnification
type, it is most unlikely that this reaction
will be sufficient to cause actual oscillation. Apart from the question of internal
resistance, however, it is possible that the
terminals have become corroded; trouble
such as you describe is often traced to
this source, as such a connection may
have a very high resistance.
Moreover,
it is quite likely to be intermittent and
varying; this would account for the fact
that "motor boating " is not continuous.
0 0 0 0
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Diminishing Selectivity
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2.—Connections ol a parallel output salve added to a push—pull amplifier.

The correct setting of H.T. and grid
bias voltages for the extra ‘alve depends
on several factots, and must be considered.
If the push-pull input transformer is of approximately 1:1 ratio
between primary and each half of the
secondary, the signal voltages applied to
V, will automatically be almost the same
as those on the grids of V„ V2,so, if it
is of the same type, its operating conditions should be similar. If, on the other
hand, the transformer gives a considerable voltage step-up, the anode supply of
this extra valve may conveniently be
the same as that of V,—presumably
about 120-volts, as shown in the diagram.
You should attempt to arrange matters so
that the added parallel output valve will
deal with inputs within the capacity of
those handled by the present valves without being itself overloaded.

length you will ordinarily require with
the condenser at or about its minimum
setting.
0 0 0 0

An Eliminating Test.
Will you give me a hint as to how I can
decide whether the extremely bad
gualik; I am °Limning is due to a
fault in the set or in the loud
speaker? The circuit diagram is as
shown on the enclosed sheet.
E. W. S.
Your receiver seems to be normal, and
we should first make the rather obvious
suggestion that you should decide whether
the loud speaker is at fault by trying it
on a friend's set. If this is not possible,
we recommend you to connect a pair of
phones in series with a high resistance
(of roughly 0.5 megolint) across the loud

The

performance of my recei ver has
fallen off very noticeably of late, and
I find it difficult to get any foreign
stations. Do you think that this is
merely a case of the bad effects
summer time conditions, or does it
suggest that something is wrong with
the set?
It may help you to know
that selectivity has also suffered, and
the local stations seems to "spread "
much more than formerly.
S. L.
We think that the trouble lies in your
receiver, although, of course, less favourable conditions may be a contributory
cause. However, they would not effect
the selectivity of its circuits, and we aro
fairly confident that the fault will be
traced to the development of high resistance joints, or mure probably to leakages
brought about by poor insulation.
C

A Short Wave Crystal Set
Is

there any inherent reason why a
crystal set should not be used for the
reception of the ultra-short Wavelengths (below 40 metres)?
L. R. G.
There is no technical reason why a
crystal set should not be used for this
purpose, but results would be disappointing, and it would only be of value in
the area surrounding the station in
which the direct ray is reCeived ut good
strength.
A 40
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The character of a valve is known by
its characteristics.
Here is a valve,
designed
simply

for

general

bubbling

purpose

over

work,

with

good

characteristics.
ft is the Cosmos S.P.16 R (Red Spot)
for working off a one-cell accumulator,
taking only 0-09 amp. for the filament.
Observe the Amplification Factor 9 and
the

Impedance

of only

10,000

ohms.

Then look at the Slope characteristic
0-9 inA per volt.
The combination of
these

points

of

character

makes

the

S.P.16/R (Red Spot) suitable for special
purposes, such as Reflex Circuits, the
Oscillator Valve in a Super-Het, as an
H.F. amplifier, and
II.F.

transformer

particularly when
loose

coupling

is

employed.
In

short,

the

Cosmos

S.P.16, 1R (Red

Spot) is a General Purpose Valve with
special characteristics.

F iErne t»
'
ren t
.

J

Where current consumption is an
important consideration as in portable
sets, the S.P.16IR is quite a good Last
Stage Valve, but, of course, it is not
capable of handling the same volume
as the S.P.18112R, which should be
used where possible.
The price of
the S.P.18IRR is 12,6.

S.P.16 R
(RED SPOT).

0 .09 Ae
t

OS

price
e% 4 no.de
0 .10 0
Vo !Fs
1.1

£4 1

List No.
ful
liil detal
i
e
h
i.ve
o;
all Cosmos
S.P. Valves.

IRTPAT
17 *-i-1
11-m.
0
¡S/A LVE S
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Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd .Proprietor,:
Metropolitan
Vickers Elec.
Co. Ltl.
155, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2
Advertisements for " The Wiieless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columre is :
12

words

FOR

or

ADVERTISEMENTS

less,

1 - and

ld.

additional word, e.g., 18 words, 1 6;

for

in

QuALflOI4

these

24 words 2 -.

The last word in

Fame and address mast be counted.

Mullard

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresa
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the
crevions issue : 10 consecutive insertions, 5" ; 28 consecutive,
; 52 consecutive, 15",.

Trade

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically he inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

enquiries

H.T.

»Or DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. lf the money be deposited with "The
ireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
'1' he time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
:emit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
atuount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
luit in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
tilt-rent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to /To, adeposit fee of 1/- is charged; on
transactions over £.10 and under ao, the fee is 2/6; over
tso, 5/.. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to
& Sons
Liinited.
IHE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

4

car;

cap anty are

battery.
21119I1 OF IT-ONE SMALL
OUTLAY-THAs'3 9".t.
No valves.
No trouble.
No esbeasive replacements.
Components also Ai 7/6
•upfaied
from
Sed for ;id!! detain.

kr

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
cr headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS--TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTES
s, tic cacti repair. 4. - Dist free.

REPAIR CO.,

11.

TRANSFORMER
Dept. W.
214, HigT Sires', Colliers Wood, LonCon,S.W.194

Astoun
We are

ding Offer

Telegtamv

-

(",:4.EXIIINE Bargains Owing to ileum:P.-2-valve
£611716; genuine 3Iclude Maker, £10
with
cosser valves.
Oldham
and
Lis›en
hatte
A.J.S.
speakers: royalties paid; and e.ther iten
Meakin, 7, Shaw St., Newcastle, Staffs.

" The

VOR Sale.-5-ealve Marconi Li". amplifier. aloe
valve wirele•s set. loud-speaker. earphones;
otters 1-ApplY Bolton, St. (inures' Cinema, Bexh
•

921 and 0922 (2 lines).
1..estrand London.

II' •
,eless

isD128 Burndopt Screened Four, new lust June
feet order. wtib 2 spare P.31.5X. valves nut
i
figmesauy l WP, 'Imes, and lock; to all intent. and
p.ea.,. %rand new; price £25.-Box 7402, eir The
less World.
•

114cMICHAEL 5-valve Portable Receiver, leather
-CA ease Model, guaranteed in perfect condition
ception of Engliqi and foreign stations at good
speaker stremith; eost 30 guineas, accept 18 gains
Box 7509, ciu The Wireless World.

S

ALE: exdisinge.-2-3-4-valve eallinet set, Mcabinct set, St tread Magnovox moving coil ape
-Box 7504, co The Wireless World.

NOTE.

o/

MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Eastcas ,le St. thee
Waring and Billows). Oxfard St.. 1l
19
QECONDMAND Receivers, 1-7 valves, perfect ord
is,
cheap: list.- Coutts, Engineers. Hurley.
19.

filI.STILEE Six Valve Rereiver for Sale. hest o
all components as speeitied by Modern Wire
complete
with
eabinet.-Write
111..311111cm
Reef
Tiekenhom. Bristol, Somerset.

Will Day Ltd.

STREE-ent

EAD
and
back of

"WHAT Offers?-Sew ;,e a.valve, and 3 2-valve set
TT General Radio, Powell's Music Stor,ts, Pwllhe

West)
(Th . B est in theLONDO
.aa
Nv' al/
" 1.

-

WeiCYCLE
World,"

when

writin g

lvery
lliursday
3d.

to advertisers,

D.1

,t DVERTIstS0 Offcr.-2-valve rribinet emplifler. T
20'- loud-speaker; lot. new, 37:6, post t
14, Wenivss
Place. tiliisgow.

ILL DAY LTD
19, LISIE

for

1119 EAD and
MORRIS.
Ltd. II.T. eliminators f
-I- II, O.C. mains, £4; for A.C. mains. £7110; clin
scat or transformers from 16/6; full wave -reetityii
,.,(ves, 10i..
1-) EA I/ and MORRIS, I.td.-Why use accumulate
Elif if A.C. mains are available?
The Longton L.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost. alwa
lcads, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 am
at 2, 4. or 6 volts, and operates any set; price £7 '
1-11 EAD and MORRIS. Ltd.
for moving coil
EL speakers; delivery from ;fork; also mains-open
receivers and amplifiers for sante.
Demonstiat'
continually, service always.
101)EAD and MORRIS. Ltd., undertake the desi
xi, and construction of any type of radio apparat
We make for the individual and guarantee results.
will pay you well to consult us before buying el
where.
110 BAD and MORRIS. Ltd., have ser, nd-hand s.
IA. best makers only, Burndept, Marconi, cte..
junk prices

_nina..ifie,

Don't delay, the numbers are limited and
cannot possibly be repeated at this price.

Telephone

119 EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and cot:
-I-a ponants, tne mains pioneers in 1924; 28 Londo
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mair
sets, using no batteries; some of these sets have ne
even required their doors unlocking fir over la
years-just a switch on the wall used, nothing eh
touched.
Single
sets supply over 800 Pairs 'Pliotlf
and loud speakers.
Abroad one of our mains eel
functions in a government hospital 600 miles fro
the nearest broadcasting station.

IRELEss Te,-Wirele.s sets
eonstrut
to any circuit from £a nowareD; sets oe
hauled and efficiently repair*); lowest prices, ors
from abroad accepted. -John Earott's Wireless Doi
102, Park Av., Mitcham. Surrey
[9

3. Crystal Detectors with cat whisker.
List Price 3 6.
Our Special Price 6d.

Cross Posta' Orders,

SALE.

W

all

2. Frame Aerials made of the very best
materials
and
guaranteed
perfect.
Tuning from 88-3000
. List
Price £3 10s. Our Special Price 27 6.

UNLICENSED

FOR

El hophone Four De Luxe, with valves
Royalty (used for demonstration onto
vrARCONI Straight Eight, Sal., in perfect ce,
OA with valves and extra
coils;
E23,
includ
Royalty or offers.-James Scutt and Co., Radio Es
neers. Dunfermline.
102

R

1. CONSTRUCTONE ENVELOPE NO. 4.
"How to make your own MOVING COIL
Loud
Speaker,'
by C. P. Allison,
A.M.1.R.E.
Giving fully constructional
details in simple language and working
diagram,
list of parts and prices.
List Price 2 6. Our Special Price 6c1.

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
'hence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive sa
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.
Mention

I

e

making this special offer to
wireless constructors.

RECEIVERS
URN DEPT
B
-kJ £12, plus

101111 EAU) and MORRIS. Ltd.
2.valve set
1.‘, mains (ruin £14. A.C. sels front .£18.

Tulsemere Manufacturing Co.
inisemere Rd. West nor eool, IE.97
•soione .It
71 I

lerins co lead,.

We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
ahereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
Ii, ruse the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every.case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz.,
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
alculated at z2/6 per valve holder.

SPECIAL

Mews, N.4.

UNITS.

Coe, le,14 t111141

A New Service to our Readers.

If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless NVorld" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.

In
accordance
with
the
Notice
that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which
Miscellaneous
Advertisements
could be accepted for the above issue was
FIRST POST WEDNESDAY, August 1st.

Cheaper than a dry battery!

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

ADDRESSES.

z2i

invited.

SUPPLY

being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as

NUMBERED

using the

Valve.

A.C. and D.C.

remittances.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at ".1 he Wireless World " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box non, c/o s'The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
elould be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
Itorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
r, ply to Roe No. advertisements are warned against sending
r, meioses through the post except in registered envelopes ;
to all such cases the use al the Deposit System is reeominended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
lh partying."

Owing to the August Bank Holiday, the
next issue ot" THr. WIRELESS WORLD"
(dated August 8th) is closing for press
earlier than usual.

NNCey

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to IIIFFE
Ai SONS Ltd., and crossed
- Treasury
Note»,

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

Portables

Pentode

B. & I. WIRELESS CO., 2, Athelstans

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street,
Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate, Manchester.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

THE ALL BRITISH
SUPER FOUR

every

G

ILLAN Port:11.1e 4-‘alve, leatl:er ca ,e, as new
perfeet. co:d £25, accept £14 ; also 2-salt
'
cabinet, eempicte with gramophone and
•peaker. bargain £6.10.-Earl, 75, Heath St., 11
stead, X.W.3.

will ensure

plOMPi

attention.
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ETERS Repaired.-Voltmeters, ammeters, milli.
ammeters, meggermeters repaired and re-calibrated;
transformers
chokes,
loud-speakers
and
phones
rewound;
lowest
possible
quotations.- E.
Lacey, 12, Pascoe Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13.
[9522

Uses and Specifies

BERCLIF STANDARD COILS

riDIO EXCHANGES Co. Have Large Qunntitv of
L' good second-hand acerssories for disposn1.-Send
ir enquiries to Radio Exchanges Co., 29, Harrow
.. W.2.
(951',
MISCELLANEOUS.
111

*Ie

PATENT

n

'te r

le""IIP/-

1

/

Complete set

with

bases

-

7719

SHIRELAND ROAD,

L

FINANCIAL

L. F.

We have awonderful stock of Radio and
Scientific Apparatus.
Send us your enquiries for Dynamos and
Alternators, Recorders, Relays and
Special Apparatus.
New edition of 72-Page Catalogue 4d.

ELECTRADIX
218, Upper

RADIOS,

Thames

London,

Street,

E.C.4.
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ill
From

a recent

letter

". ..Imay say that I

REPAIRS.
'ELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, heades, or loud-speaker rePaired and despatched.within
ours; 4/, post free; don't discard if burnt out;
to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. Wept W.),
High St., Colliers Wood 8 W.19.
[0011
ANSFORMERS, all types repaired, tested and
returned; post free 4/-.-G. Tucker, 43, Victoria
Blandford Dorset.
[9026

was

amazed

at

the

response to my first
advertisement in 'The
Wireless World.'"

PAIRS returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction rend remittance after approval of saute Wireless Repair Service.
JD Speakers, headphones, rewound to any re
sistance and remagnetised. 3/-; transformers ref, 4/-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
nteed.- Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Green Rd., Leeds.
[9346

H . G OODWIN,
Woodcock Hill,
Elstree.

ID-SPEAKERS, headphones. ,
..uaranteed repairs,
my make or type rewound, remagnetised, and
cd l'y experts; best materials only used; pre.t
41-.-Howell, 42
Fotheringham Rd., Enfield,
eses.
[9496
IVirelest•

w.w.53
z.lzfzia.lafaffa.fa.fal
Il ollci

PARTNERSHIPS.

ClENTLEMAN with good technical knowledge radio,
1.-e
intimate
knowledge
trade
conditions,
sales
organisation
and
management,
accountant;
seeks
opening in established firm with a view to taking
financial interest at later date; partnership or limited
company.-Box 7452, c/o The Wirelesa World [9495
SITUATIONS

VACANT.

required, with experience in detail
DRAUGHTSMAN
and design of wireless receivers and components.Write, stating age, experience, salary, Box 543, Sells,
Fleet St., E.C.4.
[9526
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

K

EEN Young Man (23), tall, expert knowledge
ireless, design, construction, overhauls, 3 years
with leading firm as salesman demonstrator, 15 months'
travelling experience, also good knowledge cycles and
accessories, seeks situation; moderate salary.-B., 105,
Philip Lane, Tottenham.
[9515

Y

OUNG Man, 26, first class P.M.G., 7 years' marine
experience, requires immediate situation, representative, salesman, or demonstrator, thorough technical knowledge.-Box 7503, c/o The Wireless IVorld.
(9532
BOOKS,

AGENTS.

Advertisements for " The

0-VALVE Pnwer Amplifier for 220v. A.O. Mains,
ed complete best components and valves, Lang and
Squire loud-speaker, £12/10 the lot; Elliott therm°
ammeter, to 1 amp., perfect, £3; or exchange either
for microscope or scientific instruments.-Dee Pees. 22,
Ganton St., W.I.
'Phone: 1106 Regent.
[9432

ARGE Marine Telescope, also good cornet, both in
LS brass, for wireless parts; few wireless books wanted,
cheap.-" Mus Skewis," Prase, Cornwell.
[9521

H.T. Accumulators for Moving Coil Loud Speaker
drive.
Capacity 1,000 ma hours. 60 v. 151. 00 v. 22/6,,
120 v. 20 ., 180 y. 45'., 240 o.
60/., 360 v.
00
FUSES for Mains Units, enclosed porcelain. 3d.
ELT. Battery Ch
,on A.0 Mains, output 100 to
400 milt, and
Batteries to 5amps., charged simultaneously by the Ella Super Char ger it. L.T.only,6v.5s.,
The Premier Eliminimeter, A Precision Meter with a
resistance of 500 to 2.500 ohms, per volt at will is the DixONEMETER Its finely divided mirror scale and knife-edge
needle bakelite body and elastic range, in addition to its
other well-known advantages, make it years in advance of
en,nhtog else on the market.

TENTS and Trade Marks. British and foreign.Gee and Co.
T P. Gee, Member R.S.G.11
1.114.1.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London. W.C.2.
ne
llolborn 1525
[0001

7

DART Exchange, best offers; anything reasonable
entertained.-G. A. Rvall, 182, Kennington ltd.,
S.E.11.
[9155

RADIO. EXCHANGES Co., Specialists in wirele ss
components; exchanges--Send your enquiries tu
Radio Exchanges
ha
Co., 29, Harrow Rd., W.2.

SIMMONDS
BROS., SMETHWICK, Staffs.

tEPARE Yourself for the Winter Season by Buying
the Following Goods Cheap, which we are dis
og of: 200 various D.C. and A.C. motors, 400
ging
and
lighting
dynamos,
petrol
electric
rating sets, engines, nickel iron storage batteries.
chboards, laboratory test voltmeters, combined 3
ings, switchboard meters, cables, and all fittings; by
ring now you will prevent the winter rush; please
your requirements when writing; genuine bargain
ance prices.-T. W. Thompson and Co., Electrical
'neera (Tel.: Greenwich 1259), 1. South St., Greene
S.E.10; also (Franklin 6355)
17, Strutton
ind, Westminster.
[9535
You Want to Save Money see our advertisement
in Coils and Transformer column.-J. B. Williams.
Holywell.
[9512

WANTED.

EXCHANGE.

1

jr111111111,40111
-

e

NOINEERS.-Do you
realise that the A.M.I.
Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., or A.31.I.A.E., etc., is a
tain passport to a well paid post? We can quickly
pare you for these examinations in sour own home.
our free 70 page book Prof. A. M. Low tells of
opportunities you are missing; this book gives
ails of 40 Eng, exams and courses. We guarantee
Pase -No Fee.- %Vella now, state subject or exam.,
tish
institute of Engineering Technology, 87.
,kespeare flouse. Leicester Sq., 'London.
[9312

LEXANDER BLACK, 'The Wireless Doctor, will
call (London and Home Counties) and cure your
sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
i; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and
'. eliminators demonstrated by appointment. -2a,
xlville Grove, N.16. Sloane 5105, or Clissold 3687.
[7891
BSOLUTELY New Unsoiled Zeiss Turmon 8X;
£3/15.-Box 7505, c/o The Wireless World.
[9534
IRGAIN Clearance.
.

nORTABLE

Receiving Set, must be in good condi,
lion-Full details to BkI/BB6B, London, W.C.1.
[9509
Tle ARLAND All-American Transformers, type 110,
wanted-Reply BM HNHN, W.C.1.
[9527

ASY Payments-We supply, by easy payments.
components, accessories and sets, any make; 10E
ru, balance spread over 10 months.--Send list of
uirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11, Oat
re, London, E.C.2.
[0097

OTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
Doctors (appreved by R.S.G.B.. W.L.).-Express
sirs tu sets and apparatus of every description.
Tyman Four, screen valve. Solodyne 1928. moving
amplifiers, superhetrodyne. and all latest sets
le exact to customers' specification, any required
ta supplied; we have satisfied customers from Johnroars to Land's End; may we include you on our
ntele?
Send your old set for modernising; expert
ineera sent to any part London and environs by
ointment.-'Phone : Mountview 8424.
Bailiwick
ade, Muswell Hill, London, N.I.
[9443

Repairs.-Contd.

THE NEW
M
ALL-WAVE FOUR

MPLION Horn Speaker, £3; Eureka concert grand
L.F. transformer, 12/6; Eureka Baby 1st, 51-;
1, 5/-; moving coil speaker, 6v. 75 amp., £4; quantity
other components; cheap; suitable for beginner:
ge number - Wireless World," "Amateur Wireless,"
'opular Wireless."" Mcdern Wireless."-Write B.,
Warrington Gardens, W.9. Padd. 0832.
[9524

15

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
S TEP
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits,
with extracts from a designer's notebook giving up-tossued weekly. send 1/. p.o.
9s
.
date
for first
practical
4 weeks.-Clifford
applications; Pressland.
i
AM I.E.E. Eng..
Dept. WAV., Hampton-on-Thames.
"THE A.B.C. of the Superhet," by. Mr. Claude I..
I.yons, 31.1.R.E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory dia
grams
or
photographs,
and
including
complete
schematic and point-to-point wiring plan of the famous
" Evening Chronicle"
8-valve superheterodyne re.
ceiver.
The only book of its kind at present in
existence; recently described by the Editor of "The
Wireless Weald " as " A fascinating booklet. . .
A lucid description of the operation of the superhet
receiver . . . With constructional details and useful
hints and for the home constructor."-Only Ild. [0u
complete, post free, from Claude Lyons. Ltd. (GAL Quality
Parts), 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.

"
G

ETTING the Most out of Radio," a 76-page
intensely educational catalogue, 200 illustrations, guide to receiver maintenance, all about superbets, all about tun eliminators, components for
reception and transmission, something really new
and worth while for everybody, including the advanced research worker; includes a guide to literature and the best circuits; no enthusiast should be
without it, and it will save you money in the end:
owing to heavy cost of printing and preparation
(blocks alone cost over £150) we cannot give these
away; price of this unique art catalogue-76 pages
crammed full cf interest-1/• post free; we will refund the 1/• as a rebate on your first order value
5/- or more.-Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St..
Liverpool, Lancs.
[0160
WET H.T. Batteries ere now • proved success,
TV write for new illustrated booklet, givii,g cost
and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper.-Taylor, 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell, London.
[0077

only accepted frcm firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE VALVE HOLDER THAT IS PERFECT!!llman'
WORLD PATENT INTERRUPTED MESH SUSPENSION.

We GUARANTEE these holders to be arevelation
both in regard to performance and, quality, and ask
you to test them against any other. If you are not
satisfied we will refund your money, less postage.
OUR DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC POLICY enables us to
sell at 2/3 each POST FREE with P.O. remittance or C.O.D.
charge erne.

NO SPRINGS
NO ROBBER USED.

TCRITC
FUSE & ELLCTEK:AL
BIRTLEY .

‘111BBIBIlds...
.1•1OW.

É The little cells that satisfy.

Traders Catalogue.

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. PI. Porous POS
Cells.
SI' and S2 Sac Cells.
All complete.
I.eell
f.cell
12-cell 3O-eel
.
5/9
•• 141.
Pi
lid
.. 3.3' •
5/3
: 12/SI
ed.
. 3,.
S2 III
2/6
3/1) ..
9/3
fend lid stomp for booklet giv:ng
particulars to :—
THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
LEYTON
E.1)
45 Si
Mary's Road

YOUR FIRST STEPS Il\
WIRELESS s pieja

Cabinets, Ebonite ,Components, Speakers.
Keen ronces ,nacl¿

sert»ce

Radio,

Price 9d.

Send for illustrated list

Bona—Fide Traders only.

Perseus

liY

Dept. W.W.

By Post 1Id.

From MITE Bt SONS umrtED, Lorret Homo
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and leading bookseller
W.W1

Burton-on-Trent.

THE PERFECT
EBONITE
In

Four Qualities: Matt. Semi-Polished
Mahogany, Hand 'Polished.

Monolortwers:
H. B. POTTER & CO..
Buildings. ROCHDALE
THE

STORAN

LTD.. Station
Phone- 1485

your

AERIAL TUNER tor

MULLARD MASTER 3!
250,100-1000'2500 METRE.
changing Coils—just mish a Switch
to change over to 5XX.
No alteration to
your present set.
leads Invitel.
Send for Lists.

Without

STOREY BROIL & CO., CHURCH STREET,

FOST

35

17/6

BUSH

RUNOORN

11.1=111MMIM1

MOVING-COIL CABINETS,
BAFFLE-BOARDS, TABLE
MODELS, &c.
from

30/-

11. 111.

A

Small
THE

CYLDON

SYDNEY S.
CYLDON

ill i.eless

World,"

"BEBE"

uom

'coed., 0023 C.t

Mention ol " The

Reputation

condensers were primarily designed for use as
reaction candensers-but the larger cariacit:es are
'deal as tuni 1g condensers where space is limited.
Mack in five capacities t "0001 7 6, '00015 8 -,
0002 8 6, 00025 9 6, 0003 '11 -. Complete
with 2' knob and dial.
Full particulars of al
"Cyldon " coldensers post free on request.

Plea;.' end me or' delete of the Mening Coi! " and other Cameo
Cabinets.
NAME
ADDRESS

JANIEs

Condenser—with

Great

To CARRINGTON IVIegg. Co., Ltd.,
cA vied WJRK S. SAdDERSTEAI3 ROAD SO LI .d i.aoViJOd.
Tcicolione

is y W

Dealing thoroughly with th oDesign an
91- Net Operation os Small Power Apparats
By Post
270 pages with 21 /photograph:
916
and diagrams
Obtainn hie 'en, Itnotoollers or direct irait to. Purm..r.e rs
'JAFFE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House. Te do: Sty..
LONDON. E.C.4.
Price

for Gramophones, Motors, Tone-Arms,
Horns, Sound Boxes, Needles, Records
and Cabinets.
Build your own GrarnopAone NOW

FREE.

Post this Coupon now
for full details and list
of Cameo Cabinets.

WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTER

HOUSE

SHUD EHILL & 40 DEAN JGATE,
MANCHESTER

when um ing to advertisers,

WORKS,

BIRD &
ENFIELD

SONS, LID.,

TOWN

MIDDLESEX.

will ensure prompt attention.

a

AUGUST IST. 1928.
Receivers for Sale.—Contd.
MARCONI Straight Eight Radio Receiving

Set, cornplete with Brown Q loud-speaker, series rejector,
batteries, etc.; cost about £90 few months ago.—'1'hone
sirens to East 1533.
[9506
DECEIVERS Constructed to any Published Design;
IL best materials and guaranteed workmanship.—
limmonds Bros.. Shireland Rd.. Smethwick.
[8628

THE

WIRELESS

WORI D

The Best you can buy
—irrespective of Price

W.II. Type Exide 24-volt; 2 6-volt, 75 amps.;
71 H.T. type Faradex charger; offers or ex.hange.—
elsey huid, Seise-y, Sussex.
[9528

L20

-VOLT Hart H.T. Accumulator, 40/-; 6-volt 60
C.A.V., 20/-; condition perfect; seen by apointment after 6 p.m.--Hay, 12, Elgiu Av., W.9.
[9518

CHARGERS AND

COMPONENTf
For Components on which you can rely,
use " Utility "—the guaranteed Components—the Components you can buy
with the assurance that any defective
par twill be repaired or replaced free of
charge. Insist on "Utility "—if your
local dealer does not stock, write to the
makers and you will receive Catalogue
by return post.

ELIMINATORS.

Eliminator (D.C.), tapped 15 to 160 volts,
silent working. for 11.T. accumulators (cash adstment if necessary).—Nixon, 16, Pagoda Av., Richmid, Surrey.
[9504

W.181

For Finer tuning

CABINETS.
)IGBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11 /
6 to 71/-.
bIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
• ebonite if required.
sIGBY'S Cabinets—Pedestal model, with separate
• battery compartment; from 561- to AM
glliBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own
• signs.
Cabinets.—Write for new
16-page art
• catalogue.—F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Hackney Itd.
'Phone: Clissold 6458.
[0128
RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets
are Britain's
Best
. Value; satisfaction guarauteed.
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
from 8/- to £6.
RTCR AFT Cabinets can be made to customers'
spread designs and size,; estimates free
RTCRAFT Illustrated Catalogue, post free; Stile
now.
RTCRAFT Co.. 156. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: 1981 Croydon.
[0040

MICRO-DIAL W.181
This Micro-Dial incorporates the same excellent mechanism as our W.170 model, buy
is improved by a hair-line cursor which
obviously makes readings of the adjustm.nt;
much easier.
Can be read clockwise
or anti-clockwise.
Price
1-•

—and the popular
MICRO-DIAL W.170
Below is shown the original famous "Utility"
Micro-Dial W.t7o, which permits accurate
adjustment of the condenser and the finest
tuning.
lho centre knob controls Vernier
adjustment, and backlash is impossibl ,
For use with all makes of Condensers. r7 6
Price

£43

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

ETC,

LIVERYMAN

Coils. Four. Three, "W.W." Five, 15/724 each; or wound with D.C.C. wire Instead of
I.itz, 10/-.—Jennens,
Everyman. 3 with
2 II.P.
24/. 3.—Jenriens.
QELECTION Four, 2 with
16/- pair.—Jerinens.

bases,

39/6;

high

ways.

bases, 27/-;

high

wave,

VERYMAN Coil Ebonite Bases, 1/6 each; screens,
1-à 4/-; spacers. grooved, with screws, aerial or anode,
-.—dennens Radio, 30, Chapel St., Birmingham.
(0075
CIOILS, thirteen, Igranic, plug in. 170 tc. 25.000
metres; £2.—Stainer, 36, Geary Rd. Willesden.
•
[9499
B ..5; J.—Al. " Wireless World " coils from stock.
J. Guarantee Every
Ji .Zsback
conditions.

B

Coil supplied under money

pentode,
& J.
Mullacal
All-British
strikes a Super
new note
Four
in using
portable
the receivers;

QCRAP Your Old Coils and Install the NAT. Tuner,•
11
no complicated switches or moving parts; particulars, stamp; trade supplied.—J. B. Williams, Heathfield, HolywelL
[9513

B

ERCLIF Coils for all
Wireless World" Receivers:
dozens of types in regular production; any type
quoted for.
DERCLIF Coils for AM. Valve Receiver, as speed
LP fled, 26/- pair; interchangeable long and short
mare, 7313 mt.
ERCLIF Coils for D.C. Mains Three, as specified,
interchangeable; 83/6 set.

B
Coils for Super Seven, 3 LP. transBERCLIP
formers, complete 50/•; copper box. 17/6.
ERCLIP Coils for Everyman Four, still the stepB dard of excellence; 33/- pair.
Coils for Cascade H.P. Amplifier; 10/BERCL1F
each.
DERCLIP Coils for Screened Valve Everyman; 3¡/d1-1 pair.
B
Coils for Standard Four; 77/9 set of 4

B
B
B
B

W.171

ERCLIF
ERCLIF Coils for All-Wave Four; 42/6 pair.
ERCLIF Coils for 2 11.F. Everyman; 79/3 set of 6.
ERCLIF Coils for Selection Four; 51/6 set of 4
ERCLIF Coils for all Modern Circuits,

Coils for Unapproached Quality and
BERCLIF
Reputation.
ERCLIF Coils for all Special Purposes; above is
B only a selection; we quote to your requirements.
the six year old trade mark of the
makers of the best coils, the people who never let
BERCLIF,
you down; send for our free lists before you decide:

'AVE a Cabinet Worthy of Your Set; prices from
• 12/6 to 84/-; list free.—Little Ilford Cabinet
94. Little Ilford Lane, London, E.12.
[9433

JALITY Cabinets for all instruments, portable,
moving coil and sets; all enquiries receive per.
1 attention. To the trade! Ensure • good season
ipecifying Ramsey's cabinets—F. W. Ramsey, 63,
tesbury St., London. N.1. 'Phone: Clerkenwell
[9463

F

. ADAMS end Co., 66, Finsbury Pavement, E.0.2,
for fusil particulars of Baffle-cabinet; quotations
free for any high class cabinet work.
[9537

B

ABINETS.—Customers' own ideas and designs carried out in oak or mahogany, cal•incts for set.
/ins coil, etc.; low prices and good work'.—U. Hall,
inet Works, Navigation St., Walsall.
[91O1

UALITY Cabinets—Oak portable, for Sunshine
Five, with aerial frame, fretted grille, etc.. beauti: finished, 42/-; improved portable, oak, with
ter and panel openings outside, 37/6i carriage
; all types supplied; special work quickly esed.—Nichols, Bath Rd. Workshops, Swindon. [9442

T

HY. " Wireless World" vaya: —entirely obviates distortion effects . . . . A unique design and should
become popular.

20 guineas, all in.
.d; J. WIRELESS Co., 2 and 3, Athelstane Mews,
London, N.4. 'Phone: .Mountview 1695.
[0043

yOU Sale.—Tungar high and low tension type charger,
A.O. mains, good condition; 4 guineas—Box
93. c/o The IVireless World.
[9497
IRANSFORMERS, chokes, etc., guaranteed. wound
. to any specification;
phone for quotation.—
rby (Wimbledon). Ltd., 72, Merton Rd.. Wimble.
• S.W.
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
(8987

R
Offer of Wireless Cabinets, made of
7-lb
1
,Z/in. solid oak or mahogany, complete with baseboard: 14x7x8. oak 11/6, mahogany 14/-; 16x8x9.
also Mallard and Cosine, 15/6 oak, 19/6 mahogany;
24x8x9, oak 19/-, mahogany 22/-•, Cosser and Milliard bureau cabinets, oak 58/6, mahogany 63/6; best
worknianship and finish guaranteed; all carriage paid;
cash with order.—F. Widdowson, 3, Love Lane, Gainsborough.

T ITZ Wire (genuine), 27/42, 70 turns, 4/8; tubes,
alikapac, 3iu.x3 1
2 in. 1/4, dina 4in. 1/6, 7in.x4in.
/
2/-.—Jennens.

>UNBAKEN H.T. and L.T. Chargers for AM. and
in D.C., you may try 14 days.—Ardwick, Manchesr. and 39. Victoria St., London. 8.W.1.
[0222
PANTALUM and Lionium for AC. Rectifiers; make
L up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
✓ lf.T, and L.T. Lionium electrodes fitted with termals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.—Blackwell's Metalrgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[9503

QIIIMONDS BROS.—Best quality cabinets to your.
own requirements; estimates free.--Shireland ltd..
Smethuick.
18627

THE Adill119 Briffle-cabinet is the result of ov
[9
e
5
r202
-e.
years experimenting with baffles and cabinets for moving coil speakers, and is not a makeshift to meet
a present demand.

BATTERIES.

rt.D.E.S. Accumulator Charging Service.—Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon.—Send
or particulars to Croydon and District Electric Ser/ice, 98 Cherry Orchard Road. East Croydon.
[9198

It

Cabinets.—Could.

'LIVERYMAN Three, first class components, 2 Mar.1.à cord, 1 Cosmos valves, Baby Starling speaker,
accumulator, complete with cabinet; £7, or best
iiter—Pearce, 69, Humbolt Rd., Fulham.
Chancery
7080.
[9472

WET H.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen: Jars, 21
4 x
/
77 1.% square, 1/3; since, 11d.; sacs. 1/2 dozen;
tosen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and
ilectrolyte, 4/3, post 95.; high efficiency, long life,
elf-charging, upkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit;
Ilustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 10/-;
crate for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—
Taylor. 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London. [0039

ADVERTISEMENTS.

trade supplied anywhere.—Simmonds Bros., Shireland
Rd.. Smethwick.
Tel.: Smethwick 751.
[8870
Other" Utility" Components include—Vanahle
Condensers,
Neatrodyne
Condensers,
AntiCapacity Switches. Push Pall Switches. On and
09 Switches, etc.. etc.

WILKINS &WRIGHT LIT
HOLYHEAD RP

Slae

BIRMINGHAM

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS, ETC.
AURARD
G
L7 H.M.V.,

Soper Motor, perfect condition, fitted
automatic
brake;
£4.—Robertson,
6,
Kingscote Rd., Bedford Park, W.
[9493

A MATEUR'S Surplus.—Elarrard 11A gramophone
71 motor, 25/-; Garrard 10A motor, 35/-,• Croules
Merola piek-up, complete with tone arm anal volume
control, £2/10; 2 (I.E.°. pick-ups, £1 each; Brandes
5-1 transformer, 7/6: all perfect condition or new.—
Box 7492, clo The Wireless World.
[9601

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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VIRELESS

Gramophone

Pick -Ups,

WORLD

AUGUST

Etc.—Contd.

[95Uu
MARCONIPHONE Pick-up and 8-1 Ideal Trans-1AL former, as new; 401-.-Box 7502, ea The Ir ire/eso
Wer/d.
[9531

FOR ALL
CIRCUITS.

GAMBRELL COILS
have always been recognised
for their high efficiency and
are repeatedly selected end
used by iba contributors of
constructional articles to the
technical press for all kinds of circuit,.
Because of their rigid construction
they have a much longer life Ikon
any other coil.
Illneitalion thous the Patented
•id of remeirnetion end
inding which is retpon•ible for their reniarkab'e ehlelency.
Descriptive Booklet on request.

LOUD-SPEAK ERS.

6,

15, 30

ClOODMANS Can Give Prompt Delivery. of Moving
•
Coil - Units; the lowest prices consistent with
highest possible grade workmanship; list MC3 on request.-Goodinans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0089

ohms.

Specified in the Cossor Screened fixed
High Frequency Unit, 6, 15, 30 ohms.
Price II-. Postage 2d.
High quality finish, all metal parts nickel
plated wire wound on hard fibre strip.
Terminal Connections.
ROOK E
55

BROS.

Ca rdinuto s Street.

LTD.,

London

al AKERS Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved cfS.
eieney; supplied on 14 days' approval—See advertisement, page 13.
[0144
IF You are in London Call and See Goodmans*
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing else.
where.- Goodmans. 27. Parringdon St.. E.C.4. -(0090

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD..

WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C.,
II ORNES
stock Baker's Selliurst radio moving coil speaker

N. W.I.

'Buckingham House,'

because they give the best results; inspert the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the sanie price.-Ilornes Wireless,
32, Cracechurch St., E.C.
[0141

"SECURITE"
Insulated connecting wire •
In 5 colours.

7d. per 10 foot coil 18 swg.
9d. .„.
„ 16 swg.
Manufactured bq:
Brasse Ltd., Manor Works, High
Street, Hornsey, N.8

BAKER'S
COIL

DEED Movements.-Double acting reed movenieuts
Al• specially designed to operate cone and other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input, yet
ennoble of enormous volume with sufficient input;
sill work up to a 31t. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each; fair allowance on Brown A
earpieces, or Lissenolas and other units in part ex'
,linage; send stamp for illustrated
lists of these and I
seamless cones.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results bemuse they are of proved effi.
, ierlrY; supplied ou 14 days' approval.-See advertisement, page 13.
[0147

Elez.tro Magnet Type.
east} Et 7 6.)
(Wavered 6
81. and it monthly payment

Send For requirements it
LONDON

Chapel

St.

Idarylebone

TU;, Et',

[0102

r

1977

the

"Mullar.

3"

1he Caves
new
6-pi
Tuner coil, 200 to 2,00
meters specially adapte
to the " Mullard Maete
3" and modern sets.
Aperiodic or anto-ronpled arnal co
Spaced grid u
Reaction controlled by '
00 2
3
coadeurer.
Change-over mite, incorporated
in tuner.
Made in siX-pir. or lee Pane moonlit
1.nly
requ.reci to mount or pan

Rd..

14 days' approval-See

on

Mas...:

N.W.1.
[8557
TTORNES WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechureli St., E.C..
•
stock Baker's Sellmrst radio moving coil speakers
10...a nee they give the best results; inspeet the new
C3 10 model now available, infinitely superior to
an,
ng selling at the sanie price. -Hornes Wireless.
32, (;raceeladreh St., E.C.
[0164

dewy: supplied on
ment, page 13.

1•

ALL STATIONS with the" DAVEX
THE EAVES

Coil
f
a
„...1i .
n
i,eMre
t
xgar
r,
,
iofSpeakers
. give
in
t

Full Lists free by return nos'.

RADII

SUPPLY CO.,
11, Oat Lane, Londoa

11 r6 DOWN

Horns for Every Gramophone Unit; wood
W OOD
horns fitted to goose necks, etc.; illustrated list.
I.

PART:

All nireleto •et,, accessorie I a
component.. on 10% and IImetal
payment..
No te reg., legal,.
how p

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
•
the hest results because they are of proved effl.
ciency, supplied un 14 days' approval.-See advertisement, page 13.
[0101

-Maddisou

SPEAKER

New Permanent Mane: Typ
ash S3 5 U.)
I
11:6 and tr monthly pa>rneul

BB

Drive Units from Stock, the usual high
standard of workmanship associated with the
name of Goodmans, 27, Earringdon St., E.C.4. [0091

Lawrence & Hull,
29,, Park HouseStreel,
Camberwell,S.E.5.

MOVING

A IR-CHROME Type Speaker Parts to build the
speaker that has taken Astenia by storm can
be obtained from Components Production Cu.. Donley,
lluddendield. Send fur list.
[0130

°OIL

e-

Buckingham St., Strand, W.C.8

EASY PAYMENT

n AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they aro of proved efflcieney; atipplied un 14 days approval.-See advertise.
inent, pap 13.
[0145

LIORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Graceehurch St., E.G.,
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the same price-Horses Wireless,
32; Graccchurch St., E.C.
[0142

COILS FOR EVERT SET.
woncvi svni, lAto wire. .snotty to mikeillcation.
Full,
tested and Guaranteed.
Highest Selectivity.
Everymah 4, per pair tincludint Base.), 80;-. All Wave
Ili.pin tittine),(Pair)331., Bases, 3(lea. Regional 3, includin;
Rees set 13 17 0. Mullen' 3, Convene Ito Short Wave, 7Empire Reception, Short Wave.
Melody Maker, 0
I. I
se IRude., 1/4- Choke• f
or DM. PM, 'Milo metre, 4d.
Deal..r., 0rite tor term..

I92b.

-COILS

£2 Gramophone Attaehment, os new;
B ROWN'S
30/--Percival, 1, Malvern Terrace, Swansea.

VARIO FIXED
RESISTOR

1ST,

211-

1111iV. l'A V
ST.

Node Man itforturm
MARY'S KOTOR CO., MARKET

HARBORt

T

HE New Goodman denim. Reed More-nient: 14/6;
the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, for
driving cone and other large disc type speakers; this
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments; second only in efficiency
and performance to our doulde acting reed movement;
full deseription in our illustrated lists, free on re.
oitest.-1;oodinans. 27, Parringdon St., E.C.4.
[0092
SCREENED
A.C.

MAINS

TRANSFORM ER

diagram.

tor inaldn4 your own Full Wave
Eliminator, with extra L.T.
winding for heating A.C. re.
celving valves, such at CO5,110.
A.
C.

Supplied >nth terminate
Oil reelifier natant eide
or with look wires and
tulre-tockeled platform
...My to »fount and wire
.ip. Male roltag: tilt
orderinf.

Standard Input 900.2.20, and
230-240 v., 40-100 cycles. Kochi.
lied A.C. output using UP valve
$0 m.a. at 100v. approx. Beet.
output ev. 2 amps. L.T.
A.C. for A.C. receiving valve,.
àatop.. 4v.

37 /
6
with

Greta:

D.F.M. RADIO, 11, Lacy Rd., Putney
'Piton
Palm's, 1700.

Mention of " The

j 1R-CIIROME Type Lond Speaker Part.,
.1 scribed in the June 6th issue of this paper, can
,;.• obtained from Components Production Co., Donley,
Huddersfield.
Send for list
[0129
RAKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertisement, page 13.
[0103
WIRELESS, of 32. Grarechurch St., E.C..
H ORNES
stock Baker's Sellturst radio mining coil speakers

because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the sanie priee.-Ilornes Wireless,
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0166

INDISPENSO

IMPROVED
1 9 g ;
td 0
,

CHARGER

WITH POLARITY INDICATOM
charimi,2 Iligh and Low Tenet.
Accumulators front
DIRECT CURRENT MAIN
ror

Thousands
From

at

in
use
Oirini
satiefaction.
first-class

Price complete

Store
each.

ol 5,4 range
CII ITGERS for as, all A.0
D.C. Mel" on ropo,d.

A IR-CIIROME Type Loud Speakers Gis-e Wonderful
Results, and, with the assistance ot a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production Co., Donley, Duddersfield. Send for list.
[0151

Wireless

Rado

6/.

eye

World," when writing to advertisers. will en sure prompt
atleitti0».

e
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Loud speakers.—Contd.

BAIÇEHS,Se[hurst
thb test resulta

Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
because they are of proved em- .
¡porn supplied on /4 days' approval.-See advertiselent, page 13
[owe

Loud.apeakers.—Conta,

Ej

"OF PROVED
EFFICIENCY"

B

MOVING-COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS

U -ovrlça.

Coil Loud Speaker Parts of Quality are
-en.
made and fully guaranteed by Components Prouction Co.. Honley, Hudderstleld.
Send for lists.
[0149
ORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch St., E.C.,
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
ecause they give the best results; inspect the new
:3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
nything selling at the same price.-Hornes Wireless.
2, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0174
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efliiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise:eat, page 13.
[0105

Permanent
Magnet Models.

RECISION Moving Coil Parts, complete assembly
L
for 2, 4 or 6 volt; £3/10. superb finish; can
e completed in 30 minutes; parts for Haynes design
rom stock at reasonable prices; ask for detaileangrick Bros. : 76, Victoria Grove, East End Park,
aeds.
[9406

Require no
accumulator.

LTAINES
Design.-Magnet
pot
casting.
10/-:
L.I. trachined, 17/6; spiders (aluminium), 7/6; brass
ibbins, El-: plywood rings 2/-; moving coils, 6/6;
id, 2/-; complete moving coil unit attached to ring
ma and diaphragm. 18/6; 220 volt magnet coils.
7/6; 6 volt ditto, 16/9. ex stock; boring, turning,
irew-cut tins, castings to patterns or sketch.--W.
ygrave and Suns. Inventors, Model Makers Engineers
nd
Electricians, Constitution
Hill, Birmingham.
entrai 37£0.
Established 1896.
[9407
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved effiency: supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertiseant, page 13.
[0106
_TORRES WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch St., E.G.,
1 stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
cause they give the best results; inspect the new
3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
iything selling at the same price.-Ilornes Wireless,
Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0175
HPERLATIVE-Nothing
Less!l-Performance
is
the true test of perfection, a Webson loud
saker gives perfect performance.
GPERIORITY.-36 years of specialised experience
in the manufacture of high grade instruments
ind behind the engineers who designed, developed.
d produced Webson moving coil loud speaker parts.
iTEBSON Parts are Manufactured Only by Star
If Engineering, the first firm to manufacture meetcoil loud speaker parts for the honie constructor;
only Webson parts and avoid disappointment.
TAR
ENGINEERING,
Didsbury,
Manchester.'Phone: Didsbury 1785. Send for lists.
[9457
'AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
e the best results because they are of proved effincY; supplied on 14 days' approval.--See advertisent, page 13.
[0107
[ORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch St., E.C.,
I. stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
anse they give the best results; inspect the new
/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
'thing selling at the same price. -Hornes Wireless,
Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0176
ORTENION Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any volt
age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaran
1.-Kirby
(Wimbledon), Ltd., 72,
Merton
Rd.
mbledon. S.W
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
taaaé
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved ell/.
icy; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise
it, pane 13.
(0108
NPONENTIAL
Horns.-American
Racon
spiral type, tit column 80in., bell 12in.. over.
size 14x14x1Oin.; price (including carriage), 32/6.
so, " Wireless," Prestwick, Ayrshire.
[9488
ORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch St., E.C..
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
use they give the best results; inspect the new
10 model now available, infinitely superior to
'Ong selling at the same price.-Hornes Wireless.
Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0177
'SEER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Cull Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved effi7; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise.
t, page 13.
[0110
DYING Coil Lond-spenker.-We manufncture the
complete assembly for the Haynes Moving Coil
ser, including high or low resistance moving coil.
sted on Bristol board cone, together with plyrings and cradle. for 6 volts I amp, £415; 6
Mt amp.. £4110; for 200-250-volt mains, £4115;
be assembled in a few minutes, and will give
volume on one L.F. stage; call and bear one.dine Development Co.. 61. Fishergate, presten
1364.
.101.20

45

13

£6 -5WRITE FOR
NEW LISTS

WIRELESS, of 32, bracsichureh St., E.C.
1 £ stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speaker;
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the same priee.--Hornes Wireless,
I32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
•[0178

AKER'S

B
Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
•
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertisement, page 13.
[0111
PPOCF.
I MOVING COIL PARTS are now obtainable
from stock; no more waiting.
pPOCH MOVING COIL PARTS are Guaranteed
1:4 without exception to be the finest mechanically
and the most efficient electrically.
POCH MOVING COIL PARTS are Guaranteed
to Give the Finest Performance yet possible on
any speaker.
'LI POCH MOVING COIL PARTS are Instruments of
.
1.4
Precision; ,, very part interchangeable.

E

r‘POCII

1 .
4

MOVING COIL
Beautifully Finished,

PARTS

E

POCH MOVING COIL PARTS
Reputation, not to a price.

are
are

the
Made

FPOCH MOVING COIL PARTS are Sold
Approval; buyer is sole judge.

Most
to

a

only on

LI POCH MOVING COIL PARTS.- Money refunded
lighted
llig
within
.
10 days if purchaser is not highly dePOCH MOVING COIL PARTS.-Examine emu
make, but compare with an Epoch before parting with money.
PPOCII MOVING COIL PARTS.- Windings for
-m.f every requirement, but one model only-the best.
PPOCII MOVING COIL PARTS.-One price only-a
1 à reasonable
price; £3/10; accumulator type.

Electro
Magnet
Models
to suit Requirements.

1P POCH MOVING COIL PARTS.-One of numerous
14 unsolicited testimonials.
From a well known
dealer: Re moving roil speaker purchased yesterday
for demonstration purpoiks. In my opinion there as
not another speaker yet on the market that will .
touch this for volume and clarity; it meets my requirements for an ideal speaker. I have had scores
of different makes and your claims are fully justified.

pPOCH MOVING COIL.-Have you seen the wonderful Epoch Moving Coil? Made for Epoch and
every other make of speaker; all resistances; 5/- and

£3-10-0
,0,1
£4 7The Wireless Press and
Public agree
that components manufactured by

BAKER'S
SELHURST"
RADIO
GIVE THE BEST
POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVICE
QUALITY

TORNES

Immediate
rac

ADv
eri

very

Acknowledged
to be
the best obtainable.

If you require advice
Department

write

to the Query

BAKER'S "SELHURST " RADIO
Office :89, Selhurst Rd. S. Norwood, S.E.25.

Works (always open):
42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.

-ppocit MOVING COIL.-Try an Epoch Moving Coil
ALA in your existing speaker; you will be astonished
at the improvements.
'E'POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd., 53, Grace•
church St., E.C.3.
Royal 8570.
[9480
131ip AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
10
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days approval.--See advertisement. page 13.
[0138
ORNES WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C.,
stock Baker's Bathurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the saute price.-Ilornes Wireless,
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
- [0179

II

LIVERYMAN

Simfix Moving Coil Parts are the finest
I-2 made.
LIVERYMAN Simfix Moving Coil Speakers can be
•
run on 3 valves.
LIVERYMAN Shelia Moving Coll for simple fixing,
1/ any resistance; 6/6.
LIVERYMAN
Shona
Magneto
Pot
and
Lid,
12 machined, 16/6; aluminium frame, machined.
14/6.
LIVERYMAN Sinai: Moving Coil Parts for 6-volt
1:4 accumulator, from £2/18/6, complete.
VERYMAN•Bimfix Moving Coil Parts for 200-2501à volt mains, from £31716. complete.
LIVERYMAN Simfix Moving Coil Parts obtained
12 from Appleby. Electrical and Radio Engineers,
Nursery Rd., Mickley, Birmingham.
[9508
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.--See advertisement, page 13.
[0140

B

QALE or Exchange, Baby Brown speaker, 22/-; cone,
•
stand, with Bullphone unit. 12/-; and other eurplux
Box 7446, cío The Wireless World.
[9490

120 minute, ,os-,top from Victor* or London Hedge,

Telephone.

-

VALVES.

CROYDON 1618

All parts can be obtained on
Deferred Terms from the London
Radio Supply Co., II, Oat Lane.
Noble Street. E.0 .2
INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS

MADE BY BAKER'S "SELHURST"
RADIO.

vow

is the time to make your enquiries for Wireless Valves
E Manufacture and Repair Valves of nearly
all types, our experience commenced with the
first valve, therefore we are able to give you the best
advice.
THERE is no other firm in existence who can musky
1
and repair valves to all your requirements.
-

.'

W

END all your enquiries to North London Valve
Co., Ltd., 22 1
2 , Cazenove Rd., Stoke Newington,
/
London. N.16.(9489

S

Advertisements for " The Wireless florid" art only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Valves.

A

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WIRELESS

Components,

—Contd.

ECONOMISE—on

.P. Four Electrode Valves

AREofferUsed
by "The Wireless World" becauge they
definite advantages, such as a power ampli-

fier for concert
volts U.T.

hall

work,

which

only

requires

IT

T

A

Four Electrode %%dyes

I

rr IIE A.P. Screen Grid is a Superb Valve for both
Rebottle and Hartley Circuits; it is as good
as two valves, and admirably makes up for the
absent ILE. stage; the valve has the advantage ut
a standard 4.piti base.
THREE

Days' Approval.

W
'
7
RITE To-day for Full Data and
v,
graphs of the A.P. Family,

E are so Sure of A.P. Valves that we will send
you the type required on 3 dear 'laya approval
against cash order. and will accept risk in transit.

A XELOY
PRODUCTS.
36.
la. Dulwich, London, S.E.22.
4074.
COMPONENTS

ETC.,

X-ray

Photo-

Hind'stans
Rd..
E.
'Phone : New Cross
[9434
FOD

SALE.

jU h
u
iel to
Fittings
aiiy
ha
.% e.eon
designed
ruet

give
]3E au expert
catalogue post free.—Bellitur and Lee, Ltd. Queensway
Works, Ponders End, 3.11ddleeex.
[0018
r.,VERYMAN Four Coils, complete with base;
151-; transformers, 15/-; 281- set.—Below.

ae rial,

OH.F. Everyman Four Coils: B.B.C., set of three ,
Ad
36/9; 5XX, set of three, 2et-; set of three
bases, 319; copper screening boxes, highly polished,
30/..—Below.
Melody Maker Coils, 7/6 each; all above exstock.—Obtainable till dealers or Stone Manufacturing Co., 108-9, Great Saffron Hill, Loudon, E.C.1.
[0068

0.053011

SIC Your Dealer for Gothic Antignierophonic Calve

A Holders; unequalled at 1/3 each.—Ii unobtainable,
write Gothic Electrical Supplies, Ltd.. 5-9, Severn St..

Birmingham.

[8740

B

GRNDEPT New Goods (deleted from catalogue):
Micrometer crystal detectors,
1/6;
hot
wire
ammeters, 0-1.5 amps.. 8/11; super vernier dials,
ratio 7 to 1, 4/11; geared 2-way and 3-way
coil
holders, 4/11; Burndept telephone transferences, 5/11:
Burndept rheostats, 1.4 ohms., for 1 to 3 valves, 1/3:
low loss .0002 anode condensers, 2/11 each; dual ditto,
4/11; concert coils (set of four), 5/6; short wave
coils (set of four), 5/6; separate coils: Si. 9d.; 9.2,
1/-•' 8.3, 1/6; sizes 300, 400, 500. 2/6; postage paid
on 5/- orders.—Rodwell. 14, Railway Approach, London Bridge.
[0208

S

TORRY
Bargains.--Blue spot cone units, 21/-,
usually 25/-; R.I. neutrodyne condenser, 1/9:
Ericsson 6 ohm rheostats, 1/3; Ericsson .001 variable
condensers, 2/3; Lissen 25 coils, 1/3 each; polar 3-coil
holders, 2/6; 2-volt dull emitter valves, 2/11; all post
paid and guaranteed.—Storrys', Ltd., 143-5, Eastbank
St.. Southport.
19360
IPTHOVOX

Horn, 37/6; Igranie pick-up and control,
35/-; all new.—Forsyth, Netherlaw, Darlington.
[9481
MUTE-SPOT Unit, 12/6; Hem full-reed unit, 716;
JUT 2 cone cabinets, 10/6 each; Erica-suns phones,
7/6; 'amide tone control, 4/-; Cosmos valves, S.11.1611,
&PAHL S.P.16G, S.P.18R.R., till as new.—Ball. Fi
e,rn 9
e4
Y
Lodge, Osidge Laue, Southgate.4

G.B.

Battery Clips.—Bulgin again for any fitment
that is mat and practical; clips to take all
sizes and shapes el batteries, used for grid biasing
purposes; don't be behind the times!
Make your set a
neat, workmanlike job by fitting it out with Bulgin
gadgets; there are over 250 of them in our free
catalogue; you will be delighted at their ingenuity,
and you will want some or your set; send tor your copy
without fail.—A. F. Bulgin and Co., 9-11, Cursitor
St., Chancery Lane. E.C.4. 'Phone: Ilolborn 2072.
[9435
111-cMICHAEL Super Hot Kit and Illue Print,
LT/A- uew, 50/-, or nearest; also number of component
it,
cheap; seed etamped addressed envelope for list. —0.
Suint, 128, Leabrooks. Alfreton.
[9505

part

excitant;

•

good.

What You Will, how you will, the most
Dundee! way of buying is part exchange.

Ste

exchange.

B

.P. Four Electrode Valves

NCLUDE the Unique Triple Purpose A.P. 4-.2
Screen Grid, with its amplification of 110 for
non-neutralised 11.1e. amplification, improved anode
bend detection (see its exceptionally sharp characteristic) and super R.C. L.F. amplification.

Sale.—Contd.

material—by

EAT It! Ton cannot leat it; You obtain part
what you want for something you do not—al
when the deal is over—it is over; it is not like tl
proverbial bad penny.

hall the H.T. Needed for Three Electrode
the money saved in one year on three
11.T, batteries pays for an A.P. valve.

WI?. a Very Comprehensive Range, and include a
type for every position; they can le used in
conjunction
with existing
three electrode
valves;
they do not, necessitate altcratiou tu set, wiring or
require special batteries.

Etc., for
good

L
IPPLEnrs. —Pint

R.EQUIRE
Valves;

A.r.

is so

DO

60

%.P. Four Electrode Valves

A
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WORLD

EPOCH
MOVING COIL PARTS

WHY has the Epoch so quickly taken first
rank in the speaker market ?
WHY glowing testimonials by every post?
WHY elit all who have seen and heard them
agree that if they were priced at double or even
treble the figure they would still represent the
G-st buy in die market? Why?
BECAUSE they are
unmatched for
quality, efficiency, reliability, accuracy , tone
:oil finish, and the price is only

£3.10.0

ALMOSI COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
(Final assembly is a simple half an hour's lob
Send for

literature explaining points of soperiorilv
over all other makes.

— FROM ALL DEALERS

AND

FR011

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,
53, Gracechurch St., London, E.C.3.

HE

Bost

in

this

Tinto—now.

You tire not i
-et a Regular Cmhaner. try pa
ex.:hone for your next set. lend-speaker, .
eoiniements• you will save money: There is no net
to repeat tde to your trienel.; they know: And the
:tie many hundreds of them
IT

Will

Satisfy

‘- 017 are
Service.
-I-

Sitie

You.

too.

with

it

at

Apple'q's,

the

Beni

I
, Tau
tire not Aware of Our System, brie
brief outline; simple, straightferwurd, fair.

Is

\Vie. Supply all the Leading Lines of Radio Appal
"
W S at Current la ,t
and make no ei
eloe eIVISges, except on ileenneulatute and butter'.
:oat exceptioeully bulky ,:rtielee.
l'art Exehange we will take any Component
IX Loud-speaker,
for which you have nu further a
TO Make Fair Offers we must see the Material—mt
it
in essential,
no send your gear to us
sable; ill the unlikely event of no agreement bei
-bed we will ieturn your material carriage pai
s u need entertain little fear, tor our returns in t1
---p-et are under one per tent., mostly due to a d
iegard of the following terms, which are absolute
•—ebtial to fair slier.
IV E Cannot Aecept in Part Ex- la nee Old Prig
TT Emitter Vale. e, burnt -ont valves, transforme
et e.. fur economical reasons, and to allow hair off
.ie cannot execute part exchange orders of lees th
101- nett eil ,h value; also any offer wade is as elk
.,net from an order of not less thou twice the all(
ait's—but it is fair.

S

ei Send Year l'areel Along, please pack well
avoid breakage, including in it a li-t of contest
and a hot ut new requirements; we will du our best
stye yuu sutieLietion.

A PPLEBY'S, specialists in and oréanisers Of Er
deal part exchange by wail.—Appleby's, The (_re
Willesden, Loudon, N.W.10.
[91

R

ADIO House, Huddersfield, issues the Rellabil
Wireless Guide.—Write to .T. H. Taylor and
Radio House, Macaulay St., Huddersfield. fur co
sent post free
[GC

O

IlMOND Triple Gang Condenser, 20!-, or excite
for Ormond's latest single condenser; M.H. H
transformers, 300-600. 1,100-1000, at half price;
Elwell transformers (wave baud), for 5.'-; 2 Uti
switches, 2 pole, for 4,-• 2 Polar R.C.C. units
10/-; 1-valve vet And 4-vetive set, with loud-speaker,
yeheap.—Apply Nenthead Vicarage, Alst
saulri,iberreiarntt
c
[91
V (WE II,m1 Gear Taken in l'art Payment for N
free .abinets; write for particulars.—Posey's, Wer
man St., Storkpult.
(s
X PERIMENTER'S
Surplus. —I t.E.P.
240,
12
LA
P.M.1H.F.. P.M.1L.F. ' P.M.1A., 61- each. DJ:.
10/-; 3 Habilier 2mfd., 2/- each; R.C. Threes(
unit, 17/6; R.I. Valley sailer B.F. transtroner, 1
NIultiratio, 12:6; multicellular II.P. chokes. 6/. et
above lo•Net li-d; Lewcos
and ba ,
,,
110,
liais valse holders. 1.'- each; Maeter Three long vs
5/-; Igranie piek-up and plug, 25.--; Celestion, g:
M.A.s, 0-30, 4.--; D.R. voltmeter, 41-; 3.11.
S.L.F. .Q005, 10/-; .00035, 816; Hubilier Ediewan G.
all values, 1/- each; other parts; state astute—Jig
36, Kirkham Rd., Bradford.
[9
trItEKA Consort Grand. No. 1, 15.'-; ditto, No
10/.; 2 Li.sen LA?. chokes 2 /
6 each; Vurley I
choke, 4/-; Bowyer Lowe nellintliqug eituden.ser,
.0005 Jackson square law with pilot S.M. dial,'
all in excellent condition.—Marsh, 43, Wcodpeeker
New Cross. S.E.14.
te,
QELECTION Four,
coils S.W. and bases, IS
K./
.0001, .01. .00025 mid 1 nieg. leak; 35/. lot.
1N -hippendell Lid., Wutiord.
Ii

A MATEUR has Components for 1928 Five, and h
sutue model gas petrol engine, 21,!., etruke, Beel
eltemical balance, in case, Linesman's gulomoup
magnificent laboratory galvanometer; cheap, genuine:
—SicelY, co S. G. Stafford, 30, Coleman St., Load(

VARIOUS
bcught;

lf

ComPonents for Radian° Three, raer
sell beap.—Particulars, Box 7507, ein
Wireless World.

L

5/10.—Two intermediate frequency Silver Mar
super
het
transfor,mers
(5.3.1.210)
nud
.
(3.111.211). also S.M. aerial and oscillator coils, la
-a-t band; all unused.—Bellaire, Semaphore H(
Guildford.
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gone-Costly
short-life

yeteraos
Sale
of
your
Valves
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H.TBAT.TERIES
TEMPRYTEi

13 ATT E RY
ELIMINATOR

puts NO before all buttery
trot:Isles.
Model D.C. Io
(as illustrated)

Tr

Prices: Temprytes 1/6.
Mounts 1/..
Shorting
Plugs 6d. State make and type of Valves used
write for "Tempryte
Chart, Free o
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, L
Cyldon
Works,
Enfield
Town.

.

Direct Current. Model
D.C. ro.

£3 -15 -

Write for Brochure No. 32.

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD.,

CALIFORNIA

Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
MANCHESTER.

4 197-;
COSSOP

DUSTPROOF,
NO SALAMMONIAC,

VÁLVes

NO TROUBLE,
NO CORROSION.

There's aCossor
Valve to suit
every socket in
your Receiver.

SPECIFY
peRTRiy
X eATErvre‘
LONG

LIFE

DRY

BATTERY

The battery without a rival."
.
LI A. ACCUMULATORS LTD
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,
Perteil
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Robinson knew Smith oliPosite had
a Piano

Yet in one evening Robinson
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Insist on
its being a

DINKIER

hiANSBRIDGE
CONDE
ER
'.ö
r
*IW

The silvery notes of a cornet

A flautist of surpassing skill

veer

Robinson was punted

A masterly 'cello rendering

A violinist of engaging
technique

Nest morning they met on
the 8.24

Here's their conversation.

Supreme in performance because, like all
Dubilier products, its
efficiency is steadfast—
the original Dubilier
MansbridgeCondenser
Type BB
0.5
I.0
2-0

2/6

2/6

3/6

JI
unoMamobi•
from
wow
/Ursa lo to, v.entiontne OM.
and address

'loafer

nI
..'n"

didn't know your friends were such star performers," said Robinson
"I don't understand," Smith replied.
"Why, your musical evening
last night!" " Oh, that was Hilversum," laughed Smith. " Hilver—
sum, great Scott t Have you been splashing it in a new 7—valve set ?'
said Smith enviously. " Oh no, nothing so reckless. Ilust Junked my
H.T. Dry Battery and changed over to an Oldham H.T. Accumulator.
Built up.120 volts with their neat little 10—volt blocks. It's made a new
set of mine. Gives me lots of foreign stations Icould never get before.
No noises, better tone, increased volume. 1tell you, my boy, it's the
best investment Iever made," said Smith, beaming

OLDHAM 10-volt H.T. BLOCK
capacity 2,750 milliamps,
complete with
connecting
flex and two wander plugs
Extra large ,ixe, capacity
5.5oo maiamps • Wooden trays extra if required.

5,6
st.

Ask your wireless dealer to show them to you.

OLDHAM & SON, LTD., Denton, Manchester
London Office: go, Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C.r
Glasgow: 75, Robertson Street, C.2
.
.
.

•Telephone: Denton rat
„ :Terminus 4446
. :Central 4015.
Œ51119

REFUSE TO ACCEPT A
MANSBRIDGE TYPE
CONDENSER

Buy British and be safe
dot. of Dubitier Condense Co. (1925i Ltd., Ducot Li
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A Mullard P.M. Filament can be tied in a
knot after more than 1,000 hours' use.
Remember a filament is a piece of metal,
thinner than ahair, and you will realise the
enormous strength necessary to withstand
such astrain.
Due to this quality, a Mullard P.M.
Filament will give uniform unequalled
results for amazing periods of time. In the
words of Mullard users —
"They last for years."

Mullard

THE -MASTER- VALVE
Adverttsemcnts for

The

Wireless
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A .C.

D.O.

REG U LATO RS

nut cluticc

S.P.

FIVE YEARS HARD
ADVERTISING

FREE
F ROM
RUM.
MINIMUM
VOLTAGE
DROP.

of critic.5

«IT would take five
years, at the rate
of one a week, to
advertise every Bulgin
gadget in this paper.
There are 250 of them.
Illustrated is the High
Voltage Safety Mains Fitting, a safeguard against
shock that will be welcomed by all who obtain
H.T. or L.T. from electric
light mains.
Two -pin
baseboard fitting with ter inicial connections, and
insulated
plug.
in
Price, each
010

PURITY
OF
TONE.

(Small-Power)

"DTFIC " Regulators are renowned for their excellence of donee*
mall-power consomptiou. low voltage drop, freedom from bum, and
Parity of Tone. A steady high-voltage ia essential where tone purity
Is required, and in this connection "DYNIC "Regulators excel. Their
ever-increasing popularity proves their superiority.
PRICES :—
A.C.

Any Voltage-25 to 100 cycles— £13 - 13 -0

D.C.

200 to 250 volts— —

Royalty-- -

JONES

8c

F.

9, 10,

BULOIN
11,

B.

CURSITOR

Don't wait for that,
however: it might be
1934 before you see
just the little trouble
saver you are wanting.

CO.,

'Phone

Radto

LANE,

12 £9 - 10 - 0

IMa

liffIllins1110111111111

111111

a.00
TRANSFORMER
Low Frequency
POPULAR SHROUDED
MODEL.

1-3

Manufacturers,

CHANCERY

—

GLASGOW, c.2.

••tit

Send to-day for our
free catalogue, you
cannot afford to be
without your copy.

STREET,

—

STEWART,

247a, St. Vincent St.,

Obtainable from all reliable dealers.
A.

—

Flél particular, from Manufacturers:

8/6 15

THE FORMO COMPANY,

E.C.L

Crown Eosin., CricklewocvL N W.",.
Phone• Ramp. 1787

Holborn 2072

Second Edition (Revised) of

WIRELESS

LOUD

SPEAKERS

By N. W. McLACHLAN, DSc.

T

HE purpose of this book, now in the second edition, revised
throughout by the author, is to describe in a simple manner the
major principles of the design of modern loud-speakers—chiefly
of the large diaphragm type—and some associated circuits. Throughout the volume the author has refrained from a too technical treatment
of the analytical side of the subject.
The book is clearly written and
fully illustrated by numerous diagrams and photographic reproductions.
A chapter showing how to construct a loud-speaker will appeal to
many amateurs.

A
GENERAL
AND

ITS

Résumé of the Contents:

ACOUSTIC

PRINCIPLES :

INFLUENCE ON QUALITY:

OF COMPLEX SOUNDS:

PRINCIPLES

LOUDNESS
RESONANCE

AND DESCRIPTION

LOUD-SPEAKERS: LATERAL MOTION OF AIR:
PRINCIPLES
•

v 11•>411

era

,
hob.eena•

OF

REFLECTORS :

LARGE

Room

DIAPHRAGM

RESONANCES:

OF

REPRODUCTION

CAUSING
OF

BLURRING
HORN-TYPE

EFFECT OF HORN LENGTH :

SHAPE:
STANDING

CONE

DIAPHRAGMS:

WAVES:

ACOUSTIC

SHADOWS ETC., ETC.

A Practical

Manual

describing the
ciples

of

Prin—

Operation,

Performance

Price 2/6 net.

By post, 2/8.

From all booksellers or direct from the Publishers :
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street. London E.C.4.
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OLT VALVES

of CHARACTER
Don't engage a Valve without a good
character!
Cosmos-Met.-Vick. Valves are each supplied
with a written character that will bear the
closest scrutiny. It tells of the Valve's ability
to do the work for which it is designed, its
conduct (on test), and its qualification for a
situation in your set.
You can have the fullest confidence that the
characteristic curves of a Cosmos-Met.-Vick.
" Shortpath " Valve are closely in accord with
the inherent character of the Valve.
Here are some of the details of the two-volt
family :—
(4.p.
16(B
BLUE
sPOT

UP.
HAI
GREEN
SPOT

FILAMENT VOLTS
2

8.P.
16/E
RED
SPOT

I, RR
DOUBLE
RED sPoT

0.09

0.09

FILA31ENT CURRENT (o pl.)

0.02

0.3

01

16

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

9

6.3

(1.2

0.93

14111PE (NA PER VOLT)

0.9

I.(

70.000

17.000

IMPEDANIS (OHMS)

10,000

4.309

10,6

10,6

PRICE

106

12/6

7 The Booklet 4117/3 (M.S. 4667) gives the complete
/ information showing why Cosmos—Met.—Vick.Valves
give
HIGH AMPLIFICATION,
PURE
TONE
NO DISTORTION.
Ask your dealer for acopy.

METRO—VICK

SUPPLIES

(Proprietors: Metropolitan-Vicker3

LTD.

Electrical Co.

Ltd.)

155, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2.

C îSA8
SIIJ

S
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rinIERE'S lasting imelody in every Cossor
I Valve. They retain their purity of tone for
an enormous length of time and are exceptionally
economical in the use of current. Cossor Valves
bring in distant stations with surprising ease and
volume. The remarkable success of the famous
"Cossor Melody Maker" is mostly due to its
Cossor Valves.. Cossar Valves improve any
Receiver.
Use them throughout your Set.
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DIFFICULTIES.

cases of general wireless interest have recently
been heard before the Comptroller-General of the
Patent Office in the Patents Court; the first was the
case brought by the Brownie Wireless Company of Great
Britain, Ltd., against the Marconi Company, in which
the Brownie Company are seeking for a compulsory
licence under certain of the Marconi patents and further
enter a plea for a reduction in royalties and a modification of the present system of assessment of royalties.
The second case is an application by the Loewe Radio
Company for a licence to manufacture and sell in this
country a wireless receiving set employing the Loewe
multiple valve, which readers will remember, from
references which have been made from time to time
in The Wireless World, is a multiple valve which comprises the electrodes of the valves and the coupling units
between successive valve stages in one bulb.
The case put forward by Brownie's is that whereas
in the past they have been manufacturing a two-valve
amplifier and were informed by the Marconi Company
that this did not infringe their patents, and consequently
P

A

5

XXIII.

No. 6.

royalties would not have to be paid on it, they more
recently decided to manufacture another piece of apparatus which they believe does infringe the Marconi patents
and they therefore applied for a licence. The attitude
adopted by the Marconi Company was that if they were
granted the licence it would have to be on the same terms
as the general Marconi licence to manufacturers, a
royalty of I2S. 6d. per valve-holder on all apparatus
being required. Entering into such an agreement with
the Marconi Company would place the Brownie Company in the position of having to pay royalties of us. 6d.
per valve-holder on amplifiers which were previously
exempt, in order that they might participate in the advantages which they would then have in being able to
manufacture other apparatus incorporating Marconi
patents. This suggestion was considered by the Brownie
Company as unreasonable. They petitioned that the extension of royalties in this country to non-patented
articles should be stopped, and that afairer method than
that at present •in force for assessing the amount of
royalty payable would be one where the royalty was a
percentage of the selling price of the apparatus.
The Marconi Company expressed the view that the
present basis on which agreements were made with manufacturers and royalties assessed was one of convenience
both to the Marconi Company and its licencees, and that
it had hitherto been accepted by a very large number of
manufacturers. That to make their royalty agreements
on the basis of individual patents would complicate the
machinery to avery large extent.
The Marconi Company also contended that it
would not be apractical proposition to attempt to assess
the royalty at apercentage on the net selling price of the
set, one reason given being that it would then be possible
in some instances to put up that part of areceiver which
incorporated patents as a distinct unit. As an example,
it was suggested that the patented parts might be housed
in a box costing 30s. and then linked up with other parts
so as to make a complete set selling at £20, the royalty
being paid only on the 3os. box of parts.
In the Loewe case the Marconi Company expressed the
view that this valve was, to all practical purposes, three
valves enclosed in one casing, and that in order to
be fair to their other licencees the Marconi Company
had to regard a valve of such construction as if it
were actually three valves and charge royalties accordingly, instead of, as the Loewe Company suggested,
charging a royalty on one valve.
In both cases, after the hearing had been concluded,
the Comptroller-General stated that he would reserve
judgment for a week, and he expressed the hope that
in the interval the pallies might reach agreement.
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OUTPUT STAGE
and the

MOVING COIL

By
N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.

/

N this journal over twelve months ago' I gave
formule from which the impedance of amoving coil
loud speaker can be calculated. Knowing the coil
impedance and the internal resistance of the power valve
it is possible to ascertain the total impedance of -th-eoutput circuit. From this impedance the current in the
moving coil at different frequencies can be found for a
definite voltage change on the grid of the power valve.
Now this impedance calculation cannot be done accurately unless we know the inductance and resistance of
the moving coil; we must also know the flux density in
the air gap of the magnet, the effective mass of the diaphragm, and the number of turns on the coil. For
simplicity it is generally assumed that the inductance
and resistance are constant at all frequencies. If this is
done, then the coil current can be calculated. Even so,
there are few experimenters in aposition to make all the
measurements necessary to secure the requisite data. In
this contribution to the subject, Ipropose to leave theory
alone and to show what variations in coil and current are
found by experiment over a wide band of frequencies.
We shall make no assumptions regarding the current.

Fig. 1.—Diagram of connections for measuring current in coil ut
loud speaker. S is the sine wave oscillator, T a screened and
balanced transformer, A i a sensitive thermoammeter, R an
accurate non-reactive resistance. V represents the input volts to
the grid of V I. The valves VI, V2, V:, are resistance-capacity
coupled.

but merely present the data as it was taken by direct
reading on a themioammeter of negligible resistance.
In the practical loud speaker there are effects which were
'The Wireleee World, March 30th, 1927.

How Relative Impedances Affect
Quality.
not introduced in the published theoretical treatment of
the subject. The results are of considerable interest, as
the reader will discover as he wends his way through
these pages.
The circuit used to ascertain the coil current at various
frequencies is shown in Figs. . xand Ia. To the grid of
the first valve of aresistance-capacity amplifier is applied
a sine-wave voltage of constant value. The voltage
was taken from an oscillator
unit of pure wave form via
a screened and balanced
transformer. The windings
of this transformer are electrically symmetrical, and
the primary and secondary
are electrostatically shielded
from each other by acopper
screen.
Thus the coupling
between the windings is
solely electromagnetic. The
la.—The output stage
amplifier is really a historic - for the circuit shown in
Fig. 1. The valve shown
piece of apparatus, designed
represents LS5A valves in
parallel, L is a very large 40in 1922 and employed by
henry choke (with air gap) to
the author for experimental
carry valve feed current,
C has a capacity of 50 mfds.
work at Marconi House in
to prevent D.C. from entering loud speaker windings.
connection with the inception of broadcasting before the B.B.C. came into existence. It was used to amplify the first land-line transmission from a town on the south coast before applying
the signals to the sub-modulator of the old 2L0 radio
transmitter. To show that we knew how to design R.C.
amplifiers even in those early days„ the frequency-amplification curve of the instrument is given in Fig. 2.
Actual Coil Current Measurements.

However, to be quite candid, loud speakers and other
'associated apparatus at both receiver and transmitter,
had such appalling characteristics, that it was quite
beyond one's aural powers to distinguish a good amplifier from a bad one. Moreover, this particular amplifier has been asleep for six years, and it was not until
quite recently That I appreciated its merits—thanks to
A 6
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The Output Stage and the Moving Coil.—
the frequency-amplification measurements shown in
Fig. 2.
The input voltage to the first valve is amplified about
200 times and applied to the power valve, care being
taken to avoid bottom bend rectification and grid
current. To get a suitable reading on the thermoammeter, the power stage consisted of one or more
LS5A valves in parallel, the H.T. voltage being about
350. The loud speaker and the thermoammeter were
situated in the usual choke-condenser filter circuit, shown
in Fig. ra, since only the alternating current through
the coil was required.
There are two salient conditions under which the coil
current—a high-resistance coil was used as specified
hereafter—can be measured. First, we can allow the
coil and diaphragm to move freely as it would in practice. Second, the coil can be rigidly fixed so that no
movement occurs. The former condition was chosen
since it complies with practical requirements. In obtaining the results, care must be exercised to get the
working conditions constant. For example, the electromagnet warms up with time, and since the resistance of
the winding increases, the magnetising current decreases.
Thus the magnetic flux in the air gap decreases also
This, however, is not so serious as one might imagine.
It is the amplifier working on 350 volts H.T. which requires time for the valves and resistances to settle down.
With this value of H.T. the anodes of the LS5A valves
work at a dull red heat.
The results of the experiments with the coil in motion
in a magnetic field of 9,000 lines per sq.cm. are shown
in Fig. 3. The curve is the current through amoving coil
having L000 turns of 46 S.W.G. enamelled wire, using
one LS5A valve. The current attains amaximum value
between 128 and 256 cycles. At frequencies above the
40
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middle of the pianoforte (256 cycles) it falls away gradually, due to the inductance of the coil, and also to its A.C:
resistance, since the latter increases with the frequency
due to iron loss (hysteresis and eddy current in pot magnet). Below 128 cycles the current decreases rapidly. It
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3.—Curve
alternating current in moving coil loud
speaker. The moving coil was wound with 1,000 turns of No. 46
gauge enamelled wire.
The magnetic field was
9,000 lines per squa•-e cm. The power valve was an LS5A with
350 volts H.T.

approximately

is this part of the curve which is particularly interesting.
The current actually reaches a minimum value at a frequency of 50 cycles, whilst at lower frequencies it increases again. To exhibit this effect more clearly2 the
current was measured, using two LS5A valve2 in
parallel. Owing to the lower output resistance with two
valves, the coil reactance was relatively enhanced, so
that the variations in the current curve became more
marked than they were before.
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2.—Amplification-frequency curve of resistance capacity amplifier used to determine coil current.
The actual magnification is
approximately 220. The H.T. voltage used is 350. V 1 and V, are
LS5B valves, while V Iis a power stage with two LS5A valves in
parallel.
A7

Mysterious

Results

at Certain Frequencies.

The minimum value of the current is clearly shown in '
Fig. 4, and occurs at a frequency in thc neighbourhood
of so cycles. The maximum value of current occurs in
the neighbourhood of 200 cycles. At the higher frequencies the current decreases more rapidly than with
one LS5A, since the inductive reactance of the coil is
now a much greater proportion of the impedance of the
power valve circuit. 3 There are peculiarities in this
curve which do not show up to any visible extent. In
order to portray these lesser current fluctuations more
clearly, the coil current at the lower frequencies was
observed, using five LS5A valves in parallel. This gave
an A.C. valve resistance of only 500 ohms or thereabouts. Since the coil resistance is about i,000 ohms,
the total resistance is 1,500 ohms as against 700 with
one LS5A. The results are depicted in Fig. 5. The
minimum value corresponding to 50 cycles is exhibited
in a most striking manner. In fact, we have an absolutely first-class selectivity curve inverted. As the freIt is intentionally omitted from Fig. 3.
to the lower resistance of the output circuit.

3Owing
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The Output Stage and the Moving Coil.—
quency increases up to 175 cycles, nothing of any
importance transpires, but beyond this frequency the
current rises slightly, suddenly drops at i90 cycles, and
then rises again above 200 cycles. Moreover, there are
two " mysterious " frequencies, namely, 50 cycles and
200 cycles.
I do not wish to complicate this article by elaborate
explanations of these two " mystery " points. This I
propose to do in greater detail at another time. For
the present, it will be quite sufficient to indicate broadly
how these variations in coil current arise.
Shortcomings of the Diaphragm Support.

The reader who has constructed a coil-drive loud
speaker knows full well that the conical diaphragm has
to be supported at its periphery. Various materials are
used for this purpose, all of which are invariably defective both acoustically and mechanically. Personally, Iprefer to employ a good grade of flexible rubber,
although it has to be renewed every six months. My
rubber surround having perished some time ago, Ipurchased sonne rubberised silk, this having been recommended by a reader.
Now this material, in common
with others, is not perfectly elastic,
it does not Obey
Hooke% law. This law states that amaterial is perfectly
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comicalities of the system would raise their heads. With
this preamble we are in a position to probe the problem
of mystery point number 1—namely, the minimum
current at 50 cycles.
At this frequency there is a mechanical resonance of
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4.—Curve showlug alternating current in moving coil loud
speaker. The moving coil was wound with 1,000 turns, and the
flux density in the air gap 9,000 lines per square cm. The power
stage was two LS5A valves in parallel.
The fall in current at X
is due to mechanical resonance of diaphragm, and the fall in
current at YY is due to inductance of coil and also increase in
A.C. resistance due to iron loss.

elastic when the deflection or stretch is proportional to
the stretching force. With rubberised silk--and other
materials—one soon reaches a point when there is no
perceptible stretch as the applied force increases. Of
course, for small amplitudes of motion, the case is probably not quite so bad, since Hooke's law is not violated
to the same extent. In these experiments the amplitudes were deliberately made large, so that the various
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5.—Curve showing alternating current in moving coil loud
speaker at low frequencies. The moving coil had 1,000 turas,
and the flux de laity in the air gap was 9,000 lines per square
cm.
Five LS5A valves in parallel were used. The fall in current
at Xi is due to resonance of diaphragm on surround, while the
fall at X2 is due to reionance of diaphragm apart from the
surround.

the diaphragm and coil due to the surround (rubberised
silk). The amplitude of motion of the diaphragm increases considerably—the total excursion was very
visible, being over ¡in--when the resonance frequency
is reached. Consequently, in travelling over a greatel
distance, the coil must move more rapidly than it would
under normal circumstances. Thus the velocity of the
coil is enhanced by resonance. But when the coil moves
in the magnetic field, aback E.M.F. is induced, which
reduces the current Since the coil velocity is much
greater than under normal circumstances, so also is the
back E.M.F. Thus the current is reduced in a greater
degree than it would be in the absence of mechanical
resonance of the diaphragm on its surround. I do not
want to leave the reader with the impression that rubberised silk is the only material which exhibits this effect.
By mounting the diaphragm on a portion of a rubber
(not best grade) apron, the resonance frequency was
reduced to 25 cycles, where it is comparatively harmless.
Peculiar Resonance at 200 Cycles.

As regards mystery point number two, the reduction
in current at 200 cycles is due to a peculiar mode of
vibration of the diaphragm. This is doubtless some
form of diaphragm resonance. As the reader may be
aware, diaphragms do not move as a whole, except at
low frequencies. This particular diaphragm, mounted
on the rubberised surround, had been tested sonne tWnc
previously.
By dusting a light powder on the diaA

8
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The Output Stage and the Moving Coil.—
phragm, a number of radial markings were obtained at
200 cycles, clearly indicating that the diaphragm was
executing one of its" modes " of vibration. Obviously,
it was not then moving as a whole.
Dangers of Very Low Valve Impedance.

In a previous article I indicated that the internal
A.C. resistance of the power valve should not be too low.
The reasons for this were: (r) at low frequencies the
coil impedance increased, due to the motion of the coil
in the magnetic field, whereby a back E.M.F. is induced; (2) at high frequencies the inductance of the coil
causes an increase in impedance. Since the coil impedance is augmented in both cases, the current, and
therefore the output, is reduced. In the present tests,
reason number one has been substantially smothered by
the resonance of the diaphragm en the rubberised-silk
surround. Although the coil current is reduced at 50
cycles, the electrical conditions associated with the vibration are such that the amplitude, and, therefore, the
low-frequency acoustic output, are greatly enhanced.
Moreover, so long as the surround causes a resonance at
50 cycles, or even at 25 cycles, the increased impedance of the coil is acoustically offset by the augmented
amplitude of motion of the diaphragm. Thus, we are
left to juggle with reason number two. This is a really
serious matter, and the veracity of statement can readily
be seen from Fig. 4, where the output or power stage
consisted of two LS5A valves in parallel.
From the
middle of the pianoforte (taken as 256 cycles, although
concert pitch is about 21 cycles higher), the current
steadily declines, until at 6,000 cycles its value is half
of that at 256 cycles.
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Fig. 3, the result will be of the same order as that in
his own coil-drive loud speaker when worked to capacity
using one LS5A and a nominal 200 volts H.T.
So much for the internal resistance of the power
valve, but the other moral we have to point is " Beware of the resonance of the diaphragm on its surround." When the diaphragm is small, the surround
stiff, and a centring device is added, the resonance is

Beware ol Diaphragm Resonance.

Now the power output depends upon the square of
the current. Thus, with two LS5A valves, the power at
6,000 cycles is reduced to a quarter the value it would
have if the current remained constant.
So far as constancy of current is concerned, the
curve of Fig. 3 using one LS5A is definitely better,
since at 6,000 cycles the current is reduced to 0.65 instead of 0.5 of its value at 256 cycles. However, to get
greater current constancy it would be necessary to use
a power valve of 3,500 to 4,000 ohms resistance. An
alternative would be to reduce the number of turns on
the moving coil. This would immediately reduce the
overall output, so that we cannot have our cake and eat
it. Hence a compromise between quality and quantity
(efficiency) is imperative. From a practical view point
there is nothing seriously wrong with one LS5A powet
valve or any other valve of the same internal resistance.
For reduced output, a DE5A answers the purpose quite
well. Perhaps Iought to mention that the values ot
current indicated in the curves are much larger than one
would obtain under normal broadcasting conditions with
a mains supply of 200 volts II.T. In the above experiments, the grid bias on the power valves was roo volts,
and the applied root mean square signal voltage 45.
This latter represents a maximum voltage of 63, which
is about twice the voltage to be expected by the reader
on his£ own set. Moreover, if he halves the currents in
9

6.—Dimensions and constructional details of diaphragm

likely to be more pronounced and occur at a higher fre
quency than that recounted herein. The diaphragm
used in the present experiments was just over gin, in
diameter on the conical part. It is shown dimensionally
in Fig. 6. The coil weighed about six grams, so that
the total effective mass at low frequencies (50 cycles),
assuming the diaphragm to move as awhole, amounted
to something of the order of 18 to 20 grams.
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The Reactance of a Coil at Audio Frequencies.
HE reactance of a coil is given by the formula:
henrys xzir xcycles =ohms, or L271 -=R.
Let us
forget about the constant multiplier 27r for the
moment and we see that we have two variable quantities
which we multiply together to obtain the third variable,
that is, we have to draw scales for three quantities, a, b,
c, so that a•b=c.
In Fig. iequal scales are shown for " a " and " b,"
and we want to know how to draw the " c" scale. The
lower dotted line is drawn through the points iol and
Io3,and accordingly must meet the " c" scale at io4,
since To' xio=io".. Another point on the " c" scale

the mains supply. None of these items is likely to
have an inductance smaller than one henry, while
values exceeding loo henrys are exceptional. Accordingly, the scale of henrys is drawn (Fig. 2) from i to
loo. Again, we need only consider frequencies between
50 and 5,000 cycles, though for simplicity in lettering
these are given in Fig. 2 as between io and Io,000.
It now only remains to fit in the scale of ohms, which,
as we have seen, should be half size. Owing to the
factor 27r, this scale will be displaced frbm its position
as shown in Fig. 1. The simplest way is to get one
point in the correct position, and then all the others will
be correct; we can do this by calculation. Take Io
henrys at L000 cycles and join by a dotted line, then
iol.2r•io3=R = 2r.10 4 =62,800, hence the dotted line
,
should meet the R scale at 62,800 ohms.

-10 4

Useful Loud Speaker Data.

-10 2

The abac on the next page is drawn on a large scale
from the skeleton diagram of Fig. 2. As an example
of its use it shows that a transformer with a loo-henry
primary working at 50 cycles has areactance of 31,400
ohms, so that when it is in the plate circuit of a io,000ohm valve, the total series impedance is [31,400 2+
io,000qi=32,9oo ohms, so that the A.C. voltage on the
314
plate is — =.95 of its value, with a transformer of in-

-10 6
10 2

10 1

10°
-10 1
—10 4

a
ab-c

•Fig.

abac In which the scales of a and b are the same while
that of c is halt either a or b.

can be found by drawing the upper dotted line: since
102 xio3=Io5 we get the point iø on the " c" scale.
It is evident from these lines that " c" must be plotted
on half the scale of " a" or " b."
We can satisfy ourselves that this is correct by pivoting a ruler on the point lo' on the " a " scale and
sweeping it upwards over the other two scales; every
time the value of " b " increases tenfold, " r" will
also increase tenfold, but we shall only travel half as
quickly -up the " c" scale as up the " b " scale.
Measuring the Reactance of Chokes.

Having thus ascertained the relative sizes of the scales,
we can proceed to construct the abac: we have to deal
with L.F. transformers or chokes in the speech amplifier and in the connections from the power valve to the
loud speaker, which is itself a choke; L.F. chokes are
also required for filter circuits when sets are worked off

10 2

1
.1

-

10 2

—10 3
to°

—10 2
— 10

L

x2.-7f-R

Fig. 2.—To allow for the constant multiplier 2/r the scale c 01
Fig. Iis displaced.

finitely large impedance. On the other hand, with a 20henry primary the reactance would be only 6,300 ohms
at 50 cycles, and with a 30,000-ohm valve the same
A 10
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Charts (No. 14—
calculation shows that only 0.2 of the plate voltage is
passed on to the next valve. Hence a good transformer
is required in conjunction with a low-resistance valve to
bring out the low notes.
As another example, we enquire what current flows
when atransformer whose primary has an inductance of
io henrys, and whose secondary is open circuited, is connected across 5o-cycle mains at a pressure of 'coo volts
(r.m.s.). The reactance is read off from the abac as
3,140 ohms, and the current is therefore 100/3,140
0-032 amp. (r.m.s.).
The impedance of aloud speaker at different frequencies can be .easily worked out from data supplied by
measurements on an A.C. bridge. The following table
shows in columns 2 and 3 the figures found for a cone
type of instrument, showing increasing resistance and
decreasing inductance as the frequency rises. The reactance at each frequency follows from the abac and the
impedance in the last column is calculated from the
formula, impedance2=resistance 2+reactance 2. It may
be noted that the reactance in each case is almost equal

AUGUST 8th, 1928.

Useful Data

Cycles.
500
1,000
2.000
3,000

Resistance.
Ohms.
2,000
3,600
5,100
7,100

Henrys.
0.7
0.58
0.43
0.33

Reactance.
Ohms.
2,190
3,640
5,400
•6,210

Impedance.
Ohms.
2,970
5,120
7,430
9,430

to the resistance, a result which is found true for nearly
all loud speakers in which resonante has been eliminated
by the use of acone or an exponential horn.
Next week an abac will be given from which the reactance of a coil can be found at radio frequencies. In
the units suitable for these frequencies the formula becomes
microhenrys x 27r x megacycles =ohms,
or if we prefer metres to megacycles, then, since megacycles xmetres =300, we get the alternative formula:
microhenrys x1,884
= ohms.
metres
R. T. B.

TRANSMITTERS'

NOTES

General Notes.
Mr. G. F. Kitchen (G 5VP) is at present in Yugo-Slavia, where his address is
c/o Edison Bell Penhala D.D., Zagreb.
and hopes to be able to arrange with the
authorities to allow him to conduct tests
with home stations though transmitting
licences are somewhat hard to obtain in
Yugo-Slavia and, in fact, most of the
EJ's are unofficial.
Mr. J. Hum (G 5UM), 17, Eastwood
Road, Muswell Hill, N.10, is testing a
special type of transmitter and is anxious
to obtain reports especially with regard
to the character and steadiness of the
note. He is transmitting on a fixed wavelength of 167 metres from 2,300 to 2,400
BST on Fridays. He is also co-operating
on Sunday mornings and evenings with
Mr. F. G. Ingleton (0 6FI), 48,' Grassmere Road, N.10, who transmits on 45
and 170 metres and will also welcome
reports.
0 3 0 0
D.E. Tests on the Norfolk Broads.
Mr. F. J. Singleton (G 51JW) asks us
to state that from August 4th to 18th
he will' be operating a portable set on
board the motor cruiser
Alsatian" on
the Norfolk Broads.
The object of his
tests, which have been arranged in coil.
junction with the Wolverhampton and
District Radio Transmitters' Society, is
to obtain observations upon the directional
properties of small aerials loaded at the
fundamental and he hopes that the results
will prove of considerable interest. The
wavelengths used will be 23, 33, and
44-46 metres, and the power input will be
ten watts derived from an M-L anode converter lent for the purpose by the M L
Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., of Coventry.

QUERIES
Short.wave Naval Station.
A correspondent in Gibraltar warns
listeners who may attempt to calibrate
their receivers by the 35-metre waves
which, according to the list of short-wave
transmissions in our issue of February
8th, are used by most of the naval coast
stations, that these wavelengths are often
changed and should not, therefore, be relied on for calibration purposes.
We
have already given, in our issue of June
27th, the revised wavelengths assigned to
BXW, BXY, BYA. and BYZ, but we
gather from our correspondent's letter that
these are not rigidly adhered to.

Short.wave Work in Iraq.
We understand that Mr. D. MacLaren,
while at Ur of the Chaldees last February,
worked very successfully with a half-wave
aerial stretched on the ground and consisting of a length of rubber-covered wire
coupled to the transmitter at its centre.
With this arrangement he got into communication with an Australian station
about 8.500 miles distant.
The transmitter was of the Hartley-Meissner type
with an input of 30 watts. The call-sign
used was XAQ 1IIF, and the wavelength
about 32 metres.
0 0 0 D

New Call.signs and Stations Identified.
2MA
(ex 2BRI), D. D. Marshall, 41, Kelvinside
Gdns., Glasgow, NW., transmits on 2:1,
45 and 90 metres.

2QH

C.

6 OH

W. Gibb, 301, High St., Kirkcaldy, N.B.,
transmits on 45 metres and will welcome
reports.

5 BP

H. S. Pace, 12a, Kirkdale, Sydenham, SIL 20.
(This call-sign was formerly held by Messrs.
Cunningham, Ltd.)

0 0 0 0

short-wave Ship Stations.
The same reader sends us the following QRA's of ships transmitting on short
waves :—
IAU
Italian s.s. "Conte Grande" on 50 mein,
C.W.

WSN

U.S.A. s.s. "Leviathan " on 35.5 metn
I.C.W. and C.W.
'

5KM

OBZL

s.s. "Arctic Queen" on 35.5 to 36 metre.
I.C.W.
s.s. "Carinthia" on 30 metres approx.
I.C.W.
r.s. "Naldera " on 36 metres approx. I.C.W.

6NO

CM
GCTZ
BXC
SIX

Nore Lightship on 36 metres approx. I.C.W.
Swedish s.s. "Nuolja" on .37 metres approx.
I.C.W.

PIA and PIC Two of the Dutch tugs towing a floating
dock to China, working on about 31 metres
with l'CH (Scheveningen).

Hewins, 86, Earl St., Great Grimsby,
re-opening his station at new address and
transmits on 8, 23 and 45 metres, usually
from 2300 B.S.T. onwards, and from 090d
to 1300 and 1800 to 2000 B.S.T. on
Sundays.
Reports especially from distances over 100 miles will be welcomed.

(ex 2MS), R. A. Minter, 60, High St.,
Bromley, Kent.

Norman s. Haigh, 33, Beroyd Ave., Allerton
Rd., Bradford, transmits on 45 metres and
will welcome reports. (Change of address.)

2 AJO

D. J. Beattie, 399, Manchester Rd., Burnley,
until August 12, after which date his
address will be 374, Rossendale Rd.,
Burnley.

2SW

R. C. Nisbet, Moray Lodge, Curzon Rd.,
Weybridge.

CI,

j. Clarricoats, 6, Hartland
(Chane of address.)

Road,
A 12

NIL
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Hitherto the R.K. coil•driven Loud Speaker has only
been available in the form of a cabinet instrument
complete with amplifier, valves and eliminator.

It

has now been decided to sell the loud speaker
portion as a separate unit at the very attractive
price of £9 10s. Od.

The quality of reproduction

given by the R.K. Loud Speaker is unapproached
by any other type of instrument. This quality is
Supplied with cone diaphragm. 20 :I
output
transformer
and
necessary
terminals for connecting to receiver and
field winding.
If Volt
Type
Field
winding
excited by 6 volt accumulator.

Price

100 110 and
200 240 Volt Types
Field
winding
excited from D.C. or
A.C. (rectified) electric mains.

(9.10.0

The abes puce is alp .cable in great 'Britain
and Northern Is eland only.

inherent in the R.K. principle of operation.
The
R K. Unit when used in conjunction with a receiver
providing asuitable degree of L.F. amplification will
give the same results as the complete cabinet model.
Those who desire to achieve perfect loud speaker
reproduction should make sure of getting agenuine
R.K. Loud Speaker or R.K. Unit.

No other

instrument will give the saine results.
The R. K. Loud-Speaker Unit is made and used by The British
Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd. under the fallowing British patents owned
and controlled by the Company:

231420, 231421, 245796.

Ins 0`7011-1[
The Bel ish Thomson-Hut sa Co. Ltd., Crown flouse, Aldwych, W.C.,
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WEAIRE, Ltd. r:

414
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740, HIGH ROAD,
TOTTENHAM, N.17
4i
41

4,

'Phone: TOTTENHAM 3132.
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• HEAVY DUTY H.F. CHOKE
e

▪ Especially designed

for

use in A.C. Eliminators.

As used in the D.C.5 and
published in July 25th
issue of "The Wireless
World."
On the short waves, you
can pick up America—even
on your one- or two-valve
set.

Inductance approximately
100,000 M.-Hys.
Self Capacity 10 M. Mfds.

But remember that shortwave success depends upon
the coil—make it certain—
fit

4,
4,
St

D.C. Resistance 50-60 Ohms.
Rated to Pass

it4

REG D.

SHORT-WAVE

COILS

- 250 M.A.

"

PRICE

10/6
e

A REMARKABLE
ADVANCE IN
MOVING.COIL
SPEAKER
DESIGN.
Regd.
Pl.,

Pte.

GOODMANS have already established areputation recond to none in Moving
Coil Loudspeaker Parts. The "CENTREX" stand and '
,
tame (Prey. Pat.)
marks a new era in Coil Drive Speaker assembly. Correct tensioning and
centring are assured with the minimum of trouble by the use of a separate
member cupported on special springs, adjusted by wing nuts, enabling the
tension of the Cone suspension to be varied at will. The TOP STAND is of
unique and exceptionally sturdy design, incorporating the already well
known GOODMAN centring feature.
WRITE for illustrated descriptive Lists, giving full particulars.
EASY TERMS ARRANGED.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND Smrms LIMITED.
Church Road
Leyton, London, E.10.
Mention

of "The

Wireless

World," when wrthng

tà„
te,

OODMAN
27 FARRINGDON ST.LONDON.E.C.4
Tarpleone: City 4472.

to advertisers, will ensure

prompt attention.
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Improvements Ensure Stability of Several H.F. Stages.
By "RADIOPHARE."

M

ANY experimenters who have undertaken the
construction of an H.F. amplifier with more than
one stage have met with but partial success, and
to achieve stability have found it necessary to content
themselves with an overall amplification considerably
lower than that which should be obtained. Consequently, performance is often but little better than that
to be expected from a good single-stage set, and, compared with it, the gain may be considered insufficient
to compensate for the inevitable increase in operating
difficulties. The result is that sets with two and three
H.F. valves are popular only with those who have the
capacity for taking infinite pains to minimise inter-circuit coupling, and until recently it has been the practice
of writers in this journal to warn their readers that the
construction of such receivers is not to be lightly undertaken.
Nowadays, however, conditions are changed, and it
may be asserted with confidence that the almost incredible sensitivity (judged by the standards of a few

r

L-T,-

H.F.

years ago) and high selectivity attainable with the help
of two modern H.F. stages in cascade is open to anyone who cares to exercise no more than reasonable care
in the building of his apparatus.
H.F. Amplification for Town Dwellers.

Is the multi-stage amplifier necessary? In the writer's
view, the country listener with a good aerial-earth
system and complete freedom from interference by a
near-by station can seldom avail himself with advantage
of more H.F. amplification than that obtainable from a
good single stage—but it must be really good. Admittedly, there is at times an almost complete absence of
atmospherics, spark• interference, and continuous wave
telegraphy " mush," when it is possible to take advantage of unlimited sensitivity ;it is amatter for the amateux
himself to decide whether occasional reception at extreme
ranges is sufficiently attractive to warrant the extra cost.
It is an axiom that conditions in large towns aro
always inferior to those obtaining in the country, and
here we have what seems to
be the most important field
of usefulness of the multistage H.F. amplifier, not
only because there is always
iH.T
a certain amount of screening, but because the chances
are that there will be a
broadcasting station in the
immediate vicinity.
The
first difficulty is clearly
overcome by the increase in
TO
sensitivity brought about by
LF
adding an
H.F.
stage,
which, in turn, will automatically provide at least a
partial solution to the proHF
DET
blem of eliminating unwanted local signals.
At
the
worst,
it
will
considerGB.
G.B. _CL
ably reduce interference,
clue to the filtering effect of
IL7
the extra tuned circuit.
1
It would now appear
certain that the majority of
failures in the past to obtain
amplifier, which, in spite of complete screening, may lack stability
stability have been due rather
unless special precautions be taken.
r

LE
Fig. 1. — A conventional
A

15

H.F.

1.
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super-sensitive Receivers.—
negative side of the filament; it would be correct to join
to inter-circuit coupling brought about by resistances and
the positive side of each grid bias cell or battery to the
impedances common to several valves than to magnetic
appropriate valve-holder terminal. Similarly, the floiv
coupling between the various circuits; this explains the
of oscillatory currents in the plate circuits is restricted by
reason for troubles encountered in spite of the adoption
inserting feed resistances R and R„ with by-pass conof complete screening. A more thorough appreciation
densers C and C,. Provided the value of -these resistof the nature and importance of these unwanted coupances is much greater than the effective resistance of the
lings has been followed by the development of methods
battery circuit, we may consider that the H.F. currents
whereby they may be eliminated; it is now generally
"originating" in the valve are confined to the transrecognised that the insertion of decoupling resistances
former primary and by-pass condenser. It will be oband by-pass condensers, in conjunction with a suitable
served that the low-potential side of this condenser is
disposition of the wiring,
will prevent L.F. instability,
but it is sometimes forgotten
that these expedients are at
least equally valuable in
H.F. amplifiers. The benefits conferred become more
obvious as magnification
and number of stages are
increased. In this article
the writer proposes to deal
only with ordinary threeelectrode valves; the use of
screened-grid tetrodes may
possibly facilitate the construction of a highly sensitive set, but special problems are involved.
In Fig. ris given the circuit of a typical two-stage
amplifier with anode bend
detector; although theoretical diagrams of this kind are
not intended to show the
method of making the actual
connections, it may be taken
that in essentials the wiring
of a receiver is practically
rig. 2.—High magnification mith stability may be obtained by avoiding current paths of
as shown, and that any reappreciable resistance common to
tcircuits.
sistance in the leads or
batteries will be common to several circuits. No special
joined to negative filament; this connection, should be
precautions are taken, although the screening (as shown
direct, as in the case of the grid return lead.
in dotted lines) is assumed to be complete, and the lowAs for the detector -"valve, the usual small by-pass
potential ends of the H.F. anode circuits are " tied
capacity (of from o.000r to 0.0005 mfd.) is connected in
down "with large by-pass condensers. It is quite probthe same way, in order to limit the H.F. energy in the
able that an amplifier on these lines will not be comoutput circuit; it would be advisable to keep the lead
pletely stable if the valves and H.F. transformers are of
to the L.F. coupling device as short as posible, and also
high efficiency, giving alarge magnification.
to insert another feed resistance and by-pass condenser
A modification of this circuit which has been found in
between its low-potential end and the H.T. battery eon.
practice to be perfectly satisfactory is shown in Fig. 2.
nection.
The plan adopted is very much on the lines of that sugAlthough practical data on the subject is not available
gested in an article entitled " Scientific Wiring" in The
at the moment, it is possible that i- complete screening
Wireless World for Apra 25th, but the departures from
might be adequate, even for high-magnification stages,
conventional practice are less sweeping than those recombut one is inclined to recommend that each valve, with
mended there, and may perhaps present less difficulty
its associated apparatus, should be enclosed in a metal
to the amateur who has grown accustomed to wiring his
box. Unless this is done, it would be advisable to take
receiver in conformity with the old rules, which, inciprecautions against the formation of inductive loops, in
dentally, it would now appear advisable to forget.
the manner described in the above-mentioned article.
Although " decoupling " methods are not carried to
When it is not required that any appreciable part of
the fullest possible extent, it will not be difficult to see
the applied H.T. voltage should be
dropped" in the
that the passibility of interaction is very considerably
resistances R and R„ their value need not exceed soo
reduced.
Each grid circuit is returned direct to the
or 600 ohms.
A 16
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N the first article of this series we discussed the various
types of output stage possible for loud speaker reproduction of received signals, and then, in the
second article, we jumped to the detector stage, and considered the pros and cons of the various types available.
We have next to deal with the design of alow-frequency
amplifier, which is the link between the two parts of
the receiver already dealt with.
A Plea for Rational Subdivision of Sets.

Before proceeding further, it may be as well to define what the term " low-frequency amplifier " is meant
to include in the present articles, for the term is used
by the writer in a manner which is not quite in keeping
with general usage. In Fig. i is shown a three-valve
receiver in which the first valve is the detector. Most
people would call this a " detector and two L.F.
stages "; the writer very definitely would not. The mode
of thought implied by this description, while perfectly
suitable for conveying the number of valves and the
manner of their use, represents an attitude of mind which
is liable to lead to considerable confusion when the task
of designing has to be undertaken.
In referring to the valves V, and V, of Fig. xas" two
L.F. valves," or, still more, by referring to them as
" one resistance- and one transformer-coupled stage," as
is so often done, the subdivision of the receiver that is
implied is that shown by the dotted lines in the diagram,
where the resistance R is made to belong to the valve
V,, and the transformer T to V,, while the loud speaker,
presumably because it is outside the receiver, belongs to
the set as a whole rather than to any one valve. Few
readers, it is hoped, will need to be reminded that such
a mode of regarding the receiver is tandamentally
wrong, since the choice of components connected in the
grid circuit of a valve is, within reasonable limits, a
matter of complete indifference, while the choice of the
component for its plate circuit is all-important.
So
much, indeed, is this the case, that the grid circuit of
any valve, even including such items as its stray capacity,
is properly regarded as part of the plate circuit of the
valve that precedes.
Fig. 2 shows the same circuit re-divided by dotted lines
in order to bring out clearly the attitude that it is correct
to take up, for design purposes at all events, towards the
question of where one stage ends and the next begins.
R is now seen to belong to the detector stage, T to the
A 17

I
second valve V,, while the loud speaker is now quite
definitely allotted to the sole care of the last valve V,.
Put into words, the receiver is now seen to consist of a
detector resistance coupled to an L.F. amplifying valve,
which is in turn transformer coupled to the last valve.
And what of the last valve?
It may, by coining a
phrase, be called " loud speaker coupled," but the
writer has preferred to call it the output valve, and to
include both V, and the loud speaker together under the
name of " the output stage." In doing so emphasis is
laid upon the fact that V, must be chosen to suit the
loud speaker and the volume of sound that is required
from it, and that the choice of V, is completely independent of the type, or even of the very existence, of the
transformer that in Fig. 2 supplied the signal voltages
that it requires. V, is, in fact, not put into the set to
amplify in the ordinary sense of the word; nor is it
strictly true to say that it does amplify. True, it develops across the loud speaker voltages which may be
larger than those applied to its grid, but were this all
that we required, the design of the output stage as a
whole would bear no resemblance whatever to its usual
form. The real function of V, is to transfer to the loud
speaker the maximum amount of tower (watts) in exchange for the signal voltage (which, in the ideal case, is
wattless) that is applied to its grid.
Where Does the L.F. Amplifier Start?

This last valve is, therefore, sharply distinguished
from that of the stage that immediately precedes it, for
the task that V,, with the aid of its transformer, is called
upon to fulfil is that of providing a large signal voltage
across the transformer secondary in exchange for the
much smaller signal voltage applied to its grid by the
detector. V., then, has to convert a small voltage into
a large one; the input and the output being measurable
in the same units, the stage can fairly be said to amplify,
and, what is more important still, the amplification can
readily be expressed as " so many times."
Just as there is no doubt that V, stands outside the
L.F. amplifier, and must be considered quite apart from
it, there is no doubt that V, and the transformer must
be included under this head. We see then that in the
writer's meaning of the phrase, the L.F. amplifier ends
at the grid of the output valve; where, then, does it
begin ?
Strictly speaking, the L.F. amplifier must begin at
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Compromise in Receiver Design—The L.F. Amplifier.—
this mode of coupling is absolutely invaluable in any
the point where the rectified signals first make their apcase where it is desired to keep the number of valves
pearance, whether as voltages or as currents of audio
in the receiver down to the irreducible minimum. To
frequency. On this basis we must reckon the detector
set against this, we have the disadvantage that even with
valve itself as part of the L.F. amplifier when a leakythe best transformers, used under the best possible congrid detector is in use, for the rectified signals first appear
ditions, the quality of reproduction is not quite up to the
as audio-frequency voltages upon its grid, inside the grid
standard attainable by other means. Whether this loss
condenser, and are amplified by the valve in the ordinary
of quality will be of importance in any particular case
way. In the case of the anode-bend rectifier, the first
is chiefly dependent upon the loud speaker that is to be
appearance of rectified signals is at the plate of the valve,
used, and it must be admitted that with the vast majority
where they show up as variations of the anode current,
of loud speakers at present available it would be diffiso that in this case only the plate circuit of the valve,
cult for the most skilled ear to detect any difference beand not the valve as a whole, belongs properly to the
tween an amplifier using first-class transformers and a
low-frequency amplifier. For convenience, and because
practically perfect resistance amplifier. Setting aside the
the behaviour of the grid circuit of the rectifier is of confact that an amplifier using poor transformers will make
siderable importance in the design of the high-frequency
an audibly nasty noise with any reasonably good modern
circuits, we will in both cases regard the L.F. amplifier
speaker, and restricting ourselves to the two or three
as beginning at the anode of the detector; the components
transformers that stand out as the best available, it is
in this anode circuit are, therefore, part of the amplifier.
fairly safe to say that unless a moving-coil speaker is to
Moreover, the impedance of the detector must be chosen
be used transformer coupling can be good enough to pass
to suit these components in just the same way as in the
as perfect, when judged by ear. Without direct comrest of the amplifier.
parison, indeed, most people would not be able to deThe present section may, therefore, be defined to intect, even with a moving-coil speaker, the difference beclude everything that lies between the anode of the detween aperfect resistance amplifier and an amplifier emtector valve and the grid of the output valve, and to exploying one first-class transformer only.
clude all outside those limits, so that on this basis both
In the first article of this series, reference was made
Fig. iand Fig. 2 may be said to show a receiver with a several times to the possibility of using two output valves,
single stage of low-frequency amplification preceding the
but no details as to the mode of connection were sugoutput stage.
gested. The fact that the use of one transformer, even
Having thus defined the scope of our subject, we can
in a receiver primarily designed for quality, is not likely
proceed to discuss it without fear of ambiguity. Naturto introduce falsity enough to offend even a critical
ally, the first point to consider is the type of coupling
listener, enables us to. include as an advantage on the
that we propose to adopt in our amplifier, which is a side of the transformer the possibility that it affords of
question that has provoked considerable controversy in
connecting these two output valves in " push-pull." The
all circles where enthusiasts
alternative possibility of conforegather. There are three
necting the two output valves
methods normally available;
in parallel, which is, of
each of these has its own parcourse, applicable whatever
ticular virtues which the
the coupling that precedes
others do not share, and its
them, is in practice found,
own special drawbacks from
with the usual "high-rewhich the others are free.
sistance " loud speaker at
The choice of a mode of
any rate, to afford no apprecoupling, then, must inevitciable increase in signal
ably be made in a spirit of
strength over that obtainable
compromise, for we cannot
with asingle valve, unless a
hope with any of the three
specially designed output
to attain an amplifier that is
transformer or a special
perfect from every point of
tapped output choke can be
view. It will be as necesused. Moreover, the highsary here as elsewhere to
tension voltage required for
Fig. I.—The dotted lines show the orthodox sub—divisions of a extracting the maximum
sacrifice, in part at least,
receiver containing a detector and L.F. amplifier.
those advantages we deem of
power from valves arranged
least account in order that we may have in fuller measure
in push-pull is not so high as when they are connected
those we value more greatly. Let us discuss some of
in parallel. It is only fair to mention, however, that
these advantages, keeping the modes of coupling disthere are certain minor difficulties, as yet not quite comtinct as far as is compatible with the fact that we are
pletely understood, in connection with the push-pull
really trying to make a comparison between them.
system, so that this scheme should only be embarked
- upon by those who feel reasonably confident of their
Transformer Coupling.
ability to track down and eliminate any troubles that
There is one way in which transformer coupling is
may arise.
supreme; it enables us to get the very greatest Possible
Another advantage that follows upon the use of transamplification out of each stage. For this reason alone,
formers is that the amateur designer, so long as he chooses
A 18
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L.F. Amplifier.—
a make of transformer for which the frequency amplification curve is provided by the makers, is not compelled
to embark upon the task of calculating out this curve for
himself. The design of the amplifier is, in fact, limited
to settling the number of stages necessary to provide the
amplification required, and selecting valves having
characteristics which the makers of the transformer prescribe as suitable to precede their product.
Of the 'minor disadvantages that follow upon the use
of transformer coupling one
may note that, if the transformer is to follow the detector valve, this valve must of
necessity be arranged as a
leaky-grid rectifier. Except
in a few very special cases,
the anode rectifier has far
too high an impedance under
working conditions for the
proper reproduction of low
notes, however massive the
transformer in its plate circuit may be.

Compromise in Receiver Design—The

of the anode current supply is applied to the plate of
the valve itself. This point, while utterly unimportant
in the early stages of an amplifier, can sometimes 'make
it not merely advisable, but absolutely necessary, to use
achoke rather than aresistance in the plate circuit of the
last valve of the amplifier. The need for doing so will
generally only arise when the output stage is fed
th
ahigh anode voltage, and consists of avalve of very lw
impedance, so requiring signals of very large amplitude
to operate it under the best conditions:
Resistance Coupling.

The overwhelming advantage of resistance coupling,
which is the source of its
ever-increasing popularity,
is that by this means it is
possible to design an amplifier which is just as near
perfection as we care to
make it.
Not for one
moment is it to be understood that by adopting
this type of amplifier all
faults instantly disappear, for an amplifier using
Choke Coupling.
resistances needs careful design just as much as any
In an article dealing with
Fig. 2. — The correct sub—divisions of a detector—LS. receiver.
It will be seen that the couplings are closely associated with the
other type if the quality is
compromise, it is, perhaps,
anodes of the preceding valves.
not to be disappointing. But
superfluous to remark that
at least in this case the design is reasonably simple and
choke coupling offers a via media between transformers
straight-forward, and one is far less dependent upon the
on the one hand and resistances on the other. The
makers of components, and far more dependent upon
writer will, therefore, immediately pass on to place on
one's own skill in design, than in the case of an amplifier
record his personal opinion that the use of chokes to
of any other type. If that skill is lacking, or if there is
couple the successive stages of alow-frequency amplifier
no inclination to undertake the necessary calculations,
has been unduly neglected.
It is an undeniable fact, easily demonstrated by a the writer would suggest the use of transformers instead,
simple calculation, that for the same standard of low- choosing valves as directed by the transformer makers.
Even if it is not possible to produce in this way an amnote reproduction, achoke will give greater amplification
than a transformer. This must not be taken to mean plifier giving superlative quality, one is at least saved
from the mistakes that lie in wait for the unwary user of
that by simply replacing a transformer by a choke the
resistance coupling, and it may well be that the resulting
amplification will increase; obviously, this would be unamplifier will give more acceptable quality after all.
true, on account of the loss of the step-up ratio. But if,
But for those who want the very best, who like to
in making this change, we simultaneously change the
valve that precedes, putting in now avalve of very much feel that the design of the amplifier is really their own
higher impedance than before in order to keep the stan- work and not that of the makers of components, and,
dard of law-note reproduction unchanged, the loss of still more, for those who love to know that their ampliamplification incurred by sacrificing the step-up of the fier is practically perfect, and can derive an immense
transformer will be more than made good by the greater œsthetic pleasure from this knowledge in spite of the fact
that the ear could hardly detect the difference in quality
amplification factor of the valve we are using with the
between their amplifier and another just alittle less perchoke.
fect, the resistance amplifier is the only one possible.
Avoiding Low Note Loss.
There are difficulties, of course, and perhaps the most
Alternatively, and perhaps preferably, we can take important of these lies in the intimate connection beadvantage of the higher efficiency of choke coupling by tween the reproduction of the extreme bass notes and
keeping the overall amplification the same on the middle the possibility of " choking." For good bass notes a
frequencies, and taking our gains in the form of an in- large coupling condenser and agrid leak of high resistcreased output of the lower notes. This has the addi- ance are essential; and if with this combination the
tional advantage that the loss of high notes usually asso- valve is momentarily overloaded so that grid current
ciated with the attempt to obtain a very high degree of flows for an instant, the coupling condenser is charged
up and, owing to the high resistance of the leak, cannot
amplification per stage will be avoided.
discharge quickly. While it remains charged the loud
Compared on the other hand with resistance coupling,
the choke scores in that there is no serious voltage drop speaker will emit very distressing noises totally at variacross its windings, so that practically the full voltage ance with the alleged perfection of the amplifier.
A 19
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Dodging this difficulty is easy but expensive, for the
only way out is to avoid overloading. This can always
be done if we so design the amplifier that there is alarge
margin of safety, the permissible grid swing on each
valve being several times that normally needed to deal
adequately with the signals being received. If we are
willing to go to the expense of equipping ourselves with
the high anode voltages that this big margin of safety
implies, the low notes can be kept at full strength; if
not, we must either remain at the mercy of every passing atmospheric or sacrifice our low notes by decreasing
the resistance of the gridleaks until " choking " no
longer occurs.
This suggestion opens the
way to a particularly complicated compromise, between three separate factors,
for clearly the right thing to
do is to allow a reasonable
margin of safety, to sacrifice
the low notes just a little,
and to learn to ignore the
very occasional " choking"
that an exceptionally heavy
atmospheric may produce,
even after these precautions
have been taken. The exact
magnitude of the margin of
safety, and the loss of low
notes to be accepted, must
be decided by every designer for himself.
A typical
It will hardly be necessary to remind readers that the difficulty of " choking "
is equally prominent when choke coupling is in use, and
does not occur with transformers on account of the low
D.C. resistance of the secondary.
Keeping the high notes is also something of a problem, for if valves of high amplification factor and of
high imp-dance are employed in a multi-stage amplifier
in an attempt to obtain a high degree of amplification
per stage, the highest audible notes will inevitably be
reduced to a very small fraction of their proper inten-

TRACKING

A

sity. On no account should any endeavour be made to
emulate in one stage the amplification obtainable in a
single stage of transformer coupling, for when resistances are in use we are deprived of the "rising
characteristic" which makes the transformer immune
to a large extent from the baleful effects of interelectrode and other stray capacities. We must, therefore,
accept the fact that with resistance coupling more valves
are required than with other types of amplifier, setting
against this the cheapness of the coupling and the small
demands for anode current that the completed amplifier
will make.

L.E. amplifier, with paralleled last stage

It is hoped that this comparison between the possible
types of amplifier will help to bring into prominence the
sacrifices made .and the benefits that accrue, in adopting any one of the three types. In conclusion, it need
only be pointed out that the possibilities for compromise
are even greater, in an amplifier containing more than
one coupling, than appears from this review, for there
is nothing whatever to prevent the use of two, or even
three, types of intervalve low-frequency coupling in
the one receiver.

A MOBILE

NOVEL field-cif:7, -involvirig g, hunt for a mobile transmitter, was recently held, in the. Watford--,district by
several well-known London radio societies. The scheme
was organised by Lt.-Col. H. Ashley Scarlett, D.S.O., of the
Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society, and the transmitter
was operated by the 47th Divisional Signal Company (Territorials). Over forty persons took part, representing the Golders
Green, Muswell 1il1 , North Middlesex and Western Postal
District radio societies.
During the operations the transmitter occupied three positions, the first two of which were to be traced on the map
only, one hour being allowed for each position. When the
transmitter had taken up the third position extra time was
allowed to enable the tracking parties to come up and discover the transmitter
in the act." Actually only two groups
succeeded in this feat, viz., the North Middlesex group, who
arrived first, and the Western Postal District group, who put

AUCUST 8th, 1928.

TRANSMITTER.

in an appearance .two minutes later. The latter group won
the first prize; the judges considering that their map plotting
;for the first- two positions was superior to that of the other
group. The prizes, valued at over £6, were the generous gift
of Messrs. McMichael, Ltd., and The G.E.C., Ltd.
The general scheme covered a tract of country, approximately
twenty miles square, bounded by St. Albans in the north and
Staiimore in the south. To prevent premature discovery, the
tracking groups were required to keep to the west of a line
drawn through St. Albans and Watford, while the transmitter occupied positions I and II at Aldenham and Woodcock
Hill (near Elstree) respectively. The ultimate position of
the transmitter was at Stanmore.
When the final rendezvous was reached the day's activities
were discussed. It was agreed that an hour afforded too little
time for each reading, while surprise was expressed that none
of the portable sets employed a screened valve.
A 20
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Events of the Week
"PORTABLE" FIELD DAY
MANCHESTER.

0000

BORROWED

SET.

A Keynsham (Bristol) listener, summoned at the Petty Sessions for operating a wireless set without a licence,
pleaded that the set had been lent to
hint and he understood that he was
covered by the owner's licence.
He was fined £1.
0000
BRADFORD

MARKS

TIME.

The Bradford 'telegraph and Argos
Radio Exhibition, which was to have
been held in the Olympia Hall, Bradford,
during October, has been postponed at
the suggestion of the Radio Manufacturers' Association.
It is pointed out
that an exhibition in Manchester to be
held at the same time should cover the
needs of Bradford, and that the proposed
date is also too near the (late of the London Exhibition at Olympia.
0000
WIRELESS

IN

LICENCE

NEAR

The Radio Experimental Society of
Manchester will hold its annual field
day on Saturday, August 25th, in the
neighbourhood of Chinley.
A mobile
transmitter will be used in conjunction
with portable receivers.
THE

in Brief Review.

Great
disappointment was
felt
that
5SW did not transmit at a more convenient hour.
Eindhoven was . received
very well, but much greater pleasure
would be derived from hearing songs and
speech from this country. He urged that
a continuous transmission
should be
tried, the cost being borne by the various
colonies.
00 00

GUILDFORD

WIRELESS

SHOW.

Guildford and District Wireless
Society, in collaboration with the local
wireless trade, will hold the second radio
exhibition in Guildford from October 6th
to 10th in the Borough Halls.
0000
Time

SIMPLE LANGUAGE LESSON.

Question: Do you rejoice at the termination of the dry spell?
Answer: I do.
Q.: Why?
.4.: Because the loud speaker is no
longer upon the lawn of my neighbour.

INCREASE IN FATHERLAND.

The total number of licensed listeners
in Germany on July 1st was 2,284,248,
making an increase of 49,576 during the
second quarter of the year.
0000
IS

AMERICAN ETHER
CHAOTIC ?

STILL

In spite of the labours of the U.S.
Federal Radio Commission in allocating
new wavelengths to all American broadcasting stations during the past year,
alarm is still felt at the prospects of the
coming m-inter when, in the words of the
commission,
" the summer static has
rolled away."
Describing the present state of affairs,
Commissioner Caldwell says :—
" WOR, now recognised as one of the
great programme sources of the country,
nightly has its splendid programmes
ruined within 29 to 25 miles of Newark
and New York by the heterodyne moans
and howls produced from another station
on
the same wavelength, WOS, in
Missouri. Meanwhile, WOR is inflicting
similar interference on the good people
in Missouri, and to all the rest of the
country, of course the WOR-WOS wavelength is a nightmare of shrieks and

CADET CAMP.

Two wireless transmitters have been
installed in the annual training camp of
public
secondary
schools
cadets
at
Marlborough, which opened on July 29th
and
continues
until
Saturday next.
Great
attention
is
paid
to
signal
training.
There are approximately 2,000 cadets
in the camp besides 150 officers. Between
fifty and sixty schools are represented.
0000

ANXIOUS LISTENERS

IN SINGAPORE.

The enthusiasm of amateurs in Singapore over transmissions from the " Old
Country " was referred to by Mr. E.
Earle, a visitor from Singapore, who
addressed members of North London
radio societies at the conclusion of a
recent field day.
Mr. Earle said that British transmitters might rest assured that there
were always two or three amateurs in
Singapote anxiously listening every Sun
day evening for signals from England.
The most suitable wavelength seemed to
be 23 metres, as atmospherics were very
troublesome on the 45-metre wavelength.
A 21

A ROVING TRANSMITTER.
5 QE. an attaché case transmitter specially built for
field operations by Mr. R. C. Horsnell (2 ABK) of the Southend and District Radio
Society.
The photograph was taken on a recent field day when 5 QE toured the
countryside while keeping in touch with the Society's fixed station at Rochford
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moans.
The other popular 5,000-watt
Jersey station, WPG, at Atlantic City,
is similarly spoiled at any distance by
Middle West atátions, which, in torn, it
similarly injures.
"In New York City, WNYC is continuously ruined by a Chicago station;
WEN is blasted by transmitters in
Louisiana and Iowa; and WABC is injured by cross-talk from an adjoining
channel. In Boston, WNAC has a background of growls which come from
Pittsburgh.
Massachusetts' big 15,000watt •
WBZ station shares a wave with
eight other stations, affording the farmer
who tries to tune in on its agricultural
programmes all the variety of roars incident to feeding time at the Zoo."
In the opinion of the Commission the
only way to overcome the trouble is to
reduce the number of stations.
"We
have only 89 wavelengths.
For good
radio, not over 160 stations of the 500
and 5,000 watt classes can operate simul_taneously on 85 wavelengths.
On the
remaining four wavelengths we can tuck
in a couple of hundred little 50- or 100watt transmitters.
There you have the
outline of the possibilities of the art in
the present state."
It seems unlikely, that the Commission
will realise its hope that the ether tangle
would be finally unravelled by September
1st next!
0 000

A LETTER

FROM

MAURITIUS.

A happy accident whereby ashort-wave
enthusiast
in
Mauritius
" tumbled "
upon the transmissions of 2NM, Caterham, is narrated in a letter which has
been received by Mr. Gerald Marcuse,
well known as the owner and operator
of Great Britain's first -amateur broadcasting station
The writer, Mr. Lewis Scott, of BeauBassin,
Mauritius,
says:
"I have

listened to your broadcasts on Sundays
for some time past and wish to congratulate you .fq, .thí results achieved, considering your low input of 1kW. Reception is rather weak although steady and
s
clear, and your modulation very good indeed and well proportioned to the
carrier . . ."
Here follows a report upon a transmission of a Sunday evening service in
June last.
"It is by accident," continues the writer, "that I tumbled upon
one of your transmissions (on 325 metres)
on a Sunday night while fishing for
3LL, Melbourne, which broadcasts on 32
metres. My receiver is a 3-valve modified Reinartz, home-made, and wcriks off
an ordinary broadcast aerial."
The distance covered is roughly 5,000
miles.
0000

STANDARD TIME CONVERSION
CHART.

The Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D.C., has
issued an ingenious and practical chart
whereby the standard time at any place
on the earth corresponding to that in any
other, place can be read directly.
The
chart, which measures 10in. x8in., comprises two coils, the outer one being
marked in degrees east and west of
Greenwich with the principal countries
indicated opposite their respéctive longitudes.
The inner circle is a movable
dial marked with the 24 hours of the day,
midnight to noon being white and the
other half black.
Thus, by setting the
known time as marked on the movable
dial opposite any desired longitude, the
corresponding times in all other countries
of the world can be read at a glance,
remembering, of course, that the time
between the 180° mark and midnight in
a counter-clockwise direction belongs to
a different date from the remainder of
the time-circle. The price 4s 10 cents.

WIRELESS AND

AUGU.fr
DIRECTION FINDING IN FOG. Although the artificial dissipation of
fog has not .yet been achieved by science,
the next best thing is being accomplished
almost daily by means of the wireless
direction finder. A remarkable instance
of its usefulness is described in a report
which the Marconi Company has received
from the master of Messrs. P. and A.
Campbell's (Bristol) passenger steamer
Waverley, which had to cross
the
Channel during a recent foggy period.
The master says that during the trip
from Hastings to Boulogne the results
given by the Marconi wireless direction
finder were "absolutely accurate." The
ship ran into dense fog in mid-Channel.
Wireless bearings were immediately taken
and the course of the ship altered as
required.
The first thing sighted after the ship
entered the fog was Boulogne Buoy
which, when first seen, was only a few
yards on the starboard bow. The ship
entered the harbour dead slow with the
piles on either side barely visible.
0000

WIRELESS AT WESTMINSTER.
(From Our Parlinmentoro (orrespondent.)

Revenue from the Beam Services.
In the House of Comnrons last week
Sir Wm. Mitchell-Thomson, PostmasterGeneral, informed Mr. Ammon that the
first Imperial beam wireless service,
namely, that to Canada, was opened in
October, 1926; the Australian service in
April, 1927; the South African in July,
1927; and the Indian in September, 1927.
There had thus not been one full year's
working of the combined services.
On
the basis of current earnings the gross
receipts of the Post Office from the four
services might be put at about £470,000
a year, and the profit, before charging
depreciation or interest on the capital,
was at the rate of about £212,000 a year.

CABLES.

Report of the hriperial Conference.

T

.

HE report of the Imperial Wireless
and Cable Conference has been
issued as a White Paper by H.M.
Stationery Office.
The conference was
called to examine the situation which has
arisen as a result of competition between
the beam and cable— Services, and was
composed ot Sir John Gilmour (Secretary
for Scotland) and Mr. A. M. Samuel
(Financial Secretary to the Treasury),
with representatives and advisers of
Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa, the Irish Free
State, India, and the Colonies.
The principal recommendation is that
a merger company be formed to acquire,
as from April 1st, 1928, all the ordinary
shares of the Eastern, Eastern Extension, and Western Telegraph Companies,
and all the ordinary and preference
shares and debentures (if any) of Marcirri's Wireless Telegraph Company.
It
is also recommended that a Communica-

tions Company be formed, to which the
Cable and Marconi companies will sell,
as at April 1st, 1928, all their communication assets in exchange for shares. By
the formation of the Communications Company an arrangement is made to segregate in one company what may be termed
the purely "communications " aspect of
the undertaking, leaving in the hands of
the merger company the investments of
the cable companies and the Marconi interests in non-traffic undertakings such
as the manufacture of radio apparatus
and'the exercise of wireless patent rights.
The board of directors of the companies will be identical. It is explained
that if the boards of the various companies were not identical, there would be
a risk of separate-and conflicting policies
being pursued. .In regard to questions
of policy, including any alteration of
rates, the Communications Company is to
consult an advisory committee, which the

conference suggest should include representatives of the government's participating in the conference.
It is to
be agreed (a) that British control of all
the companies must be guaranteed; (b)
that the Governments may assume control of the cable and wireless systems in
time of war or other national emergency;
(c) that the fighting 'setvices are entitled
to build and work cable or wireless
stations for their own purposes, but not
for commercial purposes.
The Conference is convinced that the
scheme propounded provides the best
solution of the problem. "The telegraph
service," says the report, "is not only
a matter of common interest, but possibly
the link on which, more than any other,
the several parts of the Empire depend
for
mutual
intercourse
and
understanding."
The report is obtainable from H.M.
Stationery Office, price 6d.
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PROGRAMME/.

FROM

3.0, Children's Corner. 3.40, Reading by O. W.
Studtmann. 425, Relay of the RhOn Hydroplane
Contest. 8.15, Wireless Notes and Annotincements.
8.80, The Wireless Letter Box. 7.0, Dr. P. Albrecht,
Talk: The Organisation of the News Agencies. 730,
Shorthand Lesson. 8.0, Dr. W. Schuckmann, Talk:
Earthquakes and their causes. 8.30, Programme from
Voxhaus, followed by Variety Programme-and Dance
Music from Weil».

BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EA J1 (344.9
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.0, Exchange Quotations. 8.10.
Sextet Selections. 9.0, Exchange Quotations and
News. 9.5, Orchestral Selections : March, Sons of
the Brave (Bidgood) ;Waltz, Les Fleurs (Waldteufel ;
Selection from El. Barbee()
Iavapies (Barbieri ;
Sardana
(Vilata) ; Canzonetta
(Tchaikovsky ;
Overtere to Eagles' Nest (Iseuman). 10.0, Chimes and
Weather Report.
10.5, Programme relayed front
Madrid, EAJ 7.
BERGEN (370.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-- -8.O, Concert:
Goldregen Waltz (Waklteufel) ; Selection from The
Grand Duchess of Gerolstein (Offenbach) ; Berlequinade (Ganne) ; Serenata lamentosa (Humphries) ;
Selection from La Douse des libellules (Lehar); March,
Curro cuchares (Metallo). 9.0, Miss Martens, Talk:
Japan-the land of the rising sun. 9.30, Sketch
lAdolph Berg). 10.0, Weather Report, News and
lime Signal.
10.15, Concertina Concert.
10.45,
Dance Music relayed from the Hotel Norge. 12.0
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Witigswusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ; 40
kW.-12.0 Noon, Relay of the Parliamentary Festival
Iront the Reichstag, Berlin. 4.30, Talk by 13r. F. W.
Eismann.
5.0, Programme from Hamburg.
SO.
(lasse, Talk: The Life of a Lighthouse Keeper.
0.30, R. Grossmann, Talk: Coué. 8.55, Prof. C.
Graben, Talk: The Duet. 7.20, Ernst Schrumpf,
Talk :Goethe and Carl August. 8.30, Programme relayed front Voxhaus.
BERLIN (Voshaus) (494 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 a.m.,
Morning Gymnastics.
10.10 a.m., Market Prices.
10.15 a.m., %Vcather Report, News and Time Signal.
1L0 a.m.. Programme of Gramophone Records. 11.80
Les., Exchange Quotations. 12.0 Noon, Relay of the
Parliamentary Festival from the Reichstag; Recitations; Address by Dr. Radbruch, An DeutschlandPoem by Max Kalbeck; Address by Chancellor
Müller; Massed Rendering of the First and Last
Stanzas of the Deutschlandliecl. 4.30, K. W. Goldschmidt, Talk: Balkan Travels. 5.0, Talk. 5.*
Concert: March, Amerikanischer Zapfenstreich (Coy) ;
lValtz, Die Chorsiinger (Phelps) ; Karpathen-Tauz
(Fehervaru) : Eichenblatter (Morena) ; Overture to
It Seraglio (Mozart); Im sonningen Süden (Lampe) ;
Intermezzo, Blumenmildchen (Wenrich), followed by
Programme Announcements. 7.0, Dr. Arno Schiro!caner, Talk: What Poets say and write-and what
men believe. SA, Dr. Neuendorff, Talk: Friedrich
Ludwig Jahn-His Life and his Importance to German
Athletics. 8.30, Parliamentary Festival relayed from
the State Opera House; Concerto Grosso for String
Orchestra (Handel) ;Psalm 150 for Choir, Soloists and
Orchestra (Bruckner) ; Address by Lord Mayor Boss;
Ilymnus zur Verfassungsfeier (Baussnern), followed by
Concert relayed from the Hotel Esplanade, Weather
Report, News, Sports Notes and Olympic Games
Report. 10.30, Dance Music. 12.30 a.m. (Sunday),
Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) .
• 1.5 kW.--8.0,
Weather Report. 8.5, Dr. Trocsch,
cences of Scandinavia. 8.30, The
8.45, Selections of Yodel Songs and
9.45, News and Weather Report.
Orchestra.
10.85, Dance Music.
(approx.), (lose Down.

Time Signal and
Talk: ReminisBern Orchestra.
Tales in Dialect.
10.0, The Bern
12.0 Midnight

BRATISLAVA (300 metres) ; 1kW.-5.10, Children's
Corner. 5.25, Agricultural Report. 5.30, A Puppet
Play. 8.30, Concert: Overture to Gri-Gri (Lincke) ;
Waltz, Eve (Lehár) ; La Belle Hélène (Offenbach) ;
Herzen und Blümen (Czibulka) ; Chanson sans
l'aroles (Tchaikovsky) ; Russian Songs (Leuschner).
7.30, Orchestral Selections.
8.0, Programme from
Prague. 10.25, Exhibition Programme.
BRESLAU (322.8 metres) ; 4kW.-4.0, Book Review.
4.30, Concert: Overture to Oberon (Weber) ; Waltz,
Nordseebilcler (Joh. Strauss);
Andante Sostenuto
(Mozart) ; Menuetto Grazioso (Kreutzer) ; Violin
Solo, Sonata in D Major (Handel) ; Fantasia from
flannel anal Gretel (Humperdinck) ; Germait Dance
(Schubert) ;Voila Deutschen Walde (Heinze-Gandert) ;
Adlerflug-Marsch (Blankenburg).
8.15, Esperanto
Talk by Margarete Polier. 8.30, Recitations from the
Works of Friedrich Ludwig Jahn. 7.10, Dr. Grumbkow,
Talk: The State of Weimar. 8.15, Olympic Games
Report.
8.80, Progranune relayed from Berlin.
A 23
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 11th.
All

Times are reduced

to

British

Summer Time and are p.m. except
where

otherwise

10.0, Olympic Gantes Report.
layed front Berlin.

stated.

10.30, Programme re-

BRUNI! (441.2 metres) ; 3 kW.---6.0, Time Signal.
News and German Transmission: La Tosca (Puccini) ;
Selection from The Flying Dutchman (Wagner).
8.25, Programme of Talks. 7.80, Slovakian Orchestra.
8.30, Selection of Songs. 9.5, News from Amsterdam.
9.10, Exhibition Prceramme.
10.0. News from
Prague. 10.23, Exhibition Programme.
BRUNEI» (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Dance
Music front the St. Sauveur Palais de Danse. 8.0,
M. Bouckaert, Talk: Victor Hugo's Visits to Belgium.
8.15, M. Carl Goebel, Talk: Some Great European
Cities. 820, Concert: Globe Trotter (Leopold) ; Des
Millions d'étoiles (Katcher) •
' Selection front The
Desert Song (Romberg);
Crazy Words (Ager);
Selection (Gauwin) •, Ballet Scene for Flute (Glück) ;
Selection from A Waltz Dream (Strauss) ; Souvenir
d'Amérique,
for
Clarinet (Hazénier) ; Pudding
(Morelia). 780, " Radio-Chronique." 8.15, Gramophone Selections. 8.30, Pianoforte Interlude. 92,
Symphony Concert from the Kursaal, Ostend, followed
by sews.
BUDAPEST (565.8 metres) ; 35 kW..-5.45, Orchestral
Concert. 7.0, Reading by Dr. B. Horst. 7.45, Comedy
(Sardou).
10.0, Tinte Signal, News and Olympic
Gaines Report, followed by Tzigane Music relayed
from the Café Spolarits.
°moon (283 metres) ; 4 kW.--12.0 Noon, Relay of
the Om nu aly from the Reichstag, Berlin. 1.5, See
Langenberg. 2.30, Ilousehold Notes. 4.80, Programme
front Knnixswusterhatisen. 5.0, Talk for Women:
The Uses of Gas in the Household. 8.0, See Langenberg. 715, Olympic Games Report. 7.20, Talk for
Workers. 7.45, See Langenberg. 8.80, Programme
from the Berlin Opera flouse.
9.30, Orchestral
Concert from the Works of Beethoven, (a) Overture to
Weihe des Hauses, (b) Concerto for Pianoforte in
G Major, (c) The Fifth Symphony in C Minor, followed
by News Sports Notes, Orchestral Selections and
Dance
News,
1.0 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close
Down.
oRmovi (808 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.0, Miscellaneous
Items. 7.80, Review of Foreign Affairs for the Past
Week. 7.55, Agricultural Report. 8.6, News and
Announcements. 8.15, Programme from Warsaw.
10.80, Concert from a Restaurant. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30.
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 730, Monologue Recital by Joseph O'Dea.
7.45, Irish Lesson by Seamus O'Duirinne. 8.0, Germany, France and Italy in Music by the Station
Orchestra. 8.40, Tenor Solos by E. Williams. 8.50,
Violin Solos by L. McCann. 9.5, "The Constant
Lover," Sketch by Gertrude Quinn and Co. 926,
Tenor Solos by E. Williams. 9.45, P. J. Duffy,
Illustrated Talk: Schubert. 10.15, The Station
Orchestra, 10.30, News, Weather Report and Close
Down.
FR iNEFURT (428.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-12.0 Noon,
Progrannue front Voxhaus. 1.0, Gramophone Records.

HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse), (394.7 metres) ;
4 kW.-12.0 Noon, Relay of the Ceremony front the
Reichstag, Berlin. 130, Review of Books. th,
Labour Exchange Report. 4.15, Peter Tchaikovsky
Programme, relayed from Kiel (254.2 metres). 5.0,
Concert by the Rostock Teachers' Choral Society,
relayed from Schwerin; Freedom and Fatherland
(GOpfert), yolk (Heinric,hs), Kamerad, komm (Klug.
barrit), Eine Wiese voll reiner Margueriten (Heuser),
Feldeinsamkeit (Wendel), Ach du klarblauer Himmel
(Silcher), Lütt Matten de Has (Groth), Ei, du kitte
Flasskopp (Grimm);
Flemish Folk Song, Suse,
leiwe Suse. 8.0, Request Concert Programme. 70,
Prof. Meyer, Talk: The Birthday Anniversary of
Friedrich Ludwig Jahn. 7.25, Talk by Dr. StratilSauer. 7.50, Olympia Report and Weather. 8.0,
"Protect our native reptiles," Sketch by J. Hoist.
8.25, Programme front Voxhaus, followed by Weather
Report and News.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres) ; 5 kW. - 11.40
Police News. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40,
Concert, relayed front the Tuschinski Theatre, Amsterdam. 8.40, Thé Dansant, relayed front the Barham,
Scheveningen, 5.40, Tiine Signal. 5.42, Concert:
Heil den Siegern (Blankenburg), Künstlerleben (Joh.
Strauss), Orpheus in the Underworld (Offenbach),
Romance (Tchaikovsky) ; Songs, Selection from
Mignon (Thomas), Serenade, Moonshine (Moret),
Close to your heart (Heagnv); Selection from Der
Bettelstudent (Itlillücker); Starch, Erzherzog Eugen
(Krafft). 7.25,
Police
News, 7,40,
Programme
arranged by the Workers' Radio Society.
HUI= (840.9 metres); 4 kW.-Transmits from
5.40 p.m. on 1.950 metres. 12.10, Concert of Trio
Music. 5.10, Gramophone Selections. 725, Talk
by Prof. P. v. Grinsv. 7.55, Concert of Vocal and
Orchestral Selections.
JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL.) (244.6 metres); 1.5
kW.-9.0, News and Weather Report, followed by
Fashioo talk. 9.15 (approx.) Concert. 10.0, Dance
Musi:. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
KALUNDBORG (1 153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also fin Copenhagen (337 metres).-7.30 a.m., Morning
Gymnast,.
11.0 a.m.. Weather Revort. SO, 1rio
Concert : the Liberty Bell March (Sousa) ; Waltz,
Loreley Rheinkkinge (Joh. Strauss) ; Selection from
Oberon (Weber) ; Fox-Trot, Baby, My Baby (Morris) ;
'Cello Solo, Berceuse de Jocelyn (Godard) ;Entr'acte
from Mignon (1 homes) ;Fox-Trot, Teblade (Nicholls) ;
Recitations; Waltz, Le Retour du Printemps (Waldteufel) ; Selection from Il Trovatore (Verdi) ; FoxTrot, Constantinople (Carlton) ; Selection from Napoli
(Gade) ; Serenade, Spanish Waltz (Métra) ; Tango,
Hollywood (Ellison) ; Fox-Trot, Ice-cream (Johnson,
Moll" and King). 8.20, Talk. 8.50, Weather Report.
7.0, News and Exchange Quotations. 7.15, Time
Signal. 7.30, Talk by E. Mellerup. 8.0, Chimes from
the Town Hall. 8.2, Old Time Dance Music, followed
by News. 9.15, Modern Dance Music, 12.0 Midnight,
Chimes from the Copenhagen Town Hall. 12.15 a.m.
e nday), Dance Music. LO a.m. (approx.), Close
RATOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-0.1), Programme
for Children. 7.0, Miscellaneous News, 7.30, Talk by
Dr. Earnik. 7.55, Agricultural Report. 8.15, Conceit
relayed from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal, Weather
Report and News. 10.30, Dance Music.
RAIDIAS (2,000 metres); 7 kW.-7.0, Gramophone
Selections.
9.0, Concert by an Ex-Service Men's
Orchestra. 10.0, Dance Music.
HISHIGSBERG (829.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-12.0 Noon.
Programme relayed from the Stadthalle, Kiinigsberg.
3.30, Orchestral Concert, relayed from the Wirelers
Exhibition. 8.15, Market Prices Report. 8.30„ Dr
Eppich, Talk: Five 1'ears of German Broadcasting,
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Programmes from Abroad.relayed from Danzig (272.7 metres). 7.0, Programme
Announcements in Esperanto. 7.5, Talk: Memoirs
of the Gymnast, Ludwig Jahn, in Commemoration of
the 150th Anniversary of his Death, relayed from
Danzig. 8.30, Programme from Voxhaus, followed by
Weather Report, News and Sports Rotes; Dance
Music, relayed from Voithaus.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.- -5.0, Orchestral
Selections: Kronoborgsregementets Marsch (Latann) ;
Selection from The Gipsy Baron (Strauss). 5.30, Talk
by Arm Alaime. 5.50, Orchestral Selections: Valse
(Lanner) ; Romance (Beccé); Selection from Mademoiselle Nitouche tHervé); Melodies (Offenbach).
7.30,, Flimish Songs. 7.50, Orchestral Concert. 8.45,
News In Finnish and Swedish.
9.15, Restaurant
Relay. 10.8, Close Down.

•

LANGENBER0 t488.8 metreL ; 20 kW. - Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and Minster (250 metres).-18.0 NO014 Relay
of the Ceremony from the Reichstag, Berlin. 1.5.
Concert from Elberfeld: Carnival March (Fink);
Overture to Athalie (Mendelssohn); Waltz, Dorfschwalben aims Osterreich (Strauss) ; Selection from
Rigoletto (Verdi) ; Dramatic Legend
(Bercé) ;
Racletzky-Marsch (Strauss);
Potpourri from The
Merry Widow (I.ehar) ; The Lost Chord (Sullivan) ,
Geltlbde (Fatuo). 2.30, Programme from Cologne,
4.80, Programme from Mmiewsunernslumn•, 6.0
Programme from Cologne. 8.0, Concert from Diisseldoe!
Reitermarsch (Schubert) ; Overture to The
Force of Destiny (Verdi); Selections from Der
Evangelirnaan (Kienzl); Waltz, Seid Umschlungén
Millioaen (Job. Strauss) ; Selection from Paganini
(Lehar) • Prelude and March from Der Berpsche
7,15, Programme from Co
Lowe
7
45, Westphalian Programme from Dortmund.
8.30, Programme from the Berlin Opera House. 0.30
to 1.0 a.m. (Sunday), Programme from Cologne.
LEIPZIG (385.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-12.0 Noon, Relay
from the Reichstag, Berlin. 115, News and Exchange
Quotations. a.o, Orchestral Concert from the Jahresschau, Dresden. 4.30,, Orchestral eolicert. 0.00: The
Letter Box. 8.46, Weather Report and Time Signal.
7.0, Dr. Rudoiphi, Talk: Conditions of Life at the
Poles. 7.30, F. Schille, Talk: Practical Hints for the
Week-ender.
8.0, Talk: Friedrich Ludwig Jahn.
s.so, Programme from Voxhaus. 10.0. News and
Sports Notes. 10.80, Programme from Fortnum.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (375 metres) ;
3kW.--7.0 Sextet Selections: Selection from Le Roi
Malgré Lui (Chabrier) ; Selection from Las Corsarias
(Alonso) ; Selection hom Macbeth (Verdi) ; Interlude
by Luis Medina, 8.0, Dance Music. 9.46, Agricultural
Report. 10.0, Chimes. 10.2, Symphony Concert:
Overture to Carnaval Romain (Berlioz); Chorale from
the 140th Cantata (Bach) ; Symphonic Illustrations
(Bacarisse); Fourth Symphony (Brahms) ; Petite
Suite (Debussy) ; Scherzo from L'Apprenti Sorrier
(Dukas);
News.
12.0 Midnight, Dance Music.
12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Sunda)A, Close Down.
MILAN, Call 1MI (526.8 metres) ; 7kW.-8.85, Time
Signal and Talk. 8.45, News. 8.50 (approx. ), variety
Concert: Finges Cave (Mendelssohn) ; Undine's
Dance from Lorelei (Catalani);
Baritone Solos,
(a) Die Linden (Schubert) ; (t) April (Tosti), Soprano
Solos (Scontrino and Tosti) ; Sonata in B Flat Major
for Pianoforte (Clementi) ; Tenor Solos, (a) Celeste
Aida, from Alda (Verdi), (b) The Death of Othello,
from Othello (Verdi) ; Baritone Solo from Hérodiade
(Massenet) ; Soprano Solo from II Trovatore (Verdi) ;
Pianoforte Solos ' (a) Tango (Godovsky), (b) Spi nn i
ng
Chorus from The Flying Dutchman (Wagner) ; Tenor
Solo from Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni) ;Tarantelle
(Cui). 10.56, News, followed by Dance Music. 11.45
(approx.), Close Down. •
MOTALA (1,880 meet); 30 kW. - Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Baden (1,1110 metres),
Geteborg (416.5 metres), Mahnó (200.9 metres),
Ortannind (720 metres), Sur.dsvall (545.6 metres).12.35, Weather Report. 12.45, Exchange Quotations.
12.55, Time Signal.
5.30, Children's Programme.
6.15, Rolf Cabaret Programme. 7.30, Reading of
Dialect Poetry. 7.45,, Talk: Professions and occupations, followed by Talk on Topicalities. 8.15, Concert
from 130teberg. 8,15, News and Weather Report.
9.46, Olympic Games Report. 10.0,, Dance Music from
Góleborg. 1130, Rolf Dance Orchestra. 1.0 a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0, Talk on Wireless. 7.0, The Letter Box. 7.80, Zither Duet Recital:
Rêverie, Traumesnacht (Haustein); Variations on an
old German Song (Richter) ; Die Spieldose (Obermeier) ; Humoresque (Obermeier);
Waltz Intermezzo; Im Banne der Liebe (Benzmger). 8.0, Programme to be announced. 10.0, Talk an d News.
5, Dance Music relayed from the Galerie Arcadia,
Munich.
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NAPLES, Call INA (883.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.20.
Wireless Notes. 8.40, Time Signal and News, followed
by Harbour Notes. 8.50, Light Music: Overture to
The Betrothal by Lantern Light (Offenbach) ; La
secchia rapita (Burgmein); Bailo amor (Marenco).
9.30, Relay from a Naples Thèatre; Dance Music in
the Intervals. 10.0, Topical Review. 10.50, News.
10.56, Calendar, Programme Announcements and
Close Down.
08L0 (461.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Predrikestad (434.8 metres), Harm (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (500 metres), and
Rjakaa (448 metres). 7.45, Weather Report, News,
Agricultural Report and Time Signal. 8.2, Recitations
(G. Scott). 8.80, Orchestral Concert: Overture to
Zampa (Herold); Andante from the Fifth Symphony
(Tchaikovsky) ; Trâume (Wagner). 9.80, Weather
Report and News, followed by Topical Talk. 10.0,
Orchestral Concert: Spring Song (Mendelssohn);
Trois Chansons (Kjerulf); Canzonetta (Godard);
Suite from Wolgageister (Leuschner). 10.30, Dance
Music from the Grand Hotel. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
YAMS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5kW.8.45, "Le Journal Parlé," Talk: "Safeguarding
Patrimony." 810, Weather Report. 8.30, Concert:
Choeur des fileuses from Karmaria (Erlanger) ; Prelude to Karmaria (Erlanger) ; Le mariage des roses
(Franck) ; Violin Solo, Lied (Franck); The First
Spanish Dance (de Fella)). Villanelle (Gamine);
Selections (Levadé), (a) Feuillets d'Album; (b) Rose
de Mai; (c) Fritz de Suzel; (d), En Rêvant ; (e)
Colombine; (f) Chanson des pâtres;
(g) Petite
Marche; Piece for Flute, Vers "'Ease dans le soir
(Ladmirault) ; Ballet Music from Isoline (Messager) ;
Scenes Foraines (Mignan).
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (840,0 metres); 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk on Radio Programme:, and News.
9.0, Concert: Overture to
Madame Favart (Offenbach) ; Greek Dance from Les
Erinnyes (Massenet) ; Ein Sonntag (Brahms) ; Le
Songe d'une nuit d'été (Thomas) ; L'apprenti sorcier
(Dukas) ; Air from Rozenn (Lalo) ; Minuet from the
Septet
(Saint-Saëns);
L'Attente
(Saint-Satins) ;
Russian Ballet (Luigini); Berceuse (Glazounov);
Mélodie-caprice (Squire) ; Sérénade-valse (Staub) ;
El Capitan (Sousa).
PAWS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ; 6
kW.-12.30, Gramophone Selections, News in the
Intervals. 1.50, Market Prices and Religious Announcements. 3.46, Dance Music, News in the Intervals.
8.0, Agricultural Report.
8.15, Medical
Talk, followed by Market Prices and News. 8.30.
Concert: Serenades (Tchaikovsky, Grétry, Schubert
and Massenet) ; Imitation Musicale; Concerto for
Flute and Orchestra (Mozart) ;News in the Intervals.
PITTSBURGH, Call KDKA (63 and 27 metres) ; 25
kW.-11.0 p.m., to 4.16 a.m. (Sunday), Time Signal
and Baseball Scores, followed by Variety Concert;
Orchestral Selections, Literary Talk, Band Music,
Thne Signal, Weather Report and Baseball Scores.
POSEN (344.8 metres); 1.5 kW.--8.3, Children's
Programme, from Warsaw. 7.0, Miscellaneous Items.
7.35, Talk by M. Hemiczek. 8.0, Financial Report.
8.15, Programme from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal,
News, Weather Report and Miscellaneous Items.
10.40, Dance Music from the Carlton Restaurant.
12.0 hlidnight, Orchestral Concert arranged by Maison
Philips. 2.0 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
PRAGUE (348.9 metres); 5k,W.-8.0, German Transmission. 825, Agricultural Report. 825, Talk for
Workers.
7.30, Slovakian Orchestra.
8.U. Programme of Songs. 9.5, Sports Notes from Amsterdam.
9.10, Programme from Bruno. 10.0, Time Signal and
News. 10.25, Programme from Minn.
RIGA (626.3 mitres); 4 kW.-8.0, Programme of
Talks.
7.0, Concert:
Overture to Seniramide
(Rossini); Valse triste (Sibelius) ; The Rustle of
Spring (Sinding); Scènes pittoresques (Massenet);
Songs; Violin Solo; Songs; Spanish Rhapsody
(Chabrier); The Second and Third Movements from
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the Symphonie pathétique (Tchaikovsky). 9,0 (appros)
Weather Report and News. 9.10 (approx.), Dan, e
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

ROME, Call

1R0 (447.8 metres): 3kW. - 1.0. Concert
of Trio Music, 2.0, News. 4.40, Opening Signal and
News. 4.50, Children's Corner. 5.15, Agricultural
Report. 5.20, Time Signal. 5.30, Concert: 'Cello
Solos, (a) Andantino (Martini), (b) Czardas (Fischer) ;
Bass Solos (a) Air from Sonnambula (Bellini), (b)
Air from Eroaai (Verdi) ; Soprano Solo, Minuetto
allegro( Gaffii); 'Cello Solo, Variations (Boellmann) ;
Bass Solos, (a) Occhi di fata (Denza), (b) The Last
Song (Tosti) ; Soprano Solos, (a) On Wings of Song
(Mendelssohn), (b) In sandolo (BIanchini). 8.10.
Time Signal and Government Report. 8.80, Sports
Notes, News and Weather Report. 8.47, Topical
Talk. 8.59, Time Signal. 9.0, " I Pagliacci" Opera
(Leoncavallo) ; in the First Interval: Review of Art
and Literature. IL& News. 11.15, Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.96 and
31.4 metres) • 30 kW.-1.1.55, Baseball Scores. 12.0,
Midnight, Concert by Statler's Pennsylvanians.
directed by Johnny Johnson, from New York. 12.30.
a.m. (Sunday), Concert from. the Hotel Sagamore,
Rochester. 1.0 a.m„ Keystone Duo with Balladeer.,
from New York. 1.30 a.m., Time Signal. 122 a.m.,
Concert by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Willem Van Lloogstraten, from the
Lewissohn Stadium.
3.20 Lm., Organ Recital by
Robert Berentsen, from Rochester. 4.0 a.m., Dance
Music from Buffalo. 5.0 a.m. (approx.), Close DownSTAMBOUL (1.200 metre.) ; 5 kW. -4.80, Orchestral
Concert. 5.30, Cereal Market Prices. 8.15, Concert
of Turkish Music. 8.30, Weather Report and Time
Signal. 8.40, Orchestral Concert:
Suite Internationale (Tchaikovsky) ; Soprano Solos; Waltz
from Mireille (Gounod), Romances (Gounod), Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni) ; Suite Napolitaine
(Mascagni). 10.0, News, and Close Down.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-12 NOOn.
Relay of the Ceremony from the Reichstag, Berlin.
1.0, Weather Report and Gramophone Selections.
2.15, News. 2,.„M Children's Programme. 3.80,
Concert of Italian Opera Music. 8.0, Time Signal ami
Weather Report. 6.15, Legal Talk, relayed from
Freiburg (577 metres). 6.45, Talk for Motorists by
L. Leibfried. 7.15,, Richard Tschorn, Talk: The
150th Birthday Anniversary of the gymnast Jahn.
7.45, Report of the South-west German (Labour
Exchange, Time Signal, Weather Report, and Sports
Notes. 8,80, Programme from Voxhaus, followed by
News, Sports Notes and Concert
Josma Selim and
Dr. Ralph Benatzky.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metros); 1.5 and 5 kW.4.0, Orchestral Concert. 5.50, Concert: Air from
Der Zarewitsch (Lehar), Da UM der Himmel (EngelBerger), In der Lobau (Strecker) ; Violin Solos, (a)
Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler), (b) Gitarre (Moszkovsky), (c) Variations (Tartini-Kreisler);
Neapolitan Folksongs; Air from St. Paul (Mendelssohn),
Air from Iphigenia in Tauris (Gluck); Pianoforte
Solo, Soirée de Vienne (Liszt). 050 }tumorous
Sports Anecdotes by Paul Askonas. 7.45, "Suai,"
Operetta (Manes), followed by
ogiamme of Dance
Music.
VILNA (435 metros); 1.5 kW.-7.1), Programme for
Women. 7.25, Historical Talk: The Declaration of
Rights; History of the French Revolution. 7.50,
Miscellaneous News. 8.15. Programme from
11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 1011W. - 7.14 Miscellaneous
Items. 7.30, Talk:
Health and Medicine. 7.65,
Agricultural Report. 8.5, News and Announcements.
8.15, Popular Concert: Overture to William Tell
(Rossini), Potpourri from A Masked Ball (Verdi),
Intermezzo from Ratcliff (Mascagni), Marche solennelle
(Meyerbeer), Potpourri from Die geschiedene Frau
(Fall) ; Gold and Silver Waltz (Lehár); Soloist,
Potpourri from Bocaccio, Barcarolle from Tales of
Hoffman (Offenbach), Potpourri from A Waltz Dream
(Strauss) ; Gavotte, Sylphides (Lehiir); Recitations:
The Starspangled Banner (Sousa) ; In the Interval,
News in French. 10.0, Time Signal, Aviation Notes,
Weather Report, Announcements, and Sports Notes.
1020, Dance Music from the Oaza Restaurant. Um
(approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres);
1 kW.-4.0, Orchestral
Concert from the Carlton-Elite Hotel. 5.20, Orchestrai Concert. 15.55, Weather Report and Market
Prices. 7.0, Zurich Church Chimes. 7.45, Time
Signal, Weather Report and Talk. 8.15, Popular
Programme. 10.0, Weather Report and News,
followed by Close Down.
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PrOgrammea fr0/11 Abroad.BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EAJ1 (844.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-12.0 Noon, Chimes relayed from
Barcelona Cathedral, followed by Resional and
General Weather Report. 1.30, Light Selections be the
Iberia Instrumental Trio, with Gramophone Record
Selections in the intervals. 2.46 to 9.0, No Transmission. 9.0, Sports Notes and Agricultural Report.
9.15, Selections try the Station Orchestra. 10.0, Relay
of Chimes from the Cathedral followed by a Recital
of Tenor Arias from Italian Operas by Miguel &ital.
10.25, Selections by the Station Orchestra.
11.0
(approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (2.70.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.30 a.m.,
Divine Service relayed from aChurch. 12.30, Weather
Forecast and News Bulletin. 8.0, Selections by the
Station Orchestra. 9.0, Travel Talk. 9.30, Recital
of Sliolin and Pianoforte Music by Mr. Lars Fermanis
and Mrs. Gyllenkreutz Fermmus.
10.0, Weather
Forecast, News Bulletin and Time Signal. 10.15.
Selections of Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
BERLIN (Kenigswusterhausen) 1,250 metres) ; 40
kW.-8.30 ant„ Orchestral Concert relayed from
%chaos. In the Interval about 7.0 a.m., Gymnastic
Exercises.
8.65 a.m., Chimes from the Potsdam
Garrison Church. 9.0 a.m., Vocal and Organ Concert
and Address, from Vellum', and Chimes from the
Berlin Cathedral. U.30 a.m., Concert relayed from
Voxhaus. 3.0, Talk on Photography.
8.80, Agricultural Programme, followed by Music, relayed from
Foshan.. 8.30, Literary Talk.
7.10, Talk by Professor von Hauff, followed by Probable Relay from
Voxhaus.
BERLIN (Vorchaus) (484 metres) • 4 kW. -8.30 to
8.0 a.m., Orchestral Concert, In the Interval, about
7.0 a.m., Gymnastic Exercises. 8.55 a.m., Chimes
from the Potsdam Garrison Church. 9.0 a.m., Vocal
and Organ Concert, with Religious Address in the
Interval, followed by Chimes from the Berlin Cathedral. 11.80 a.m., Orchestral Concert. 2.0, Children's
Programme: Fairy Stories for Children, told by
Hans Bodenstedt.
8.30, Agricultural Programme,
Talks, and Review of Market and Weather Conditions
for the past week, followed by Musical Programme and
Station Notes.
7.0, Programme of Talks. 8.80.
Musical Programme. 10.15, News, Weather Report,
Time Signal and Sports Notes. 10.30, Dance Music
by Gerhard Hoffmann's Orchestra.
12.30 a.m.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
BEEN (411 metres); 1.5 kW.-10.30 a.m., Divine
Service Relay. 1.0, Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 15, Orchestral Concert. 8.80 to 5.35, Concert
by the Bern Municipal Orchestra. 8.0, Time Signal
and Weather Forecast. 8.15 (approx.), Musical or
Dramatic Programme. 9.46, Sports, News Bulletin
and Weather Report. 10.0, Selections by the Bern
Municipal Orchestra. 10.85 (approx.), Close Down.

Brans (158 metres) '•0.6 kW.-8.15, News Bulletin
and Sports Notes. 8.80, Concert of Instrumental
Music. 9.0, Dance Music Programme.
BREMEN (272.7 metres); 0.7 kW-6.30 am..
Orchestral Concert relayed from Voxhaus. 845
Time Signal, Weather Forecast, and News Bulletin,
from Hamburg. 11.0 am., Talk relayed from Hamburg. 12.55, Nauen Time Signal. 1.0, Instrumental
Concert. 2.0, Children's Programme from Hamburg,
followed by Talks and Musical Programme.
8.0,
Concert or Opera followed by Weather Forecast, News
Bulletin, and Concert relayed from a Restaurant.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.8 metraa 4 kW.-8.45 am., Chimes
relayed from Christchuire, Breslau.
11.0 am,
Catholic Morning Recital. 12.0 Noon, Selections ot
Music. 2.0, Competitions. 2.85, Lesson in Chess by
Adolf Kramer. 8.0„ Reading of Fairy Tales. 8.80.
Talk on Agriculture, followed by Programme of Talks
and Music. 8.15, Special Report on the Olympic
Games in Amsterdam (Part 1). 8.80, Instrumental
and Vocal Concert. 10.0, News Bulletin followed by
Report on the Olympic Games (Part 2).
10.30,
Programme of Dance Music. 12.0 MdnWht (approx.),
Close Down.
BKÜNN (441.2 metres) ; 3 kW.- 9.16 am. (approx.).
Agricultural Report. 11.0 a.m., Concert of Classical
Music. 8.0, Instrumental Concert. 4.0, Peppier Programme. 8.0. Programme for German Listeners. 7.0,
Orchestral Concert of Popular Music. 10.15 (alerces•li
Musical Psogramme. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRUSSELS (608.6 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-0.0, An Hour's
Entertainment by the Dance Orchestra at the Ostend
Kursaal. 8.0, A Half-Hour for the Children. 8.80.
Instrumental Concert. 7.80, Le Radio-Chronique Journal Parlé of Radio-Belgique.
8.16, Musical
Interlude. 9.0, Symphony Concert, under the direction
of François Rasse, relayed from the Kursaal, Ostend.
10.15 (appeox.), News Bulletin.
10.80 (aperoe.),
Close Down.
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BUDAPEST (555.8 metres);
35
kW-9.11 ame
News Bulletin and Beauty Culture Talk. 10.0 am..
Catholic Divine Service. 12.0 Noon, Chimes Relay.
followed by Weather Forecast and Time Signal and
Programme of Instrumental Music. 3.30, Programme
of Agricultural Talks, 4.15, Programme for Children,
followed by Weather Forecast, Musical and Dramatic
Programme, Sports Notes in the interval. 10.80
(approx.), Tzigane Music, relayed from the Café
Spolarits. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

csArnnrsiur (220 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8-0. Orchestral Concert; during the Programme Selections from
the Works of Wagner, and Talk. 10.0 (approx.),
Brabançonne and Marseillaise, followed by Close
Down.
.
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW-Programme also
for Aix-la-Chapelle (WO metres), Langenberg (468.8
metres) and Munster (250 metres).-9.0 a.m., Catholic
Morning Recital of Sacred Music, with Address and
Bible Reading, followed by Talk on the Worth and
Honour of the German Tongue by Fritz Würm, relayed from DitaseldorL 1.0, Concert of Orchestral
Music, followed by Programme of Talks, Literary
Selections and Music, with Chess Lesson. 8.0, "Die
Czardasfürstin," Operetta (Kalman), followed by
Last News Bulletin, Sports Notes. Orchestral Selections and Dance Music Programme. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
CORE, Call OCK (400 metres) ; 1.5 kW.- 8.30. Instrumental and Vocal Concert, with Edgar Williams
(Tenor), Raymonde Amy (Soprano), David Clancy
(Baritone), Laurence McCann (Aqolinist), Harry
Whitehouse (Tenor), and the Station Quintet. 11.0,
National Anthem. 11.5 (an:noel Close Down.
CRACOW cm metres) ; 1.5 kW.-12.0, Fanfare.
relayed from the Church of Notre Dame in Cracow,
Time Signal and Weather Forecast. -4.0, Programme
of Talks for Farmers. 4.40, Weekly Agricultural
Review by Dr. St. Wasoiewski. 5.0, Programme from
Warsaw. 8.0, Sports Notes. 8.80, Vocal and Instrumental Concert, featuring Mr. Wolf (Tent)), Mme. R.
Freundlich (Pianoforte), Mme. Lachman-etilewska
and Mr. St. Siwik (Vocalists) and Mr. Casimir Petecki
(Accompanist), Including St. Niewiadomski's Les
Pavots; Veal Creator, and Sur le Chalumeau, sung
by Mme. Milewska. 10.0, Programme, relayed from
Warsaw. 10.30, Relay of a Concert from a Restaurant. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 13 kW. - 8.30.
Programme, relayed from the Cork Station; Instrumental and Vocal Concert, with Selections by the
Station
Quintet. 11.0,
National Anthem. 11.5
(approx.), Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.8 metres) ; 4 kW-8.11 am.,
Morning Recital. 11.0 a.m. to 11.80 am., Talk for
Parents under the direction of Herr Dr. Flesch and
Hear K. Wehran, Director of Education. 3.0, The
Children's Hour, conducted by Herr K. Wehran.
4.0, The Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk Orchestra,
followed by Programme of the Rhein-Main Association
for Popular Education.
7.80 (approx.), Musical
Programme, followed by Concert or Dance Music.

Programme of Gramophone Record Music, followed
by Talks and Musical Programme. 8.0, Concert or
Opera, followed by Weather Report, News Bulletin,
and Concert, relayed from aRestaurant. 11.0 (approx.)
Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metres); 5 kW.-12.40 to 2.10.
Lunch-time Music by the Station Trio. 6.40 (approxel,
Concert by the Wireless Orchestra, conducted by Nico
Treep. 7.40, News Bulletin. '7.55 (approx.), Concert
by the Residence Orchestra, directed by Prof. Georg
Schneevoigt, including items by a Soloist, relayed
from the Kurhaus, Scheveningen.
SUITES (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme on
1,950 metres after 5.40.-8.10 to 9.10 a.m., Divine
Service and Vocal Music. 12.10, Concert by the
Winkels Trio, of Amsterdam. 1.10, Talk, followed by
Concert and Programme for Hospitals. 6.0 (approx.),
Divine Service Relay. 7.26, 1elk. 7.55, Concert by
the Orchestra of the catholic Broadcasting Association,
conducted by Mr. M. vel. Endc; Ponder Items.
10.25, Epilogue by the Choir and Close Down.
JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL) (244.5 metres) ; 1.6 kW.
-LO to 2.0, Concert of Orchestral Selections by the
Dar Orchestra, relayed from the Casino of Juan-lesPins; in the Interval, Children's Corner, by Radiolo.
9.0 to 10.0, News Bulletin, Weather Forecast and
Orchestral Selections. 10.0, Programme of Dance
Music by tile Casino Dance Orchestras. 10.80 (a ppro x.),
Close Down.
KALUNDBORG (1,158 metres) ; 7 10.1'.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres).-10.0 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from a Church.
11.30 am. (for
Ealtuedleng Only), Weather Forecast. 2.0, Divine
Service, followed by Programme of Music. 8.50 (for
Eskuldborg only), Weather Forecast,
7.0, News
Bulletin. 7.15, Time Signal. 7.30, Talk. 8.0, Chimes,
relayed from the Copenhagen Town Hall. 8.5, Vora'
and Instrumental Concert, followed by News Bulletin
10.0, Orchestral Concert, including Handers Concerto
Grosso, No. 5, (a) Andante Allegro, (b) Adagio, (c)
Allegro ma non troppe, (d) Allegro; followed by Dance
Music Programme; in the Interval and 12.0 Midnight,
Relay of Chimes from the Copenhagen Town Hall.
12.80 ant (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
KAUNAS (9,000 metre'); 7kW.-12.0 Noon, Chimes
Relay, 1Veather Report and Sacred Music Recital.
8.80, Wireless Bulletin for Housewives. 7.80, Talk on
Health. 8.80, Ceremony of the Lowering of the
relayed from the War Museum. 8.40, time S'
,
Weather Forecast and Political Events Review. 9.0,
Instrumental Concert. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
BIEL (254.2 metres) • 0.7 kW.-8.30 a.m., Orchestral
Concert, relayed from Voxhaus. 8.25 a.m., Time
Signal, Weather Report, News Bulletin from Hamburg.
10.56 a.m., Divine Service, relayed from the University
Church in Kiel. 12.56, Nanan Time Signal.
1.0,
Concert from Hamburg.
2.0, Funkneinrchnann's
Programme for Children, relayed from Hamburg,
followed by Musical Programme and Talks. 7.40.
Sports Notes. 7.56, Weather Forecast. 8.0, Musical
Programme, followed by Weather Forecast, News
Bulletin and Concert from the Cate Wallhof, Hamburg.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
KONIGSBERG (829.7 metres); 4 kW.-Programme
relayed by Danrig (272.7 metres).-9.0 Lin., Sacred
Morning Recital of Vocal and Organ Music, with
Address. 11.0 a.m., Weather Forecast, followed by
Instrumental Music. 12.65, International Time Signal
from Hanes, followed by NVeather Forecast. 3.0 to
8.0, Programme of Talks and Music. RC, Popular
Concert of Opera Selections, relayed from the Zoppot
Kurgarten: Soloist, Ilonka v. Ferenczy, and the
Danzig Municipal Theatre Orchestra; in the Programme: Andante con mote from the Symphony in
C Major (Schubert). 10.1), News Bulletin and Sports
Notes, followed by Dance Music Programnie. 12.0
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

HAMBURG, Call HA (in Horse), (304.7 metres); 4
kW.-Programme, relayed by Bramen (272.7 metres),
LAHTI (1.522.8 metres) : 35 kW.-Proeremme also
Hanover (297 metres), and Kiel (254.2 metres).for Belk:eon' (175 metres).--0.0 lent, Divine Service
8.30 a.m., Orchestral Concert, relayed from Foshan».
in the Finnish Language. 11.0 a.m. (approx.) Concert
8.25 am., Time Signal, Weather Report and News
11.0 am. (Hamburg. Hanover, and Bremen).
of Orchestral and Vocal Selections.
11.50 am.,
Weather Forecast and Time Signal.
12.0 Noon,
Talk on a Technical Subject, by Dr. Funk, followed
by Commercial Talk and Musical Programme. 12.55, " Divine Service in the Finnish Language, followed by
Afternoon Programme of Music and Recitations.
International Time Signal, relayed from Noma
5.57, Time Signal and Weather Forecast.
8.10,
LO (for Hamburg and Kiel only), Orchestral Concert.
Orchestral and Vocal Concert, including Melodies front
2.0, Funkheinzelmann's Programme for Children.
Faust (Gounod). 8.45, Last News Bulletin in Finnish
8.0 to 7.40, Programme of Talks and Music. 7.40,
And Swedish. 9.15, Relay of aConcert trom aRestaurSports Notes and Weather Report. 8.0, Musical
ant. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down,
Evening, followed by Weather Forecast, News Bulletin
and Concert from the Café Wallhof (for Hamburg
LANGENBERG 4e8.8 metres) ; 21)kW. -- Programme
and Kiel only). 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres) and !unit« (250 metres).---9.0 a.m., Sacred
}mania (297 metres); 0.7 kW. - 8.30 am, Orches - Catholic Morning Recital, relayed from Cologne,
tral Concert, relayed from Foshan& 8.25 am,
followed by Talk on the Worth and Honour of the
Time Signal, Weather Forecast •
and News Bulletin,
German Tongue by -FritzWürm, relayed front
from Hamburg. 11.0 am.,
amme, relayed from
Dusseldorf. 1.0, Concert of Orchestral Musk, followed
'Bambara. 12.55, Time Signal froto Mann. 1.0,
la, eroaranone of Talks, Literary Selections and
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Programmes from Abroad.Music and Chess Lesson. 8.0, Talk on "Animals in
Word and Song," by Dr. Leonhard Blass, followed by
Programme from Cologne. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
LE/YELEI (865.8 metres); 4 kW.-11.0 a.m., Instrumental Concert. 12.0 Noon, Two Talks, arranged by
the Hans Bredow Foundation, 1.0, Two Agricultural
Talks. 2.0, Review of the Foreign Press. 2.15, Programme of the Deutscher Sprachverein. 2.30, Orchestral Concert, relayed from the Jahresschau in Dresden.
4.80, Instrumental Concert, followed by Programme of
'falks. 7.80, Programme of Music: Songs by wellknown Wireless Artistes from Leipzig and Dresden;
Listeners are requested to guess the names of the
singers, and Prizes will be awarded by the Wireless
Journal, "Die Mirag " :in the Intervals, Gramophone
Records, followed by Orchestral Music. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (878 metres);
3 kW.-Programme relayed by Salamanca, EAJ22
(405 metres).-2.0, Selections by the Artys Orchestra.
330 to 7.0, No Transmission. 7.0, Kiki and Isis Friends,
with Luis Medina in a Programme for Children. 8.0,
Sextet Selections of Dance Music. 8.80 to 10.0, No
Transmission. 10.0, Relay of Chimes, Time Signal and
Selections by the Station Orchestra. 10.45, Concert
by the Munid 1Band, under the Direction of Seiler
Villa. 12.0
t, Dance Music Programme by
the Palermo en Rosales Orchestra.
1.2.80 a.m.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
MILAN, Call 1MI (528.8 metres) ; 7kW-10.30
Vocal and Instrumental Concert of Sacred Music.
18.30, Time Signal and Concert by the Wireless
Quartet. 4.0, Opening Signal followed by Concert of
Quintet and Vocal Selections. 829, Opening Signal,
W ireless Notes and Report. 8.85, Time Signal followed by Talk. 8.45, Sports Notes. 8.50, " Rigo.
letto" Opera (Verdi) ; After the Second Act, News
Bulletin and Sports Notes. 11.46 (approx.), Close
Down.
110TALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Rodais (1,190 metres),
0,5teborg (116.5 metres), Mahn() (280.9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres), and Sundsvall (545.8 metres).
11.0 a.m., Divine Service. 5.0. Programme for Children. ILO, Divine Service. 7.15, •Chitra," Dramatic
Prose Poem (Rabindranath Tagore), followed by
Programme of Music. 9.45, Special Report on the
Olympic Games in Amsterdam, followed by Programme of Old-time Dance Music. u.o
Close Down.
MUNICH (585.7 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme relayed
by Angsberg (566 metres), Kaistœlantern (204.1
metres) and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-11.0 a.m..
Chimes relayed from the Munich Town Hall. 11.15
a.m., Weather Forecast. 15 Time Signal, Weather
Report and Programme Announcements.
1.15.
Agricultural Report followed by Programme of
Musical and Literary Selections. 4.0, Special Relay
from the Prince Regent Theatre in Munich of the
Second Day of the Dramatic Festival, "Der Ring.des
Nibelungen," "Siegfried" (Wagner). 9.30 (approx.),
News Bulletin.
10.0, Musical Programme.
12.0
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
KAMM, Call INA (888.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.0
a.m., Concert of Sacred Music. 4.45, Programme for
Children.
5.0, Vocal and Instrumental Concert.
5.80, Time Signal. 8.20, Wireless News. 8440, Time
Signal. 8.48, Report of the Authorities of the Harbour
of Naples. 8.50, Concert of Italian and Foreign
Music, including "La Figlia di Jefte," Comedy is
One Act (F. Cavalotti). 10.0, Sports Notes. 10.55.
Calendar and Programme Announcements for the
Following Day. 1L0 (approx.), Close Down.
081.0 (481.5 metres);• 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Fredriksitad (434.8 metres), Mama (555.8 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrtmd (500 metres), and
Rjukan (448 metres). 10.20 a.m. (approx.), Chimes,
followed by Divine Service. 7.41), Weather Forecast
and News Bulletin. 8.0, Time Signal, followed by
Musical Programme. 9.80 (approx.), Weather Forecast and News Bulletin. 9.46, Talk on Topical Events.
10.0, Dance Music relayed from the Hotel Bristol.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) ;
0.5 kW.-Proqramine relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres),
Eiffel Tower (2,850 metres), Grenoble (418 metres),
Lille PTT (284 metres), Limoges (286 metres), Lyons
prr (478 metres), Marseilles (303 metres), Rennes
(
280 metres), Toulouse prr (260 metres).
8.0 a.m.,
News Bulletin and Time Signal. 10.25 a.m., Time
Signal and Weather Forecast.
1.80, Orchestral
Concert. 6.0, Le Radio-Journal de France. 8.80,
Sports Talk. 9.0, Concert of Instrumental Music,
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followed by Dance Music, Programme relayed from
the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres) ; 6kW.8.58 a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 10.26 a.m.,
Time Signal on 2,850 metres. 6.45, Le Journal Parlé
par T.S.F., Programme of Talks.
8.10, Weather
Forecast. 8.80, Concert by Mario Cares and his
Orchestra. 8.58, Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 11.2e,
Time Signal on 2,850 metres.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres),• 0.5 k.W.8.45, Gramophone Records, Talk and News Bulletin.
9.0, Orchestral Concert with Vocal Solos by M. Rousseau of the Opera-Comique. 9.25, News Bulletin.
9.80, Half-an-Hour of Symphony Music, under the
Direction of M. Francis Casadesus. In the Programme,
I.ife is aJourney from "The Magic Flute" (Mozart).
10.0, News Bulletin, followed by Instrumental Concert. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio L.L.) (870 and 80 metres) ; 1 kW.12.30 to 1.0, Radio-Liberté Programme-News Bulletin
and Review of Events by " La Liberté," followed by
Musical Programme. 8.0, Concert of Dance Music (No
Evening Transmission).
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ; 6kW.
-8.0 a.m., News Bulletin. 12.0 Noon, Sermon by
the Rev. Father Padé, followed by Recital of Sacred
Music, Choral Selections.
12.30, News Bulletin.
12.45, Albert Locatelli Orchestral Concert.
4.80,
Dance Music Programme, in the Intervals, News. 8.0,
Agricultural Report.
8.15, News Bulletin.
8.80,
Concert of Symphony Music Conducted by M. Eugène
Bigot. In the Intervals, News.

muumuu&

Call KDKA (88 and v metros); 25
kW-8.45, Telechron Time Signal.
4,0, Divine
Service relayed from a Church. 7.0, Roxy's Stroll
Programme, relayed from Station WJZ, New York.
9.0, Telechron Time Signal.
9.2, Dr. Sockman's
Question Box, from WJZ. 10.0, Twilight Reveries,
from WJZ. 11.0, Telechron Time Signal, Baseball
Scores and Instrumental Music.
11.30, Atlantic
City-KDKA Ensemble Concert, Conducted by Victor
Saudek, relayed from the Palm Room of the William
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. 12.0 Midnight, Telechron
Time, Baseball Scores, and Continuation of Ensemble
Concert.
10 a.m. (Monday), Miscellaneous.
/45
Les,, Whitten Anglo-Persians from WJZ. 2.15 a.m..
Concert by the Goldman Band, from WJZ, Longine
Time. 8.15 a.m., Baseball Scores, Telechron Time
Signal, Atlantic City. 10.80 a.m. (approx.), Close
Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Concert, relayed from Warsaw. 5.80. Bulletin of the Polish
League of Youth. 6.50, Talk; Programme relayed
from Warsaw.
7.15, Talk by M. Dusiakiewiez:
Silva
Rerum.
7.45,
Talk:
Programme from
Warsaw.
8.30, Concert by the Orchestra of the
Railway Employees, conducted
by A. Zdun:
Artistes, Mlle. Jeanne Wojciechowska (Soprano,
Mr. Kajetati Kopczynski (Baritone), and Mr. W.
Yriej .Jurkiewicz (Pianoforte) ; in the Programme,
Pianoforte Solos from the Works of Debussy and
Chopin. 10.0, Time Signal, Weather Forecast and
News Bulletin. 10.20, Miscellaneous Items. 10.40
Dance Music, relayed from the Palais Royal Restaurant in Posen. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PRAGUE (848.9 metres) ; 5 kW.-7.0 a.m., Open
Air Concert, relayed from Carlsbad, followed bY
Musical Selections and Agricultural Report. 7.0
(approx.), Popular Concert, followed by Exhibition
Relay and News Bulletin.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 kW.-10.15 n.m., Relay of
Divine Service in thc Latvian Language from the
Mara Church in Riga
1.0, Programme of Songs,
Tales and Music for Children, followed by Agricultural
Talks. 4.0,
Musical
Programme. 9.0,
Weather
Forecast, followed by Dance Music Programme.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ROME, Call 1R0 (447.8 metres) ;3kW.-10.15 adz,
Recital of Vocal and Instrumental Sacred Music,
10 (approx.), Concert of Instrumental Trio Selections.
2.11 to 5.0, No Transmission. 5.0, Opening Signal,
followed by Concert from the Studio. 0.0, Dance
Music Programme, relayed from the Casinetta in
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Rome. 8.0, Various Announcements. 8.80, Sports
Notes and News Bullfltln. 8.48, Review of Current
Events. 8.59, Time Signal. 9.0, Symphony Concert
with Pianoforte and Vocal Solos; In the Programme,
The Eighth Symphony in F Major (Beethoven):
(a) Allegro vivace econ brio, (b) Allegretto schertando,
(c) Tempo di hlinuetto, (d) Filiale-Allegro vivace;
during the interval, Reading of Sea Stories by Guido
Milanesi. 11.5, Last News Bulletin. 1115 (approx.),
Close Down.
SAN SEBASTIAN (Union Radio), Call EAJ 8 (335
metres) ; 0.5 kW.-10.0 ta 12.0 Midnight. Relay of
the Orchestral Programme from the Grand Casino
in San Sebastian; Selections of Dance Music.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (2.1.90 and
31.4 metres); 30 kW.-3.30, Divine Service, relayed
from the First Methodist Episcopal Church in Schenectady. 10.80, Ballad Singers in their Repertoire,
relayed from New York. 11.0, Stetson Parade,
American Legion Band, from Boston. 12.0 Iii10t,
Musical Programme. 12.25 a.m. (Monday), Basell
Scores from New York. 12.30 a.m., Capitol Theatre
•Programme from New York.
2.0 a.m., Talk on the
Government of the United States, relayed from
Washington, D.C. 2.15 a.m., Atwater Kent Programme from New York. 2.45 a.m., Correct Time.
2.47 a.m., Biblical Drama, relayed from New York.
3.15 a.m.. Television Experimental Transmission.
3.30 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) ; G kIV.-4.80, Instrumental Coneeft. 5.30, Market Prices of Cereals.
6.15, Concert of Turkish Music. 8.80 (approx.),
Weather Report and Time Signal. 8.40, Orchestral
Concert. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
STUTTGART (879.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-11.0 a.m..
Instrumental Concert. 2.0, Children's Corner, followed by Talks and Light Vocal and Instrumental
Selections. 8.0 (approx.), Variety Concert, Vocal
and Instrumental Musk ' Recitations and Sketches,
followed by Sports Notes and News.
TALLINN (408 metres) ; 2.2 kW.-7.30 am., Early
Morning Orchestral Concert. 8.80 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from a Church. ILO, Instrumental
and Solo Concert. 8.0, Agricultural Talk. 8.80,
News Bulletin. 8.45 (approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) OK metres) ;
3 kW.-712.30, Orchestral and Solo Concert of Light
Music. LO, Carillon ' Time Signal. 145, News
Bulletin, contributed by the Newspapers "Le Télégramme," 'L' Express " and " Le Midi Socialiste " ;
Interval. 110, Exchange Quotations and News
Bulletin by the "Agence Fournier," followed by
Press Review of " La Dépéche" and " Le Petit
Parisien." 8.30, Orchestral Concert, and Song
Recital. 10.15, Noi th African News. 10.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.Programme relayed by Gras (357.1 metres), Innsbruck
(294.1 metres), Klagenfurt (272.7 metres) .and Lins
(254.2 metres).-11.0 a.m., Concert by the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra. 411, Vocal and Instrumental
Concert, followed by Programme of Chamber Music.
8.0, "Cosi Fan Tutte," Opera (Mozart), relayed from
Salzburg.
MINA (435 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-9.80 to 1115
Transmission of the Polish Legionaries' Ceremony,
relayed by Cracow, Kattowits,' Posen and Warsaw;
Mass, relayed from the Vilna Cathedral, followed by
Relay of the Cathedral Chines, Consecration of the
Standard of the Polish Legionaries of the Vilna District,
and Address pronounced by Monseigneur Bishop
Wladyslas Bandurski, followed by Programme of
Talks and Music.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-19.0 Noon, Time
Signal. 4.0, Agricultural Talks. 5.0, Popular Concert
by the Philharmonie 'de Varsovie. 8.0, Talk by
Marshal Pilsudski from tha.Vilna fortress. 7.45, Talk.
8.15, Vocal and Instrumental Concert by the Philharmonie de Varsovie and Soloists.
10.0, Time
Signal, Aviation Report and Weather Forecast.
10.6, P.A.T. Bulletin. 10.20, Police Information and
Sports Notes, 10.80, Dance Music Programme, relayed from the Ooze Restaurant in Warsaw, Orchestra
conducted by W. Roszkowski and I. Karbowick.
11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
Rum (588 metre) • 1 kW.--11.15 am.. Concert
by the Station Orchestra. 12.29, Weather Forecast.
12.30 to 1.31), Instrumental Music. 4.0. Selections by
the Carletti Orchestra, relayed from the Carlton-Elite
Hotel, Zurich. 8.0, Vocal and Instrumental Concert,
with Song and Aria Recital by Wilhelm Bockholt
(Bass) of thé Zurich Municipal Theatre, followed by
Request Programme of the Station Orchestra. 10.0,
Weather, followed by News Bulletin. 10.15 (approx.).
Close Down.
26
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
S.R.S. SHORT-WAVE ADAPTOR.
The Cossor Melody Maker is well
suited for short-wave reception, both as
regards
circuit
and
components—the
Ormond dials, for instance, are effective
in preventing hand capacity effects. The
Stonehouse Radio Supplies, 54, Union
Street, Plymouth, have produced a t tr
unit which converts the Melody Maker
into a short-wave set. The alteration is
effected by mounting the Cossor broadcast coil on a special six-pin base supplied with the short-wave unit. All that
is then necessary is to change over the
tuning unit when short waves are required.
The coils in the Si W unit are wound
on a ribbed ebonite former 4in. in diameter, the aerial grid and reaction coils
comprising 4, 9, and 9 turns tespectively.
The wavelength range can be varied by
a tapping clip which short-circuits one or
more tuns of the grid coil.
Stranded wire is used, but as the
strands are bare it is doubtful if any
advantage is gained over solid wire of
equivalent diameter. For Litz to be

effective, the
and each wire
at surface an
The price,
chart. is 17s.

strands must be insulated,
must appear at the core and
equal number of times.
complete with explanatory
9d., post free.
coop

TRIX FIXED CONDENSERS.
Trix fixed condensers are made in
capacities front 0.0001 to 0.001 mfd. at
is., 0.002 to 0.006 mfd. at is. 6d., and 0.01
mfd, at is, 9(1.
The 0.0093 mid. size.
which is commonly used for leaky grid
rectification, is supplied free of charge
with a pair of grid leak clips for connecting the leak in parallel with the condenser. A special series-parallel clip is
supplied at the extra cost of 3d.
The condensers are constructed with
best ruby mica and copper foil, and are
sealed into vertical moulded cases fitted
with terminals and soldering tags.

Tris fixed condenser with terminals and
soldering tags.

A few representative capacities wore
measured, the results being as follows
Nominal
Measured
Difference
capacity
capacity
(per cent.).
(mfd.).
0.0003
0.000292
..
3.5
0.0005
0.000490
2
0.001
0.000887
11
0:002
...
0.001876
...
6
These values are within the limits
allowed by the B.E.S.A. specification for
normal grade condensers.
0000
UMW

Whbae..

SRS. short—wave adaptor for the Cossor
Melody Maker.
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LISSEN ANODE RESISTANCES
Special wire having a resistance of
approximately 100,000 ohms per foot is
used in the construction of these resist-

ances, which are mounted in the conventional Paxolin cartridges with metal end
caps.
The addition of terminals is a
distinct improvement over the ordinary

Lissen wire—wound anode
resistances and holders.

pointed end cap, which introduces a bad
contact unless the spring holder is properly
adjusted.
The Lissen holder is of the vertical
type. and is fitted with slotted contact
springs spaced to fit the terminals of the
wire wound resistances.
The moulded
body is exceptionally strong, and is provided with screw holes for vertical or
horizontal mounting.
Resistances are available in values between 10,000 and 250,000 ohms, the current carrying capacity being 10 milliamps.
Specimen resistances were measured and
gave the following values :—
Nominal
Measured
resistance
resistance
Difference
(ohms).
(ohms).
(per cent.).
50,000
52,100
...
4.2
8,
82,400
...
3.3
100,000
...
105,600
...
5.6
150,000
...
154,000
...
2.7
250,000
...
259,000
...
3.6
The accuracy of most anode resistances
is guaranteed only to ten per cent., so
that the above figures are exceptionally
good.
Prices are as follows :50,000
ohms, 3s. 6d.; 80,000 ohms, 48. •100,000
ohms. 4s. 6d.; 250,000 ohms, 6s. fid. Th.
holder costs is. extra.

Wh'egee
Wefild
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AERMONIC EARTHING SWITCH.
. The working parts of the switch are enclosed in a moulded case which should be
mounted on the outside of the window
frame. It is not hermetically sealed, but

soldered together to give increased rigidity
and accurate spacing. There is only one
end plate, which carries the single bearing for the quartering spindle, and the
fixed vanes are mounted on a single block
of ebonite attached to the end plate. Two
point fixing to the panel has been adopted
and countersunk screws provided for this
purpose. The 0.00025 mfd. condenser examined had a minimum capacity of 11
micro-mfd. and a maximum of 0.000275
mfd.
Two other capacities am available,
namely, 0.00013 and 0.0005 mfd., and the
price in each case is 8s. 3d. without knob
and dial. The latter cost is. 3d. extra.
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" Minator" Condenser (0.00025 mid).—
The end plates of this condenser consist
of two high-quality ebonite discs 2*in. in
diameter and spaced 2¡in. apart on brass
distance pieces. Both sets of vanes are

0 0 0 0

Aermonlc earthing
switch and lightning arrester.

should prove sufficiently waterproof if
fixed in a sheltered position. The switch
tongue is mounted on a sliding bar which,
when pulled down, isolates the aerial from
the set and joins it to earth. While the
set is working a serrated spark gap protects it from minor discharges, and a fuse
is provided with the idea of automatically
isolating the set in the event of a heavy
discharge. Both the fuse and spark gap
may be inspected thsough small glass windows in the moulded cover.
This component costs only 4s. 6d., and
is made by Messrs. Janies Christie &
Sons, Ltd., 246, West Street, Sheffield.
0000
MARCONIPHONE -VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.
The design and construction of this
condenser follow American practice. Instead of using spacing washers, both the
fixed and moving vanes are forced into

"IMPERIAL" VOLUME CONTROL.
This volume control is provided with
three terminals in order that it can be
connected as a potentiometer.
The resistance element consists of a circular
graphite line on ebonite, to which contact is made through a radial contact
spring. The nominal resistance is 500,000
ohms, and the specimen submitted had a
resistance of 300,000 ohms.
The resistance is totally enclosed in apolished ebonite box and is supplied complete with
knob, turner, and indicating dial. The

Imperial potentiometer volume control.

makers are the Wireless Apparatus Co.,
256, Marlborough Road, Leicester, and
the price is 4s.
0000
PETO -SCOTT MINIATURE
CONDENSERS.
The small dimensions and special earthing shield at once qualify the first two of
these condensers for use in portable sets

Peto—Scott miniature condensers. (Left
to right) " Minator " square law tuning
condenser,
Midget" reaction con—
denser and baseboard neutralising
condenser.

slots milled in the solid metal.
The
ends of the vanes are bent over and

where space is limited and hand capacity
effects are prevalent.

New Marconiphone medium priced
variable condenser.

insulated from the circular metal earth
screen covering the top end plate, and the
condenser is suitable for tuning anode
circuits or biased grid circuits where
both sides of the condenser are " live."
An ebonite washer is supplied for use with
metal front panels.
The moving vanes are semi-circular and
the fixed valles are cut away to give a
square law variation of capacity. Connection is made with the moving vanes
through a hard-drawn brass wire pigtail.
A single ball thrust bearing in the
bottom plate holds the spindle against a
plain cone bearing in the top plate. No
tensioning spring is provided, and reliance
is placed on the slight `-` give " in the
end plates. The measured maximum and
minimum capacities were 0.000258 mfd.
and 9 micro-mfds. respectively.
The
price of this model is 10s. 61.
" Midget" Condenser (0.0001 infd.).—
This condenser is mounted on a single end
plate and earth screen of the sanie type as
the " Minator " condenser; the valles are
also of similar size and shape. As in the
larger condenser, the single bearing is of
the cone type, but in this case the cone is
inverted and tension is provided by a
spring washer inserted between the underside of the bearing and the fixed vanes.
The price is 5s. 6d., and the specimen
tested had a minimum of 8 micro-mfds
and a maximum of 0.000123 mfd.
Neutralising Condenser.—Designed for
baseboard mounting, this model is characterised by exceptionally solid construction.
The moving vanes are crescentshaped and are mounted on an ebonite
bridge, the fixed vanes being attached to
the base. A cone bearing is again used,
and a locking ring is provided which
forces the cone against its seating.
The
minimum capacity is only 3 micro-mfds
and the maximum 23 micro-mfds. The
overall height is 4in., and the base measured 24in. x2in. The price is 5s.
All the above models are made by
Messrs. Peto-Scott Co., Ltd., 77. City
Road, London, E.C.1.
Z\ 28
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Screened Grid H.F. Valve—Pentode
Valve—Wave Range 15 to 2,000 Metres.

A

LL the latest innovations in valve design have
been exploited in the production of this receiver
which gives results, with only three valves, quite
equal to the best commercial four-valve sets and the
majority of five-valve sets using -three electrode valves.
The screened grid valve offers three important
advantages over its predecessors:
(f ) Considerable
H.F.
amplification
without
elaborately designed coupling circuits.
(2) Easy switching from one wave range to another.
(3) Reaction may be used ad lib, in the detector
stage without fear of energising'the aerial.
The combined effect of the intrinsic H.F. amplification
and low damping of the screened valve together with
reaction gives a performance equivalent to two ordinary
H.F. stages, both as regards sensitivity and selectivity.
It was thought that on ultra-short wavelengths the
oscillations generated by the detector would be able
to penetrate the small residual capacity of the screened
valve, but tests proved this fear to be groundless; reaction can be used with impunity on all wavelengths.
Coils for the long waves are wound in slotted ebonite
formers and built permanently into the receiver. These
are brought into operation by a pair of plunger-type
change-over switches, one in each compartment, connected by a system of links to a single knob on the
front panel. - The normal broadcast waveband is
covered by a pair of special coils fitting into standard
Dimic bases. These coils are changed for the reception
of ultra-short waves.
A Single Stage Pentode Amplifier.

The set will accommodate screened valves of the
double-ended variety as well as the Milliard type
actually used in the receiver tested.
An Osram H.L.2io three-electrode was used as
detector, followed by a Ferranti AF4 transformer. An
H.F. choke between the anode and the transformer
primary diverts the H.F. component of the rectified
current through the reaction coil and reaction feed condenser. Sockets are provided for agramophone pick-up
and the detector then functions as an amplifier; it is for
this reason that aL.F. valve is specified for the detector
stage. One socket is joined direct to the grid and the
other to the single grid bias cell in the H.F. screen compartment, thus the detector is biased to i4 volts negative.
With this arrangement the amplification is in excess of
A VI
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requirements: for the average pick-up and an external
volume control is necessary to prevent overloading.
The pentode deals single-handed with the L.F. ohtput from the detector. Its high amplification factor
enables the usual intermediate L.F. stage to be omitted,
yet it passes to the loud speaker an undistorted output
equal to that of a DE3A or LS5A—this with a grid bias
of only 44- volts. In the Screened Dimic Three the loud
speaker is connected directly in the anode circuit of the
pentode and the windings must therefore be suitably .
designed to carry the 13.5 mA steady anode current
which flows with 120 volts H.T. and ha volts grid bias.
Excellent

Long-wave

Performance.

The total anode current for the set is 19.5 mA of
which 4 mA is accounted for by the screened grid valve
and 2 mA by the detector. The filaments require 0.52
amp. at 2 volts. From this it will be seen that, although
the pentode effects a saving in first cost to the extent
of aL.F. valve and its coupling components, the running
costs are still the same as for a four- or five-valve set.
In other words, the results, although obtained by anew
method with fewer valves, require the same expenditure
of primary battery power.
Judging from the space
allowed inside the cabinet for H.T. batteries, it would
appear that the makers have in mind cells of " intermediate " capacity. The discharge will therefore be the
maximum permissible for this size of cell, and the service
should be approximately 400 working hours, equivalent
to about 4 months' use.
The-receiver was tested during the recent spell of hot
weather when the Heaviside layer refused to collaborate
in long distance work and atmospherics were troublesome. Nevertheless, some excellent results were obtained, particularly on .the very long and -very short
wavelengths, and the weather conditions were, .of course,
no impediment to the estimation of selectivity or quality
of reproduction from the local station.
At it miles from 2L0 it was found possible, making
full use of reaction, to epproach within 30 metres of that
station without incurring serious interference.
An
additional aerial coil (No. 176) giving increased
selectivity is supplied for the 200-500 metre band, and
this coil was used in making the selectivity test.
On long waves no difficulty was experienced in
separating 5XX and Radio Paris in spite of the
enormous volume from both stations. High efficiency on
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Broadcast Receivers.—The Screened Dilute Three.—

e.>

the long waves seems to be acharacteristic of McMichael
sets, and the latest product is no exception. Warsaw
(1111.1 metres, to io kW) easily overloads even the pentode and the half-dozen more important long-wave
transmissions come in at full loud speaker strength.
Croydon and the channel air route telephony stations are
an interesting feature of the long waveband, which
extends from Soo to 2,000 metres.
The performance on the 200-500 metre band, although
satisfactory, is not exceptional—an adjective which can
be applied without exaggeration to the long and ultrashort waves. The aerial coils for this band appear to
be wound astatically and therefore have a considerable H.F. resistance as compared, say, with " Everyman Four" coils. •The set seems sensitive to any increase of resistance due to the aerial, and it is advisable
to experiment with different lengths of aerial and also
with different values for the series aerial condenser.
As the latter is of the convenient McMichael clip-in
type the right value is soon found. With everything
in this respect adjusted to the best advantage on a
5oft. aerial with a rather long earth lead, 5GB
gave
full loud
speaker
strength with reaction adjusted to the maxinium and
was comfortably loud with
reaction at zero. The only
other distant stations received on the 2o0-500 band
during the period of the
test were Huizen (340.9
metres, 4 kW), Prague
(348.9 metres,
5 kW),
Langenberg (468.8 metres,
20 kW) and Munich (535.7
metres, 4 kW)—all these
just comfortably audible
with full reaction.
Short-wave coils are supplied as an extra.
The
Space has been allowed inside
SW2 and SW3 Dimic coils
were used for test purposes
and covered a wavelength of approximately 35 to
ioo metres.
A prearranged test on the 45 metre
amateur wavelength gave results at least ioo per
cent. better than the conventional detector and
2 L.F. set, showing that the screen
grid valve contributes some H.F. amplification even on this wavelength. Telephony at full loud speaker strength was
received from an unidentified German station, and
over the whole waveband the set showed extraordinary

liveliness. Reaction is alittle critical on the short waves,
but in other respects tuning is quite easy. Other coils
are available for wavelengths down to 15 metres.
A" Kone " loud speaker was used and no fault could
be found with the quality as judged from DE5A
standards; if anything, the reproduction of high notes
was better than with the three-electrode valve.
Effective Screening.

The receiver is effectively screened and there is very
little pick-up from the local station with the aerial
detached. The ebonite panel is backed by an aluminium
screen, and there is a similar screen running parallel at
the back of the baseboard. A transverse screen divides
the set into two compartments and effectively isolates the
aerial tuning coil from the reacting detector. So complete is the isolation that it has its effect on the
tuning, which is quite different from the ordinary H.F.
set. There is practically no " pulling" between the
two circuits, and this point should be remembered when
tuning in for the first time.
The layout of the parts is excellent, many of the fixed
condensers and most of the wiring being carried beneath
the baseboard. The detector and pentode are mounted

the cabinet for two 60—volt H.T. batteries on either side of the
receiver unit.

in Sterling sponge rubber valve holders, and microphonic noise and howling are non-existent.
The price of the Screened Dimic Three is £21 16s.,
complete with valves and coils for long and normal
broadcast wavelengths.
To this must be added the
royalty of 37s. 6d. and the cost of batteries, loud
speaker, and ultra-short-wave coils. The makers are
L. McMichael, Ltd., Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.
London showroom: 179, Strand, London, W.C.2.

A PUSH-PULL
ARIOUS causes of distortion experienced with the
push-pull system have already been published.' A
possible cause which has been overlooked, however, is
that, owing to the large permissible grid swing rendered
possible by this system, it is very easy to overload the
preceding valve. This fault will not be revealed by
'The 1Virelexe IVorld, June 6th, 1928, page 614.
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connecting amilliammeter in the plate circuit of the output valves, nor by any of the usual tests in the output
stage, owing to the fact that it exists entirely outside the
push-pull system itself. The obvious remedy is to increase the H.T. voltage on the penultimate valve, with,
of course, acorresponding increase in grid bias. If this
does not suffice it will become necessary to use avalve of
larger permissible grid swing in this position.
A 30
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By Our Special Correspondent.
Morning Programmes for Provincial Stations.—Sir Thomas Beecham and the B.B.C.—
Keston's American Relay Triumph.-5XX Heard in U.S.—News from Dublin.
Dangers of Perpetual Grousing.
Grousing is such a general accomplishment nowadays that it often fails to
attract notice for that very reason. Only
when people stop grousing do we begin
to fancy that something must really be
wrong.
No doubt the B.B.C. thinks on these
lines, and we can sympathise with such
an attitude up to a point. There is,
however, the danger that a genuine
grouse may go undetected.
0000

north who complains that, having paid
the same licence fee as a Londoner, he
receives inferior service?
0000
A Chance for Local Talent.
The only retort that Savoy Hill can
make is that morning relays to the pro-

We turn the pages at random, lighting upon "Programmes for Tuesday,
July 31st."
London and Daventry begin transmission at 10.15 a.m. and, after a break
from 10.30 to 11, provide a steady programme from 11 o'clock until 2. During
that entire period the provincial stations,
main and relay, are silent without exception. They are not heard till 4 o'clock,
by which time London and Daventry
listeners have been able to listen for
three hours and a quarter.
On the next day the provincial stations
iictually have a lunch hour transmission,
but when 4 o'clock comes round they are
still two hours and a quarter behind the
London and Daventry figure.
Yet this
is a comparatively full day for the provinces. They never do better than this.
Why ?

FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
AUGUST 12TH.—Service from St.
Martin-in-the-Fields.
AUGUST 131's.—Promenade Concert.
Auunsr 14m.—Classical Request
Programme by The Wireless
Symphony
Orchestra
and
soloist.
Anciusr 17TH.—" Mayor of Casterbridge," a play by HardyDrinkwater.
Daventry Experimental (5GB).
AUGUST
Bantock Programme, from Birmingham.
AUGUST 14TH.—" Husbands Unlimited," afarcical duologue by
Stuart Ready.
AUGUST 16TH.—Promenade Concert.
Cardiff.
AUGUST 14T11.—Scenes from Shakespeare.
Manchester.
AUGUST 14TH.—" The White Blackbirds,"
Feldman's
Concert
Party.
AUGUST 17TH.—Promenade Concert.
Glasgow.
Auousr 15111.—Music of the Highlands and Hebrides.
AUGUST 18i'.—The Golden Cameos
Concert Party.
Aberdeen.
AUGUST
15m. --- International
Variety Programme.
Belfast.
Annusr 18TH.—Running Commentary on the Royal Automobile
Club
International
Tourist
Trophy Motor Race.

The Licence Question.
So far as I know, the pang of parting
with a ten-shilling note is every whit as
painful in Leeds as it is in London, and
the pain does not diminish as one travels
farther north.
What answer can be
given, then, to the licence-holder in the

vincial stations are generally impossible
because the Post Office lines are not
available until the afternoon. But what
is to prevent the broadcasting of local
talent in the mornings? Many listeners
would like an answer.
What about it,
Savoy Hill?

A Genuine Grouse?
A arouse with a genuine ring about
it comes from the Midlands and the
regions farther north. Put briefly, it is
this: Why should London and the area
served by Daventry (5XX) have the
benefit of more programme time than the
many important towns and cities in the
prov nees ?
Is this a genuine grouse? To find out
we have only to take a glance at the
B.B.C.'s official organ.
Silent Mornings.

0000

0000
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Sir Thomas Beecham.
Some rather premature rejoicings were
indulged in among musical circles last
week over a reported alliance between
Sir Thomas Beecham and the B.B.C.
In the past year or two Sir Thomas has
expressed his views on broadcasting with
a candour which leaves very little to
the imagination.
He does not, or did
not, like broadcasting or anything connected with it.
Now, however, Sir Thomas contemplates the formation of a new permanent
orchestra, holding daily rehearsals, with
the idea of providing a weekly symphony
concert in the Queen's Hall. It was in
connection with this enterprise that the
name of the B.B.C. was linked.
0000
B.B.C. Co-operation.
On enquiry at Savoy Hill I was informed that no definite scheme had yet
been evolved, though it is quite true
that the formation of such an orchestra
has been discussed tentatively with Sir
Thomas Beecham during the past few
months
The hope is expressed by the
corporation that Sir Thomas will succeed in his project; if so, it is highly
probable that some form of co-operation
would follow.
But this would be
dependent upon the conditions, financial
and
otherwise,
which
Sir
Thomas
Beecham might be able to arrange.
0000
Mother Triumph for Keaton.
The
Keaton
short-wave
receiving
station more than justified its existence
on the morning of the Tunney-Heenéy
fight.
Never has an American 'relay
come through with such startling clarity.
Mr. J. A. l'artridge (2KF), who controls the fortunes •of the little outpost
of the B.B.C., told me that there was
nothing surprising in the quality of the
transmission; he almost went as far as
to say that Keston can now guarantee "a
good relay at any time the programme
department likes to ask for it between
7 p.m. and 4 am,
ocoo
The "Broomstick" AeriaL
The big fight was picked up from
2XAF on a seven-valve superhet and a
" broomstick " aerial.
This arrange-

1
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ment seems to be quite as effective as
the elaborate spaced-aerial system at
Chelmsford, of which we hear so little.
0000
A Daventry Surprise.
Meanwhile, the .short-waves are not
having things all their own way. A few
days ago a letter was received at Savoy
Hill from a listener in Chicago reporting
reception of Daventry 5XX! The writer
gave details of the programme—a performance of the National Orchestra uf
Wales broadcast from 5WA and 5XX
only—which removed any doubts as to
the authenticity of the report.
This is believed to be the first occasion on which the 1,600-metre signals
have been reported from the other side
of the Atlantic.

the Scotland of their time.
This distinctly original programme will be in im
sense a " heavy '. one, and a humorous
note is promised in ow; of the sketches,
which depicts a typical American tourist's visit to Burns' Cottage.
onoo
A Maselleld "Thriller."
A dramatic thriller by John Masefield.
entitled "The Locked Chest," is in
2LO's programme for August 21st.
oeoo
Bare-faced Interference.
The residents of Terre Hill, Pa.,
U.S.A., are, I fear, in for a hot time.
One of their number, Earl W. Davidson,
has invented a radio receiver through
which, he declares, he " can talk to
other radio set users using the wave-
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Another Seyler Revue.
"Djinn—and Bitters," to be broadcast
from 2L0 on August 25th is the second
revue to be written for wireless by Clifford Seyler, the author of " Something
in the Air," which was broadcast the
other day. The music for the new revue
is by Billy Milton and Harry Pepper,
%via, have done a good deal of work for
the B.B.C.
Persons in the "Proms."
There are some famous names in the
long list of artists who will figin e as
soloists during the Queen's Hall Promenade Concerts.
Among the pianoforte
soloists are Solomon
(August 11th),
Harold Samuel (August 24th), Maurice
Cole (September 4th), and Myra Hess
(September 19th), while the prominent
violinists include Isolde Menges (August
15th), Attila Fachiri (September 5th), and
Albert Sammons (September 20th). The
vocalists present an imposing array with
such naines as Stiles-Allen, Dorothy Silk,
Flora Woodman, Megan Thomas, Joseph
Farrington,
Harold Williams, Denpis
Noble, and Walter Widdop, to mention
only a few.
The season opens on Saturday, August
11th, and will continue until October 6th.
Approximately three concerts will be
I.roadeast each week.
0)00

Tragedies of To-morrow.
on August 20th, 5GB listeners are to
hear a tragedy entitled "All the Tomorrows," written by Mr. Aubrey Millward, who will himself play the part of
Harry Sinclair, and other members of
the cast are Trevor Cash, Gladys Ward,
Gladys Joiner, and Ethel Malpas.
0000
LOUD SPEAKERS ON THE RAILWAY.
A picture taken in the St. Lazare Station,
Paris, a few days ago by a " Wireless World" photographer, showing two giant loud
speakers which are to be used for the guidance ot intending passengers.

2RN Expands.
I hear that the Dublin broadcasting
station (2RN) is suffering from growing
pains and that a move will shortly be
made to more commodious quarters in
the General Post Office Buildings.
Larger studios are to be constructed
and—quite as important—bigger administrative offices are to be provided to give
the staff more elbow room.
I gather
that at present they are nearly as badly
cramped as the B.B.C. staff were in the
old
days
at
Kingsway,
where
the
managing director had his private office
in a glorified cupboard!
0000

Scotland As Others Saw Her.
A semi-historical, semi-imaginative attempt to show what "distinguished
strangers " have thought of Scotland in
the past is to take the form of a broadcast programme which Glasgow is providing for all stations of the B.B.C. on
August 24th.
Through four short sketches in dramatic form it will show something of what
such great figures as Dr. Johnson, Mendelssohn and Wordsworth discovered in

length. on which the sets are in tune.
The messages are received by persons
who have tuned in on the same station
but are audible only when the station
is on the air but not radiocasting."
This sounds more like old-fashioned
re-radiation than anything else, and I
expect that Earl Davidson will soon be
qualified to understudy Tommy Ilandley's " General Nuisance."
0000

Duke and Duchess of York in Scotland.
The Duke and Duchess of York aro
to visit Stirling on August 10th, when
a broadcast will take place from. Edinburgh of the ceremony of admitting the
Duke and Duchess as Guild-Brethren of
the Stirling Merchant Guildry.
T.R.H. will receive the Freedom of the
Royal Burgh of Stirling, and the speech
of the Duke, after he and the Duchess
have taken the oath and signed the Gaildry roll, will be broadcast at 11.45 a.m.
At 2.30 p.m. the Duke and Duchess will
open the new Stirling Royal Infirmary
and Maternity Home. The Duke's ad.
dress will be broadcast, as well as a running commentary on the visit.

Two English Musicians.
Alec Rowley, the young English composer and organist, will give a recital of
his own compositions from 2L0 on
August 17th, while on the following evening London listeners are to hear Albert
Sammons, who is considered by many
to be our finest English violinist.
0000
Preserved Talks.
It is an evereomwing paradox to me that
the B.B.C. who know so much about distortionless transmission, pays so little
attention to the elimination of distortion
in the cover designs of their publications.
Before me lies a copy of one of the
latest
Savoy
Hill booklets—" Home,
Health and Garden "—with acover design
which seems to depict a goitred lady
holding up a little victim of infantile
paralysis.
Yet the unpleasant flavour
pervading this design finds no place inside the covers.
" Home, Health and
narden " is an excellent réchauffé of the
many household and health talks given
in 1
.
927—well illustrated, brief, and admirably adapted for reference.
The subjects treated range from cookery, spring cleaning and kitchen planning, to landscape gardening and beekeeping. It contains that rare commodity—a really good index.
A .32
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The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Comptroller of H.M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable al the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2. price is. each.
Television.
(No. 287,843.)
Application date: December 24th, 1926.
Relates to a system of television in
which an image of the object to be transmitted is focused inside a vacuum tube,
which functions partly as a light-sensitive cell and partly as a thermionie
amplifier.
As shown in the figure, an
image 0, of the external object 0 is
projected by a lens L into the interior.
of the tube V, the light rays passing
through a meshed or perforated anode A.
Here the image is scanned by a lightsensitive point g mounted at the end of
a vibrating system comprising two flat
springs a, b joined together end to end,
as shown separately. The exteinal magnets M supplied by currents of suitable frequency, vibrate each of the

cathode K. In reception the vibrating
compound spring b,
is fitted with
a point g, which fluoresces under the
influence of the electron bombardment
from the cathode 11, and so reproduces
the original object, which is finally projected by a lens D on to a viewing screen
B. Patent issued to B. Rteheouloff.
000 o
Intervalve Transformen.
(eo. 237,191.)
Application date: October 18th, 1926.
Transformer
breakdown
is
usually
attributed either to excessive current or
to mechanical shock or vibration.
The
present invention is, however, based upon
the theory that the trouble is frequently
due to electrolytic action from layer to
layer through the insulating material,
especially where the full potential of the

made to pass through a metallic shield
sufficiently substantial to withstand corrosive action.
As shown in the figure,
the primary winding P is separated from

Safeguarding transformer windings from
electrolytic action.
(No. 287,191.)

the secondary winding S by a layer M
of stouter wire, or by a metal sheet
conductively connected to H.T. positive
and to the laminated core C.
Any electrolytic leakage current that
may set in will now leave the higherpotential level from the metal screen M,
where it can do no harm. The connections to the H.T. supply are shown at
the right hand, and those to the anode
A and grid G of the valve at the left
hand of the figure.
Patent issued to
Burndept Wireless, Ltd.
0000
Loud Speakers.
(No. 281,834.)
Television scheme in which reception depends upon fluorescence by electron bombardment. (No. 287,643.)

springs a, b independently, one moving
at the rate of 1000 and the other at 10
cycles per second.
The same currents
synchronize a similar vibrating-spring
system at the receiving end R.
The sensitised point g is connected to
the negative, and the anode A to the
positive pole of a high-tension battery
B.
The resulting variations of photoelectric current, after amplification N,
are transmitted to the distant receiving
station R either by wire or through the
ether. There the incoming currents are
first amplified at N„ and are then applied
to the grid S of a tube V„ so as to control the electron emission from a heated
L 33

high tension source of supply exists between the primary and secondary windings.
It is not practicable to exclude moisture altogether
from
the
insulating
material during the course of manufacture. Moreover, it is equally impossible
to avoid the presence of minute pinholes
in the insulation layer protecting the
finished wire.
In these circumstances,
electrolytic action sets in and tends to
destroy the wire at the point of origin
of the electrolytic current.
To prevent damage from this cause,
any electrolytic " leakage " currents leaving the higher-potential windings are

Concention date (U.S.A.): December 1st,
1926.
A compound loud speaker, specially
though not exclusively suitable for use in
large auditoriums, comprises a logarithmic horn resonator and a cone reproducer

Loud speaker combining the cone and
logarithmic horn systems. (No. 281,634.)

K, preferably of the moving-coil type,
mounted in alignment with the aperture
of the horn. The combination is stated
to give a richer and better balance cut

s-i
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put than .can be ,obtained from either
u large horn with a small diaphragm
-at its lower end, or from the standard
type of cone reproducer operating alone.
Patent issued to De Forest Phonofilms,
'Ltd.
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Stabilised Amplifiers.
(No. 2E5,229.)
Application date: January 20th, 1927.
It is well known that any impedance
existing in the source of high-tension
supply to a multi-stage amplifier is liable
•to set up undesirable reaction effects or
energy transfer between the output and
input circuits.
In order to counterbalance this tendency, additional impedances are provided in order to set up

I.
MIM
(-

Neutralising L.F. oscillation.

(No. 285,229.)

an energy transfer between the input and
output circuits in opposition to that first
mentioned.
As shown in the figiire, in the case
where the H.T. supply is derived from
a mains eliminator, two impedances M
and M, are inserted in shunt across the
bridge resistance R, M taking the form
of a 1 microfarad condenser, whilst M,
is an adjustable resistance up to 1
megohm.
The mid-point connection is
taken to the grid of one of the valves,
preferably the first. In this way a fraction of the total H.T. voltage is applied
to the grid.of that valve, and is adjusted
in phase so as to eliminate any tendency
to instability.
Patent issued to Igranic Electric Co.

INDEPENDENT VOLUME-CONTROL FOR SEVERAL LOUD SPEAKERS.

I

N houses where several loud speakers are installed
in different rooms, the problem of volume-control
cannot be solved completely by any of the means
that are usually adopted. If the control is in the receiver itself, then the volume can only be adjusted by
someone in the same room as the set, and the adjustment so made affects all the loud speakers in circuit.
If independent control is required, it is clearly necessary to have aseparate device for this purpose by each
speaker, and to allow the set at all times to deliver its
maximum output in case full signal-strength is required
at any of the listening points.
If the loud speakers are all wired in parallel, this
can be achieved by placing avariable resistance in series
with each, as shown in Fig. 1. As this resistance is
increased, less and less of the output from the set passes
through the particular speaker to which the volumecontrol is attached, until when the circuit is broken entirely, signals at that listening point cease altogether.
This will be accompanied by a slight increase in loudness at the other points.

volume is brought down to a small value the feed to
the speaker takes place largely through the capacity of
the resistance windings. The result of this is two-fold;
a higher value of resistance is required for adequate
control of volume, and the rise in pitch which is invariably associated with reproduction at low intensities
is considerably accentuated.
Volume—Control by Shunt Resistances.

The alternative method, which consists in putting the
loud speakers in series and connecting a variable resistance in shunt across each, as suggested in Fig. 2, is
free from both these disadvantages. In this case the
resistance employed need have atotal value of no more

Fig. 2.—Variable shunt resistances across each loud speaker pro—
vide a satisfactory independent volume—control when the loud
speakers themselves are in series.

Fig.

I.—Independent volume control in series with each loud
speaker.
Here the loud speakers are in parallel.

This method has the drawback that the total resistance necessary runs into not less than 50,000 ohms if
a wide range of control is required, and to make up
such aresistance entails a good dea: of work and anot
inconsiderable expenditure upon resistance wire. Moreover, it is difficult to make âuch a resistance without
introducing considerable capacity, so that when the

than io,000 ohms at most, which simplifies construction, while the effect of rising pitch as volume is lowered
is much less marked, being to some extent counterbalanced, instead of enhanced, by the capacity of the
windings. Complete silence can be obtained, just as '
before, this time by short-circuiting the loud speaker entirely, while by suitably choosing the tapping points on
the resistance the control may be made as smooth as
could be desired.
For winding the resistances, Eureka wire of 42 or 44
gauge may be employed; the former has a resistance
of about 50 ohms per yard, and the latter about 8o ohms
per yard. A close enough approximation to even control may be achieved by arranging to halve or double
the shunt resistance for each step of the stud-switch thal
controls it.
A. L. M. S.
A
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WIRELESS AND ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.
Sir,—Your recent leading article on the subject of New
Regulations and Restrictions in Connection with Battery
Eliminators is doubtlessly influenced by a commendable desire
to safeguard the interests of the experimenter and the public
interested in radio reception. I feel sure, however, that the
eminent reputation which The Wireless World enjoys will ensure
me an opportunity of pointing out that there is another side to
this important question.
Firstly, as regards the regulations issued by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers. You will have observed that these
are in the nature of recommendations only and no penalties are
incurred by non-fulfilment.
All sections of the electrical industry are in agreement that
their ultimate interests depend upon electrical power being
used with safety to the public, and therefore the Institution,
as the central technical organisation, is justified in making
regulations from time to time which tend to secure that most
important object, for there is no doubt that danger does exist,
and, indeed, lives have been lost through the inadvertent
contact of wireless receiving circuits with public supply mains.
It is beyond dispute that these dangers may be largely or
entirely overcome by compliance with the regulations now
available.
The second aspect of the question is the attitude taken by
supply authorities to the use of battery eliminators, and in
this connection the following circumstances must not be overlooked :—
Recently the Government initiated certain new schemes with
a view to increasing and developing the availability of electric
power in all parts of the kingdom. The magnitude of this
scheme is such that the details are not yet complete, and
several of the existing supply authorities are not yet sure that
they may not be superseded or merged into larger units in
the future.
In any case, it seems fairly clear that alternating current
distribution will take the place of direct current, but when
and where still remains unknown, and for that reason some
supply authorities are obliged to impose some restriction on
the kind of apparatus which their consumers may wish to
install. This applies more particularly to battery eliminators,
because the energy which they consume is negligible in relation
to their prime cost.
At the moment of writing I have before me the catalogue
of a well-known manufacturer which indicates the price of an
A.C. type at £8 5s., inclusive of valve and royalty, and
further states that the consumption from the mains is between
5 and 10 watts. It is a simple matter to compute that the
energy taken from the mains would be one Board of Trade
unit per hundred hours, and, assuming the set to be used for
three hours per day per annum, the total consumption would
be ten units only, representing revenue to the supply authorities of is. 8d., on the assumption that the energy is taken from
a radiator power plug at, say, 2d. per unit
It will he .clear that the profit on such a sum would not
be more than 5d. per annum, and therefore it is unreasonable
to expect a supply authority to undertake to replace battery
A
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eliminators in any event which rendered that course necessary;
in fact, the insignificant energy consumption prevents the
authorities from regarding them as revenue producers, and it
is a concession on their part to allow them to be connected
to the mains.
From the users' point of view these appliances are a great
onvenience and very economical, and as these benefits are
enjoyed, not by the supply companies, but by the users, it is
only fair that the responsibility for replacement or renewal
should rest with them.
L. F. FOG ARTY.
July 23rd, 1928.
Sir,-1 have read with interest your Editorial in the issue
of July 11th, and am in entire agreement with your remarks
generally, but there is one point I think might be made clearer
for the benefit of readers possessing, or intending to install,
mains units. I refer to your concluding paragraph, in which
you say : " . . in our belief that it i
s not a question of
choice, but of obligation, for electricity supply corporations to
replace or make what alterations are necessary to electrical
apparatus used by the consumer if the corporation decides to
change over from direct to alternating current, provided, of
course, that prompt notice is given to the corporation by the
consumer as to what apparatus he has in use as soon as notice
that a change is likely to come about is giren him by the
supply company."
•
It is usual for supply authorities to insert a clause in their
"conditions of supply," demanding that notice be given the
authorities before any new piece of apparatus be connected
to the installation. In the event of a change of supply, therefore, the supply authorities should be aware of the existence
of any apparatus, the working of which would be affected by
the change.
If they find that any apparatus, such as, for
instance, mains units; battery chargers, or vacuum cleaners, etc:,
has been installed without such notice having been given, they
are, in my opinion, quite entitled to refuse to replace such
apparatus when the change in supply is made. I have known
of several cases, in different towns, where this penalty has been
enforced.
Whether upon proper notification the supply authority meld
refuse to allow the apparatus to be used on their supply is
another matter. I, personally, do not see that they could, provided the consumer were able to satisfy the authorities that his
apparatus conformed to the usual regulations to ensure safety
in use to both persons in the house and the authorities' mains
and plant.
G. BOURNE.
Blackpool.
July 11th, 1928.
REBROADCASTING AMERICA.
Sir,—No doubt many enthusiastic listeners, like myself, will
wish to thank the B.B.C. for their initiative in rebroadcasting,
so very successfully, the running commentary on the big fight
this morning, which they picked up at Heston and put out
through 2L0 and 5XX.
One point, however, which I consider was an outstanding
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feature and worthy of investigation by the B.B.U. was the fact
that although the narrator in the Stadium appeared to be holding the "mike," and had no special cabinet to broadcast from,
the noise from the excited crowd of 40,000 odd spectators did
not prevent him from "getting his stuff over" successfully.
This is in marked contrast to our own running commentaries on
football matches, etc., narrated from special silence cabinets,
but which do not prevent the noises of the crowd without completely obliterating quite half the narrator's comments on the
game, etc., in progress.
C. A. JAMBLIN (G6BT).
Bury St. Edniundu.
July 27th, 1928.

the volume can be reduced to almost inaudibility whilst still
retaining the bass drum notes.
I would like to point out that my experiments were not
concerned with the merits or demerits of the H.R. or L.R.
moving coil speakers, but merely to show that any set capable
of giving a pure undistorted output from an ordinary, say,
cone speaker, would give very good results on a coil drive
speaker, and that the use of valves of the L.S.5a type with
the attendent high anode and grid volts was neithei necessary
nor desirable from the home user's point of view.
Clapton, E.5.
LIONEL COLE.
July 12th, 1928.

MORSE INTERFERENCE.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. W. R. Younger's letter in your
issue for June 13th on Morse interference, may I point ont
that in my opinion he is taking an entirely wrong point of view
in the matter?
As an operator I fully understand the importance of wireless communication; but at the same time when I was in England Iwas e very keen listener, and had to put up with a little
interference from Morse at times.
In all parts of the world there are innumerable wireless
stations representing the public• service, and these stations are
allotted a wave or group of waves on which to work. In the
majority of cases these consist of C.W. transmitters, and do
not cause interference unless the receiver is oscillating or very
near to the transmitter.
It is regrettable, however that nearly all of the ships and
ship stations are equipped with the old type of spark sets which
radiate damped trains of waves and, like atmospherics, cannot
be sharply tuned. The reason for this is that to obtain maximum efficiency with a spark transmitter, tight coupling must
be used between the aerial circuit and main oscillatory circuit,
thus giving rise to a range of "peak" values.
Until these spark sets are replaced by more modern C.W.
installations we cannot hope to have faultless reception. Owing
to the enormous expense of these sets and to the waste resulting
in scrapping existing ones, this cannot be done in a day.
Meanwhile, let Mr. Younger remember that communication
between ship and shore, and, indeed, between any W/T stations,
is absolutely necessary, and ranks far ahead of broadcasting
in its importance.
C. EDMUNDSON.
Quetta, India.
July 8th, 1928.

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER HINTS.

MOVING COIL REPRODUCTiebN.
Sir,—Mr. Oliver, whose letter you publish in your issue of
the 11th inst., says that he has used a gap as small as 0.025in.
I think it would be of very considerable interest if Mr.
Oliver would be kind enough to give details of the former and
winding which he was able to work in such a small gap.
As Mr. Oliver says, the iron circuit is likely to be saturated
when a good number of ampere turns are available, but the
construction would be of great interest to those users who
have to limit the magnetising current to the lowest possible
figure.
C. H. S.
July 23rd, 1928.
Sir,—Will you allow nie to reply to A. F. B.. Blackheath,
who has apparently mistaken the whole object of my letter?
He says that 1 have not drawn the right conclusions from
my experiments, and that No. 1 was a really good instrument,
but No. 2 hopelessly inefficient.. Both were good speakers,
No. 2 being one of the acknowledged finest speakers at present
on the market.
Again, he says that the fault of the experiment No. 1 was
that the speaker was delivering too much volume, and results
would have been improved by judicious "toning down." If
he will again refer to my letter lie will see that this is precisely what I set out to prove.
With regard to the point he raises, that, when the volume
-from the speaker is reduced, the bass fades much more rapidly
than the treble, if lie will try my method of control by means
of the field in the magnet pot, he will find, as I did, that

Sir,—The correspondence which lias lately been appearing
in your journal concerning M.C. speakers has interested me
immensely, especially the letter by "C. H. S." in your issue
of July 11th.
I have tried a number of M.C. speakers and fully agree with
"C. H. S." when ho says that the amplifier design is the key
to the whole matter.
I have often seen it recommended that the amplifier should
consist of one resistance-coupled stage followed by one stage
of push-pull, but I personally have never obtained really firstclass results from any push-pull amplifier and very poor results
indeed from some. My best results have been obtained when
using a three-stage amplifier, in which all the stages are
resistance-coupled. The valves used in it are as follows :—
First stage, L.S. 5B with aresistance of 75,000 ohms in its anode
circuit; second stage, L.S.5 with anode resistance of 20,000
ohms; while the output stage consists of two L.S. 5A's connected in parallel and feeding the loud speaker through a
special heavy duty 30 henry choke, and not a 1: 1 transformer.
Each valve is fed through a separate filter circuit, consisting
of a choke and 4 mfd. condenser to prevent any possible L.É.
feed back and subsequent distortion.
C. H. S." states that he has never obtained good results
using D.E. 5A's in the output stage, but good results can be
obtained if you use a speaker whose coil consists of 1,800-2,000
turns of 47 S.W.G., and work this in a dense field.
Dudley, Wore.
P. D. SIMPSON.
July 13th, 1928.
B.B.C. FAILINGS.
Sir,—Recently I noticed many complaints in your paper
concerning the unpopularity of the B.B.C. programmes, and
I should be grateful if you would open further your columns
for the views of your readers upon this question.
I am convinced that the programmes contain matter that
could be put forward moro satisfactorily for all, and suggest
that full evenings programmes should be allocated to various
sections, say, Monday symphony, Tuesday plays, Wednesday
variety, and so on.
One does not wish to listen always for 10s, per year, but
could enjoy an evening now and then under these conditions.
Summer and portables go together, but it puts a damper on
the possibilities of pleasure to find the afternoon's programme
commencing at 4 p.m., and even then the programmes are far
from suitable.
I am sure these matters concern your readers generally, and
many would be grateful if light was permitted to be thrown
on this question.
The "Radio Times " is offering guineas per week for
criticism of their programme, but, unfortunately, they appear
to favour giving awards to those who are satisfied with their
programmes under the Pro's, and the awards under the Con's
are those who are dissatisfied with the programmes because
they are not entirely highbrow.
You will appreciate that it is necessary for an independent
authority to convince the B.B.C. that the greater percentage
of those from whom they draw their income are normal brow
listeners, and they cannot be satisfied to-day with the everlasting talks that take place, and the over-abundance of highbrow matter that is provided.
H. S. TAYLOR.
Huddersfield.
July 6th, 1928.
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A selection
of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
cases at greater length than would be
possible in a letter.

The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced.
in the interest of readers themselves.

"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
Detection and Signal Strength.
Will you give me a word of advice as
to the choice of a detector? I have
decided, for local station reception,
to limit myself to two valves, but
require loud signals (up to 200 volts
H.T. is available from a D.C. eliminator). On the one hand, I am told
that anode bend detection is best for
great volume, while on the other I
read that the leaky grid condenser
method is undoubtedly more sensitive.
These statements seem to be contradictory, so perhaps you will tell me
which you recommend to suit my requirements, at a distance of slightly
over three miles from the station?
D. K. R.
There can be no doubt that, with conventional circuit arrangements, the anode
bend detector will give much louder signals on the input you should receive under
normal conditions, at your distance. The
other form of detection is more sensitive
only when dealing with small signal
amplitudes.
C. C CC.

A Stiff Circuit.
j have recently come across the expression " a stiff circuit."
This is new
to rue; will you explain it.'
E. W. T.
This expression is applied to a circuit
with a high degree of selectivity, it being
implied that this quality is due to the use
of large capacity and small inductance.
rather than to the " low loss " properties
of its components.
Learning Morse.
With the help of a friend I am trying to
learn the Morse code, and have connected up a buzzer, battery and key.
11 ,4v is it possible to join a pair of
phones to the buzzer in such a way
that signals Will not be excessively
loud? The various methods tried have
not proved satisfactory, and the intensity is almost deafening if the leads
are joined across the buzzer coils or
across its vibrating contacts.
W. E. P.
There are a number of methods open to
yot I whereby signals of comfortable
strength can be obtained. You might try
the effect of winding some dozen turns
A
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of fine wire over one of the magnet bobbins and joining the phones across this
coil.
Perhaps, however, the method
shown in Fig. 1 will be most convenient;
as you will see, the phones in series with
a variable resistance are connected across
the buzzer windings.
The resistance
should preferably have a maximum value
of something approaching 250,000 ohms,
so that you can adjust intensity to a value
comparable with that of incoming signals.

Fitt. 1.— For Morse practice:
Phones
connected to a buzzer through a volumereducing resistance.

RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal
with a single specific point) can be answered.
Letters must be concisely worded and headed
"Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side
of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a
separate sheet.
A self-addressed stamped
envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under presentday conditions justice cannot be done to
questions of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be
supplied or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers etc.,- cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction
or operation of receivers must be confined to
constructional sets described in "The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers'
receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.

As an alternative, you might connect
the resistance in parallel with
the
phones instead of in series with them;
in this case a maximum value of some
few hundred ohms would be ample.
0 0 C. 0

Bright Emitters as Rectifiers.
Is there any objection to using bright
emitter valves as rectifiers in an
eliminator which is to supply a
simple
two-valve "local station"
set?
I ash' this because l have a
number of these valves, and would
like to use them if possible.
My
transformer is capable of supplying
their filaments with current.
S. H. S.
Thr,re valves are capable of giving
quite good service in an eliminator when
requirements as to
output are not
extravagant; their use was discussed in
the article describing " The Universal
Battery Eliminator " in the issues of The
Wireless World for February 22nd and
29t h.
0000
The Need for Caution.
l'an you refer me to one of your pub.
lished designs which would fulfil the
following requirements?
Reception of 2LO, the two Doyen.
trys, and about half-a-dozen Continental stations, at full loud speaker
volume.
Not more than two controls, possibly with reaction.
Preferably a maximum of three
salves, although I am willing to use
four if you consider it necessary.
W. St. J. E.
Without a good knowledge of youi
local receiving conditions, we would certainly hesitate to assume the responsibility of saying that any three- or jour.
valve set would give the results you desire in daylight, although if your aerial.
earth system is reasonably efficient, there
is no doubt that any good set would do se
at night.
We suggest, subject to the
above, that the "New All-Wave Four "
(Tlete Wireless World, June 13th and
July 4th) is likely to be suitable for your
needs, and in any case we think it would
be well to concentrate on aset giving good
amplification on the long waves; unless
local conditions are really good, stations
on this band are likely to provide his
most consistent reception.

VIIreton
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• A Helpful Formula.
Some tinte ago you published a simple
rule for determining the correct negative bias for an amplifying valve.
Unfortunately I have forgotten it,
and cannot trace it in my back
numbers.
Will you repeat the information?
W. J. M.
A good idea of the correct grid bias for
any valve may be obtained by dividing
the H.T. voltage by twice the amplification factor of the valve. As an example,
a power valve with an amplification
factor of 7, fed from a 120-volt battery,
120
would be biased to —
=8.5 volts.
In
7x2
practice one would choose the nearest
tapping on the flattery, which would be
9 volts. This rule is not absolutely accurate, but it gives a very useful indication
of the correct operating conditions.

AUGUST 8th, 1928.
in our issue of January 18th last, and
also in Experimental Wireless for October, 1927, and February, 1928.

A Tantalum Rectifier.
Will you give me the circuit diagram of
a full-wave tantalum rectifier for
L.T. accumulator charging? I understand that it is possible to use adingle
cell with three electrodes, and would
prefer this arrangement. L. S. T.
The circuit diagram you require is
given in Fig. 2. The transformer should

0000

A Distant Loud Speaker.
l wish to fit an extension lead for a loud
speaker in a building other than that
in which the receiver is installed, at
a distance of over 100 yards. Clan
this be done satisfactorily, and, if
so, how should the leads be arranged?
E. D. L.
It is quite possible to work a loud
speaker even at a greater distance than
100 yards from the set. We recommend
you to use a choke filter output circuit,
with a single lead extension and an earth
return.
The wire to the distant point
should be reasonably clear of earthed
objects, and we suggest that it should be
carried on porcelain insulators in the
saine way as a telephone line.

000 0

Modifying the "Switch-over Three."
To avoid the possible necessity of adjusting the number of turns on the MP.
transformer after the set is built, I
propose to use separate neuttalising
condensers for the long- and shortwave circuits of the "Switch-orer
Three."
This modification is mentioned by the designer, but I am not
guile clear as to how it should be
carried out.
Will you give me a circuit diagram?
J. C. T.
A diagram showing the neutralising
condenser connections affected by the
modification you require is given in Fig.
3, from which you will observe that the
grid of the H.F. valve is joined direct to
the switch contact which was originally
connected to the single neutralising condenser.

Fog.

2.—An L.T. accumulator charger with
full-wave Tantalum rectifier.

0000

Too Much "Negative."
A milliammeter is connected in the anode
circuit of my output valve, and I
find that its needle always kicks in
an upward direction on loud passages.
Does this indicate that grid
bias is insufficient or excegsice?
P. H. L.
When a momentary increase of anode
current coincides with a loud signal, it
can generally be assumed that the valve
is over-biased, or, in other words, that
it is acting as an anode bend rectifier and
not as an amplifier. On the other hand,
a downward deflection shows that the
valve is operating as a grid circuit rectifier : from the point of view of quality,
this is even more objectionable than the
other form of rectification.

be designed to give about 15 volts across
each half of the secondary, and, if you
are making your own, we would refer you
to the design given in our issue for October 5th, 1927. A reduction of about 40
turns in each section of the secondary
would be desirable.
0000
How Many Henrys ?
Will you tell me how to measure the inductance of an Li'. choke coil when
under the effect of a steady D.C.
current?
F. W. B.
We fear that this matter is quite
beyond the scope of the Information
Department, and under the circumstances
we cannot do better than refer you to
articles on this subject which appeared
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Build your own power supply unit
You do not risk failure with Igranic Power Components. They
are the actual components used in Igranic H.T. Supply Units
and instructions are issued with each one, making it easy to
build aunit on the special Igranic system.
It is the only certain
way of having an ample, silent and dependable source of power.
Write for List No. U264 for full particulars.
Igranic Power

Igranic

Transformer
Output s5o volts to each %nod ,.
75 milliamps.
volts for filament
of rectifying valve.
Input Periodicity — 40-60 cycles.
Two models for two sets of input
voltages as follows:—
Type V208T.A.
roofs ro and sooluo volts.
Type V208T.13.
z5, 125 and 230 230 volts.

.1"
Trilli>101111er

Price

Price

Potentiometer

Igranic
Smoothing

Igranic

Choke.

12;6

Smoothing

Choke

Double wound. Takes the place of two
ordinary chokes.
Massive iron core.
Type V208C.
Price 25i—

£2-5-0

:IMPANNN

Igranic
Power
Potentiometer.
/

ELECTRIC

149, Queen Victoria Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.
I,.

Power

Ten equally-spaced tappings give an ample
choice of output voltages.
Type V208P.

Vane ;1‹ .

Birmingham,

Works:

Bedford.

Newcastle, Leeds, Carliy, Glas

NO USE TRYING

If you had the time and opportunity for testing
every L.F. Transformer on tae market you would
not find one that gave better amplification with
tonal purity than the" TELSEN." The wonderful
qualities el these components are the result of
thorough research and specialisation in one line
only.
Th , aperioli.1 »Ion, hi

9Ite NEW

The "RADIOGRAM),"

1)01JIBLE
RANGE
TUNER

which is our Standard Model, has acquired
extraordinary popularity owing to high degree of
amplification without trace of distortion.
Tse
construction is most robust and the low price f
the outcome at large production f
«¡Inlet.
enabling us to offer unparalleled value.

12'6

RATIOS
5-1
3-1.

"ACE " 8/6
Ratios 5-1 and 3-1.
A smaller instrument but equally
efficient, light weight and compactness being features.
Designed
specially for Portable sets.

Pew

12/6
complete with switaa.

A scientifically designe I tuner which when shunted
with a variable condenser of '0005 mfd. max.
capacity covers wavelength ranges of 250 to 60
metres, and 1000 to 2000 metres change over being
effected by push-pull switch supplied.
Reaction
controlled by variable condenser also of '0005 mfd.
This instrument comprises a complete tuning uni"
which does away with all coil changing.

An ollurtraled Irofin girino lull particulars of Mir and other
Prodaelr will gladly be seal to you on receipt of p.r.
L. F. TR ANS FOR

g a dds

I
Iunable :o obtain write

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. Ltd.
Head Office and Works: 207
'Phone: Central 52f;.

A39

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
:rerorl, Birmingham.

Advertisements for •• The
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Your dealer will supply
on 14 days' tree teal.
Beery Inxtruenen,
guaranterd 12 mouth,

dlleh
Wars e' ll'irdess Co., Lid.,1 mpertai Works, ffigh.Stree, Edgware, Middlesex.
Telephone
Edgwar.: 0323.
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from all Parts of the World I
—received by the New Era Wireless & Electrical
Co. as aresult of advertising in "The Wireless
World."

? 0 0141e"'
'11` 1)11.

"-De Ar£C11

•

You will be interested to know that since we
commenced advertising with 'isplayed Spaces'
in The Wireless World,' for our Loud Speakers,
we have received orders from all parts of
the world, including Germany, America, South

LOTS
VOSelse,it
CR113-ei
1
C PS11 BerG
Disv p,r£ CI&

Africa, Sweden, Norway, Finland and Riga.
The latest
India."

rellS MAU:

a

cablegram

from

Poona,

The New Era Wireless & Electrical Co.,
Hobmoor Road, Small Heath,
BIRMINGHAM.

The
above cablegram
was sent in response to
an
advertisement
in
"The Wireless World.'

iiVireless

is

Full particulars of advertising in
The Wireless World," together
with Advertisement Tariff, will be sent on request to the Publishers:
ILIFFE &

eArmeeEDVIEw World

SONS LTD., DORSET

HOUSE, TUDOR

ST., LONDON, E.C.4

DICTIONARY
OF WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TERMS
Definitions of Terms and Expressions commonly
:: used in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony ::
Compiled

by

S.

O.

PEARSON,

B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E.

and published in conjunction with "The Wireless World."

T

HIS volume is intended to serve as aguide, both to those

wireless experimenters and students who have not the
advantage of a training in electrical engineering, and also to
those who are now studying "Wireless." Everyone, in.his reading, comes across terms and expressions of which he does not
know the meaning, and for this reason, aDictionary of .Wireless
Technical Terms is of value and utility to all wireless workers.

Bound Cloth
254

pages

illustrated.
PRICE

2/-

The volume contains ample definitions ot all technical terms and
expressions commonly encountered, and in these definitions, highly
technical language has been avoided as far as possible. The book
has been well cross-referenced, and wherever necessary an explanatory figure or diagram has been added to a definition to enable it
to be understood more easily.

net
By Post
2/2

°blamable from all booksellers or direct from the publishers •

16.
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&

SONS
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World,
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Street,

London, E C .
4

will ensure prompt 'Mention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTIDES.
THE CHARGE
columns is:
12

words

FOR

or less,

ADVERTISEMENTS
r-

and

id.

additional word, e.g.. 18 words, 1/6;

for

in

every

84 words, 2 -.

Name and address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions. 6% r 26 consecutive, 10", ; 52 consecutive, 15",.

eelo.

II. J.

then

QOALITO
0•001.1

1

NE

."
---

SUPER
FOUR
Portables using

The last word in
Mullard

Trade

Pentode

enquiries

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
iis advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
'Jo., and should add to the price which he requires the
mount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, vie.,
the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
aiculated at 11/6 per valve holder.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
caused will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
ue in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
oncerned, and a certificate will be handed ois to the
urchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
lamer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lence as an indication that the goods advertised have
[ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
idi one by ont.
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EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and components, the mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
sets, using no batteries; some of these sets have not
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years—just a switch on the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over 800 pairs 'phones
and loud speakers.
Abroad one of our mains sets
functions in a government hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadeasting station.
EA D and MORRIS, Ltd.
2-valve set for D.C.
. mains from £14, A.C. sets from £18.
and MORRIS. Ltd.—HT, eliminators for
sliding, £4; for A.C. mains, £7/10; eliminator transformers from 16/6; full wave rectifying
valves, 10/..

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd.—Why use accumulators
if A.C. mains are available?
The Longton LT.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps
at 2. 4. or 6 volts, and operates any set; price £7/15.
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for snoring coil loud
speakers; delivery from stock; also mains-operated
receivers and amplifiers for same.
Demonstrations
continually, service always.
IDEAL) and MORRIS, Ltd., undertake the design
AL and construction of any type al radio apparatus.
We make for the individual and guarantee results.
It
will pay you well to consult us before buying elsewhere.
'DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd. ' have second-hand seta.
best makers only. Burridept. Marconi. etc.
at
junk prices
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St. (facing
back of Waring and Gillow's). Oxford St., W.
(9375
QECOND-HAND Receivers. 1-7 valves, perfect order;
17
cheap; list.—Coutts, Engineers, 'Harley.
[9429

£3: 10 :0

D

complete.

Try one on 10PrOVII for 10 days and convince
Prom aU dealers and from work from

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
URNDEPT Ethopone Four De Luxe, with valves;
1
1-. £12. plus royalty (used for demonstration only).
ARCONI Straight Eight, 8.11., in perfect order,
A. with valves and extra coils; £25, including
royalty, or offers—James Scott and Co., Radio engineers, Dunfermline.
[0207

R
RR EAD

Price only

yourselL

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,
53, Graceehure% St., London, E.C.3. 'Moos :Royal 8570.
(Full Pallitla1” ore applieation.)

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

OF HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A New Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
thereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
icense the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
those.

Mews,

Finest in
CONSTRUCTION.
Finest in
PERFORMANCE.
Finest in FINISH.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

SALE

£21

are guaranteed
to be the

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
„
payable to LUFFE
et SONS Ltd., and creased
s"'"
Treasury
Notes,
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.

TEE

invited.

the

EPOCH

MOVING

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following inn
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Pr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to £to, adeposit fee of t/- Is charged ;on
transactions over Ceo and under eso, the fee is 216 •, over
£so, sin All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Dine & Sons
Limited.

Valve.

EL. I. WIRELESS CO., 2, Athelstane

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous
to date of issuer at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Manchester.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the con ven,ence of private advertisers, letters maybe
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 66. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, cfo " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000. clo "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the pose except in registered envelopes;
in all suck cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be dearly marked " Deposit
Department."

THE ALL BRITISH

REPAIRS
[Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS EllIARANTEc
with each repair. 4/. Post free.
1 erms to Trade.

Technician.—Wireless sets
W IRELESS
to any circuit from £(1 upwards:

constructed •
. sets
overhauled and efficiently reps ired: lowest prices; orders
from abroad accepted. —John Eacott's Wireless Depot,
102, Park Av., Mitcham, Surrey
[9465

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

lhct. W.
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, 8.W.I9

U,

A .C. Mains 230v., 50r., Comma Valves, long and
shi.rt waves on fixed coils, 1 toning control, solid
mahogany cabinet with folding doors, coat to run 6/'
per year, including royalty; £24/17/6.
MIDISWAN 4-valve, with long and shut wave coils,
walnut cabinet enclosing H.T. battery, including
royalty; £10, or offer.
MARCONI 2-valve. type 21, long and short wave
ix& coils, including royalty; el/S.—McMillian, Bromborough, Cheshire.
[9540
PORTABLE Tris 4-valve, a few soiled and demonstrati° s models, in perfect condition; usually
£21/8, to be cleared at £14 each, including royalties;
also a few 5-valve at £16 each.—Erin J. Lever (Prix),
Ltd., 8-9, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1.
[9549

—

D

The" Wireless World" says.
We hole that other dry battery makers will follow Rosin.
Blames' lead and noise out into the open with details st
the average lite which may be expected froze their cells."
—See page CS. Ray Sed lune.
FACTS e FIGURES. The Ilsurm shown in the table below
in respect of a"High.chtes OrdinaryBattere are as amatter
of fart identical with those which recently appeared I,, a
Trade Organ. and from the figures quoted it will be wen that
RWAULTWSWLF-REGICNERATIVII LT. DRY BATTERIES
have very nearly double the lite of an ordinary high.claas
battery.
Useful LIfe

Capacity RIlft Rate at
which discharged

Ripaulte Any High- Extra Lill
Belf-Res
Class
Given be
generative Ordinary 'Gaud&
Battery
Battery
Battery

Standard Capacity
Dischlrged at 5M.A.
Double Capacity
Discbargod at le u.^.
Treble Capacity
Discharged at 15 MA.

560 bra.

820 hrs.

230 Ism.

475 MI

260 hrs.

215 hrs.

600 hrs.

280 hrs.

220 hrs.

Modernised. Formo units, filter output,
SOLODYNE
Standard wave-trap Cosser valves. 6v. accu., 180v.

II.T.
Exide, whole enclosed in handsome
4ft. Sin.x 2ft. x Oft. Sin., seen working any
£25.—'Phono: Maids. Vale 4667

DECEIVERS Constructed to any Published Design;
AL best materials and guaranteed workmanship.8immonds Bros.. Shireland Rd.. Smelly/la.
18628
BATTERIES.

If any eternity locally tells At

•

•

HT. Batteries.—Parts per dozen: Jars, 2x
TY 11
2
/
square. 1/3; zincs. 11d.; sacs. 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte. 4/3. post 9d.,• high efficiency, long life,
self-charging, upkeep small; send 66. for sample unit;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—
W. Taylor. 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell. London. (0039
CI.D.E.S. Accumulator Charging Sereice.—Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon.—Send
for particulars to Croydon and District Electric Service, 98 Cherry Orchard Road, East Croydon.
[9198

W
Z

L KING 9 ROA.D.4„ ;
;;_
_____----;,

cabinet,
evening;
[9569

11A-ARCO NI Straight Eight, never used; price £35, or
sl-EL offer.—A.J.W., 20, Lamb's Passage, E.C.1. (9570

TA7 ET

STANDARD .. 60 v., to 6; 99 v., 16•6.
DOUBLE
.. 6o v., 15'6; 90 v., 22 6.
TREBLE
.. 60 v., 196; go v., 296.
RIPAULtil LEAD IN Lilt EITICIENCY AID VALUT.
Write tor .6 Lib IC out and Right Choice "table W!IV.9 #
with full range es voltages and prices, also complete copict
of technical Pres... test -reports.
Obtainable Poor pU !maker.

ARGAIN.-2-valve cabinet amplifier, new
D.E.
valves; 27/6, complete—Gillespie, 14, Wemyss
Place, Glasgow.
[9548

ET H.T. Replacements—Sacs (capped
or
uncapped), highest grade. No. 1, 106. per don.:
No. 2, 1/9 per doz.—See below.
INCS.—Best quality (wired), No. 1, Bd. Per doz.:
No 2. 9d. per doz.: orders valued 5/. carriage
paid, otherwise 61. for postage—British Battery Co..
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
[9571

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accented from firms roe believe to be thoroughly reliable.

TO

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS

AUGUST 8TH, 1928.

WIRE LESS WORLD
Batteries.—Contd.

rr

MADE TO MAKE
MISTAKES
IMPOSSIBLE

E Peerless Wet 11.T. Batteries Parts.—Jars,
square. 1/3 per dozen; sacs, complete
with rubber insulating bands, capped or uncapped,
1/3 per dozen; sacs, without rubbers, 10d, dozen;
sines, wired, extra large, 10d, dozen; the Premier
miniature porous pot, evolved by research, gives 1.5
volts per unit, and over double the life of a sac of the
same size, and in addition gives amazingly improved
reception, size 2in.xlin., making standard sized battery, complete pot, carbon uncapped or fitted with
tinned carbon cap, giving easy soldering, 2/- per dozen;
complete cells, sac type, 4d. each, 3/6 per dozen, post
9d.; porous pot type, 41
,4d. each, 4/- per dozen, post
9d.; carriage free orders lof-; send money right now.—
Pearson Bros., Factory and Showrooms, 79, High St..
Poplar, London.
Tel. : East 6155.
[9553

CHARGERS

AND

ELIMINATORS.

It 1LINBAKEN
D.C., you
ter. and 39.

11.T. and L.T.Chargers for A.C. and
may try 14 days.—Ardwick, Manche,
Victoria St.. London. 8.W.1
10222

and
TANTALUM
up your own

VALVE-HOLDERS
—there are two models, the Anti-microphonie
Valve holder (as illustrated) and the Red Leg
Rigid Valve Holder which possess this
feature, viz., a red anode ,ndicator to prevent
all possibility of error when inserting the valve.
Both models are moulded throughout in genuine Trixite with positive top and bottom stops
and ample but not excessive movement. Tria
Anti-ldierophonie model, price 113 each.
Tri: Red Leg Rigid model, price 1/.. each. Ask
for them by llame to-day!

The

TRIX

R.C.

UNIT

I
Nspecially recommended fur use In Portable Sets. I
cannot vary or develop noises and its patented resistanee elements and coupling condenser with first grade
ruby mica insulation will give highest amplification
consistent with quality. Price S'S.
ERIC J. LEVER (TRIX) LTD.,
8,9, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1.
I
IMI 1
45.

Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; milk.
inexpensive chargera; blue prints
for ITT, and L.T. Lionium electrodes fitted with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.—Blackwell's Metallurgical Works,. Ltd.. Liverpool.
[9503
200 50 cycles, output 2-6-v. 6 amps.;
CllARGER,
30/..- Jervis, Lower Guam'.
[9565
RANSFORMERS. chokes, etc.. guaranteed, wound
T
1
to any specification:
phone for quotation.—
Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd. 72, Merton
don, S.W.
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.

CABINETS.

Radio Cabinets
are
Britain's
Bust
ARTCRAFT
Value; satisfaction guaranteed.
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany:
A from 81- to £6.
Cabinets can be made to etstoiners'
ARTCRAFT
special denigus and sizes; estimates tier.
DOIY.

wrenAFT

Illustrated

Catalogue,

pont

tree;

write

A 'Phone:
own ideas
CAB1SET8.—Customere
ried out in oak or mahogany,

Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
1981 Croydon.
10040

and designs carceilinets for sets
moving coil, etc.; low prices and good work.—).1. Mull,
Cabinet Works, Navigation St., WalsalL
[91W

H

Q

Clix-Lox adjustable Wander Plugs cut out
all risks of shorts. No more crackling or
frying noises when you use Clix-Lox.
Just a turn of the insulator and perfect
contact is assured. A further turn and the
plug is permanently locked in the socket.
PRICE

2

113.

2

EACH

FIT CLIX ACCUMULATOR KNOBS
to your accumulator and you will have no
further trouble from creeping acid.
The
vaseline trap prevents bad contacts, noises
and the many troubles caused by corrosion.
PRICE 5d. EACH.
Illustrated catalogues ft,e from all Dealers.

LECTRO LINX LTD.

254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

of TUNING.
By IF. .7,1111ES

D

AVE a Cabinet Worthy of Your Set; prices from
1216 to 84/-' list free.—Little Ilford Cabinet
Co.. 94, Little Ilford Lane. London, E.12.
[9433

The New Wander Plug
that " stays put" in any
H.T. Battery Socket

and METHODS

D
D

A ItTeltAFT

LOX

Wimble
(8987

IGBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/
6 to 71/-.
Ifilly's Cabinet«, fitted with Radion or Resiston
ebonite if required.
reIGBY'S Cabineta —Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/- to £12.
IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own liesigns.
T‘IGBT'S Cabinet'.—Write for
new
16-page art
catalogue.-10. Mighy, 9, The Oval, hackney ltd..
E.2. 'Phone; Cliesold 5458.
(01Z8

-

CLIX

Rd..

TUNING
COILS

UKLITY Cabinets.—Oak portable, for Sunshine
Five, with aerial frame, fretted grille, etc., beautifully finished, 42/-; improved portable, oak, with
speaker and panel npenings outside, 37/6; carriage
paid; all types supplied; special work quickly executed.—Nichols, Bath Rd. Workshops, Swindon. [9442

Q

UALITY Cabinets for all instruments, portable,
moving coil and sets; all enquiries receive personal attention. To the trade! Ensure a good season
by specifying Ramsey's cabinets.-9'. W. Ramsey, 63,
Shaftesbury St., London, N .1. 'Phone: Clerkenwell
7139.
(9463
DS BROS.—Best quality cabinets to
SIMNION
own requirements; estimates free.- Shireland

your
ltd..
18627

Smethwick.

T

HE Adams Boftle-cabinet is the result of over 2
years experimenting with baffles and cabinets for
moving coil epeakers, and is not a makeshift to meet
a present demand.

useful manual
AVERY
giving the maximum

of information on the subject. Following a simple
explanation of the principles of wireless, the author
discusses the many methods
of tuning circuits, with
explanations
of
spade,
condenser and variometer
tuning.
Other chapters
treat in detail of the choice,
construction and design of
coils, and give particulars
as to size of coil required,
the best shape, size of
wire, type of insulation,
and special uses of the
various coils.

Price 2'6 net.

T

HE
"Wireless
Faye:
—entirely
distortion
effects World"
. .. A
unique
designobviates
and should

By Post 2110.

11,4.0111e popular.
111. ADAMS and Co., 66, Finsbury Pavement, E.0.2,
for full particulars of Baffle-cabinet; quotations
free for any high class cabinet work.
19537

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers

ETC.

13

& J.—All

▪

& J. Guarantee Every Coil supplied under money
back conditions.

" Wireless World" coils from stock.

1«••••••

ILIFFE

Dorset

& SONS LIMITED
House, Tudor Street,

& J. All-British Super Four using the hfullard
A
pentode, strikes a new note in portable receivers;
2,) guineas, all in.
D. & J. WIRELESS Co., 2 and 3, A thelstane hlews,
▪
London. N.4.
'Phone. Mountview 1695.
(0043

Mention of " The WirelLss World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention

AUGUST

8TH,

1928.

THE

Coils, Transformers,

WIRELESS

PAIR Ferranti Push-pull Transformers, A.F.5.e. and
0.P.3.c., practically new and perfect, used twice;
£2.-Box 7576, c/o The Wireless World.
[9551

"OF PROVED
EFFICIENCY"
MOVING-COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS

B

ERCLIF Coils for all ' Wireless World
Receivers;
dozens of types in tegular production; any type
quoted for.
ERCLIF Coils for A.C. Valve Receiver, as speriSed, 26/ pair; interchangeable long and short
wave, 73/3 set.

Permanent
Magnet Models.

B

Require no
accumulator.

Coils for D.C. Mains Three, as specified,
BERCLIF
interchangeable; 83/6 seL
ERCLIF Coils for Super Seven, 3 Les. trans
B formers, complete 50/-; copper box, 17/6.

B
B
B
B

Coils for Everyman Four, still the start
excellence; 33/. pair.
Coils for Cascade 11.F. Amplifier; 10i

Coils for Standard Four; 77/9 set of

WRITE FOR
NEW LISTS

4.

6.

4.

B
B
the six year old
BERCLIF,
makers of the best coils, the

ERCLIF Coils for Unapproached Quality and
Reputation.
ERCLIF Coils for all Special Purposes; above is
only a selection; we quote to your requirements.

trade mark of the
people who never lei
you down; send for our free lists before you decide.
trade supplied anywhere.-13immonils Bros., Shireland
Rd., Smethwick.
Tel.: Stnethwick 751.
[8870

DYNAMOS,

ETC.

MOTOR Generator, by Leach and Co., for 240 voll s
le& 50 cycles, condition first class. output 60 volts
at 5 amps; cost £37. take £25; owner moved to D.C.
diatriet-Wireless
Maintenance
Service,
17,
The
Promenade, Church End, Finchley, N.3.
19542

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPL ETC.
PICK-UPS, as new, £4/4; Brewn, very little used.
-1£2/10; Edison Bell, leis-Box 7520, c/o 'It,
Wireless World.
[953S

LOU

SPEAK ERS.

G

00DMANS Can Give Prompt Delivery of Moving.
Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with
aighest possible grade workmanship; list MC3 on resuest.-Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0089
Seihurst
BAKER'S
the hest results
Sency; supplied on
nent, page 11. '

Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
because they are of proved en
14 days' approval.-See advertise(0144

[Is You are in London Call and See Gootimans'
It
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing else.
,hete.-Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [0090
LTORNES WIRELESS. of 32. Gracechurels St., E.C.,
8.1. stock Baker's Sellitirst radio moving e. il epeakers
ecause they give the best results; inspect the new
13/10 model now available, infinitely superior Is
aything selling at the saute price.- Horn's Wireless,
2, Graceehurch St.. E.C.
[0141

4 In-CHROME

Type Speaker Parts to builds' the
31 speaker that has taken America by etorin can
e obtained from Components Production Co.. Donley.
ludderstteld. Send for list.
(0130
Selhurst
BAKER'S
the best results

Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
because they are of proved effiteary; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertises
sent, lisie 11 .
[0145
"OIL Drive Units f-oui Stock, the usual high
es standard of workmanship associated with the
ame of Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [0091
WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C.,
]ORNES
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers

manse they give the best results; inspect the nee
3/10 model now available, infinitely superior t
s
telling selling at the same price.- Mornes Wireless,
I, Graceelturch St., E.C.
[0142
A43

£6 -5-

Coils for Screened Valve Everyman; 33/

ERCLIF Coils for All-Wave Four; 42/6 pair.
ERCLIF Coils for 2 ELF Everyman; 79/3 set of
ERCLIF Coils for Selection Four; 51/6 set 01
ERCLIF Coils for all Modern Circuits.

II

Loud -speakers.—Contd.

L

B

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Etc.—Contd.

'LIVERYMAN Coils, exact to specification, 15/- each;
"SS 2 H.F., complete set and bases, 63/-; Selection 4,
complete set and bases, 421-.--Jennens.
'LIVERYMAN Coils, approved plug in type, set of
-s-U 2 low wave and 2 high wave, with bases; 72/6.Jennens.
ITZ Wire (genuine), 27/42, 70 turns 4/8; tubes
and Mikapac, 3in.X3%in, 1/4, 3in.x4iu. 1/6,
7in.x4in. 21-.-Jennens.
'VVERYMAN Coil, ebonite bases, 1/6 each, screens,
3/-: spacers, grooved, with screws, aerial or
anode, 1/-; all wave, short 1/-• long, 2/6.--Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St, Birmingham.
[0075

»ERCLIF
dard of
»ERCLIF
each.
ERCLIF
pair.
BERCLIF

WORLD

M

£4-7-0
The Wireless Press and
Public agree that components manufactured by

BAKER'S
SELHURST "
RADIO
GIVE THE BEST
POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVICE
QUALITY

immediate

Ap
ivef

very

Acknowledged to be
the best obtainable

11 you require advice
Department

write to the Query

BAKER'S "SELHURST "RADIO
Office: 89, Selhurst Rd. S. Norwood, S.E.25.
Works (alum» open):
42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.
mni—tos

JJ

ORNES WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C..
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior te
any-thing selling at the same price.-Hornes Wireless
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0164

A IR-CI1ROME Type Loud Speakers Give Wonderfu'
r3.. Results, and, with the assistance of a screw.
driver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production Co., Houley, Hutt ,
dersfield. Send for list.
[0151

and

missi.

ni

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved elli.
ciency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertisetuent, page 11.
[0101

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
-1-1, the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise
nient, page 11.[0102

£3-10-0

igs

EEL) Movements. -Double acting reed movement!
specially designed to operate cone and other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input, yet
capable of enormous volume with sufficient input;
will work up to a 3ft. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each; lair allowance on Brown A
earpieces, or Lissenolas and other units in part exchange; send stamp for illustrated lists of these and
seamless cones.-Goedmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066
THE New Goodman Junior Reed Movement; 14/6;
the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, for
driving cone and other large disc type speakers; this
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments; second only in efficiency
and performance to our double acting reed movement;
full description in our illustrated lists, free on re.
quest.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0092

A HI-CHROME Type Loud Speaker Parts, as de£.1. scribed in the June 6th issue of this paper, can
be obtained Item Components Production Co., Henley,
Huddersfield.
Send for list
[0125

Electro
Magnet
Models
to suit Requirements.

Telephone

W

OOD Horns for Every Gramophone Unit; wood
horns fitted to goose necks, etc.; Illustrated list.
-Maddison. 1, Chapel St, tdarylobone Rd.. N.W.1.
18557
AKER'S Sethurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
R the best results because they are of proved al.
ciency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertisement,
13
page 11.
[0147

irum Victorn

•

OVING Coil Loud Speaker Parte of Quality ais
made and fully .guaranteed by Components Pro
ductiou Co.. Honley, Huddersfield.
Send for lists.
[014O
B AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the hest results because they are of proved efficiency;
H
supplied un 14 days' approval.-See advertisement, page 11.
[0103
ORNES WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C..
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior tc
anything selling at the same price.-Hornes Wireless
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[016è

DRECISION Moving Coil Parts, complete assembly
for 2, 4 or 6 volt: E3/10, superb finish; car
be completed in 30 minutes; parts for Haynes demote
from stock at reasonable prices; ask for details.Lanerick Bros. 76. Victoria Grove, East End Park.
[940f
B
Leeds .
AKER'S Sellturst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved ea
ciency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise.
ment. page 11.
[0104
TT AYNES
Design -Magnet
pot
casting,
10/-:
rraehined, 17/6; spiders (aluminium), 7/6: brass
bobbins, 5/-; plywood rings 2/-; moving coils, 6/6;
kid, 2/-; complete moving coil unit attached to ring
cone and diaphragm. 18/6; 220 volt magnet coils,
27/6; 6 volt ditto, 16/9. ex stock; boring, turning,
screw-cutting, castings to patterns or sketch.---W.
Bygrave and foui. Inventors, Model Makers, Engineers
and
Electricians, Constitution
Hill, Birmingham
Central
JJORNES
37C0WIRELESS,
Established
of 1896.
32, Cracechurch St,, [9407
E.C..
la. slock Baker'o Selhurst radio moving coil speakçri
because they give the best results; inspect the nee
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior lc
anything selling at
the same price.-Hornes Wireless
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0174

se loados &kip.

B AKER'S

CROYDON t6t8.

ciency;
thesupplied
best results
on 14because
days' approval.-See
they are of proved
advertise
eM

All part, can lx? obtained on
Deferred Terms from the London
Radio Supply Co.. 11, Oat Lane
Noble Street, E.C.2
INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS
MADE BY BAKER'S"SELHURST"
RADIO.

Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers gin

ment, page 11.

UNIQUE

[0101

Opportunity.-Owing to concentration is,
our own new Trix loud-speakers, we offer a fee
hundred Continental oval picture type loud-sneakers,
visually retailing at. £3/3, for 31/6 each; all 1n new
and perfect condition.-Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd.,
89. Clerkensiell Green, London, E.C.1.
[955d
XPONENTIAL
Horns.-American
Rae«
Co
spiral type, r.ir column
.
80in.. hell 12in., over.
all size 14x14x1Oin.; price (including carriage), 32/6.
Paton. " Wireless, - Presta tek, Ayrshire.
(948E

Advertisements for " The Wireless Would " are onlv accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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THE

THE

DIXONEMETER.

THE RECOGNISED RADIO STANDARD.
HIGHEST GRADE

and

LOWEST PRICE.

The DIX-ONEMETER will measure signals on aCrysta
Set, Grid Valve Current or large Battery Current with
equal ease and accuracy. E.M.F. from amillivolt to 2,000
volts or the values of Resistances between 50 ohms and
50 megohms can easily be read on the clear scale with fine
knife-edge pointer and reflecting mirror. The resistance
per volt can be 500 or 2,500 ohms at will, as nearly electrostatic as amoving-coil instrument can be. The ingenious
system of Multipliers at 8/8 enables full scale readings of any
value to be made over an enormous range.

WIRELESS

AUGUST 8TH, 1928.

WORLD

Louespeakers.—Contd.

VIBRO SRIN,

special leather for fixing the diaphragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price
2/6 per piece (11in, square), post, free, cash with
order; special terms to the trade,-.Te Alder Leather
Co., 3, Southwark St., S.E.1.
Tel.: Hop 4448.
[0224
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval-See advertisement, page 11.
[0106

J'

ORNES WIRELESS, of 32. Gracechurch St., E.C.,
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3110 model
now available, infinitely
superior to
anything selling at the same price. -Hornes Wireless,
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0e5

The Rolls-Royce of Radio!

ELESTION
type I), £3/15;
C12, mahogany,
B.S.A. e
large
£5/10;
cone, Mullardcon
£4/10; Ame

The only ELIMINIMETER of 2,500
ohms per volt.

plion cone A.C.2. £1/6/6; Beyer Hyperbola cone, oak
case. £1/15; M.P.A. plaque, 19/6.-.McMillan, Bromborough, Cheshire.
[9541

Free leaflet
Radio Tests.

Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers gi ve
.1-•
the best results because they aro of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise.
ment, page 11.
[0107

of

S

UPERLATIVE- Nothing
Lesslt-Performance
is
the
true
test of
perfection,
a Webson
loud
speaker gives perfect performance.

SUPERIORITY.

stand

- 36 years of epecialised experienc e
in the manufacture of high grade instruments
behind the engineers who designed, developed,

and produced Webson

W

MICRO. AMPS. TO 29
AMPS
MILLIVOLT TO 2,003
VOLTS
50 OHMS TO 50 MEG.
OHMS
WITH ONE METER.

Multipliers.

PRICES:

"DIX-ONEMETER,"
0-2mia. 40 microarnps. per

in
div..

case,

55/..

reading

PRICES FOR MULTIPLIERS t C
t, all ranges
Milliamperes to 20 amps., each 6/6. Voltage, all ranges
to 100, 8/8; to 150,
; to 200, IV- ;to 250. 10/8 ;to
300. 11/ -; to 500, 16/8; to 750, 27/. ; to 1,000. 38/.to 1.500, 57/. t to 2,000, 74/. ; Cases, with base, for
4 multipliers. 4/..
New A.C. Model now ready to
600 v.
Endo. 250 v. Fuses 3a, to protect mains sets, 3d. each.
Send us your eniuirie.s for Dynamos and Alternators,
Recorders, Relays and Special Apparatus.
New Edition of 72-page illu

d Catalogue, 4d.

EBSON Parts are Manufactured On ly by St ar
Engineering, the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud sleeker parts for the home constructor;
use only Webson parts and avoid disappointment.
STAR
ENGINEERING,
Didsbury,
'Phone: Didsbury 1785. Send for

VORTEXION Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any voile'
age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaranteed.-Kirby
(Wimbledon),
Ltd.
72,
Merton
Rd.
Wimbledon, 8.W
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.

SAVE MONEY Olt
M.T. SUPPLY

Mention -***Dept. B

-ac. BOOK
From

e-

THE STABOARDWETRAITERY00.
(The Wet H.T. Battery Co.), Head
OfIlees,8howrooms Warehoule.184 8
Ilhatesbury Avenue. London, W.C.1.
(New Oxford St. end>.

Two components will be included in
all sets-the Screened Grid Valve and
the "Clip In" Chokea-thue improving range and embracing short
wave reception.
cDm Chokes are months ahead.
We
know this fact, and we want you to
know it as well, as It Is your best
Investment to improve reception on
your set,
tinlversal from 15 to 2,000 metres
given highest Self Inductance and
lowest Self Capacity, and lo specially
recommended for those who contemplate a second étage

cD
'THE UNIVERSUCHOKE.

C. D. MELHUISH

( 1)e)

8, GREAT SUTTON STREET,
GOSWELL ROAD, E.G.I.

Tn. No,, ciarke.wen

7454.

ci
Tolgt

NNOy
A.C. and D.C.

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS.

Cheaper than a dry battery!
I'est., less than a large capacity dr/
lottery.

B AKER'S

Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Sp eak e rs g i
ve
8-P
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.-See advertise.
inent, page 11.
[0110

Componente also
iupplied
from

procH MOVING COIL
.8-4 Beautifully Finished.

PARTS

VPOCH MOVING COIL PARTS
-1.:4 Reputation, not to a price.

E

POCH MOVING COIL l'ARTS
Approval; buyer is sole judge.

are
are

are

Tulmmere Manufacturing

Co.

Intsensere Rd.. West Norwood, I 6.27
'Inasne• :Stresthans 0731.

Guaranteed
possible on

the
Made

Sold

Most
to

a

only on

WPOCII MOVING COIL PARTS.-Examine every
1..0
make, but compare with an Epoch before parting with money.
POCII
every

47/6

Bend fort le details.

MOVING COIL PARTS are Guaranteed
without exception to be the finest mechanically
the most efficient electrically.

UPOCII MOVING COIL PARTS are Instruments of
.
824
Precision;
nvery
part
interchangeable.

.E

THINK OF IT-011111 SMALL
OITI'LAY-THAS'S ALL.
No valve.
No troubla
No expenalve replacementa.

MOVING COIL PARTS are now obtainable
atock; no more waiting.

WPOCII MOVING DOIL PARTS are
-U..
to Give the Finest Performance yet
any speaker.

MOVING
COIL
PARTS.-Windings
for
requirement, but one model only -the best.

POCH MOVING COIL PARTS-One price only-a
reasonable price; £3/10; accumulator type.

.e4
ip Root

MOVING COIL PARTS.-One of numerous
-L4
unsolicited testimonials.
From
a well known
dealer: Re moving coil speaker purchased yesterday
for demonstration purposes. In my opinion there is
not another speaker yet on the market that will
touch this for volume and clarity; it meets my requirements for an ideal speaker. I have had scores
of different makes and your claims are fully justified.

Range,
Selectivity,
Volume,
Purity.
In all these qualities the"Lindley" 5-valve portable is far ahead of all others. Its efficient
on High Powered Stations such as 5XX,
5GB, etc., is 400 miles, and on normal powered
stations, 100 miles.
It will receive eeeeee I
Continental stations at loudspeaker strength.
All-in
Price

30

Royalties
p

All components are British. The set is in apolished
mahogany cabinet embodying an Amplion Cone
Loudspeaker. Nickel-Plated ball-bearing Turntable
and canvas slip-over cover supplied free.
A feu; shop-soiledPortable Sets at
Bargain Prices. Send for List W.

Ms POCH MOVING COIL.-Have you seen the wonder.LA
ful Epoch Moving Coil? Made for Epoch and
every other make of speaker; all resistances; 5/- and
4/,
POCH MOVING COIL-Try an Epoch Moving Coil
124
in your existing speaker; you will be astonished
at the improvements.
.1
1

Mention of " The

Fixed mica Con.
dessers. Individually
tested.
50.000 users
have assured satisfaction.
*00005 to '002.... 1/8
0025 to '008 .... 2/.0005
and Odd
Leak
2/'

[898d

WPOCII MOVING COIL PARTS.-Money refunded
.14
within 10 days if purchaser is not highly delighted.

What awaste: Constant replacement', dry battery after itry
Iattery and the ever present
lager of spoiled programmes.
Hanish this for ever IInstall the
Standard Wet H.T. Battery-2
" albino"Unite 98 v. complete,
for 8/1 down and 5 monthly payments of 8/1.

FIXED
CONDENSERS.

J'

WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch St., E .C .,
stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best matins; inspect the new
£3/10 model
now available, infinitely
superior to
anything selling at the sanie price. -Hornes Wireless,
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.

-1--4
and

+1te

Dm

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they aro of proved[0 :61
08
eieney; supplied ou 14 days' approval.-S ee advertise.
ment, page 11.10108

4

e eSTS
0‘ 40teRS!

Manche s ter. lists.
[9457

c

Why Wait for Olympia?

ni

ELECTRADIX RADIOS , UPOCII
x-from
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

eivrirekt,

moving coil loud speaker parts.

Cleo. protected
Choke, upright
type,
5/-

POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd.,
4
church St., E.C.3.
Royal 8570.
1

53,

Grace.
[9480

Telephone: Holborn 3052.
14 Great Queen Street,Kingsway,LONDON,W.C.2

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Loud.speakers.—Contd.
ILIORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Gracechurch Bt., E.C..
£1 stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3,10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the same price.—Hornes Wireless,
32: Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0177

B

AKERS Selhurst Radin Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved em.
nenes; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 11.
[0111

.

ox eriïon Ai:irons/rear:

I

S

t

The above bold assertion is
no idle boast.
The wireless
press, independent radio experts, musical authorities and
he
public
have
literally
showered
letters
of
praise
upon us.
A prominent
wireless trade
papel awarded the highest place
to "Celestion."
"A long way ahead of its class"
and "The embodiment of all that
is good" wrote "Popular Wirekss" and "The Wireless World"
respectively.
"Celestion" can justly claim to
be the pioneer British ieinforced
large diaphragm loud speaker.
"Celestion" is British made
throughout.

111 °VINO Coil Lond-spenker.—We manufacture the
.1-11- complete assembly tor the Haynes Moving Coll
speaker, including high or low resistance moving eon.
mounted on Bristol board cone, together with plywood rings and cradle, for 6 volts 1 amp., £4/5; 6
ions
amp., £4110; for 200-250-volt mains, £4115;
call
be assembled in a few minutes, und will give
large volume on one L.F. stage; call and hear one.—
Scientific Development Co., 61. Fisbergate, Preston
Teti 1364.
10120

H

ORNES WIRELESS, of 32, Graceehurch St., B.C..
stuck Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speakers
because they give the best results; inspect the new
£3/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the same price.—Hornes Wireless,
32, Gracechurch St.. E.C.
(0178

B

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they aro of proved efil.
eiency; supplied on 14 days' approval—See advertisement, pago 11.
[0136
litVERYNIAN Simfix Moving Coil Parts are the
I-4 finest Made.
1 VERYMAN
Simfix Moving Coil Speakers can be
run on 3 valves.
1VERVNIAN Sinifix Moving Coil for Simple Fix
4 jug, any resistance, 6 6.
LIVERYMAN
Siinfix
Magnet
Put
and
Lid,
14 machined, 16/6; aluminium frame
machined,
14/6.

" Celestion " instruments are
made under licence. Demonstrations daily without obligation at our Showrooms, one
minute from Charing Cross.

I

The %DUNG ENTFIUSIAST.

By Mrs.Steed.

(From the beginners' Competition.)

N

ow is the time of year
when you can take
pictures out -of- doors
If
you would learn how to get
the best results from your
exposures and the greatest
pleasure from your hobby
— read "The Amateur
Photographer" every week.
It contains amass of helpful
and interesting information,
together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs
and free criticism of readers'
prints.
EVERY WEDNESDAY

3d.

heAMATEUR
OTOGRAPHER

6.

CINEMATOGRAPHE:R

Incorporating "The New Photographer."

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED.
Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.
£45

Advertisements for

VVERYMAN Simfix Moving Coil Parts for 6-volt
Accumulator; from £2/18/6 complete.
Simfix Moving Coil l'arts lor 200-280
-£:£ volt-mains; from 53/7/6 complete.
fitVERYMAN Simfix Moving Coil Parts Obtainable
-LA from Appleby's, Electrical and Radio Engineers.
Nursery Rd., llockley, Birmingham.
[9561
LA

Use your
camera!

13

Models
range
in oak or
mahogany from £5 10s. to
£25. Write for full details
of all models and of
the
Celestion" Woodroffe" Type
Gramophone Pick-Up, price
£4 4s .When ordering Pick- Up
please state whether adaptor
is H.M.V. or 1- inch size.

LIVERYMAN

TIORNES WIRELESS, of 32,Gracechurch St., E.C..
11 stock Baker's Selhurst radio moving coil speaker,
because they give the best results; inspect the new
53/10 model now available, infinitely superior to
anything selling at the same price. —Hornes Wireless.
32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0179

B

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise
nient, page 11.
[0140

C

OMPLETE Moving Coil Speaker; £2/5 for quick
sale: 6v. 1.500 ampere turns, high resistance,
very small gap, a really fine speaker; can be heard
by appointment, eveuings.—BM/ZN6B, W.C.1. (9562

VALVES.
Four Electrode Valves
A RE Used by "The Wireless World" because they
offer definite advantages, such as a power amplifier for concert ball work, which only requires 60
volts 11.T.
.1'. Four Electrode Valves

A
R EQUIRE
Valves;

Hall the HT. Needed for Three Electred,
the money saved in one year on thre.
ILT. batteries pays for an A.P. valve.
.1'. Four Electrode Valves
11.
A n tpae ‘
1
.
:r7 eer pi
r
s
e
o
k
eiOi
r7 I
lia.2;1{searai
nd
be includ
ie in
conjunction with
existing three electrode valves;
they do not necessitate alteration to set wiring or
require special batteries.
.1'. Four Electrode Valves
TNCLIJDE the Unique Triple Purpose A.P. 4'.2
1
Screen Grid, with its amplification of 110 for
non-neutralised
amplification, improved anode
bend detection (see its exceptionally sharp chem.
teristiel and super 11,0, L.F. amplification.
IIE A.P. Screen Grid is a Superb Valve for both
Reinartz and Hartley. Circuits; it is as good
as two valves, and admirably makes up tor the
absent H.F. stage; the valve has the advantage oh
a standard 4-Pin bate.
Da3 s' ApprovaL

T

E are so Sure of A.P. Valves that we will send
you the type required on 3 clear days' approval
.1gainst cash order, and will accept risk in transit.

W
Wt

RITE To-day for Full Data
graphs of the A.P.,

A NELOV
PRODUCTS.
36.
4.11. Dulwich. London. S.E.22.
4074.

and

X-ray

Photo-

Ilinclmans Rd., E.
'Phone: New Cross
[9434

MODEL C12

ELESTION

The

THE

Very Soul 01 Music
Write to Dept. C,

CELESTION

RADIO

CO.

High Street, Hampton W Mk, Kingston-on-Thames
Telephone: Kingston 5656.
33'35,

Showrooms :
VILLIERS
ST.,
LONDON,

Associated Company:
CONSTABLE-CELESTION
& CO.

The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms ue belierle to be thoroughly reliable.

W.C.2:
PARIS.

7'7'7
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVF.RTISEMENTS.

TRANSMITTERS.

3,000

SOLD

EVERY MONTH
THE SUPER
POWER WAVE
COLLECTOR

3

e

OATV bas for Sale his Choke-Control Transmitter,
C.W. and telephony, with 750-volt 130 spa., fullwave, valve rectifier, completely smoothed; the whole
outfit, £25 or near offer, or separately; complete de.
tails on request; also L.S.5 and L.S.5a, unused, at
£1 each; and 200-1,000-volt 50 ma, half-wave rectifier
valve, 7/6.-2ATV„ 18, St. Albans Rd., Westbury
Park. Bristol.
[9564

COMPONENTS

Nowthat Liu

',mg days are
here
Install
enlintanratrinr
who you get home.
It i the outstanding
nor17 invented wavo
of wider* replace*
"•:\\1 thycoold..• and
Inefficient aertaL
All continental stations will
now log in smartly 0113.valve seta.
You can aloo hang -Buperantanne"
anywhere Indoors and It Is guaranteed
,,on-Uxidahle. Over 38,000 were told
in France lest year:
Order from your de.iler or direct from

Four Coils, complete with base;
EVERYMAN
15/-; trunsformers, 15/-; 28/. set.—Below.

C

A

mailers.

S
UPERAMTENIIIi"
/HE WELL
KNoWN
MAKER OF
THE

T

WO Pyo 241I. Heavy Duty Chokes, 30/- each; 4
Dubilier L.A.C. 2 mid. condensers, 6/6 each;
2 .1 mfd. I/Wilber rnica condensers, 6/6 each; 2 Formo
dual impedance L.F. couplers, 17/6 each; Clarostat
volume control, 6/-; B.T.H. 2-1 transformer, 10/-;
Brandes phones, 8/6; all in perfect condition.—Deal,
283, Shirley Rd., Southampton.
[9544

DAPTER.»

Universally recommended
by all radio journals.
6, 15, 30 ohms.

Iway- 2/2 way -3/5
3way -5/6

4waY - 7/9
5way.
6way -10/6

charges the
L.T. t 11.T.
accumulator.,
'rem
D.C.
Mains. Simply
plug In any
4/6
border. Full
instructions "'"`
with each.

QTEREOPIIONIO Amplifier. 2 stages of Bonavia.
Hunt coupling, using types C and B, with
volume control, in handsome cabinet, last word in
reproduction; price £16 without valves.
TEREOPIIONIC
Couplers,
new
and
improved
types •. New typo A, £4; old type A, £2/10
il sold within 10 days; type C, £5/5; all these pasa
frequencies from 12 to 10,000, except old A; type B
(De Luxe), £6/6; come and hear the last word in
tone at below; we cannot be responsible for bad
speakers or inefficient valves,
Alexander, 96,
Broadhurst Gardens, London, N.W.6.
[9539

S

The
"LOZIMETEZ"
Potentiometer. The Best In
the least space and the highest
In ohm resistance.
200 ohm, sm. 600 ohm, 8/9.
1000 ohm, 3/.

A. W. STAPLETON,
19a, Lorrimore Buildings,
Lorrimore Street, Walworth, S.E.17.

I

61,1.
6,1.
41d

26

..

3/10 ..

9/8

giving

Vglicue rei :-C
-LASS
BATTERY
46 St. Mary's Road, LETTON,

CO.
E.10.

QTORRY Bargains—Blue spot cone units, 21/
-3
usually 25/-; R.I. neutrodyne condensers, 1/9;
Ericsson 6 ohm rheostats, 1/3; Ericsson .001 variable
condensers, 2/3; Liasen 25 coils, 1/3 each; polar 3-coil
holders, 2/6; 2-volt dull emitter valves, 2/11; all post
paid and guaranteed.—Storrys', Ltd., 143-5, Eastbank
St., Southport.
[9543

Exponential
Falcicil Horns
Correctly load the loudspeaker
unit. High and low notes faithfully reproduced without any
resonance or distortion.

R

ADIO House, Huddersfield, Issues the Reliability
Wireless Guide.—Write to J. R. Taylor and Co.,
Radio House, Macaulay St.. Huddersfield, for copy,
sent post free
[0028

These horns particularly assist tones of approximately
30-150 cyCles.—See " f/w Wirckss World" report,
Approx.
Air
August 1st,
Cube Space. Column,
Model SF1. 20x24x2.4" 70'
- 49/0
Model SF2. 19x19x13" 00" - 35/0
•
Crate It. Carriage torsvara
Horns to meet all requiremenle In 'look.

¡

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY
170, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1.

sTOFt ES
Hop .1177.

SIX-SIXTY

CONE WEAKER

PAPER
IS

THE

A.F.3, new, 17/6; Brown LS., repaired,
5/-; Lewcos C.T. coil. 60, 2/6; Cosmos coils, 35,
50, 75, 6d. each; Igranic 3-1, 5/-; polar 3-coil holder.
3/6; .0003 Mil. condensers, 9d.; KR. valves, 9d.;
ammeter, 0/10, 4/-; Neon lamp, 230v., lie; .0005
S.L.F. condenser, 2i6.—BM SFLO.
[9545

SCIENTIFIC

4

Cm:cont. Co., (Depl.W.) 10, South St., Moorgata, E.G.!.
Apeod...-3oho Henry Smith, 139, Anlahy ltd., Hun.
L. H.
Relyar, 82, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich. A. Stredwick t Co., 27,
The Mkt., Chatham. Boynton tCo. ,
Ltd., 34, Bradford Bt.,Bliam

WERRANTI

LOG - NON-METALLIC"

1

Panels eta to ene cloe. Cell. Writ« Of .phone Olerlantooll
7837 /or peotallons. Sample, ond prices poet free to Teel,.

QURPLUS. — New unused R.I.6P transformer, Lissen
pick-up, 3 A.M. valve holders, Trix R.O.C. unit,
used polar R.C.C. unit; offers.—Box 7547, c/o The
Wirelese World.
[9546

fun

G.B.

I

,••••••
•••••••
•••••• • •
•••••......................4.•••••••••••••••411.11.••••••4 4,

Battery Clips.—Bulgin again for any fitment
that is n. at and practical; clips to take rill
sixes arrd shapes cl hstteries, used for grid biasing
purposes; don't be behind the times! Make your net a
neat, workmanlike job by fitting it out with Bulgin
gadgets; there are over 250 of them in our free
catalogue; you will be delighted at their ingenuity,
and You will went some or your set; send for your copy
without fail.—A. F'. Bolgin and Co., 9-11, Cursitor
St.. Chancery Lane
EC 4. 'Phone: Holborn 2072.
(9435

14 x 10, 3/5

16 X 9, 3/5
21x 7,3/7
24x 7, 41.
&in. thick
Post Fr«.
lhoroughly
Money Beei
Recommended
Guarantee.
for the C
Merger Test
"Melody Maker"
Infinity.
BRITISH & BEST. (21"x 7" Panel 3/7).

W

f-cell
12-cell 313.coll
.. 33 .. 5/9 •• 14'.
•• 3/. .. 5/3
: 12'-

send lid, stamp for booklet

12 x 10, 3/.

EBSON Moving Coil Speaker, 6-volt type; 4
6-volt power valves, 134, etc.,• Ormond twin
.0005 condenser; new; offers wanted.—H. Harrison,
2, York St., Queensbury.
[9547

Eto n Pr imar y HT. Battery.
PI. Porou
sP
ot
Cells
SI and S2 Sae Cells.
All complete.

I
Ix 8, 2/3
12 x 8, 2/6
12 x 9,2/10

I4x 12, 4/.
I4x 7, 2)7
16x 8, 3/2
I
8x 7
, 3/2

up

"Use ETON and avoid eaten CELLS."
Pl
SI

BIRMINGHAM.

8x 6, 1/4
10x 8, 211
10x 9, 214

RAND New 21I.F. Everyman Coils, Wright and
Weaire, 3 low wave 25/, high 16/-; copper box;
3 Burndept slow dials.—Warren House, Meaford, Stone,
Staffs.
[9556

'Phone •Rodney 3869

S2

The County Chemical Co. Ltd.,
CHEMICO Works,

VOUE Used Gear Taken in Part Payment for New;
1
free cabinets; write for particalars.—Puvey's, Woodman St., Stockport.
19510

The

The

B

URNIDEPT New Goods (deleted from catalogue) :
Micrometer crystal detectors,
1/6;
hot
wire
ammeters, 0-1.5 amps., 8/11; super vernier dials,
ratio 7 to 1, 4/11; geared 2-way and 3-way
coil
holders, 4/11; Burndept telephone transformers, 5/11;
Burndept' rheostats, 1.4 ohms., for 1 to 3 valves, 1/3;
wisoWeeapedee.genee,,me",/1
4 "eveoreora,wasa.
/
low loss .0002 anode condensers, 2/11 each; dual ditto,
4/11; concert coils (set of four), 5/6; short wave
coils (sot of tour), 5/6; separate colla: 5,1, 9d; 8.2,
PANELS
1/-; 8.3, 1/6; sizes 300, 400, 500, 2/6; postage paid
on 5/- orders.—Rodwell. 14, Railway Approach, Lon7x 6, 1/1
9x 6. 1/7
don Bridge.
[0208

RADIO

'LORIOSTAT'

LORIOSTAT. "

no need to lay the soldering iron
down now , Just hold a "CHEMIC.0
Solidified Soldering Stick in one hand,
rub it over the work once and apply
the iron. It may appear like magic, but
it is just ahandy little discovery from
the "Chemico
Laboratories that will end your
Prices
soldering trouble.
Send
for a 3d. tube post free
if unable to obtain locally
& 1/•..

There's

aerial,

01LF. Everyman Four Coils: B.B.C., set of three,
frei
36/9; 5XX, set of three, 24/-; set of three
bases, 319; copper screening boxes, highly polished,
30/-.—Below.
OSSOR Melody Maker Coils, 7/6 each; all above ex%) stock.—Obtainable all dealers or Stone Manufacturing Co., 108-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, £.C.1.
[0068
SS Your Dealer for Gothic Anti-microphonlo Valve
Holders; unequalled at 1/3 each—If unobtainable,
write Gothic Electrical Supplies, Ltd.. 5-9, Severn St..
Birmingham.
[8740

117, HIGF1 HOLBORN, LONDON,W.C.1

g

SALE.

give
seer
eatalogue post free.—Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

PINY

see

FOR

Do two jobs at once—

ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to
B
1-• an expert finish to any honie-construeted

\`1

meetne, I, reo

ETC.,

AUGUST 8111,

BEST

BY

FAR

CONE

MATERIAL

PRICES: 12' diameter 2,6 18' diameter 3 6
Ask your dealer or write us.

THE ELECTRON CO., LTD.,
122-124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 .

Moving Coil Speakers and Gramophone Pick-ups.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.
Call and Listen.
Hosing
111.11 1larueters, 17/- t 17/8:
1,000 Volt Test con•
denser,, 2mf. 8/8. 4rof. 82, 5mf. 9/6, 10 mf. 14/8: Blue Spot
Units, 241,-; Craft°5 Con- trill. 10/8; all latest component-,
et,'. stocked
Bend or call for our —
Telephone,
met= 0741.
im paRe
FREE
Catalogue,
COMPANY
CIESIXGRAFTQN
Radio and
Electrical
Dept. W., 54, Grafton St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

p,ompt

attention

'41)

AuGusT 8nr,
Components,

Etc.,
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C

ATERHAM District.—Well educated wireless engineer. over 22, for new manufacturing and main.
tenanco business; small commencing salary, with participation in interests; ability to drive car preferred.—
Box 7577, v. o The Wireless World.
[9552

PORTABLE Cabinets. 15/-; all parts, visires, batteries, LS., for 5-valve portable, £8.-236. Brixton Rd.
[9567

BOOKS. INSTRUCTION.

MISCELLANEOUS.

E

"
T

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
K-7
Doctors (approved by R.S.G.B., W.L.).—Exprests
repairs to seta and apparatus of every description,
Everyman Four, screen valve, Solodyne 1928, moving
coil amplifiers, superhetrodyne, and all latest sets
made exact to customers' specification, any required
parts supplied; we have satisfied customers from Johne-Groat's Lo Land's End; may we include you on our
clientele?
Send your old set for modernising; expert
engineers sent to any part London and environs by
appointment.—'Phone:
Mountview 8424.
Ballistick
Parade, Muswell Hill. London, N.10.
[9443

HE A.B.C. of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude L
Lyons, M.I.R.E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory dl..
grams
or
photographs,
and
Including
complete
schematic and point-to-point wiring plan of the famous
"Evening Chronicle " 8-valve superheterodyne receiver.
The only book of its kind at present in
existence; recently described by the Editor of " The
Wireless World " as "A fascinating booklet. . .
A lucid description of the operation of the superhet
receiver . .. With constructional details and useful
hints and for the home constructor."—Only 8d. complete, post free, from Claude Lyons. Ltd. (G.R. Quality
Parts). 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
10159

"
G

A

E

AGENTS.

TPATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
"
Gee and (Jo.
T. P. (lee, Member R.13.11B.
and A.S1.1.R.E.), 51-52. Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: llolborn 1525
10001

ETC.

QTEP by Step Wirelese, a complete course of the
k7 theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators.,circuits, etc..
with extracts from a designer's notebook giving up-todate practical applications; issued weekly, send 11- .p.o.
for first 4 weeks.—Clifford Pressland, AM I.E.E. Eng..
Dept. WAY.. Hampton-on-Thames.
(0195

ASY Paymenta—We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories and sets, any make; 10X
down, balance spread over lb months.—Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane. London, E.C.2.
[0097

LEXANDEU BLACK. The Wireless Doctor, will
call (London and Homo. Counties) cad cure your
set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
date; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and
H.T. eliminators demon:treed by appointment.-2a,
Woodville (drove, N.16. Sloane 5105, or Clissold ,3687.
(7891
ABSOLUTELY New Unsoiled Zeiss Turmon 8x;
LX. '£3, 15.—Box 7505, c/0 The Wireless II orld.
)9534
NGINEERS (all grades).—Ilave you seen the latest
edition of "Engineering Opportunities "7 In this
book Professor A. M. Low tells of the opportunities
engineers of all descriptions are missing; the book also
gives details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
ate., exams., and over 40 other engineering home study
courses; we alone guarantee no pass, no fee; don't
neglect this offer, send for free book now (state subject
or exam.).—British Imull Lae of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare 11. mse, Leicester Sq., London,
W.C.2.
[9557

25

SITUATIONS VACANT.

Sale.—Contd.

'PANEL Milliammeter, 7/6; panel voltmeter, 0-6,
1
3/6; Lotus 2-way coil holder, 5/-.—Jervis. Lower
Gomel.
•
[9566

PATEN'f

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CONTRO

The flickering needle of the telegraph wavers
.... then like a live thing darts forward....
the pulsing engines strain and throb ... .slowly the great ship gathers speed, to race on
through the night .... frantically the sensitive
needle oscillates, then settles down .... with a
swirl the propeller, whirl in reverse,the danger
is averted ... perfect control has played its part.
Slowly the needle rises ... 60... 70...80...82
... then falls to 80
.with uncanny purity
the voice of a wonderful contralto is wafted
into th, room ... the Browns settle back in
comfort. .. their evening's pleasure is assured.
Again control, symbolised by • Sifam Radio
Meter, has played its part.

ETTING the Most Out of Radio." a 76-page
intensely educational catalogue. 200 illustrations, guide to receiver maintenance, all about super.
heir, all about ILT, eliminators, components for
reception and transmission, something really
new
and •worth while for everybody, including the ad.
minced research worker; includes a guide to literature and the best circuits; no enthusiast should be
without it, and it will save you money in the end;
owing to heavy coat of printing and preparation
(blocks alone cost flyer £150) we cannot give these
away; price of this unique art catalogue-76 pages
crammed full of interest-1/-, poet free; we will refund the if. as a rebate on your first order value
5/- or niore.—Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall
Liverpool, Lancs.
[0164

W

ET FI.T. Batiories are now s proved success;
write fi r new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method cf building and maintaining, free ' mention paper.—Taylor. 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell. London.
[0077
WOR Sale,
Wireless World," all Issues, Vol. I
119131 tr, date, excellent condition, part bound;
offers.—Box 7578, co The Wirth's, World.
[9572

PAT4NT AGENCY, Ltd. (B. T.
K ING'S
Registered Patent Agent, (LB.. U.S., and

King,
Can.
—Free advice handbook and consultations; 40 years'
references.-146a. Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
[0002

REPAIRS.
WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
Repaies; any make of LP. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/-, post free; don't discard it burnt out;
terms to trade—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept W.),
314, High 8t., Colliers Wood, 8 W.19.
[0011

THE
HOME
CONSTRUCTORS
WIRELESS
CUIDE

RADIO METER

Bend for. Order:, yrr,
tedlens" free fro , th p• Il
1111All,.. LTD., Be
ui
Boats Mere. W.C.2.

R

EPAIRS returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction send remittance after approval of saute.—
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
OUDSPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any re▪
sistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4;-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
goaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
19568

L

OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, guaranteed repairs,
any make or type, rewound, remagnetised and
adjusted by experts, best materials only used; post
free, 4
Howell, 42, Fotheringham Rd., Enfield.
Middlesex.
[9560

New Model
Voltmeter.
20 Volt.
ItulOulaue Itea. 9 ,

6

M.Ba

EXCHANGE.
«v0.

34 F.P. Kodak (postcard), fittest with Goers
•
anastigivat lens. Kodak automatic shutter, 6
speeds and B. and T.. complete with extra back for
film pack or plates, condition as new; exchange for
moving coil loud-speaker, with a cash adjustment for
tip top model; 7 days' approval either
ide.—Kay,
'Paths:sr," Parade, Meula, Cheshire.
[9554

ALL STATIONS with the " DAVEX "
on the "Mullard
Master 3."

THIS DAVEZ

The Craven
new
6-pin
Tuner coil, 200 to 2,000
meters specially adapted
to the " Mullard Master
3" and modern seta.

Plr WO 4-volt .06 Radio Micro for one Marconi, Mullard, or °traitor R.C., 70.000 ohm, 80,000 resistlace, wire wound (anode), wanted.-22, Gilfach Rd.
Penygraig, Rhondda.
[955g

SITUATIONS

Aper.odic or auto-coupled aerial coil.
Spaced grid winding.
Reaction controlled by "0003
condenser.
Gnome-over switch incorporate I
in tuner.
Made in six-pin or tor panel mounting.
unly Si" required to mount on panel.

WANTED.

Operator,
sound
practical
and
EX-WIRELESS
theoretical knowledge of wireless,
student of
tireless engineering, requires position in trade, anyhing considered, sales, repairs, etc.—Thorley, Windmill
it., Wednesbury.
[9569

WIRELESS Operator, holding second class certifi0r
cate, requires situation, either vessel or laborson, first class knowledge of theoretical and practical.
—Pyle, 139, Guildford Rd., Portsmouth.
[9558

*47

THIS BOOK forms a most convenient
little encycloptedis of wireless technology: the kind of volume to refer
to when in difficulties.
It solves thorn
for you.

A few of

the

main

features:

Outdoor. Indoor and Frame Aerials. Earth,:
Variometers,
for Broadcast Wavelengths:
Basket
Plug-in Coils, etc.
Coupled Circuits; Common Faults in Tuners; Reaction and
Self-Oscillation, Special Chapter on Sensitive
Single-valve Receivers. Double Magaittcation ;
l'oints on Dry Cells and Accumulators, etc.,etc.

coe,

PRICE 3/6 NET.
By Poet 3/10.
Oblaluable from all Booksellers, or dined from
:he Publishers of "The Wireless (Vos-Id,"
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House, Tudor St.,
LONDON,

PROV. VAT
ST.

21,/ Solo ileme,fltirers
MARY'S MOTOR CO., MARKET HARBORO%

Advertisements for " The Wirelecs World" are only accepted from firms we belier..e to be thoroughly reliable.
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A.F.A. Accumulators, Ltd.
..
Cover i.
B. I; J. Wireless Co.
9
Baker's "Selburst" 'Radio
11
Bedford Electric & Radio Co., Ltd.. The
. 16
Boiling & Lee. Ltd.16
Bird, Sydney S.. & bons
Cover i.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
5
Brown. S F., Ltd.
Cover iv.
Bulgin, A. F., & Co.
2
Burton, C. F. & H..
Celestion Radio Co.
13
Clarke, H., dc C, (Manchester). Ltd. .... Cover L
Cosier, A. C., Ltd.
Cover L. 4
County Chemical Co., Ltd.
14
Croxsonia Co.
14
Cutter's & Tools, Ltd.
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14
Babiller Condenser Co. 119251. Ltd.
Cover ii.
D.X. Coils, Ltd.
Cover iii.
Fllectradix Radios
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Electron Co., Ltd
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16
Rio .11 Electrical Society, Ltd
9

TO

WIRELESS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

By W. James.

9/-

A book that deals very thoroughly
with

net

E. ELLIOTT, 126, Brearley St., BIRMINGHAM.

By Post

9/6.

Dorset

House,

FOR EVERY
TYPE OF VALVE
Front all good dealerN or direct:—
THE BEDFORD ELECTRIC & RADIO CO., LTD.
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

ONE
DIAL
CONTROL
ONLY.

T AUTOMATIC IN ACTION.
NO LOOSE LEADS.

LONDON

GLASGOW

PEERLESS

JUNIOR

RHEOSTAT

A really well-designed Tuner giving excellent results
over a range of aoo to 6co metres and moo to
2000 metres.

12 MONTHS'
WITH FULL

design

and

operation

Tudor

SONS LTD.,
Street,

London,

E.C.4
W.W.a

there Ls a " Peerless" Junior Rheostat.
N‹,
rheostat will give you easier or finer control.
A definite OFF position makes short circuiting
an impossibility.
The current of two valves can
be safely carried. Silvered dial, one-hole mounting,
size ii" diem., à" high.
Resittances 3, 6, to,
15 or 6o ohms.

EA SE
WITH
EFFICIENCY.

the

of small power apparatus.
ILIFFE &

EACH.

mUL1I-111NER

WIRELESS VALVE
'TRANSMITTERS
Price

The ELLIOTT (Patent) CONNECTOR

qleN[ °'S

PAGE
Oldham d: Son, Ltd.
Cover II.
Perseus Radio
Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.
Philips Lamps, Ltd.
Ripaults, Ltd.
9
It. I. di Varley, Ltd.
Scientific Supply Stores
14
Scott, G. L., & Co., Ltd.
Sifam Electrical Instrument Co.
15
immonde Bros.
Stapleton, A. W.
14
St. Mary's Motor Co.
15
Stratton Is Co.. Ltd.
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
7
Transformer Repair Co.
9
Tulsemere Mani. Co.
12
Walker Bros. (Guildford). Ltd.
Watmel Wireless CO., Ltd.
7
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd
Cover iv.
Wet H.T. Battery Co.
12
Williams & Moffat. Ltd
Wright & Wcaire, Ltd.
6

PAGE

cannot afford to he Without "ELLIWT"
interchangeable connectors. Any desired
terminal, spade, pin or plug, may be instantly fixed without disturbing the leads.
The terminal is screwed right down on to
the wire of the flex, giving direct contact,
and the frayed ends of the flex covering
arc tucked snugly away out of sight.
Supplied in six colours with or withour.
flexible leads.
Sample trial set of fonr connector bodles and
eight someted terminals for 1/, obtainable from
all mtall wireless itt,. o t5 case of «fruity
direct f
the manufacturers.

l'R ICE

AUGUST 8, 1928.

Ericsson Telephones, Ltd.
Cover iii.
Eton Glas Battery Co.
14
Ferranti, Ltd.
Forme Co.
2
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd.
Goodmans
6
Grafton Electric Co.
14
Holzman. L.
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
7
Jones & Stewart
2
Lectro Linx, Ltd.
10
Lever, Eric .1". (Viz), Ltd.
10
Lindley & Co.
12
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.
Cover iii.
London Electric Wire Co. di Smiths. Ltd.
6
Longlen. II., di Co.
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
McMichael, L., Ltd.
Melhuish, C. D.
12
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.
3
M-I., Magneto Synd., Ltd.
Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd
Nort hern Scientific Industries
16

The man who experiments—

1
21.
2

WORLD

GUARANTEE.

nemitrenD:n

and
WIRING DIAGRAM.

Trade Enquiries hulled.

NORTHERN
SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES,
91, VICTORY ROAD, BLACKPOOL.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing -to advertisers,

PERFECT TERMINALS

The

unique

advantages

of

the

Belling -Lee patented terminal:—
Insulated Non-rotating en
d top
Highly finished screw-action insulated
head.
Non-threaded stem and cross-hole.
Specially made to grip spade or pin
terminal or flex.
Shielded metal clamping faces.
Highly finished insulated collar.
Metal parts nickelled
Transverse slot with clamping
eliminating soldering.
Guaranteed.

nut,

PRICES.
Type "B" — Standard large
insulated model. Polished black bakelite,
9d. each.
Typo "M"—As type "B" but smaller.
and with only the engraved top insulated, •
rest nickel-plated brass. 6d. each.
Type "R"—Cheap competitive insulated
terminal with rotating name, 3.'4. each.
Made with 30 different engravings.

BELLING-LEE

, TERMINALS
Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works
End, Middlesex.
will ensure prompt attention

„

Ponderi
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DIRECTION

The
Wi
11./

FINDER

FOR

THE

EXPERIMENTER

)

AND
RADIO'REVIE

The Paperfr Every ere
\\_

Wednesday, A

15th>92Ee.

Improves any radio
receiver, consumes
only 0-075 amp. filament current and
gives long and
faithful service.

e 7le

WHITELINE
VALVE HOLDER

PRICE 2/3

No. 468.

Vol. XXIII.

No. 7.

Copyright. Registered as a Newspaper
for transmission in the United Kingdom.

eteconoti IN pieces
I
t.
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REVIEW

1EMEN

of

H. T. BATTERIES
-tyPE
,..10reto-Pee
fee

Better than ever
at a Lower Price

Take advantage of these NEW PRICES
and secure abattery which will give the
Steady
which

and

Persistent

SIEMENS

Service

for

BATTERIES

are

famous throughout the world.

p0PuLA
Si

zE
NO

(GReeN

LABET }!elt.

VOLTSOLD
inDrz

The Standard type batteries (Brown
label) are of the highest possible quality.
No better battery can be made.

MiikifteiNge
doete
9
64t
SIEMENS

FOR

BATTERY

7_,re
\

Sitleiee

POCKET FLASH LAMPS
now 6d. each.

litMee

• 0.1.

a

The Popular type

Mention oi

The Wireless World. - when writing to advertisers, will ensure

(Green label)

offers the best value obtainable at
popular prices.

SIEMENS BROTHERS 8t CO., LTD., ‘VOOLWICH, S.E.t8.
prompt

attention.

AUGUST 15TH, 1928.

THE

A Mullard P.M. Filament
can be tied in a knot after
more than 1,000 hours' use.
Remember a filament is a
piece of metal, thinner than
a hair, and you will realise
the enormous strength
necessary to withstand such
a strain.

WIRELESS

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS

A large, powerful lasting filament
with ample length to ensure the
finest operating characteristics.
A Master Filament that consumes
only 0.075 amps. filament current
and gives rich, full, clear volume
filled with life.
A British filament found only in
Mullard P.M. Radio Valves.

Mullard
THE •MASTER. •VALVE

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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HYDRA LOEWE
the

INTIERNAMONAL

RADIO

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

Hear
your
gramophone
records through your loudspeaker at any strength you
like ...clearer, more lifelike,
without a trace of distortion.
Buy a Loewe Pick-up.
to gramophone or sel.
will gladly ddnonstrate.

whose quality has made
it popular the world over.
Used
by
the
leading
engineers and
many
broadcasting stations in all parts of the globe.
Tested 500 Volts, 240 Volts D.C. working voltage.

1Mfd. 2/6.

2Mfd. 3/6.
2 Mfd. 4'-.

HYDRA

450 Volts, A.C.
and 5,000 Volts, D.C.

MULTI—CAPACITY
No. 8504.

LTD.,

London,

N

I5.

BUY A
LOUDSPEAKER

Condenser Blocks for Raytheon type filamcntless
rectifiers, etc.
Na. 853 2.

16 Mfd.

CO.,

4 Mfd. 6/9.

CONDENSERS

1,000, 2,000, 3,000

RADIO

Tottenham,
etephone : Tottenham 2076.

1929

are obtainable for the following working voltages :45o Volts, D.C.

THE LOEWE
Fountayne
Road,

4 Mfd. 53.

Tested.5oo Volts A.C., working voltage

1 MM. 3/-.

4,

No alteration
Your dealer

14 Mfd. 23 6.

get the Latest and BEST
The WalBro
"POPULAR " Model
A cone loudspeaker in a

handsome little cabinet 12
inch square, employing the
most up-to-date principle
known for faultless reproduction — the four -pole
balanced armature unit and
leather-mounted cone.

Oak or Mahogany

£3-3-0

Inquire of your Dealer, or

LOUIS
34,

HOLZMAN,

KINGSWAY , LONDON , W .
C.2.

DO YOU WANT MORE VOLUME
and BETTER REPRODUCTION?
Then go to your dealer and ask to hear this model, or write to

WALKER BROS., (Guildford) Ltd.,
St. Joseph's Works, BRAMLEY, SURREY.
drfAnne : Brander; 117.

Mention of '' The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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£I No Batteries
.
Ssgw.
.
No Accumulators

C

AVOID all the annoying part of wireless by building
the Met-Vick A.N.P. 4-Valve Set.
Accumulators,
H.T. and G.B. Batteries will then be unnecessary,
as the valves can be fed with current from your domestic
Electric Light Supply, both for the filaments and the
plates. Cosmos A.C. Valves, which are used in this set,
will work on alternating current from the domestic supply
without smoothing. They have solved the problem of
Wireless Reception from the Lamp Socket.
The Set

The total price of all the components (without valves) required to construct this set,
for working from the Electric
Light Supply is approx.:
£7 0 0.
For particulars and wiring
diagrams ask your dealer for a
copy of Pamphlet No. 771714,
or for the 3 Valve Set
(for A.C. Valves)
No. 7117 2.

,

The Valve
"COsitios- Shorty il ti
C. Grerr,
and Rod Spots 22/6 each.

ne-.Litner

Ihe

Accumulator
Substitute

The
H.T. Battery
Substitute

"Cosmos" L.T. Eliminator for A.C. Valves —
100 to 110 Volts £2 100
200 to 240 Volts

Cosmos
Tur..1
4
/
„GM. Elim.
inat or [A.C. Model) complete
with Rectifying Valve 100 to 110
and 200 to 210 Volts.

This item can be made up from
emolument Parts. See Lea lei
No. 41132. Price of At, f. Jick
Tare 'A' Transformer and
Potent ioineter

Thle item can be made up from
Component Parts. See Leaflet
No. 4d33. Total price of Trans.
former Choke Coils, Resist.
emcee, Condensers, d: Valve

£11 10

£1 14 0

/%ET-VIICK

VALVES COMPONENTS & SETS

£7

0.

0 0.

RP
109

Metro-Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C. 2
emmummor
A3
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A really
automatic

tricklechargcr
at

3713

Need not be switched off
even while listening -in!
Stands
any over -load.
though fully protecting the
battery.
Silent and foolproof. No valves—yet no snm. Uses A.C. mains het ps 2 volt (special resistance supplied free must be used for this), 4 or 6 volt, L.T. always fully chargeA,
without attention. Ask your dealer to-day for interesting descriptive leadet.

7ULI [ILE
FuLII

g

ur

t titi

0=

u

8/.
Ratio 3to 1.

VO

D3 El LU3

Here :s the transformer that marki an epoch!
There have been transformers before that
have been good; they have been expensive.
There have been transformers before that
have been cheap; they have not always been
good. There has never before been atrans.
former so good and yet so inexpensive as the
D.X. ;it is one which we can thoroughly
recommend if you want reproduction of
really high quality.
We do not wish to
worry you with curves and scientific data,
we want you to listen to a D.X. transformer in action; that's all we ask.

Write to

v

us also for literature on th,,
famous D.X. Coils

D.X. COILS LTD., 542, Kingsland Rd., London, E.8.
'Phone : Clissol I 35 '
r.
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and Specified the
W .13 -Anti Phonic
Valve Holder

D. No. 1023.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.
:Una

CHANCERY DIVISION.
Mr. Justice ASTBTJRY.

DUBILIER CONDENSER COMPANY (1925)
AN 1)

THE SUPER

RADIO COMPANY

LTD.

Plaintiffs.
(A FIRM)
Defendants.

.
sn :s l

.
E
)(es, and not only Cossor, but ever:,
other discriminating expert. The
W.B. Anti-phonic Valve Holder has
been specified by the leading Wireless men of the day time and time
again.
This speaks for itself, and when you
fit W.B. Valve Holders in your own
receiver you will find that their
reputation is thoroughly deserved.

Price

la. 8d.

each.

Seedier

penetrator. of the range or
it hiteley-lionehorn Speaker:. 474. 644 (c

WHITELEY, EDEMA)! * CO. LTD.

Notti• «ham Road. Handed NoW

IN CONSIDERATION of your restraining from continuing the above action I THE UNDERSIGNED
BERNARD FREEMAN trading as the Super Radio
Company at 2 Bank Street Bradford and King Street
Nottingham DO HEREBY ADMIT that I have sold
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCES not of your manufacture
or merchandize to which the name "Dubilier " has been
applied in infringement of your Registered Trade Mirk
"Dubilier."
I HEREBY APOLOGISE for such in.
fringement and UNDERTAKE not at any time hereafter to sell or offer for sale goods not of your manufacturo or merchandize under the name "Dubilier" or
any colourable or obvious imitation thereof to deliver up
all articles to which the same name has been wrongfully
applied ami to pay your costs of the above action
and I authorise you to advertise this apology.
DATED 23rd July 1928.
SIGNED

BERNARD FREEMAN

To the above-mentioned Plaintiffs.
Mention of " The !Fireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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An Important Announcement by the
Baird Television Development Co. Ltd.

Practical

TELEVISION
IS HERE!

I

N view of the many contradictory statements which have
recently appeared in the Press, we have pleasure in announcing to all who are interested in Wireless Reception
that our new Transmission Station at 133, Long Acre, is
nearing completion.
Within avery short time we propose to commence broadcasting
our own programmes, for those of the Public who own the new
Baird combined Wireless Receivers and Televisor Sets.

Where to see it.

This new dual receiving apparatus and televisor will be on view for the first time at the

RADIO

September

EXHIBITION,

22-29

on

OLYMPIA

STANDS

13

and 14

Orders for the new dual sets will be taken at the Exhibition, and as soon as possible
afterwards, our special broadcasting services from 133, Long Acre, will commence.
These services, in the first instance, may naturally be somewhat restricted; but, owing
to the adaptability of the new Baird Dual Set, you will be capable of receiving the
ordinary broadcast programmes.
The Baird Televisor will show, on your screen, the head and shoulders of the person
being transmitted and give a
picture with perfect synchronism of movement
and sound.
The new Baird Dual Set will revolutionise wireless reception. You
must see it at the Radio Exhibition. Further particulars may be
obtained at Stands 13 and 14 at the Radio Exhibition.

BAIRD

TELEVISION

DEVELOPMENT
133,

A5

LONG

ACRE,

CO.

LONDON,

LTD.

W.C.2

C.F H.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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You will be proud
to own a Cabinet Cone
—it costs but £3.

9Xe NEW
DOUBLE
RANGE
TUNER

T

HE Burndept Cabinet Cone is
unrivalled both in performance
and price.
It is supplied in avariety of finishes in
order that it will fit into any interior
decoration scheme. It incorporates a
10in. cone loud-speaker and the exceptional volume, together with the wonderful quality which can be obtained,
will be a revelation to you in loudspeaker reproduction. Anyway, ask
your local radio dealer to let you hear
this new BURNDEPT instrument.

Price

12 /6
complete with switch.

A scientifically designed tuner which when shunted
with a variable condenser cil '0005 mid. sisas.
capacity covers wavelength ranges of 250 to 800
metres. and 1000 to 2000 metres change over bent
effected by push-pull switch supplied. Reaction
controlled by variable condenser also of *MIS mid.
This instrument comprises a complete tuning unit
which does away with all coil changing.

illuctrolel leaflet g. Viry, full particular, of tide ood Wow
11"atriiel Product ,
.will glad'y lu cent to goo on receipt of ap.c.

The " Cabinet Cone" will give surprisingly fine
reproduction with all good

receivers.

adjustable for sensitivity, the

utmost

can

smallest

be

obtained

from

the

Being
volume
input.

Watmcl IVireless Co., Ltd., Imperial IVorks, High Street, E.dpere, 11101.1lese*.
Tele/'hole:

Edgware 0323.

tapacity-redurzng sparingbraid separates the hi'd•wires.

HARBROS
EASYFIX

STANDARD MODEL: 14" high, 15" wide, and 5" in depth.
Complete in beautifully hand-polished Mahogany Cabinet.

PRICE

£3

: 0:

0

DE LUXE MODEL: In Imitation Tortoiseshell, Erinoid,
Silver Bronze, Marble or Mottled-finish Cabinet.

PRICE

£3

THE

: 10

:

NEW

BURN DEPT
"CABINET CONE" LOUD-SPEAKER
Offices:

-

-

London Showrooms:

Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3
—

15 Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2

Burndepl Receivers arc supplied on II;re-pur.he Terms.

Write for full particulars.

ialroWo.,7,.\¡ae""lsire.Nirsi.S1>eNlssre,SZsI

SILK FLEX
Will not kink, snap, nor short
When you are making
room to room "extensions for your set, do you want atwin flex that
is neat and tidy, harmonious to its surroundings,
easily fixed, and when alterations are necessary.
easily unfixed? Do you want a twin flex that
does not damage walls or panels by use of nails
and staples, and do you want a twin flex of the
LOWEST SELF-CAPACITY?
Then you
must use
HARBROS " Patent Easyfix Silk
Flex, the only flex that embodies all your wants
and "HARBROS Pins.
4d. per yd.; 3, 9per doz yds
If your dealer is
Iraders

please

out

write

of
for

stock,

Pins 2d. per doz.
send

samples

direct

and

to

us.

shoutalds.

Hart Bros. Electrical 'Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Queeneway, Ponders End, Middlesex
'Phan.: Enfield 1880.

Mention of " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers. will ensure Pronibt attention.
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why you should insist on seeing
on the condenser you buy. Then you
know that you are using a condenser that has
behind it a 22-year-old reputation. You knaw
that it has passed rigorous factory tests.
It is

ELECTRICAL

b Yeeell
d
eeee
veatCRee

is

sote;CeiteenelLL
FOR
STRENGTH
from a

2-VOLT ACCUMULATOR
The tone of a sensitive Cone or Coil-Driven
Loud Speaker is "murdered
if you obtain
the required power by overloading the last
valve in your Set.
Use the D.E.P. 240 SUPER POWER OSRAIVI
VALVE, and get, without overloading, volume
in abundance with perfect purity.
Such
results as these are well worth the extra
cost of the valve.

guaranteed accurate to a minute degree;
reliable to a point almost of infallibility.
It will pay you to buy "T.C.C."—the condensers in the green cases.

N

g.k.e.

0
,40
elee"

UYING cheap, untried condensers is like
buying eggs. You buy on trust. You cannot tell the quality of an egg by its outward
appearance. Neither can you judge a condenser by looking at it.
That
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Specified for the
COSSOT " Melody Maher'

20t

Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers.
Write for booklet
on
the use of
OSRAM Super
Power Va:ves.

Alet.

A7

T.C.C.

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. IVales-Farm Rd., A'. Acton London. 1V.3.

5444

Advt. of The General Electric Co.. Ltd., Magnet House. Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Clear and distinct comes in the melody if
you use Cossor Valves. Cossor Valves bring
in those distant stations with surprising ease,
they yield abundant volume with perfect purity
of tone. Whatever type of Set you own you'll
find that Cossor Valves improve it almost out of
recognition. Use Cossor Valves throughout and get the best from your Receiver.
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Ad«. A. C. Ccsror. Ltd.. Melody Deportment. Highboy Grove. London.
Mentioa of " 7'he Wireless

NJ.

World." when writing to advertisers. will encore isrom fit attention.
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MONOPOLY.

T

HE Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1904, which gives to
the Postmaster-General the monopoly of the ether
and the authority to grant licences at his discretion for the exploitation of the ether in wireless transmissions, has stood the test of years, and when broadcasting came along, after very careful deliberation the
decision was arrived at thatthe Postmaster-General should
grant amonopoly licence for broadcasting to one organisation—at that time the Prifish Broadcasting Company,
which, as we know, has since become aCorporation.
As we understand it, the Postmaster-General is also
required to grant licences to amateurs, experimenters,
and research workers, to conduct experimental transmissions, provided that such transmissions do not interfere with the monopoly of the B.B.C.—these, of course,
in addition to the licences which they grant for working
commercial telegraph stations.
The Television Position.

In view of these facts, it is not clear to us what is the
position of the Baird Television Development Company
in making an announcement of broadcast television trans-

A. 9

1-1WeVet

VOL. XXIII . No. 7.

missions for the autumn, and indicating that the head
and shoulders of aperson broadcasting will be seen with
movements synchronising exactly with the voice. The
B.B.C. has stated that it does not contemplate transmissions of television at present, so that we can dismiss the
idea that these television transmissions which have been
announced will emanate from the stations of the B.B.C.
If the experimental licence which has been granted to
the Baird Television Development Company has been
extended by the Postmaster-General to permit them to
broadcast a regular service of television transmissions,
it looks, on the face of it, as if this might be regarded
as an encroachment on the B.B.C. monopoly, and it
seems almost certain that it would be so regarded if
music or speech accompanied the transmissions so as to
synchronise with the movements as promised.
Is a Licence Necessary ?
It has been suggested that a transmission without
speech or music is outside the monopoly of the Postmaster-General, and that for such transmissions alicence
would not strictly be necessary. This interpretation of
the position does not, however, seem to us to be acorrect
one because now that still life picture transmission has
reached a stage when it is commercially applicable to
the transmission of photographs, or even facsimiles of
written messages, such an interpretation of the Act would
undoubtedly (to put it bluntly) knock the bottom out of the Post Office monopoly and reduce the basis of the
Wireless Telegraphy Act to an absurdity.
However,
such situations have before now arisen on legal points,
and we await with interest possible developments in the
situation.
Accepting Responsibility.
A dispute with the Postmaster-General along these
lines might have one beneficial effect if it is definitely
established that the Postmaster-General is responsible
for the control of all ether radiations (other, of course,
than those due to atmospherics), for it would then perhaps
follow that the Postmaster-General would be required to
busy himself with the question of man-made static and
interference with broadcast reception from electrical
machinery, which in some districts has for so long been
regarded as one of the nuisances against which there is
no appeal unless those responsible for the interference
of their owe free will undertake to effect a remedy. If
the Postmaster-General controls all ether radiation then
he must expect to be held responsible for controlling the
traffic and taking action against those who cause unnecessary obstruction to the users of the ether in just the same
way as the police are responsible for maintaining order
on the highways.
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Part. I.—The Theory of the Frame Aerial.
Avoiding Electrostatic Pick=up.
By R. L. SMITH ROSE, D.Sc., Ph.D., A.M.1 El.

I

radio direction finder is now well known as an
instrument which can be used to determine the
direction of arrival of wireless waves, and which
tras an application to both the science and practice of
wireless communication.
Although there are several
commercial types of direction finder now in use, they all
employ the same fundamental principle of the singleframe coil system, the operation of which may be briefly
described as follows:—
. The single-frame coil direction finder consists essentially of a vertical loop aerial rotating about a vertical
axis, and connected to asuitable wireless receiver. Fig. r
represents such a loop placed in the path of arriving
wireless waves travelling horizontally along the earth's
surface. The electric force in such waves is nearly
vertical, and an electromotive force is accordingly inY

an oscillatory current round the loop, ,and hence permits
its use as a receiving aerial. A little consideration will
make it evident that the current will be greatest when
the plane of the coil lies in the direction of the transmitter, for in this case the difference between the
E.M.F.s induced in the two sides of the coil is a maxiin urn.

The Cosine Law.

rig. 1.—Single-tors

frame aerial placed in the path of wireless
waves travelling along the earth's surface. The electric force is
vertical.

duced in each of the vertical sides of the loop. It will
he seen from the diagram that these two, electromotive
forces are usually tending to cause a current round the
loop in opposite directions. Since, at any instant, the
magnitude of the vertical electric force of the waves
varies along the direction of propagation, the electromotive forces in opposite sides of the loop are not quite
equal, and it is the resultant E.M.F. which gives rise to

As the coil is rotated about a vertical axis the resultant
E.M.F. decreases according to a cosine law, until it
reaches zero, when the plane of the coil is at right
angles to the direction of the arriving waves. It is this
position of zero, or, at least, minimum signal intensity
which is used in the employment of the rotating frame
coil as a direction finder.
An alternative method of viewing these principles may
be understood by considering the effect of the magnetic
field of the waves upon the loop. In Fig. 2(a), for example, L represents the loop rotating about a vertical
axis in the field of an arriving wave, whose component
electric and magnetic forces are as shown. The intersection of the magnetic lines of force in the passage of
the wave across the loop induces an electromotive force
therein. From the plan view in Fig. 2(b) it is evident
that the induced E.M.F. is proportional to the cosine
of the angle a between the direction of the magnetic
A 10
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Radio Direction Finder tor the Experimenter.—
field and the axis of the loop, or, which is the same
thing, between the direction of the arriving waves and
the plane of the loop. Thus, as the coil is rotated in
the field of the arriving waves, the E.M.F. induced
therein passes through successive maxima and minima.
The accuracy with which any definite position of the coil
may bé located depends upon the rate of change of
E.M.F. with orientation; i.e., the accuracy is proportional to sin a. Thus the determination of the direction
of arrival of the waves is most accurate when the signal
E.M.F. induced by the waves is zero. All the presentday types of radio direction finder operate upon this
fundamental principle of locating the position of a coil
at which the induced E.M.F. passes through a zero or
minimum value.
The most important feature which requires attention
in the design of apractical direction finder is the avoidance of spurious E.M.F.s introduced into the system
from one or both of the phenomena commonly known
,as " antenna effect" and " direct pick-up.
The
term " antenna effect " is applied to the property possessed by a frame-coil receiver of acting as an untuned
vertical aerial as well as a coil for reception purposes.
As a result of this, the receiving system may have induced in it an E.M.F. whose phase and magnitude are
independent of the orientation of the coil. The signal
heard in the telephones will be the sum of that produced
by the rotating coil acting as such, and that due to the
equivalent aerial effect of the whole receiver. As the.
coil is rotated it is found that the signal zeros become
blurred into broad minima only, and, moreover, they
may be displaced from their correct position
The
existence of this antenna effect in the system, therefore,
makes the observed directions incorrect, and also makes
the determination of these directions much more difficult.
Somewhat similar results may be produced by the
second of the two causes mentioned above, viz., " direct
pick-up." This last term implies that portions of the
receiving system, such as the tuning circuits and the
amplifier, are getting E.M.F.s induced in them directly
by the incoming waves. These E.M.F.s will obviously
be independent of the orientation of the main receiving
frame, and they will be effective in adding to or subtracting from the signal strength finally heard in the
telephones.
It must be appreciated that while these
stray E.M.F.s may be small compared with the main
E.M.F. picked up by the rotating frame coil in its
maximum position, they become of very great importance when the coil is turned into its minisnum position.
The methods adopted for overcoming the effects of
these spurious E.M.F.s are based on the use of somewhat elaborate screening arrangements which are described in some detail below.
Elimination of Antenna Effect.

'While there are several circuit arrangements by means
of which the antenna effect of aframe coil receiver may
be compensated for, it has been found convenient for
many purposes to overcome the difficulty by adopting
an open-wire screen of the type described by Barfield.'
In this arrangement a whole hut containing the D-F
receiver may be placed within a screen consisting of

,

plane vertical, unclosed loops. These loops are well
insulated from each other, from the ground, and from
the receiver, and care must be taken to ensure that no
loop or combination of loops has any resonance action
at the frequency of the incoming waves. The effect of
such a screen is that the oscillatory currents produced
in the wires by the incoming waves give rise to a
secondary electric field within the screen which is sensibly equal and opposite in phase to the electric field
of the waves.
(This screening action of open wire
aerials has been explained in aprevious article recently
published. 2) The difference in phase of the wave field
on the two sides of the coil is the quantity which determines the received E.M.F., and this remains unaltered.
Thus the signal E.M.F. induced in a vertical frame coil
is unimpaired by the presence of the screen, whereas
practically no E.M.F. is received on an open wire aerial
placed within the screen. These facts are easily demonstrated by experiments.
Advantages of a Wire Screen.

A typical hut screened in the above manner, and
containing a complete direction finder, is shown in the
photograph in Fig. 3. Among the advantages of such
a screen is the fact that when once it is installed no ad-

Fig. 2.—(a)L represents the frame aerial rotating about a vertical
axis. E and H show the electric and magnetic components of the
field of an arriving wave. (b) A plan view from which it can be
deduced that the E.M.F. In the frame is ,proportional to the
cosine of the angle between the arriving waves and the plane of
the frame.

justments or alterations whatever are required for any
direction of the waves or their wavelength. For portable work the above arrangements will obviously require some modifications, and in the design to be described below it will be seen that the wire screen is built
on to the coil frame, and the whole rotated in one unit.
IJournal Inst. Elec. Eng., 1924, Vol. 62, p. 257.
Masts and Screening," The Wireless
May 2nd, 1928
2 "Wireless
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A consideration of the theory of antenna effect on
frame-coil receivers shows that the difficulties due to
this cause increase with the frequency of the waves employed, so that for medium- and short-wave direction
finding it is well to consider another method of eliminating antenna effect, which may be used as an alternative
or preferably in addition to the one described above.
Unequal Capacities to Earth.

This method may be understood with the aid of Fig. 4,
which shows a simple one-turn loop, the tuning condenser of which is connected to the grid and filament
terminals of the first valve of a receiver. It will be
appreciated that the capacity to earth of the coil connected to the filament will be higher than the capacity
between the grid terminal and earth, since in the former
case the comparatively large capacity of the low- and
high-tension batteries is present. On account of these
unequal capacities [C, and CG in Fig. 4(b)] the currents
flowing to earth on the two sides of the coil will be unequal even when the plane of the loop is at right angles
to the direction of the arriving waves. There will resuit, therefore, apotential difference across the terminals
F G of the tuning condenser which will cause an audible

AUGUST 15th, 1928.

C,.
While this method has certain disadvantages when
used without ascreen, it may be useful as a final adjustment to obtain shaper signal zeros when screening
arrangements are employed as well.
Screening the Receiver.

The elimination of the " direct pick-up" effect
already described may be accomplished within practical
limits by enclosing the whole of the receiving apparatus,
apart from the frame coil itself in a metallic screening

Fig. 4.—(a) Illustrating the un eq u
al
ca p
ac i
t
i
es to earth produced
when aframe coil is connected to avalve. In (b) is shown the
manner of e
qualising such capacities by the addition of Cs which
is abalancing condenser.

Fig.

3.—Open—loop wire screen

arranged

antenna effect.

around

a hut to

reduce

signal in the telephones when the coil is in the zero signal
position.
The elimination of such unwanted signals is, however,
easily effected by connecting a balancing condenser C,
in parallel with CG,and adjusting this until CG +CB =

box. In the ideal case there would be no holes or
cracks in such abox, but it is obvious that acompromise
must be drawn for any practical instrument.
For
laboratory use, it is a moderately simple matter to
arrange the box with a mercury-sealed lid, but such an
arrangement is hardly suitable for portable work. It
may be said that the screening box should be covered
as completely as possible with either copper sheet or
preferably tinned-iron plate, all joints being well lapped
and soldered, and the lid being made agood fit to ensure
good metallic contact with the box throughout the whole
of its periphery. In designing the receiver, advantage
may be taken of the fact that within the limits of ordinary direction finding the magnetic field of the arriving
waves is practically horizontal, and that, therefore, no
signal E.M.É. is induced in horizontal loops or wires.
It is thus desirable that the coils and wiring of all tuned
circuits be kept in a horizontal plane, as far as is possible. In addition, it is evident that by fitting the lid
of the •box at one side, the importance of the contact
between lid and box is materially reduced.
With this explanation of the principles involved in a
wireless direction 'finder, we may proceed to the description of the design of aportable D-F set, suitahle for the
average experimenter.
The concluding instalment (Part 2) of this article, giving
design data for a practical direction-finder,
appear in the
issue of " The Wireless World " dated August 291h.
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Numerical Treatment of the Growth of Grid Swings from Stage to Stage.

W

HEN the magnitude of the output stage has
been decided upon, the type of detector
chosen, and the mode of coupling for the lowfrequency amplifier selected, a point has been reached
at which the real business of numerical design can no
longer be postponed. It becomes necessary, therefore,
to consider what conditions must be fulfilled by the
low-frequency amplifier, and then to see how best we
can meet them in a practical design.
The purpose of the L.F. amplifier is to magnify up
the output of rectified signals from the detector to a
sufficient extent to operate satisfactorily the outputstage that has been chosen, and to do this without introducing any distortion. It should be done, too, with
the smallest number of valves, or, alternatively, with
the smallest expenditure compatible with the degree of
amplification and the standard of quality that the
particular circumstances of each case demand.
Peak Volts and Grid Bias.

The design will be determined chiefly by the conditions obtaining at the two ends of the amplifier; that
is, upon the output expected from the detector, and the
'quality, as well as the volume of sound, required from
the loud speaker. Since grid and anode detectors give
outputs of very different magnitudes, it will make for
greater coherence in arrangement if we treat the two
types of detector entirely separately, even though this
means covering some of the same ground twice over.
But whichever detector is to be used, the volume and
quality demanded will probably be the same, and will
depend only upon the size of the output stage and the
excellence of the loud speaker chosen. As a basis for
concrete numerical suggestions, it will be assumed
throughout that the output stage to be used will consist
of one or two " super-power " valves with an anode
voltage of the order of goo, which is the output stage
upon which greatest stress was laid in the first article
of this series. The valves suggested, with the plate
voltage mentioned, will require a grid potential of the
•
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order of zo volts, and as a consequence it will be necessary so to build our amplifier that it will supply the
output stage with signals whose maximum or peak
voltage has this value. If a smaller or larger output
stage is to be used, the necessary variations from the
figures to be given for overall amplification can easily
be made if it is borne in mind that the peak signal
voltage required from the amplifier is the same as the
grid bias applied to the output valve.
The only exception to this simple rule is where the push-pull
system is employed, in which case, since the signals
are divided between the two output valves, the signal
voltage available must necessarily be increased to
double the grid bias in use.
Although the magnitude of the signals required from
our amplifier is thus easily determined, the quality that
we shall want is much more difficult to specify in exact
numerical terms. Clearly, it is not worth our while to
attempt to retain the lowest bass notes throughout the
amplifier, possibly making heavy sacrifices in overall
amplification to do so, if when these notes are finally
shepherded carefully down the flex to the loud speaker
that instrument completely fails to reproduce them.
Nor, on the other hand, is it particularly profitable to
go to the trouble and expense of a loud speaker that
responds fully to the lowest bass, if we so design our
amplifier that it cuts off at fifty cycles.
Build the Amplifier to Suit the Loud Speaker.

While all this is obvious enough, it is a matter of
some difficulty to decide, for any given loud speaker,
upon any definite frequency below which we can permit
the amplifier to cut off. It is not sound, unfortunately,
to take the line of least resistance and knowingly to
make the amplifier pass on at full strength bass notes
far below the lowest that the speaker can reproduce,
because overloading on low notes, and with it audible
distortion on all notes, will then begin at a lower signal
strength than if the amplifier were only delivering notes
that the loud speaker could reproduce. With such an
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amplifier, therefore, a greater margin of safety must be
allowed, and this implies higher 'plate voltages and
a more expensive installation.
To make the most
economical use of the apparatus available, it is in
consequence desirable to arrange that the amplifier
passes on the lowest notes that the speaker can reproduce, and cuts off all notes below this limit.
Official figures for the lowest notes that can
adequately be dealt with by loud speakers of various
makes are not available; the writer can therefore only
offer suggestions based largely upon guesswork (or
judgment by ear, which is much the same thing) as fo
the lowest frequencies that it is worth while to retain
for loud speakers of different types.

AUGUST 15th, 1928.

the output valve. We have also come to a reasonable
*compromise on the debatable question of the frequencyrange with which it must be expected to deal, so that
we can now turn our attention to the signals provided
by the detector, which are the raw material upon which
the amplifier has to work. It is at this point that the
division of amplifiers into two types that has already
been mentioned must begin.
The Amplifier Following a Leaky -grid Detector.

In discussing the grid detector in a previous article,
we have already come to the conclusion that it will not

Frequency Response of Loud Speakers.

For the average horn speaker it does not seem necessary, in practice, to bother •about frequencies lower
than about 200 cycles or so; in consequence an
amplifier designed to feed such a loud speaker can be
made to give comparatively high amplification per
stage by using transformers of good quality with valves
of fairly high amplification factor.
A cone-type
instrument, driven by a balanced armature, seems
capable, at least in the best models, of reproducing
down to about 70* cycles, and notes of all frequencies
above this should be scrupulously retained.
For
speakers of the moving-coil type, it is suggested that
the lowest limit in the amplifier should not be above
20 cycles or so, though in this case limitations of anode

Fig. 2.—Assuming a rectified output from the grid detector of
only 1 10th volt (peak), in order to obtain 20 volts (peak) on the
grid of the output valve, either two transformers (a) or three
resistance couplings (b) ate required. The growth of the signal
potential as it passes from stage to stage is shown numerically.

Ng. 1.—A low-frequency amplifier preceded by a grid rectifier.
Assuming that 112-volt (peak) is developed across the anode
Impedance of the first valve, in order to obtain 20 volts (peak)
across the input of the last valve, a stage of 3 1,2 followed by a
second stage of approx. 12 magnification is required.

voltage may sometimes make it more profitable to set
the limit appreciably higher.
These suggestions, it must be amphasised, are expressions of opinion rather than of scientific fact; all
that is claimed for them is that their adoption leads to
reproduction of very acceptable quality. It is quite
possible that higher limits might be set without appreciable deterioration in this respect.
We. have now fixed exactly in point of magnitude,
the voltage that our amplifier has to provide to operate

pay us to use too great a measure of amplification at
high frequency.
For this reason, and because it is
necessary to take care that there shall be no possibility
of overloading the rectifier, we shall need a considerable amount of low-frequency amplification.
It
is suggested that after this type of rectifier a voltage
amplification of thirty times, measured from the anode
of the detector to the grid of the output valve, should
be regarded as the absolute minimum compatible with
safety, even when a very modest output stage, calling
for only a small signal voltage to operate it to the limit
of its capacity, is in use.
As a rough guide we may take it that the maximum
signal output that can reasonably be expected from a
grid rectifier, worked at a safe distance from the point
at which overloading begins, is about half a volt. This
A
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Compromise in Receiver Design—The L.F. Amplifier.—
'figure represents the voltage developed across the
impedance, of whatever type it may be, that is connected in the anode circuit of the rectifier.
If we
accept this figure for design purposes it means that an
overall amplification of 40 times will be required to
feed an output stage using 2o volts grid bias.
A
skeleton diagram of an amplifier to this specification,
employing a transformer after the detector and a
resistance-coupled stage before the output valve, is
given in Fig. 1, in which the signal voltages at various
stages are shown as an indication of the way in which
the design was put together.
Transformer with Rising Characteristic.

But although such an amplifier will be perfectly
satisfactory whenever we can feed the detector with a
great enough high-frequency voltage to produce our
hypothetical half-volt of rectified signals, it will not
give sufficiently loud signals on distant stations unless
plenty of high-frequency amplification g available to
keep the input to the detector up to its necessary value.
Unless the need for selectivity makes it advisable to
employ high-frequency amplification to this amount,
we shall obtain a more efficient receiver (in the sense
of " more noise per valve ") if we design for a greater
low-frequency amplification, and make the detector
operate on a smaller input. It is suggested, as more
generally suitable for the type of receiver in which a
grid rectifier is normally employed, that the L.F.
amplifier , should be based on an assumed detector output of not more than one-tenth of a volt. This will
lead us to an amplifier giving an overall amplification
of 200 times, which may be achieved by employing
designs such as those shown at (a) and (b) in Fig. 2.
It will be appreciated that if still greater amplification
is required one or two of the resistances in (b) might
be replaced by a transformer, or, for a smaller increase, some or all of them might be replaced by chokes
of suitable inductance value, leaving the valves unchanged in either case. Alternatively, valves of higher
amplification factor might be used with the resistances,
but it should be remembered that if this is done there
will be some loss of high notes, which can, however,
be made up to some extent by replacing one of the
resistances by a transformer chosen for the possession
of a rising characteristic.
Avoid Loss of

High Notes.

The only remaining matter which is dependent upon
the type of detector in use is the choice of a component
for the plate circuit of the detector valve itself.
As
has already been pointed out, in the case of the leakygrid detector rectification actually takes place on the
grid of the valve, so that in this case the components
in the plate circuit have no direct bearing on rectification. In considering them we can therefore restrict
our attention to the purely L.F. aspect of the case.
A grid detector has a working impedance which in
the average case is about the same as that given for
the valve in the maker's catalogue, for the lowering
of impedance brought about by the application of a
positive potential to the grid of the valve is roughly
A 15
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offset by the increase involved in the use of comparatively low anode voltage, which is essential in most
cases for efficient rectification.
Any component that
would be satisfactory in the plate circuit of the same
valve used as a plain L.F. amplifier may therefore be
used to couple the detector to the succeeding valve. It
will be wise, however, to take whatever precautions
may be deemed necessary in order to keep the highfrequency component of the detector output out of the
L.F. amplifier.
These precautions, whatever may be their exact
form, all tend to cut down the high notes a little, so
that it will be safer to refrain from using as detector,
or for the valve immediately following it, valves of
very high impedance or very high amplification factor,
unless the achievement of high amplification per stage
is counted as a greater merit than the retention of the
high notes at their full strength. Any condenser éthat
may be connected in the plate circuit, whether as part
of a filter designed to keep high-frequency voltages
from the grid of the next valve, or to ensure proper
reaction effects when such are required, should in the
interests of the high notes be cut down to a minimum.

Fig.

3 —Filter circuits for eliminating undesired high—frequency
components in an amplifier preceded by leaky—grid detection.

Fig. 3 shows suggested filter circuits for eliminating
the undesired high-frequency component, and the
values given have been chosen with the aim of effecting the necessary compromise between inefficient filtering and undue loss of high notes.
Either a resistance, a transformer, or a choke may
be used to couple the detector to the next valve, for
components of all three types are available in values
suitable for the purpose. As a convenience it may be
suggested that if a resistance be chosen its value should
be such that the " H.T. + " end of it can be connected
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Compromise in Receiver Design—The L.P. Amplifier.—
to the same battery tapping as that used for some other
valve in the receiver, relying upon the voltage drop in
the resistance itself to bring down the voltage actually
reaching the plate of the valve to a value that is suitable for efficient detection with the valve chosen.

volt, which increases the L.F. amplification required
to 20 times. Higher than this it is not advisable tó
go, unless for some special reason, for the small H.F.
input to the detector that this would imply leads to
very inefficient detection.
It is hardly necessary to illustrate amplifiers to give
these results; all that is wanted between the detector
The Amplifier Following an Anode—bend Detector.
and the output stage is a single valve followed by a
The case of the anode-bend rectifier is very different
resistance or a choke, the amplification factor of the
in many respects from that which we have just been
valve being so chosen that it is some ten to twenty per
discussing. Here the anode voltage available plays a cent. greater than the magnification required.
very big part in determining the output that the deWhen an anode detector is in use the working imtector will give without overloading. Given a really
pedance of the valve is so high, owing to the negative
high plate voltage, and an adequate high-frequency
grid bias applied, that it is not practicable, except
input, an anode rectifier can deliver a surprisingly
under special conditions, to use in its plate circuit any
large signal voltage without overloading, so that, if we
coupling other than a resistance. If an inductive
are content with the local station only, or if plenty of
coupling is tried, either in the form of a transformei or
high-frequency amplification is used on more distant
a choke, it will normally be found that the reproduction
stations, the amplification at low frequency can be cut
of the low notes suffers; the only exception to this rule
down to a very low figure, and may even, with many
is when the received signal is very strong indeed.
of
the
modern
output
The value of the resistvalves, be omitted altoance to be chosen is amatgether.
ter of compromise between
But if the high-tension
the conflicting claims of
voltage is limited, or if, in
efficiency and sensitiveness
the interest of simplicity in
in detection on the one
handling,
the
high-frehand, which demand a
quency amplification is not
very high value of resistDETECTOR
to be great, it will be necesance, and of high notes on
R1
sary to follow an anode
the other, which are inrectifier with an amplifier
clined to vanish if the plate
magnifying the signals even
resistance is increased unas much as fifty times
duly.
The amplification
before they are applied to
factor of the first L.F.
the grid of the output valve.
valve enters into the quesIn such a case, of course,
tion too, for the higher its
we are relying upon lowvalue the greater the tenfrequency amplification to
dency for the loss of high
Fig. 4.—Skeleton circuit with anode bend detector and resistance
do the work that the highcoupling.
The detector valve has a rnag. factor of 35 and an
notes. In practice, areasonimpedance of 55,000 ohms. R is 250,000 ohms; C, 0.0001 mid.;
frequency
amplifier
has
R I, 70,000 ohms; 1st L.F. valve has a mag. factor of 15 to 20.
able compromise may be
left undone, and are sacrireached by avoiding the
ficing efficiency to convenience and, perhaps, to quality
very high impedance valves in both detector and
as well.
first L.F. positions, and choosing a resistance about five
As arough guide, we may take it that the maximum
times greater than the nominal impedance of the valve.
signal output that can reasonably be expected from an
A combination that has given satisfaction in the writer's
anode rectifier, with an anode-current supply of
hands is as follows: Dctector:
=35, R„ =55,000
T2o volts, is about 5 volts (peak value). This figure is,
ohms; R=250,000 ohms, C
mfd., R 1=70,000
in a way, a very conservative estimate, since in favourohms. 1st L.F.: /.4= 15 to 20. (See Fig. 4.) These valve
able conditions, and with a generous high-frequency
figures, which are suitable for the broadcast band, may
input, it can be exceeded very considerably before
be varied in either direction as the preferences of each
overloading commences, but it is suggested as a maxiindividual may dictate, bearing in mind that greater
mum because in most receivers with which long-range
signal strength can only be purchased at the cost of
reception is attempted the amplification at highsome loss of high notes, and that more perfect reprofrequency is not sufficient to provide a bigger output
duction of high notes involves a loss of sensitivity.
than this. Indeed, in the majority of cases this figure
Use Small Anode Shunt Capacity.
can only be achieved on the local station and perhaps
on 5GB.
The position is complicated to quite a considerable
To operate our standard output stage, which requires
extent, however, by the appearance of two more factors
20 volts grid bias, from an anode rectifier delivering
in the problem. One of these, the filter-circuit used to
5 volts of signals, we shall require an amplification of
keep high-fre,_ ency voltages from the grid of the first
four times. If we wish to make up on the L.F. side
L.F.
lve, has already been mentioned in connection
for inadequacies in the high-frequency amplifier, we
with the grid rectifier, and the remarks there made
may postulate a lower detector output down to, say,
hold good here also. The anode-shunt condenser byA
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Design—The L.F. Amplifier.—
passing the load in the plate circuit of the detector (C
in Fig. 4) has, however, an additional influence in the
case of an anode rectifier, for its presence is essential
to efficient rectification. On the broadcast band, it will
be found that signal strength increases, rapidly at first
and then more slowly, as the value of this capacity is
increased from zero up to about 0.0005 mfd., while on
the wavelength of 5XX a value as high as 0.002 mfd.
is required to bring the detector to maximum sensitivity.

Compromise in Receiver

The Impedance of the Detector Valve.

Such a value of capacity, at so critical a point in
the circuit, would cut high notes to an intolerable
extent unless the impedance of the detector valve, and
the resistance in its plate circuit, were decreased to a
very low value indeed. To do this would result in
decreasing the sensitivity to an extent which would
much more than counterbalance the increase due to
the large capacity, so that some sort of compromise is
essential. We must therefore sacrifice some detector
efficiency by using a valve of moderate impedance only,
with a not-too-high value of anode resistance, and use
for our shunt condenser a capacity that is not large
enough to sacrifice more high notes than we can afford
to lose, nor small enough to render the detector very
inefficient or to render the filter-circuit incapable of fulfilling its function.
The exact combination that will be most suitable for
any particular case depends on more factors still; if,
for example, a multi-stage H.F. amplifier is in use we
may be compelled to use a low-impedance detector for
the sake of being able to increase the anode-shunt
capacity until the filtering action of the circuit is high
enoug:i to ensure stability of the H.F. stages, without
undue loss of the high notes which produces that muffled
effect in reproduction.
The extreme difficulty of combining a sensitive
detector, and an efficient H.F. filter with good amplification of the high notes, is perhaps the greatest obstacle
in the way of designing areceiver incorporating an anode
rectifier. In all cases where this type of rectifier is
employed the very greatest care and attention must be
devoted to its anode circuit, for this point is the most
critical in the entire set. On the compromise finally
made between the many factors which must here be
considered will depend very largely the final success or
failure of the receiver as a whole.
The Rest of the Amplifier.

The design of the amplifier, after the plate circuit of
the detector has been settled, is in comRarison simple
and straightforward. The principles that govern the
design have already been discussed many times in the
pages 1fthis journal, and it only remains to offer some
suggestions as to the liberties that can be taken when
designing for imperfect loud speakers, and some remarks
bearing upon the choice of valves.
In a resjstance amplifier, a middle path between high
amplification per stage and high-note loss must be
taken, though when using a loud speaker from which
the bass is missing a greater loss in this direction can
A
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usually be tolerated than when a moving-coil speaker
is employed. For the latter case, the writer would
suggest that the valves should have amplification factors
not greater than 15 and 25 for the two-volt and six-volt
series respectively, but &hers may prefer to compromise
on quite different figures.
Where transformers or chokes are to be used definite
figures can be given for the amplification of the low
notes. The choice of a transformer should never be
made without a knowledge of the inductance, under
working conditions, of the primary. Similarly, the inductance of achoke should be known, and in either case
the relationship of inductance to valve impedance should
be such as to provide for a reproduction of low notes
that is sufficient to supply the loud speaker properly
with the lowest notes that it can reproduce faithfully.
Some idea of this relationship can be gathered from
the following table, in which suitable inductance values
to follow valves of various impedances are given. The
columns refer to three different standards of reproduction, suitable for receivers working horn, armaturedriven cone, and moving-coil speakers respectively.
The combinations suggested permit in each case a
falling-off of amplification at the lower limit of frequency
to 75 per cent. of that obtained on middle notes; the
lower limit in question is taken for horn speakers as
200 cycles, for armature-driven cones as 70 cycles, and
for moving-coil instruments 20 cycles.
Valve Impedance.
(ohms)
8,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
30,000
50,000
80,000

A.
(Horn)
8 hys.
10 „
15 „
20 „
30 1,
50 .,
80 „

B.
(Cone)

C.
(Coil)

27 hys.
33 „
50 ,.
70 „
100 „
160 ,.
270 „

80 hys.
100 „
150 ,.
200 ,.
300 „
500 „
800 „

Many readers may think the compromise that has
here been made between perfection of quality on the
one hand, and.cost and bulk on the other, is very ill
done, but if the figures given are used as a basis upon
which to build a fresh compromise more to the taste of
each individual, they will have served their purpose.
It should be noticed that the figures suggested are
applicable to any stage of the amplifier, including the
plate circuit of the grid detector, but are not valid as
a guide to the choice of coupling following an anode
detector. For this purpose, as already stated, only a
resistance will prove satisfactory.
Either a diode rectifier or a crystal of the galena type
may be regarded, for coupling purpose as a valve of
about 10,000 ohms impedance, without serious error;
for perikon 15,000 ohms may be assumed, and for carborundum not less than 20,000 ohms.
Having dealt in extenso with the problems involved in
choosing an output stage, a detector, and the ihtermediate low-frequency amplifier, we shall proceed in
Part 5of this series to discuss the high-frequency amplifier, including the vexed question of screened grid versus
neutrodyn e.
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Calibrating a Receiver by the Absorption
Method.

I

By

" RADIOPHA.RE."

bears in mind the need for rigidity; any considerable
change in the relative positions will alter the natural
frequency of the circuit. It is also desirable that the
operator's hand should not come into proximity with
the coil.
An instrument which fulfils these requirements, and which has been found convenient, is shown
in the title illustration; as will be seen, the cylindrical
coil former is fitted with terminals for attachment to
rigid metal rods which act both as supports and electrical connections to the condenser. Inductances may
be quickly changed when required. By adopting this
method of mounting, the coil can easily be manoet:vred
into any desired position relative to the windings in the
receiver; its axis may be horizontal or vertical.

S a wavemeter of much use to the ordinary listener?
If his main interest lies in the reception of the local
station and not in experimental work or distant
reception, clearly it will be almost valueless to him.
Even if he has succumbed to the fascination of searching for elusive foreign stations, his needs can be
adequately met by calibrating his receiver, but this procedure will not be very helpful if its circuit, layout,
and components are being constantly changed in an
effort to keep abreast of progress. Until a state of
affairs approaching finality has been reached, it can be
said with confidence that every amateur or home constructor—if given to altering his set—will benefit by the
The instrument may be calibrated on signals from
use of a measuring instrument which will enable him
known stations by plotting condenser readings against
to check the settings of his condenser dials and facilitate
wavelength in the usual manner. To obtain a readthe tuning-in of a station
ing, the coil should be
for which the adjustments
placed in inductive relation
are unknown.
with one of the tuned inThere seems to be a
ductances in the receiver,
general impression that the
the condenser dial then
absorption
wavemeter is
being rotated until signals
suitable only for use with
as heard in the telephones
transmitters or receivers in
or loud speaker are of minian
oscillating
condition.
mum strength, indicating
This is wide of the truth; a
that the meter circuit is
measurement sufficiently actuned to the same wavecurate for all practical purlength. If the reading is not
poses can be made prowell defined another coil
vided signals of any kind
position should be tried,
are being received. It is
bearing in mind the desircoupled to the aerial-grid coil ot a
an admitted fact that a An absorption wavemeter
ability of working with a
detector-L.F. receiver.
meter of the buzzer or
loose coupling.
heterodyne type, which actually generates oscillations
The procedure for using the meter as an indicator of
of any desired frequency within its range, is more conthe wavelength of received signals is similar to that
venient for the average user's requirements; however,
followed in calibrating it, with the difference that conthese instruments are more elaborate and costly. The
denser readings are converted into metres with the help
simpler appliance performs its functions in a perfectly
of the chart. Even if no actual signals are available
adequate manner, and can be constructed with a miniat any particular setting of the receiver dials, there is
mum of trouble and expense, consisting as it does of
generally a slight background of Morse or atmospherics,
nothing more than a coil and variable condenser conwhich
be audibly reduced in intensity when the
nected as shown in the figure.
wavemeter is brought into tune. A circuit which is in
In the matter of mounting these components. the
a state of self-oscillation is measured very easily, a:;
reader may safely follow his own inclinations if he
absorption at resonance will stop oscillation.
A IS
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Low price
is not the
only attraction
A

new standard is set by Philips Seven-Cornered Loudspeaker.
Its
construction is that of expensive models—a special electro-magnetic movement of the balanced armature type and a cone of ample
surface area which maintains its rigidity under all conditions. Consequently Philips Seven-Cornered Loudspeaker responds to an unusually
wide range of frequencies and maintains a very natural tone.
You cm n regulate the reproduction to suit your own requirements by means of a
unique two—position switch.
Philips Seven—Cornered Loudspeaker is the first to bring quality to a low price level,
to set the advantages of a high—grade instrument within the reach of everyone.
Hear it before you buy a Loudspeaker, or if you have one at the moment, hear it to
find out how much better your results might be.
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C.
COPPER
WIRE

RE GD

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE

COLOURED
COTTON
COVERING
HEAVY
TINNING

WHITE
COTTON
COVERING

GLAZITE coloured connecting
wire is famous for the smart
finish its bright colours give.
But appearance is
not the only reason for its popularity.
Unravel
an end and you will see why it is used by all the
leading experts.
The finest quality covering,
heavy tinning and double cotton covering, ensures
maximum efficiency.

All genuine GLAZITE bears the LEW label. Insist upon
seeing it. Obtainable in black, white, red, blue, yellow,
green, from all good Radio dealers.
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY & SMITHS LIMITED.
Church Road, Layton, London, E.10.

BUILD YOUR ELIMINATORS
WITH

taWESTINGHOUSED

METAL RECTIFIERS
WHICH WILL GIVE YOU FULL WAVE
RECTIFICATION WITHOUT VALVES
OR ELECTROLYTE.
Constructed entirely of metal,
rigidly fixed, there are no
moving
or
wearing parts.

Input.
Volta
AC.

Max.
Output.
Volta D.C.

R4/2/1

8/9

6/71

R4/2/2

8/9

6/71

Input Volts 200-250
Max. Output
Volt D C 1E0-200
Max. Output Current
R.M.S Milliamps 100

Charger.

PRICE 84 1.

Other types:—

"type.

Style R.4.55.I
Rectifier for
incorporation
in H.T.Eliminator or H.T

Max.
Output.

For incorporation
in

Prica.

0•3

Trickle
Charger.

27/6

LT. Charger

45'.

Ana».

Ask your retailer for full particular3.
Manufactured entirely in England by: The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cros3, London, N.1.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure
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Events of the Week in
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BUILDING

AI

DUBLIN

SHOW.

A
work-bench
at
which
wireless
receivers will be constructed in full view
of visitors will be one of the attractions
of the Dublin Wireless Exhibition, to be
held in the Mansion House early in
October. There will be a special day for
schools and a number of prizes will be
offered for the best essay descriptive of
the exhibition.

COMMUNAL

Brief Review.

WIRELESS.

Community broadcast programmes are
now being enjoyed by the .residents of
Barrowford, hear Burnley, through the
enterprise of Mr. N. Plunkett.
A 10valve receiver has been installed at the
distributing station, which is connected
to subscribers' houses by lead-covered
wires.

0000
TELEVISION TRIERS.

Six stations have been specially licensed
by the U.S. Federal Radio Commission
for experiments in television. The wavelengths granted for this purpose are
140.1, 70.05, and between 63.79 and
61.19 metres.
The television call sign of the Radio
Corporation of America is 2XBS, and
that of the Westinghouse Company,
8XAV.
BIGGEST

" S.B." ?

CAR

ON

,

THE

OTHERS

GO?

An official of the U.S. Federal Radio
Commission computes that only one watt
in every 50,000 transmitted by the broadcasting stations is utilised by receiving
sets.
0000
RADIO RALLY.

0000
" OLYMPIA."

The big event in the American wireless year—the Radio World's Fair—will
again be held in the Madison Square
Garden, New York, between September
17th and 22nd next. The special features
will
include
entertainments
by
the
" world's leading radio laboratories,"
television displays, and daily broadcasts
from a studio with transparent walls.
Stands will be occupied by 300 radio
manufacturers,
many of
international
repute.

TOUR.

A van of imposing appearance, and still
more imposing sound, is paying a.roilad
of calls on the south coast.
It is the
Erening News super loud speaker car,
equipped with apparatus which includes
an electric gramophone, and a multivalve amplifier.
At each place of call
holiday-makers are entertained with programmes of songs, jazz tunes, opera
melodies, and other selections designed
to appeal to all tastes.
There are nine valves and the maximum plate voltage is 1,500 volts.
The
equipment can be put into operation
within two minutes of the car's arrival.
A miniature "studio" containing a
microphone is included.
A 21
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AMERICA'S

0000
SPEAKER

0000
WHERE

CAR

What is regarded as fhe biggest "S.B."
ever attempted took place on Saturday
last, August 11th, when a• speech of Herbert. Hoover, •the Republican candidate
for the U.S. Presidency, was broadcaàt
from eighty-five stations in the United
States and from several short-wave transmitters for reception abroad.
The
previous
record
for
national
" hook-ups,"
as they are called in
America, was eighty-five stations for the
broadcast
of
the
Radio
Industries
banquet from the Hotel Astor in New
York in September last year.
LOUD

The Soviet Government is reported to
have concluded preliminary arrangements
with the Radio Corporation of America
for the exchange of patents.

The first automobile " radio rally " in
the Principality of Monaco is to be held
on Sunday, October 7th, when wireless
enthusiasts from the surrounding districts will forgather in Monaco to exchange news and opinions. Special messages will be transmitted from the broad"casting station at Nice (Juan-les-Pins).
The arrangements are in the •hands of .
the Federittion des Radio-Clubs du SudOuest et de la Côte-d'Azur.

0000
WORLD'S

RUSSO-AMERICAN PATENT EXCHANGE ?

INVENTIONS

WORLD'S
MOST
POWERFUL
AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTER.
The wireless
compartment of the Short "Calcutta"
flying boat of Imperial Airways showing,
on the right, the Marconi ADS 500-watt
CW and tonic train transmitter. On the
left is the 5-valve receiver. Both are controlled from the pilot's ,ockplt by Bowden
cables.
RADIOFARE.

A Washington taxi-driver has fitted his
vehicle with a broadcast receiver.
No
doubt the loud speaker, which is placed
in the passenger's compartment, helps to
dis'i-;•act attention from the irritating
figures on the taxi-meter.

OF

ocloo
STATE

EMPLOYEES

Inventors in the employ of the U.S. •
Federal Government are to retain the
title rights to their patents by virtue of
recent patent legislation by Congress. In
future th e State-employed inventor merely
grants a licence for the use of the apparatus by the Government.
This decision is believed to be the outcome of the famous controversy between
Maj.-Gen. G. O. Squier, former chief
signal officer of the U.S. Army, and
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.,
regarding
wired
wireless,
the
latter contending that free use could be
made of Gen. Squier's invention, as the
General was a public servant!

leefflel.e.illi.legfre .

MT@II®go
Wolltd,
AN

EASY

FIRST.

A display of all the radio journals of
the world will appear on the stand of
" Internationale Radiotechnik " at the
Perlin Wireless Exhibition next month.
Of the two hundred journals on view
The Wireless World will be the oldest
established, having first seen the light of
day in April, 1913 1
0000
IS

THE

SOUND—PROOF
POSSIBLE ?

STUDIO

How recent theories of sound absorption
are affecting the design of broadcasting
studios is shown in the description, given
in the monthly Record of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York, of the
new
sound-proof
rooms
erected
for
research purposes.
The rooms are first made with brick
walls 4in. thick, covered on both sides
with hard cement plaster. This structure
has a minimum tendency to resonate and
a maximum tendency to reflect sound.
The doors are built of two thicknesses of
¡in. steel plate, separated by an air space,
and are fastened by clamps similar to
those used on watertight bulkhead doors.
Inside the masonry wall, and separated

from it by an air space, is an inner room
built of wood and covered with celotex,
separated' from the wood by a sheet of
metal Ti
din. thick, inside which are four

•

but sounds of low frequency are transmitted through the entire structure.
The snore nearly sound proof the room is
the more sensitive do listeners become to
slight sounds. An absolutely sound-proof
room seems at present to be impracticable.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.
'
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15th.
North Middlesex Radio Society—At 8 p.m.
At St. Paul's Institute, Winchoore Hill,
N.21.
Questions and Answers`Night.
Slade
At
on
N.

THURSDAY, AUGUST
Radio (Birminglinnel.—At 8.15 p.m.
8. Victoria Road, Erdingtgn.
Tait
"Coils and Coil Winding,
by Mr.
It. Simmonds.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25th.
Radio
Experimental
Society
of
Manchester.—Annual Field Day at Chinley.

successive layers of celotex.
The room
is supported on as few wooden blocks as
possible. In practice it is found that the
smallest opening permits the passage of
sound. Outer and inner doors, therefore,
are arranged so that they are clamped
against cushions of rubber foam. So far
as sounds of fairly high frequency are
concerned, the rooms are sound absorbent,

NEWS
D.F. Tests at CuMey.
Cuffiey was chosen as the scene of operations
for the North Middlesex Radio Society's fieldday on July 21st.
A transmitter was erected
during the morning, and began transmission,
according to schedule, at 3 p.m. Three parties
equipped with portaWe direction finders started
from their allotted positions, proceeding in turn
to each of four selected spots. Thus, after four
transmissions, each party had four bearings
from the same four points, and this formed a
useful basis for comparing the accuracy obtained
by the various groups.
Ail groups then proceeded to locate the transmitter, 111r. Gartland's party being the first to
succeed. The groups led by Mr. Dolton and Mr.
Laister arrived almost simultaneously a little
while later.
During tea the afternoon's operations were discussed, and it was found that extremely accurate bearings had been taken.
These results,
together with the success obtained by the
Society at the (holders Green field-day on Sunday, July 15th, when the second prize was
secured in competition with twelve groups from
other societies, proved that the North Middlesex Radio Society is quite able to hold its own
in direction-finding tests.
It is hoped to organise a further field-day on
Sunday, September 9th, when other societies
will be invited to co-operate.
Bon. Secretary: Mr. E. il. Laister, " End chiffe," Station Road, N.21.
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FROM

THE

WIRELESS

0000
AT THE

B.I.F.

The National Association of Radio
Manufacturers has been asked by Mr.
Douglas Hacking, M.P., Parliamentary
Secretary to the Department of Overseas
Trade, to co-operate in connection with
the British Industries Fair, which is to
be held simultaneously in London and
Birmingham next year from February
18th and March 1st.
" Thanks largely to the help which we
received from trade associations and
from other representative bodies, the
Fair held last February," writes Mr.
Hacking, " achieved a decisive success,
the number of exhibitors, the exhibiting
area occupied, and the attendance of
buyers from overseas and home, surpassing all previous figures."
As in previous years, it is expected
that the British wireless industry will be
well represented at the 1929 Fair.

CLUBS.

t
he Southend and District Radio Society's second
field-day of the season on July 27th, in the
neighbourhood of Rochford.
A photograph of
the mobile transmitter, mounted on a car, appeared in last week's issue of 2'he Wireless
World.
In addition to inter-communication between
the parties, the fixed station worked with Crayford and Wickford on telephony, and with 2KT
Wanstead on C.W.

The mobile transmitter excelled by exchanging 'phone signals with 2MI Broadstairs, using
a small aerial about Oft. high.
The distance
covered was forty miles.
The fixed station received speech from the
moving station on a loud speaker, and when the
car was over two miles away speech was heard
on the loud speaker at a distance of 100 yards.
Power at both stations was supplied by 200-volt
dry batteries.

A Screened-grid Three.
The new McMichael Din& screened-grid three
receiver was demonstrated by Mr. A. Freeman
at a recent meeting of the Slade Radio Society,
Birmingham. Very impressive results were obtained, and the lecturer described how, in a
private test extending over three weeks, lie had
received 2XAD, Schenectady, nightly, at consistently good strength and quality.
At the previous meeting Mr. Derek Shannon
interested his audience with an account of experiments conducted to determine the effect of
the moon on wireless reception. Ile put forward
the theory that variation in signal strength is
caused by the gravitational effect of the moon
and sun acting on ether waves and deflecting
them from their course.
Hon. Secretary: Mr. II. Clews. 52, St. Thomas
Road. Erdington, Dirmingliaiii.
Mobile Transmitter Triumph.
Two transmitters, one stationary and one
which roved round the countryside, took part in

HAVE THEY SPOTTED US" ? Members of the North Middlesex Radio Society
photographed during alull in transmission from the Society's field station at Cuffley
on a recent field day.
Three parties with portable direction finders were successful
in locatinit the transmitter.
A 22
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FROM

PROGRIMME-f"
BARCELONA (Radio 13arce)ona), Call EAJ1 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.0, Exchange Quotations. 6.10,
Sextet Selections: One-step, Madrid (Dotras Vila) ;
Selection from Lohengrin (Wagner); Waltz-Boston,
Mourant d'amour (Worsley);
Gavotte. Coquette
(Sudessi)•, Selection from The Last Waltz (Oscar
Straus-Mouton). 9.0, Exchange Quotations and
News. 9.6, Orchestral Select ons :Two-step, Amarantina (Luchessi) ; Tango (Albeniz) '
• Selection from
La viejecita (Caballero) ; Melody, Soir (Fauré-Salabert) ; Waltz-Boston (Worsley) ; March, Statfortiter
(Monestés). 10.0, Chimes, Weather Report, and
Closing Market Prices. 10.5,
Programme
from
Madrid, EA J7.
BERLIN
(KiMigswusterhau ien),
(1,250
metres) ;
40 kW.--5.1), Programme from Hamburg. 8.0, Dr.
Herbert Witt, Talk: The Chemical Industry.
3
Spanish Lesson. 6.65, Talk:
The Duet. 7.20,
Talk:
Eckennann-the Man. 8.80,
Programme
from Foshan'.

6. o.

BERLIN (V.:mittens) (484 metres) ; 4 kW.--8.0 a,m.,
Morning Gymnastics. 10.10 a.m., Market l'rices
10.16 a.m., Weather Report, News and Time Signal.
11.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone Records.
11.30 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 12.65, Time
Signal. 1.80, Weather Report and News. 8.10,
Agricultural Prices and Tine Signal. 8.80, Programme of Gramophone Records. 4.80, Dr. Paul
Frank, Talk: Medical Hytiene. 5.0. Recitations.
5.30, Orchestral Concert: Selection from Carmen
(Bizet);
Lichtertanz der Brâute von Kaschmir
Rubinstein) ; Selection from Eugen Onegin (Tchaioysky); Entr'acte and Bamarolle from The Tales
of Hoffmann (Offenbach) ; Romance in F Major
(Grünfeld); Overture mignonne (Becce); Einzug
der Gaukler (Becce) ; Air (Brogi); Spanish Dance.
(Moszkovsky) ; Caprice Bailin (Tchaikovsky) ; Programme Announcements. 7.0, Hermann Rüssler,
Talk: The Norwegian Lande ape and the Norwegian
People. 7.80, Talk by Albert Benary. 8.0, Otto
Specht, Talk:
Hunting, State, and Economics.
8.31), Ingeborg: Comedy in three Acts (Kurt Gütz).
10.15 (approx.), Weather Retort, News, Time Signal
and Sports Notes. 10.80, Dance Music. 12.30 a.m.
(Sunday), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--8.0, News and Weather
Report. 8.5, Talk: Should the husband help with
the housework?
8.20, Song; and Accordion Selections.1 9.30, Orchestral Selections.
9.45, News
and Weather Report. 10.0, Orchestral Concert.
10.35, Dance Music. 12.0, Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
BRESLAU (322.6 metres) ; 4 kW. - 8-15, Esperanto
Talk. 6.30, Talk: Detlev von Liliencron and his
Friends. 7.25, Karl Schfick, Talk: A Walk Round
New York.
8.30, Pianoforte Recital:
Sonatine
(Ravel) ; Egypt (Scott); Segestions Diaboliques
(ProkofielT). 9.0, Concert: Cverture to Der Bettelstudent (Millecker); Czardas from Die Fledermaus
(Strauss) ; Mein %Veiberl (Ma tas) ; Blues, Just One
Night; Waltz, Dorfschwalben ems Osterrech (Joh.
Strauss) ; Tamara (Robitsclieli); 'Tango, Mina Mia;
Reiterlied (Robitschek) ;Der Verilixte %Vein (Gilbert) ;
Du Bist Kein Kavalier (Petersen); One-Step, Sag
Mir Oui. 10.80, Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
BROWN (441.2 metres) ; 3kW -8.0, Time Signal and
German 'Transmission. 8.25, Programme of Talks.
7.16, "The Soldier and the Dancer," Comedy (Martian),
relayed from the National Theatre. 10.0, News from
Prague, followed by Exhibitior. Programme.
BRUSSELS wits meet) ; 1.3 kW.-5.1), Dance
Music relaye) frittn the St. Sanveur Palais de Danse.
6.0, M. Carl Goebel, Talk: :icon° Great European
Cities. 6.15, M. Julien Flainartt, Tani :The Birth of
a Language. 6.30, Conrert: Gavotte and Musette
(de Taye);
Dancing Tambsurine (Polla);
The
Butterfly and the Rose (Yvan' ; Characteristic Piece
(Translateur) ; Petit Promena le (Bosch) ; Nocturne
for Pianoforte (Chopin) ; Selection from The Fair
Maid of Perth (Bizet) ;Clarionet Fantasia (Reuschel);
in the Camp of the Ancient Britons (Ketelbey) ;
Woodland
Sketches (Fletcher).
7.30,
" RadioChronique."
8.15, Gramopho ne Selections.
8.30,
Selections Ly the Station Trio.
9.0, Symphony
Concert, relayed from the Kuriaal in Ostend ; News.
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(approx.), News, Sports Notes, and Programme
Announcements. 10.30 (approx.), Concert from the
Café %Vallhof.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18th.
All Times are reduced to British
Summer Time
where

and are p.m. except

otherwise

stated.

BUDAPEST (555.6 metres); 35 kW.-0.0, Concert by
a Military Baud, 7.20, Julius Varga, Talk: French
Lyrics of the 19th Century. 8.0, Concert of Tzigane
Music front the Zoological Gardens; Time Signal,
News and Sports Notes in the Interval. 11.0, Concert
of Operetta Music.
COLOGNE (En mixes) ; 4 kW. 11.15 a.m. to 2.30,
Programme from Langetiberg. 2.30 to 4.0, Programme
from Langenberg.
4.30, Programme from Koniesmuiterhausen. 0,0, Talk for Women. 5.30 to 8.6.
Programme from Langenberg.
8.15, Variety Programme, followed by News, Sports Notes, Exchange
Quotations, Orchestral Selections and Dance Music.
1.0 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
CRACOW (586 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.0, Miscellaneous
Items. 7.80, Talk: A Survey of Foreign Politics
during the recent week. 7.55, Agricultural Report,
News and Communications. 8.15, Programme from
Warsaw. 10.30, Concert from a Restaurant.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30„
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.24),
News. 7.80, Recitations by May Pitchford. 7.46,
Irish Lesson by Seamus O. Duirinne. 8.0, Italian
Operatic Selections by Aileen Doyle's Trio.
8.15,
Operatic Duets by Ceinwen Rowlands and Philip
Bertram. 810, Musical Chat by H. R. White. 8.45,
Baritone Solos by I'hilip Bertram. 9.0, Aileen Doyle's
Trio. 9.20, A Pierrot F.ntertaininent by Dorothy Day
and Company.
10.0, Aileen Doyle's Trio-Songs
(Molloy). 10.15, Old Ballads by Ceinwen Rowlands.
10.25, Aileen Doyle's Trio. 10.30. News, Weather
Report and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.---4.35, Orchestral Concert. 6.15, Announcements. 6.30, Wireless
Letter Box. 8.45, Dr. Neumann, Talk: The German
Popular Ballad. 7.15, Lesson in Stenography. 7.45,
Dr. Majer-Leonhard, Talk: A Journey to England by
the Students under the Auspices of the Society for
Popular Education. 8.15, Recital of American Negro
Spirituals, by Mary Brown (Soprano), Frederic Bittke
(Baritone), and R. Merten (Pianoforte), followed by
(a) The Old Folks at Home, (b) Poor Old Joe, (c)
Dixie, (d) Water Boy, (e) Modern American Songs.
9.15, Variety Programme, followed by Dance Music
relayed from Voxhaus. 12.30 a.m. (Sunday), Close
Down.
HAMBURG, Call 11A (in Morse) (394.7 metres) ;
4 kW.-10.0 a.m., Dr. A. Esau, Talk: Short Electric
Waves, relayed from the Museum, Bremen (272.7
metres).-10.15 a.m., News. 11.0 a.m., l'rogramme
of Gramophone Records.
12.10, Weather Report
12.15, Exchange Quotations. 12.20, English LessonShakespeare's Stratford-on-Avon. 12.20, Music Talk,
by Dr. Wodick. 12.30, Concert relayed from Hanover
(297 metres). 12.45, Shipping Forecast. 12.55, Time
Signal from Nauen. 1.5, Tidal Report. 1.10, News.
2.0. Concert from the Overseas Home of the HamburgAmerican Line. 2.40, Exchange Quotations. 8.30,
Review of Books. 4.0, Labour Exchange Report.
4.15, Talk by Dr. Bernhard Engelke. 5.0, Jugglers,
Indians, and Dancing Negroes. ILO, Request Programme. 7.0, F. Hendrick, Talk: Art in Advertisements.
7.30, Ernst Held, Talk : Dramaturgic
Experiences. 7.55, Weather Report. 8.0, Festival
Concert, relayed front the Casino, Bremen.
10.15

HILVERSUM (1,071 metres); 5 kW.-11.40 a.m.,
Police News. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40,
Programme relayed from the Tuschinski Theatre,
Amsterdam. 3.40, Dance Music relayed from the
Kurhaus, Scheveningen.
5.40, lime Signal and
Concert by the Radio Quartet: Kit% Cotton Marct
(Sousa), Voice des Blondes (Gaulle), Overture to
Alessandro Stradella (Flotow); Selected Items by
G. H. Gossens; Brise de Mer (Leoncavallo) ; Select
tion from Samson and Delilah (Saint-Saëns); Narcissus (Nevin); Together We Two (Berlin) ; Items
by G. H. Gossens; Medley, Aspiration (Witte);
Aubade d'amour (Monti) •, FrientIship March (Sousa).
7.25, Police News. 7.40, Time Signal and Programme
arranged by the %Voiliers' Radio Society; Concert
and Talk. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
HUIZEN (340.9 metres) ; S kW.-Transmits from
5.40 p.m. on 1,950 metres. 12.10, Concert of Trio
Music. 5.10, Gramophone Selections. 7.26, Talk by
Dr. Hoffman. 7.55 Talk. 8.0, " Kalkoen Bros.,"
Comedy.

JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio L.L.) (244.5 metres) ; 0.5

kW.-1.1), Orchestral Concert: Joyeux Montmartre
(Paradis); Waltz from La Dolores (Waldteufel);
Habanera (Odéro); Coppelia (Delibes) ; Coeur de
Poupée (Picquet) ; La Chasse (Mendelssohn) ; Vesuviana (Marchetti); Pas sur la Bouche (Yvain). 9.0,
News, Weather Report and Talk for Women by Mme.
La Comtesse de Tremeuge.
10.0, Dance Music.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
KALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also Copenhagen (337 metres).-7.80 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 11.0 s.m, Weather Report. 3.0, Trio
Concert: King Cotton March (Sousa); Liebeswalier
(Moszkowski) ; Selection from Thryrnskviden (Hartmann); Fox-Trot, Husker Du Endnu (Schroder) ;
Avec Toi (Gillet); 'Cello Solo, Romance Without
Words tDavidoff); Fox-Trot, Brisson (Harrison);
Recitation; Waltz, Neu Wien (Joh. Strauss) ; Selection front La Bohème %Puccini) ; Fox-Trot, Men ea
Somand (Hollen and Frankl); 'Two Selections from
Peer Gynt (Grieg); Elegy (Massenet); One-Step,
Helan Gaar (Nonnann). 6.20, Oscar Jensen, Talk:
A Mutiny in the South Seas, 8.50, Weather Report.
7.0, News and Exchange Quotations. 7.», Time
Signal. 7.80, Holger Ibsen, Talk: Esthonm.
Chimes from the 'town Hall. 8.2, Concert of Old
Dance Music:
Grand Duke Albrecht's March
(Ecenzali); Waltz, Laura (Millikker); Swedish Rustic
Mazurka (Translateur); Polka, Pepita (Lumbye) ;Old
North Jutland Dances; Quadrille from The Gipsy
Baron (Joh. Strauss) ; Mazurka Susanne (Willer);
Polka, Annen (Joh. Strauss) ; Gallop, Bacchus
(Lumbve) ; News. 9.15, Readings, followed by Light
Musical Selections. 10.45, Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight, Chimes from the Town Hall. 12.15 11.111. (approx.)
(Sunday), Close Down.
KATOWITZ (422 metres) ;10 kW.-7.0, Miscellaneous
Items. 7.30, Talk on Literature. 7.55, Agricultural
Report. 8.15, Popular Concert. 10.0, Time Signal,
%Veather Report and News. 10.80, Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) • 7eV.-7.1), Gramophone
Selections. 9.0, Orchestral Concert: In Sunny Spain
(Elliot); Italian Suite (Becce) • Japanese Suite
(Jeschytomo);
Souvenir de (Ire (Arrnandola);
Slavonic Idylle (Ackermann) ; Ballet (Popy).
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-5.1), Concert.
6.10, Orchestral Concert: Finnish Military March
(Lincke) ; Finnish Melodies (Kauppi) ; Finnish
Melodies (Merikanto) ; Prelude (Jürnefelt); Finnish
Songs (Kuula) ; Waltz, Tuhkomo (Palmgren); Autrefois (Sibelius) ; Valse Chevaleresque (Sibelius). 7.30,
Recital of Songs. 7.50, Orchestral Concert: Selection
from La Traviata (Verdi),• Un l'eu Rococo (Maimstrtin) ; Valse Müncliner Kindl (Konizak) ; Wiegenlied (Strauss) • Selection (Bull); Selection (Ekmau) ;
War March (kajanus). 8.45, News and Announcements in Finnish and Swedish. 9.15, Relay from a
Restaurant. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LANCIENBER1 (468.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
ales, for Aix-ls-Jhapelle (W) metres): Cologne (283

1°8

Programmes from Abroad.metres) and Munster (250 metres).-1L15 a.m., Pro.
gramme for Schools. 12.10, Gramophone Selections.
12.60, Weather Report. 12.56, Time Signal from
Wanen. 1.5, Concert from the Café Corso, Dortmund:
Overture to Martha (Flotow); Aquarellen-Waizer
(Strauss) ; Rusticanella (Cortipassi) ; Marquisette
Theimer); Souvenirs of Delibes (Urbach); Pianoforte
Solo,
in A Flat Major (Chopin) ;Humoresque
(Dvorak); Potpourri on Lilac Time (Schubert-Berté);
Hell Torero (Morena). 2.30, See Cologne. 4.0, Anecdotes, by Jos. Lodenstein, from Düsseldorf. 4.30,
Programme from lleinigaymittarhausen.
6.0, See
Cologne. 5.30, Arnold Hrillriegel, Talk : Travelling
Experiences --In the I
iush, from Dortmund.
ilk
Concert from Elberfeld. 7.20, Talk for Workers, by
NValter Volmer, from Dortmund. 7.46, Talk, by Max
Kochskamper, from Münster. 8.15, Programme from
Cologne. LO a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.

C

LEIPZIG (385.8 makes' ; 4 kW.-7.0. Talk: The
Week-end trod) a Health Point of View. 7.80, Dr.
Rammner, Talk:
Animal Life on the Mountain
Ranges. 8.0, Weather Report, Time Signal and Wireless Notes. 8.15, Zither Concert: Concerto Overture
(Swoboda);
Romance in D Major (Haustelft);
Romance (Schiffell ; Episode (Schiffel) ; Andalusian
Intermezzo (Kollmaneck); Spring Fantasia (Kollrnaneck); Melodies from Zeller's Dec Obersteiger
(arr. Schtffel). 9.15, Vocal Quartet Concert: Starlit
Night (Kaschewaroff); The Little House (Klirnowsky);
Elégie (Glinka); Wanderer's Night Song (Rubinstein) ;
Song (Glazounov); . There Sleeps a Little Cloud
(Dargomyrslcy); Two Songs (Schulgin), Volga Song
(arr. Schulgin), The Breeze (Schulgin). 10.15, News
and Sports Notes. 10.30, Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
MADRID 4 Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (876 metres);
3 kW.-7
Sextet Selections: Fantasia on Música,
Luz yAlegria (Alonso) ;Fantasia on Sapho (Massenet) ;
Fantasia on La Levenda del Monje (Chapi) ; in the
Interval, Items by Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance Music.
9.45, Market Prices and Exchange Quotations. 10.0,
Time Signal. 10.2, Vocal and Orchestral Concert,
followed by El Casus Belli, Sketch (Ruy de las
Arcas) ; News. 12.0 Midnight, Dance Music. 12.80
a.m. (Sunday), Close Down.

MILAN. Call Imi (5843.3 metres) ; 7kW. - 8•33; Time
Signal and Talk. 8.50, Concert: Overture to Joseph
(Mehul) ; Selections from Faust (Gounod) ; Tenor
Solo from Werther (Massenet) ;• Soprano Solo from
Le Viii (Puccini) ;Sonata in Fantasia form (b(ortari);
Mezzo-Soprano Solo from Carmen (Bizet) ; Air from
La Nave Rossa (Seppilli) ;Air from Fedora (Giordano) ;
Soprano Solos, (a) Air from Hérodiade (Massenet),
(b) Piangete Aure (Carissimi); Mezzo-Soprano Solo
from Don Carlos (Verdi). 10.55, News and Dance
Music, relayed from the Hotel Diana. 11.46 (approx.),
Close Dowit.
MOTALA (1,380 metres , ; :10 kW.--Progranune also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Boden (1,130 metres).
Gáteborg (410.5 metres), Malmo (260.0 metres),
Oatenund (720 metres), Sundsvall (545.6 metres).--5.80, Concert of Light Music, relayed from G8teborg.
8.30, Programme for Children. 7.0, Concert of Popular
Music. 7.80, Folk Song Selections. 7.46, Cabaret
Show Programme. 9.0, Topical Events Talk. 9.46,
Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.

anima ma nmtme;

4 kW -5.30, Pianokr0
Recital by Mischa Rubasch; Two Studies Op. 23 (Schumann) ;iwo Arabesques (Debussy) ; Selection from
Hommage to Schumann, Op. 5(Moszkossky). 11.0,Talk,
by H. Schwan, relayed from N=1)111541
18. 8-3& 1-abotir
Market Report. 7.0, The Letter Box. 7.
Zither
Recital by Johann Konz, Rondo in C Major (Pugh) ;
Selection from Künstler-Traum (Konz) ; Hungarian
Dance (Smetack) ; Waltz, Estudiantina (Walfiteufel).
8.0, Topical Talk. 8.15, Concert and Song Recital by
Robert Koppel: March (Eilenberg) ; Comedy Overture (Kélér-ftéla); &Rigs, (a) Ich Weiss eh); kleines
StacItchentrirldau), (b) Franz Schubert, in dich ist
die Welt
'bt, (c) Eine Schulte wehse Chrysantheme
(Rosen), d) Bel einer Flasche Mosel (May) ; Waltz,
Polenlut (Nedbal) ; Blues, Sag du mir (Stolz) ;Songs,
a)eTrinklied (Kistenmacher), (b) Du mein Nürnberg
ay), (c) Johann Strauss, geh schau mal nutter
Schwarz), (d) Es liegt in der Loft (Spoliansky);
ction from Dec Zarewitsch (Lehàr); Songs, (a)
Des Freiherrn von Münchhausen crates See-Ahenteuer
(Burgher), (b) Schnitzer bairn Eskimo (Glasbrenner),
(c) Der Cragen Knopf (Petscb-Krapp); Waltzes
(Liricke) ; Songs, (a) Was sagt mein 'Nadel dazu
(Benatzky), (b) Spina, Spinn (Ruch), (c) Schnuteken,
det darfst de 'itch (Thiele), (c1) Vt'enn em n Fat:kin
keinen Herrn hat (fobias and Sherman). 10.0, News
and Announcements. 10.30, Dance Music Programme
by Heinrich Frick's Orchestra. 1.0 a.m. (approx.)
(Sunday), Close Down.
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MAPLE& Call INA 4383.3 metres , ; I') kW, -8.46,
News and Announcement, 8.50. Programme of
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Light Music: La Serve Padrona (Suppé) ; Dance,
Wiener Boheme (Illh1); Ballet Suie from Sylvia
(Delibes). 9.80, Relay from a Theatre, in the Interval, Dance Music from the Trocadero. 10.50, News,
Calendar, Announcements, and Close Down.
OSLO (461.5 metres): 1.5 kW.-Programme, relayed
by Fredriksstad (434.8 metres), Ham& (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Pongrund (500 metres), and
Rjukan (448 metres). 7.45, Weather Report, News
and Agricultural Prices. 8.0, Time and Reading,
relayed from Porsgrand. 8.30, Orchestral Concert:
Invitation to the Dance (Weber) ; Waltz, Du und
Du (Job. Strauss) ; Selection from Robert le Diable
(Meyerbeer-Schreiner). 9.0, Song Recital from the
Works of Schubert; Ihr Bild, Der Neugierige, Liebesbotschaf t, Der Leierrnann, Stândchen, Die liche
Farbe, Der Jangling an der Quelle, DanIcsagung an
den Bach, Lied des Schiffers. 9.80, Weather Report,
News and Talk on Topical Events. 10.0. Concert
(continued) : Intermezzo from Si (Mascagni) ; Two
Viennese Dances (Fuchs) ;Selection from The Merry
Widow (Lehár). 10.30, Dance Music from the Grand
Hotel. 12.0 Midalght (approx.), Close Down.
PARTS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (9,860 metres) ; 5 kW.
" Le Journal Parlé." 8.10, Weather Report.
8.30, Concert: Selections (Chaminade), (a) Spanish
Serenade, (b) Reste, (c) Passepied, (d) Courante,
(e) Pavane, (f) Portrait; Le vieux chapeau de mon
grandpére; La naissance des roses (Missa); Les
fraises (Mirsa); Song, Petit Suite florentine (Delmas);
American-Indian Songs, (a) By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lawrence), (b) The Moon drops low (Cadman);
The Night Wind; Selection from bdarrizelle Vendémiaire (Gillet) ; Arab Dances (Grunbach); Je vous
quitte (Royan); La Boudoir (Missa); Selections
(Pease), (a) Dans les bois odorants, (b) Scherzo finial,
(c) Comme les papillons, (d) Chant de crépuscule;
La petite Bohème (Hirschmann).
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (850.9 metres); 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections. Talk, News and
Announcements. 9.0, Concert:
Overture to The
Count of Luxembourg (Lehár);
Mandoline (Debussy); Russian Dance from Boris Godunov (Monssorgsky); Selection from Le Cid (Massenet) ; Symphony Orchestra, (a) The Preludes (Liszt), (b) Selection
from I.ouise (Charpentier), (c) Premiers rythmes
espagnols (Laparra), (d) Premier gazon (Schumann) ;
Ballet from Faust (Gounod) ; Le Bachelier de Salamanque (Roussel) ; Humoresque (Dvorak); Marche
nuptiale d'une poupée (Lecocq) ; Scherzo, Gaiement
(Staub) ; News in the Intervals.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 memo':
ti kW.-12.80, Gramophone Concert:
Slavonic
Dances (Dvorak) ; Selection from Manon (Massenet) ;
Sonata Appasionata (Beethoven) ; Guitar Duet,
Fado Armandintro; Blues Blue River, Is she my
girl friend; Fox-Trot, Constantinople; Fox-Trot,
Get out and get under the moon: Fox-Trot, When.
1.50, Market Prices and Exchange Quotations. 3,45,
Dance Music and News. 8.0, Agricultural Report.
8.15, Talk, followed by Exchange Quotations and
News.
8.30, Radio Concert, Melodies, Dance Music,
News in the Intervals.
pplgsgugOM, Call KDKA (83 and 27 metres); 23
kW.-10.0, Telechron Time, Baseball Scores. 11.80,
Concert by the Westinghouse Band, Conducted by
Victor Saiidek, relayed from the William Penn Hotel.
11.55, Baseball Scores.
12.0 Midnight, Telechrou
Time, followed by continuation of Concert. 12.15
a.m. (Sunday), Isaak Walton League Programme.'
12.30 a.m., Home Radio Club Meeting. 12.46 a.m.,
Gems of American Literature. LO -ans., Lew White
Organ Recital. 1.15 a.m., A Week of the World's
Business, by Dr. Julius Klein, from WJZ. 1.80 a.m.,
Goldman Band Concert from WJZ.
3.15 a.m.,
Longine Time and Baseball Scores. 4.0 am., Weather
Forecast. 4.15 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.0, Children's
Corner, from Warsaw (1,111 metres). 7.0, Talk:
Topical Events. 8.0, Report on Finance. 8.15,
Popular Concert from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal,
News, Weather Report, Sports Notes and Miscellaneous Items. 10.40, Dance Music, relayed from
the Carlton Restaurant. 12.0 Midnight, Concert
arranged by Maison Philips. 2.0 a.m. (approx.)
(Sunday), Close Down.

AUGUST uth, 1928.

PRAGUE (348.9 metres);
kW.-8.0, German
Transmission. 8.25, Agricultural Report. &as, Talk
for Workers. 7.15, "The Soldier and the Dancer"
Play (Martina). 10.0, Time and News, followed by
•
Programme from Brant
RIGA (528.3 metres); 4kW.-9.30 a.m., Gramophone
Selections. 11.0 a.m., News, Announcements. Market
Prices, Exchange Quotations and Weather Report.
8.8, Programme of Talks. 7.0, Symphony Concert:
Overture to Der Freischütz (Weber) ; Symphony in
G Minor, No. 40 (Mozart) ; Songs, Violin Solo, Songs,
Danse macabre (Saint-Saéns); Prelude in A Major
(Chopin), The Ride of the Valkyrie, from The Valkyrie
(Wagner) ; News and Dance Music. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ;3kW.-8.80, Sports
Notes, News and Weather Report. 8.47, Talk and
Time Signal. 9.0, "Fedora," Opera (Giordano);
Talks in the Intervals. 11.5, News and Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
814 metres) ; 30 kW.-11.56, Baseball Scores. 12.0
Midnight, Statler's Pennsylvanians, directed by
Johnny Johnson, from New York. 12.30 a.m. (Sunday), Musical Selections from the Hotel Sagamore,
Rochester. 1.0 a.m., Keystone Duo with Balladeers,
from New York. 1.80 a.m., The New York Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Willem Van
Hoogstraten, from the Lewissohn Stadium. 3.20 a.m.,
Organ Recital by Robert Berentsen, from Bordstater.
4.0 a.m., Dance Music from the Hotel Ten Eyck,
Albany. 5.0 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) • 5 kW.-4.80, Orchestral
Selections. 5.30, Cereal Market Prices. 0.15, Concert
of Turkish Music. 8.30, Weather Report and Time
Signal. 8.40, Orchestral Concert :-Overture to The
Marriage of Figaro (Mozart), Andante from the Ninth
Symphony (Beethoven) ;Songs, (a) Air from Thais
(Massenet); (b) Air from Carmen (Bizet); Trio
Selections, Romances.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.11, Time
Signal and Weather Report. 6.15, Talk: Travelling
in Italy in Goethe's times and in the present day,
relayed from Frothing (577 metres).
6.46, Legal
Talk.
7.15, Max Schilling, Talk: From Oslo to
Bergen. 7.46, South-west German Labour Exchange
Report, Time Signal, Weather Report and Sports
Notes. 8.16, Chamber Music: String Trio in 11 Flat
Major (Schubert) ;'Cello Sonata in E Minor (Brahma);
followed by Variety Concert: Overture to Nabucco
(Verdi); Santuzza's Song from Cavalleria Rusticana
Mascagni); Die Weinsberger Hatz iCzoker) ; Cobbler's Song from The Mastersingers (Wagner) ; Fantasia on Wagneriana (Eberle) ; Two Chorales; Two
Songs (R. Strauss) ; 'Cello and Accordion Selections,
(a) Cophtisches Lied (Wolf), (b) Erschaffen und
Beleben (Wolf) ; Rhapsody No. 14 (Liszt) ; RudolfsLange (Herzer) ; Lacrirna. Christi (Bohm) ; Drinking
Song (Bellmann); Nachdenkliches; Accordion Solo;
Light Songs; Waltz, Wine, Women and Song (Strauss);
Songs; Accordion Solos; Swabian Item; Swabian
Rhapsody (Kgmpfert). News.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (391 metres) ;
3 kW. -12.80, Dance Music, followed by Choral and
Orchestral Concert. 8.0, Exchange Quotations and
News. 8.80, Concert, by a Balalaika Orchestra:
Toréador et Audalouse; Chant sans Paroles (Tchaikovsky); Clair de lune; Pizzicati de Concert; Song
of the Volga Boatmen;
Kazbeck;
Popunée Is
(Ukrainskich). 9.0, Concert arranged by La Chanterelle. In the Interval--1)ance Music. 110, North
African News.
VINA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.4.0, Instrumental Concert. 8.0, Concert: Songs, (a)
Air from 11 Seraglio (Mozart), (b) Villanelle (del'Acqua),
l(e) Trhurnerei (Mayer-Akhhorn), (d) Heiinweh (Wolf),
e) Sechs, sieben, acht (Brui) ; Pianoforte Solos, (
a)
Sonata Fantasia, Andante and Minuet (Schubert),
(b) Turkish March (Mozart) ; Selections (Beethoven).
(a) Andenken, (b) Laute Klage, fc) Resignation.
Talk: Town and Suburb.
7.60, "The Geisha"
Operetta (Jones), followed by Dance Music.
WARSAW (1,111 metres); 10 kW.-8.0, Children's
Corner.
7.0' Miscellaneous Items.
7.30, RadioChronique.
7.55, Agricultural Report and News.
8.15, Orchestral Concert: Marche Joyeuse (Chabrier) ;
Waltz, Mefisto (Liszt) ; Selections from Raymonde
(Glazounov) • Rhapsody No. 2 (Svendsen) ; Solo, La
Marche
(Glazounov);
des
(1-lalvorsen) '
• Nachtfalter (Oscar
Straus) ; Intermezzo from Naila(Delibes) ; Selection
from Carmen (Bizet). News in French in the Interval.
10.0, Time Signal Aviation Notes, Weather Report,
News and Sports Notes. 10.80, Dance Music from the
Oaza Restaurant. 11.80 %approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (um mess) ; 1kW.-'7.45, Time Signa/ and
Weather Report. 7.47, Dr. G. A. Farner--Recital.
8.16, Popular Programme. 10.0, Weather Report and
News. 1.9.10, Gramophone Selections of Dance Music.
*
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Programmes firsin Abroad.BARCELONA (Radm-Bircelona), Call EA J1 (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-L2.0 Boon, Relay of Chimes front
the Barcelona Cathedral, Regional and General
Weather Report. L30, Concert by the Iberia Instrumental Trio; Gramophone Selections in the
Intervals. 2.45 to 9.1), No Transmission. 9.0. Opening
Signal, Sports Notes, Agricultural Market Prices.
9..15, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 10.0, Chimes
from the Barcelona Cathedral, followed by Recital of
Songs by Carmen Gombau. 10.25, Orchestral Concert.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BMW (870.4 metres) ; 5.5 hW. -10-90 a.m..
Divine Service Relay. 12.30, Weather Forecast and
News Bulletin. 8.0, The Station Orchestra. 9.0, Talk,
followed by Musical Programme.
10.0, Weather
Forecast and Time Signal. 10.15, Relay of Musical
Selections. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Krinigswusterlausen) (1,2158 metres); 40
kW.-8.111) ma Morning Recital relayed from V02bans. In theI nterval about 7.0 a.m., Gymnastic
Exercises.
8.56 a.m., Potsdam Garrison Church
Chimes. 9.11 MD., Concert of Vocal and Instrumental
Music and Address from Vozhaes, Chimes from the
Berlin Cathedral.
11.30 a.m., Orchestral Concert
relayed from Voxhans. 8.0, Talk for Amateur Photographers. 8.30, Agricultt ral Talks followed by Music,
relayed from gMàaus.
8.30, Talk on Wives and
Mothers of Great Men.
7.10, Health Talk followed
by Outside Relay.
BERLIN (Voxhaus) (484 metres) ; 4 kW.-4.90 a.m.'
Morning Recital. In th.: Interval about 7.9 a.m.,
Gymnastic Exercises. 0.56 a.m., Potsdam Garrison
Church, Chimes. 9.0 aan., Concert of Vocal and
Instrumental Music, Address in the Interval, followed
by Chimes from the Berlin Cathedral. 11.30 a.m.,
Orchestral Concert.
9.0, Children's Programme
arranged by Hans BOdemtedt and Fritz Fide. 8.80,
Agricultural Talks and Re.zort on Market and Weather
conditions for the past week, followed by Musical
Programme. 7.0, Programme of Talks. 8.30, Musical
Programme.
10.15, News, Weather Report, Time
Signal and Sports Notes. 10.30, Dance Music Programme-Gerhard Hoffmann's Orchestra. 12.30 a.m.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; L5 kW. -10.80 a.m., Divi;
Service Relay. •1.0, Time Signal and Weather Fore cast. LO to 9.30, Concert of Orchestral Music. 2.30,
Running Commentary on the Horse Races in Bern,
Musical Selections in the intervals. 5.35 to 8.0.-No
Transmission. ILO, Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 8.5, Talk. 9.30, Concert of Instrumental and
Solo Music. 9.45, Sports Notes, News Bulletin and
Weather Report. 10.0, Saections by the Bern Municipal Orchestra. 10.35 (approx.), Close Down.
illititTIILAVA (800 metres)
1 kW. -7.0 a.m.,
Promenade Concert, relayed from Carlsbad. 11.0 a.m.
(approx.), Concert. 12.0 Noon (approx.) to 8.20. Programme of Talks and MuMc. 8.20 (approx.), Talk.
11.40 (approx.), Programme of Talks and Music,
including Items from Prague.
10.20, Programme
relayed from the Exhibition, Brilnn.
BREMEN (272.7 metres)
0.7 hW. -0.30 am.,
Orchestral Concert relayed from Wilma. 8.25 a.m.,
Time Signal, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin,
from Hamburg. 11.80 a.m., Talk from Hamburg.
12.55, Flatten Time Signal. 1.0, Instrumental Concert.
C.O. Children's Programme from Hamburg, followed by
Talks and Musical Programme. 8.0, Musical Prognome followed by Weathr rForecast, News Bulletin,
and Concert relayed front aF.estaurant. 11.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
/121.113LAU (322.8 metres): 4 kW. -8.45 am., Chimes
relayed from Christ Church. 11.0 a.m., Sacred Morning
Recital with Address.
18.0 Noon, Instrumental
Concert. 2.0, Talk for Amateur Gardeners. 8.35,
Chess Problems Talk. 3.0, Programme for Children.
3.80, Agricultural Talks, followed by Sports Relay and
Programme of Music and Talks. 8.30, Evening Programme of Musical Items.
10.0, News Bulletin.
10.30, Probable relay of Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
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(556.8 metres)
35
kW- -99
News •Bulletin. 10.0 a.m., Divine Service Relay.
12.0 Noon, Chimes from the University Church,
followed by Weather Forecast, and Programme of
Instrumental Music. 4.15, Fairy Tales for Children.
followed by Weather Forecast, Musical and Dramatic
Selections, Sports Notes in the interval. 10.80
(approx.), Tzigane Music Selections.
12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.

COLOGNE (283 Metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme also
for Aix-la-elm:elk (400 metres), Laiusenbteg (
468.8,
metres), and Miinster (250 metres).-9.0 a.m., Relay
of the Evangelical Morning Recital, given in the
Bartningkirche, Cologne. 1.5, Instrumental Concert,
followed by Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0,
Musical Programme, followed by Last News Bulletin,
Sports Notes, Orchestral Selections, and Dance Music.
12.6 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
CORK, Call 8CK (400 metres); 1.5 kW.-8.39, Concert of Instrumental and Vocal Music, with Duets
by Raymonde Amy (Soprano), and Herbert Cameron
(Bass-Baritone).
11.0,
National
Anthem.
11.5
(approx.), Close Down.
(
"meow am messes); 1.8 kW.-10.15 to 11.45
a.m., Divise Service, relayed from a Polish Cathedral.
12.0 Noon, Fanfare from Notre Dame Church, Time
Signal, and Weather Forecast. 4.1), Talks for Farmers.
4.40, Agricultural Chronicle. 5.0, Concert, relayed
from Warsaw, followed by Miscellaneous Programme
and Talks. 8.30, Concert of Vocal and Instrumental
Music: Accompanist, Mr. Casimir Petecki, Paraphrase,
on Wagner's " Parsifal " and Grail scene, played by
Mr. Schwarzenberg-Czerny (Violin) and. Mme. R.
Freundlich
(Pianoforte). 10.0,
Programme from
Warsaw. 10.30, Concert, relayed from a Restaurant.
11.30 (approx.), Close Down.

DUBLIN. Call 2RN (819.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.30 to
11.5 (approx.), Programme, relayed from Cork:
Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music by the
Station Quintet, with Seamus MacAonghusa (Uillean
Pipes), Robert Dalton (Tenor), Gertrude Persse
(Pianoforte), and others. 11.0, National Anthem
and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.8 metres); 4 kW.-8.0
Morning Recital, followed by Talk for Parents and
Literary Programme. 1.0, Report of the Wiesbacun
Chamber of Agriculture. 3.0, Children's Corner.
4.0 (approx.), Orchestral Concert, followed by Programme of the Rhein-Main Association for Popular
Education, and Musical Programme.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (guy m u
le:
4kW.-Programme, relayed by B11111•11 (272.7 metres),
nano*, (297 metres) and Kiel (254.2 me tres). -6,30
am., Orchestral Concert, relayed front Vothans.
8.25 a.m., Time Signal, Weather Report and News
Bulletin. 1L0 a.m. (Hamburg, Hanover, and Bremen),
Talk on aVisit to the Hamburg Museums. 1L80 a.m.,
Commercial Talk and Musical Programme. 12.56,
International Time Signal, relayed from Nauss. 1.0
(for Hamburg and Kiel only), Orchestral Concert.
2.0, Programme for Children. 8.0 to 7.40, Programme
of Talks and Music. 7.40, Sports Notes and Weather
Report. 8.0, Musical Programme, followed by
Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Concert from
the Café Wallhof (for Hamburg and Kiel only).
11.0
(approx.), Close Down.

BRUNI (441.2 metres) ; 3kw.-7.0 a.m., Promenade
Concert relayed from Carlsbad, followed by Talks and
Music. 11.0 sm., Instrunter tal Concert. 3.0, Musical
Programme.
4.0, Popular Concert.
8.0, German
Transmission.
7.0, Orches -ral Concert of Popular
Music. 1015 (approx.), Misical Programme. 11.0
(approx.), Close Down.

HANOVER (297 metres) ; 0.7 kW. -0.80 a.m., Orchestral Concert, relayed from 'Anhui". 8.25 a.m.,
Time Signal, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin
from Hamburg. 11.30 am., Talk from Hamburg.
18.56, Time Signal from Munn. 1.0, Gramophone
Selections, followed by Talks and Musical Programme.
8.0, Musical Programme, followed by Weather Report,
News Bulletin and Concert, relayed from aRestaurant.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

BRUSSELS (603.5 metres)
1.5 kW.-6.0, Dance
Music Relay.
7.30, La Fadio-Chronique-Journal
Parlé of Radio-Belgique. 8.15, Concert of Orchestral
and Vocal Selections. Solos and Duets from the Works
of Wagner and Greig by 14.. Rubeau (Tenor) and
M. de Lil (Bass).
10.16 (approx.), News Bulletin.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down

HILVERSUM (1,071 metres) ; 5 kW.-12.40 to 2.10,
Concert by the Wireless Trio. 5.40, Concert by the
Wireless Quartet and Jacques Kinsbergen (Violinist).
7.40, Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Sports
Notes. 7.55, Concert, relayed from the Kurhaus,
Scheveningen, conducted by Professor Georg Schneevoigt. 10.15 (efflux.). Close Down.
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RUIZEIF (840.9 mottei); 4 kW.--Programme on
1,950 metres after 5.40. -8.10 to 9.10 am., Divine
Service : Address, "There is Nothing New Under the
Sun," and Vocal Music. 12.10, Concert by the Win kels
Trio, of Amsterdam, followed by Concert and Programme for Hospitals. 7.25, Talk. 755. Concert by
the Orchestra of the Catholic Broadcasting Association,
conducted by Mr. M. v.d. Ende: Popular Items.
Epilogue by the Choir, and Close Down.
MAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL) (244.5 metres); 1.5 kW.
-10, Instrumental Concert with Items for Children
by Marcel Laporte. 2.0 to 9.0, No Transmission,
9.0, News Bulletin, Weather Forecast and Musical
Selections, 1110, Dauce Music Programme from the
Juan-les-Pins Casino. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
"HALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW. - Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres). -10.0 a.m., Divine
Service. 11.30 a.m. (for Kalundhorg only), Vireather
Forecast. 2.0, Divine Service Relay, followed by
Instrumental Concert.
13.50 (
only),
Weather Forecast. 7.0, News Bulletin. 7
Time
Signal. 7.3% Talk. 8.0, Chimes, relayed from the
Copenhagen T
OWIL Hall. 8.6, Instrumental and Vocal
Concert. 9.0 (approx.), News Bulletin. 9.15, Solo
Recital. 9.45, Concert of Orchestral and Solo Selections with Henry Munck (Oboe), Louis Preil
and Ole Frosig (Clarionet) ;Orchestral Selections from
The Bartered Bride (Smetana), followed by Programme
of Dance Music; in the Interval at 12.0 Midnight,
Chimes from the Town Hall. 12.30 am. (approx.1
(Monday), Close Down.
HATOWITZ (428 metres) L 10 kW. - an
Divine Service Relay. 12.9 aeon, News. Bulletin. 4.0
(approx.), Talk by W. Wlosik: The Silesian Gardener,
followed by Two Agricultural Talks. 5.0, Popular
Concert, followed by Miscellaneous Announcements,
Programme of Talks and Music. 8.15, Instrumental
Concert, relayed from Wass». 10.0, Time Signal,
Weather Forecast and News Bulletin, 10.30, Programme of Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
RAIINA8 (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-12.0 Noon, Chimes
and Weather Forecast.
12.10,. Recital of Sacred
Music. 12.30, Programme of Stories, Songs and Music
for Children. 5.0, Report for Farmers. ILO, Programme for Young People. 8.30, Hunting Association
Programme. 7.80, Health Talk. 8.0, Lowering of the
Flag, Ceremony relayed from the Kaunas War Museum,
8.0 (approx.), Talk. 8.30, Time Signal, Weather
Forecast and Political Review. 9.0, Instrumental
Concert. 10.30 (aPPros.), Close Down.
KIEL (254.2 metres) ; 0.7 kW.- -8.30 am., Orchestral
Concert, relayed from Vomits= 8.25 ILBL: Time
Signal, Weather Report, News Bulletin from Hamburg.
10.55 a.m., Divine Service, relayed from the University
Church in Kiel. 12.55, Nauen Time Signal. LA,
Concert from Hamburg. 2.0, Programme for Children,
relayed from Hamburg, followed by Musical Programme
and 1alks. 7.40, Sports Notes. 7.56, Weather Forecast. 8.0, Musical hrogramme, followed by Weather
Forecast News Bulletin and Concert from the Café
Wallhof Hamburg. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
KONIGSBERG (329.7 metres) ; 4 kW. - Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 inetres).--9.0 am. to 12.56,
Programme of Talks, Music and Weather Forecasts.
12.56, International Time Signal from Xenon, followed
by Weather Forecast. 3.0, Chess Lesson, by P. S.
Leonhardt, followed by Music and Talks.
11.10,
Variety Concert, with Kate Mann, of the Sildfunk,
Stuttgart; Selections from Light Cavalry (Suppé).
10.0 (approx.), News Bulletin and Sports Notes, followed by Dance Music Programme. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres)
kW - Programme also
fur Helsinglora (275 metres).-8.0 a.m., Divine Service
in Finnish. 10.50 a.m., Review of the Press. 110 ant,
Concert. 11.50 a.m., Weather Forecast and Time
Signal. 12.0 Noon, Swedish Divine Service. 5.0,
Orchestral Concert, conducted by Erkki Link°:
Melodies from Madame Butterfly (Puccini).
7.3%
Recital of Songs. 7.50, Concert of Orchestral Music.
8.45, News Bulletin in Finnish and Swedish. 9.16,
Relay of aConcert front a Restaurant. 10.0 (approx.),
Close Down.
LANGENBERG (488.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (40(1 metres), Cologne (282
metres) and Minster (250 inetres).-9.0 a.m., Monling
Recital, relayed from Cologne, followed by Programme'
of Talks and Music. 1.5„ Concert by the Vienna
"Schwalben-Schrarnmeln, relayed from Diiireldart
followed by Programme of Talks and Music. 6.0,
Programme from Cologne: Concert, 1.1st News Bulletin, Sports Notes, Popular Music and Dances.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
LAUSANNE 890 metres). -4.30, Programme relayed
from Barn. 8.30, L.ncert or Religious Address.
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Programmes !TOM Abroad.LEIPZIG (385.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-9.0 a.m., Morning'
Recital of Instrumentà1 and Vocal Music. 11.0 a.m.,
Outside Relay of a Concert. 12.0 Noon, Two Talks.
1.0, Agricultural Programme. 2.0, Review of the.
Foreign Press. 2.15, Deutscher Sprachverein Programme.
2.30, The Dresden Wireless Orchestra,
conducted by Gustav Agunte, relayed from the
Jahresschau, Dresden.
3.30, Literary Reading.
4.30, Concert of instrumental Music. 0.80 to 7.30
(approx.), Programme of Talks. 7.30, Programme of
Musical Puzzles-Listeners have to guess the names
9f the well-known artistes who will perform during
the programme; during the Intervals : Gramophone
Records; after the Competition Concert.
10.0,
Sports Notes, followed by Music. 13.80 a.m. (approx.)
Monday), Close Down.
LYONS (Radio-Lyon) (291 metres) '
• 0.5 kW.-1.L0
a.m.. Concert of Sacred Music. 12.0 Noon to 7.30, No
.
Transmission.
7,80, Le Journal Parlé-Weather
Forecast, News Bulletin and Review of Current
Events followed by Sports Talk by M. Paul Garcin.
RA, Orchestral Concert with Violin Solos by M.
Camard. 9.15, Programme of Ancient and Modern
Dance Music. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MADRID (Onion Radio), Call EAJ 7 (875 metres) ;
3 kW.-Programme relayed by Salamanca. EA J22
(405 metres).-2.0, Concert of Orchestral Music.
LSO to 7.0, No Transmission. 7.0, Programme for
_ Children-Variety Items and Sextet Selections. 8.0,
Dance Music Programme. 8.30 to 10.0, No Transmission.
10.0, Chimes, Time Signal, followed by
Orchestral Concert: Selections from "The New
World Symphony" (Dvorak), and Music from the
Paseo de Rosales. 18.80 a.m. (approx.) (Monday),
Close Down.
MILAN, Call IMI (526.3 metres) ; 7 kW.-10.30 to
11.16 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental Concert of Sacred
Music. 12.30 to 1.30, quartet Selections. 4.0, Opening
Signal followed by Qtuntet and Vocal Concert.s
Programme of Reports, Time Signal and Sports Notes.
8.50, •Manon Lescaut" Opera (Puccini). After the
Second Act, News Bulletin and Sports Notes. 11.43
(approx.), Close Down.
m(yrALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (454.5 metres), Boden (1,190 metres),
Onteborg (410.5 metres), blidinti (280.9 metres),
Ostersund (720, metres), and Sundsvall (545.8 metres).
11.0 a.m., Divine Service relayed from a Church.
5.0, Children's Corner. 5.55, Chimes relayed from the
Stockholm Town Hall. 8.0, Divine Service Relay.
7.15, "Dunungers."-A Comedy in Four Acts, by
Selma Lagergli, relayed from the Gilteborg Station.
Followed by a Programme of Old-time Dance Music.
U.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MUNICH (535.7 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme relayed
by Angsberg (560 metres), Haiserlautern (204.1
metres), and Nuremburg (241.9 metres).-11.0 a.m.,
Chimes from the Munich Town Hall. 11.15 a.m.,
%Veather Forecast. 12.0 Noon, Instrumental Music.
L5, Weather Forecast and Programme Announcements. 1.15, Agricultural Talks Programme, followed
by Talks and Music. 8.0, Orchestral Concert Conducted by Kurt Pastor, The Bonn "Liecierblüte"
Double Quartet, followed by News Bulletin, and
Evening Concert.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.5
a.m., Recital of Sacred Music. 4.45, Programme for
Children. 5.0, Concert of Light Instrumental Music
with Soprano Solos. 5.30, Time Signal, followed by
Reports. 8.40, Time Signal. 8.48, Report of the
Harbour Authorities. 8.50, Concert of Vocal and
Instrumental Mimic. In the Interval, "0 Here 0
Affogare "-Comedy in One Act (Leo Castelnuovo).
10.0, Sports Notes. 10.55, Calendar and Forthcoming
Programme AnnouncementS.
11.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
OSLO (481.5 metres); 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Preiriksetsd (434.8 metres), Mamar (555.6 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Pons:fund (500 metres),
Riukan (448 metres). -10.20 a.m. (approx.), Chimes
followed by Divine Service Relay. 7.45, Weather
Forecast and News Bulletin. 8.0,
Signal. 8.15,
Concert of Vocal and Orchestral Music. 9.30 (approx.).
Weather Forecast and News Bulletin. 9.45, Review of
Topical Events. 10.0, Dance Music relayed from the
Hotel Bristol. 12.0 Midnight (approx), Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) ;
0.0 kW.-Progranune relayed at intervals by the
following stations: Bordeaux PIT (275 metres)
Eiffel Tower (2,850 metres) ; thensble (418 metres)
Lille PIT (204 metres); Limoges (285 metres)
Lyons PIT (476 metres) ; Marseilles (103 metres)
Reanei (280 metres) ; Toulouse PIT (260 metres).8.0 a.m., News Bulletin and Time Signal. 10.25 a.m.,
Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 1.30, Concert of
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Orchestral Music. 6.0, Le Radio-Journal de France.
8.80, Talk on Sports. 9.0, Concert of Instrumental
Music, followed by Dance Music Programme relayed
from the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (8,850 metres) ; 5
kW.-8.51) a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 10.28
a.m., Time Signal on 2,850 metres. 6.45, Le Journal
Parlé par T.S.F.-Programme of Talks, by M. Bertrand
Dupeyrat, Dr. Pierre Vachet, M. André Delacour and
other regular contributors. 8.10, Weather Forecast.
8.80, Mario Cares and his Orchestra. 8.56, Time
Signal on 32.5 metres. 11.28, Time Signal on 2,050
metres.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) ; 0. 5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Programme of Talks
and News Bulletin. 9.0, Vocal and Instrumental
Concert: Soloist M. L. Guenot of the Opéra-Comique,
Vision fugitive from Hérodiade (Massenet). 9.25,
News Bulletin. 9.80, Short Symphony Concert.
10.0, News Bulletin. 10.5 (approx.), InStrumental
Selections. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio L.L.) (870 and 60 metres); 1 kW.12.30, Radio-Liberté Transmission, News Bulletin.
8.0, Concert of Dance Music, organised by the Compagnie Nationale de Radibdiffusion. 9.0, Gala Concert
of Russian Chamber Music, condffcted by General de
Gorlenko. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) • 6kW.
-8.0 am., News Bulletin. 12.0 Noon, Sacred Music
Recital and Address, News Bulletin. 12.45, Concert
of Light Music by the Albert Locatelli Orchestra.
4.30, Dance Music Programme, News in the Interval.
7.45,
Children's
Programme. 8.15,
Agricultural
Report and News Bulletin. 8.80, Symphony Concert
by the Station Orchestra, conducted by M. Eugène
Bigot, News in the Interval.
PITTSBURGH, Call KDKA (88 and 27 metres) ; 25
kW.-3.46, Telechron Time. 4.0, Divine Service.
7.0, Roxy's Stroll Programme, relayed from WJZ,
New York. 9.2, Dr. Sockman's Question Box, from
WJZ. 10.0, Twilight Reveries, from WJZ. 1.10,
Telechron Time, Baseball Scores and Instrumental
Music. 11.80, KDKA Ensemble Concert, relayed
from the Palm Room of the William Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh. 12.0 Midnight, Telechron Time, Base.
ball Scores and Continuation of Ensemble Concert.
LO am.
(Monday),
Miscellaneous.
1.45 am.,
Whittall Angle•Persians from WJZ.
2.15 a.m.,
Concert by the Goldman Band, from WJZ Longine
Time. 815 a.m., Baseball Scores, Telechron Time
Signal, Atlantic City. 10.80 a.m. (approx.), Close
Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.15 am., Divine
Service, 12.0 Noon, Time Signal. 5.0, Programme,
relayed from Warsaw. 6.50, Talk, Programme from
Warsaw. 7.15, Talk. 7.45, Talk, Programme from
Warsaw. 8.30, Programme of Musical Riddles.
10.0, Time Signal, Weather Forecast and Sports
Notes. 10.20, Miscellaneous. 10.40, Dance Music
Programme, relayed from the Palais Royal Restaurant.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PRAGUE (349.9 metres) ;5kW.-7.0 a.m., Promenade
Concert, relayed from Carlsbad, followed by Sacred
Music and Agricultural Report. 11.0 a.m., Orchestral Concert. 12.0 MOOD, Musical Programme. 4.30,
Instrumental Concert. 6.0, German Transmission,
followed by Popular Music, relay from the Brünn
Exhibition and News Bulletin,
RABAT, Call PTT (416 metres)
2 kW. - L30,
Selections by the Station Orchestra. 3.0 to 9.15,
No Transmission.
9.15, "Le
Journal
Parlé,"
News Bulletin. 9.80, Concert by the Station Orchestra. 11.80, Programme of Music, relayed from the
Jardin d'Eté Cinema in Rabat. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
IUGA (528.8 metres) ; 4 kW.--9.0 a.m., German
Divine Service. 10.15 a.m., Latvian Divine Service
from the Mara Church in Riga. LO, Programme for
Children, followed by Agricultural Talks. 4.0, Instrumental Concert, followed by Talks and Music. 9.0,
Weather Forecast, followed by Dance Music Programme. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
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ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 8 kW.-10.15 ma,
Opening Signal and Sacred Morning Recital of Music.
LO to ILO, Concert by the Radio Trio. 5.0. Opining.
Signal, followed by Instrumental Concert. ILO to
6.80, Dance Music, relayed from the Casinetta. 8.0,
Reports, Sports Notes and News Bulletin, Review
of Current Events. 8.59, Tinte Signal. 9.0, Grand
Symphony Concert with aTalk in the Interval "Scènes
alsaciennes" (Massenet), (a) Dimanche matin, (b)
Le cabaret, (c) Sous les Tilleuls, (d) Dimanche soir.
115, News Bulletin. 3,115 (approx.), Close Down.
SAN SEBASTIAN (Union Radio), Call EAJ 8 (885
metres) ; 0.5 kW.-10.0 to 12.0 Midnight, Relay of
Orchestral Selections from the San Sebastian Casino,
12.0 Midnight (approx.), ama Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and EXAF (2198 and
81.4 metres); 30 kW.-4.0, Divine Service, relaye;
from the First Presbyterian Church, Schenectad
Address by Dr. George Alexander. 10.80, Concert
the Ballad Singers, relayed from New York. 11,.
Stetson Parade, American Legion Band Programme
from Boston. 12.0 Midnight, Concert by the National
String Orchestra.
12.25 a.m. (Monday). Baseball
Scores from New York. 12.30 a.m., Capitol Theatre
Programme from New York. 2.0 a.m., Talk: -Our
Government, from Washington, D.C.
8.15 am.,
Atwater Kent Programme from New York. 2.45 a.m.,
Correct Time. 2.47 a.m., Biblical Drama from New
York.
8.15 a.m., Experimental Television Transmission. 3.30 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres): 5 kW.-4.30, Orchestral
Concert.
5.30, Market Prices.
6.15, Concert of
Turkish Music. 8.80, Weather Report and Time
Signal. 8.40, The Station Orchestra. 10.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
STUTTGART (878.7 metres) ; 4 kW. - 11-0 &AL.
Instrumental and Vocal Morning Recital, followed by
Outside Relay of Music with Gramophone Records In
the Intervals. 2.0, Childsen's Corner. 8.30 (approx.),
Light Vocal and Instrumental Concert, fdllowed by
Talks and Reports. 8,0 (approx.), Vocal and Instrumental Programme, followed by Sports Notes and
News.
TALLINN (40a metres) ; 2.2 kW.-7.30 a.m., Early
Morning Concert of Light Music. 8.30 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from a Church. 8.0, instrumental
and Vocal Concert. 8.0, Agricultural Talk. 8.30,
News Bulletin. 8.45 (approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (891 metres) ;
3 kW.-12.80, Concert of Instrumental and Solo
Music.
LO, Carillon.
145, Press Review.
8.0,
Exchange Quotations and Press Review. 8.80, Concert
of Trio and Solo Selections: The Fourth Concerto in
G Major for Pianoforte and Orchestra (Beethoven)
followed by Light Orchestral Music and North African
News. 1.115 (approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) : 1.5 and 5 kW.Programme relayed by Gras (357.1 metres), Innsbruck
(294.1 metres), Klagenfurt (272.7 metres) and Ling
(254.2 metres) 11.0 a.m., Concert by the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra .4.0, Concert of Orchestral Music,
followed by Chamber Music
Selections.
7.45,
"Papiermühle," Comedy in Three Acts (Georg
Kaiser), under the Direction of Aurel Nowotny;
Musical Selections.
WARSAW (1.111 metres); 10 kW.-10.15 a.m.,
Divine Service. 12.0 Noon, Time Signal, Fanfare from
Notre Dame in Cracow, Aviation Report and Weather
Forecast. 3.55, Agricultural Talks. 5.0, Concert by
the Philharmonie de Varsovie Orchestra. 6.30, Miscellaneous. 6.50, Talk, by Prof. L. Kulczycici. 8,15,
Concert by the Philharmonie de Varsovie: Soloists,
J. Hirszfeld and M. Sowilski; Peer Gynt Suite, No. 1,
played by the Orchestra, (a) Morning, (b) The Death
of Ase, (c) Anitra's Dance, (d) In the Hall of the
Mountain King. 10.0, Time Signal, Aviation Report
and Weather Forecast. 10.5, News, Police Information
and Sports Notes. 10.30, Dance Music Programme
from the Osas Restaurant. 1.1.80 (approx.), Close
Down.
ZAGREB (310 metres) ; 0.35 kW.-1L110
Military Music Selections. 5.0, Sports Relay. 7.45,
Wireless Propaganda Talk. 8.0, Relay of an Operetta
given in the Zagreb National Theatre, followed by
News Billetin. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ZURICH (588 metres) ; 1 kW.-11.15 a.m., Orchestral
Concert, followed by Weather Forecast.
12.30,
Instrumental Selections. 4.0, Orchestral Concert from
the Carlton-Elite Hotel. 7.80, Divine Service and
Address. 8.0, Orchestral Concert. 8.30, Song Recital
by Marie Smeikal, of the Zurich Municipal Theatre,
followed by Request Orchestral Concert.
10.0,
Weather Forecast and News Bulletin. 10.15 (approx.)
Close Down.
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'IL RANSATLANIIC SUCCESS ON
:0 METRES,
A Description

of the Apparatus Used in Successful
Communication.

Two.way Amateur

By PIERRE AUSCHITZKY, EF=8CT, Gironde, France.

S

INCE February, 1925, Ihave been making attempts
to communicate with America, using shorter and
shorter wavelengths. In March, 1925, my first
transmission on 16 metres was received by NU-2WC
of New York. Iwas then using raw A.C. with an input
of about 160 watts. An ordinary aerial of the cage
type, aperiodically coupled, was employed.
This i6-metre transmission was also received in
France, at Marseilles, on August 7th, 1925, by EF-8DE,
who reported "QRK R7, Very Stable." The distance
was about 560 kilometres, and Iwas still using raw A.C.
Since this time, except for more local work, a wavelength of 2,0 metres was used for
general communication.
During the
winter of 1925-1926 tests were conducted
on 23 metres and at definite times, reducing the wavelength to 21, 18, 16,
14, and 12 metres. These tests commenced at 14.00 G.M.T., always beginning with
transmission on 23
metres. All these transmissions, with
the exception of those on 12 metres,
were received at Copenhagen, Denmark, where awavelength of 14 metres
was received " R6 and very stable,"
and the amateur who was listening
apologised for being unable to listen on
a lower wavelength.

NU-2JN, Mr. C. K. Atwater, of Upper Montclair, N.J..
on 23 metres, and Iasked him if he could listen for me
on to metres. He said he could not then, but that to
satisfy me he would rig up a receiver for the purpose.
Then on December 26th, 1927, he announced to me that
he had a receiver O.K. for 10 metres. Icommenced to
transmit exactly on that wavelength from 14.30 to 14.45,
and the transmission was received during the last five
minutes, and my correspondent reported "QRK R3
FB, all OK, Stbi." I continued to transmit on io
metres, and congratulated my correspondent on his receiver, and for ten minutes he received my transmission

Difficulties below 15 Metres.

An American, NU-1RD, of Waban,
received my transmission on 14 metres
well and very steady, strength about
,R7, and this reception was repeated
several times. NU-1RD and EF-8CT
were at that time in communication on
14 metres, and the same wavelength
was used with success in communicatión with NU-2NZ, who reported
signal strength R7.
Fig. 1.—The author with his successful 10-metre receiver. The push-pull amplifier
mentioned In the text can be seen at the top of the illustration.
Following on these experiments,
several attempts to use shorter wavelengths for comconsistently. At 14.55 signals faded to RI, and then to
munication produced no results, apparently because the
nothing; NU-2JN hearing nothing further of my transreceivers of my correspondents would not go below 14
mission. Returning to 23 metres Itold him that Ihad
or 15 metres, and in the experiments Ihave carried out
heard a lower harmonic of WIK, probably on 10.73
this seems to have been my principal trouble. Because
metres, QRK R3.
of the difficulty of maintaining stability of reception on
Encouraged by these results, 2JN decided to put
wavelengths below 14 metres, amateurs do not, up to
up a transmitter for the following Sunday, which was
the present, seem to have interested themselves in waveJanuary 1st, 1928, and we established what I believe
lengths of this order to any extent, and, consequently,
was the first transatlantic two-way communication on
very few of the regular transmitters employ receivers
io metres.
The signals were received from 14.15
capable of satisfactory reception below 14 metres.
G.M.T. until 16.45 G.M.T., rtrength R4 in America
On December nth, 1927, Imade the acquaintance of
and R6 here; fading reduced signal strength at times
A 27
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Transatlantic Success on 10 Iletret.—
to RI. From 15.15 to 16.25 signals were very stable,
reception here being R4-R3, and in America R6-R5.
At 16.45 communication was interrupted, my correspondent having become too weak to read and my own
transmission at this time being still R5 but with fading.
On the occasion of this first communication NU-2JN
transmitted a message as follows: " Msg to EF-8CT,
January 1st, 15.40 G.M.T., Fm NU-2JN, Congratulations on what we believe to be the first two-way con-

AUGUST 15th, 1928.

on March nth and again on April 1st, and this station was heard by me on April 15th, a day which
seemed very good for To-metre reception, as in addition to NU-2JN I heard on that date NU-2EB, R6,
NU-2GP, R3, NU-8ALY, R5.
A number of other
stations were also heard; probably they were harmonics.
So far Ihave had no success in communication with
stations in California.
The transmitter which Iuse at my station has throughout been of a type normally for 3 to 200 metres with
interchangeable inductances, and the
circuits can be changed so as to employ reverse feed back, Hartley, or
Mesny arrangements, and it was the
latter which I used for wavelengths
below 50 metres. For io metres the
grid coil consists of one turn 18 centimetres in diameter; the plate coil, two
turns of the same diameter, tuned with
a small condenser; the aerial 'coil consists of three-quarters of aturn 14 centimetres in diameter, located within the
magnetic field of the grid and plate
coils.
Transmitter Details.

2.—The

10-metre transmitter. Note the strip inductance and
oscillator and modulator valves.

tact on io metres, Signed NU-2JN." I replied with
the following message " Msg Fm EF-8CT to NU-2JN,
January 1st, 16.10 G.M.T., Congratulations for NU-2JN
and American amateur stations for first contact, twoway, on io metres with France. Signed EF-8CT."
During this test I made an attempt at telephony transmission but was not received by NU-2JN. Later, however, a QSL card was received from NU-8ZZZ, A.K.
Mack Conney, of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, confirming
" To Radio EF-8CT, Your 'phone heard here on January 1st, 1928, 10.20 a.m., QRH io QSB DC Aud. R5,
Read R6," and he remarked further " You were QSO
NU-2JN."
This report seems to show how peculiar are the results obtainable with short waves. From that date I
have been frequently in communication with NU-2JN
with satisfactory signal strength, but on other occasions
nothing was heard on io or n metres, not even the
harmonic of WIK.
Another station, NU-2NM, which had been also taking
part in tests since January 1st, received my transmission

The aerial used is that known here
as the " Lévy," specially designed for
23 metres, the height from the ground
being 12 metres and connected between
my house and a tree; the two horizontal wires directed north-south are
5.55 metres each and the two feed,
ers,
ro metres. The aerial current is 0.5
amp. The A.C. supply is rectified by
the "horned"
two kenotron " Fotos " valves rated at
6o watts each. The supply available
after rectification is 1,200 volts, 125 milliamperes, using
two 6o-watt " Fotos " horned valves. The keying was
done by relay in the return lead of the filaments and
modulation for telephony as well as for production of
a musical note was obtained by " Schoc " system,
amplified by one low-frequency stage. The receiver
is a normal circuit for low wavelengths and is mounted'
on agramophone disc, which provides avery good form
of insulation panel. Two 3o-turn chokes are connected
in the filament leads to stop the passage of H.F. to the
batteries. The aerial inductance is 2 turns, the grid coil 2
turns, and the plate coil 3 turns, all having a diameter
of 7centimetres. The detector valve ià a Philips A-409,
followed by a low-frequency valve, 13-406, or a pushpull amplifier for telephony.
I am putting up a
special new io-metre station with which I hope to be
able to experiment with different types of aerial systems
in November next, and I look forward to hearing a
number of European stations on io metres at about that
time, I therefore take this opportunity of thanking in
advance any future correspondents.
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Correspondent.

" Prom" Season.—Programmes and the Regional

Scheme.—Naming the New Stations.—More American Relays.
Picture Broadcasting in the Autumn.
I am now able to confirm the report
that the B.B.C. will begin picture transmission in the autumn by means of a
well-known British system which has
been described in the pages of 7'he Wireless World.
Tests have already been
conducted after broadcasting hours between 5XX, 2LO, and the Clapham
research station, and I understand that
the new service, when inaugurated, will
also be given after the usual hours, in
order to avoid interference with the
ordinary programmes.
0000

A Poser.
" What pictures shall we send? " is
the question which has been hovering on
the lips of the Programme Department,
who know more about tickling the ear
than pleasing the eye. Perhaps they will
dare to transmit a few portraits of the
staff or some illustrated dressmaking
hints. If they are wise they will proceed
warily, knowing that legions of critics
who have exhausted their vocabulary on
the audible programmes will be ready to
pounce on the visible ones.
0000

"Prom " Nights.
Readers may like to make a note of
the
" proms."
broadcasts
from •the
Queen's Hall during August.
They are
as follow :-2L0 and 5XX :August 22nd
and 28th; 5GB: August 16th, 18th, 21st,
24th, and 30th.
The other stations in
the provinces will broadcast one promenade concert a week, on the night
when London is also broadcasting it, and,
in addition, may, at the station director's
discretion, transmit one on some other
evening of the same week.

The B.B.C. replied with the installation of relay stations, ostensibly to provide a 100 per cent, service everywhere,
but actually to heal the sores of
wounded pride. This was a good scheme
in 1923, ,but the scene-shifters are now
at work
preparing the stage for the
regional scheme, und the relay stations
must go.
FUTURE FEATU RES .
London and Daventry.
Ami -sr I:rm.—Service from st. Mary's
Abbey, Buckfast.
AUGUST 20T5.—Pianoforte Recital l'y
Ponishnoff.
AUGUST 2187.—" The Locked Chest." a
play by Masefield.
Arovirr 2250.—Promenade Concert.
ArGUST 23RD .—A programme of Students' Choruses.
AUGUST 24TH.—Voices we shall not hear
again.
A programme of Gramophone Records of Caruso and Patti.
Daventry Experimental (SCE ).
AUGUST 207D.—" All the To-morrows." a
tragedy by Aubrey Millward.
AUGUST 21st.—Promenade Concert, relayed from the Queen's Hall.
Acol'ST
23RD.—A
Summer
Symphony
Concert.
Cardiff.
ArcesT 22ND .— A programme from The
Sunshine Carnival at Clarence Park,
Weston-Super-Mare. First Day.
AUGUST 2350.—Ditto. Second Day.
•
AUGUST 25TH.—A Popular Request programme.
Manchester.
At'DDST 20TH.—“ On With the Show of
1928." The Concert Party Entertain
ment, produced by
Ernest Long
staffe,
AllaST 21m—international Vaudeville.
Newcastle.
Auccsv 22ND.—" My
Programme,"
l.
"Wee Nora " of The Itsdioptimit.t;.
Aberdeen.
At-nt -ST 22ND.—A Violoncello Recital by
J. 11. Shaw.
Belfast.
ArGIST
20TH. — " Ciremnstantial
Evi•
deuce." A mystery play by Herbert
1'. Parsons.

CDZ.:0

Pride of Place.
One of the earliest problems which
harassed those pioneer enthusiasts of the
old B.B. Company was that o£ satisfying
local dignity. Not every big town could
be provided with a broadcasting station,
but the big towns argued, quite rightly,
that they were all entitled to a place in
the ether.

A 29

The Grouping System.
The B.B.C. is tackling this new situation by the introduction of the programme grouping
scheme,
which
is
already being experimented with in the
Manchester area. Mr. Edward Liveing.
who is director of 2ZY, has been devoting
much of his time to the development of
this idea, and confidently predicts that

the inauguration of a Pennine regional
station (to follow that at Potters Bar)
will result in a mure general diffusion
of broadcast talent from all the important towns in the Midlands.
Thus
towns such as Leeds, Sheffield, and Liverpool will actually provide more programme material under the regional
scheme than is the case at present.
Naming the Regional Stations.
To avoid
associating the
regional
stations with the towns nearest to which
they happen to be placed, it is suggested
that the stations should be known by
their compass direction on the map.
We should thus have a " Northern," a
" Southern," a "Western," a " Central,"
and perhaps a "Scottish " regional
station, each deriving programme material
from widely separated cities and towns.
Each regional station will provide one
original programme, while it may give,
as an alternative, a programme which is
beinz transmitted by a distant station.
Enter Sam Mayo.
Sam Mayo, one of the few leading
comedians who have not yet appeared
before the microphone, is to •broadcast
from 2L0 and 5XX on August 20th.
Reston in the Ascendant.
Last week 1 referred to the return to
fame of the B.B.C. receiving station atKeston. The station will be still more
in the public eye in the course of a few
weeks when some new experiments are
to begin in the reception and relaying
of programmes from America.
Five separate receivers are to be used,
on wavelengths varying between 16 and
50 metres, to pick up five individual
transmissions of the same programme
from the satellite stations of WGY at
Schenectady. For relay purposes the five
receivers will have a common output.
This method of avoiding fading and
atmospherics has been advocated by Dr.
Alfred
N.
Goldsmith,
of the U.S.
National Broadcasting Company, as well
as by Capt. EekersleY over here.
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REACTANCE OF A COIL
AT RADIO FREQUENCIES

W. W. AB AC

USEFUL
Reactance ot a coi,

at

radio

frcqumcies.

DATA

CHARTS

NQ

6

(No. 6).

For a full explanation, reference should
the abat, in last week's issue.

be made to the explanatory text

preceding
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
PEERLESS VALVE HOLDER.
The moulded shell of this valve holder
is made in two pans, an outer circular
base carrying the connecting terminals
and a floating centre supported on flat
liard brass springs.
The valve sockets
are pressed out of the same metal as the
supporting springs; there are no soldered
joints. The niinimum of insulating material has been used, yet the strength of
the finished product is quite adequate.

and it will be seen that by reversing the
end, hexagon nuts can be held by the
shaped clip provided.
0000

POLAR "IDEAL" CONDENSER.
The Polar
All Brass " condensers
wete reviewed on page 559 of the May
23rd issue, and the remarks made on that
occasion apply with equal force to the
" Ideal " condenser which differs only in
the method of applying the vernier
control.
Instead of the well-known cam vernier
which gives fine control over only a few
degrees, the new " Ideal " condenser is
fitted with a reduction gear giving continuous action over the whole of the
tuning scale. The gear works on the epicyclic principle, and depends on friction

" lumpiness." Direct movement of the
vanes is possible by rotating the 180'
dial which is fixed to the main spindle.
The dial has a diameter of 3îin., and
the degrees are therefore well spaced,
while the shallow bevel gives a handsome
appearance.

Peerless Shockproof valve holder.

The makers are the Bedford Electrical
Radio Co., Ltd., 22, Campbell Road,
Bedford, and the price is is. 3d.
EXPANDING SCREWDRIVER.
Made by the Lewis Spring Co., Ltd.,
Redditch, these screwdrivers are designed
for holding the screws for insertion in
inaccessible positions, the larger type costing 9d. and the smaller 6d.
The principle of the expanding point
is obvious from the accompanying sketch,

Lea Is expanding screwdriver.
A

I

Polar .• Ideal" variable condenser.

Sectional diagram of slow-motion gear in
the Polar "Ideal" condenser.

for the drive. A set of large-diameter
ball bearings B take the place of the
" plaeet " whaels in a true epicyclic gear,
and the " sun " wheel takes the form of a
V-shaped groove turned in the end of the
vernier spindle VS. The balls roll round
the inside surface of the fixed dust
cap
D and the reaction is
transmitted through a bezel ring R and
spring disc SD to the hollow main
spindle
MS
carrying
the
moving
vanes The gear ratio is approximately
30 to 1, and the drive is free from

Small diameter ball bearings are used
also in both main bearings of the condenser. For short-wave work phosphor
bronze balls can be supplied to order.
Reduction ratios other than 30 to 1
can also be supplied to set manufacturers if the quantities ordered are
sufficiently large.
The makers, Messrs. Wingrove and
Rogers, Ltd., 1:.:-189, Strand, London,
W.C.2, have fixed the prices as follows :
0.0005 nifd., 12s. 6d.; 0.00035, 12s. 3d.;
0.0003 and 0.00025 mfd., 12s.; 0.00015
and 0.0001, ils. 6d.
The 0.0005 mfd. specimen submitted
for test had a minimum capacity of 16
micro-mfds. and a maximum of 0.0005T
mfd.
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List

of the

(1) EUROPE.

Principal Broadcasting Stations of the
Arranged in Order of Wavelength.

ware-

length.
Kiinigswusterhausen (AFP), Germany.. 4,000
Kiinigswusterhausen (AFP), Germany.. 2,600
Eiffel Tower (F.L), Paris. Time signals
in Code 0926 and 2226 G.M.T. and
B.S.T.
2650
Opening signal: Seconds counted in
French.
Berlin (Wolff's Bureau), News ..
2,525
Kovno (Kaunas), Lithuania
..
.. 2,000
',Iola signal: Strokes on gong.
Sehi.% eninj n, Holland
.. 1,950
Huizen, Billand
.. 1,950
Kosziee (Kassa), Czecho-slovakia
.. 1,870
Norddeieh, Germany . Weather report,
11.0 p.m.
1,829
Angora, Turkey ..
1,806
Paris (Radio Paria CFR)
.. 1,765
Opening signal: Electric gong at
12.30 and 8.30. Clock chimes at the
hour.
Kharkov, Russia
1,680
l'aventry (5XX). Time signals 10.30
a.m. and 6.30 p.m. ..
1,604.8
Lahti, Finland
..
.. 1,522
Moscow, Komitern (RA1), Russia
.. 1,450
Motala, Sweden ..
.. 1,304
Zeesen (K5nigimusterhausen), Germany 1,250
Opening and Interval signals: Met ro1101110.

AUGUST 15th, 1928.

Stamboul, Turkey
Boden (SASE), Sweden ..
.. 1,190
Kalundborg, Denmark ..
.. 1,153
Opening signal: 3Strokes of a gong.
Ityvang, Denmark
..
1,1re
Novosibersk (RA33), Russia
.. 1,117
Warsaw (AXO), Poland..
..
1,111
Opening and Interval signais
W, in
Morse.
De Bilt (PCFF), Holland.
Weather
report 9.15 p.m.
..
.. 1,100
Rostov-on-Don (RA14), Russia..
.. 1,075
Hilversum (ANRO), Holland)
1,071
Basle, Switzerland
..
.. 1,010
Leningrad (RA42), Russia
..
.. 1,000
Opening Signal: Gong on chimes.
Tiflis, Russia
870
Nijni Novgorod (RA 13), Russia
..
840
Kiev (RAS), Russia
..
..
775
Geneva (HSI), Switzerland
..
760
-Opening signal. 3 long whistles.
Ostersund, Sweden.
Relays Sundsvall
720
Lausanne (HB2), Switzerland ..
680
Opening trig nal :Chimes amd Carillon.

..
Moscow (Popoff), Russia
..
Zurich (HBZ), Switzerland
Interval signal: Gong.
Vienna (Stubenring)
Freiburg, Germany
..
Cracow, Poland
Augsburg, Germany. Relays Munich..
Bloemendaal, Holland. Sundays only
Blikeli (St. Michel), Finland
..
llamar, Norway ..
Budapest., Hungary
Opening signal: 4 notes, repeated.
Milan (IMI), Italy
Opening signal: Tuning Note.
Sundsvall (SASD), Sweden
Munich, Germany
Opening and Interval signals: MENG,
in Morse, followed by 3 notes.
Riga, Latvia
..
Vienna (Rosenhugel)
Aalesund. Norway
Brussels (SBR)
Opening signal: Whistle.
Tromso, Norway
Aberdeen (2BD)
Uppsala, Sweden. Relay Station.
Linkoping (SMUW), Sweden.
Belay
Station
..
Porsgrund, Norway. Relay Station ..
Daventry Experimental (5GB)
Berlin (Witzleben)
Interval signal: Clock chimes.
Kharkov (RA24), Russia
Lyons (La Dona, P.T.T.), France
Relays Eeole Superieure, Paris
..
Langenburg, Germany ..
Opening Signal: Chimes 4 bells.
Interval: U, in Morse.
Barcelona (EAJ13, Radio Catalana)
Spain
Oslo, Norway
..
Paris (Ecole Superieure P.T.T.)
Stockholm (SASA), Sweden
Opening signal: Folk song on aspinet
Interval: Rapid ringing of a bell.
Moscow (Trades Union, RA2), Russia..
Rome (1R0)
•
Opening signal: Oscillatii.g valve,
followed by "Pronto."
Interval:
Trumpet call and " Radio Roma."
Rjukan, Norway. Relay Station
..
Malmberget, Sweden. Relay Station..
Brunn (Brno), (OKB), Czecho-slovakia

Wavelength.
675
588.2

•
- 577

577
566
566
566
566
555.8
555.5
548
545.6
535.7
526.3
517.2
511
508.5
500
500
500
500
500
491.8
484
477
476
468.8

462
461.5
458
454.5
450
44.8

447.8
446
441.2

World.

Wilna, Poland
..
..
..
..
Seville (EA.15, Union Radio), Spain ..
Frankfurt-on-Main
..
..
..
Opening signal: 3 Strokes of gong.
Interval: Metronome.
Kattowitz, Poland
..
..
..
Goteborg (SAS13), Sweden)
..
..
Grenoble, France..
..
..
..
Notodden, Norway. Relay Station ..
Berne (HBA), Switzerland
..
..
Opening signal: Post'horn or Tuning
:Note. Intereal: 2 Strokes of Gong.
Tallinn (Reval), Esthonia
..
..
Glasgow (5SC)
..
..
..
..
Salamanca (EAJ22), Spain
..
..
Mont de Marzan (Radio Club Landrais),
France
..
..
..
..
Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany
..
..
Cadiz (EAJ3), Spain
..
..
..
Opening signal: Metronome.
Madrid (EAJ2, Radio España), Spain ..
Cork (6('K), Irish Free State ..
..
Plymouth (SPY). Relay Station
..
Tammerfors; Finland. Relay Station ..
Hamburg (B.A. in Morse), Germany ..
Toulouse (Radio du Midi), France
..
Interred signal: Metronome.
Manchester (2ZY)
..
..
Stuttgart, Germany
..
..
Interval Signal: 3 Notes.
Helsingfors (Helsinki), Finland ..
..
Madrid (13AJ7, Union Radio), Spain ..
Opening signal: Bugle Call.
Bergen, Norway ..
..
..
..
l'aria (Radio L.L.)
..
..
Leipzig, Germany
..
..
..
Interval signal: Metronome or RIL
in Morse.
London (2L0)
..
..
••
Graz (V in Morse), Austria
..
Cardiff (5WA)
..
..
..
Prague, Czecho-slovakia..
..
..
Barcelona (EAJ1, Radio Barcelona),
Spain ..
..
..
..
Posen, Poland
..
..
Huizen, Holland ..
..
Paris (Petit Parisien)
..
..
Copenhagen
..
..
..
..
Opening signal: 3Strokes ot Gong.
Cartagena (EAJ16), Spain
San Sebastian (EAJ8), Spain
Reykjavik, Iceland
..

..
..
• •

..
..

Warelength.
435
434.8
428.8
422
416.5
416
412
411
408
405.4
405
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
394.7
389.6
384.6
:379.7
375
375
370.4
370
365.8
361.4
357.1
353
348.9
344.8
342.9
340.9
340.9
337.4
335
335
333.3

A Li
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Wavelength.
Naples (INA), Italy
..
333.3
Opening Signal: Oscillating valve.
mierra!: Metronome.
Gleiwitz, Germany.
Relay Station
329.7
Bournemouth (6BM)
326.1
Almeria (EAJ18), Spain..
..
326
Breslau, Germany
322.6
Interval signal: Metronome.
Dublin (2RN)
319.1
Opening signal: Tuning note.
315.8
Falun (SMZK), Sweden
312.5
Newcastle (ONO)
310
Agen, France
..
310
Oviedo, Spain
.
Zagreb, Yugo Slavic
.
. 309
Opening signal: Metronome,
interval : 2Strokes on bell.
Belfast (2BE)
mu
Bjorneborg, Finland. Relay Station ..
304
Königsberg, Germany
303
Interval signal: 2 Notes A> and D>
repeated.
Paris (Radio Vitus)
..
302
Marseilles, P.T.T., France
300
'Bratislava (Pressburg), Czecho-slovakia
300
Interval signal: 4 Bells, F.A.C.C.
Liverpool (6LV). Relay Station
.. •297
Hanover, Germany. Relay Station ..
297
Interval signal: Strokes on gong,
followed by HR in Morse.
297
Varborg, Sweden. Relay Station
..
7
Jyvaskyls, Finland. Relay Station ..
29
Dundee (2DE). Relay Station
291.1
294.1
Hull (6KH). Relay Station
..
294.1
Stoke COST). Relay Station
..
294.1
Swansea (5SX). Relay Station
Innsbruck, Austria. Relay Station ..
294.1
Interval signal : Metronome.
294.1
Udevalla (Sweden.) Relay Station
..
291.3
Lyons (Radio Lyon), France
289 .8
Bordeaux Lafayette P.T.T., France ..
288.5
Edinburgh (2EH). Relay Station
..
285
Limoges, France ..
283
Cologne, Germany
..
279
Trollhattan, Sweden. Relay Station ..
277.8
Leeds (2LS). Relay Station ..
.•
Kaiserslauten, Bavaria .
277.8
Barcelona (EAJ13), (Radio Catalana),
Spain
.
277
Dresden, Germany. Relay Station
..
275.2
Jaeobstad, Finland
..
275.2
Norrkoping (SMVV), Sweden.
Relay
•Station
..
.
275.2
Nottingham (5Ne). Rainy Station ..
275.2
Ghent, Belgium
.
..
••
275
Sheffield (6F1.). 'Relay Station
272.7
Bremen, Germany. Relay Station
.• 272.7
Danzig, Germany. Relay Station
•• 272.7
Hudiksvall, Sweden. Relay Station •• 272.7
Klagenfurt, Austria.
Relay Station •• 272.7
Interval signal : Metronome.
Lille, P.T.T., France
.•
267.3
Malmo (SASC). Sweden ..
260.9
Kiel, Germany. Relay Station
253
Interval Signal : hl, in Morse.
Kalmar (SMSN), Sweden
254.2
Linz, Austria. Relay Station ..
254.2
Bradford (2LS). Relay Station
252.1
2521
Cassel, Germany. Relay Station
.
Montpelier, France
.• 252.1
Sale (SMTS), Sweden.
Relay Station
252.1
Uleaborg, Finland. Relay Station
..
251)
Eskilstuna (S31UC), Sweden.
Relay
Station
..
249.7
Munster (MS in Morse), Germany
..
249.7
Juan les Pins, Nice, France
246
Toulouse, P.T.T., France
246
Trondhjem. Norway
..
243.9
Nurnberg, Germany. Relay Station ..
241.9
Viborg, Finland
240
Nimes, France
.
.
240
Kiruna, Sweden. Relay Station
..
238.1
Bordeaux, France
238.1
orebro. Sweden. Relay Station ..
•• 236.2
Stettin, Germany. Relay Station
..
236.2
lloras (SMBY), Sweden. Relay Station
230.2
Schaerbeek, Germany
..
230
Halsingborg (S31YE), Sweden.
Relay
Station
..
.•
229.4
Umea (SMSX), Sweden. Relay Station
229

33
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Strasbourg, France
..
..
..
Karlstadt (SMXZ), Sweden.
Relay
Station
..
••
..
..
Luxembourg (LOAA)
..
..
..
Halmstad (SMSB), Sweden.
Relay
Station
Gavle (SMXF), Sweden. Relay Station
Kristinehamn (SMTY), Sweden.
Relay Station ..
..
•.
..
Jonkoping (SMZD), Sweden.
Relay
Station
..
..
•.
..
Fécamp, France ..
..
••
..
Biarritz, France ..
..
..
Karlskrona (SMSM), Sweden.
Relay
Station
.
..
..
..
Ornskoldsvik, Sweden. Relay Station..
Beziers, France ..
..
..
Zurich Radio Club (H9XD). Switzerland
Copenhagen " Radiolytteren " (D7RL)
Nogent-sur-Seine (F8AV)
..
..
Vienna (OHK2) ..
.•
..
Doberitz, P. & T. Exp. (AFK), Germany
Paris, Radio L.L. (F8GC)
..
..
Khabarovsk (RA97), Russia
..
..
Nauen (AGJ), Germany
.. _ ..
K ar l
sb
or e (SAS)
.
Rome, Via Sarnia 80 (IlAX) ..
..
Lyons, Radio Lyon (YE), France
..
Doberitz, P. & T. Exp. (AFK)
..
Paris, Radio Vitus
..
..
..
Vienna, Electro. Techn. Inst. (BATH)
Caterham (G. Marcuse 2NM) ....
Copenhagen "Radioposten" (D7MK)..
Paris, Eiffel Tower (FL), Time Signals
Zurich Radio Club (H9XD), Switzerland
Berne, Telegr and Radio Service (H90C)
Helsingfors (Helsinki), Finland..
..
Bergen, Norway ..
..
Eindhoven, Philips Lamp i'Vorks
(PCJJ), Holland
..
..
..
Agen, France
..
..
Madrid (EAM), Spain
..
Bergen (LON), Norway ..
Chelmsford (SSW)
..
Vienna
.
.
..
Kootwijk, Rtate Telegraph (POLL)
Nauen (AGC)
..
..
..
Nancy, France
..

..

. ..

(2) U.S.A.

Des Moines, Iowa (WHO)
..
Memphis, Tenn. (WI110)..
San Antonio, Texas (W0A1)
•.
Fort Worth, Texas (WBAP)
••
New York (WEAF)
Los Angeles, Calif. (KFI)
Boundbrook, N.J. (WJZ)
Pontiac, Mich. (WJR)
Harrison, Ohio (WLW)
Rearing, N.J. (WOR)
••
..
Chicago, Ill. (WON)
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Minn (WOCO)
Glenview, Ill. (WBBM)
Oakland, Calif. (KG0)
Schebeetady, N.Y. (WGY)
Devonport, Iowa (WOC)
Portland, Maine (WCSH)
'•
Cincinnati, Ohio (WSAI)
Chicago, Ill. (WLS)
Nashville, Tenn. (WSM)..
Springfield, Mass. (WBZ)
Council Bluffs, Iowa (ROIL) ••
East Pittsburg, Pa. (KDKA) .•
Deaplaines, Ill. (WIBO)
Chicago, Ill. (WM)
..
.
Kirkwood (St. Louis), Mo. (KMOX)
Baltimore, Md. (WBAL)
Columbus, Ohio (WAIU)
..
Rochester, N.Y. (WHAM)
..
Oklahoma City, Okla. (KFJF) ..
Atlantic City, N.J. (WPG)
Chicago, Ill. (WJAZ)
..
Mt. Vernon Hills, Va. (WTFF)..
Springfield, Mass. (WBZ)
Los Angeles, Calif. (6XAL)
Cleveland, Ohio (8XF)
,.
Newark, N.J. (2XAQ)
San Diego, Calif. (KFBC)

Wavelength.
222.2
223.6
217.4
216.3
204.1
202.7
201.3
200
198
196
187.5
180
85
84.25
80
70
67.65
61
60.12
56.7
52.5
45.0
40.2
37.65
37
37
32.5
32.05
32
32
32
31.5
31.25
31.4
30.75
30.7
30
24
22.2
18.4
17.2
15.5

•• 535.4
516.9
.• 499.7
•• 499.7
491.5
468.5
454.3
440.9
428.3
.•
422.3
416.4
405.2
389.4
384.4
379.5
374.8
365.6
361.2
344.6
336.9
333.1
319
315.6
305.9
305.9
299.8
285.5
•• 282.8
•• 280.2
•• 272.6
.• 272.6
•. 263
202.6
70
66.04
66.04
65.4
65.18

Richmond Hill, N.Y. (WABC)
East Pittsburg, Pa. (KDKA)
Council Bluffs, Iowa (9XU, S.W. of
ROIL)
.
Bound Brook, N.J. (3XL)
..
New York (2XE, S.W. of WABC.
)
Columbus University, Ohio (8XJ)
••
Coney Island, N.Y. (2XBX)
••
Brooklyn, N.Y. (WCGV)
Harrison, Ohio (8X•AL)
..
••
Cincinnati, Ohio (VVLW)
East Pittaburs (KDKA)
New York (HJD)
.
San Francisco, Calif. (6XAR)
Detroit, Mich. (8XAO)
.
Schenectady, N.Y. (2XAF, S- W. of WGY)
New York (2XAL S.W. of WRNY)
New York (2XAG)
East Pittsburg (8XK)
.
New York (2XAB)
.
Houlton, Maine (2XAA)
(WA
Or 8).W. of
Schenectady,
Fort Wayne. Indiana
N.Y. (x
WGY)
Rocky l'oint, N.Y. (2X0)

•.

Wavelength.
64
62.5
61.06
59.96
58.5
54.02
64.02
54
52.05
52.02
42.95
37.01
33
32
31.4
30.91
26.92
26.5
24
22.99
22.80
29
16112
6

(3) AUSTRALIA

Perth (6WF)
Hobart, Tasmania (7Z1,)
Melbourne (3AR)..
Sydney (2FC)
Adelaide (5CL)
Brisbane (4Q0)
.
Melbourne (3L0).
Sydney (2BL)
.
Perth (6AG)
.
Sydney (2BL)
..
Melbourne (3L0)..
Sydney (2FC)
Sydney (2ME)

1,250
516
481
442
395
385
371
353
32.9
32.5
32
28.5
28.5

(4) NEW ZEALAND.

Wellington (2YA)

(5) CANADA.

Calgary, Atla (CFCN)
Montreal, Que (CFCF)

420

435
411

(8) NORTH AND EAST AFRICA.

Carthage, Tunis (TN')
Rabat, Morocco ..
Algiers, P.T.T.
Casablanca, Morocco (ONO)
Nairobi. Kenya
Casablanca, Morocco (AIN)
Constantine, Tunis (8KR)

.. 1,850
..
416
353
305
90
51
42.8

(7) SOUTH AFRICA.

Johannesburg (JB)
Durban
..
Capetown
Johannesburg (J B)

443.5
406.5
375
32

(8) INDIA AND CEYLON.

Colombo, Ceylon (VPB)
Calcutta (70A)
.
Bombay (7BY)

(9) JAPAN.

Osaka (JOBK)
Kumamoto (JOCK,
Hiroshima (JOFK)
Tokyo (JOAK)
Taipeh (JFAB)
Hiraiso (JHBB)

(10) JAVA.

Bandoeng (ANE)..
Malabar (ANIL) ..
Bandoeng (ANE)..

..
..

•
• 400
•
• 380
•
• 353
•
• 345
•
. 39.5
•
• 37.5
..

(11) SOUTH AMERICA.

Lima, Peru (OAX)
Buenos Aires (LOS)
Buenos Aires (LON)

370.4
357..

..

..

31.86
17
15.93

380
291.2
210 -
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The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, from
Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W .C.2, price is. each.
P. The brighter the light falling upon
the sensitive cell, the greater is the conductivity of the circuit from the coil
L, on to the grid of the amplifier, so
that the output from the latter is modulated in proportion to the light and shade
distribution on the film F. Patent issued
to the Dubilier Condenser Co.

Metal Rectifiers.
(No. 283,901.)
Convention date (U.S.A.): January 19th,
1927.
Difficulty is sometimes experienced
with the new type of metal-oxide rectifier in making a satisfactory electrical
connection to the oxide layer. The rectifier element is usually formed by heating
a copper blank in oxygen, so that a
thin layer of red cuprous oxide is formed
thereon.
This combination passes current from oxide to copper much more
readily than in the reverse direction.
In the present invention a part of the
oxide layer is reduced again to copper
by electrolytic action in a bath of potassium fluoride. After such treatment the
original copper blank 1 will be coated

0000

A Stabilised HF. Amplifier.
(No. 286,991.)

Method of modulating a carrier wave by
the varying current from a photo-electric
cell. (No. 266,288.) •

A

metal-oxide rectifier modification.
(No. 283,901.)

L, in series with a photo-electric cell P,
connected to the grid of an amplifier
valve V,.
Light from a source S is focused by
lenses, and after passing through a photographic film F, impinges upon the cell

Application date: September 19th, 1927.
The figure shows two stages V, V„ of
high-frequency amplification characterised
by a variometer-tuned input, and intervalve couplings comprising a variometer
winding M in series with an adjustable
coupling-condenser C.
By keeping the
value of the coupling-condensers C below
a certain critical point, the inductive
reactance in the anode circuits at resonance is stated to be so small as to
prevent any self-oscillation through the
valve capacities.
Each of the variometers consists of
three coils in series ' the centre winding
being rotatable with respect to the other
two. The connection to the grid of the
detector valve D is tapped from the end
of the centre coil, in order to reduce
damping.
The high-tension supply to
both amplifiers passes through choke coils
K. Patent issued to Igranic Electric Co.

first with a layer 2 of the rectifying
oxide, and outside this with a thin deposit 2a of "reduced " copper, sufficient
to make a good electrical contact with
any other metallic surface.
The figure
shows an assembly of three prepared
blanks firmly bolted together and provided with terminals T, T,.
Patent
issued to Metropolitan Vickers Electrical
Co., Ltd.
0000

A Photo-Electric Modulator.
(No. 286,288.)
Convention date (U.S.A.): February 16th,
1926.
Relates to a method of directly modulating an outgoing carrier-wave by variations in the light emitted from a luminous body, as in television or photo-transmission
systems.
The carrier-wave is
generated by an oscillating valve V.
Coupled to the output coil Lz is a coil

A shunt-feed stable H.F. amplifier using varlometers.

(No. 286,991.)
&
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be

addremed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Home, Tudor Street, B.C.!, and mast be

LOCAL INTERFERENCE.
Sir,—It is with mixed feelings Ilearn from the July 18th issue
of The Wireless livorld of the probable list of twin-wave stations
to be erected and of the ultimate abolition of all relays. To
take my own case, and there must be thousands in a similar
position, I am pestered by the arcing of a local bakery's motors
which blots out almost everything except the local relay, and
seven nights a week at that, and the owner simply ignores a
request to help us; also in another case—a local picture house,
the reply is :"We were here before broadcasting."
Where are we going to be when the local relay is closed
down?
Ten high-power transmissions mean H.F. for selectivity.
H.F. means more " muck " as each carrier is
approached. Apart from electric trains and tramway systems,
interference from small motors, including refrigerators, etc.,
can easily be eliminated, and a law should be made to stop all
such unnecessary interference; I believe it has already been
done in a country whose programmes are not a patch of ours
(and ours are—well, they're improving).
If the question is
ignored I'm afraid it will mean a gradual losing of interest and
a subsequent loss of licence revenue. It is up to the P.M.G.
'What is he going to do about it?
T. W. B.
Hull.
July 19th, 1928.
WIRELESS AND THE ESPERANTO CONGRESS.
Sir,—With reference to the note in your number of July 25th,
the lecturer on "The Applications of Wireless in Navigation "
at the Twentieth Universal Esperanto Congress is, of course,
Professor Mesnv (and not Memy) :the association of this name
with the Eccles:Jordein-Vallauri-Mesny (" back to back ") transmitting circuit, so greatly used by Continental amateurs, makes
it desirable that it should be correctly given.
As an indication of the prominent part played by wireless
in this Congress, I may add that, in addition to Professor
Mesny's lecture, one of the general meetings of the Congress
will be given up to a discussion of wireless as it affects
Esperanto, and there will also be a sectional meeting for those
specially interested in wireless.
R. RAVEN-HART,
Member Universal Esperanto Association.
Paris.
July 28th, 1928.
MOVING COIL REPRODUCTION.
Sir.—It is to be hoped that the correspondence in your
columns on the subject of the " L.S.5 Brigade " and " Moving
Coil Reproduction " will be continued for some time yet.
There is still much to be said and quite a lot of people to
say it.
Your correspondent " C. H. S.," of Wolverhampton, is very
interesting. I am using the 220-volt D.C. mains, as he is, but
A
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accompanied by the writer's

name and address.

I certainly find that D.E.5a valves are absolutely as good
as L.S.5a on that voltage.
I am using anode bend detector
with reaction, coupled via 250,000 resistance, .01 condenser, and
1megohm leak to a40,000-ohm valve followed by an A.F.3 transformer feeding two D.E.5a valves in parallel. I use 220 volts
on every valve, and my only trouble is that I am unable to
find a high-impedance valve to use as a detector which is
non-microphonic.
I am using a 19,000-ohm valve at present,
which is quite nice, and satisfies everybody but me. I know
that last little bit of crispness is obtainable with a higher
impedance valve, but every valve over 20,000 seems to suffer
from the proximity of the speaker, and persists in ringing in
spite of wax, sponge rubber, insulating tape and cotton wool.
The question has often arisen in my mind : " Where does
faithful reproduction end and over-emphasis begin?"
I
agree with " C. H. S." that the dance band is a good test
for an amplifier and speaker, but I must disagree with him
on the subject of the drum. Nothir g irritates me more than
the monotonous " wump-wump-wump-wurnp " which I hear
when using three stages of R.C., sinless it is the muffled
voice of the announcer.
With ray present arrangement,
although the drum is unquestionably there, it is felt rather
than heard, and the announcer's voice has a timbre which one
instantly feels is natural.
Much more research work needs to be done on detector
valves for use with coil-drive speakers.
On Sunday evening
last I plugged in a little H.F. unit to my set, which I converted to leaky-grid rectification.
After I had finished my
little saunter round the Continent I removed the H.F. but
omitted to change back to anode bend. It was an hour before
I realised what was wrong.
I am convinced that for really
good reproduction the aerial coupling should be flatly tuned
and the detector valve insensitive, for I never get such good
results as when, though the volume 3ri the Daventry stations
is really loud, no trace of a carrier %or-ye, Morse or telephony
is to be heard anywhere round the dills.
"BM/BAQW."
Birmingham.
July 12th, 1928.
Sir,—The very interesting correspor deice on this subject in
your issue of August 1st calls for some comment. "A. H. B."
criticises moving coil loud speakers because they do not give
quite accurately the rasping throb of the double bass or the
piercing brilliance of the trombone. This may be true, but I
should be interested to know what other type of loud speaker
can even approach the moving coil type for all-round accuracy
of reproduction.
As to piano music, a good moving coil
speaker can reproduce this with uncanny realism. But the best
speaker possible must be limited to the quality of transmission.
Perhaps the whole point about " A. H. B.'s " disappointment lies in his sentence :" W'orked firm an average set," etc.
The better the loud speaker the more necessary it becomes
to use a first class set. The average set is incapable of pro
ducing any real volume of undistorted music.
A minimum

1•
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of about 360 volts H.T. with a couple of L.S.5a's appears to be
•
necessary.
As to his comments on speech, this is chiefly the fault of
the B.B.C.
The moving coil speaker can and does often
reproduce speech in a very natural manner.
Mr. P. B. C. Beasley draws attention to the horrible
dithering from 5GB, usually, I think, from the Birmingham
studio. This often occurs on singing, but never on instrumental
music.
I have heard the same effect on certain gramophone
records. It is clearly a fault in either the microphone or the
speech amplifier used. If some cure can be found Mr. Beasley's
letter will have rendered a considerable service.
I have
already complained direct to the B.B.C., but the fault is still
there on occasions.
Ihave recently tried a coil of 520 turns of 43 wire with three
L.S.5a's, and there is certainly a very considerable increase in
volume, especially at the higher frequencies.
This is an improvement on wireless, but as I use gramophone records to a
considerable extent I prefer the more mellow effect of a higher
resistance coil.
F. G. SACKETT.
Birmingham '
August 2nd, 1928.

Sir,—Your two correspondents, " A. H. B. " and P. B. C.
Beasley, writing in the August 1st issue of The Wireless
World, raise %cry interesting points on the subject of moving
coil speaker reproduction.
Taking the letter of " A. H. B." first, I should say that
his dissatisfied attitude in regard to the unfaithful reproduction d"i which the double bass sounds like no instrument
that " has yet appeared on earth" is due to his hearing the
results of working the loud speakers from an average set-probably of the o-v,2 class with reaction used to its full
limit. To my mind the complete answer to his rather long
grumble is to be found in those two words -" average set."
In short, the average set, while giving results of a sort
working a small horn or reed-cone, is totally unsuitable for
providing the quality of input required to bring the reproduction from a moving coil instrument up to the level that
"A. H. B." demands.
If he were to hear the results obtainable from a collection of apparatus designed from the first
valve to the last to pass on to the speaker an input free from
low note boosting by reaction, high note cut-off by the so-called
"distortionless ' commercial resistance coupler, and using
plenty of H.T. and a small stage-gain per valve, he would,
I am sure, have no reason to say the trombone has no metallic
brilliance or that the characteristic rasp of the double bass is
lacking in either timbre or realism.
There must be, I am .sure, many of your readers who, after
going to the necessary trouble and outlay of L. s. d., can produce
the quality of reproduction that " A. H. B." is seeking. The
average set, howeN er, is not capable of doing justice to a good
moving coil speaker.
The violent trembling of P. B. C. Beasley's coil-drive cone
is, I suggest, due to a low periodicity resonance existent in
the suspension, which coincides with a resonant condition of
the same frequency in me of the microphones at 5GB.
Should the double condition exist, it is quite feasible that
the movements of the announcer (in silence) before the microphone, after the considerable amplification involved, will cause
the cone to tremble in sympathy. This is enhanced during the
silent periods if the modulation strength is put up while waiting
for the announcer's commencement.
My own .speaker will behave exactly as Mr. Beasley's if
the suspension threads of the coil are tightened more than
usual.
Mr. Beasley 'is on the right track in assuming the double
number of turns required on his coil to suit the push-pull
conditions. Personally I favour the parallel method when one's
valves are of the D.E.5a class.
There is more certainty of
good results owing to the finality which can be reached.
Like "A. H. B., " I consider the "L.S.5 Brigade " are
on the right track, but the mere possession of a good power
stage and the necessary H.T. will not make up for distortion
arising in the valves preceding it.
One has to look to these,
I find, for perfect results. We have to belong to the " pointone brigade" also.
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Another point I should like to mention before I close. The
fact of many amateurs adopting a 6-volt
to 1 amp. magnet
winding on the commercial make of 'sets of parts of moving coil
speakers is often the cause of distortion arising through having
to overload the last valve to get sufficient volume.
In my own case, if the voltage to the pot magnet is raised
to 10 or 12 the output strength is easy to get without distortion
or blasting. On 6 volts, howeer, another L.S.5a valve would
be necessary to produce the same results. This with a 10-watt
anode feed and a grid 'voltage swing of 100 volts, bias 80 volts.
Retford, Notts.
F. W. WOLSTENHOLME.
August 6th, 1928.

Sir,—I was very interested in the letters of Mr. Thomas
and Mr. Beasley concerning moving coil operation.
At present my last stage consists of two D.E.5a's in pushpull with 180 volts on their plates.
The output transformer
has a ratio of 2.4/1, and the M.C. a resistance of 1,500 ohms.
I have tried one L.S.5a on the same voltage, but it appears
unable to deal with such a large grid swing. This trial was
hardly fair on the L.S.5a, however, because my M.C. has
too many turns for use with this valve.
Using the push-pull arrangement, quality is quite good, but
there is room for improvement, and I am at present experimenting with the detector.
Ordinarily I use anode bend without a preceding H.F.
valve, and I am convinced that, especially on 5GB, the input
voltage swing is small enough not to introduce distortion at this
point.
What particularly interested and cheered me was Mr:
Beasley's remarks about unsatisfactory results on piano transmissions.
I get exactly the same blasting effects in the
treble, even during soft passages, but the bass is passably ,
good. Then on rare occasions (usually when there is no one
in the room whom I wish to impress) the reproduction becomes
well nigh perfect, with no sign of blasting.
Such evidence suggests that the B.B.C. are the sinners,
but I am not at all convinced about it, and shall be in no way
surprised if I succeed in tracing this elusive trouble at my end. '
However, I recollect some time ago many letters in your
columns about piano transmissions, and so, if there are other
moving coil users who have had similar trouble to mine,
perhaps they would come forward and kindly offer an explanation and cure.
R. C. PLAYER.
Bromsgrove, Worcs.
August 1st, 1928.
WHOA, MONSTER!
Sir,—I wish in no way to disparage the work done by people
who are striving after perfection in any science, art or craft.
I must confess that I have derived considerable entertainment
of a lighter kind, as well as a very great deal of useful information, from your correspondence columns.
Our Frankensteins have been evolving monsters more suitable
to the Albert Hall than to the ordinary private house. So far
they have not worried me, as I have not had one for a near
neighbour. Now, however, that their monsters have turned on
them, and threaten to shout them out of house and home, they
wish the B.B.C. to cut down their output so that these monsters,
on a reduced diet, may be more amenable.
Now, Herren Frankenstein, may I point out to you there are
people to whom radio has brought a great deal of good, supplying many cultural vitamines which they were previously
deprived of. These are often busy people, who find that they
can listen to a speaker even if they are busy at something else.
Let me instance the lonely housewife. They have not the time
always to be jiggering with controls, or running a straight-edge
along the output of their speaker; . . . Horrors! It is often
of the horn type ! . . . to find with a loving smile that their
reproduction is irreproachable. They are the real users of radio.
Franky, my boy, you are behind the times!
Wireless is
now a real live thing, not a new plaything for you to play with.
The racing motorist is relegated to the racing track, take your
monster to the laboratory.
WILLIAM B. WEST.
Deal, Kent.
August 1st, 1928.
A
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"The Wireless World" Supplies aTree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
Inter-Circuit Coupling.
As I live on the coast, my " All-Ware
Four"
was originally constructed
with the long-wave H.P. transformer
only, and it gave (and gives) exceptionally good results, with complete
stability. However, I have recently
constructed a short-wave transformer
of the design suggested for an A.C.
receiver (
THE
W IRELESS
W ORLD,
March 7th and 2181, 1928).
A few
turns were added to the primary and
neutralising windings, and the whole
was mounted on a five-pin base. Unfortunately I am quite unable to find
an adjustment of the neutralising condenser which holds good over more
than a few degrees of the tuning
scale, and should be obliged for your
suggestions as to the cause of my
failure.
B. H. C'.
We are not surprised to hear that you
are unable to stabilise the receiver on the
short waves. The transformer specified for
the A.C. receiver has an overall diameter
of qin., and we should imagine that its
field is linking up with the aerial-grid circuits.
Your remedy is either to adopt
more complete screening or else to use an
H.F. transformer of a design similar to
that used in the original receiver.
An Unsuitable Detector.
there any real objection to using a
super-power valve as a grid circuit
detector?
1 hare a spare valve of
this kind, and find it works quite
u-dl, but should be glad to know if
any special precautions should be
taken.
N. A.
A super-power valve is not highly suitable for this purpose, but it is capable of
working passably well, although the sensitivity will be less than the maximum
possible. In all probability you will find
that, with the H.T. voltage ordinarily
applied, the H.T. current consumed will
be extravagantly high, and, moreover, it
is quite possible that the consequent
passage of a heavy current through the
L.F. transformer primary (if one is used)
will affect its characteristics ativrusely.
Is
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We suggest that it would be as well to
reduce the anode pressure to about 30
volts.
•C
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Separating A.C. from D.C.
My reeeircr is giving u lot of trouble
from " motor-boating," and I am
wondering whether the anode feed
resistance scheme is certain to stop
this when an eliminator is used.
I
understand that it is a sure cure
when anode current is derived from
a battery, but have no information
as to its efficacy when applied to
mains- fcd receivers.
T. W.
The use of the de-coupling resistance scheme will not always prevent
L.F. reaction
troubles when battery
eliminators are used, and it will sometimes be necessary to employ smoothing
chokes in the H.T. feed leads of the
detector and each L.F. valve. However,
if you fit a choke filter output circuit,
RULES
(1.) Only one question (which must deal
with a single specific point) can be answered.
Letters must be concisely worded and headed
"Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side
of the paper, and diagrams drawn on a
separate sheet.
A self-addressed stamped
envelope must be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete receivers cannot be given; under presentday conditions justice cannot be done to
questions of this kind in the course of aletter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be
supplied or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction
or operation of receivers must be confined to
constructional sets described in "The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers'
receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited lo submit suggestions regarding subjects to be treated in future articles or
paragraphs.

and insert feed resistances in the manner
usually suggested, we think it probable
that your trouble will disappear.
000 D

A Disconnected Grid ?
My " Everyman
" receiver is fitted
with parallel super-power valves in
,.the output stage.
I have noticed
that the bulb of one of the valves
gets quite hot after a few minutes'
working, while the other remains
comparatively cool.
The possibility
of a faulty valve seems to be ruled
out, as I have tried another of the
same make, which behaved in a similar way.
What is wrong?
M. S. P.
We are almost certain that you will
find a disconnection in the grid circuit of
the valve which becomes hot.
As no
negative bias will be applied, the grid
will be at zero potential, with the result
that an excessively high anode current
will flow, thus accounting for overheating. You will probably find a fault in
the connection between the valve-holder
grid terminal
and
its corresponding
socket; needless to say, the defect must
be remedied at once, or the valve will be
ruined.
o
A "De-coupling" Tip.
ln an attempt to avoid the possibility of
"motor-boating" or L.F. reaction, I
propose that my eliminator shall have
separate smoothing chokes in the feed
leads for the detector and each L.?.
valve. Is it likely that any advantage will be gained if l adopt the
same precaution with respect to the
Hi'. amplifier?
R. C. N.
This depends entirely on whether you
are using transformer or tuned anode
coupling in the H.F. stage.
If the
former, there is no point in providing a
separate feed for the H.F. amplifier,
which may accordingly derive its H.T.
current from
the terminal supplying
either the detector or the first stage L.F.
amplifier, depending on the volt as ts
available at these points.
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Capacity Effects.
is there any easy way of preventing
•
hand-capacity effects in a Hartley
reaction circuit? I find that tuning
is somewhat difficult for this reason,
although otherwise the set is more
• than satisfactory.
R. W. M.
' Both fixed and moving vanes of the
tuning and reaction condensers are at
high oscillating potential in this circuit,
and it is inevitable that hand-capacity
effects will be troublesome, unless certain precautions are taken. These precautions are mechanical rather than electrical; it is advantageous to use screened
condensers
with a spindle insulated
from the vanes, or alternatively, extension
handles may be fitted.
000 o
Non-corrosive Flux.
Can you tell me where prepared pure
resin soldering flux may be obtained,
or, alternatively, how it can be made
up?
F. P. W.
We do not know whether this preparation is on the market, but, in any case,
e will not find any difficulty in making
it yourself. A very satisfactory flux can
be prepared by dissolviek powdered resin
in ether (which can be obtained from any
chemist). The mixture should have the
consistency of thin cream.
The work
must be cleaned carefully before starting
operations.
0000

G. The transformer itself must, of course,
be withdrawn.
It would be convenient
to connect a variable high resistance
across the pick-up for volume control
purposes.
,
0000

A Timed Note Filter. •
I have several 3,000-turn slab coils;
would it be possible to use them in
the construction of a 2-stage tuned
anode selective.. L.?. amplifier for
C.W. morse reception on the short
waves? If so, please give me a circuit diagram. My idea is to reduce
interference
from
ra to
transmitters and from atmospherics.
H. M.
Without full particulars of your coils
we can only guess at their inductance,
but in all probability they will be quite
suitable for a tuned L.F. amplifier working at between 1,000 and 2,000 cycles; an
arrangement of this kind will certainly
reduce interference.
A circuit diagram
is given in Fig. 1, in which the tuned

ou

Valve Characteristics.
I am in doubt as to the method of determining the correct bias for my
first stage L.F. amplifier.
On the
one hand, I am told that it is always
permissible
to supply a slightly
«greater negative voltage than that
indicated by the characteristic curves
published by the valve makers, while
on the other, it has been stated that
this is a mistake when dealing with
a modern amplifier.
Will you clear
up the point?
E. W. H.
This matter is dependent on the characteristics of the amplifier; if it is designed in such a way that the lowest
frequencies are passed on at full strength,
then the permissible negative bias will
not greatly exceed that indicated by the
static curve, but if there is considerable
^httenuation of these low frequencies, it
will be permissible (and desirable) to
apply a greater negative voltage. Speaking generally, your aim should be to use
as much bias as possible, without causing triode bend rectification in the L.F.
amplifier.
000

A Simple Adaption.
Which is the easiest way of connecting
a gramophone pick-up to a "Standard Four" receiver, and is it
possible to do 'this without any
serious alterations to the wiring?
F. P. M.
It is a very simple matter to use s
gramophone pick-up with this set, and no
alterations whatsoever are required. All
you have to do is to fit the pick-up leads
with two plugs for insertion into the
li.F. transformer sockets marked F and

Fig. 1.—Tuned anode circuits for L.F.
work: a selective amplifier for Morse
reception.

coupling circuits are marked L, C, and
L„ C,; these condensers should have a
capacity of about 0.03 mfd., or perhaps
slightly more. If you have four of the
slab coils, you might try the effect of
using two of them in series in each anode
circuit, with smaller tuning condensers.
0000

How Detector Bias is Determined.
The negative grid voltage of my anode
detector (an "B.C." valve) is controlled by a potentiometer in conjunction with two dry cells, the
connections being those included in
several receivers which you have
recently described. How should one
set about adjusting the potentiometer,
and is it correct to reckon the applied
voltages from the position where the
slider is at the extreme negative end
of the winding?
S. W.
It should be pointed out that the negative voltage for best detection depends
on such factors as valve characteristics,
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anode load, H.T. voltage, etc., and that
it can hardly be determined except by
trial and error! As a rule, however, the
average "R.C. " valve used under normal conditions requires from 1.75 to 2
volts negative for the best results. Now
when your potentiometer slider is in contact with the negative end of the winding, the full voltage of the two bias cells
(amounting to 3volts) is applied, and the
surplus must be "backed off" by impressing a suitable positive voltage
derived from the L.T. battery.
The
position of the slider will, of course, depend upon the voltage of this battery. If
you are using 2-volt valves, it will be
towards the positive end, but with a
6-volt battery it will be nearer the negative end.
00o0

An Eliminator Breakdown.
My 11.T. eliminator, operating on D.C.
mains, is fitted with a potential
divider having 20 tappings, and,
guided by information you have recently published on the subject, and
witk the help of a voltmeter of exceptionally high resistance, I have
hitherto been able to measure with a
fair degree of accuracy the voltages
applied to the anodes of the various
valves.
However, I have recently
noticed that variation of the tapping
makes practically no difference to the
indicated voltage, except on the output valve. The pressures on the first
three vulves are much higher than
before, and the performance of the
set is far from good. Can you assign
a reason for this?
H. B. M.
It seems certain that there is a lack
of continuity in the winding of the potential divider, or in the connections to it.
This break will probably be found at or
near the negative end.
If you consider
the circuit diagram, you will see that
when the circuit is interrupted in this
way the potential divider acts as a series
resistance; in all probability, its value
is low in comparison with the various resistances in the anode circuits of the
first three valves, and thus variation of
the tappings will not have much effect;
but in tile last stage, where both valve
impedance and D.C. resistance of the
anode load are likely to be low, its relative value may be quite appreciable.
0

0

The New All-Wave Four.
What 11.7'. voltage do you recommend
me to apply to my "New All-Wave
Four," which is now nearing completion? I gather that it would be desirable to exceed the ?anal figure of
120, in view of the fact that "decoupling " resistances are fitted.
C. S.
Yes, it would be desirable to use an
applied H.T. voltage in the neighbourhood of 140 ifolts, although good results
would be obtained with no more than 120
volts. If you do not exceed this figure,
however, we would recommend that the
feed resistance R„ in series with the
H.F. valve anoa, should be reduced in
value to a few hundred ohms.
A 38
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WIRELESS

Only Weston standardtel
'
of Accuracy
are sufficient

SETS

BETTER-WITH

BRITISH

A

GENERAL

SUPER SHROUDED
TRANSFORMER

Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter with High
Range Stand, measures High and Low
Tension Voltages.
TheWeston free booklet "Radio Control"
explains the uses of this and other Weston
Radio Instruments. Write for your copy.

Guaranteed for 12 months to give Deflect Matortionlesi mignifirsuon. Registered design, superb nickel finish. Made in two
ratios-5 : I for general use ; 3 : 1 for 2rd stage purposes.
The best that's made.

Price 18/6 5 :1or 3: 1.
BRITISH

GENERAL

MANUFACTURING

Price

CO.

£2.10.0

LTD.,

Brockley Works, Brocldey, London, S.E.4.

Model 506 Mil-Ammeter should tot
Placod in the lit', circuit of the
salve to moire correct operation
and
check
distortion.
1unel
Mounting type.
£

Model 506 Panel Voltmeters ensure
permanent accuracy
With a high
internal resistance of 12.5 ohms. per
vo t her make practically no load
on the batteries. Neat and compact.
Prices
£1.15.0 £2.15.0

Prices
1.1 5.0 £2.15.0

PE-PT RI
X

•

Model 48 ,
...elde.Range
It.e. Voltmeter la a
necessary portable teeth g
instrument for every radio
enthusiast It is of UrtIlt 118e

—THAT
IS
THE
NAME
OF
THE
BATTERY THAT GIVES 50'a BETTER
SERVICE THAN
ANY OF
ITS
COMPETITORS. THERE IS NO SALAMMONIAC
IN
A
"PE R TR IX"
BATTERY,
AND
THAT
MEANS
LONGER
AND
BETTER
SERVICE.
WHY THIS SHOULD BE IS FULLY
EXPLAINED
IN
OUR
NEW
FREE
LIST.
PUT THE WORDS " P3
PLEASE" ON A P.C. AND POST IT
STRAIGHT AWAY TO:

WESTON
STANDARD 'rHE WORIF) OVER
Pioneers :>;tice 13.'›d

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD., PERTRIX
DEPT., 120, TOTTENHAM COURT RD..
LONDON,

in tracing rime' ,
Ironi,les. Made in sari.
one mugen with different
sensitivities.
huller lustro.
isient for A.G. Model 550.
Prices £4.0.0— £7.15.0

W.1

"P3 PLEASE"
WE

DO

THE

REST.

WESTON

ELECTRICAL
15.

A39

GT.

SAFFRON

INSTRUMENT
HILL.

LGNDON,

CO.

E.C.1

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Made in an hour

PAXOLIN PANELS 8i TUBES

,
e4 -3 — 6

Use PAXOLIN Panels and Formers for perfect insulation.

A perfect. d unit depigned to bolt to the
tattle direct eliminating vibratory distortion.
Perfect coil centring device.
Reception unequalled, making listening
luxurious.

PANELS: Mahogany, Natural Brown. or Black finish.
1/8" thick, àd. per sq. inch.
3/16" thick, 2d. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application

PRICES OF PARTS

"EMPIRE - VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all diameters

Pot Magnet complete wound for
fi volt accumulator 1 amp. or 4
volt accumulator t amp.
..
Aluminium diaphragm holder and magnet cradle
complete with terminal»
Low reelstance moving coil complete and wound with
36 wire (W be need wi,th a 25-1 tranaformer)
Special paper marked for cutting out diaphragm
Special diaphragm
suspension and aluminium
clamping ring

Distributors :

WRIGHT& WEAIRE Ltd.,740,High Rd. ,Tottenham, N.17.
Sole Manufacturers:
THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO, LTD.
Empire Works, Blacl.horse Lanf, Walthamstow, E.I 7.

Total

5

e.

d.

o
a

2 0
1 12
6
1

o

3
4

3

Pot Manet wound for mains voltage 200.150 volts D.C.30!- extra
High resistance moving coil wound with MOO turns of 48 wire
5(6 extra.
High rcelatance centre tapped moving coil 8/. extra.

LANG & SQUIRE, Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., Acton, W.3.

A

Small Condenser—with
Great
Reputation
THE

CYLDON

S.P.
FREE
FROM
HUM.

159.

SYDNEY
CYLDON

S.

WORKS,

BIRD

&

ENFIELD

SONS,

TOWN,

LID.,

MIDDLESEX.

AC.

Any Voltage-25
PRICES
to 100

cycles —

£13 - 13 -

Royalty—

PURITY
OF
TONE.

D.C.

200 to 250 volts

12-6
£9 -

10

-0

rarlittilare /ram .11anufar ,urer,

JON ES
l'horro
Central 1:19:

(Small-Power)

"DYNIC" Regulatom are renowned loe their excellence el design,
email-power consumption, low voltage drop, freedom from hum. and
Purity ol Tone. A steady high-voltage is ersential where tone purity
à required, and in this connection "DYNIC " Regulators excel. Their
ever -increasing popularity proves their superiority.

MINIMUM
VOLTAGE
DROP.

National

No.

D.C.

REGULATORS

Radio Exhibition,
STAND

A.C.

" BEBE "

We are exhibiting
the

Chiswick 0493

a

condensers were primarily designed for use as
reaction condensers-but the larger capacities are
ideal as tuning condensers where space is limited.
Made in five capacities: '0001 7 6, *00015 8 -,
'0002 8 6, 00025 9 6, 0003 11 -. Complete
with 2" knob and dial.
Full particulars of a.I
Cyldon " condensers post free on request.

at

*Phone:

8c

STEWART,

247a, St. Vincent St., GLASGOW, C.2.

a0TS the fatmore.1
centering device.

IMPROVED

COIL
LOUD

DRIVEN
SPEAKER

lurchasera delighted at, magnificent re. te I
Astonishingly
natural
reproduction.
A
really well built epeaker containing many
Improved
improvement, and refinements. e.g.. the
Centrrind
Improved centering device and screw adjust.
Ie,ien.
ent of pot magnet, able!, makes aesembly
,strimely
Supplied with all parts ready to asserab:e, Including moving
Coll, cene, and Sit. Baffle Board. Long
or Wirt dam' as required.
Demonstrations daily after 4p.m.
Full Part irtolarx from the rnernu
-

CUTTERS & TOOLS Ltd.
43
Ph.",

45,

Pemln-nke Place, LIVERPOOL.
•••
•• co•ooi,

MOVING-COIL CABINETS,
BAFFLE-BOARDS, TABLE
MODELS, &c.
Post this Coupon now
for full details and list
of Cameo Cabinets.

44ilt‘

To CARFUNGT'ON

CANCO

fro- 30/-

Mfg.

Co., Ltd.,

WORKS. SANDERSTEAD ROAD
SO II r
Telephone :crovdcm 0623 is Imes).

CROYDON

Pleas, send me full details of the "Moving Coil" and other Cameo
Cabinets.
NAME
ADDRESS ..

e

£610.0

.

A01 8 ecru adjratmo tol
• tot In .elatinn
moving roii.

HOWEVER BAD THE STORM your wirelem set te fully protected when an "EDDV•
8TONE " wkty LEAD-IN à in use. Just push in the knob and everything hi Fal.

12 -

3 6

J

1e-5/-

against damage to your wireless P.1 or propcil v
ki provided with each leaddn. It is simple fi, es
and can be inserted in place of the ordinary tube.

£100 FREE INSURANCE

Make sore that the lead-in carries our Trade Mark.
Obtainable from all leading toireleaa Storrs.
Pole Mannfoettuers:
London Serer, Depot:
STRATTON & CO.. LTD.,
WEBB'S RADIO ELECTRIC STORES
Bromsarove St., B'ham,
164 Charing Cross Road, W.C.

SIMPLICON
RADIO
PRODUCTS
NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR NEXT SEASON

STAND No. 265
NATIONAL

RADIO EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA.
IV rite

for particulars to be sent

alien ready.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT LTD., spaglibL
roo
adr°°IT
BIRMINGH AM.

Mention of " The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTI
THE CHARGE
Columns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these 1

12 words or less, 1 - and Id. for every
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 1/6 ; 24 words, 2'-.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
RS follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a '
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions, ero ; 28 Consecutive,
; 52 consecutive, le's.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these column's are accepted up'
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World." Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street. Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; 260, Deansgate, Manchester.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to ILIFFE
ltr SONS Ltd.. and creased
Treasury
Notes',
being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.

ALL BRITISH
SUPER FOUR

The last word in

Name and address must be counted.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

QUWONE

Mullard
Trade

Portables

Pentode

enquiries

invited.

B. 14 J. WIRELESS CO., 2, Atheists» Maws. N.4.

THE

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

UNLICENSED

A New Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of aborne-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the prit-e which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz.,
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
calculated at 12/6 per valve holder.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respeet of royalties, which amount will be paid by
The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
:oneented, and a certificate will be handed on to the
surchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
'dance as an indication that the goods advertised have
Aready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
arts one by post.
All

Advertisements for " The

URNDEPT
£12,valves,
plus Ethopone
royalty (used
Pourfor
Dedemonstration
Luxe, with
only).

3

,1-ARpONI Straight Eight, SLIT, in perfect order,
A with valves and extra coils; £25, including
royalty, or offers—James Scott and Co., Radio Engi•
neers, Dunfermline.
[0207
SZECOND-HAND Receivers. 1-7 valves, perfect order;
/•-/
cheap; list.—Coutts, Engineers, Hurley.
[9429
Tettnician.—Wireless sets
W IRELESS
to any circuit from £4 upwards;

constructed
sets over
hauled and efficiently repaired; lowest prices, orders
from abroad accepted.—John Eaeott's Wireless Depot,
102, Park Av.. Mitcham, Surrey.
[9465

MARCONI Straight Eight. never used; price £35, or
-LTA offer.—A.J.W., 20, Lamb's Passage, E.C.I. 19570

SUPERIORITY
is evident in finish, accuracy, and
carefully thought out details, but when
you compare results and read our
testimonials,
SEND FOR
the ARPO
LIST.
has no competitors.
PRICES

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printer,'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

Mir DEPOSIT SYSTEM
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to file sender. If a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up toes), adeposit fee of if- is charged ;on
transactions over (so and under (so, the fee is 2/6; over
(so, 5/, All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
nioney orders should be made payable to Iliffe á Sons
Limited.

g21

Valve.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 611. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box ocio,' c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World."
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisnnents are warned against sending
remittance through the post except its registered envelopes;
in all such casrs the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked " Deposit
Department."

using the

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

B

250 v. 1
£5 .

amp.
.0

6v.
£5

'67
.

amp.
.0

6 v.
£4

113
amp.
. 10 .0

Parts complete
in every way. /

A

CHILD
E.

CAN

ASSEMBLE

ARNOLD POCHIN 8. BROS.,
Trafford Park, Manchester.

FIVE

for less than

121,

Qa

%se

On test has received 2LO, 5GB, 5XX, Paris, Berlin,
Hilversum, and many other British and Continental
Stations.
Wavelength range 250-2,000 metres.
Write for particulars.
SCIE NTIF IC
SUPPLY
STORES
126, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1, Ile,. 4 177

[9587

0-VALVE Set, complete with valves (new) and coils
be, (fireside), 2 pairs T.M.C. headphones; £3/10.—
Hussey, 2, Grange Rd., Felixstowe.
[9596
and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and comREAD
ponents, the mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London

hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
sets, using no batteries; some of these seta have not
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years—just a switch on the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over 800 pairs phones
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains sets
functions in a government hospital 600 miles Dom
the nearest broadcasting station.
.1-4

FAD and MORRIS, Ltd.. 2-valve set
mains from £14, A.C. sets from £18.

for

D.C.

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd.—H.T. eliminators for
D.C. mains, £4; for A.C. mains, £7/10; &Innr.a
al
t
v
o
e
r
s, t
i
r
o
ar.formers from 16/6; full wave rectifying

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for moving coil loudAlt speakers; delivery from stock; also mains-operated
receivers and amplifiers for seine.
Demonstrations
continually, service always.
DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd., undertake the design
AI, and construction of any type of radio apparatus.
We make for the individual and guarantee results. It
ay
yYou well to consult us before buying elses
w
eh
il e
lre
p.
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., have second-hand sets.
best makers only. Burndept, Marconi, etc.. at.
junk prices.
EAD ant MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St. (facing
back of Waring and Gillow's), Oxford St., W.
[9592
DECEIVERS Constructed to any Published Design;
Alb best materials and guaranteed workmanship.—
Simmonds Bros., Shireland Rd., Smethwick.
[8628
Pe/15.-3-valve set, complete, own make, best cone
ores ponente, everything there; must sell, going away._
Edgar, Red House, Commercial Rd., Stepney, Loudon,
E.1.
[9602
PORTABLE 5-valver, screened grid II.F., detector,
A
and 3 L.P., requires completion, all complete
exception of loud-speaker, all components, valves and
II.T. new and first class make, parts cost over £8; sell
for £5; good reason for selling; view by appointment.—
,Sayers, 32, Larnaeh Rd., Hammersmith, W.6..
[9616

to Tend..

Dept. SS'
Wood, London, S.W.19

Ilk 214, High Street, Colliers

ilid

Every
Thursday

3d.

BATTERIES.
wEr

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

PIFr(HtCYCLE
-em

W.C.2.

1

REPAIRS\

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 MOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each ntpair. 4/. Post free.
lit-sais

Kingsway,

028 Solodyne High and Low Coils, complete with
se
bases;
approval;
as
new;
55/-.—Amateur,
Cruachan, Dumbarton.
[9591

R

Similar to the commercial set sold for £25 or more.
Amazing results, numerous testimonials.

r

52,

Ltd.—Why use accumulators
available? The Longton L.T.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps
at 2, 4, or 6 volts, and operates any set; price £7/15.

PORTABLE

Cabinet and
Blue
Print

Portable Four, brand new; cost £21/8, girTItIX
eept £15 each; owner going abroad.—Apply Room

and MORRIS
READ
if A.C. mains are

VALVE

£6

p

PORTABLE Receiving Set, latest type, 4-5 valves,
condition.—Full particulars, lowest price,
to BM/ WAMK, London, W.C.1.
[9563

H.T. Batteries—Parts per dozen: Jars, 2V4 x
V IsA,
, square,
1/3; since, Ild.; sacs, 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4/3. post 9d.; high efficiency, long life,
self-eharging, upkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders let.;
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—
W. Taylor. 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell. London. [0039
Accumulator Charging Service.—Collection
C.D.E.B.
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon.—fiend
for particulars to Croydon an.I District Electric Bee
,ice, 98 Cherry Orchard Road. East Croydon
[9198

T

WO II.T. Tungstnne Accumulators. 60 volt, De
Luxe models. 3 ampere hour; cost £5115 earls
bargain. £4'4 the pair—A. Letwin, 55, Virginia
Rd., Shareditch.
[9587

ss World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ELIMINATORS.

pp UNBAKEN

H.T. and L.T. Chargers for A.C. and
-a-tb D.C.. you may try 14 days.—Ardwick. Manche&
ter, and 39, Victoria St.. London. S.W.1.
[0222

ANODE SUPPLY
FILAMENT SUPPLY
ROTARY-TRANSFORMERS
Input
Output

12 to 250 V. D.C.
to 1,000 v. 100

vv.

MOTOR-GENERATORS
Input
Output

Efficient.

A.C.orD.C.
to I70w.
or
80 w. H.T. & 80 w.L.T.

Silent.

Ripple-tree.

TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue printa
for H.T. and L.T. Lionium electrodes fitted with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.—Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[9503
TRANSFORMERS, chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
to
any specification; 'phone for quotation.—
Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd., 72, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8987

DOWER

Transformers, 200v.. 40-60 eyries, output
6 volt 1.75 amps., 200x200, 50 m.o., 17/6;
ditto, but 300x300, 18/6; 4C0x400, 19/6: extra
winding for trickle charger, 3/- extra; special transformers for the Westinghouse metal rectifier, type
R4/2/1, 8/-: type 114/2/2, 9/-; type 114/55/1. 17/6;
illustrated lists post free.—Simpson, Jesmond Place,
Leeds.
[9600
WOUR 8 mid. T.C.C. Condensers, unused, 91.;
Igranic double choke, under guarantee, 17/6;
Farades Simpler Wireless model rectifier, offers.—G.
Altlerson, Dorridge, Biriningharn.
[9614

CABINETS.

Cabinets.—Table models
DIGBY'S
nialiogany; from .1 / to 71/-.

in

solid

oak and

1 6

rsIGIIT'S

Cabinets, fitted with Radios or Resiston
ebonite if required.
IGIIY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/. to £12
[GUY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.
rbIGBY'S Cobinets.—Write
for
DPW
16-page art
catalogne.-10. Dishy, 9, The Oval, Hackney ltd.,
E.2. 'Phone: Clissold 5458.
[0128

D
D

M-L MAGNETO SYND. Ltd.,
Radio Dept., COVENTRY.
OPhone: 5001.1

A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
IX. Value: satisfaction guaranteed.
A RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
from 8/- to £6.
A RTORAFT Cabinets can he made to customers'
Ix special designs and sizes; estimates tiee.
A
Illustrated Catalogue, poet free; write

RTCRAFT

A RTCRAFT
'Phone:

Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon.
1981 Croydon.
[0040

C

ABINETS.—Customers' own ideas and designs cartied out in oak or mahogany, cabinets fur sets
moving coil, ete.•, low prices and good work.-11. Hall,
Cabinet Works, Navigation St., Walsall.
[9101
a Cabinet Worthy of Your Set ' prices from
H AVE
12/6 to 84/-; list free.—Little Ilford Cabinet
Co.. 94, Little Ilford Lane, London, E.12.
[9433

Q

UAL1TY Cabinets for all instruments. portable,
moving coil and sets; all enquiries receive personal attention. To the trade! Ensure a good season
by specifying Rarnsey's cabinets.—E. W. Ramsey, 63,
Shaftesbury St.. London. 5.1. 'Phone: Clerkenwell
7139.
[9463
rrHE Adams Buffle-cabinet is the result of over 2
J.
years experimenting with baffles and cabinets for
moving coil speakers. and is not a makeshift to meet
a present demand
lilt "Wireless World" says.—entirely obviates distortion effects . . . A unique design and should
become popular.

T
F

. ADAMS end Co., 66, Finsbury Pavement, E.0.2,
A:
for full particulars of Baffle-cabinet; quotations
free fur any high class cabinet work.
19537

S

IMMONDS BROS.—Best quality cabinets to your
own requirements; estimates Iree.—ShireLind Rd.,
omethwick.
[8627
Cabinets.—Oak portable, for Sunshine
QUALITY
Five, with aerial frame, fretted grille, etc. beauti-

I
t
i

I
NEW PATENTED S.L.F,
'CONDENSER TRIED AND'
FOUND PERFECT BY THE

f
ully finished, 42/-; improved portable, oak, with
speaker and panel openings outside, 37/6; carriage
paid; all types supplied; special work quickly citecute.—Nichols, Bath Rd. Workshops, Swindon.
XT1011.0LS' Quality Cabinets, original and best,
-LI
American type, with baseboard, Melody Maker or
Master Three; oak 15/6, mahogany 21/-; crate 1/6
extra, returnable; carriage paid.—Nichols, Bath ltd.
Workshops, -Swindon.
[9442

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

TECHNICAL PRESS

&J.—Al.
B

B

" Wireless World

TUNING
COILS
and METHODS
of TUNING.
By W. JAMES,

useful manual
AVERY
giving the maximum

of information on the subject. Following a simple
explanation of the principles of wireless, the author
discusses the many methods
of tuning circuits, with
explanations
of
spade,
condenser and variometer
tuning.
Other chapters
treat in detail of the choice,
construction and design of
coils, and give particulars
as to size of coil required,
the best shape, size of
wire, type of insulation,
and special uses of the
various coils.

Price 2/6 net.
By Post 2/10.

ETC.

coils from stock.

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:

& J. Guarantee Every Coil supplied under mone y
back conditions.

& J. All-British Super Four using the Mollard
pentode, strikes a new note in portable receivers;
20 guineas, all in.
& J. WIRELESS Co., 2 and 3, Athelstane Mews,
London, 5.4. 'Phone: Mountview 1695.
[0043

B

1LIFFE

&

SONS

Dorset House,
w-w. 32

LIMITED,

Tudor

Street,

LONDON,

F

OR Sale. Igranic L.F. transformer, type G, new;
Ferranti A.F.3 L.P. transformer, new; set Colvern short wave coils, new; Ormond S.M. logarithmic
condenser, almost new; all half price.—Cowan, Hallguards, Ecclefechan, Dumfries-shire..
[9597
Mention of " The

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will eisure prompt attention.
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Coils,

Transformers,

THE

WIRELESS

-CA 2 H.F., complete set and bases, 63/-; Selection 4,
complete set and bases, 42/-.—Jennens.
'LIVERYMAN Coils, approved plug in type, set el
124
2 low wave and 2 high wave, with bases; 72/6.—
Jennens.
y 1TZ Wire (genuine), 27/42, 70 turns 4/8; tubes
-I-1 and Mikapac, 3in.xefsin. 1/4, 3in.x 4in. 1/6.
7in. x4m, 2/-.—Jennenn
LIVERYMAN Coil, ebonite bases, 1/6 each, screens,
-I-:à 3/-; spacers, grooved, with screws, aerial or
anode, 1/-; all wave, short 1/-; long. 2/6.--Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St, Birmingham.
[0075
ebUTPUT Transformer, Ferranti 0.P.1, 17/-; Warn
millirunmeter moving coil. 0-10. 17/-.—Smith. 22.
Ingfield Av., Dalton, Huddersfield.
[9582

Coils for A.C. Valve Receiver, as
B ERCLIF
fied, 26/ pair; interchangeable long and

"OF PROVED
EFFICIENCY"
MOVING-COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS

wave, 73/3 set.

Permanent
Magnet Models.

specishort

Coils for D.C. Mains Three, as specified.
BERCLIF
interchangeable; 83/6 set.
ERCLIF Coils for Super Seven. 3 L.F. trans.
B formers, complete 50/-; copper box, 17/6.
Coils for Everyman Four, still the atan •
BERCLIF
dard of excellence; 33/- pair.
ERCL1F Coils for Cascade 11.F. Amplifier; 10/•
B each.
Coils for Screened Valve Everyinan; 33/BERCLIF
pair.
B ERCLIF Coils for Standard Four; 77/9 set of 4.
B ERCLIF Coils for All-Wave Pour; 42/6 pair.
B ERCLIF Coils for 2 H.F. Everyman; 79/3 set of 6.
B ERCLIF Coils for Selection Four; 51/6 set of 4.
B ERCLIF Coils for all Modern Circuits.
Coils fur Unapproached Quality and
BERCLIF
Reputation.
ERCLIF Coils for all Special Purposes; above is
B only a selection; we quote to your requirements.
the six year old trade mark of the
BERCL1F,
makers of the best coils, the people who never let

down; send for our free lists before you decide:
trade supplied anywhere.—Simmonds Bros., t3hireland
Rd., Smethwick.
Tel.: Susethwick 751.
(8870

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
Can Give Prompt Delivery of Moving
G0ÚDMANS
Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with

highest possible grade workmanship; list MC3 on re.
27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0089

rillest.—Goodmans,

B

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days approval.—Sce advertisement, page 15.
[0144
TF You are in London Call and See Goodmans'
-ICull Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.—Gooduians. 27. Farringdon St.. E.C.4. woo
1R-CUROME Type Speaker Parts to build the
speaker that has taken America by storm can
be obtained from Components Production Co.,11onley,
Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0130
»AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisenient, page 15.
[0145

OIL

C

Drive Units from Stock, the usual high
standard of workmanship associated with the
name of Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St, E.C.4. 10091

OOD

Horns for Every Gramophone Unit; wood
horns fitted to 'incise sleeks, etc.; illustrated list.
—Maddison, 1, Chapel St., Marylebone ltd., NAVA.
[8557
AKER
Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency: supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
nient. page 15.
[0147

B

REED

Movements. Double acting reed movements
.
61
1. specially designed to operate cone and other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input, yet
capable of enormous volume with sufficient input;
will work up to a Sit. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each; fair allowance on Brown A
earpieces, or Lissenolas and other units in part exchange; send stamp for illustrated lists of these and
seamless cones.—Goodirtans. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency, supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.
[0101

B

A I -C ROME Type Loud Speaker Parts, as de.
Ma. scribed in the June 6th issue of this paper, can
be obtained from Components Production Co., Henley.
Huddersfield.
Send for list
[0129

15

Lonespeakers.—Contd.

Tee ERCLIF Coils for all • Wireless World" Receivers;
dozens of types in regular production; any type
quoted tor.

A43

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Etc.—Contd.

LIVERYMAN Coils, exact to specification, 15/- each;

W

WORLD

Require no
accumulator.

£6 -5WRITE FOR
NEW LISTS

Electro
Magnet
Models
to suit Requirements.

PEE New Goodman Junior Reed Movement: 14/6:
the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, for
driving cone and other large disc type speakers; this
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments ' second only in efficiency
and performance to our double acting reed movement;
full description in our illustrated lists, free on request.--Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0092
TAKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are et proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, paga 15.
[0103

A IR -CHROME Type Loud Speakers Give Wonderful
£-Js Results, and, with the assistance of a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production Co., Monies. Hurl
dersfield. Send for list.
[0151
VP AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
••-• the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.
[0104

M OVING
made
duction

Co..

Coil Loud Speaker Parts of Clnality are
and fully guaranteed by Components ProHenley, Huddersfield.
Send for lists.

XPONENTIAL
Horns—American
Rama 10149
Co.,
1 .
1
spiral type, tit column 80im, bell 121u., oves all size 14x14x1Oin.; price (including carriage), 32/6.
Paton, " Wireless," Prestwick, Ayrshire.
[9

B

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
ment, page 15.
VIBRO-SKIN. special leather for fixing the [0d
11
0
a5
V
phragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price
2/6 per piece (11in, square), poet free, cash with
order; special terms to the trade.—The Alder Leather
Co,, 3, Southwark St., S.E.1. Tel.: Hop 4448.
[0224

IQ

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
ment, page 15.
[0106

£3-10-0

A MAPHONE KING Components for Coll Driven
£11. Loud-speakers, highest efficiency, easiest to' as.
semble.—Particulars, Amalgamated Manufacturers, 94,
Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[9

and

£4-7— 0

BB

The Wireless Press and
Public agree that components manufactured by

BAKER'S
"SELHURST"
RADIO
GIVE THE BEST
POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVICE
QUALITY

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.
[0102

Immediate
Free

e

Acknowledged to be
the best obtainable

ii you require advice.
Department

weite

to the Query

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.
[0101

•

VORTEXION Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any volt•
age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaran•
teed.—Kirby
(Wimbledon), Ltd.
72,
Merton
Rd .
Wimbledon. S.W
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8986

RAKER'S

Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied un 14 days' approval.—See advertisement, page 15.
[0108
MOVING Coil Loud-speaker.—We manufacture the
1 . complete
assembly for the Haynes Moving Coil
speaker, including high or low resistance moving coil,
hiounted on Bristol boar I cone, together with plywood rings and cradle, for 6 Volts 1 amp., £4/5; 6
volts 1,4 amp., £4110; for 200-250-volt mains, £4/15:
can be assembled in a few minutes, and will giro
large volume on one L.F. stage; call and hear one.—
Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston,
Tel.: 1364.
[0120
•
AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied ou 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
inent, page 15.
[0

B

MOVING Coil Speaker, complete with Andrewsd1i
1
a
0
pliragm, mounted with 'high resistance coil, field
iuncut 0.7 anip.. excellent condition arid quality; coat
£7/7, price for quirk sale £3/3.—Box 7638, c/o The
H'ireleas World.

B

BAKER'S "SELHURST "RADIO
office: 89, Selhurst Rd. S. Norwood, S.E.25.

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
went, page 15.
[0111

Works (alwaw, open):
42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.

UPERLATIVE -- Nothing Less!! — Performance is
the true test of perfection, a Webson loudspeaker gives perfect performance.
UPERIORITY.-36 years of specialised experience
in the manufacture of high grade instruments
stand behind the engineers who designed, developed,
and produced Webson moving coil loud-speaker parts.
EBSON Parts are Manufactured Only by Star
Engineering, the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the home constructor;
use only Webson parts and avoid disappointment.
QT).11
ENGINEERING,
Didsbury.
Manchester.— •
Didsbury - 1785.
Send for lists.
[9620

(20 minute , Imo-atop from Vicions

Telephone

or London Bridge.

CROYDON lei

All paria can be obtained on
Deferred Terms front the London
Radio Supply Co., 1), Oat Lane
Noble Street, E.C.2.
INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS
MADE BY BAKER'S "SELHURST"
RADIO.

S
S
W
B

A itirbestE.ieesurtts

Radio Moving

Coil

Speakers

give

ciency; supplied on 14 days' appyr
oe.—o4r
Ie e
provesdr
ment, page 15
10136

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Loud .speakers.—Contd.
Moving Coil Parts Now Obtainable in Plain
EPOCH
finish, £3/3 complete; or De Luxe finish, 63/10.
POCH Moving Coil Parts Now Obtainable with
Copper Foil as recommended
by
" Wireless
World."
14
1POCH Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed Without
Exception to be the finest mechanically and the
most efficient electrically.
POCII Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed to give
the Finest Performance yet possible on any
speaker.
VPOCII Moving Coil Parts are Instruments of Pre224 cision; every part interchangeable.
E iah er g Coil Parts are the Most Beautifully

for all
circuits
GAMBRELL COILS
have always been recognised
for their high efficiency and
arc repeatedly selected and
used by the contributors of
constructional articles to the
technical press for all kinds of circuits.
Because of their rigid construction
they have a much longer life than
any other coil.
Illthetrailon 8h0.
winding which to

E

ln

the ',Untied method of
and
-,poscOb), for their rentarkebte effieleriolt.

Descriptive Booklet on request.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,
'Buckingham House;

Buckingham St., Strand, W.C.2

M in

VPOCII Moving Coil Parts are Sold with a Guarantee of Absolute Satisfaction.
POCH Moving Coil Parta—Money refunded within
10 days if purchaser is not highly delighted. •
POCO!Moving Coil Parts.—Examine every make,
but compare with an Epoch before parting with
money.
POCH Moving Coil Parts.—Windings for every requirement, but one model only—the best.
WPOCII ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd.. 53, Grace14
church St., E.C.3. Royal 8570.
[9619

E
E
E

AKER'S Selhurst Radio Moving Coil Speakers give
the best results because they are of proved efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advertise.
ment, page 15.
[0140

B

Cut your mount from

B

D.M. SQUARE SKINS
the best diaphragm mounts for

COIL DRIVEN LOUD SPEAKERS
Selected skin specially dressed — thin, uniform
textured, supple and evenly elastic. Non-resonant
and non-perishable.
Special'', recommended hi," The Wireless World" in
their article on Coil Driven Loud Speakers, Sept. 28th.
9 ins. square. 26 post free.

GEORGE er CO.
Maker, of lealleer for all trirelett porpotee.

2IA, NOEL ST., LONDON, W.I.

ALL STATIONS with the " DAVEX"
TILE DAVEI

TONER.

on

ths;"Mullard

Master

3."

The Davex
new
6-pin
Tuner coil, 200 to 2,000
meters specially adapted
to the " Mullard Master
3" and modern seta.
Aperiodic or auto-coupled aerial coil.
Spaced grid winding.
Reaction controlled by 4003
condenser.
Change-over switch incorporated
in tuner.
Made in six-pin or lor panel mounting.
Only II" required to mount on panel.
1110V. PA c
ST.

sole

MARKET

A

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

ELLING-LEE

Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finieh to any home-eonstructed set;
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee. Ltd.. Queeiisw 1
a8
y
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.lcio

B

"LIVERYMAN Four Coils, complete with base; aerial,
15/-; transformere, 15/-; 28/- set —Below.
OtH.F. Everyman Four Coils: B.B.C., set of three,
36/9: 5XX. set of three, 24/-; set of three
buses, 3/9; copper ecreeuing boxes, highly polished,
38/-.—Below.
OSSOR Melody Maker soils. 7/6 each; all above ex.
••-/ eteck.—Obtainable all dealers or Stone Marmite:tut-lag Co., 108-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
[0068
URNDEPT New Goods (deleted from catalogue):
Micrometer crystal detectors,
1/6;
hot
wire
ammeters, 0-1.5 amps., 8/11; super vernier dials,
ratio 7 to 1, 4/11; geared 2-way and 3-way
coil
holders, 4/11; Burndept telephone transformers, 5/11;
Burndept rheostats, 1.4 ohms., for 1 to 3 valves, 1/3;
low loss .0002 anode condensers, 2/11 each; dual ditto,
4/11; concert coils (set of lour), 5/6; short wave
coils (set of four), 5/6; separate coils: Si, 9d.; 8.2,
1/-•' 13.3, 1/6; sizes 300, 400, 500, 2/6; postage paid
on 5/- orders.—Rodwell. 14, Railway Approach, London Bridge[0208

C

B

Y

OUR Used Gear Taken in Part Payment for New;
free cabinets; write for particulure.—Povey's, Woodman St.. Stockport.
19510

HARBORO%

S

TORRY
Bargains.—Blue spot cone units, 21/-.
usually 25/ -; E.I. neutrodync condensers, 1/9;
Ericsson 6 ohm rheostats, 1/3; Ericsson .001 variable
condensers, 2/3; Linen 25 coils, 1/3 each; polar 3-coil
holders, 2/6; 2-volt dull emitter valves, 2/11; all post
paid and guaranteed.—Storrys*, Ltd., 143-5, Eastbank
St., Southport
[9543

D

BUY
ON
EASY
TERMS

AZOR-SIIARP Wavemeter, mahogany cabinet, as
-1a specified by T. H. Reyner, ready for calibration, lobo prints - full particulars; £2110.—Lloyd,
Plawhateli. Sharpthorne, East Grinstead, Sussex.
19573
ADIO EXCHANGES Co.—Send for bargain buttetin, post free twin 29. Harrow ltd., W.2.
[9576

R

DOWN
Balance in to months.
Orders of £3 or over secure
ANY

MAKE
of

LOUDSPEAKER, COMPONENTorSET,
Apply at once for full particular, to

CAWLEY,
14,

MPLION Loud-speaker A.R.15, £3; moving coil
speaker, 6v. 75 amp., £3110,• large number of
components, cheap, including Eureka Concert Grand
L.F. transformer, 12/6; lot stage Baby Eureka, 5/-;
°Telco Li'. transformer. 15/, etc—B., 7, Warri p9e
6
t1
02
n
Gardens.
radii. 0832.

Handsome Steel Mast; 15/-; eee descriptive
LAKER
advertisement page 17. Easily erected.
[0021

21/-

Manufeseturen:

MARY'S MOTOR CO.,

ROWN Elbe Loud-speaker, very little used, absoIntely tie new, colour brown and gold; bargain.
E4115; deposit system
if preterred.—Endicotti363
15
3,
Ruilley ltd., Abingdon.

The

Wireless Man,

PETER STREET, ST. HELENS.

•/.••••••••.•

Mention of " The

TeXPERIMENTER'S Surplus Parts for Sale; li st
1.4 Iree.—Mackenzie, Palmerston Rd., West Croydon.
[9577
VXCEPTIONAL Bargains in Transmitting and Re124 ceiving Gear at Second-band; write for list.-Stourton Hall, llorncastle, Lincs.
[9580

p

110NOVOX Pick-up, adapter and volume control,
new, 35/-; Marconi Ideal L.F. choke, 12/6; variable grid leak, 2/..-46, Claude Rd., Chorlton-curnHardy, Manchester.
[9581

M

cMICHAEL 5-valve Supersonic Unit, seals onbroken, 2 Autodyne couplers; £3110.—Rand,
Room 5, Old County Ilall, Spring Gardens, London,
S.W.1.
.
[9584

Wireless

World,"

'the YOUNG ENTHUSIAST.

By Mrs. Steed.

(From Ma t-egooters' Conspeakoe.,

Use your
camera!
N

OW is the time of year
when you can take
pictures out -of- doors
If
you would learn how to get
the best results from your
exposures and the greatest
pleasure from your hobby
— read "The Amateur
Photographer" every week.
It contains amass of helpful
and interesting information,
together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs
and free criticism of readers'
prints
EVERY WEDNESDAY

3d.

heAMATEUR
[OTO GRAPHER.

Incorporating

"The

New Photographer."

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention

W.W.37.
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AUGUST

15TH,

THE

If428.

COIL

N

PARTS

are guaranteed
to be the
Finest in
CONSTRUCTION.
Finest in
PERFORMANCE.
Finest in FINISH.
Price, plain finish

UMBER

Four-four,

TN Chapel St.. by Edgware Rd., in
1
London, N.W.1.
A PPLEBY'S. opposite
£3 1. Station, Chapel St.

Edgware

the County of

Rd.,

Metropolitan

NUMBER Forty-four,

T

lo -o

Try one on approval for 10 days and convince yourseE.
From all dealers andiron, gork from
EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,
63. aracech torch St., London. E.C.3. 'Phone: HOPI 8570.
(Full Parlicaort on appZération.1

1118 Central Location will enable us to make better
personal contact with many dozens of London
friendo.
are Cordially Invited to Call and
YOUInspection
of the varied selection of

Make an
new and
used material which will be in stock there; possibly
you may also wish to discuss part exchange, and to
follow that oft repeated and sound advice:

E CONOMISE---pn

good material—by part exchange.

IT Is So Good.
ra0 What You Will, how you will, the most eyenomical way of buying is part exchange.

4

APPLEBY'S.—Part exchange.

tegIMILODY
imu-- 4je
ba
RIGIONM 3

loan sirs

COILS FOR EVERY SET.
Wound with Lits wire, -sadly to sp,cification.
Fully
., tested and OnaranteciL
Highest Selectivity.
Everytnau 4, per pair (including B..), 30/-. All Wave 4
(11-pla etUng).(Palr)821-. Bases, 2.5 ea. Regional 3, includinr,
Bases,set 12 17 0. Mollard 3., converted to Short Wove, 7Empire Reception, Short Wave, iv, Melody Motu r. 8/..
Pixe IReAirt.n. 1/4. Chokes tor 100. 1000, 600e us t
rt 3. e/tt

et

Dealers writs, for terms.
Lawrence & Hull,
29, Park HouseStreet,
(Mon,
Camberwell, 8.E.5.
c...in,y 38 to
Full Lists free by return post.

Ipsla EAT It!
You cannot beat it; you obtain part of
what you want for something you do not—and
when the deal is over—it is over; it is not like the
proverbial bad penny.
T HE Best in This Time—now.

I

F You are not yet a Regular Customer, try part
exchange for your next set, loud-speaker, or
components; you will save money!
There is no need
to repeat this to our friends; they know!
And there
are many hundreds of them.
IT Will Satisfy You, too.
"VOLT are Safe with it at Appleby's, the Senior
1
Service.
TF You are not Aware of Our System, here is a
-L
brief outline; simple, straightforward, fair.
SATE Supply all the Leading Lines of Radin Appara.
TV tus at Current List Prices, and make no carriage
charges, except on accumulators and batteries, and
exceptionally bulky articles.
Part Exchange we will take any Component or
IN Loud-speaker,
for which you have no further use.
Make Fair Offers we Must see the Material—must
T0 --as
it is essential, so send your gear to us to

FARADEX
r4

value; in the unlikely event of nu agreement being
reached we will return your material carriage paid; you
need entertain little fear, for our returns in this
respect are under one per cent., mostly due to a disregard of the following terms, which are absolutely
essential to lair offer.
E Cannot Accept in Part Exchange Old Bright
Emitter Valves, burnt-out valves, transformers,
etc., for economical reasons, and to allow lair offer, we
cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/.
nett cash value; also any offer made is as allowance
from an order of not less than twice the allowance
—bat. it is fair.
O Send Your Parcel Along, please pack well to
avoid breakage, including in it a list of contents,
and a list of new requirements; we will do our best
to give you satisfaction.
A PPLEBY'S, specialists in and originators of square
-c1 deal part exchange by mail.—Until September 1st,
at The Croft, Willesden, London, N.W.10; alter September 1st, Number Forty-four, in Chapel St., London,
N.W.1.
[9599

W

VARIO

FIXED

RESISTOR
6,

15,

30

ohms.

S

Specified in the Cossor Screened fixed
High Frequency Unit, 6, 15, 30 ohms.
Price 11-. Postage 2d.
High quality finish, all metal parts nickel
plated wire wound on hard fibre strip.
Terminal Connections.

ROOK E
55

Cardingtos

BROS.
Street

LTD.,

London

IMPROVED
I 9 2 8
91 0 D E L

Dial Indicators, Bulgin dial indicators.
BULGIN
make accurate tuning a certainty and give just

N.W.I.

INDISPENSO

"

(pip

CHARGER

WITH POLARITY INDICATOR)
l'or charging High and Low Tension
Accumulators frotu
DIRECT CURRENT MAINS.

re`ek. ,

Thousands

From

all

in
use
airing
calisfaction.
first-class

Price complete

Radio

6/.

ererg
Stores.

each.

ParCraort of MI roes« of
CHARGERS for use on A.C. sod
D.C. Maim on requed.

Gold
f\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

17

"LAKER "
STEEL MAST

15f-

A

8 a Temporary Measure, during reorganisation, in
order to cope with the continually increasing
demand on our part exchange service, we are transferring part exchange to the above address, to which,
on and after September let and until further notice,
all parcels and communications should be sent.

De Lase finish

£3

WORLD

Components, Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

EPOCH

MOVING

WIRELESS

that expert look to your panel, made from solid brass
rod, points ground, complete with nut and washer
for 1 hole fixing, nickel plated or brass lacquered, 9d.
Per pair; popular pattern, 2c1. each; this is only
one of 250 components and gadgets to be found in
the Bulgin catalogues; free on request.—.A. F. Bolen
and Co., 9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4.
'Phone: Holborn 2072.
[9586
Handsome Steel Mast; 15/-; see descriptive
LAKER
advertisement, page 17. Easily erected.
[0022
Superbet Transformers
.MiclmeL
used
once
only;
Kestin, Parade, Llandudno.

and Filter, MoE2/2.—Hallmark.
[9579

lEsERRANTI Triple Range Voltmeter type P.R.3A,
.a: No. 25, 1.000 ohms per volt, cost 52/6, cell
42/6; and triple range milliarnmeter, type P.R.3A,
No. 15, cost 42/6, sell 35/-; both brand new and all.
used, with cases and leads.—Box 7628, c/u The If
less World.
[9593
XTEW R.I. Straight Super, 16/-; Lewcos screen and
.1-1 base, 5/-; 2 Leweos S.P. transformers, 5/6 each:
aerial coil, 3/61 Peto Scott N.C., 2/6; ditto tvidn.
4/-; Success L.F. choke, 5/-; Amplion A.R.'S, 35,'-;
Eke° D.C. eliminator, 3 tappings. 150v. fixed. 0-100v.
:aid 0-120v. variable, 55/-.—Box 7627, c/0 Tie Wireless World.
f9594

For this very small outlay
you can instal an efficient
and handsome LAKER
STEEL MAST in preference to an untidy
wooden pole.
The mast as complete with
all fittings as illustrated.
There are no extras to buy
nor holes to dig as the mast
rests in asolid metal footplate.
LAKER" Masts are
made from best British
Tubular Steel and they are
a distinct ornament in
your garden. They can be
erected in a few minutes
and occupy asmall ground
area.
Always remember that an
effic;ent aerial is the most
important factor for good
-8
radio reception, so do not
handicap your set by harnessing it to an inefficient
aerial. All Broadcasting
stations use steel masts
because of their greater
•2
efficiency.
Steel masts are I
f
a protection I
'
against lightnmgandreduce
_ .
static and other g.
”
77
'
atmospheric disturbances
We manufacture several types of steel masts,
which are sent out painted with rustproof paint
ready for erection. viz.:

25
30
35
40

ft
ft
ft.
ft

.
15/— . .. 22/6
(2" tubing) 42/50/-

Carriage: 25 and 30 ft. 1/6 extra.
„
35 and 40 ft. 9/„
We use varying thickn
f tubing according to
height. The higher the mast, the thicker the tubing.
Masts above 30 ft. require to be made from tubing at
least 2 in. diameter. Tall masts uf thinner tubing
are very difficult to raise and are unstable when
erected. Before purchasing a 35 ft. or 40 ft. steel
mast ask the manufacturers to tell you the diameter
of the tubing.
"Laker" Steel Masts have a reputation extending
over several years, and we are suppliers to H.M.
Gsvernment, The British Broadcasting Corporation,
The Marconi (o.. and to Colonial stations throughout the Empire.
Send your order to-day to

JOHN & JAMES LAKER Co., Ltd.,
ENGINEERS, KENT HOUSE RD.,
BECKENHAM, KENT.
Manufacturers of Steel Masts and everything outdoor
for wireless, such as Aerial Insulator s,Shock Absorbera. Pulleys. Halyards. Earth Tubes. Lead-ins. Wire
Strainers, Mast Bands, Cleats, Shackles, Hold-offs.
etc. Write for list.
Autumn is when you should overhaul your aerial
equipment. You can erect a "Laker Steel Mast in
ar evening. Do not wait until the winter.
" Laker " Masts and Fittings are stocked by Carnage
Ltd., Holborn.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms vve believe to be thoroughly reliable
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P

A.C. and D.C.

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS.

YE 350 h. Choke, 9/.; Woodroffe pick-up, with
special weight adjusting tone arm, E2 ,15: 1
8-1 Marconi transformer, 11/-; 4 20,000 ohm Ferranti
resistances, 8/-; Varley
tapped
anode
resistance,
150,000 ohm.-Temple, Knockdolian. Comrie.
[9595
AItGA 1N.-Experimen ter's components. in
good
condition, coils. valves, conderna•rs, etc.; stamp
for list.-Kennedy, 84, Sellons Av., Harlesden.
[9590

YB

Handsome Steel Mast; 15/-; see descriptive
Cheaper than a dry battery! LAKER
advertisement, page 17. Easily erected.
[0023
Coots lees than alarge vapacitr dry
ADIO HOUSE, HITDDERSPIELD, issues the Rebeta y.
R liability Wireless Guide-Write to J. H. Taylor
THINK OP IT -ONE SMALL
OUTLAY-THAT'S ALL.
No valves.
No trouble.
No expensive replacements.
Components also
supplied
from
Bend for full detaile.

'rulsemere Manufacturing Co.,
Tellemere Ild..West Norwood, 8.8.27
'Phone :Streatham 6731.

BERCLIF ANODE FEED RESISTANCES

20,000 ohms.
Price 5,6.
(Olher value., to order.)

SIMMONDS
BROS.,
Shireland Road, SMETHWICK, Staffs.

AUGUST 15TH, 1928.

and Co., Radio House, Macaulay St., Huddersfield. for
copy, sent post free.
[0028
IX 400 ohm Beanie Potentiometers, 1/6; A.J.8.
K.)
L.F. choke, 5/-; Osram D.E.P.4.10, 5/, unused;
all perfect condition; offers.-G„ Alderson, Dorridge,
Birmingham.
[9 615
Gramophone Pick-up and 8t6
o151
-1.VI. Ideal Transtortner, us new; 38/6.-Box 7639E,c2/
o
3
The Wireless World.96

E

XPERIMEN'TER Offers Contents of Wireless Den
to Callers this Week-end Only; must sell, leaving
address.
Contents offered include push-pull amplifier,
Ferranti A.F.5C. and 0.P.3C., with 2 D.E.5A.
in mahogany cabinet; cone speaker, also moving coil
Selhurst 6v. H.R. type, in cabinet, spare coils anti
1 C.T. 2,000 47 gauge spare ditiphrants, ate., one metal
,.ellapsible mast with guys, 3 months old: various
valves, condenser sets, and one Ur. amplifier. S.G.
6v. Marconi, complete in case.-Call to-day, 200, Coombe
Lane, Wimbledon, S.W.20, test, and take for cash; no
htters. Nearest railway station, Baynes Pink.
[9621
XPERIMENTER'S Surplus; D.E.P.240, 12/6; 2
P.M.11I.F., 6/- each; P.Y.5, 7/6; 2 S.P. transformers, 3/- each; 3 formers, 1/
6 each; 3 Bradleyolims,
5/. each; 2 Climax chokes, 7/6 each;
4 2mfd.
Mansbridge, 2/- each; 100,000 ohm anode resistant e,
31-•' 3 neutralising condensers, 2/- each; screening box,
3/6; 2 D.F.B., 5/- each; condensers, leaks, Igraine
coils, etc.-Thone: Finch, Bishopsgate 2339.
[9611
QA.I.H.-Ferranti A.F.5. 0.P.40., A.F.5C., Rembr
Infradyne amplifier and 4 U.X.199 valves, Bride
H.T. 2.60 volt unite, A.Y.G.1, Exide L.T. 6v. 60o.,
W.Z.G. 3-1, all perfect; offers; after 8 p.m.-Rudkin,
8, York Rd., Ilford, Essex.
[9605

LAKER
Handsome Steel Mast; 15/-; see descriptive
advertisement, page 17. Easily erected.
[0035

Ediswan R.C.2, D.E.2, unused. Ripaults
SURPLUS;
new .0005 condenser, 7/- each.-1111/ZYCH. [9603

Sold within
an Hour!
"The FERRANTI was
sold within an hour of the
publishing of the paper,
and Ihave had to refuse
several offers since. This
speaks worlds for 'The
Wireless World."
D. FL

TETLEY.

I, Palace

Gate.

Kensington,

%VS.,

Later:
"1 have had most satisfactory results every time
I have used your paper
for advertisements."
w.w.6e

MISCELLANEOUS.

EASY PAYMENTS
BAKER'S MOVING
COIL SPEAKER PARTS.
New Permanent Magnet Type.
(Cash £6 50.)
Delivered for
and ix monthly payments.

Um

' Electro Magnet Type
(Cash £4 764
Delivered for
13/-• and to monthly payments.
An wireless sets, accessories nnd
components on 10% and 11 monthly
payments. No references required.
Prompt service.
Send for requirements to:

LONDON

111 r6 DOW

N

RADIO

11,SOUPPLY
at Lane,
TeOptoce

CO.,
E.C.2.

(sly Il,?.

i The little cells that satisfy.
rA
=
•
:.
,
FJ
É.

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. Pl. Ponies Pot
Cells
SI and S2 Sac Cells.
All complete.
1
-cell
-(-cell
12-cell 30-cell
PI
6}d
.. 3/3
•• 5/9 •• leSI
ed.
.. 3/.
.. 5/3
: 12'.
S2
4{t1
.. 2/6.. 3/13.
9/3
Send lid. stamp for booklet giving full
particulars to :—
THE ETON GLASS BATr ERY CO.
46 St. Mares Road, LETTON. •E.10.

THE

STORAN

AERIAL TUNER for your

MULLARD MASTER 3!

p
o„

250,100-1000 2500 METRE.

17/6

Without changing Coils just push a Switch
to change over to 5XX.
Nu alteration to
your present set.
Tend , Invited. Send for Lists.
STOREY BROS. & CO., CHURCH STREET,

FREE
RUNCORN

ASY Payments.-We supply, by easy payments.
components, accessories and sets, any make; ION
down, balance spread over 10 months.-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11. Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's LW :in
?
1-/
Doctors (approved by R.S.G.B., W.L.).-Express
repairs to sets and apparatus of every description,
Everyman Four, screen valve, Solodyne 1928. moving
coil amplifiers, superhetrodyne, and all latest sets
made exact to customers' specification, any required
parts supplied; we have satisfied customers from John.
o'-Groat's to Land's End; may we include you on our
clientele?
Send your old set for modernising; expert
engineers sent to any part London and environs by
appointment.-'Phone:
Mountview 8424.
Bailiwick
Parade. Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
AKER
advertisement,
Handsome
page
Steel
17.Mast;
e
Easily
151.;
erected.
see descr [
[0037
i
9
p4
li4v
3
e
A LEXANDER BLACK, The Wireless Doctor, will
.CM. call (London and Home Counties) and cure your
set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
date; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and
H.T. eliminators demonstrated by appointment.-2a,
Woodville tinne, N.16. Sloane 5105, or Clissold 3687.
[7891
TeNGINEERS
grades).-Have you seen the latest
-I-à edition of " Engineering Opportunities"? In this
book Professor A. M. Low tells of the opportunities
engineers of all descriptions are miming; the book also
gives details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
etc., exams., and over 40 other engineering home study
courses; we alone guarantee no pass, no fee; don't
neglect this offer, send for free book stow (state subject
or exam.).-British Institute of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., London,
[9557
ICROAMMETER, Cambridge and Paul unipivet
portable instrument, with parralase, 75 inn:.
seale, 30-0-30 microamps; £4/10: deposit -Turpin,
"Reculver," Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.
[9585

w.gz.

M

Handsome Steel Mast; 15/-; see descriptive
LAKER
advertisement, page 17. Easily erected.
[0046
'DELAY Morse Printer, with heavy transmitting her
14 on same base; cost £22; exchange; otters invited;
or eash.-Electrician, 29, Talfourd
Peckham, 8.E.
[9610
reconditioning, designing, anti aerial erecYV Lion, maintenance by contr:ct, radio press, Elstree,
and teereened grid; circuit expert; estimates and advice
free.-The
Radio
Specialist,
21,
Shortlands
Rd.
Kingston-on-Thames.
[9617

Rd.,

PATENT

Messrs. ELLIS NICHOLLS & CO., of
132, Caledon Road, East Ham, E.6,
write:

"Small
Advertisements
inserted in 'The
Wireless World'
bring
remarkable

results."

AGENTS.

PATENTS and Trade Marks. British and foreign.Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee. Member R.S.G.B.
and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525
[0001

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will es sure prompt attcntion

w.w.55

ffi
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THE

REPAIRS.

WIRELESS

Situations

TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
A
Repairs; any make of L.F. trawdormer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched Within
48 hours; 41-, post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade.—Tranotormer Repair Co. (Dept- W.).
214, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

Vacant.

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

— Contd.

and
AGENTS
motion in

Representatives, with established canthe trade, to carry other lines high
class variable condensers, vernier dials, etc.; state
full particulars, area covered, also references.—Box
7502, c/o The Wireless World.
[9589

2

R

or 3 Smart Wirelese Shop Assistants; city shop;
state full experientie and :Mary required—Box
7640, c/o The Wireless World.
[9618

ntrARANTEED

IRELESS Operator, holding second class certificate, requires situation, either vessel or laboratory, first class knowledge of theoretical and practical.
—Pyle, 139, Guildford ltd., Portsmouth.
[9558

EPAIRS returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction send remittance after approval of same.—
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
T OUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any resistance and remagnetised. 3/-; transformers rewound, 4/-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd.. Leeds.
(9568
Repairs by Experts, lond-speakers,
•X headphones, pick-ups, any make or type, rewound, remagnetised and adjusted, post free, 4/-;
L.P. transformers and chokes rewound from 4/., post
free.—Howell, 42. Fotheringham Rd., Enfield, Middle(9598

WANTED..
WANTED,

Celestino loutl-speaker.—Harrup. Red
TT
Rowans, Flora Grove, St. Albans.
(Delman
system.)
[9574
WANTED, hot wire ammeter. reading 0 to 500
VT milliumps.—R. North, Roughaui, Norfolk.
[9607
WANTED, Tumult charger. 75 volt 12 or 6
V good condition.—W. Jones, 12, Heath ltd., Thornton Beath.
[9604

EXCHANGE.
ADIO EXCHANGES Co., specialists in part exAlt changes.—Send your enquiries to 29, Harrow
ltd., W.2.
[9575
PART Exchange; best offers made without seeing
A
material; eustinner's own reasonable terms accepted.
—G. A. Hyatt, 182, Kennington Rd., London.
1.9606
rrOWNSEND Wavemeter, ranges 200-4,000 metres,
Igranie
typo
(i 3-1 transformer, wanted nix
onemeter or similar, output choke, MI valve; (ash
adjustment either way.-1.i., 10, lanolguard ltd., Southampton.
1,9608

TUITION.
in Morse, day or evening; easy
T INSTUCTION
R
A
terins.—Telegraph School, 29, Talfourd Rd., Peckham. S.E.
[9609

W

SITUATIONS VACANT.
IltEl.linS Journal requires well-educated

youth
with wireless bent for editorial department.
Will receive training in periodical journalism and
have some laboratory experience. State age, education, starting salary, and send (if any) specimens of
work contributed to school magazine or other publication. Box 7647, c/o The Wireless World.
19624

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

W

'WIRELESS Operator, 44, first class P.M.G.. over
ev 20 years' marine experieme, requires situation
ushore immediately, any eapacity.—Leighton, 26, Hope
St., Weymouth.
[9601

Books, Instruction, Etc. — Contd.
" etETTING the Moat Out of Radio," a 76-page
'LK intensely educational catalogue, 200 Illustra.
tiens, guide to receiver maintenance, all about mist,
bets, all about II.T. eliminators, componente ter
re( eption and tra nernission, something really
new
and worth while for everybody, including the advanced research worker; includes a guide to liter,
titre and the best circuits; no enthusiast should be
wi ,.hout it, and it will save you money in the end;
owing to heavy cost of printing and preparation
(blocks alone cost over £1501 we cannot give these
away; price of this unique art catalogue-76 pages
crammed full «d interest-1/-, post free; we will refund the 1/- as a rebate on your first nrder value
5'. nr more.—Claude Lyons. Ltd., 76. Oldhall St.,
Liverpool. Lancs.
[0160
TENDERS.
•METROPOLITAN
To Electrical and

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

19

ASA-LI -MS

B

OARD.

Radio Engineers.

The Board invite Tenders for.

TIIE INSTALLATION OF WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
at GROVE PARK HOSPITAL, LEE, S.E.12,
in tecordance with the Specification and Drawings pre-'
pared by Mr. T. Cooper. M.Inst.C.E.,
Engineer-in•Chiel.
The Specification, Drawings, and
Feign of Tender may be inspected at the Office of the
Board, Victoria Embankment, E.C.4, on and after
BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
10 a.m. on Saturday, 11th inst., and can then be
TEP by Step Wirele-s, a complete course of the obtrined upon payaient of a deposit of £1. Tho
theory of electricity in relation to the practical amount of the deposit will be returned only after the
design of wireless apparatus, eliminator,, circuits, etc.. receipt of a brine-fide tender sent in accordance with
with extracts from a designer's notebook giving apdo- the instructions on the Form of Tender and after the
date practical applications; issued weekly. send 11- p.o. Specification and the Drawings have been returned.
for first 4 weeks.—Clifford Presslund, A.M.I.E.E. (
E
0ng.5
, Tenders addressed as noted on the Form must be
Dept. W.W., Hampton-on-Thames.19
delivered at the Office of the Board not later than
2.30 p.m. on August 22nd. 1928.
A.B.C. of the Superhet," by Mr. Claude L.
Lyons, MIRE., 88 pages, 17 explanatory diaALLAN POWELL,
grams
or
photographs.
and
including
complete
Clerk t. the Board.
xellentatie and point-to-point wiring pliin of the famous
" Evening
Chronicle"
8-valve
superheterodyne
receiver
The only book of ite kind at present in
existence; recently described by the Editor of
The
Wireless Virktrld" al "A fascinating booklet. . . .
A lucid deseription of the operation of the superbet
neeiver. . . • With tonetructional detallo and useful
hints and for the honte constructor."—Only 8(1. complete, mist free, from Claude Lyons. Ltd. ((iIL Quality
Keen prices, quick service. Send lor illustrated list.
Parts), 76. Oldliall St., Liverpool.
[0159

A

DVERTISER.
28 , seeks
wireless
business
in
South of England, must show good turuover
and allow for sr ope, and lull investigation; low
priee.—Replies to Box 7594, c/o The Wireless World.
[9583

S

"
T

Traders Catalogue.

Cabinets, Ebonite,Components, Speakers.

W

ET H.T. Batteries are now a proved success;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving coat
and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper. —Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, Limdon.
(0077

Bona—Fide Traders only.

Dept. W.W.

Perseus Radio, Burton-on-Trent.

THE VALVE HOLDER THAT IS PERFECT!!
WORLD PATENT INTERRUPTED MESH SUSPENSION.

We GUARANTEE these holders to be arevelation
both in regard to performance and quality, and ask
you to test them against any other. If you are not
satisfied we will refund your money, less postage.

IRO SPRIRGII.
HO RIBBER USED.

OUR DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC POLICY enables us to
sell at at; each POST FREE rah P.O. remivarta, or C.O.D.
charge extra.

THE PERFECT
EBONITE
In Four Qualities: Matt, Semi-Polished
Mahogany, Hand-Polished.
Sole Manufacturera:..
H. B. POTTER & CO., Ltd., Station
Buildings, ROCHDALE.
*Phone: 1485.

CL4

BE INDEPENDENT OF THE
B.B.C. CONTROL ROOM
•
" Tone" your
Set for Speech
or Music
AT

WILL 11

Seed us your dealers name it he
doesn't stook "CLAROITAT."

A47

As '' The Wireless World" says. "Listeners are probably well aware, from
their own experience, that it is the practice of the B.B.C. to amplify speech out
of all proportion to music. One may have asa suitably adjusted for an orchestral
perforrnance,but,if this is followed by aspeech,we find the intensif,' of the speaker's
voice is likely to be at least equal to some of the loudest passages of the orchestral
music." Be free from this bugbear. Do your own controlling with a "1 '01time Control Clarostat "and thus secure perfect reproduction. No other make
is "just as good! "
Front your Dealer.
Literature FREE from :

CLAUDE

A t:er I
'Scowls 1
s for

The

LYONS

Ltd.,

78,

ll'o; It!

Old

Hall

Sou«,

LIVERPOOL.

Beautifully
Made,

Micrometer
Adjustment.

Panel Type. on,. 88. I tant Collett! M...1,1
s13 B.
PREIC.-1/ buildmg an "Elimutator, send lot our 8-pare art brochure
entitled "POWER
Something NEW
—sometime
BETTER — ALL
the
intormahon you want.,

are unit accept 's! fro's, firm., is,'

reliable:

20
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PACE
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A.F.A. Accumulators. Ltd.
Artie Fuse & Electrical Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Baird Television. Development Co., Ltd.
B. lz J. Wireless Co.
Baker's " Selhurst" Radio
Bird, Sydney S., & Sons, Ltd.
Bowyer Lowe Co., Ltd.
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
British General Man!. Co., Ltd.
Burndept Wireless, Ltd.
Burton, C. F. & H.

5
13
15
12

Cover I.
20
11
6
14
12
16
8
12

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd. 4 and Cover iii.
D.X. Coils, Ltd.
4
Dyson, J.. & Co., Ltd.
2(1
Elliot t, E.
Epoch Electrical Society, Ltd.
Eton Glass Battery Co.

TO

20
17
18

Jones

6
2

& Stewart

Laker, J. & J., Co., Ltd.
Lang & Squire, Ltd.
Lawrence & Hull
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.
London Electric Wire Co.,
The
London Radio Supply Co.
Lyons, Claude, Ltd.

12

& Smiths,

Ltd ,

17
12
17
2
10
18
19

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., The
toyer iv.
Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd.
Cover I. and p. 3
M-L Magneto Synd., Ltd.
14
Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. Cover I. and p. 1
Perseus Radio

H.T. Supply direct from the main
through the "Godwinex" H.T. Eliminator.
No
failure then unless the power station breaks down.
The "Godwinex" Eliminator delivers steady, continuous current of the exact voltage you require,
free from ripple or hum. You know what tremendous
power your set has when you put on a new H.T.
battery—like a different set. It will always be like
that if you use a

at the National
Radio Exhibition, Olympia,
Sept. 22-29

16
Cover ill.
7
16

Hart Bros. Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ltd
Holzman, L.

You know how annoying it is to have an interesting programme
ruined by the H.T. dry battery or accumulator running down. You
can avoid this trouble if you take your

Bee our
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PACE
4

(1926), Ltd.

Gambrel' Radio, Lti
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
General Electric Co,, Ltd.
George & Co.

No more programmes
spoilt by run-down
H.T. batteries

STAND
No. 1

WORLD
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Fuller Accumulator Co.

19

Carrington Manf. Co.. Ltd.
Cawley, W.
Cors«, A. C., Ltd.
Cutters & Tools, Lt I.

WIRELESS

"GODWINEX" Eliminator
Illustrated is a Power Model running on A.C. supply and
suitable for sets up to eight wires and snoring-coil speakers.

Made in four models
for A.C. or D.C.
mains, atpricesfrom

£3 to £10
Absolutelyfoolproof
und utterly reliable.

19

"srî
THE

Pace
9
13
19

Philips Lamps, Ltd.
Pochin, E. Arnold, & Bro.
Potter, H. B., & Co., Ltd.
Rooke Bros., Ltd.

17

Sankey, J., & Sons, Ltd.
Scientific Supply Stores
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Simmonds Bros.
St. Mary's Motor Co.
Storey Bros. k Co
Stratton & Co., Ltd.
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Transformer Repair Co.
Tulseinere Mani Co.

20
13
Cover il.
18
16
18
12
Cover I. and p. 7
13
18

Walker Bros. (Guildford), Ltd.
Ward & Goldstone, Ltd.
NVatmel Wireless Co.. Ltd.
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd.
Whiteley, Boneharn & Co., Ltd.
Williams & Moffat, Ltd.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.

i,t_4()V»
(REOD. BRAND)

ONLY

MATERIAL

for

TRANSFORMERS
DIAPHRAGMS.
INSIST ON HAVING IT

Send aP.C.
for illustrated leaflet
describing our Condensers, Coils, Sets,
etc., and airing circuit oft he wonderful
Godwines" Con'
acuciar Three.

J.DYSON
& CO., LTD.
Bradford :5

7GOODWIN STREET

FAIV101.

ORIGINAL BECOL

LOW LOSS FORMER.
MEDAL

AND

FIRST

FOUR

PRIZES.

Made in sizes 1- up to 4" outside diameters, in lengths up to 36'
Look for 1rode Mark and refuse imitations.
THE

FINLESS

FORMER dk BASE.
Either tor 6 contact.

Foolproof.

Send for copy of Becol Handbook on Wireless Circuits, general data and
illustrations of coil windings. Price 4d. Post Free.

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W./.
Mention of " The

BILSTON.
STAFFS.
LONDON:-168,

REGENT STREET,

IV,1.

London :2Coleman St E.C.2
Hull :38 BEVERLEY ROAD

THE

GOLD

JOSEPH SANKEY & SONS, LTD.

Wireless

World,"

The man who experiments—
cannot afford to be without "ELLIOTT"
interchangeable connectors. Any desired
terminal, spade, pin or plug, may be instantly fixed without disturbing the leads.
The terminal is screwed right down on to
the wire of the flex, giving direct contact,
and the frayed ends of the flex covering
are tucked snugly away out of sight.
Supplied in six colours with or withote.
flexible leads.
Sample trial set of four connector bodies end
eight assorted terminals for 1/, obtainable from
all retail wireless depots, or in case of difficulty
direct from the manufacturers.

The ELLIOTT (Patent) CONNECTOR

PRICE
2?1,
EACH.
E. ELLIOTT, 126, Brearley St., BIRMINGHAM.
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BATTERY
ELIMINATOR

Model A.C. 18, as illustrated,
has been designed to meet the
requirements of 2, 3, 4 and 5
Valve Set owners.
Price
£4 17s. 6d. complete with Half
Wave Rectifying Valve and
royalties.
7s. 6d. extra for
Full Wave Valve and royalty.
Send Jr
rn al er,

—

MODEL A.C.18
The popular model at a
popular price and fully
guaranteed.

ale
veterans
of goitiF`
Valves
pse qLB©
STAND No. 159
Te LE-.

ATLAS WORKS, OLD

FOR
ALTERNATING

CURRENT.

National Radio
Exhibition.

Prices: Temprytes 1/6. Mounts 1/-. Shorting
Plugs 6d. State make and type of Valves used,
or write for "Temprvte " Chart. Free on Request.
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Rejuvenate your Set
with this big capacity
OLDHAM H.T.
H.T.
ADEQUATE
Insufficiency of

power is the key to good reception.
H.T. current cripples any set. Distortion, huskiness and crackling noises all have their origin
in faulty H.T.
Why not give your Set a new lease of life by using an H.T.
built up of these big capacity Oldham ro volt Blocks ?
Neat and compact and with plates made under the famous
Oldham Special Activation Process, they give that smooth,
even flow of powerful current which ensures perfect reception day in and day out.
All the attention an Oldham
H.T. requires is a recharge four or five times a year.
Ask your dealer to show you these wonderful big capacity
zo volt H.T. Blocks.

OLDHAM

10

volt

H.T.

Block.

OLDHAM & SON LTD., Denton, Manchester. Telephow• .Denton 121.
London Depot: 40. Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C.I.
Telephone: Terminus 4446.

Capacity 5500 ma.
Complete with flex
and two wander plugs.

Glasgow t75, Robertson Street. C.2.

PRICE 8P.

THE BEST WAY
TO

RUN

YOUR

MOVING

COIL

Telephone: Central 4015.

(
M

LOUD

SPEAKER

54 85.

IS

TO FEED THE MAGNETS FROM
THE A .
C. MAINS , THROUGH

A

«WESTINCHOUSEU

METAL RECTIFIER
The rectifier is constructed entirely
of rigidly=fixed metal and has
NO

MOVING

NO
NO

VALVES
ELECTROLYTE

PARTS

nor any part requiring renewal

at

any time.
The transformer shown is a Ferranti,
Type P.6, specially designed for use
with the type R.4=2=1 rectifier unit.
Other types of rectifier units for use in L.T. battery chargers,
trickle chargers, and H.T. eliminators and chargers, are available.
ASK

YOUR

DEALER

ABOUT

THEM

The Westinghouse Brake dc Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 YUK ROA?
C RO
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how 'BLUE SPOT has
revolutionised reception
T

HE

basis of this remarkable
Blue Spot reception is in
the movement—the Ideal Four
Pole Balanced Armature embodied in every set. There is
nothing else like it on the market

HERE
Tlisteners

are thousands of
who would never
have had wireless in the home
but for the '
Blue Spot' 44 Cone
Speaker. It has made all that
difference to wireless reception.
You have only to test it on any
sort of programme to discover in
it an unusual quality of reproduction. You have only to try it on
symphony or organ transmission
—those bugbears of the ordinary
speaker—to find out how truly
Blue Spot' has revolutionised
wireless reception. No confusing harmonics, no overlaid notes,
no drumming—never before has
such a speaker been offered at
such a moderate price.
Here is something equivalent to
moving coil reception--without any of 37/6
its complications—at

—no model that so preserves well distributed reproduction by a flow of current
perfectly balanced and evenly regulated.
Special magnet steel makes possible a
powerful flux and gives to the movement
extreme sensitivity. The Armature is
damped to obviate resonances produced
by conflicting frequencies.
This unit is also sold separately with full
instructions to constructors for building
their own cone speaker. Its use as abasis
enables the amateur to build at home a
speaker actually superior in tonal effect to
many highly priced models.
UNIT 66 K.
In consequence of a widespread demand
for an adjustable model we are now able
to introduce a new four pole unit exactly
similar to the original type 66-A but fitted
with a special adjustor screw. The price
of the non-adjusting type is reduced to
21'6, the new adjustable type
66-K being available from all
dealers at the original price of
NEW ADJUSTING

25

Supplied also in the form
of ahome constructor's kit.

F. A. HUGHES & COMPANY, LTD. (Dept. W5.),
204-206, Great Portland Street
- - London, W.1.
MANCHESTER-185, Princess Street
AI
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WIRELESS
VALVE
TRANSMITTERS
By W. James

if you have an 8-valve set
EVEN
with super power valves, the

THE DESIGN AND OPERATION
OF SMALL POWER APPARATUS

Burndept "Ethopower" will supply
all its H.T. current at a cost of a
penny for It) hours, with electricity at
6d. per unit. Compare this with the
cost of new batteries and think of the
advantage of having a constant supply
of power. Working from A.C. mains,
the "Ethopower" requires no attention whatever when set up, and its
"Ethotron" rectifying valve rarely
requires replacement as it has no
filament. The Unit can be used with
any set in perfect safety as it conforms
to the regulations of the Institute of
Electrical Engineers and it causes no
distortion, hum or noise of any kind.
Tappings are provided to give correct
H.T. voltages for detector, amplifier
or screened grid valves, grid bias
automatically adjusting itself as required. Maximum H.T., 150 volts;
total output, 30 milliamperes.

This book deals thoroughly with
the design and operation of valve
transmitters.
Written by a recognised authority who has had a
wide experience in the design and
construction of valve transmitting
sets, it is essentially p. book for the
practical
amateur
experimenter.
270

W. W

and

By post 9/6.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House,
Tudor
Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.

WOW.WYI,X70.10.7arKleitiordWeil.red,X7C0IXOCCX

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TIERMS

ETHOPOWER
40/loo

210 photographs
diagrams.

From leading booksellers or direct from
the Publishers:

BURN DEPT
Ioo/24o volts.

pages:

Price 9/- net.

Use the Burndept Ethopower with
your set and save money. Full particulars on request.

A .0 . Mains.
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Ten hours
H.T. Supply
for apenny!

For

\
VORLD

Compiled by S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
and issued in conjunction with
"THE WIRELESS WORLD."

cycles.

Price £6.18.3
t6.

r-.1

Plus Marconi Licence iz

volume contains definitions of terms and expressions
commonly used in wireless
telephony and telegraphy and is
intended to serve as a guide to all
those interested in wireless who
come across, from time to time,
unfamiliar words in their reading.
In such cases the DICTIONARY
OF
WIRELESS
TECHNICAL
TERMS proves of very great use
and value. It is well illustrated,
and cross-referenced to enable the
required information to be rapidly
obtained.
-FT IS

Offices: Blackheath, London, S.E.3.
London Showrooms: 15, Bedford Street,
Strand, Vir.C.2.

1

PRICE 2/- NET

j

By Post 2/2

iF»
From leading booksellers or dual from Ike Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4.
A

'Ii'Ceed,WeIreeedeiglee.701%.10."0.%7Ifilre%%:«70:el.
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electric light supply

The problem solved!

Valves that meet every need
Constantly seeking perfection, owners of Wireless Receiving
Sets are asking to-day for valves that will meet their requirements in the following respects.
It will be seen that "MetVick-Cosmos "A.C. Valves meet all the conditions :—
Requirement L
Valves that give ahigh degree
of amplification with moderate
impedance.
Requirement 2.
Valves that can be operated
off the mains.

"Cosmos "A.C. Valves with "Met-Vick "Eliminators need
neither Accumulators nor Dry Batteries and work entirely
off the electric light supply.

Requirement 3.
Valves that will deal with a
large volume of sound.

The "Cosmos " AC R Valve with
only half the
input gives the same output as the best battery operated
valve.

Requirement 4.
Valves that give faithful and
distortionless results.

"Cosmos" A.C. Valves, owing to their low impedance,
bring reproduction as near to perfection as it is possible
to attain.

Valves
strong.

Requirement 5.
that are robust

and

Requirement 6.
Valves that are not too expensive.

The "Cosmos" AC G Valve has an Amplification of 35,
the AC R 10. The corresponding impedance being 14,000
and 2,500 ohms.

The construction of "Cosmos" A.C. Valves with their
separately heated cathodes ensures great strength as
well as freedom from hum.

1

"Cosmos" AC G and AC R Valves cost only 22s. 6d.
each and by the use of Disc Adaptors can be used in
a set wired for battery valves without altering the wiring.

Ask your dealer for copies of Booklets 4117/3 and 711713.

MET-WICK

VALVES, COMPONENTS tSc SETS
METRO -VICK
A3

SUPPLIES
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The
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!J/te NEW
DOUBLE
RANGE
TUNER

( PERMANENT CHARGER
and

L.T. COUPLER

Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifier for A.C.. Mains, any
voltage, 40 to zoo cycles.

CONSIDER THESE FACTS

Four terminals and a special switch
allow all connections between main
supply, charger, accumulator
and
receiver to be left permanently connected.
The switch at the "in"
position cuts off mains supply, Connecting accumulator with valves;
at the "out" position valve supply
is disconnected
and
accumulator
placed on charge.
It is impossible
for accumulators to be overcharged,
and they cannot discharge back if
main supply fails.

(1) The 'Regentone'
Permanent Charger
is
guaranteed
throughout for 12
months.
(2) There are no
liquids, semi.
liquids, contacts or
moving parts—and
no value.
(3) The charging rate
is
amp. for 2, 4 or
6 volt accumulators
—or 12 amps. in 24
hours.
(4) Consumption —
unit of electricity in
oci hours' use.
(5) The case is of brown
bakelite with metal
base,
and
Belling.
Lee
insulah d terminals to match.
(6) The 'Regentone'
is something more
than
a Charger.
The simple, effective L.T. Coupler
removes the nuisance
of
accumulator handling.
(7) There are no complicated connections
or
multiplicity
of
leads.
(8) The Regentone'
Charger
is
six.%
BRITISH.

CHARGER INCORPORATING
L.T. COUPLER

CHARGER
WITHOUT
L.T. COUPLER

541-

47/6

High Tension Units
A.C. MAINS.

for

(Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.)

Up till quite recently the only High Tension
instruments available to the public incorporating dry metal rectifiers have been Regentone.
A heavy demand steadily increasing reflects
public confidence and confirms our claim for
unsurpassed efficiency.
Rectifier Units with Transformer Equipment,
including Blue Print.
SEND

FOR

ART

FOLDER.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO.
21, Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, E.C.4.
CENTRAL 9661.

12/6
complete s, ith

»itch

A scientifically designed tuner which when shunted
with a variable condenser of '0005 mfd, via/L.
capacity covers wavelength ranges of 250 to 600
metres, and 1.000 to 2000 metres change over being
effected by push-pull switch supplied.
Reaction
controlled by variable condenser also of '0005 mid.
This instrument comprises a complete tuning unit
which does away with all coil changing.

An "h"nrnfrn kqfl. I("Hag lull parliralare of this and other
Watioiel Products will ¡Age!, be eon( is you on receipt o apie.

Walmel Wireless Co., Lid., Imperial ll'orhs, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
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ROAD,

TOTTENHAM, N.17

HEAVY DUTY H.F. CHOKE
Especially designed for use in A.C. Eliminators.
As used in the D.C.5 arid
published
issue
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"The Wireless
World."

Inductance

approximately

100,000 M.-Hys.
Self Capacity 10 M. Mfds.
D.C. Resistance 50-60 Ohms.
Rated to Pass

- 250 M.A.

PRICE

.

10/6
t.
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Your
Lru. battery

Safe working
assured for your
Battery Eliminator

never runs
down

U

SE Dubilier Mansbridge Condensers
in your Battery Eliminator, and so be
sure of absolute safety.
If they are
Dubilier, that explains their superiority
—you need no other recommendation.
For you know that the fact of their having
been sold to you is proof that they successfully withstood the most exacting tests
before ever they left the factory. Like all
Dubilier products, you buy them with the
confidence that they will perform their
purpose with the utmost dependableness.

3716 no(t., keeps it continuously, automatically, charged up,

without usual
troubles, off A.C. house mains.

NOTHING to switch on, or look after!

Yet your L.T. battery is alway s
fully charged!
Always ready with a
punch and a smile, day and night,
however much you use your receiver!
The FULLER Balkite is a REALLY
automatic trickle=charger—you needn't
diszonnect it even while you're liste ingin ! Absolutely silent! IMPERVIOUS
to overload!
Nothing to break or
wear! No creeping of electrolyte! And
protects the battery every way.
An
amazing invention, and an amazing
boon — your dealer has a
leaflet describing it.

Write to us giving full particulars of
your proposed Eliminator,
stating
working

voltages and whether A.C.
or D.C., etc.

inusiLIER

SEE YOUR DEALER TO-DAY!

dime CONDENSERS

Advt.

of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925

5ULIIIIIE
Eivrxn=ui

DV

Ltd..

Duran lrm'hs, Victoria Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3.
169
..... —
A5

37ë

FULLER ACCUMULA1 OR CO. (1926) L.11).
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COSSOR VALVES are remarkably
‘-•4 economical in the use of current.
When you use Cossor Valves you'll
be surprised how seldom your
accumulator needs charging. Cossor
Valves improve any Set. Use them
in yours.
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HIS issue of The Wireless World is devoted mainly
to the subject of the operation of valve receivers
from electric supply mains, and it is therefore a
mi .table occasion for making further reference to the
question of the position of the user of D.C. wireless
apparatus whose supply may be changed to A.C. We
have already published some correspondence on this
subject, and also referred to it editorially.
The Present Position.

We feel that we are under an obligation to point out
to users of D.C. the present position resulting from the
attitude of the electric supply companies. Hitherto, the
opinion commonly held has been that if a change
in the nature of supply is made in order to suit
the convenience of the supply companies, then the companies were under an obligation to make good any
changes rendered necessary in the type of electrical
apparatus which the consumer had in use at the time
A

7
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No. 8.

that the change over was notified to him. Now, however, that position appears to have changed, and, whilst
one or 'two correspondents have disagreed with our
description of the state of affairs as a ramp " on the
part of the electricity supply companies, yet we still feel
that we are justified in so describing it. We are aware,
of course, that mains units consume a very small traction of current and are comparatively expensive items
to replace. Let the supply companies say so and give
that as their reason for not being prepared to meet the
consumer, but when as their excuse they raise the objection of the risks involved, and that they have not
given authority, then we think we are entitled to describe
their attitude as a " ramp," especially in view of the fact
that the recently published recommendations of the
I.E.E., we understand, have been drawn up with the
approval of fire insurance companies.
A Belated Attempt.
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We are not yet satisfieçl ourselves that a general attitude of accepting no responsibility for wireless equipment operating from the mains, which has been installed
and conforms to the new recommendations, can be upheld legally. It would seem to us that the supply companies have countenanced the practice for too long without issuing any warning, for their position to be secure.
For several years now wireless sets operating from the
mains and mains units have been sold commercially in
large quantities. The supply companies have, therefore, known that such apparatus connected to their mains
was being extensively used, and it would seem to us that
their past silence is equivalent to acquiescence.
But whatever the position may be legally, it is most
unsatisfactory to the would-be user of D.C. wireless
equipment. Many manufacturers of mains units have,
quite rightly, advertised the fact that, whilst such units
may be somewhat expensive in initial cost, they soon
repay for their purchase in what would be expended
over a year or so on batteries, but if, as it seems probable, most D.C. supplies in the country are to be changed
over to A.C. within a comparatively short period of
time, then this argument no longer holds good, and we
rather wonder what is the position of a manufacturer
who sells such apiece of apparatus, unless he warns the
purchaser that it is liable to become useless to him the
moment the nature of his electric supply is changed.
It seems to us that this is a question of the utmost
importance to the manufacturer of D.C. mains apparatus, and that it is even more his concern than, perhaps,
that of the individual consumer, to endeavour to clarify
the present position.
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A Trouble=free Receiver for A.C. Mains.
By N. P. ViNCER.MINTER.

M

ANY attempts are being made to-day, both in
this country and abroad, to solve the problem
of heating valve filaments from A.C. mains in
order to produce a receiver which takes all its power
from this source.
Now there are two methods of tackling this problem:
first, to design arather complicated unit, namely, alowtension battery eliminator for connection to the L.T.
terminals of a-receiver in place of the accumulator; and,
secondly, to use valves specially constructed to operate
from A.C. mains, the necessary single transformer being
either located outside the set and connected to the L.T.
terminals or built into the set as fancy dictates.
Electrolytic Condensers.

The writer has very thoroughly tested out both
methods, and has found the first-mentioned method
good, but the second very much better—so much so
that, in his opinion, it will eventually have the field to
itself. During the first half of the year 1927 he was

using the first arrangement, complete with smoothing
chokes, voltage control, and electrolytic condenser, and
very good i.esults indeed were obtained. The day of
the dry metal rectifier had not then dawned in the sense
that such a device in suitable form could not be readily
obtained, and so a valve-arc rectifier, price I2S. 6d.,
was used instead, and good service it gave, too, running
for many months without trouble, and (according to afriend who borrowed it and forgot to return it)
is still on the active list. At that time this unit appeared
to be the ideal solution to the problem of taking L.T.
from A.C. mains, because it could be used with any set
and with any valves, and one was not tied down to the
use of the special " A.C." type valves which had at that
time just made their appearance. It gave a scarcely
perceptible hum, the electrolytic condenser gave no
trouble, and the writer was thus, over a year ago, satisfied that he had found an efficient substitute for his
accumulator.
Later on, attention was turned to the special A.C.

Fig. I.—The theoretical circuit diagram.
Values are as follows :—C.2 and Ca 0.0005 mfd.; C4 and Ce,0.0003 m fd. ;
C7, 2 tritd.: C„ Cy and C10 ,4 mfd.; 11 1,0.5 megohm; R 2, 1g,000 ohms; R3,2 ohms; RI, 1.5 ohms.

CG,0.25

mfd.;
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A.C. 2.—
mains valves, and one was tested in the H.F. stage of
an ordinary three-valve receiver, the result being that
the H.F. amplification obtained was approximately
doubled, as theoretical considerations would lead one to
expect. Then A.C. valves were used in all stages, and
it was found that results fully equalled those obtained
with the other arrangement from the point of view of
absence of hum, but in the matter of range and volume,
or, in other words, in the matter of overall efficiency,
the valves with the indirectly heated cathode were vastly
superior to the ordinary type of filamented valve.
It
should not be thought, however, that the mere fact that
these filaments are heated from household mains puts
any additional " punch " into them. Anybody who
thinks this can easily run these valves from an accumulator—for since the filaments are of perfectly ordinary tungsten, albeit they require a current of xamp. at
4volts (4 watts), they can be run from an accumulator—

A rear view of the receiver.

Why A.C. Valves are so Efficient.

The reason for their high efficiency is that instead of
employing a filament to perform the dual office of emitting electrons—that is, acting as a cathode—and of
carrying the cathode heating current, they have a
separate cathode consisting of a hollow metal cylinder
coated on the outside with certain oxides, so that when
it is heated electrons are liberated freely; a filament
passes along inside this hollow cylindrical cathode, thus
heating it, without being in electric contact with it.
9

Just why this arrangement of things gives such vastly
imprcved results it is not possible to dwell upon here
owing to limitations of space. It can only be mentioned
that at one fell swoop one gets rid of many disadvantages of the ordinary valve, such as the magnetron effect
(which can be defined as an effect which limits the
number of electrons which can pass to the plate owing
to the attractive field around a directly heated cathode),
the potential gradient down the filament, the cooling
effect at each end of the filament (due to heat conduction down the supporting wires of the filament), the
limited area of emissive surface, all of which are enormous drawbacks to the ordinary valve; and this, moreover, is entirely apart from the great advantage of being
able to run the valves direct from the mains.
Paving the Way for the Hekatode ?

It should be pointed out that there is no fundamental
reason why various special valves, such as the pentode,

Note the insulated mains connection.

when it will be found that the " punch " has not
departed.

A
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should not eventually be obtainable with an indirectly
heated cathode for the benefit of the A.C. mains man.
Indeed, the gap between the pentode and the heptode
may be bridged more speedily than many suppose. For
the information of those who might enquire why the
writer calls such a valve a heptode instead of a hexode,
it should be mentioned that it cannot be long before
some remote genius, " unhonoured and unsung," comes
to the rescue of those valiant supporters of the original
type of tetrode (which, owing to its low H.T. voltage
demands, fitted in so well with their 50-volt private
lighting installations), and inserts a fourth grid into the
pentode between the filament and the control grid,

21(5
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Fig.2.—The layout of the front panel. Drilling details are as follows; A, 1 in. dla; B,
in. dia.; C,
in. dia.: D,
countersunk for No. 4 wood screws; lf, Iin. dia, countersunk for No. 6 B.*. screws; F, jin. dia.

which is, of course, the normal position of the space
charge grid in the ordinary four-electrode valve.
With regard to D.C. users and those unprovided with
any type of mains, it should be mentioned that the present A.C. valves could be used just as well as in the
case of A.C. mains, but, of course, the running costs
would be prohibitive. As has already been pointed out
in this journal, users of the " Everyman Four" type of
set will be well repaid by using one of these valves in
the H.F. stage, even thoiigh an additional drain of
nearly one ampere may be thrown on the accumulator,
for approximately doubled H.F amplification will

in. dia.,

be

obtainable without using another H.F. stage.
It is not at all improbable that D.C. users may soon
find themselves in the happy position of the A.C. mains
user, as it should not be difficult to arrange for the filament to take its watts in the form of 40 volts at 0.1 amp.
or 20 volts at 0.2 amp., instead of 4 volts at I amp. as
in the case of this A.C. valve.
So much for the theoretical aspect of the question, and
now for some practical constructional details of a simple
straightforward set embodying these valves with indirectly heated cathodes. As will be seen, the receiver
is a perfectly orthodox two-valve circuit, with reaction,

Fig. 3. —ano baseboard layout
A 10
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provision being made for using either anode bend or
leaky grid rectification, the former not in conjunction,
it will be noticed, with the customary R.C. coupling,
but with a transformer of moderate primary inductance,
which gives excellent results. In addition, provision is
made for using a gramophone pick-up, both valves then
acting as amplifiers.
A Plea to the Distance Chaser.

Since this receiver employs no H.F. stage, it is not
intended for anything but nearby station reception.
Although distant stations can be received under normal
conditions, as in the case of any other regenerative receiver, the writer hopes that those who require distant
stations will abandon reaction and put in an efficient
H.F. stage. The circuit used in the set under con-

.
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being separate secondary windings on it for both H.T. and
L.T. purposes. This avoids the use of aseparate filament
transformer, and consequent bulkiness. A small point
of interest is the pilot lamp, consisting of a specially
made flash-lamp bulb holder and ruby window. This
serves to show when the set is on or off, since, of course,
all valves are inside, and in any case the light from the
special A.C. valves used is scarcely perceptible. Special
bulbs may be obtained, taking only o.o6 amp. at 4
volts, and giving quite a brilliant light. In an emergency an ordinary flash-lamp bulb, which is usually
rated at from o.2 to 0.3 amp. at 3.5 to 4 volts, may be
used. The method of connection to the mains should
also be noted, the plug being entirely insulated, which
is a great advantage. There is no need whatever to
provide heavy lighting flex and to use a power point
with a set of this description, as many suppose. The

•

•

A view from above.

The mains potential divider will not cause motor-boating.

sideration is one which will be found specially commendable from the point of view of smooth reaction control.
The bad control often met with in condenser-governed
reaction receivers due to choke resonance is avoided in
this case by connecting the reaction coil in such a
manner that it is virtually in parallel with the H.F.
choke, thus lowering the resonant frequency of the choke
considerably below that of the normal short and long
broadcast wavelengths.
In the matter of aerial coupling two methods may be
tried, namely, connection of the aerial through a small
” fixed-variable " condenser C„ or tapping directly on to
the grid coil, either on the centre tapping or down farther
still on what has come to be known colloquially as the
" X " tapping. On short indoor aerials it is usually
best to connect the " crocodile clip " attached to the
aerial terminal to No. i position and to put C, at the
full capacity position.
Naturally, H.T. as well as L.T. is taken from the
mains, and only one power transformer is used, there
4 II

current taken from the mains is quite small, being no
greater than that taken by many household lamps.
Readers are specially urged to twist together the
rubber-covered cables which are thus shown in the
illustrations and Fig. 4. These wires are carrying raw
A.C., and are liable to create severe interference, unless
their magnetic fields are made to cancel out mutually in
this manner.
Lead-covered wire is quite superfluous
and unnecessary.

•

And Now to Work.

With regard to constructional operations, these may
be said to be relatively easy, since standard components
are used throughout, and it becomes more or less a
matter of strictly adhering to the layout given in Figs.
2 and 3.
Great care should be exercised, as the set has
been made as compact as possible without sacrificing
efficiency. In particular, the grid battery must be carefully placed in the correct position in the back of the
cabinet. It will be noticed that there is only one grid

•
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battery, the nuisance of having several small grid batteries scattered all over the receiver being absent. Probably the most difficult portion of the unit to some may
be the drilling of the hole for the ruby lamp in the front
panel. This may either be drilled direct, or a circle

AUGUST 22nd, 1928.

first be inserted. The potentiometer on the baseboard
must be set so that its slider is roughly in the central
position. Its setting is not critical, and it will require
no further adjustment. The two rheostats should both
be set so that they are about one-third from the off position. Here, again, their position is not critical, and

Fig. 4.—The practical wiring plan.

of the correct diameter may be marked out and a series
of small holes drilled round it, they being eventually
united with a small file. Since a metal panel has been
avoided, and not even a screen is provided or is necessary, work is greatly simplified.
To get the receiver into operation, the valves must

once set as described they should not need further
adjustment.
Assuming that we are going to receive signals using
the leaky grid method of rectification, the first thing to
do is to take the wander plug marked G.B., and insert
it into the grid battery socket, which is II volts from the
A 12
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LIST OF PARTS.
1 Panel, black finish, 21 iii. x 7in. x3116 in. (Paulin).
1 Terminal strip, black finish, 21 in. x 11in. x3116 in. (Paxolin).
1 Baseboard, five-ply, 21 in. x9in.
Cabinet, 21 x 7in. x 9in. (F. Adams & Co., 66, Finsbury Pavement,
London, E.C.2).
2 variable condensers, 0.0005 mfd. (" Simplieon" Williams & Moffat).
3 Fixed Condensers, 4Wee., 300 volt teat (T.C.C.).
1 Fixed Condenser, 2mfd., 300 colt test (T.C.C.).
1 Fixed Condenser, 0.25 mfd., 300 volt test (T.C.C.).
2 Fixed Condensers, 0.0003 mfd., No. 610 type (Ruhilier).
1 Fixed-variable condenser, 30-270 mjmfd. with clips ("Pre-set"
Igranic).
1 Grid Leak, 0.5 megohm (Dubilier).
1 Porcelain Valve Holder (Athol).
2 A.C. Valve Holders (Cosmos).
1 A.0 •aire (Cosmos type A.C./G.).
1 A.0 valve (Cosmos type A.C./R.).
1 Rectifying calve (Marconi or ()tram type 17.5).
1 Baseboard-motuding fixed-variable resister, 2 ohms, ("Pre-set"
¡prank).
1 linerboard-mounting fixed-variable resister, 1.5 ohms (Marron i
phone).
1 Potentiometer, 400 ohms, porcelain baseboard-mounting type (Igranic).
1 Power transformer, (Marconiphone Model C).
1 Intervalve transformer, 2.7 to 1 ratio, (Marconiphone " Ideal").

1 Smoothing choke, power type (Marconiphone).
1 H.F. choke (Igranic).
1 Output choke, (Igranic Type F).
4 Single coil holders (Lotus).
2 Plug-in coils, No. 50 and No. 100 (Lewcos).
2 Plug-in coils, No. 60 and No. 200 (Lerecon X type).
1 D.P. Switch, push-win type (Wilkins de Wright " Utility ").
1 Special insulated mains adapter, (13cekorent P.12).
1 Pilot lamp holder, (Deekorem F.I).
1 Pilot lamp, 4 volts, .06 amp. (Deckorem).
1 Ruby window, (Derkorem 11'.4).
2 Dial indicators (Deckorem).
2 G.B. clips (Deckorem).
1 Potential divider (Igranic).
2 Panel supporting brackets (" Etherphts" M. é A. Wolff, 9-15,
IV hiteeross Street, London, E.('.1.).
G Terminals, ebonite shrouded A, E. Phones
Phones— ,
L.S.— (Belling & Lee).
d Wander plugs (Limn in).
1 Grid battery, 161 volts (Ever Ready).
1 Electric light adapter ((S-E.C.).
1 Crocodile clip.
Length of lighting flex,- No. 18 tinned copper wire, rubberworered
wire, nuts and bolls, wood ¡wrens, etc.
Approximate cost (excluding valves, voile and cabinet), £11 los.

In the "List of Parts" included in the descriptions of 15E WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components actually used by the
designer, and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument. Where the designer considers it necessary that particular components should be used In
preference to others, these components are mentioned iu the article itself.
In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of
components, provided they are of equal quality to those listed and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout uf the set any variations
in the size of alternative components he may use.

positive end of the battery. This position is its permanent one. The wander plug G.B 3 should be set at
full negative (i.e., 16k volts). G.B, should be put in the
end (positive) socket of the grid battery, and the wander
plug associated with the anode circuit of the detector
valve must be inserted into No. 4 or No. 5 socket on
the mains potential divider. One of these latter plugs,
namely, G.B„ will have to be changed over to other
positions when anode bend rectification is being used, or
when the instrument is being used as a gramophone
amplifier, as we shall presently see. A single-coil mounting will be seen in parallel with the grid leak and condenser. This should be ignored at present. The aerial
and reaction coils should be inserted, the value of the
latter being governed by the same factors as in the case
of an ordinary regenerative receiver. The right-hand
condenser which controls reaction should be set at minimum, and the other rotated until a station is heard, the
mains having first been switched on.
The writer finds that owing to the efficiency of the
valves he is able to receive 5GB at loud speaker
strength with the reaction condenser set almost at minimum. To use anode bend rectification, G.B, must be
moved over to the other side of G.B.„ and must be
plugged in to give 6 volts bias.
The wander plug
associated with the anode circuit of the detector valve
should be inserted into the socket of the potential
divider which is nearest the positive end. At the same
time a single-coil mounting, whose terminals have been
connected together, must be plugged into the one already
on the baseboard near to the grid condenser, the purpose
being to short-circuit both leak and condenser.
To use a gramophone pick-up the connections should
be as for anode bend rectification, except that G.B,
must be only 2 sockets (i.e., 3 volts) on the negative
side of G.B 3. The pick-up should be connected by a
short length of flex to a fixed-coil mounting, this being
thrust in position in place of the short-circuiting plug.
In carrying out all adjustments it is absolutely essen13

•

tial that the mains be switched off to avoid the discomfort of an electric shock. By giving a spasmodic movement of the hand due to a shock one can easily smash
one of the valves. The volume obtained with agramophone will be found to be very loud indeed, owing to
the high valve efficiency; it will, indeed, be more than
sufficient for quite a large robin, considerably louder,
in fact, than the volume obtained from an ordinary
unaided gramophone.
Although a certain amount of heat is developed in
the receiver, no risk of damage need be entertained.
The writer specially tested this receiver for heat development by giving it a continuous 24 hours' run, the
set being for part of this time in direct sunlight during
the hot days in July. Lastly, it should be said that if
instructions are carried out there is no fear of " motdrboating" occurring with this set, as there is only one
intervalve stage, and the output speech currents tend to
be deflected from the common source of H.T. supply by
the choke in the anode circuit of the last valve.
A Necessary Compromise.
It is intended that a moderate amount of reaction be

used in conjunction with anode bend rectification if the
best quality is desired, and this was borne in mind when
designing the L.F. amplifier, but it was fully realised
that people do occasionally prefer to hear a man from
Barcelona speaking Spanish with a Catalunian accent
rather than to hear the drums and double basses from
London, and a deliberate compromise was made in this
amplifier in order to lessen/ somewhat the attenuation of
the upper musical register when leaky-grid amplification was used with considerable reaction. Those who
would fain grumble at the price of this receiver must
remember that there are no L.T. or H.T. accumulators
to purchase.
This receiver is available for inspection by readers at the
Editorial Offices of this Journal, 116-117, Fleet Street, London.
E.0.4.
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SAFETY FIRST FOR MAINS USERS.
How to Apply the I.E.E. Recommendations.

By "RADIOPHARE."

W

HEN we come to consider conventional pracfive pole be earthed. These arrangements are shown,
tice with regard to the insulation of wireless
respectively, in Fig. i (a) and (b); it should be borne
receiving apparatus, it becomes evident that
in mind that each of the feed condensers should have
some designers, who have doubtless graduated in the
double the capacity specified for a circuit with a single
condenser.
school of crystal detectors and valve receivers, with
maximum H.T. pressures in the neighbourhood of 6o
In the matter of aerial and earth connections, it is laid
volts, have become set in their ideas, and have omitted
down that the open circuit shall be thoroughly isolated
to provide adequate safeguards for high anode voltages
from the mains.
Various permissible methods are
derived from the mains. Insulation which is perfectly
shown in Fig. 2, the first (a) being applicable to inducsatisfactory from the purely radio point of view may
tive couplings. The important point here is that there
fail to afford protection against short-circuits or unmust be no metallic connection between the low-potential
pleasant shocks when the set is connected to an electric
end of the aerial coil and the filamebts; to bring many
supply circuit, and all users of eliminators would do
popular sets primarily intended for battery supply into
well to see that their apparatus conforms to the recomconformity with this requirement, it is necessary only
mendations recently issued
to remove the existing lead
by the Institution of Elecbetween the negative L.T.
trical Engineers and pubbus-bar and the earth terlished in
The
Wireless
minal.
To comply with
World for July i8th.
It
both the spirit and the letter
would be misleading to sugof this regulation, it would
gest that present practice is
be well to assure oneself
such that there is any real
that the mountings of plugcause for alarm—accidents
in coils used in circuits of
are few and far between—
this kind cannot make conbut should the apparatus
tact with each other.
ever be suspected (perhaps
When the aerial and
quite unjustly) as being reearth are joined directly to
sponsible for any unforthe grid coil, as in diagram
tunate occurrence, its owner
(b), condensers are inserted
is in a strong position if he
in each lead.
These conFig. I.—Alternative methods of connecting loud speaker (or
can prove that its construcdensers must withstand a
telephones).
tion complies with the regutest voltae of " 500 volts
lations of the governing body. It is comparatively
D.C., or twice the supply pressure, whichever be the
seldom that extensive alterations will become necessary.
greater."
One of the most important points dealt with is the
It should be made clear that these regulations as to
connection of the loud speaker or phones; these must
aerial and earth connections do not apply when current
be joined to the receiver either through a double-wound
is derived from A.C. mains through double-wound transtransformer or a choke filter in which condensers are
formers, as in such cases the receiver is not in metallic
inserted in each of the leads to the reproducer. Thus
connection with the supply circuits.
Consequently,
all possibility of shock to the user or of short-circuiting
isolation of the aerial-earth system need be adopted only
to metal work is obviated; in the case of a D.C. supply,
when energy is derived from D.C., from A.C. without a
equal protection is afforded whether the positive or negatransformer, or from A.C. through an auto-transformer.

ELIMINATOR
NEGATIVE
TERMINAL

Z,.._

Fig. 2.—Connection

(b)

of the aerial—earth system when using D.C. mains. Diagram (c) is essentially
condenser is included in the eliminator.

the same as (b),

but the

earth
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boc. MAINS RECEIVERS.
Some Notes on the Design of Mains=operated Sets.
By

H. B.

G

ENERALLY speaking, it is preferable to design
a set for mains operation rather than endeavour
to convert a battery-driven receiver, as the modifications required to a four-valve set, for example, would
be of such a far-reaching nature that the finished article
would have little in common with the original. Moreover, the insulation would probably be totally inadequate to withstand the high D.C. potentials which
must exist when the supply mains are employed. With
regard to this point, too much stress cannot be given to
the absolute necessity for good insulation throughout,
and care must be taken to guard against mounting in
exposed positions components in circuit with the supply
mains. Two light fuses, one in each supply lead, and a
well-insulated two-pole on and off switch should be
arranged near to the point where the mains enter the set.
The first will act as asafeguard against damage should a

Fig. I.—Diagram of connections for a mains eliminator suitable
for use with simple two-valve sets.

short circuit inadvertently occur, and the switch will
completely isolate the mains, so that adjustments can
be made easily and without fear of " collecting " a
shock.
Permissible Use of Complete Eliminators.

Although it is desirable to construct a special set for
mains work, perhaps an exception to this rule could be
made in the case of well-built simple two-valve sets for
local reception only, as it i% more than probable that
the majority of these will take kindly to the addition of
a unit for H.T and L.T. something on the lines of that
shown in Fig. t. It will be noticed that the L.T. accumulator is retained, and is being trickle charged through
the lamp and smoothing choke CH2, which, incidentally, must be capable of carrying the current passed by
the lamp without overheating and saturating the iron
core. The function of the accumulator is two-fold;
in the first case, it assists in smoothing, and, secondly,
acts as a voltage regulator for the filament circuit. As
A 15
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the voltage in the H.T. circuit will be considerably
greater than that normally taken by the valves in use,
suitable resistances will be required in the anode circuit
of each valve.
The filament smoothing choke should be placed
always in the " live " conductor and, where the positive
main is earthed, the position of the choke should be
changed to the negative lead. Some systems are much
more " rough " than others, and to obtain a smooth
supply the addition of an extra 'filament choke in the
earthed conductor may be found necessary.
Why the Valves are in Series.

The arrangement discussed above cannot be truly described as a mains-driven set, as an accumulator forms
an integral part of the system. It would not be an
economical proposition to supply the L.T. circuit of a
three- or four-valve receiver direct from the supply
mains if the filaments were connected in the normal
manner, so it is the usual practice to rearrange the filament wiring and connect all filaments in series, the
object being to utilise the current passing through one
valve to light also all other valves in the set.
In putting this into practical form care must be
taken to choose valves with similar filament characteristics, •at least as far as current consumption is concerned; the voltage rating is quite incidental, as the
filaments are series connected and not in parallel. The
voltage rating of each valve
must be taken into consideration, however, when
calculating the amount of resistance necessary to limit
the current to the requirements of the valves.
In Fig. 2 is shown a
fundamental circuit with unimportant features omitted.
Here two valves are shown
with their filaments in series
and a current limiting resistance R3 which must be
Fig. 2.—One method of connecting valves for D.C. mains
wound
with
sufficiently
operation.
robust wire to carry the
current without overheating. It would be well to construct this in two parts, one fixed and the other variable.
as this will allow for final adjustment to compensate for
any slight discrepancy between true values and calculated values.
This simple arrangement is quite effective provided
low-power valves are used throughout, as so far no
account has been taken of the effect that the anode
current has on the filament circuit. A little thought will
show that the anode current taken by the last valve will
pass through the filaments of all valves preceding it
and augment the heating effect of the steady current
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D.C. Mahn Deceivers.—
slight ripple in the filament su
epply, it is recommended
already flowing in the circuit. With certain types of
that crystal rectification be used in place of the orthooutput valves this might well reach a value sufficient to
dox valve rectifier, as by adopting this policy a more
cause the preceding valves to be overrun to an extent
simple smoothing equipment than would otherwise be
that they will lose their emission or otherwise be
necessary can be employed.
damaged. It follows, therefore, that in designing a set
Grid Bias from the Mains.
consisting of four or more valves with a power output
In
all
receivers
of the D.C. mains-operated type havstage the effect of anode current must be taken into
ing the valves' filaments arranged in series, the grid
consideration.
bias for the valves can be obtained by returning the
A simple way out of the difficulty would be to shunt
low potential end of each grid circuit to a point on the
each valve, with the exception of the output stage, by
filament circuit which is more negative than its valve.
resistance to absorb the extra current; on the other
For example, in Fig. 3 resistances are connected behand, the circuit could be arranged in such a way that
tween each valve (R 3,R3, and R7) and the grids of
the anode current, associated with the output stage, does
the valves are brought down to adjustable contacts on
not pass through the filaments of preceding valves.
these. The arrangement could be further simplified by
This arrangement is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.
adopting fixed resistances, the values of which had been
It will be noticed that even with this arrangement the
chosen to give the required difference in potential. A5
difficulty is not entirely overcome, as the anode current
an illustration, we will assume that V requires a negaof the valves preceding the last stage must pass through
the filament of the output
valve. However, this is not
very serious, as the valves
used in the earlier positions
of a set or amplifier are
usually of the medium- or
high-impedance type, and
their total plate current will
not exceed three or four
milliamperes.
The anode feed resistance
scheme, which has been developed essentially to combat all L.F.
oscillation
troubles with H.T. batteryfed receivers, and which has
been discussed in this journal recently, has not been
found to be a cure for all
low - frequency
troubles
when battery eliminators
are used, as this does not
Fig. 3.—In this circuit the anode current taken by a power output stage does not pass throne,
the filament of preceding valves.
Note the special arrangement of smoothing chokes to
take into consideration the
counteract L.P. oscillation.
effect of the
smoothing
tive bias of i volts. We know that 0.1 ampere flows
chokes which are invariably common to all valves. It
in the filament circuit; therefore, by applying Ohm's
would appear desirable, therefore, to provide each valve
1.5
in the set with its own smoothing choke and connect
Law, Rs must be 15 ohms (R = — = 15).
The
large-capacity condensers (about 2 mfds. each) between
o.
the valve side of these and the L.T. minus of each
amount of resistance required for R, and R, can be
valve
Connecting the low-potential sides of these bycalculated in a similar manner, though in the case of
pass condensers together and taking 'a common lead to
the last valve it might be an advantage to employ a
some point on the filament circuit would not have the
potentiometer of slightly higher resistance than that
same effect.
really necessary to enable the bias to be adjusted to
suit the actual valve in use.
Advantage of Crystal Detection.
With valve detectors the filament supply must be free
The disposition of the components in a receiver or
from ripple, and this demands the use of a heavy-duty
amplifier of this type is equally as important as the dehigh-inductive smoothing choke. Perhaps two chokes
sign of the circuit, and the success of the apparatus will
may be necessary, one in each lead. When movingoften stand or fall on this alone. One danger point is
coil loud speakers are in use, the field magnet, suitably
the relative position of the smoothing equipment and
wound, could be used in place of CH, and Rs reduced
the detector circuit. Magnetic coupling between these
in value accordingly.
Discarded loud speaker fieldtwo will lead to an objectionable hum which will not be
magnet windings make admirable smoothing chokes, but
amenable to treatment in the usual manner. In view
if one is required in the negative conductor it must have
of the readiness with which this circuit responds to any
alow resistance, such as one wound for a6-volt supply.
A 16
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rEPRA
If you have alternating current Supply in your home you can

DISPENSE WITH H.T. BATTERIES
and build an Eliminator with Ferranti components.
DIAGRAM :-

This Eliminator is suitable for a Receiver comprising H.F. Detector and two L.F. stages, but is
not suitable for a set employing a screened-grid valve.

PARTS

REQUIRED :-

PRICE.

1 Double Pole Switch
2 Fuses, I amp.
1 Ferranti Mains Transformer, type P.1 1 Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, type 4-55-1
1 Choke, type B.1
1
type B.3
*6 Anode Feed Resistances
5,9 Condensers, 2 mfd. each, type C.1 (it': 5,'6
Baseboard, terminals, wire, etc.
••••

approx.

£0
5 0
0 2 6
1 15
0
- 440
- 110
0 14
0
1 10
0
2 9 6
approx.
0
6 0
£12
7 0

*Prices of Resistances vary hetwecn 5'- and 10 -each amirding

DELIVERY

FROM

»value in ohm..

STOCK

An eliminator built to this specification is Inc from hum and motor-boating, and when used on a 230 volts A.C. supply
will give a maximum output of 160 volts, 60 milliamps.
It should be noted that the anode feed resistances and
by-pass condensers necessary in a Receiver to overcome interaction and motor-boating form a part of this Eliminator
and need not be incorporated in the set. This in reality makes the Eliminator cheaper than it appears to be. If further
information is required, such as the values of the resistances, this will be furnished on application, stating the valves
used and the mains voltage.
Please write to us if you have any difficulty.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE.
&17
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The
" erovon "
Disc Loud Speaker
Prices:
£7 7 0 & £8 8 0

In New Zealand

(Land of Plenty)

On sheep range and on farm, in
the busy towns and cities—every
spot
in
these
two
bounteous
island, know the " 38rOWtt." New
Zealanders demand the truth, no
less, from a Loud Speaker, and

?Ube

they use the "J8rOwtt" because
they
know
its
faithful
repro.
auction.
Discerning folk in
every land listen to the " J8rewn."
AR the world appreciates perfection.

They listen to the

town

Alt S G Brown. 1fd

CO

547

Wt..", A ',me. North Acton London. W

RADIO

DDDD GT5

SPENDING
Tift.• efi.oica
ofcritica

THAT

'

IS

efe

SAVING!

T

HE value of an investment
judged by what it will yield.

e

There are 250 of them ,
each one designed
to overcome some particular radio
difficulty, and each one illustrated
and described in our free catalogue.
Illustrated is the Bulgin
Instrument Stand, suitab!,
for Ferranti, ¡Veston, etr
flush mounting type.
Finished polished aluminium, green baize base, all
sizes one price, 6/6.

9,

10,

11,

& CO., Radio Manufacturers,

STREET, CHANCERY LANE, E.C.4.
Telephone: ¡fol. 2072.

CURSITOR

$10

is

Every time you lit a BulgIn component or gadget you make an investment that will give you your money
back over and over again.

A. F. BULO IN

fLZM

The " Wink. World"
"We hope that other dry battery maker, will follow Messrs.
Ripaults' lead and come out into the open with details of the average life
which may be expected from their cells."—See page 478, May 2nd issue.

FACTS AND FIGURES.

The figures shown in the table below In respect of a "High-clan Ordinary Battery" are
as amatter of fart Identical with those which recently appeared in a Tntde Onnin, and
from the figures quoted t will he eleen that RIPAIILTS' SELF-REGENERATIVE E.V.
DRY BATTERIES ban very nearly double the life of an ordinary high-clam battery.
Capacity and rate at
which discharged
Standard Capeeity
Discharged at b ma.
Double Capacity
Diecharged at 10 ma.
Treble Capacity
Discharged at 15 mar,.

Useful Life
Ripaults' Self-ReAny High-class
generative Battery
Ordinary Battery

Extra Life Given by
RipanIte' Battery

650 hr..

910 hrs.

280 bee

het.

SOO hrs.

215 hrs.

500 hrs.

200 hrs.

220 hr..

475

STANDARD, 80.yolt, 100 ;99-volt, XI.
DOUBLE, 80-volt, 15/8; 90-volt, 22,8
TREBLE, 80-volt, 19/11; 90-volt. :elk

IIIPAULTS LEAD IN LIFE. EFFICIENCY AND VALUE.

Bow do we obtain more than 11 volts per cell p Many technical Experts will tail you this
is impossible and yet, for example. our 6n-volt models contain only .10 cells and the total
E.M.F. le approximately 64 volts. The common practice of Including additional cells to bring
up the voltage in misleading union the purchaser la warned that aBattery containing, for
example, 44 cells should give areading of not less than 60 volta, otherwise deterioration
bas already commenced. Write for Mottles "Life Chart" and
Right Choice " table
NV/ W99. with full range of voltage, and prIcee, aleo complete copies of technical Press
"lut' report».
Obtainable from all Dealer..
If any difficulty Wally write a,

RIPAULTS, LTD., 1, KING'S RD., LONDON, N.W.1
Mention of " The

Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

A
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How the New Rectifying
Units are Used for H.T.
and L.T. Supply.
It is due to a lack of practical information that the
metal rectifier is only slowly gaining in popularity.

As

a substitute for the better-known rectifiers it has many
attractive features. A perusal of this article ivill help
readers to judge its merits for themselves and appreciate
the conditions under which il should be operated to give
maximum efficiency.

E 1
jVERY user of alternating current mains either for
L.T. battery charging or for H.T. current supply
is acquainted with the many forms of rectifiers—
buzzer, rotary, electrolytic, arc, glow discharge, and
thermionic. The failings of certain types have resulted
in a discontinuance of their use, and for the specific purpose of operating a wireless set the arc rectifier is
supreme for battery charging, while the thermionic valve
rectifier is the most popular method adopted in H.T.
battery eliminator construction.
Reverse Current and Wave Form.

Without enumerating the defects of the less successful forms of rectification, the obvious merits of the arc
rectifier are worth considering. Of first importance is
its ease and safety of operation, for the arc rectifier
can be left on circuit in spite of accidental disconnection
of the supply or the accumulator, a fact which, combined with a heavy charging rate, is to be found in no
other type.
There is, moreover, no momentary reversal of potential, such as results from a rectifier of
the asymetric conductivity type, a condition which is
well known to have a detrimental effect upon the accumulators on charge.
For the simple reason that the anode voltage-anode
current characteristic of the two electrode thermionic
rectifier is practically a straight line, it has become the
favourite for H.T. supply. Rise of A.C. potential is
accompanied by a corresponding rise of anode current
in the rectifier, so that the wave form of the rectified
output consists of loops representing voltage rises corresponding with the half sine wave of the A.C. supply.
As there is a complete shutting off of anode current
19

through a half-wave rectifying valve during one-half
cycle, the wave form of the output is not impaired when
a full-wave rectifying arrangement is adopted. Such
an output is easy to smooth, and an appreciable wastage
of energy does not result from a heavy A.C. component
being passed by the shunt condenser.
Metal Rectifier a Mystery.

Very recently a complete change has come about in
commercial forms of H.T. battery eliminators, in that
a dry form of rectifying cell has been employed. For
L.T. battery charging, also, rectifiers are now available built with the same type of rectifying cell. To wireless enthusiasts these new rectifiers are something of a
mystery. Their operation is not precisely understood,
and as a result one hesitates to incorporate in battery
eliminator designs the units which are now manufactured
by the Westinghouse Company. The first reference to
this form of rectifier appeared in The Wireless World
of September 22nd, 1926, when its construction was described, though at the time the rectifier was not available on the market.
Rectifiers for both H.T. and L.T. purposes differ
only in the active area of the cells of which they are
composed, those for heavy current output being of liberal
area or consisting of an arrangement of parallel connected cells, while high-voltage rectifiers of small current output are built from numbers of small cells series
connected. The actual metal rectifier cell now generally
adopted is a junction between copper and one of the
oxides of copper. Metals which are chemically classified
as being in the chromium group have also been successfully used. These metals--chromium, uranium, molyb-
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Metal Rectifiers.—
lenum, and tungsten—are covered with afused-on layer
of a semi-conducting metal oxide, such as the oxides of
manganese, iron, vanadium, and lead. It is stated that
the conducting oxides of metals of maximum valency
are preferable.'
The cell is made in the form of a small copper disc,
the heavy current model being a little larger than a
penny, and that made for anode current supply slightly
larger than a sixpence. The rectifying contact faces are
not exposed, and occur at the actual point of contact
between the copper and the hard oxide deposit. A soft
metal disc beds into the exposed outer face of the oxide
and serves as a terminal connection, while the nonactive side of the copper is, of course, left clean. The
.nature of the deposit and the precise method by which
it is formed is not disclosed, and its thickness on the
Insulatun tube for
assembly

PrJ,

[courtesy lnstinghouse.

Soft metal ring
for contacting
with the

4

kt

tion suggests itself. When a rise of temperature occurs
across a junction of two dissimilar metals a current is
generated, and similarly when a potential is applied to
a junction between two different metals heating will result in one direction, while a reversal of potential may

Fig.

oxide

oxide
deposit-

Bolt and Nut
Brass cooling fin
and tp.rminal

rig.
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tclean underside
o copper disc

1.—Dismantled rectifier. cell.
'Fhe rectifying contact
between the copper disc and the oxide coating.

is

smaller discs is three-thousandths of an inch, and on
the larger five-thousandths of an inch.
Why Does the Contact Rectify?

As to the reason for the oxide-metal contact acting
as a low resistance to a potential applied in one direction and as an exceedingly high resistance to a reversed
potential, little is known. It has been
stated that the cell is electrolytic in its
action. This implies that a chemical reaction occurs, a condition that cannot be
observed. More probable is it that the
action is electrostatic, electrodynamic, or
thermoelectric, or a combination of one
or other of these physical conditions. Although the operation of a crystal detector
of old has not as yet been completely explained, and the metal rectifying cell is
probably equally as obscure in its behaviour, at least some working data concerning the results that can be expected f
,
with cells of given size on particular
potentials are needed as a guide in!
eliminator construction.
From tests on the apparently varying
resistance of the cell with various applied
poténtials a theory concerning the operaBritish Patent specification 277,103 (Ruben).

2.—A typical metal-oxide rectifier unit assembled.

create a fall in temperature. Now it is probable that
the momentary temperature rise which occurs at the
contact in the metal rectifier cell due to its resistance
results in the generation of a potential, and the polarity
of this heat-generated potential is the same, irrespective
of the direction of the applied current. Thus, it is obvious that any tendency towards an increase in current
flow in one direction would be limited by a thermoelectric counter potential, while if the potential is applied in the opposite direction anegative resistance effect
or helping potential would be created.
Incidentally, the relationship between potential and
temperature rise or fall across a thermo-junction is not
linear, and the potential required to force a current
through the contact is obviously always in excess of
that which is created by the change of temperature.
A necessary condition for rectification is that the resistance of the contacting surfaces must always be higher
than that of either of the elements. It is safe, however,
to regard the metal rectifier not as an electrolytic device, as is so often stated, but rather as athermo-junction

Fig. 3.—A bridge-connected metal rectifier (Ferranti), normally suitable for a
6-voit battery. The voltage is dropped across a tapped resistance for 2- and 4-volt
batteries. Care should be taken not to reverse the polarity of the battery leads when
connecting up.
A 20
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'Metal Rectifiers.—
in which the heating or cooling effects which occur
by the passage of an alternating current create counter
or assisting potentials. In an accompanying diagram
the relationship is shown between the change in the
apparent resistance of a cell for various applied voltages. From the curves it will be seen that for a voltage drop across a disc of 0.5 its resistance is 1.25
ohm. In the reverse direction, however, the voltage
of 0.5 forces such a small current through the cell that
its apparent resistance is nearly 1,200 ohms.
Rectifying Cells are Bridge Connected.

We now come to the use of the cells for wireless
purposes. In the case of battery charging the reverse
current cannot be, tolerated, and therefore some form
of full-wave rectifying circuit must be employed.
It
should be observed that, if a rectifier cell were connected in series with a battery on charge and a suitable source of A.C. supply (a) of the accompanying
diagram in the manner of an arc or thermionic rectifier,
that the potential which would exist across the cell on
one half cycle would be the sum of the peak A.C.
potential and that of the battery, and for the other
half cycle (when the battery is receiving a charge) the
cell potential would be the difference. As the rectifying property of the metal cell is only at its best over
a very limited range of applied potentials, it becomes

A 21
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Fig. 4.—(a)The potential across
the metal rectifier ris the sum
of the A.C. peak potential and
that of the battery in one
direction and the difference in
the other direction.
(b) Although provision is made for
full-wave rectification so as to
avoid small current reversals
through the battery on charge,
the rectified cells are still subjected to
excessive working
potentials as in (a). (c) The
bridge-connected circuit provides full-wave
rectification,
while
the
rectifying
cells,
which are serving at any interval of time as " stoppers,"
are not subjected to excessive
voltages. (d) If a rectifier is
worked on reduced load.
R
being of an excessively high
value, then increased potentials
are set up across the opposing
cells of the rectifier.
For a
current flow in the direction
of the arrows RB is a shunt
path across the opposing cells D.

,
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essential that this sum and difference effect, produced
by a battery on charge, must be avoided. Likewise, a
full-wave rectifying circuit (b) possesses this same defect, and one of the cells at each half cycle will be
subjected to an excessive reverse potential.
Bridge
circuits consisting of four elements are therefore adopted
(c). It will be seen
that the D.C. output circuit is
always
completed
through two arms
of the bridge, or,
in
other
words,
two of the four sections are always in
series between input and output.
Precautions.

As the rectifying
properties of the
metal cell become
seriously impaired
if an excessive current
should
be
passed across its
plates, particularly
in the direction of
high
resistance,
consideration
should
be
given to the condi- _
tions existing in a Fig. 5.—Showing the construction of a
bridge circuit such Westinghouse high-voltage rectifier for an
H.T. battery eliminator.
as (d).
Supposing
•
the D.C. load R is reduced or, in fact, disconnected,
the output voltage from the transformer which has now
risen is applied directly across the two parallel banks
of cells, and is in excess of the normal working voltage which they are arranged to withstand.
It must
therefore be remembered that a bridge circuit metal
rectifier should riot be open circuited for any length
of time, whilst it is inadvisable even to run such a
rectifier for prolonged periods on a lighter load than
its normal rating.

Similarly, RA is a shunt across C. When the resistance of R is excessive, the
to the opposing cells at C and D is also likely to be excessive.

potential

applied

•
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Metal Rectifiers.—

Another condition must equally be guarded against.
Overloading of the rectifier or a full short circuit will
again bring about an excessive voltage drop across two

AUGUST 22nd, 1928.

of the banks of cells, though this time in the other limbs
of the bridge. The chances of damage by overloading
which, incidentally, is the property of all electrical apparatus, may be guarded against by the inclusion of a
current limiting resistance in the output circuit as well
as the provision of a voltage limiting adjustment on the
transformer; the former is applied to battery chargers,
and the latter to H.T. battery eliminators.
These observations, although of practical importance,
need not scare the prospective user, and attention has
only been drawn to them as the properties of the metal
rectifier are so little known. A high-voltage accumulator, motor generator, or a valve rectifier, are just as
easily damaged by misuse, but in such cases the weaknesses are well known. The metal rectifier is noiseless
in use, and being dry and clean can be conveniently
assembled among the other components of a receiver.
Its efficiency as arectifier is high, and with ordinary care
it is reliable and practically everlasting. It is of small
bulk for the work it. has to perform, and the slight rise
of temperature which occurs under normal conditions
does not call for special precautions by way of cooling.

ei

Working Conditions.
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is as well to remember that the working peak poten-:
tial per cell in the rectifiers on the market is about 1.5
volt. Thus, for charging a six-volt battery in a bridge
circuit in which the accumulator at any interval of
time is in series with two opposite limbs in the bridge,
the other two being dormant, it is necessary to provide
a transformer secondary potential of •about 12 volts
R.M.S., assuming the use of two series connected metal
rectifying cells in each, as is commonly done. Similarly, there is on the market a high-voltage rectifying
unit rated at 250 R.M.S. input, and stated to be suitable for an output of 200 volts at ioo milliamps. This
rectifier consists of four bridge-connected banks, each
of 55 rectifying cells. The working A.C. peak potential
of about 350 volts will thus be distributed across some
no cells at 1.5 volt per cell when the external load is
regulated, so that the voltage drop across approaches
200.
F. H. H.
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Fig. 6.—Resistance-voltage curves of small type rectifier cell.
At 1.5 volts the " forward " resistance is about 1.25 ohms, whilst
the " reverse " resistance exceeds 1,100 ohms. An examination
of these curves shows that for a small Increase of applied potential
the ratio of " forward " to " reverse" resistance is much reduced.
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BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EAJI (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.10, Sextet Selection, I.iberia
March (Lincke).
8.15, Relay from the Basilica.
6.25, Sextet Selections: Selection from Molinos de
Viento (Luna) ; Canckn Poetica (Worsley); Danza
Tzigane (Auvray). 8.30, Lesson in Morse. 9.0, Ex.
change Quotations and News. 9.5, Talk: Wireless
Telegraphy.
9.20, Orchestral Selections: Joyeuse
Marche (Chabrier-Rudd) ; Valse Jota ; Perdonavidas
(Soler) ; Selection from Gigantes y Cabezudos
(Caballero) ; Sardana; Flors d'Ametller (Pavas) ; Air
de Ballet from Musette (Offenbach) ; Overture to Si
j'étais Roi (Adam). 10.0, Chimes, Weather Report and
Exchange Quotations. 10.5, Programme relayed from
Madrid, EAJI.
BERGEN (370.4 metres) ; 1.5 kW. - 11.15
Exchange Quotations and Weather Report. 1215,
News, Weather Report and Market Prices.
8.0,
Orchestral Concert: Potpourri from Dec Lustige
Krieg;
Russian Dance (Tchaikovsky) ; Romance
(Tchaikovsky) ;Waltz (Gung'1) ;Potpourri (Morena) ;
Egyptian March (Strauss). 9.0, Recital by Alf Due.
10.0, Weather Report, News and Time Signal. 10.15,
Recitations by Mr. Sverre Erichsen. 10.45, Dance
Music from the Hotel Norge.
BERLIN (KeMiszwusterhausen) (1,250 metres) ;40 kW.
-4.30, Dr. Hoffmann, Talk: The Savings Bank and
Political Economy. 5.0, Programme from Hamburg.
e.o. Talk by Kurt Hernig. 6.30, Spanish Lesson by
iertrud van Evseren and Cesar Mario Alfieri. 6.55,
Prof. Carl Grabáu, Talk: The Duet. 7.20, Dr. Himpel,
Talk: Goethe and Eckermann, 8.15, Programme from
Leipzig. 9.15 (approx.), Programme from Vozhaas.
BERLIN (Voxhaus) (484 metres) ; 4 kW. -10.10 a.m.,
Market Prices. 10.15 a.m., Weather Report, News and
Time Signal. 11.0 a.m., Programme of Gramophone
Records. 11.30 a.m., Exchange Quotations. 12.55,
Time Signal. 1.30, Weather Report and News. 3.10,
Agricultural Prices and Time Signal. 3.30, Programme
ot-Gramoplione Records. 4.30, Talk 'w E. v. Michaelis.
5.0, Tea Concert, relayed font the Hotel Esplanade,
Berlin, 7.0, Dr. Bartsch, 1alk : The Police in Spain
and Portugal. 7.30, Ebert arcl Koebsell, Talk: The
French Revolution. 8.0, Dr. Ernst Rothe, Talk:
Subconscious Forces.
8.30, Viennese Programme.
10.15 (approx.), Weather Report, News, Ti-ne Signal
and Sports Notes. 10.30, Daises Music. 12.30 a.m.
(Sunday), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--8.0, Time Signal and
Weather Report. 8.2, Tall: : Baptismal Customs in
Switzerland. 8.30, Concert of Orchestral Music and
Ballad Recital. 9.45, News and Weather Report.
10.0, Selections by the Town Orchestra. 10.35, Dance
Music. 12.0 Midnight (appr pc.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (322.6 metres) ; 4kW.-4.0, Book Review.
4.80, Concert : Orchestral Selections, (a) Potpourri
from Lehariana (Geiger) ; (h) Intermezzo. Kinderherzen (Kockert) ; (c)
Intermezzo,
Idarrakesch
(Percy) ; 'Cello Solos, (a)
legie (Goens), (h) Scherzo
(Goeiís) ; Orchestral Sele ttions, (a) Waltz from
Jadwiga (Dellinger), (b) lin Liebesgarten (Camusat),
(c) Gedanken in der Verne (Beyer), (d) Potpoutri
from Schlaraffenlieder (I akomy),
(e)
Indiseher
Schleiertanz (Siede). 8.0, "alk on Shorthand. 6.15,
Lesson in Esperanto by Margarete Pollen 8.80, Talk :
The Needs of Frontier and Provincia! Towns. 7.25,
Talk: In a Match Factory. 7.50, Talk on Political
Science. 8.80, Programme of Orchestral and Dance
Music with Vocal Selections, by Robert Koppel.
10.80, Concert and Dance Music, relayed from the
Haus Oberschlesien, Glaiwilz (250 metres). 12 Midnight (approx.), Close Dowr.
BROW (441.2 metres) ;
kW.-8.0, Time Signal
and German Transmission. 6.25, Programme of
Talks. 7.0, Journalistic Review. 7.20, "Dolly,"
Operetta (Hirsch). 10.0, News from Prague. 10.25.
Exhibition Programme.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) : 1.5 kW.-5.1), Concert
‘if Dance Music from the St. Sauveur Palais de Danse.
ILO. Talk:
Some Great European Cities. 6.15,
Philological Talk. 6.30, 3rchestral Concert:
In
Madrid (May), Shanghai Davis), Mary (Katscher),
Five-Step (De Sylva) ; Song (Stolz.) ; Fantasy for
Pianoforte (Benoit), La Caste Suzanne (Gilbert) ;
Two Violin Selections (De .beck), Dans un Bosquet
A 23

March from Unsterhl.
Lump (Evsler). 6.0, Request
Concert. 7.0, Talk relayed from Hanover (297 metres).
7.25, Gustav Dahrendorf, Talk: The German Youth
Organisations. 7.55, Weather Report. 8.0, Concert
by Mechanical Instruments, followed by Weather
Report and News.
10.30 (approx.), Winterhuder
Fàhrhaus.

SATURDAY,AUGUST 25th.
All Times are reduced to British
Summer Time and are p.m. except
where otherwise stated.
de Roses (Siède), Marrakesch (Percy) ; Andante for
'Cello (Gilson), Isoline (Messager). 7.30, RadioChronique. 8.15,
Gramophone
Selections.
8.30.
Violin and Pianoforte Selections, Sonata for Violina
du Piano (Mendelssohn). 90, Orchestral Concert,
relayed from Ostend.
BUDAPEST (555.6 metres) ; 35 kW.-7.15, Short
Story Reading. 8.0, Syniphony Concert, relayed
from the Zoological Gardens. 9.30, Time, News and
Sports Notes. 11.0, Humorous Musical Programme.
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-10.35 a.m. to
12.50, Programme from Langenberg. 1.5, Concert,
with Margot Gripekoven (Soprano). 2.30, Talk for
the Hcusewife. 4.30, Programme from Kalligswusierhausen. 5.0, Talk for Women by Dr. Elisabeth
Kranu r. 5.30, E.
VVimmers-Sonderegger,
Talk:
I.ovely Townlets on the Rhine. 8.0, Programme from
Laegenbere 7.20, Talk for %Yorkers.
7.45, Programme from Langenberg. 8.50, Concert from Dortmund, followed by News, Sports Notes, Commerce
Annouacements and Orchestral Selertions. 1.0 a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
CRACOW (586 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.0, Miscellaneous
Items. 7.30, Review of Foreign Politics during the
past week. 7.55, Agricultural Report. 8.5, News and
Announcements.
8.15, Programme from Warsaw.
10.30, Restaurant Concert. n.so (approx.), (Lose
Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-1.30,
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 7.30, Recitations by May Pitchford. 7.45,
Irish Talk, by Seamus O'Duirinne.
8.0, MezzoSoprano Solos by N. Milligan. 8.10, Variety Programme
by H. O'Donovan and Company. 9.10, 'Cello and
Soprano Recital by Joseph Schofield and Mary
Maguire.
9.40, Tenor Solos by Percy Bilshury.
10.0, Selections by De Valois' Trio. 10.30, News,
Weather Report and Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.8 metres). 4 kW. - 1.0, Gramo phone Selections.
3.0, Children's Corner.
3.40,
Reading by O. W. Studanann.
4.35, Orchestral
Concert, from the Works of Rhode and Leopold.
6.15, Wireless Notes and other Announcements.
6.30, Answers to Questions. 7.0 Lesson in Shorthand
by Georg Kalis. 7.25, Coinntercial Announcements.
7.80, Gustav Lederer, Talk: The Aquarium in the
Zoological Gardens. 8.0, Programme from Stuttgart.
9.0 Variety Concert, followed by Progranune from
Vozhaus.
HAMBURG Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres) ; 4
kW.-3.30, Book Review.
4.0, Labour Exchange'
Report. 4.15, Illustrated Music Talk by Dr. Bernhard
Engelke, relayed from Kiel (254.2 -metres).
5.0,
Concert of Operetta Marches, March from Der Hobe
Augustin (Fall) ; March from The Merry Widow
(Lehár) ; March from The Gipsy Baron (Strauss) ;
March from Der Bettelstudent (Milkicker); March
from The Grand-duchess of Gerolstein (Saro-Offenbach);
Lieutenant's March from Miss Bagpipes
(Nelson);
March from Lumpenmiiclel (Platen) ;
March from The Merry Peasant (Fall) ; March from
Der arme Johann (Millückerl ; March from The Dollar
Princess (Fall) ; March front Light Cavalry (Suppé) ;

MINERSUM (1,071 metres) ; 5 kW.- -11.40 ant,
Police News. 12.10 Concert of Trio Music. LOX
Concert relayed front the Tuschinsky Theatre, Amsterdam. 3.40, Thé Dansant, relayed from the Kurhaus,
Scheveningen-'Jack Raymond and his Orchestra,
Casanova and his Argentines. 5.40, Time Signal and
Orchestral Concert; Overture to Nabucco (Verdi) ;
Shadow Dance from Dinorah (Meyerbeer) ; Selection
from The Mastersingers of Nuremberg (Wagner) ;
Baritone Solos, (a) Air from Faust (Gounod); (b)
Air from la Tosca (Puccini) ; Selection from Werther
(Massenet) ; Baritone Solos: (a) Air from Rigoletto
(Verdi) ; (b) Air from Carmen (Bizet) ; March from
The Queen of Sheba (Gounod), followed by Musical
Comedy Programme; Overture to Isabella (Suppé) ;
Schatz-Waltz (Strauss) ; Selection from The Bird
Fancier (Zeller) ; Finale.
7.25, Police News and
lime. 7.41, Programme arranged by the Workers'
Radio Society. 11.15 (approx.), Close Down.
HUIZEN (340.9 metres) ; 4kW.-Transmits from 5.40
on 1,950 metres.-12.10, Concert of Trio Music.
5.10, Concert of Gramophone Selections. 7.25, Talk
by Dr. Hoffmann. 7.55, Vocal and Orchestral Concert.
JUAN-LES-PINS (Radio LL) (244.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.
-1.1), Orchestral Concert. 9.0, News, Weather Report,
Talk for Women by Mine. la Cointessc de Tremeuge,
and Orchestral Selections. 10.0, Dance Music. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
KALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres).-7.30 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 11.0 a.m., Weather Report. 3.0, Concert
of Instrumental Selections •in the Interval, Recitation
(G. de Maupassant). 6.26, Talk by Thyra Freding.
6.50, Weather Report.
7.0, News and Exchange
Quotations. 7.15, Time Signal. 7.30, Talk by A. T.
Hoy. 8.0, Chimes from the Town Hall. 8.2, Concert
of Popular Danish Music: Overture to Elve:hoi
(
Kuhlau) ; Songs, (a) Nu Vaagner Alla Guds Fugle
Smaa (Weyse), (b) En Sommeraften Silde (Heise),
(c) Vildt Flyver Hog (Heise), (d) Lille Karen (Heise),
(e) I Würzburg Ringe de Klokker Til Feat (Lange(f) Serenade from Once Upon a Time (LangeMuller) ; Scandinavian Folk Music (Hartmann),
(a) Dans Og Skaendevise, (h) En Sommerdag, (c)
Hailing Og Jfilstring, (d) I Minlen, (e) Dans Og Vise •
;
Songs, (a) Lette Biilge, Naar Du Blaaner (Gade),
(b) Flues' (Gade), (c) Laer Mig Nattens Stjerne (Hartsnann), (d) Air from Liden Kirsten (Hartmann) ; Der
er sas Trava i Skoven (Rung), followed by News.
9.30, Programme of Old Dance Music: Zulu March
(Alberti) ; Waltz, Court Dances (Lanner) ; Mazurka,
Souveraine (Waldteufel) ;Polka, Bratitschau (Strauss);
Old Danish Folk Dances, (a) Den Rüde Lue, (b) Tortur,
(c) Minuet, (d) Korsfiretur, (e) Gudme Slued. (f) Fodsgang; Waltz, SphiirenIdange (Job. Strauss) •, Pepita
Polka (Lumbye) ; Mazurka,
Liebeszauber (Ed.
Strauss) •' American Tattoo (Dahl).
10.30, Dance
Music. 12.0 Midnight, Chimes from the Town Hall.
12.15 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
KATOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-7.0, Various
Announcements. 7.30, M. Kapiszewska, Talk: 'The
Home of Amundsen-Norway, the Land of the Fjords
and the Midnight Sun. 7.55, Report on Agriculture.
8.15, Programme from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal,
Weather Report and News. 10.30, Dance Music.
KAUNAS (2.000 metres); 7kW-12.0 Noon. Carillon.
9.0, Concert: Overture to Ruslan und Ludmila
(Glinka); Andante from the Fourth Symphony
(Tchaikovsky); Valse Caprice (Rubinstein) ; Ballet
from The Nutcracker Suite (Tchaikovsky) ; Violin
Solos, (a) Serenade (Galkin), (b) Salut d'Amour
(Elgar) ; Preludes (Rachmaninoff) ; Romance, Op. 44
(Rachinaninoff) ;Lichtentanz der Br-lute (Rubinstein);
Suite Kaulcasienne (Ippolitov-Iyanov).
KONIGSBERG (329.7 metres) ; 4 kW. -8.30, Talk by
Hugo laudien. 7.0, Tails; A Hundred Years of the
Steamship in Konigsberg. 7.30, Review of Current
I
ts.
8.10,
Concert:
March,
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Programmes from Abroad.(Larsen) ; Song with Violin Obligato, Sorrentino
(Curtius) ; Heimweh (Berlin); Song with Ukulele
Accompaniment, Hawaiian Dreams; Tango; Songs;
Songs with Ukulele Accompaniment; Potpourri front
Das Muss Man Sehn (Hollânder); Songs; Waltz, Der
Liebe Freud und Laid (Lindsay-Theimer) ; Songs with
Ukulele; March, Lachendes Leben (Blankenburg);
Selections by Emil Glaas; March, Wir Haben Noch
Bin StOndchen Zeit (Walther). 10.0, Weather Report,
News, Sports Notes and Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres); 35 kW.-5.0, Songs. 5.20,
Orchestral Concert:
The Demon (Rubinstein) ;
Selection from Tiefland (d'Albert) ; Songs (Renée).
(a) Grotesque, (b) Gipsy Song, (c) Souvenir; Rhapsody
No. 14 (Liszt) ; News in the Interval at 8.10. 7.30,
Songs by Rafael Ramstedt 7.50, Orchestral Concert
continued): French Military March (Saint-Saëns);
Selection from The Rose of Stamboul (Fall) ;Romance
(Ambrosio); Prayer and Temple Dance (Grieg) ;
Destiny Waltz (Baines) ; Hungarian March (Berlioz).
8.45, News and Announcements in Finnish and Swedish.
9.15, Restaurant Relay. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LANGENBERG (488.8 metres) ; 20 kW--Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres) ; Cologne (283
metres) ; and Miinster (250 metres).-10.35 a.m.,
Labour Market Notes. 12.10, Gramophone Selections. 1.6, Programme from Cologne. 4.30, Pro gramme from Rdnigssrustorhausen. 5.0, Programme
from Cologne. 8.0. Concert front Dtiaseldorf: Pavane
in G Major (Ravel) ; Freiheit am Rhein (Sonnet) ;
Ave Maria with Tenor Solo (Abt) ; Indian Cradle
Song (Wesseler) ; Scherzo in B Flat Minor (Chopin) ;
Cradle Song (Brahms) ; Waldandacht (Abt) ; Horeb,
was kommt von draussen rein (Rebbert); Traitmereien am Klavier (Reger) ; Bei einer Flasche Mosel
(Hansen) ; Ich hatte einst sin Schttnes Vaterland
(Hansen). 7.80, Programme from Cologne. 7.45.
Herman Iiins Concert from Minster. Talk: •The
unknown Lóns; Songs to the Lute (Degner), (a)
Schab' ab, (b) Das stille Wasser, (c) Wegewarte,
Tjawolla: A Story from the "liâusern vom Oldenhof "; Songs to the Lute (Ruch), (a) Der Tausch,
(b) Sc.hâlerbed, (c) Das Geheimnis; Auf der Brackenbahn (from the posthumous works of Hermann Wm);
Songs to the Lute (Ruch), (a) Der Rosengarten, (b)
Der Spuk, (c) Heckenkind; Brummelchen-Animal
Story. 820, Variety Concert, relayed from Dort:mud,
followed by Programme from Cologne. LO a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
LEIPZIG (385.8 metres) ; 4 kV.-6.8O, The Letter
Box. 7.0, Earl Schdck, Talk: The American Weekend. 7.30, Talk: Animal Life on the High Mountains. 8.0, Weather Report and Time Signal. 8.15,
Hans Harbeck Recital. 9.15, Pianoforte Recital,
for two pianos: AMarche caractéristique Op. 121, No. 2
(Schubert) ; Waltz Caprice Op. 10 (Nicodé) ; New
Spanish Dances Op. 65 (Nfoskovsky); Moments du
Bal, Op. 15 (Kronke). 10.15, News and Sports Notes.
Rim, Cabaret Programme. 12 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EA J7 (375 metres)
3 kW.-7.0, Sextet Selections, Fantasia on Los Diamantes de la Corona (Barbieri) ; Fantasia on Martha
(Flotow) ; Fantasia on Hijo del Sol (Quislant); Interlude by Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance Music. 9.45,
Exchange Quotations and News. 10.0, Chimes and
Time Signal. 10.5 (approx.), "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme "-Comedy (Molière). 12.0 Midnight, Dance
Music. 12.80 a.m. (Sunday), Close Down.
MILAN. Call 1M1 (598.8 metres) ; 7 kW-8,36,
Time Signal, Talk on Indian National Problems, and
News. 8.50, Concert:
Overture
(Mendelssohn) :
Fanciulla alla fontana (Signorini); Three Lyrics
from Senza sole (Moussontsky); Soprano Solo; Invocazioui a Venere (Pareili); Tenor Solos, Suite,
The Sleeping Beauty (Tchaikovsky) ; Three Songs
from GU Astri (Nievadovsky); Soprano Solo froto
André Chenier (Giordano); Ia lavandaia di S.
Giovanni (Seppilli). 10.55, Dance Music from the
Hotel Majestic Diana. U.45 (approx.), Cloire Down.
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5.0. Talk by Dr. Georg Gustav Wieszner. 5.80,
Song Recital by Else Schuberth (Soprano), from the
Works of Armin Knab and Brahma. 8.0, Wireless
Talk by Herr Leonhard Edelmann. 7.0, Wireless
Notes. •7.25, Labour Exchange Report. 7.80, Zither
Recital by Fritz Mühlhazl. 8.0, Wireless Review.
8.90, Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Orchestral
Selection; Overture to The Merry Wives of Windsor
(Nicolai) ; Hungarian Rhapsody for 'Cello and Orchestra (Popper) ;Air from IPagliacci (Leoncavallo) ;
Air from Ernani (Verdi) ; Fantasia on The Barber
of Seville (Rossini) ;Pieclmontese Dance No. 2 (Sintgaglia); Ballade and Polonaise for Violin and Orchestra (Vieuxtemps) ; Romance from Mignon
(Thomas); Selection ,
from Faust (Gonnod); Waltz
from Faust (Gounod) ; The Nutcracker Suite (Tchaikovsky). 10.0, News. 10.80, Dance Music. 12.90
a.m. (Sunday), Close Down.
NAPLES, Call INA (838,3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.40.
Time Signal and News. 8.50, Programme of Light
Music: Overture to 11 maniscalco (Paer) ; Ballet
Suite from C.oppélia (Delibes); Overture to Teri
Maids and No -Man (Suppé). 920, Relay from a
Theatre; In the Interval, Dance Music, relayed from
the Trocadero. 10.50, News, Calendar, Programme
announcement and Close Down.
OSLO (481.5 metres); 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
bv Fredriksstad (434.8 metres) ;Hamer (555.6 metres) ;
Notodden (411 metres) ;Porsgrund (500 metres) ; and
Riukan (448 metres).-11.10 a.m., Exchange Quotations. LO, Gramophone Selections. 1.15, Weather
Report and Agricultural Notes.
1.45, Exchange
Quotations. 7.415, Weather Report, News and Agricultural Notes. 8.0, Time Signal. 8.2, Orchestral
Concert. 9.0, Recitation by J. Holst-Jensen. 920,
Weather Report and News.
9.45, Topical Talk,
followed by Dance Music from the Grand Hotel.
12.0 Midnight, Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres); 5
kW.-4,45, Le Journal Parlé. 8.10, Weather Report.
8.80, Concert: Selection from Cocorico (Ganne);
Invocation à la nuit (rurbert); Songs (a) Rien si ce
n'est ton coeur (Missa); (b) Chanson du crépuscule
(Delarue) ;Selection from La Chaste Suzanne (Gilbert) ;.
Songs, (a) Prière de Leila (Zucca), (b) Dernier vœu
(Reynal), (c) L'amour de moi. Vers l'église dens le
soir (Ladmirault); Le Fauteuil de grand'mère (Mendrot) ; Song, Je n'aime que toi (Persiani); Romance
(Schumann) ; Mai (Hahn) ; Infidélité (Hahn) ; L'enamourée (Hahn) ; Pavane .(Grumbach);
Marche
Barbare (Gaubert-Elgé).
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (840.9 metres) ;0.5 kW.-8.45,
Gramophone Selections, Talk, News and Announcements. 92, Concert: Overture to Les Cent Vierges
(Lecocq); Nocturne (Massenet) ; Sérénade inutile
(Brahms) ; Selections from Le Roi s'amuse (Delibes) ;
Symphony Orchestra, (a) Deuxième Danse Piedmontese
(Sinigaglia), (b) Selection from La Bohéme (Puccini),
1
e) Carnaval (Guiraud), (d) Nymphs of the Wood
Purcell); Suite from Marouf (Rabaud); Green
Debussy), Méditation (Glazounoff), 5th Slavonic
Dance (Dvorilk); Rajah's March (Fourdrain). News
in the Intervals.
PRAGUE (348.9 metres) ; 5 kW.--11.0, German
Transmission.
8.25, Agricultural Report.
8.85,
Talk for Workers. 7.0, Operetta, relayed from Briton.
10.0, Time Signal, News and Programme from Briton.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-13.0, Children's
Corner. 7.0, Miscellaneous Items. 7.80, Programme
from Warsaw. 8.0, Finance Report. 8.15. Programme
from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal, News, Announcements, Weather Report and Variety Selections.
10.40, Dance Music from the Carlton Restaurant.
12.0 Midnight, Maison Philips Concert.
2.0 a.m.
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.

MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for Stockholm (451.5 inetres) ; Baden (1,1 90 metres) ;
Grâteborg (416.5 metres); Mated (260.9 metres) ;
Ostersund (720 metres) ; Sundsvall (545.6 metres).5.30, Concert of Light Music. 8.30, Children's Corner.
7.0, Cabaret Selections. 7.80, Folk Music Selections.
8.0, Topical Talk. 8.15, The Shoemaker's DaughterWireless Play adapted from the Novel by August
Bland. 9.15, News and Weather Report. 9.45,
Dance Music. 11.30, Dance Music by Rólf's Dance
Orchestra. 1.0 am. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.

ROME, Call 1R0 (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW.-6.80,
Sports Notes, News and Weather Report.
8.47.
Talk and Time. 9.0," Mephistopheles," Opera (Boito);
In the Intervals: Talks, (a) Literature and Art;
(b) Topical Events. 11.5, News. 11.15 (approx.),
Close Down.

MUNICH (535.7 mane); 4 kW.-2.80, Concert of
Gramophone Selections. 4.0, Concert by the Wurzelhither Trio, relayed from Nurernburg (241.9 metres).

RIGA (528.8 metres); 15 kW.-111.0, Programme of
Talks. 7.0, Concert: Overture to Ten Maids and No
Man (Suppé); Selection from Der Obersteiger (Zeller) ;
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Waltz from Coppétia (Delibes) ; Dance (Eilenberg) ;
Songs, Violin Solos, Songs; Overture to Raymond
(Thomas) ; Spring Song (Gounod) ; Romance (Kinghardt) •, Dance Motives (Meyer-Helmund) ; Murmelndes Lidtchen (Jensen);
I.umpenmarsch (Goetze).
9.0 Weather Report and News. 9.10 (approx.), Dance
Music. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down,
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 sal
31.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-11.55, Baseball Announcements.
12.0 Midnight, Statter's Pennsylvanians
directed by Johnny Johnson, from New York. 12.30
a.m. (Sunday), Concert from the Hotel Sagarnore,
Rochester. 1.0 a.m., Keystone Duo with Balladeers
relayed from New York. 1.30 a.m., Time Signal.
1.82 flea, The New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Willem Van Hoogstraten, from the
Lewissohn Stadium. 3.20, Organ Recital by Robert
Berentsen, from Rochester. 4.0 a.m., Dance Music
from Buffalo. 5.0 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1.200 metres) ; 5 kW.-8.411, Concert:
Symphony No. 6 (Haydn); Duet from Madame
Butterfly (Puccini) ;Duet from The Tales of Hoffmann
(Offenbach).
STUTTGART (879.7 metres); 4kW.-8.0, Time Signal
and Weather.
8.15, Talk, relayed from Freiburg
(577 metres). 8.45, Dr. Friedrich Luther, Talk: The
Play. 715, L. Leibfried, Talk: The Promise of Marriage.
7.45, Report of the South-West German
Labour Exchange, Time Signal, Weather Report, and
Sports Notes. 8.15, Concert of Alsatian Music of the
18th Century:
Introductory Address ;
• Chamber
Symphony in A Major (Richter) ; Sonata da Camera
in A Major (Richter) ; Ballet Music (Rudolf) ; Flute
Concerto in C Major (Wendling), followed by Stop
Press Programme: The Verdict on the Metal Fraud
Case; A New Polar Expedition; Terrible Railway
Accident; Anniversary Celebration of the Soldiers'
League; Murder or Accident ?; The Exchange Fluctuates; First Results of the Six Day Racés; The
Unidentified Corpse;
Epoch-making Changes in
Women's Fashions; Elections in America; Sole
Report of the Ocean Flight; League of Nations
Revises Peace Treaty; followed by News, Sports
Notes and Concert from the Hindenburg Buildings.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (391 metres):
3kW.-12.80, Beethoven-Dvorak Concert, followed by
Dance Music. 8.0, Exchange Quotations and News.
880, Symphony Concert: Overture to Der Schauspieldirektor (Mozart) ; Prelude to L'Après Midi d'un
Faune (Debussy) ; Selection from La Feria (Lacerme);
La Dolorès (Breton) ; Waltz, Schlittschuhlâufer
(Waldteufel);
Waltz, Estudiantina (Waldteufel).
9.0, Concert: Air from La Bohême (Puccini) ; Air
from The Barber of Seville (Rossini); Ave Maria
(Gounod) ; Air from Fortunio (Messager) ; Duet from
La Bohème (Puccini) ; Songs from Véronique (Messager) ; Duet from Madame Butterfly (Puccini) ; Air
from Sapho (Massenet) ; Air from I.e Jongleur de
Notre Dame (Massenet) ; Aubade from Le Roi d'Ys
(talo); Song from The Girl of the Golden West
(Puccini) ;Neapolitan Melody (de Curtis) ;Neapolitan
Melody (Nutile) ;Air from La Fille de Madame Angot
(Lecocq) ; Air from The Fair Maid of Perth (Bizet) ;
Duet from Mireille (Gounod) ; Serenade from Iris
(Mascagni) ; Air from I Pagliacci (Leoncavallo) ; Air
from Lalcmé (Delibes) ; followed by Dance Music.
10.15, North African News. 10.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
VIENNA (877 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.5.50, Concert: Songs, (a) Von Ewiger Liebe (Brahma),
(b) Der Male (Panier), (c) Air from Samson and Delilah
(Saint-Sens); Violin Solos, (a) Polonaise in A Major
(Wierdawsky), (b) Volga Song (Kreisler), (c) Caprice
(Paganini-Kreisler); Songs, (a) Schmied Schmerz
(Eiken), (b) Verlorener Kiang (Hausler), (c) Erwacht
(Hausler); Pianoforte Solos, (a) Toccata (Paradies),
(b) Rondo Favori (Hummel), (c) Sarabande (Lully).
8.40, Sonata Recital: Sonata in G Major for Violin
and Pianoforte (Mozart) ; Spring Sonata in F Major
for Violin and Pianoforte (Beethoven). 7.80, Reading
from the Works of Dr. Ratislav and Dr. Schreyvogl.
8.30, "Adieu Mimi," Operetta in Three Acts (Benatzky).
MINA (485 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.0, Gramophone
Selections.
7.25, Talk:
The
First
Northern
Fair at Vilna.
7.45, News and Announcements.
8.0, Symphony Concert, relayed from the Grounds of
the First Northern Fair at Vilna. 10.0, Programme
from Warsaw. 10.80, Dance Music. 11.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ;10 kW.-7.0, Miscellaneous
7.80,
"Radio
Chronique."
7.58, Agricultural
Report.
8.5, News and Announcements.
8.15,
Orchestral Concert; News in French in the Interval.
10.0, Time Signal, Aviation Notes, Weather Report,
News and Sports Notes, 10.80, Dance Music from the
Oaza Restaurant. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
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Programmes from Abroad.BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call FA.11 (844.8
metres); 1.5 kW.-12 Noon. Chimes, relayed from
the Barcelona Cathedral, followed by Weather Report
for the District and for Europe. 1.30, Instrumental
Trio Selections and Gramophone Records. 2.45 to
9.0, No Transmission. 9.0, Sports Notes, Exchange
Quotations. 9.15, The Station Orchestra and Song
Recital. 102, Chimes from the Cathedral. 10.5.
"La Tempestad," Lyrical Drains in Three Acts;
Text by Miguel Ramos Carrión, Miele by Ruperto
Chapi. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
AMIN (870.4 metres'); 1.5 kW.-10.30
Religious Service. 12.80, Weather Forecast. 1.0,
Relay of the Norwegian National Swimming Contest.
8.0, Selections by the Station Orchestra. 0.0, Talk
and Selections of Music. 10.0, Weather Forecast,
News Bulletin and Time Signal. 10.15, Concert.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN (Klinigaeruaterhatnen).
(1,250 metres);
40 kW.-6.30 a.m., Early Morning Vocal and Instrumental Concert, relayed from Vorlatn. 7.0 a.m.
(in the interval), Gymnastic Exercises. 8.55 a.m.,
Potsdam Garrison Church Chimes. 9.0 a.m., Choral,
Solo and Instrumental Concert from Vozhans; Chimes
from the Berlin Cathedral. 11.80 a.m., Light Orchestral Music, relayed from Vozhann 8.30, Talks for
Farmers, followed by Music and Talks, relayed from
%eons. 6.80, Talks by Prof. Friebel and Margarete
Wallmann, followed by Outside Relay.
BERLIN (Voxhaus), (584 metres); 4kW.--6.30 111.111,
Early Morning Instrumental Concert. 7.0 tun. (in
the Interval)! Gymnastic Exercises. 8.56 am.,
Potsdam Garrison Church Chimes. 9.0 a.m., Concert
of Organ, Choral and Vocal Solos and Instrumental
Music with Address; Chimes from the Berlin Cathedral. 11.311,1ant, Concert of Light Orchestral Music.
2.0, Children's Corner. 8.80, Programme of Talks
for Farmers with Review of Agriculture; Market
and Weather Conditions for the past week, followed
by Musical Items and Talks. 7.0, Programme of
Talks. 8.30, Musical Programme. 10.15, News,
Weather Report, Time Signal and Sports Notes.
10.80, Dance'Music Programme. 12.30 a.nL (approx.)
(Monday), Close Down.
BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.30 a.m. (approx.),
Divine Service Relay. 1.0, Time Signal and Weather
Forecast. 1.0 to 2.30, Orchestral Selections. 8.0,
Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 8.5, Concert of
Instrumental and Solo Music with Mme. Louise Carmel
(Soprano), Divertimento No. 8 in F Major for Flute,
Oboe. Clarionet, Horn and Bassoon (Mozart). 9.45,
Sports Notes, News Bulletin and Weather Report.
10.0, Bern Municipal Orchestra. 10.85 (approx.),
Close Down.
BEZLER8 (158 metres) ; 0.6 kW. -8.15 to 9.30,
Programme of Modern Dam. Music. 9.30 (approx.),
Close Cown.
BRATISLAVA (800 metres) • 1kW.-7.0 a.m., On
Air Concert, relayedmetres);
from
9.0 am., Programme, relayed from Prague. 11.0 a.m. (approx.),
Outside relay of a Concert. 6.0 to 9.0, Programme
of Talks and Music, fonowed by Outside Relays from
Briinn and Prague.
BRONX (441.2 metres) ; 3 kW. -7.0 a.m., Open Air
Musical Programme, relayed from Carlsbad. 9.0 a.m.,
Talks, followed by Church Music Recital. 11.0 a.m.,
Concert of Orchestral Music. 12.0 Noon, Musical Programme, relayed from the Exhibition, followed by
Popular Concert. 6.0, German Transmission. 7.0,
Musical Programme. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Modern
Dance Music Programme, relayed from Outside.
8.0, Progiimme for Children. 6.30, Concert of Instrumental Music with Flute, Clarionet and l'ianoforte
Solos. 7.80, "La Radio Chronique," Programme of
Talks. 8.15, Concert of Instrumental Music. 10.15
(approx.), Last News Bulletin. 10.80 (approx.),
Close Down.
BUDAPEST (555.6 metres) : 35 kW. -9.0 a.m., News
Bulletin and Beauty Culture Hints. 10.0 a.m., Divine
Service. 12.0 Noon, Chimes, Weather Forecast and
Instrumental Selections, followel by Talks. 415,
Children's Corner; Musical and Dramatic Programme.
Sports Notes in the Interval. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
BB,ESLAU (322.6 metres); 4kW.-8.45 a.m., Christ
Church Chimes. 11.0 a.m., Vocal and Instrumental
Morning Concert; Address, followed by Talks. 2.35,
Chess Problems Talk. 3.0, Programmé for Children.
3.30, Talk for Farmers, followed by Programme of
Music and Talks. 8.80, Musical Programme. 10.80,
Relay of Dance Music Programme. 12.0 Midnight
(apares.), Close Down.
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CHATELINEAU (220 metres); 1.5 kW.-8.0, Concert
from the Works of Mozart, Wagner and Puccini, with
aTalk in the Interval. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
COLOGNE (282 metres) ; 4kW.-Programme also for
Ain-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Langenberg (
408. 3
metres), and Minstar (250 metres).-9.0 a.m., Catholic
Religions Recital. 11.0 a.m., Talk by Fritz Worm:
The Worth and Honour of the German Language,
relayed from Dtisseldort 11.30 a.m. (aPProa.). Programme of Talks. 1.0, Instrumental Concert, followed
r
yTi
alks and Music, and Probable Sports relay.
7.45, Sports Notes. 8.0, "Der Orlow," Operetta in
Three Acts (Granichstaedten), followed by Last News
Bulletin and Sports Notes and Orchestral Selections
with Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
CORK, Call 6CK (400 metres) ;1.5 kW.-8.30, Concert
by the No. 2Army Band, conducted by Lieut. A. Duff,
Mus. B., with Tenor and Soprano Solos in the Intervals.
11.0, National Anthem. 11.5 (approx.), Close Down.
CRACOW (586 metres) ; 1.
5 h‘V. -11.
1.5 Lin- to 90.
Relay of the Harvest Festival Programme from Spate8.1.5 a.m., Part I: Divine Service Relay, followed by
Procession of Delegations, Presentation of Crown to
the President, etc. 12.0 Noon, Fanfare from the
Church of Notre Dame. 2.0, Harvest Festival Programme Part Il: Programme of Talks, Placing of
Wreaths, Songs, Games and Dance Music, followed by
Evening Programme of Vocal and Instrumental
Music.
10.0, Programme relayed from Warsaw.
10.30, Orchestral Concert, relayed from a Restaurant
in Cracow. 11.30 (approx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--8.30,
Concert relayed from Cork; Selections by the No. 2
Army Band, Fedora Turnbull (Soprano) and Percy
Bilsbury (Tenor).
11.0, National Anthem.
11.5
(approx.), Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.O a.m.,
Sacred Morning Concert, followed by Programme of
Talks. 1.0, Notes by the Wiesbaden Chamber of
Agriculture, followed by Talks asid Music. 6.30
(approx.), Programme of the Rhein-Main Association
for Popular Education, and Musical Programme.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres) ;
kW-Programme relayed by Bremen (272.7 metres),
Hanover (297 metres), and Kiel (254.2 metres).8.80 a.m., Early Morning Concert, relayed from
%ahem 8.25 a.m., Time Signal. 8.30 a.m., Weather
Forecast and News Bulletin, followed by Musical
Programme (for Hamburg, Bremen and Hanover).
9.15 13.M. (for Kiel only), Divine Service, relayed from
the Kiel University Church. 11.30 a.m. (for Hamburg.
Bremen and Hanover only), Talk on a Commercial
Topic. 12.0 Noon, Concert of Instrumental Music.
12.55, International Time Signal from: Noun. 1.0 (for
Hamburg and Kiel only), Instrumental Concert.
1.0 (for Bremen only), Special Sunday Concert. 1.0
(for Hanover only), Selections of Gramophone Music.
2.0, Musical Programme for Children. 3.0, Concert of
Orchestral Music, followed by Programme of Talks
and Music. 9.30 (approx.), Weather Forecast, Last
News Bulletin, Weather Conditions for Shipping,
followed by Talk on Topical Events. 10.0 (approx.).
(for Hamburg and Kiel only), Concert, relayed from
the Café Wallhof in Hamburg. 10.0 (approx.) (Hanover
and Bremen only), Concert from the Café Continental
in Hanover. 1.1.0 (approx.), Close Down.
HILVERSUM (1,071 metre'); 5 kW-12.40 to 2.10,
Lunch Time Instrumental Trio Selections. 2.40
Orchestral Concert. 5.40, Concert of Instrumental
Selections. 7.40, Weather .forecast, News Bulletin
and Sports Notes. 7.55, Musical Programme. 10.15
(approx.), Close Down.
HU1ZEN (840.9 metres) ; thW. - Prograrnme on
1,950 metres after 5.40. 8.10 to 9.10, Religious
Address and Recital. 12.10, Instrumental Trio
Selections, relayed from Amsterdam, followed by
Programme of Talks and Music and Special Items
for Hospital Patients. 5.0, Divine Service, relayed
from Groningen, Psalms, Organ Music, Bible Readings,
with Sermon by the Rev. G. Tichelaar. 7.25, Talk.
7.55, Instrumental Concert. 10.85, Choral Epilogue,
followed by Close Down.
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JUAN-LES-PM (Radio L.L.) (244.5 metres), 1.5 kW-1.0, Instrumental Concert with Children's Talk by
Marcel Laporte (Radiolo). 2.0 to 9.0, No Transmission.
9.0, News Bulletin, Weather Forecast and
Concert. 10.0, Jazz Orchestra from the Juan-les-Pins
Casino. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
EALI7NDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres). 10.0 a.m., Divine
Service and Address, relayed from a Church. 11.30
a.m. (for IrshmAborg only), Weather Forecast 2.0,
Church Service. 8.80 (approx.), Instrumental and
Vocal Concert. 6.0, Chimes from the Town Hall.
6.50, (for Bsluadborg only) Weather Forecast. 7.0.
News Bulletin. 7.15, Time Signal, followed by Talk.
8.0, Chimes from the Town Hall. 8.5, Concert from
the Works of Mendelssohn; Orchestral, Vocal and
Instrumental Solo Selections:
"A Midsummer
Night's Dream," (a) Overture, (b) Scherzo, (c) Nocturne, (d) Wedding March, followed by News Bulletin
and Musical Programme. 11.0 (approx.), Modern
Dance Music Programme; In the Interval at 1212
Midnight, Chimes from the Town Hall. 12.30 11.11.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.

iraTowrrz

(442 metres); 10 kW.-12.0 200n. Time
Signal and Weather Forecast. 4.0 (approx.), Talk
for Gardeners. 4.20, Agricultural Programme. 5.0,
Instrumental Selections, followed by Miscellaneous
Announcements, Talks and Musical Selections. 8.12.
Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music. MO,
Time Signal, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin.
10.30, Dance Music Programme. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7k W-12,0 Noon, Chimes
12.10, Church Music Relay. 12.80, Fairy Tales,
Children's Songs and Orchestral Music. 5.0,, Programme of Farmers' Reports with Musical interludes.
6.0. Programme for Children. 0.80, Household
Topic Talk for Women, followed by lowering of the
Flag Ceremony, relayed from the' Kaunas War Museum.
7.45, Miscellaneous Items and Programme of Talks.
8.30, Time Signal, Weather Forecast and Review of
Politics. 9.0, Variety Concert of Quartet Selections,
Bass Solos by J. Katele, Flute Solos by C. Stupel,
Violin, Pianoforte and 'Cello Solos by M. Hofmekler.
KONIGSBERG (329.7 metree); 4 kW.-P
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres). -9.0 a.m.7amme
f
g
Address with Sacred Songs and Organ Musk.
a.m. (approx.), Weather Forecast, followed by Musical
Selections. 12,55, International Time Signal relayed
from Nanan, followed by Programme of Talks and
Music with Chess Problems talk by P. S. Leonhardt.
8.0, Concert of Popular Selections from Opera, relayed
from the Zoppot Kurgarten • Arias from the Works
Verdi and Gounod by Frédy Busch. 10.0, News
fflilletin and Sports Notes, followed by Dance Music
Programme. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-Programme also
for %linter' (375 metres).-8.0 a.m., Finnish
Divine Service. 10.30 a.m., Review of the Press.
1.1.0 am., Vocal and Instrumental Programme.
11.50 a.m., Weather Forecast and Time Signet 12.0
Noon, Swedish Divine Service. 5.0, Concert by the
Station Orchestra, conducted by Erkki Linko. 7.80,
Recital of Finnish Songs by Aapo SimilI. 7.50, The
Station Orchestra (continued). 8.45, News Bulletin,
in Finnish, and Swedish. 9.15, Musical Selections,
relayed from a Restaurant. 10.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
LANGENBERG (488.8 metros); 20 M. - Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres), and Iltinster (250 metres).-0.0 am-. Re ligious Recital, relayed from Cologne. 11.0 a.m..
Talk by Fritz Worm: The Worth and Honour of thi
German Language, relayed from DtisseldorL 1120
a.m. (approx.), Programme of Talks. 1.0, Instrumental Concert, followed by Programme of Talks
and Music. 6.0, Relay of a Running Commentary
on the International Riding Tournament from Aix-laChapelle. 8.0,
Programme
from
Cologne. DLO
Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
LAUSANNE ono metres) • 1.5 M. - 4.0 (approx.),
Programme relayed froarn.
md
8.80 (approx.), Religious Service, followed by Musical Selections.
LEIPZIG (365.8 metres) ; 4kW.-8.30 a.m., Probable
Organ Recital from the Leipzig University Church.
9.0 a.m., Instrumental and Vocal Morning Concert.
11.0 am.. Open Air Concert of Instrumental Music.
12.0 Noon, Programme of Talks arranged by the Hans
Bredow Foundation. 1.0, Talks for Farmers. 2.0.
Review of the Foreign Press. 230, Programme by
the Deutscher Sprachvercin. 2.30, Concert by the
Dresden Wireless Orchestra, conducted by Gustav
Agunte. 3.30, Programme of Readings, followed by
Musical Selections and Talks.
8.0,
Manasseh,"
Oratorio for Soloists, Choir and Orchestra (Friedrich
Heger), relayed from St. Thomas' Church, Leipzig;
Artistes: Lotte Mader-Wohlgeinuth (Soprano), Paul
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Sunday, August 26th.

Programmes from Abroad.Beinert (Tenor), Max Spilcker (Baritone), and the
Leipzig Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Prof.
Gustav W'ohlgemuth.
10.0, Sports Notes.
10.30,
Sélections of Dance Music.
12.30 a.m. (approx.)
(Monday), Close Down.
,
LYONS (Radio-Lyon) (291 metres) ; 1.5 kW.11.0 a.m., Concert of Sacred Music, organised by the
Maison Rabot. 12.0 Noon to 7.30, No Transmission.
7.80, News Bulletin, Review of the Press, Talk on
Current Events, followed by " Le Dimanche Sportif,"
and Notes on Agriculture. 8.16, Instrumental Concert:
in the Programme, Prélude, Cortège and Air de Danse
(Debussy). 9.15, Concert of Dance Music, Ancient
and Modern. 10,0 (approx.), aose Down.
MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ 7 (875 metres) ;
8 kW.-Programme relayed by Salamanca, EAJ22
(405 metres).-2.0, Popular Orchestral Selections.
8.,% to 10 No Transmissitin. 7.0, Children's Cerner:
Kild and his Friends, with Luis Medina and the Station
Sextet. 8.0 to 8.80, Sextet Dance Music Selections.
10.0, Chimes and Time Signal. 10.5, "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" • Orchestral Suite (Mendelssohn),
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d, conducted by Seflor,Villa, from the Paseo de
Rosales and Probable Dance Music Relay. 12.80 a.m.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
MAI, Call 1MI (628.8 metres); 7kW.-10.30 a.m.,
Recital of Sacred Music, Vocal and Instrumental.
12.80, Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Selections. 5.0, Concert of Instrumental and Vocal Music.
5.26, Agricultural Talk. 5.30, Relay of Concert from
the Majestic Hotel, Diana. 8.0 to 8.25, No Transmission. 8.25, Opening Signal, followed by Progr
amme
of Talks. 8,45.
,Sports Notes. 8.50, "Fedora, Opera
(Giordano) ; News Bulletin between Acts II and III.
11.46 (approx.), Close Down.
fgoyALA (1,880 metres); SO kW.-Programme also
for fitoekholm (464.5 metres), Roden (1,190 metres),
Goteborg (416.5 metres), Malmo (260.9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres), and Sundsvall (545.6 metres).11.0 a.m., Church Service. 12.45, Exchange Quotations.
12.55,1 ime Signal. 5.0, Children's Programme. 6.65,
Chimes, relayed from the Town liait. 6.0, Evensong.
7.15, Musical and Literary Programme, followed by
Old-time Dances. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
MUNICH (1530.7 metres) • 4 kW.--Programme relayed
by Angsberg (566 metres), Kaiserlautern (204.1 metres),
and Numb= (241.9 metres).-11.0 a.m., Relay of
Chimes from the Town Hall, Munich. 11.15 a.m.,
Weather Forecast, followed by Talks and Music.
5.60, Festival Programme:
"II Seraglio," Opera
(Mozart), preceded by Introductory Talk on the Opera
and details of performers, etc., Programme followed
by News Bulletin and Concert Relay,

.

NAPLES, Call 1NA (332.3 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.0 a.m.,
Concert of Sacred Music. 4.45, Programme for Young
People. 5.0, Concert of Orchestral Music with Soprano
Song Recital. 5.80, Time Signal. 8.20, Reports and
Time Signal. 8.50, Concert of Instrumental Music,
followed by "L'Infedle," Comedy in Three Acts
(Robert Bracco). 10.0, Sports Notes. 10.55, Calendar
and Programme Announcements for the following Day.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
08L0 (48L5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Ersà•Somhe (434.8 metres), Ramas (555.6 metres),
Notorklen (411 metres), Pongrand (500 metres),
Mahan (448 metres).-10.80 a.m. (approx.), Chimes
awl Divine Service, 7.45, Weather Forecast and News
Bulletin, 8.0, Time Signal. 8.5, Vocal and Instrumeal' Concert. 9.80, Weather Forecast and News
Bulletin. 9.45, Seen and Heard: Review of Current
Events. 10.0, Orchestral Seleçtions; Dance Music
Relay from the Hotel Bristol. 12,0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down,
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (468 metres) ;
0.6 kW.-Programme relayed at Intervals by the
following Stations: Bordeaux, PT1 (275 metres) ;
Eiffel Tower (2,650 metres) ; Grenoble (416 metres);
Lille, PTT (284 metres); Limoges (285 metres) ;
14ont PTT (476 metres) ' Marseilles (303 metres) ;
Rennes (280 metres) ; Toulouse, PTT (260 metres).8.0 a.m., Press Review and Time Signal. 10.25 a.m.,
Time Signal and Weather Report. 1.88, Instrumental
Selections.
8.0, " Le Radio-Journal de France."
8.80, Sports Notes, 9.0, Concert of Instrumental and
Vocal Music followed by Modern Dance Music from
the Coliseum-ele Paris. 1.2.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
PAR/8 (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,650 metres) ; 5kW..8.68 Cm., lime Signal on 32.5 metres. 10.26 a.m.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 8.45, Le Journal Parlé,
par T. S. F.: Programme of Talks on Health, Police
Anecdotes, Review of Sports, etc., by the Regular ,

All Times are reduced to British
Summer Time and are p.m. except
where otherwise stated.
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followed by Agricultural talk. 8.80, Sports Notes,
followed by News Bulletin. 8.46, Review of Current
Events. 8.59, Time Signal. 9.0, Concert by the Grani
Symphony Orchestra, with Instrumental Solos; Orches •
tral Suite from "The Fair Maid of Perth" (Bizet),
(a) Prelude, (b) Serenata, (c) Tempo di Marcia (d)
Gipsy Dance; in the Interval, Review of Review..
11.5, Last News Bulletin. 11.15 (approx.), Close
Down.

(Petit Parisien), (840.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW. 2.45. Selections by Gramophone, Talks Programme
and Press Review. 9.0, Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 9.25, News Bulletin. 9.80, Symphony
Concert. 10.0, News Bulletin, followed by Concert
of Instrumental Music from the Works of Ganne,
Planquette, Gounod, etc. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and EXAF (21.96 and
31.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-8.45, Christian Science Church
Service. 10.30, The Ballad Singers of New York in
their Repertoire. 11.0, Stetson Parade Programme
from Boston, Mass. 12.0 Midnight, Selections by the
National String Orchestra.
12.25 am. (Monday),
Baseball Scores from NOW York. 12.80 a.m., Capitol
Theatre Programme from New York. 2.0 a.m., Address:
Our Government, by David Lawrence, from Washington D.C. 2.15 a.m., Atwater Kent Programme from
New York.
2.45 a.m., Time, followed by Biblical
Drama from New York.
3.15 a.m., Experimental
Transmission of Television Signals. 8.80 a.m. (approx.),
Close Down.

PARIS (Radio L.L.), (370 and 80 metres); 1 kW.12.30,
Programme,
arranged by
Radio-Liberté,
Music, Talks and News Items. 8.0, Concert of FoxTrots, Tangos, and Valses organised by the Compagnie
Nationale de Radiodiffusion. 0.0, Musical Programme. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.

STAMBOTTL (1,200 metres) ; 6 kW.-4.80, Concert of
Orchestral Music.
5.80, Market Prices of Cereals.
8.15, Selections of Music on Turkish Native Instruments. 8.80, Weather Report and Time Signal. 8.40,
•Concert of Instrumental Music. 10.0, News Bulletin.
10.80 (approx.), Close Down.

PAR/8 (Radio-Paris), Call CFR, (1,750 metres) ;
kW.-8.0 a.m., Review of the Press. 12.0 Noon,
Concert of Choral and Instrumental Sacred Music,
and Address, News Bulletin. 12.45„ The Albert
Locatelli Orchestra. 4.30, Dance Music Programme
by the Grand Vartel Jazz Band; News in the Interval.
8.0. Agricultural Report. 8.15, News Bulletin. 8.30,
Vocal and Instrumental Programme, Ballet Music
from Ascanio (Saint-Sauna), News in the Interval.

STUTTGART (379.7 metres) ; 4 kW. - 11.0
Morning Recital of Instrumental and Vocal Sacred
Music. 12.0 Noon, Promenade Concert with Gramophone Records in the intervals.
2.0, Children's
Corner, relayed from Verbena, followed by Programme
of Vocal and Instrumental Music, Talks and Reports.
8.0 (approx.), Light Musical Programme, followed by
Sports Notes and News.

Contributors. 8.10, Weather Forecast. 8.80, Programme of Orchestral Music. 8.58, Time Signal on
32,5 metres. 11.28, Time Signal on 2,050 metres.

PARIS

PITTSBURGH, Call KDKA (88 and 27 metres) ;
25 kW.-4,0, Church Service. 7.0, Roxy's Stroll,
relayed from WJZ, New York, 9.0, Telechron Time
Signal. 9.2, Dr. Sockman's Question Hour from
WJZ. 10.0, Miscellaneous Programme from WJZ.
11.0, Telechron Time, Baseball Scores and Musical
Selections. 11.30, KDKA Ensemble Concert, conducted by Victor Saudek, relayed from the William
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. 12.0 Midnight, Telechron
Time, Baseball Scores, Ensemble Concert (continued).
1.45 a.m., Programme of the Whittall Anglo-Persians
from WJZ. 2.15 a.m., Goldman Band Selections
from WJZ, Longine Time. 3.15 a.m., Baseball
Scores,
Telechron
Time. 10.30
a.m.
(approx,),
Close Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) : 1.5 kW.-10.15 a.m.. Divine
Service, relayed from a Polish Church. 12.0 NO011,
Time Signal. 5.0, Programme from Warsaw. 8.50,
Programme from Warsaw. 7.1.5, Talk, followed by
relay of the Warsaw Programme. 8.30, Vocal and
Instrumental Concert by the Mozart Club, conducted
by M. Venceslas Napieraka, with Sophie Fedyczkowska
(Soprano), Sylvester Wesolowski (Humorist and Accordion Played, Works of Strauss, Fall, etc. 10.0,
Time Signal, News Bulletin and Sports Notes. 10.20
Miscellaneous Items. 10.40, Programme of Dance
Music, relayed from the " Palais Royal'' Restaurant,
Posen. 12.0 Midnight, (approx.), Close Down.
PRAGUE (848.9 metres); 5 kW.-7.0 a.m., Open Air
Musical Programme, relayed from Carlsbad. 9.0
a.m., Agricultural Report, followed by Church Music
Recital. 11.0 a.m., Outside relay of an Orchestral
Concert. 12 NO011, Popular Instrumental Concert.
4.80, Instrumental Concert. 5.0, Programme for
Workers. 6.0, German Transmission, followed by
Musical
Programme. 10.0,
Time
Signal,
News
Bulletin and Outside Relay.
RABAT, Call PTT (416 metres); 2 kW.-1.80. The
Station Orchestra. 2.30 to 9.15, No Transmission
9.15, Talks and News Bulletin. 920, Orchestral
Concert. 11.30, Orchestral Music ' relayed from the
Jardin d'Eté Cinema in Rabat.
3.2.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (526.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-10.15 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from the Mara Church in Riga. 1.0,
Programme of Tales, Songs and Music for Children.
followed by Talks for Farmers. 4.0, Afternoon
Concert, followed by Programme of Talks. 7.0
(approx.), Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Music,
followed by Dance Music Programme, and News
Bulletin; in the Interval, a19.0 p.m. Weather Forecast.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down,
ROUE, Call 1R0 (447.8 metres); 3 kW.-10.115 a.m.,
Opening Signal, followed by Concert of Vocal and
Instrumental Sacred Music. 1.0 to 2.0, Instrumental
Trio Selections. 88, Opening Signal. 8.0„ to gm,
Programme of Light Dance Music, relayed from the
Casinetta. 8.0, Opening Signal, Notes and Reports.

TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (891 metres) :
3 kW.-12.80, Instrumental Concert.
1.0, Chimes.
1.45, Review of the Press. 8.0, Exchange Quotations
and News Bulletin. 8.80, Instrumental Concert. 9.0,
Verdi Festival : Selections from the Works of Verdi,
sung in Italian, German and French--Rigoletto,
(a) Orchestral Fantasia, (b) 0 Doux Noms, (c) Tous
Deux Egaux, (d) Comme la Plume au Vent, (e) Miserere
(in Italian), (f) Vocal Quartet in Italian (g) Aria in
German.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.Programme relayed by Graz (357.1 metres), Innsbrilek
(294.1 metres), Klagenfurt (272.7 metres), and Linz
(254.2 inetres).-11.0 a.m., Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Selections and Songs.
4.0 (approx.), Light
Instrumental and Vocal Selections, followed by Talks
Programme. 7.0, " The Magic Flute," Opera in Two
Acts (Mozart), relayed from the Festival Hall, Salzburg,
followed by Popular Selections of I.ight Music and
Dance Music.
VILNA (435 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.115 a.m., Divine
Service, relayed from the Vilna Cathedral. 12.0 Noon,
Musical Programme, News Bulletin, followed by Programme of Talks and Music. 8.15, Programme relayed
from Warsaw, followed by Dance Music Programme.
U.80 (approx.), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres) ; 10 kW.-8.0 a.m. to
9.0 p.m., Special Harvest Festival Progiamrne, relayed
from Simla; Part I: Mass relayed from the Camp,
followed by Procession of the Delegations; Parade of
Agricultural Implements and Carts and Agricultural
Workers; Presentation of a Crown to the President.
1.2.0 Noon, Time Signal, Fanfare trom the Tower of the
Church of Notre Dame in Cracow; Aviation Report
and Weather Forecast. 2.0, Harvest Festival Programme; Part Il: Placing of Wreaths, Speeches,
Recitations and Songs, followed by Sports. Dramatic
and Orchestral Programme and Dance Music. 10.0,
Time Signal, Aviation Report and Weather Forecast.
10.5, News Bulletin, Police Information and Sports
Notes. 10.30, Programme of Fox-Trots and One-Steps,
relayed from the Oaza Restaurant, Orchestra conducted
by W. Roszkowski and I. Karbowiak. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
ZAGREB (310 metres) : 0.35 kW.-12.15, Instrumental Selections.. 5.0, Relay of Sports Events.
7.45, Wireless Propaganda Talk. 8.0, " The Magic
Flute," Opera in Two Acts (Mozart), relayed from the
Festival Hall, Salzburg, followed by News Bulletin.
ZURICH (688 metres) ; 1 kW.-11.1.5 a.m.. Concert
by the Station Orchestra. 12.29, Weather Forecast.
12.30, Instrumental Concert.
4.0, Concert by the
Carlton-Elite Hotel : The Carl-tu i Orchestra.
7.80,
Religious Address. 8.0, Concert by the Bern Wood
Wind Quintet, relayed from Bern, with Songs and
Pianoforte Music in the Intervals. 10.0, News Bulletin
and Weather Forecast. 10.15 (approx.), Close DOW11/
A
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Events of the Week in
PLEASANT

SUNDAY

AFTERNOONS.

A wireless set with loud speaker is to
be installed for the entertainment of
tramps detained on Sundays in the Sleaford (Lines) Institution.
0000
A RARE RANK.

Telegraphist-Lieutenant Walter Turnbull, who has just been appointed officerin-charge of Aden wireless station, is one
of the only three naval officers who at
present hold the rank of TelegraphistLieutenant, whi di dates from 1918.
000 o
" BLISSFUL IGNORANCE."

At the Westminster Police Court a few
days ago a South Kensington wireless
•" pirate " said : '• I plead guilty, but I
was in blissful ignorance that I had to
take out a licence at all."
The Magistrate ." You mean you were
in ignorance."
A penalty of 20s. was imposed with
1.03. costs.
BIG

0000
BUSINESS IN

AMERICA.

During the past half year the Radio
Corporation of America made a net
profit of 4,524,000 dollars as compare]
with 552,000 dollars in the corresponding
period last year.
0000
FIRST YEAR OF INDIAN
BROADCASTING.

Brief Review,

surnably in the belief that the set which
preserves its non-microphonic virtues while
looping the loop or side-slipping through
the air, is unlikely to respond too readily
to the domestic vibrations of the average
home.
Mr. M. B. Sleeper, the company's chief
research engineer, also uses the 'plane
for transmission tests from the air, and
even, it is rumoured, for television experiments.
ouoo
PHOTO TRANSMISSION TO SCOTLAND.

The Belin photo transmission system
has been adopted by " The Scotsman "
newspaper, thus enabling photographs to
be sent by telephone from the London
branch to the editorial office in Edinburgh.
TO

R.A.F.

WIRELESS.

A special tribute is paid to the R.A.F.
Signals Branch by the organisers of the
King's Cup Air nace round Britain. It
is stated that the R.A.F. sent wireless
outfits to all the controls except Nottingham and Leeds, and that during the two
days of the race something like 1,500
messages were put through. The promptness and accuracy of the transmission won
special commendation.

AND

SWEET ?

0 00 C

JAPAN

KEEPS

PACE.

JOAK, JOSK and JOCK, the three
Japanese broadcasting stations which are
situated at Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya
iespectively, have each had their power
raised from one to ten kilowatts. Relay
stations are to be erected.
A licence to transmit on 5, 38 and 80
metres has been granted to the Tokyo
Electric Company.
0000

SUNSPOTS

0 00 0
TRIBUTE

SHORT

WRNY, New York, is reported to be
transmitting images by television to 2,000
lucky patrons who possess the necessary
receiver. At the conclusion of each item
the face uf the singer appears for a few
seconds.

AND

SIGNAL STRENGTH.

The effect of sunspots on wireless transmission and reception is to be studied by
special apparatus which has been installed
in the Astronomical Laboratory at Harvard, says Tite Scientific American. The
instruments have been designed by the
well-known Boston radio engineer, Mr.
Greenleaf W. Pickard, who photographs
the sun daily, comparing the incidence of
sunspots with the quality of radio reception. Measurements are to be made on
the carrier wave of WBBM, Chicago.

The Calcutta broadcasting station celebrates its first anniversary on Sunday
next. The Bombay station was a year
old on July 23rd last.
While admitting that the first year of
working has not been so satisfactory as
had been hoped, the Indian Broadcasting
Company expresses confidence in
its
ability to make "far more substantial
progress in the months to come."
0000

BERLIN WIRELESS SHOW.

The Berlin Wireless Exhibition is to be
held this year from August 31st to
September 9th inclusive.
0000
SET TESTING

IN THE

AIR.

All the homely, old-fashioned ways of
testing the anti-microphonic properties
of receivers such as turning the loud
speaker setwards. stamping the feet or
coughing, seem rather tame beside those
now being practised by the Pilot Electric
Manufacturing Company, of Brooklyn.
N.Y. This company conducts such tests
in an aeroplane radio laboratory, preA 27

IN MODERN JAPAN. The new IO kil:)watt Marconi transmitter at the Osaka broad—
casting station, which Is heard clearly in Tokyo, 500 miles distant.
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IN FAVOUR OF A.C.
Some Useful Hints for Users of A.C. Mains.

F

OR amateur and experimental requirements an A.C.
is preferable to a D.C. supply.

It is an easy matter to create a source of D.C. from
A.C. at potentials greater or less than the supply voltage.
It is not so with D.C.
*
An A.C. or rectified A.C. output is entirely isolated
from direct connection to the supply mains. Accidental
earthing of the supply is avoided.
So long as certain definite requirements are fulfilled
rectified A.C. is easily smoothed. True, D.C. may in
some cases need only a meagre smoothing equipment,
yet in others smoothing proves exceedingly difficult.
Accumulator charging for L.T. supply is economical
with the aid of a step-down transformer. D.C. cannot
be so transformed.
Experience shows that an arc rectifier is agood method
af battery charging from A.C. supply. A liberal output
is obtainable. The small type metal rectifier will keep
a battery of modest size in good condition by trickle
charging.
A single arc rectifier can be used for charging both L.T.
and H.T. batteries.
The transformer secondary is
arranged to give both high and low voltage outputs, while
a high value of current limiting resistance is used when
charging an H.T. battery.
There is really little purpose, however, in using an
H.T. accumulator when an A.C. supply is available. A
well-designed eliminator is preferable.
*
If small low-capacity cells are to be charged, a ther.mionic two-electrode valve is recommended.
Accumulator cells are sometimes thought to be a good
solution to the grid biasing problem, but a small thermionic rectifier will be found cheaper and gives less
trouble.
It is inadvisable to attempt to obtain grid biasing
potentials by apotential divider associated with the H.T.
battery eliminator, or to use the " free grid bias " system by causing the anode current to create avoltage drop
across the grid biasing resistance.
Use asmall independent rectifier if a high grid biasing
potential is required for the output stage. After smoothing, ashunt resistance should be floated across the leads.
This need only pass a milliampere yet it will keep the
voltage constant as well as protect the smoothing condensers.

Remember that the voltage of arectifier on open circuit
is nearly half as much again as the secondary (R.M.S.)
voltage of the transformer. Bear in mind also that the
smoothing chokes cause voltage surges. It is, therefore,
advisable to adopt condensers rated to withstand at least
twice the rated D.C. output of the eliminator.
*
When using an A.C. battery eliminator, always turn
off the H.T. before the L.T. supply, and turn the L.T.
on before the H.T., so as to avoid excessive stress being
set up across the smoothing condensers.
A high resistance leak across the condensers affords
protection and prevents shocks.
*
Valves of the indirectly-heated cathode type afford a
solution to the L.T. battery problem. No corresponding
D.C. operated valves are as yet available.
If afloating L.T. battery be used with an L.T. battery
charger as asource of L.T. supply, then apair of heavy
current chokes are needed together with an electrolytic
condenser. Without the floating accumulator, the regulation is bad, or, in other words, the switching off of onj
valve in a set may cause the burning out of another,
owing to high internal resistance of rectifying device.
Output valves of the L.S.5 A type may be heated with
A.C. without fear of hum.
A.C. filament heating or heater leads should be run
as a twisted pair and well separated from the rest of the
wiring. No. 24 enamelled wire closely twisted up is
useful for this purpose. True, there is a danger of short
circuit across such thin insulation as enamel, yet the pair
can be tested before use. The nearness of the two leads
localises the A.C. field.
The effectiveness of a smoothing choke declines as the
current passed increases. Chokes should be of liberal
current carrying capacity with high inductance and low
resistance.
The lower the frequency of the supply the larger must
the chokes and smoothing condensers be.
It is safer, in order to guard against the possibilities
of " motor boating" and threshold oscillation to feed
each eliminator-operated amplifying stage through a
series-connected voltage regulating resistance rather than
to use a potential-dividing resistance.
Derive field energising current for a moving-coil loud
speaker from an arc rectifier. A floating battery is desirable for smoothing. Provided the winding is accommodated on a metal-ended spool, no A.C. hum will be
present.
A 28
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By Our Special Correspondetd.
Going

Ahead

with

the

Regional

Scheme.—In

Something New
Permission to Go Ahead.
The alarmists have been spreading
tales to the effect that Potters Bar is
about as far as the B.B.C. are likely to
get with the regional scheme for many
moons to come. This time the alarmists
are definitely wrong. Potters Bar is no
bar, so far as the rest of the scheme is
concerned, and . I am able to state that
the Postmaster-General has granted permission to the B.B.C. to " go ahead "
with any or all of the additional regional
stations so far as the purchase of land and
the erection of buildings are concerned.
0000

Activity at Potters Bar.
What the Corporation must tint do at
first is to attempt twin-wave transmission.
Very searching tests are first to be carried
out with single transmitters on the
selected sites to determine whether interference is caused to official services and
other interests.
The mobile transmitter which carried
out such exhaustive tests before the
Potters Bar site was definitely chosen is
remaining there for the present, occasional transmissions still being carried out .
on low power for the purpose of testing
relative signal strength in all directions
of the compass.
The foundations for the new buildings
are being prepared, and already a kind of
road serves to guide the inquisitive pedestrian who deserts the Great North Road
in search, of the new station.
0000

Site of Pennines Station.
With regard to the Northern regional
station, which will be proceeded with
very shortly, no site has definitely been
chosen, but I understand that the station
will be situated in the Pennines approximately on a line drawn west of Huddets
field between 10 and 15 miles nottli
Manchester.
The remaining stations in the scheme
will be located near Glasgow, Cardiff and
Belfast. The exact sites are to be chosen
very shortly.
A 29

in

the

Pennines.—A Compliment from Holland.—

Variety.—Belfast's

A Shakespearean Announcer.
If Uncle Rex .
Paliner is holding his
head rather high nowadays it is due to
perfectly legitimate pride. He has seen
in a well-known Dutch paper, " Radio
Bode " (and Ihav e rea d a translation myself), the following :—
"Whenever we have a difference of
opinion regarding the correct pronuncia•
tion of an English word we can regard
Rex ai a standard. His English, in the
FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry (5XX).
Arcusr MH.—Service front Westminster
Congregational Church.
AUGUST 211TH.—" Nurse Henrietta," a
one•character play.
Al urn. 31ST.—Orchestral programme relayed from Folkestone.
Daventry Experimental (SCB).
Ai Graf 2STII.—" Let's all go down the
SO and," orchestral programme,
AIGUST 2ffrit.—" Pitch and Toss," a play
by Bertha N.Graham.
Cardiff.
AUGUST 26DL—Oreliestral concert by
National Orchestra of Wales.
•
AUGUST 31ST.—" The Prize Pigeon," a
play by Laurence Housman.
Manchester.
AUGUST Eisn.—Variety programme contributed by Manchester, Liverpool,
Leeds, Hull and Sheffield.
Arum. 31ST.—Oilbert and Sullivan programme and a play.
Newcastle.
AUGI ST 30111.—Concert relayed frein the
Spa, Whitby.
Glasgow.
Aruner 27111.—" A Night Out " with the
Station Orchestra and John Henry.
Aberdeen.
Ariirst
31ST.-3Iusieal
comedy
programme.
Belfast.
Andst 20TH,—" The Shadowy Waters "
(W. B. Yeats). presented by Richard
-Hayward.

real sense of the word, is the King's English, or the English of Shakespeare."
What price the Pronunciation Committee now?
0000
New Station Director at Hull.
Mr, W. M. Show-en, who has just been
transferred from Manchester to succeed
Mr. G. C. Dailey as station director at
Hull, is not unknown to listeners in the
latter city. He served as assistant station director at 6KH before being trans-

Turn.
ferred to Manchester as chief announcer
in March,
0000
Two Famous Comediennes.
I hear that those famous artistes,
Clarke Mayne and Hettie King, may
shortly appear before the microphone for
the first time. Contracts are under -consideration.
0000
Tantalising.
'• Something entirely new in variety
turns" is promised for the end of September. "It would be a pity to give
away the secret," a B.B.C. official told
me, " but I can say that Miss Kathleen
Hamilton
who
has
originated
thi s
Hamilton,
unusual
of entertainment, has never
appeared on the stage, nor is her work
known to the public at large. But she
has delighted the guests at many private
parties.'
With this tantalising remark
lie changed the subject.
"OJO

More Relays from Belfast.
Belfast listeners have had to digest a
good many London programmes in the
past few years, so it seems perfectly fair
that they should he allowed to reciprocate. This they intend to do on an extensive scale in the near future.
Hitherto the poor studio accommodation at Belfast has militated against such
a project, but conditions will be vastly
changed with the new studio, now in
couse of erection. This is to be of the
new " double decker" type, 28f t, high,
and as up to date as any studio in the
world.
o
How the News Travelled.
Flight-Lt. R. S. Sugden, the winner
of Ulster's first air race, a running commentary on which was broadcast the other
day, told a B.B.C. official that when the
machines returned to the aerodrome the
results were not through. On reaching
his home in Belfast, however, he found
a telegram of congratulation awaiting him
from his father, who had listened to the
results broadcast in
Liverpool, over
200 miles away.

Te®00,
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
RED DIAMOND SWITCH.
This L.T. switch works on the conventional push-pull principle and is built
up on an insulator cut from ebonite rod.
Together with the one-hole fixing bush,
this gives a bearing length of hin., and
there is a complete absence of side play.

and ranged from about 0.4 volt R.M.S.
in the ease of the double bass and cor
.
anglais, to 4.1 for the tenor trombone.

The movement is suspended on rubber
in a light moulded case and is remarkably
quiet as regards mechanical noise emanating from the sound box itself.
ci
MAGNUM FIXED CONDENSERS.
The elements or these condensers consisting of ruby mica and copper foil are
clamped under pressure and hermetically
sealed in vertical type moulded cases of
dark red material.
Hexagonal terminal

Magnet syste.n of the Burndept p ck-up.

Red Diamond on-and-off switch.

The contact springs are strong and the
on-and-off action is positive.
Made by the Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.. 21
and 22, by
Sutton Street, London,
E.C.1, price" is. 6d.

The average output hovered in the neighbourhood of 1 volt R.M. .and it wr.u.d
therefore appear necessary either to bias
the first valve considerably or to use the
volume to cut down the input. Without the ‘oiume control a single pentode
should give sufficient amplification for
normal purposes.
The excellent sensitivity is due to the
use of an unusually large permanent mag-

Magnum fixed condenser.

nuts slotted for screwdriver are provided,
and all capacities below 0.001 are fitted
with grid leak clips.
Capacities from
0.0001 to 0.001 mfd, cost is. 6d., 0.002
to 0.006 mfd. 2s. ;0.007 to 0.01 mfd. 2s. 6d.
A "0.002 mfd." condenser was measured
and found to have a capacity of 0.0019

0000

BURNDEPT ELECTRIC SOUND BOX.
The Burndept pick-up gives results
quite equal to many of the more expensive makes, yet the price is reasonable,
being £1 for the pick-up alone, or
£1 12s. 6d. complete with volume control, valve plug adaptor, and 9ft. flex
lead.
Tested on a set of special records
4iving examples of individual instruments of the orchestral, no fault could be
detected aurally in the reproduction.
The maximum sustained voltages produced by each instrument were measured

Burndept

gramophone pick-up with

net with a differential or balanced armature movement. Rubber damping is employed, and the restoring force on the
reed is not, abnormally high, so that
record wear should not be excessive.

volume control

and adaptor.

mfd. ; all rated capacities are guaranteed to within 10 per cent.
The makers are Messrs. Burne-Jones
and Co., Ltd., 288, Borough High Street,
London, S.E.1.
A 30
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YOU WANT SERVICE
—AND LONG SERVICE, AND THAT
YOU GET WITH A "VARTA" ACCUMULATOR.
NO ACCUMULATOR
CAN
COMPARE
WITH
IT.
ITS
DESIGN
IS
SOUND,
IT
IS
MADE
BY THE LARGEST ACCUMULATOR
WORKS IN THE WORLD.
ASK US
TO
SEND
OUR
LIST,
OR
SHOW
YOUR
USUAL
DEALER
THIS
ADVERTISEMENT.
THE
MOST
POPULAR
SIZE
IS
THE
" L 2."
CAPACITY
30 AMP. HRS. ACTUAL
(THAT IS,
AND
THE

WRITE

CONTINUOUS SiarinIti),
PRICE
IS 12 - PER
2
VOLT CELL.

FOR

H.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.

These new products provide an extremely efficient H.F. Intervalve coupling, and are specially suitable for use in
neutralised H.F. circuits using ordinary
3-electrode valves of 20,C)00 to 30,00()
ohms A.C. resistance (impedance). They
are also suitable for use with the
Mullard R.I. and Varley Interdyne Valve.
which is self-neutralising when used with
these particular transformers.

LIST:

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD., 120, TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
LONDON, W.1.

gweig in

e

Long wave 1,000-2,000 metres with
.0005 mfd. variable condenser 24/.

every way

Medium wave 2oo-600 metres with
•cloos mfd. variable condenser 19/.

AERIAL

TRANSFORMERS — specially
designed for use in circuits where no
H.F. amplifier is provided, as each coil is
fitted with a special
reaction
coil, which may be used with any condenser controlled circuit.

rhat's because they are sealed au a vacuum,
free from any disturbing influences.

Loewe Radio Resistances

never vary. They
eliminate crackling noises and "false fading."
Current up to •xo watt carried without appreciable heating or change of resistance value.
Elements independent of applied voltage.
Perfectly homogeneous. Values available from
memo ohms to zo megohms. Retail price, 216.

Long wave 1,000-2,000 metres with
-0003 mfd. variable condenser UV.
Medium wave 200-600 metres with
.0o05 mid.
variable condenser 16/.

Loewe Radio Condensen

safeguard against
losses.
Dielectric value boon megohms.
Tested under potential of 400 volts A.C.
Values available from *0002 M.F. to mos M.F.
Retail Price, 'coos
to •oor M.P..
111*.

be
Ve*

'002 to •oo5 M.F.,

SPECIAL

TFIE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY LIMITED,
l'ounlayne Road, Tottenham, London. N.I
'Phone: Tottenham 2U711.
A31

for
39

0.1

The reaction winding is not connected to the
secondary coil of the Transformer and
therefore a greater variety of circuits is
possible than with the 6-Pin type.

1(6.

Write for leaflet

in every respect
RESISTANCES Fr CONDENSERS.

BASE (designed
-

LOEWEelD10

HIGH VACUUM

7-PIN

THE

MARK

OF

C22

for full particulars.

Virley

L11

BETTER

RADIO

Kingsway House, 101 Kingstvay,W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 5303.

Advertisements tor " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Drawings
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THE WIRELESS WORLD."

Second Edition, Revised.

11T ITH

the moving coil type of loudspeaker

VV the most faithful reproduction can be
obtained.
This booklet gives complete instructions for building an instrument, at a
moderate cost, whose output is suited to
home conditions.
The design has been
developed to form a standard for a:liateur
workers, as, when once adopted, the dimensions cannot easily be modified.

4
I
4
4
4

Price 18 post free.
Front Me oifi,s
Dorset House,

THE WIRELESS WORLD."
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
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unreached"

Wireless
-eTv-World
55, High Street,
Maldon,
Essex.

This is news which will be welcomed throughout the
whole of the Radio world. The reduction in price of the
world-famous Columbia High Tension Batteries—universally acknowledged as by far the best H.T. batteries
obtainable—allows everyone to enjoy their unequalled
performance.
Furthermore, there is now available a Columbia at
10 6. A 60-volt battery, equal in excellence and performance to previous Columbias, it is ideal for Portable Sets
and Sets where panel space is limited.
The capacity of this new Columbia battery is extraordinarily high when compared with its dimensions.
Don't delay—get your set equipped with the world's
most famous batteries—COLUMBIA.
Reductions in price are:
60 volts. High (Triple) Capacity (No. 4780) 20!45 volts. High (Triple) Capacity (No. 4767) lee
45 volts. Vertical High (Triple) Capacity (No. 4772) 16/6
22.5 volts. Power Grid (No. 4766) 1/!.4.5 volts. High Capacity Grid (No. 4771) 2/.
Send /or new Season's literature.
J.

R.

MORRIS.

IMPERIAL HOUSE, KINGSWAY,
LONDON. W.C.2.
Scotland: I. T. Cartwrigh ,.3. Cadogan Street, Glasgow.
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The
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. . When

sending

ad-

vertisements to your paper,
I did not expect to receive
replies from the Continent,
but apparently there is no
place which your excellent
journal

/

4

The
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/

1
1

By F. H. HAYNES
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1
4

does

not

judging by the
have received."

reach,

replies

I

(Signed) H. A. Knightsbridge.
•

Fun particulars of advertising rates will be sent on
request to ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
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MAINS EQUIPMENT

A Review of Current Commercial
L. N

article of this nature writt en atthe time when
broadcasting first began, would probably have
occupied half a page, the illustrations consisting
of a couple of ex-Government 2 mfd. fixed condensers,
a ditto " i,000-ohm" choke, and a few carbon lamps.
The vast strides that have been made in this particular
department of wireless technique since then can be
gauged by comparing the state of affairs just mentioned
with the present as reviewed in the ensuing article. This
applies no less to complete H.T., L.T., and G.B. battery
eliminators, and to those that eliminate the H.T. battery
only, than it does to separate components. It is proposed, therefore, to discuss complete eliminators first,
and for this purpose a number of eliminators have been
chosen. They have been selected for no other reason
than that they represent distinctive types of apparatus,
and are good illustrations of their particular class.
Dealing with A.C. apparatus first, we come to the
instrument made by Metro-Vick Supplies, Ltd. Its
purpose is to dispense completely with all batteries
without leaving even a small stray 14-volt cell or two
at

The Power

A33

unit by Messrs. Metro—Vick Supplies, Ltd., which
replaces all batteries.

Practice.

which the writer has sometimes objected to in complete
mains sets claiming to derive all their power from the
mains; but, of course, the claim is aperfectly just one, as
small grid cells do not supply power but voltage only.

The lgranic combined
H.T.
eliminator and automatic L.1.
trickle charger.

The leading features of this eliminator are the power
transformer and choke, which are built on very generous
lines speaking from the electrical point of view, although
it is pleasing to note that the instruments have been constructed so that they occupy a minimum of floor space
in the cabinet. The transformer occupies only a fourinch square on the baseboard; its height is such that it
could be used in standard types of cabinet. Similar
remarks apply to the choke, which can be made to
occupy very small floor space indeed. They are thus
very suitable for the home constructor who dcies not wish
his complete mains apparatus to resemble a dimensional
nightmare by Swift. The output terminals provide for
H.T. and G.B. (both with several " tappings "), and
finally two terminals provide for heating the valve filaments. A noteworthy point is that, although the series
resistance feed scheme is used for enabling various H.T.
voltages to be obtained, the arrangements for automatically discharging the smoothing condensers have not
been neglected, as they so often are. The whole
apparatus is switched on or off by means of a single
pole switch, which fully complies with the regulations of

236
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Types et Mains Equipment.—
the Electricity Advisory Board. A fuse lamp is mounted
on the front panel.
The Igranic eliminator is also of generous design, and
provides H.T., L.T., and G.B., but, unlike the instrument just described, makes use of a small accumulator
and a trickle charger. The technical design of the
eliminator is such that when the " Off" button is depressed, not only is the accumulator automatically dis-

q°7

'
,
•wesamiewiaaareeme/

In the Gambrel' unit the customary rectifying valves are rePlaced
by the metal oxide type for H.T., L.T., and grid bias purposes.

connected from the receiver and put on charge, and the
H.T. and G.B. supply to the set also disconnected, but
simultaneously a small red indicating lamp (which is
always alight when the instrument is in use) is extinguished, and a small green lamp lights up in its place
thus indicating that the accumulator is on charge.
It might be thought that this state of affairs continues
until the " On " button is again manipulated in order
to put the set on again. If this were so, there would
be grave risk of overcharging the small accumulator if
the set were left idle for any length of time, even though
the charging rate were very small. This risk has not
been forgotten by the manufacturers, who haNie catered
for it in avery ingenious manner by means of acleverly

The :Marconi MI PON% er L. nit for D.C. mains replaces all batteries.

AUGUST 22nd, 1928.

contrived automatic cut-out device. The voltage of the
transformer rises slowly under the influence of the charge
until it is equal to the charging voltage. Immediately
this happens the device already mentioned comes into
play automatically
and cuts off the
charge
and
the
green light goes
out, leaving the instrument ready for
immediate service at
any time. There is
also aspecial switch
on the eliminator
for greatly increasing the charging
current temporarily
Efficiency and compactness are special
when special cirfeatures of the Regentone de Luxe H.T.
cumstances dictate.
eliminator.
A point specially
worthy of consideration is the arrangement made for
ventilation by means of a specially designed lid. The
instrument is also fitted with what is known as a
" Boost "switch, upon manipulation of which the charging process is carried on at a much greater rate, such as
would be necessary in certain circumstances. Care must
be taken to put this switch back to the normal position
as soon as the extra charging rate is no longer required.
The type of instrument
which
we
ha ve considered
here is U.208 A, and
extremely lucid instructions
accompany
this mains
unit.
T h e Gambrell
eliminator
which
also caters for the
replacement of all
batteries is designed
on entirely different
lines, insomuch that
no valves whatever
are employed, use
being
made
of
metal rectifiers on
both the H.T. and
The G.E.C. H.T. battery eliminator
combines portability with efficiency.
L.T. side of the
instrument.
T he
arrangements on the H.T. side are the conventional fullwave type for use with metal rectifiers, and the L.T.
side consists of a trickle charger operated by a switch
on the panel. The maximum voltage available for the
output valve is 170 at 20 milliamperes, or 135 at 50 milliamperes. Five separate H.T. tappings are provided for
the output valve, and five for other valves in the set,
each separate tapping being taken through a separate
anode feed resistance.
The " Radielle " H.T. eliminator has two variable
tappings and one fixed tapping. The rheostat fitted at
A
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Type. of Mains Equipment.—
by means of one of the well-known " Bradleyohm "
the back of the instrument acts as acontrol to the whole
resistances connected in series. An ingenious idea is
output, and it should be turned on only sufficiently to
the non-reversible plug which connects to the battery
obtain good results. Any alteration of the rheostat
leads, an important point of this being that it is fitted
position will necessitate a readjustment of the variable
tappings. It is necessary to switch off the eliminator
before the filaments in order to protect the condensers in
the unit from undue electrostatic strain. The actual instrument with which we have dealt is " model R.K."
The " Marconiphone All Power Unit" does more
than its name implies, and eliminates also the grid battery. Being D.C. it is unfortunately necessary for the
would-be user to partially rewire his set, the filaments
being put in series, and special arrangements made for
connecting up to the appropriate grid bias terminals on
the eliminator. All valves must be of the same current
consumption, such as o.r amp. Only people who do
not mind the size of their electric light bill can afford to
take filament current from the mains with all valves in
parallel, and possibly
two
L.S.5
valves in the last
stage.
The Marconiphone
instrument is singularly
A group of well-known valve rectifiers, together with one of the
well designed and,
new metal oxide Instruments.
realising the difficulties of home conwith what are known as " floating " plugs, this making
structors, they pubfor greater ease in insertion and withdrawal.
lish a well-written
Passing now from the question of complete eliminators
a n d informative
to components for building them or apparatus to use in
booklet. It includes
conjunction with them, we can only consider a very few
several circuit diainstruments which are truly typical.
grams,
and
is,
Above are shown some modern rectifiers which intherefore, especially
clude one of the metal rectifiers by Westinghouse. Since,
useful. The meter
however, this last type is discussed separately in this
shown
on
the
front
issue, it will not be dealt with further here. With
The Radielle eliminator for A.C. mains is
capable of providing half— or full—wave
panel is used in conregard to the valves, that on left-hand side of the photorectification as desired owing to the use
junction with the
graph illustrates the well-known Philips rectifying
of two hall—wave valves.
variable
filament valve whose output is 1.3 amperes, its main purpose
control, a red mark being marked on the dial at o.r
being L.T. accumulator charging. This is in striking
amperes, passing which means damage to valve filacontrast to the new midget valve by the same makers,
ments.
and the new Tungar valve, both of which give an output
The Regentone de Luxe D.C. eliminator shown on
of a little over a quarter of an ampere, and are meant
the opposite page is compact and well built, the maxifor the trickle charging of L.T. accumulators.
mum power output being 50 milliamperes at 16o volts.
Below, the new Philips and also the Tungar trickle
Two tappings which are continuously variable from a chargers appertaining to the two valves we have just
very low value up to 200 volts are provided, together
discused are shown.
The former instrument has a
with one fixed tapping for
the output valve.
The G.E.C.
eliminator
illustrated opposite is provided with a leather strap,
and is easily portable, thus
rendering it quickly transportable from room to room
with the set with which it is
to be used. Two tappings
are provided, one for feeding the output and other
amplifying valves, and one
for the detector, the latter
Three populat trickle chargers. The Philips and the Tungar employ a valve rectifier, the Ecko, in
being continuously variable
the centre, employe a metal oxide one.
35
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Types et Mains Equipment.—
highly ingenious arrangement for fitting the valve
within the case, so protecting it, and in addition possesses a special switch which switches off the receiver,
including the disconnection of the H.T. battery eliminator from the mains if such is used, and at the same
time putting the accumulator on very slow charge.
Moving the switch in the other position reverses this
process. The latter instrument, which is made by the
well-known Rugby firm (to wit, the British ThomsonHouston Co.), is one of the most compact and efficient
upon the market. The valve screws into a special
holder, and is then completely enclosed. The third

AUGUST 22nd, 7928.

" 600-volt test" type condenser of 4-mfd. capacity, as
will be seen by reference to the adjoining illustration.
and yet its capacity is well over one thousand microfarads. The instrument on the left is merely two of

The Regentone and Pye transformers on the left are designeJ for
metal rectifiers, the Partneko on the right being for valve
rectifiers.
The maximum output voltage of the latter is 600.

A

group

of modern potential regulating apparatus, in
several well-known devices can be recognised.

which

instrument is the Ecko trickle charger by E. K. Cole,
Ltd., and employs a metal rectifier. The charging rate
is o.5 amperes, and it must, therefore, be put into the
trickle charger class.
Below we see two of the most interesting pieces
of apparatus extant to-day, namely, two " dry " electrolytic condensers, which for purposes of dimensional
comparison are shown with an ordinary type of 2-mfd.
•condenser.
They
r
are not completely
dry any more than
▪ a so-called dry cell
is really dry, but
are unspillable. It
will be seen thht in
the case of the instrument
on
the
right it is no bigger
than the ordinary

(Above) DubHier electrolytic condensers of
over 1,000 mfds. capacity, compared with a
standard 2 mfd. condenser, and with
(Left)
a group of 4
mfd. condensers of the
" 600-volt test" type.

these condensers built into one case, one terminal being
common. The possibilities which these devices offer in
the direction of smoothing L.T. energy are enormous.
These two condensers are by the Dubilier Condenser Co.,
Ltd., and can be obtained with screw terminals if desired.
The advent of the dry metal rectifier postulates the
coming of special transformers from the various manufacturers. An excellent example is the
"Pye," shown
in the centre of the
above illustration.
The
" Regentone " is another
excellent
instrument for use with
metal rectifiers,
and has an additional earthing terminal.
A noteworthy point is that
th e transformer
possesses two variThe R.I. & Varley adjustable choke
able voltage tapwill
maintain
various
inductance
values up to 42 henrys when passing a
ping points on its
200 tnA. current. The He ybeard fullwave power transformer will deliver
secondary side inup to 150 volts.
stead of the one
tapping which is encountered in some transformers.
Considering the question of L.F. chokes, one could
scarcely find a better example of sound modern practice
than in the case of the R.I. and Varley adjustable heavyduty power choke. This is an extremely large instrument, and is fitted with a special screw device which
enables the inductance to be continuously varied from
27 to 23 henrys when screwed out, and fri_ -n 42 to 15
henrys-when screwed in. In each case these inductance
figures are fully maintained with a current of 200 milliamperes, or, in other words, almost a quarter of an
ampere. Side by side is shown the Heaybeard type
No. 700 transformer, designed for full-wave rectification,
giving an output voltage of 150.
A 36
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World." Dorset House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.
Sir,—I have been reading with interest the various letters
which have been published in your paper recently on the align e
subject. I am now in a position to give you the Manchester
Electricity Supply authorities' views on this subject. In the
first place they sent letters to all consumers stating no wireless
apparatus could be connected to their mains without their
approval.
I wrote and stated I was using a high tension
eliminator, and stated the make. I received this morning a
letter stating that no D.C. eliminators were permitted in Man.
»ester. This seemed a sweeping statement, so I telephoned
Ile department. I was informed that even if all the latest
I.E.E. regulations were complied with, e.g., condensers in
aerial and earth leads and double wound output transformer,
no official approval could be given. The Electricity Department were of opinion that even then there was a possibility of
danger to the public. As regards A.C. eliminators, these would
be permitted so long as a double-wound input transformer was
used and other reasonable precautions taken. I venture to
think the dangers of shock are at least as great with an A.C.
equipment of this type as with a D.C. equipment, even if the
latter is in direct connection with the mains. The house fuses
are surely an adequate protection to the company's mains.
Be it noted, however, that this solicitude for the public's
safety relieves the Electricity Department from any shadow of
a claim for changing over the thousands of D.C. eliminators
that are already installed to A.C.
I think the aboie will be of particular interest to Mr. G.
Bourne, of Blackpool, whose letter is published in your issue of
the 8th inst.
Lastly, I think it is significant that I have been given to
understand, more or less officially, that I can continue to use
my D.C. eliminator so long as I appreciate I have been warned
and any accidents are on my own head; and I can make no
claim when they change me over to A.C., as is likely fairly
soon.
l'erb. sap
A. D. K.
Manchester.
August 10th, 1928.
Sir,—I read with great interest your leader in July llth's
number under the heading " An Electricity Supply Ramp,"
which seems to me to be also directed to the supply authorities
in this district, who are changing over their cui rent from D.C.
to A.C. in such a manner that the user of battery eliminators
are suffering rather badly.
In one case I know of the apparatus had only been installed
a few weeks prior to the change over, and the consumer in
question was. told that " the company were extremely sorry,
but could do nothing towards either allowing for the cost of
the eliminator or replacing it with one for A.C. supply." This
seems to be their attitude to all users of the old D.C. for H.T.
purposes, and your leader upon the question should go a long
way towards getting a definite ruling upon the subject.
Regarding the permission of the company being necessary
before any apparatus may be connected to their mains, the
notice being sent round here definitely points this out, and says
" that no apparatus will be changed or modified that may have
been connected without permission."
I consider that the Commission should enquire into the whole
matter as soon as possible, as the position is intolerable.
N. Kensington.
" DISGUSTED."
July 11th, 1928.
FIELD MAGNET DESIGN.
Sir,—I was much interested in the article on " The Design
of the Field Magnet " in your issue of June 20th, the subject
being one to which I have given some thought.
I cannot claim to be an expert on the subject, but should like
to put forward my reasoning. Iam more particularly concerned
A
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with the region of the air-gap and pole faces, which in the
designs at present seem to me to be very inefficient.
To illustrate, we will assume a core of mild steel 2in. diameter (I consider cast-iron out of the question), then, according
to magnetisation curves, it, is IBA economical to work at a
higher density than about 100,000 lines to the square inch, or
15,500 to the square cm.; this gives a total flux of about 300,000
lines for the core. If, now, we assume a leakage of 25 per
cent., the area of the air-gap for a density of 10,000 lines to
the square cm. must be 3.5 square inches, and this divided by
the circumference of the core gives a width of 0.55in., say
hin., whereas most of the designs appear to be about tin. only,
which must mean a greater density in the core and greater
leakage.
Now, if the width of the moving coil is increased and the
thickness reduced in proportion, the length of the gap parallel
to the lines of force can be reduced also, and since the ampere
turns are proportional to the length of the path, an appreciable
reduction in ampere turns could be effected.
Further, since
the ampere turns per unit length of path are proportional to
the flux denàity, would it not be preferable to further increase
the width and reduce the length as is done in dynamo design,
still retaining the same total flux, e.g., if the width is doubled
and the density halved, the ampere turns per unit length is
halved, and, again, if the length is halved the ampere turns
required are only one-fourth of the original for the same total
flux.
By so doing the pole faces can be so shaped so as to
considerably reduce leakage, which, as shown by Mr. Castellain,
is a very serious loss.

El
(a)

(b)

Two

gap

designs giving equal dux density.

I am aware that reducing the density in the gap will give
a proportionately reduced output for the same number of turns
in the moving coil, but could not this be compensated for by
increasing the number of turns so as to keep the product of
turns and flux the same?
The ohmic resistance of the coil
would be increased, also the weight, but_the motional E.M.F.
would remain the same.
What appears to me at present is that the efficiency of the
magnet is too much sacrificed to considerations of the moving
coil, hence only those who have convenient means to supply
the magnet can avail themselves of moving-coil loud speakers,
whereas I feel it should be possible to bring them within the
range of the domestic set.
To summarise, I would suggest that the air-gap width be increased and the length reduced, and arrange the coil accordingly, thereby reducing leakage and the expenditure in ampere
turns considerably.
I give herewith a sketch of the air-gap in two cases for
the same flux density in which (a) has four layers of winding
in the coil and (b) is broadened out into only t#°. The leakage
path in (b) is increased and the ampere turns reduced by half,
the turns and the flux density being the same for both cases.
Barnet.
W. G. LEE.
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presume that current is also derived

from the mains. In any case, the alternating component of the various anode
currents whether H.F. or L.F., may be
prevented from circulating in the external common circuit by fitting the usual
feed resistances and by-pass condensers
shown at R and C. Assuming a mains
supply, still greater immunity from
trouble will be obtained if you fit separate smoothing circuits for the detector
and each L.F. valve.
0000

"The Wireless World" Supplies aFree Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed herewith; these
mud be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of
queries of general interest is dealt with below, in some cases at :realer length than
would be possible in a letter.
Mains-led Filaments.
My four-valve receiver derives its L.T.
current from the mains, and all the
filaments are connected in series. Its
performance has never been really
satisfactory, and 1 have come to the
conclusion that a good deal of the
trouble is due to L.F.
which would probably be cured by
adopting the decouplIng method of
wiring, and also by fitting anode
feed
resistances.
However,
the
former plan seems to be quite inapplicable when the filaments are connected as in my receiver. Can you
offer a suggestion?
H. F. T.
As you say, the complete realisation of
the decoupling wiring scheme is impossible unless you alter your filament connections, but a good many of the benefits resulting from the isolation of the
various circuits can be obtained if you
wire your grid and plate circuits on the
lines suggested in Fig. 1.
We have assumed that your set is the usual combination of H.F. amplifier, detector, and
two L.F. stages. From the diagram you
will see that each grid circuit is returned
through its bias battery to the negative

side of its filament, and that no attempt
is made to obtain " free" bias by using
the drop in voltage across one or more
of the filaments, or by making one battery sene for several valves.
As for the anode circuits, you do not
specify the source of supply, but we
RULES.
(I.) Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) (tin be answered. Letters
must be conciaely worded and headed "Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be. enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given: under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to conatructional sets described in "The Wireless
IVorld "or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future articles or
photographs.

A.C. Filament Heating.
1 have been running a pair of L.S.5 output valves from raw A.C. with very
satisfactory results, and am no
thinking of replacing my first L.
amplifier with an L.S.5B supplie•
in
a similar
way.
Do
yot
consider that this alteration woula
be likely to introduce trouble from
A.C. hum?
A. C. C.
The fact that you have been successful
in using raw A.C. for filament heating in
the output stage does not imply that the
filament of the first L.F. amplifier could
be heated in the same way without introducing trouble. A number of suitable
and economical valves for this stage are
available, and as you apparently intend
to use an accumulator for the earlier
valves, we think that any advantages obtained are offset by the risk of encountering difficulty. We do not recommend the
plan.
0000

House-lighting Accumulators.
1 have a 110-volt accumulator houselighting plant, and intend to use it
for H.7'. supply to my receiver. 1s
it necessary to insert a smoothing
choke and condensers? ,W. A. E.
Generally speaking, it is unnecessary to
use any smoothing devices, although a
possible exception exists in cases where
the accumulator supply is used for operating electric motors.
Also, if you wish
to operate the set while the batteries are
being charged, it will almost certainly be
found necessary to take some precautions.
0000

H.T. Accumulators.
l'he charging rate of my H.7'. accumulator battery is stated by the makers to
be 100 milliampa. This is considerably more than the maximum output
of the valve specified for the " H.7'.
Trickle Charger " described in " The
Wireless World " for August 3rd,
1927, and I am doubtful whether this
instrument would be suitable for my
requirements.
Would you recommend me to modify it in any way?
M. T. C.

Fig. 1.—Precautions against instability in a receiver having
filaments fed from D.C. mains.
The diagram Is simplified by
tuning condensers, etc.

series-connected
the omission of

A higher charging rate could be obtained by fitting a rectifying valve giving a greater output, but we should point
out that there is no need to charge a
battery at the maximum current specified. In many cases it is convenient to
charge at a much lower rate, and we
expect that the unit to which you refer
would be quite suitable without midification.
A 38
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SeleCtiVit
In Lewcos coils you have
every quality that Radio
Science demands. They
are ideal for every circuit.

o
\

k

0

/
•

INDUCTIVE CONSTANCY
Inductance cannot alter in use.

LOW H.F. RESISTANCE
All coils are wound with Litz wire.

een

o

FREE MAGNETIC FIELD
Windings are air-spaced away from
metal.

all

EFFECTIVE CONTACTS
All connections are easily made and give
perfect electrical contact.
Obtainable from all good radio dealers.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LOWED
Church Road
Layton. London, E.10

COIL NUMBERS
Centre Tapped,
25. 35, 40, 50, 60, 75. Price 318
100, 125. 150. 200. 250, 300 Price 5:3
Double Tapped.
X60, X75
49
X200
7/X250. X300
86

Automatic Power
A single switch controls the whole power supply of your set with this compact unit.
A push of the "On "button supplies your set with both HT. and L.T. A push of
the"Off button
cuts off both and
connects the L.T.
accumulator
to
the mains for
charging. When
fully charged it
is automatically
switched off again.
No attention required.
Always
an ample supply
of power at a
constant voltage.
•••
••••••••--.1.1.›.

"FKCQ"
Mains Power Radio Devices
can be used in conjunction with all
circuits
whether
specified or not.

•

There

Igranic Combined
Auto-Charger and
H.T. Supply Unit
Model V208A.

Two types are available to work off 40-10
cycle mains of the following voltages:—
Range I. 160-110 or 200-220 volts.
, 2. 115-125 nr 230-250
„

IGRANIC

H.T. Section deliv,rs 200 volts, max.
at 30 milliamps.
10
tappings supplied.
L.T. Section 3 models available for
2, 4, 9, 6 volt accumulators. Charging rate,
:3amps.
Price. complete with Rectifying Valves
and Marconi Royalty—£16 2 6.
Send for List No. U265 for full porticojars of this and the other lgranic Power
Stwpig Units.

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD.,

149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Works—Bedford. .
Branches—Manchester. Birmingham. Cardiff, Newcastle. Leeds, Bristol, Glasgow.

Lik
,
\A,Iii,A
AAAAA/V\AA,^
AA AA AA ÁAAA
A39

is

an

"EKCO "

model for every purse and
for every voltage at prices
ranging

from

complete,
£4-12-6

1716 D.C.

and

A.C.

from

complete.

Write for fully illustrated
particulars, sent post free.

EMPLE

D DEPT. W, "EKCO " WORKS,
•• LONDON ROAD,LEIGH.ON-SEA
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MAINS SUPPLY
COMPONENTS
Including Single and Double H.T.
Chokes from 10/6 each.
High Voltage Test Condensers 2to 10
MED from 4-each.
Main Supply Transformer A.C. Full
Wave from 39 6each.
ALarge Selection Volt and Ampmeters
to suit all requirements.
Special Mains D.C. Resistances.

Wireless

Exhibition,

STAND No. 265
NATIONAL

Write for particulars to be sent when ready.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT LTD.,

DAY

(The Best in the West)

Ltd.

Telegrams:
"Titles, ‘Vostrand, Lend 'IC

JJJ

OPEN TILL 7 P.M.
E.

A REMARKABLE
ADVANCE IN
MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER
DESIGN.

Road.

HAM.

cannot afford to be wIthout "ELLIOTT "
interchangeable connectors. Any desired
terminal spade, pin or plug, may be instantly fixed without disturbing the leads.
The terminal is screwed right down on to
the wire of the flex, giving direct contact,
and the frayed ends of the flex coveting
are tucked snugly away out of sight.
Supplied in six colours with or without
flexible leads,

22.29.

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON, W.C.Z.
Tele/,hon.' (2 lines):
Regent 0921 and 0922.

spaikbLadrool
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The man who experiments—

Send your enquiries to:

WILL

RADIO EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA.

Gallery
Sept.

1928.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR NEXT SEASON

ALL ABOVE FROM STOCK.

248,

22ND,

SIMPLICON
RADIO
PRODUCTS

Complete range Eliminators for H.T. in Stock.

STAND

AUGUST

WIRELESS WORLD

sample trial met of lour connector bodice and
eight aanorted terminal, for 14, obtainable from
all retail wirelede depot., or in case of difficulty
direct non, the manufacturer..

Tie ELLIOTT (Patent) CONNECTOR

pRicE 2 .211:E EACII.
ELLIOTT, 126 -128, Brearley St., BIRMINGHAM.
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GOODMANS have already established areputation second to none in Moving
Coil Loudsteaker Parts. The "CENTREX" stand and Prame (Prov. Pat.)
marks a new era in Coil Drive Speaker assembly. Correct tensioning and
centring are assured with the minimum of trouble by the use of a separate
member supported on special springs, adjusted by wing nuts, enabling the
tension of the Cone suspension to be varied at will. The POT STAND is of
unique and exceptionally sturdy design incorporating the already well
known GOODMAN centring feature.
WRITE for illustrated descriptive Lists, giving full particulars.
EASY TERMS ARRANGED.

OODMAN

,64›,

040

4 0
.
040

Uka

27 FARRINGDON ST. ION DON. E.C.4
Telepl,nte

City 4472.

11j11

Mention of " The

Wireless

"WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKERS,"
by N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc., now in
its second edition, revised throughout
by the author, describes in a simple
manner the major principles of the
design of modern loud-speakers and
some associated circuits.
Clearly written and fully illustrated by
numerous diagrams and photographic
reproductions, the volume will be of
use and value to all constructors and
experimenters desirous of investigating
this vital aspect of wireless reception.
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Front all booksellers or direct from:
lLIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Detect Douse,"I udor Street, London, E.C.4
W W.5 4

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prom pr attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.

THE CHARGE
Columns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these

...

12 words or less, 1/- and Id. for every
additional word, e.g., 18 words, 1/8 ; 24 words 2/-.
Name and address must be countel.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy" is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions,
; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issae) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street. Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham; £80, Deansgate, Manchester.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver&
tisements
SONS Ltd.,
should
andbecrossed
made

"

Co •

- payable
Treasuryto 11.117E
Notes,

being untraceable if lost in transit, should not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private ad ver .ibers, let ters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of £8. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, c/o "The Wireless World."
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes;
in all such cases the use ol the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
VIP DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who heitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
time, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
must be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
remit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
amount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to ¿to, adeposit fee of 1/- is charged ;on
transactions over ¿so and under ¿so, the fee is 2/6; over
¿so, 5/, AU deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders stould be made payable to Iliffe & Suns
Limited.
05' HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A New Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement wdh the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents macle use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
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THE ALL BRITISH
SUPER FOUR
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The last word in Portables
Mullard Pentode Valve.
Trade enquiries invited.

us i
ng

th e

m2i

B. & I. WIRELESS CO., 2, Athelstane Mews, N.4.

SPECIPL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence all an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

1.41

valves;

£12, plue royalty (used for demonstration only).

ArAnçœn

Straight Eight, 8.11.,. in perfect order,
4. with valves and extra coils; £25, including
royalty, or offers-James Scott and Co., Radio E
neers, Dunfermline.
(0207
QECOND-HAND Receivers. 1-7 valves, perfect order;
KJ cheap; list.-Coutts. Engineers, Holley.
[9929
MARCONI Straight Eight,never used; price £35, or
-LTA offer.-A.J.W., 20, Lamb's Passage, E.C.1. (9570

HAMILTON WILSON

POWER TRANSFORMERS
for
BATTERY ELIMINATORS,
LOUDSPEAKERS, &c.
BRITISH
CENTRE OF

New ranges
prices with
performance.

TO
THE

THE
CORE

and reduced
even better

Type T.E.1 for "Wireless
World" Universal Eliminator,
L.T. 7 volts, 3 amps.
H.T. 200/0/2043 volts, 8o M.A.
PRICE

45/.

Postage 1/3.

Other standard ranges: H.T. 250, 300
or 350 volts, centre tapped.
Any specification made at short notice.

Wm. HAMILTON WILSON,

125/127, Red Lion Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

DEAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and componente, the mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
sets, using no batteries; some of these sets have not
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years-just a switch on the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over 800 pairs phones
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains eels
functions in a government hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadcasting station.
HAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 2-valve set for D.C.
-Lib mains from £19, A.C. sets from £18.
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd.-H.T. eliminators for
-11-a D.C. mains, £4; for A.C. mains, £7/10; eliminator transformers from 16/6; full wave rectifying
valves, 10/-.

R

R

EAD and MORRIS Ltd.-Why use accumulators
il A.C. mains are available? The Longton L.T.
unit is a complete substitute at negligible cost, always
ready, valve rectifier, no batteries, gives 1.2 amps
at 2, 4, or 6 volts, and ope ra t
es any set; price £7/15.
and MORRIS. Ltd., for moving coil loud14 speakers; delivery from stock; also mains-operated
receivers and amplifiers for same.
Demonstrations
continually, service always.
R RAI) and MORRIS, Ltd., un dertake the design
and constructicn of any type of radio apparatus.
We make for the individual and guarantee results. It
will pay you well to consult us before buying elsewhere.
R EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., have second-hand sets.
best makers only. Burndept, Marconi, etc., at
junk prices.
EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., 31, Eastcastle St. (facing
back of Waring and Dillow's), Oxford St., W.
[9592
ARGAIN.-Two-valve set, in leather cabinet, with
-1.1 glass panel. only £6,• including valves and accumulators. £7.-D. Kennedy, 84, Sellons Av., Harlesden, N.W.10.
[9651

-DEAD

R

ANGHAM 5-valve Portable, practically new; what
offers?-13ox 7719, c/o The Wireless World.
[9643

FREED EISEMANN 5-val ve Neu trodyne Set,

hi
gh
wave attachment, with 5 American and 5 Mullard valves, just overhauled by makers; £12.-Box
7717, a io The Wireless World.
[9644

Q-VALVE Short Wave Receiver, built with Igranic
1.1
neutro-regenerative kit, Brandes S.L.F. condensers, Ferranti L.P. transformer, American broadcast every night, easily controlled; g8/10.-Edward
Beckwith, Coggeshall, Essex.
[9642
MULLARD Nelson Four De Luxe, with valves, perfectly finished set. foreign stations assured, without case, including royalty, £16: accept nearest offer.
-Box 7676, c/0 The Wireless World.
[9636
MARCONI Straight Eight Receiver, long and short
wave coils, valves, all new, shop soiled, perfect
condition; £35 or nearest often-Brown and Birchall,
8, Nelson St., Morecambe.
[9634

S

THE SALE

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, viz.,
in the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
calculated at 12/6 per valve holster.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.
BITILNDEPT Ethopone Four De Luxe, w ith

ELECTOR Super Seven Portable Super -h et., l
ogge d
for most European stations; best offer over £30
secures-Below.
TGRAN IC 7-va Ire Super-het.; offers wanted,Godfrey. 3, New End, N.W.3.
[9631

R

Soldering
up -to -date
with
th
e
"CHEMICO' Solidified Soldering Stick.
Nothing is so simple to use, yet efficient.
With this preparation you are safe from
dangerous fumes Your clothes, carpets
and tables safe from grease or spluttering solder. If unable
.
Pnces:
to obtain locally, write

direct for
post' free

a tube,

3d.

3d-, 6c
1.

&

The County Chemical Co. Ltd.,
CHEMICO

Works,

BIRMINGHAM

ECE1VERS Constructed to any Publi shed Design;
best materials end guaranteed workmanship.Simmonds Bros., Shirland Rd., Smethwick.
[8628
Qv. Set, complete LS., 2 phones, 2 accumulators,
U. 11.T, battery, also mahogany cabinet, quantity
plug-in and 6-pin coils, fixed and variable condensers,
transformers, valve holders, 2v, valves, reels wire.
flex, files, drills and other tools, over 100 wireless
periodicals, complete outfit, owner going abroad;
£16/10 the lot; evenings.-" Lyngby," Chatsworth Rd.,
Chiswick.
[9672

W IRE LESS Teech
sets constructed
to any circuit from £4 upwards; seta over.
hauled and efficiently repaired; lowest prices; orders
from abroad accepted.-John Eacott's Wireless Depot,
102, Park Av., Mitcham, Surrey.
19684
WHAT Offers T-General Radio 2-valve receiving sel
7V and speaker, polished walnut cabinet, demonstration model, new condition; cost £12.-102, Park Av.
Nlitcham..
1968E
A 111PLIFIER Ba rga in—Cabinet 2-valve amplifier.
CI. 1.7/6; smaller, 16/-: D.E. valves, 4/9 each.Gillespie, 14, Wemyss Place, r"---- .

Advertisements tor ''The ll'ireless World" are wily accepted from firms we believe t
o be th oroug hly

re li a b
le.

.1.177-7
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THE

A DVERTISE M ENTS.
Receivers

WIRELESS

ABINETEL-Customers' own idea» and designs eatried nut in eat or mahogany, &driers for sets
moving coil, etc.; low prices and good vorit.-41. Hell.
Cabinet Works, Navigation St., Walsall
(9101

Q

CALITY Cabinets.-Oak portable, for Sunshine
‘08 Five, with aerial frame, fretted grille, etc. beautifully finished, 42/-; improved portable, oak, with
speaker and panel openings outside, 37/6; carriage
paid; all types supplied; special work quickly executed.-Nichols, Bath Rd. Workshops, Swindon.

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's Radio
s7 Doctors. approved by ri.S.G.B., W.L.
Save
money!
Let us repair and completely modernise your
sld receiver.
COTT SESSIONS.-Sets, power amplifiers, eliminators. etc., constructed exact to customers specifloat ions.
QCOTT SESSIONS.-All leading makes of sets supLY plied and installed anywhere in Crest Brita.n
(free installation London area).
COTT SESSIONS.-We have satisfied customers
throughout Great Britain. and guarantee our
eorkmanship to be always of the highest standard.
con,
and (yO.. Halliwiek Parade, Muswell Hill
London, N.10.'Phone: Mountview
3424.
(9686

IVICHOLS' Quality Cabinets, original and best,
11
American type, with baseboard, Melody Maker or
Master Three; oak 15/6. mahogany 21 /-; crate 1/6
extra. returnable; carriage paid.-Nichols, Rath Rd.
Workshops, Swindon.
[9442

S

THE Adams Baffle-cabinet is the revolt at over 2
years experinieuting with baffles and cabinets for
moving coil epeakers, tied is not a makeshift to meet
a present demand.
HE " Wirelees World " says:-entirely obviates diltortion effects
.. A unique design and should
become popular.
ADAMS and Co., 66, Finsbury Pavement, E,0.2,
for full particulars of Baffle-cabinet; quotations
nee for any high dace cabinet work
19537

T

anqsIoNs

F

BATTERIES.

ET H.T. Batteries-Parts per dozen ; Jars, 2vix
square, 1/3; zincs, 11,1.; sacs, 1/2 dozen;
dozen cells 118 volts). complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4/3, post 9d.; high efficiency, long life,
self-charging, upkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit;
illustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 10/-;
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.W. Taylor. 57. Studley Rd., Stockwell, London. [0039

1MMONDS BROS.-Best quality cabinets to your
own requiretuents: estimates free.-Shireland Rd.,
Sniethwick.
[8627

S

leg CLLARD Master Three Cabinets. 18in.x1Oin., all
Ire screwed together, beautifully finished; post free
12,6.-M. E. Hampshire, 139, Sydenham Rd., S.E.26.
(9674

.D.E.S. Accumulator Charging Servire.-Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon.-Setel
!er particulars to Croydon and District Electric Ser.
vice, 98, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croydon.
(9198

C

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

B

-

,,10PERCLIF Coils for A.C. Valve Recéiver, as specified,/326/
.t. pair; interchangeable lung and short
i
w

No. 2, 1/9 per doz.-80e below.
71N08.-Best quality (wiled). No. 1, 8d. per doz.:
LA No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orders /allied 51- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d. for postage.-British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
(9571
Q-VALVE Set Free.-Accumulators charged cheaper
LP and better; finest plant in North London; no
overcharging. H.T. specialists; batteries hired whilst
yours is charging; write or call for particulars of our
free set.-Browne, 60, Newington Green, N.16 (North
London's best charging and part exchange station).
[9673

ELIMINATORS.

UNBAKEN II.T. and LT. Chargers for A.C. and
Li, D.C., you may try 14 days.-Ardwick. Manches.
.er. and 39. Victoria St., London. S.W.1
10222
TANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
•a•
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for 11.T. and L.T. Lionium electrodes litted with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 anips.-Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd.. Liverpool.
(9503
ANSFORMERS, chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
to
any specification; 'phone for quotation.T
Kirby (Wimbledon). Ltd., 72, Merton Ril., Wimble-

Coils for D.C.
BERCLIF
interchangeable; 83/6

ERCLIF Coils for Super Seven, 3 L.F. transformera, complete 50/•; copper box, 17/6.

Sitarn Pocket Model
Meter, 120 volt.
High Roe.
4,000
ohms. Heavy
6
nlekel nalsb. I

BERCL1F
dard of

„/

POCKET

B

MODEL

RADIO METER

The number of Sifam Radio Meters sold is now
approaching the enormous figure of half-a-million.
The absolute dead-beat movement guaranteed accuracy and robust construction of the Pocket Model
Meter have, from the first day of production, won
the approval and confidence of listeners everywhere.

CABINETS.

THE SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
Radiometer
eadquart err, BUSH HOUSE, Aldwych, Strand, W.C.2.

Tel.:

Wimbledon

2814

[8987

MIMS Cabinets.-Tuble models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/-.
nIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Redston
Le ebonite if required.
Cabinets-Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from
56/- to £12.
IGBYS Cabinets Made to
m Customers' own De
oigas.
IGBY '8 Cabinets-Writs for
new
16-page art
catalogue.-F. Digby, 9, The Oval, Iluckney ltd. .
E.2
'1'hone: Cliesold 5458.
1012a

D

D
D

A RTCRAFT Radio
Cabinets
are Britain's
Best
.CM. Value; satisfaction guaranteed.
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
from 8/- to £6.
A ETORAFT Cabinets can lie made to customers'
special designs and sizes; estimates flee.
A RTCRArT Illustrated Catalogue, post tree; write
".• now.
A RTCRAFT Co., 156. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
£3. 'Phone: 1981 Croydon.
10040

A

Q

UAL1TY Cabinets for all instruments. portable,
moving coil and sets; all enquiries receive personal attention. To the trade! Ensure a good season
bv specifying Ramsey's cabinets-F'. W. Ramsey, 63,
Shaftesbury St
London, N.1. 'Phone: Clerkenwell
7139.,
[9463

H

AVE a Cabinet Worthy of Your Set; prices from
12/6 to 841.; list free.-Little Ilford Cabinet
Co., 94, Little Ilford Lane, London. E.12.
[9433

"POWER 80" Volts... .13,6
"POWER 100" Volts ... .22;6

•

Moving Coil Speakers and Gramophone Pick-ups.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.
Call and Listen.
Moving Coil Milliameters, 17/s, a 17/8; 1,000 Volt Test Cone
densely, 2. mi. 3,11. 4mt. 13,2, 6mt. 9/8, 10 mt. 14/81 BB. Snot
Units, 25,'-; Grafton Cone Unit, 10/11; all latest componente,
etc., stocked.
Pend or call for our—
'
Muyetini 0241.
138-page
Telephone:
FREE
Catalogue
COMEne RAFTON COMPANY
Radio and
Electrical.
Dept, W., 54, Grafton St., Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
writing

B

ERCLIF Coils for All-Wave Four; 42:6 pair.

B

ERCLIF Coils for 2 H.F. Everyman; 79/3 set of 6.

B

ERCLIF Coils for Selection Four; 51/6 set .01 4.

B

ERCLIF Coils for all

Modern Circuits.

B

ERCLIF Coils for Unn pproaelied Quality and
Reputation.
UERCLIF Coils for all Special Purposes; above is
only a selection; we quote to your requirements.

B

ERCLIF, the six year old trade mark of the
makers of the best coils, the people who never let
you down; send for our free lists before you decide:
trade supplied anywhere.-Simmonds Bros., Shireland
Sinetliwiek.
Tel.: Sinethwick 751.
[8870
USH-PULL Transformers,
Ferranti 0.P.3c and
1
A.F.5e, new and unused; 25/- the pair; post free.
-Wainwright, Denmor, Pork Rd., Timperley.
[9643 .

P

1DIERFECTA Coils, finest quality, at. reasonable
prices; compare our prices and judge for yourself;
try them and you will admit their excellence; daily we
receive testiniontabi from delighted customers.
A .C. Receiver, 17/6 pair; screen, 7/6; crystallised
•rX finish; D.C. receiver, long or short, pair (bases 4/6
extra), 32/6; Screen, 3/,
EW All Wave Four, short, with bases, 30/•; long,
N 23/-; kit of 4 coils and bases, 52/-•
VERYMAN Four or Three, 25/- the pair; 2 H.F.
Everyman Four, kit of 6 coils, 60/,
Parts for the Constructon-Litz 27-42e,
all silk green Lewcos, ld. ft.; Everyman spacers.
1/- dozen; Mk: paxolin, 3V.,x3, 1/3; 3›.4tx diameter,
1/6; everything supplied for the constructor.
ERFECTA Complete Coil List Sent luy Request; we
shall be pleased to advise you in your radio difficulties.
DeERFECTA Coasor Melody Maker Coil. 6/9. wound
with green silk wire on Mie parcolin former and
fitted with terminals, the finest Cossor coil obtainable
regardless of price; Litz wound, 11/6, giving even
greater range.
E4FEcra Coils are Constructed Strictly to Speci•
fication, finest materials only. Mie paxolin, Becol
ribbed formers, Lewcos Litz, and Resistan ebonite; we
also undertake to construct all coils to your specification; can we quote you?
Genuine trailers supplied.
"DERFECTA
Products _are Manufactured
by il.
Darker and Sons, 25, high St., Maidenhead.
'Phone : 1211
[9681

E

fte..ettte ;

SIEMENS BROTHERS t CO. Ltd..
WOOLWICH, ELEM.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when

Coils for Everyman Four, still the stan•
excellence; 33/• pair.

DERCLIF Coils tor Cascade 11.F. Amplifier;
each.
ERCLIF Coils for Screened Valve Everyman; 33/
pair.
B ERCLIF Coils for Standard Four; 77/9 set of 4.

leEWTON 200 watt 500 cycles Alternator and TransL
former, 45/-: 2-valve trans. 6-valve reeeiver, ex
aircraft, short wave, £3/15.-111., 49e, Arthur Rd..
S.W.19.
(9683

S.W.

Mains Three, as specified,
set.

.1--a

This greatly increased production has brought
manufacturing economies in its wake. This saving
is being handed on to the purchaser by areduction in
price from 9,11 to 7/6. Get your Sifam Meter now
from wireless dealers anywhere, price 7/6. Write
for interesting free leaflet "Detecting Distortion"
from Dept. W.

don,

ETC,

ERCLIF Coils for all ' Wireless World " Receivers;
dozens of types in regular production; any type
quoted for.

H.T.
Replacements.-Sees
(capped
or un
capped), highest grade. No. 1, 10d, per doz.;
W ET

CHARGERS AND

.•

Cabinets. -Contd.

for Sale.—Contd.

AVERY and Son, radio mechanics,
IT-4. supply commercial sets of any make and build
xi order, Radio Press sets to any published specification, old sets rebuilt and modernised: quotation given
for specified lists of components; cash, terms, or part
exchanges; satisfaction guaranteed-McClellan Avery
Ind Sun. Deverill, Warminster, Wilts.
19654

W

;

AUGUST 22ND, 19215.

WORLD

NA-cCLELLAN

S

•

to advertisers,

ERFECT1

P

P

will ensure

pompt attention

A42

tiLIGUST

Coils,
B

22ND,

I928.

Transformers,

THE

WIRELESS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Etc.—Contd.

.& J.—All " Wireless World" coils from stock.

J. Guarantee Every Coll supplied under money
B &back
conditions.
.
&
J. All-British Super Four using the Mallard
B pentode,
strikes a new note in portable receivers;
.

20 guineas, all in.

&J. WIRELESS Co.. 2 and 3. Atbelstane
B.London.
N.4. 'Phone: Mountview 1695.

Mews,
[0043

'LIVERYMAN Coils. exact to specification, 15/- each;
-LA 2 H.F., complete set and bases, 63/-; Selection 4,
complete set and bases, 42/-.—Jennens.
"LIVERYMAN Coils, approved plug in type, set of
-Ca 2 low wave and 2 high wave, with bases; 72/6.—
Jennens.
LITZ Wire ¡genuine), 27/42, 70 turns 4/8; tubes
and Mikapac, 3in.x3Vdn, 1/4, 3in.x4in. 1/6,
7in. x4in. 2/..—Jennens.
pVERYMAN Coil, ebonite bases, 1/6 each, screens,
3/-; sowers, grooved, with screws, aerial or
anode, 1/-; all wave, short 1/-: long, 2/6.—Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St, Birmingham.
[0075
Ratio Ferranti Transformer, in
25 -1161-.—Box
7722, c/o The Wireless

Permanent
Magnet Models.
Require no
accumulator.

£6 -5WRITE

LOUD•SPEAKERS.

FOR

NEW LISTS.

G

OGDMANS Can Give Prompt Delivery of Moving
Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with
highest possible grade workmanship; list MC3 on request.—Goodmani. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0089

Electro

SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
B AKER'S
give the beet results because they are of unwed

Magnet

efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert.,
page 15.
[0144

SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speayrers
B AKER'S
give the best results because they are of proved

efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval—See advert..
page 15.
[0145

lgVOOD Horns for Every Gramophone Unit; wood
vr horns fitted to goose necks, etc.; illustrated
—Maddisun, 1, Chapel St., Idarylebone Rd., N.W.1.
[8557
AKER'S SELBURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval—See advert.,
page 15.
(0147

to suit Re-

£3-10-0
and

£4 7The

R

[Dose

Tpi AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
-LP give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days approval—See advert..
page 15.
[0101
rr HE New Goodman Junior Reed Movement; 14/6;
the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, for
driving cone and other large disc type speakers; this
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments - second only in efficiency
and performance to our double acting reed movement;
full description hi our illustrated lists, free on request.—Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4
[0092
Di AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speake rs
-I-s give the beat results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert.
page 15.
[0102
A ¡B-CHROME Type Loud Speaker Parts, as de
£0t. scribed in the June 6th issue of this paper, can
be obtained from Components Production Co., Honley,
Huddersfield.
Send for list
[0129
A Ill-CHROME Type Loud Speakers Give Wonderful
L.M. Results, and, with the assistance of a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production Co.. flonley, Hod.
dersfield. Send for list.
[0151
SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Sp k
B AKER'S
give the best results because they are of proved
ea

ers

efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert.,
page 15.
[0103

Wireless

Press

and

Public
agree
that components manufactured by

B

EED Movements. Double acting reed movements
2-9. specially designed to operate cone and other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input, yet
capable of enormous volume with sufficient input;
will work up to a 3ft. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each; fair allowance on Brown A
earpieces. or Lissenolas and other units in part exchange; send stamp for illustrated liste of these and
seamless cones.—Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., KC.4

B

AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
-I-, give the best results because they are of proved
efficience; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert.,
page 15.
[0104

66

BAKER'S
SELHURST"
RADIO

GIVE THE BEST
POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVICE
QUALITY
If you require
Department

Free Advice.
Immediate Delivery.
Acknowledged to be
the best obtainable.

advice, write to the

Query

BAKER'S "SELHURST " RADIO
Office:

89, Selhurst Rd., S. Norwood, S.E.25.

Works (always open):
42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.
(20 minutt, non-etoo flow Victoria or London Bride.)

Telephone:

VIBRO-SKIN, special leather for fixing the dia V phragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price
2/6 per piece (1 lim square), post free, cash with
order; special terms to the trade.—The Alder Leather
Co.. 3, Southwark St., S.E.1. TeL: Hop 4448.
[0224
A MAPHONE KING Components for Coil Driven
£-A. Loud-speakers, highest efficiency, easiest to assemble.—Particulars, Amalgamated Manufacturers, 94.
Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[S578
BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO M ovin g Coll Speakers
give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert.,
page 15.
QUPERLATIVE — Nothing Tiolia
— Performance is
s..)
the true test of perfection, a Weisman loudspeaker gives perfect performance.
QUPERIORITY.-36 years of specialised experience
in the manufacture of high grade instruments
stand behind the engineers who designed, developed,
and produced Webson moving coil loud-speaker pane.
W EBSON Parta are Manufactured On ly by Star
Engineering, the first firm to manufacture mov ing coil loud-speaker parts for the home constructor;
use only Webson parta and avoid disappointment.
STAR
ENGINEERING,
Didsbury,
Manchester.—
'Phone: Didsbury 1785.
Send for lists.
[9620

ea
p
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quirements.

C

by

DAKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
A-r give the best results because they are of proved
;supplied on 14 days' approval.—bee advert.,
g
[0106

Models

01.I. Drive Units from Stock, the usual high
standard of workmanship associated with the
name of Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [0091

ovitro

Coil Loud Speaker Parts of Quality are
made and fully guaranteed
Components Pro.
duction Co.. Honley, Huddersfield.
Send for lists
(0&4
.
.
9
"fil XPONENTIAL
Horns.—American
Racon
spiral type, rig column 80in., hell 12in., over
all size 14x 14x 10in.; price (includin g ca rri
age )
, 32/6 .
Paton, " Wireless," Prest w i
ck,
Ayr shi re.
[9488

MOVING-COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS

new,
enormous output, 65/-; gilt tone arm to match,
38/6; first cash secures.-33, Wilton Grove, 8.W.19.
[9658

A IR-CHROME Type Speaker Parta to build the
.1DDI speaker that has taken America by storm can
be obtained from Components Productiou Co., Hanley,
Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0130

m

"OF PROVED
EFFICIENCY"

new condition;
World.
[9645

TF You are in London Call and See Goodman,'
1
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.—Goodmans. 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4. [0090
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GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS. ETC.
riENU1NE Panatrope Pick-up, gilt finish, brand

A43

WORLD

-

-

CROYDON

anti

All parts can be obtained on
Deferred Terms from the London
Radio Supply Co., II, Oat Lane,
Noble Street, E.C.2
INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS
MADE BY BAKER'S "SELHURST"
RADIO.

A VIS Aux Amateurs.—The famous Sferavox unit,
1-2. complete with all accessories, guaranteed 3
years, is the ideal unit for portable receivers; 22/post free; satisfaction or reload of money.
rellfE Best Cone Diaphragms are the Sfersvox; the
-1parchment paper is treated in a chemical bath
with a deposit of silver salts, and this process entirely
eliminates the otherwise frequently so obtrusive nasal
twang; dimensions in stock. 11%in.x3;Yein., 12Y4in.x
11%in.x2 1
/
4in.
to Whin.; the price all round
is 4/-, including the cone metals: postage and packing
f
ree.—Sferavox, Mark Lane Station Buildings, E
[9
.0
63
.32.
AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval—See advert..
page 15.
MAGNAVOX 6-volt Model, new, £6; Kone.(077
er.
-1-V£ feet, 50/-; W.E. Kona amplifier, with valves,
40 -—Boyldon, Beaulieu, Hants.
[9641

J'

AYNES
Design—Magnet
pot
casting,
10/- ;
machined, 17/6; spiders (aluminium), 7/6; brass
bobbins,
plywood rings 2/-; moving coila, 6/6
2/-; complete moving coil unit attaelicd toi9i6i2n:
cone and diaphragm, 18/6; 220-volt magnet
co n
e
27/6; 6-volt ditto, 16/9; ex stock; boring, turn i
mr
•erew-cutting.
castings to
patterns or sketch.—M .
Ilygruve and Sons, Inventors, Model Makers, Engineer ,
and
Electricians,
Constitution
Hill.
Bi rm i
ng l
eini
Central 3700. Established 1896.
BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coll Speakers
give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approvaL—See advert.,
page 15.
[0108
VORTEXION Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any etaage, pots. supplied, wound or unwound, guaranteed—Kirby (Wimbledon), Ltd., 72, Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8986
MOVING Coil Loud-speaker.—We manufacture the
J-VX complete assembly for the Haynes Moving Coil
speaker, including high or 1pw resistance moving coil,
mounted on Bristol board cone, together with plywood rings and cradle, for 6 volts 1 amp., £4/5; 6
volts % amp, £4/10; for 200-250-volt mains, £4115:
can be assembled in a few minutes, and will give
large volume on one L.F. stage; call and hear one.—
scientific Development Co., 51, Fishergate, Preston,
Tel.: 1364.
[0120
rpi AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
1-r give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval.—See advert..
page 15.
[0
MAGNAVOX M7K Unit, as new, bargain, £
11
20;
C.A.V. cone, perfect, £1, in box, and cost £212.—
Radio Exchanges Co., 29, Harrow Rd., W.2.
[9662

W

ESTERN Electric Power Amplifier and 3 valves;
cost £24/15, bargain, perfect, £4/5.—R
[9a
6
d
6i
4
e
Exchanges Co.. 29, Harrow Rd., W.2.

B

AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
-1-1, give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approvaL—See advert.,
page 15.
[0111

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly retiable.
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TAKE YOUR H.T. CURRENT
FROM THE MAINS

°Regi£11e"
H.T.

BATTERY

V POCH Moving Coil Now Obtainable with Copper
Foil as recommended by "Wireless World."

ELIMINATORS

A

FOR A.C. MAINS:
MODEL RAI. is in •clam of its own.... This unit has ahigh mitre.
300 volts at 85 m.a, and is the finest instrument ever designed for us@
with set, operating aMoving Coil Loud Speaker. Price 113-15-0. plus
18/6 Royalty.
MODEL O.R. BO give? 200 volts on BO milliampere load. First class results with Moving Coil Speaker Set. Price 111-17-6 plus 12;8 Royalty
FOR D.C. MAINS:
Model D.C.100 styes an output only10":,less than the mains yoltage,even
under load of 100 milliamperes. Excellent for use with aMoving Coil
Loud Speaker Set.
Price
£9 10113. complote.
powerful units
£3 151s.

from

Send for complete catalogue
II' .W. ti, free from
THE RADIF1LE
COMPANY,
LTD.,
18a.
Haver
stook Hill.
Chalk
Farm,
LONDON
N W.3.
'Phone:
11 ampstead
1934

V POCH Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed Without
Exception to be the finest mechanically and the
most. efficient electrically.

7POCH Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed to give
-1-4 the Finest Performance yet possible on any
speaker.
VPOCH Moving Coil Parts are Instruments of Pre-124 Cilfi0111; every part interchangeable.
VPOCII Moving Coil Parts are the Most Beautifully
Finished.
VPOCH Moving Coil Parts are Sold with a Guar.
.1.4 antee of Absolute Satisfaction.
POCH Moving Coil Parta —Money refunded within
10 days if purchaser is not highly delighted.
POCH Moving Coil Parts.—Examine every make,
but compare with an Epoch before parting with
money.
VPOCII Moving Coil Parts.—Windings for every re-12d quirement, but one model only—the best.
POCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd., 53, Gracechurch St., E.C.3.
Royal 8570.
[9619
AKER'S SELT1URST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers
give the best results because they are of proved
efficiency; supplied un 14 days approval—See advert..
page 15.[0136
AT Last, Marconi moving coil loud-speakers; get
.K.
a. yours direct from Groves Bros., St. Mary's Place,
Shrewsbury;. 6 guineas; accumulator or D.C.
[9671

B

ROWN Sphinx Cone Loud-speaker, perfect condition; coot £12/10, accept £6.—Forwood, Limps(9669
field, Surrey.
splendid
Amplion,
condition:
oak horn,
£3.—Milner,
used with
Brunswick
choke t
fi91
Rd.,
6
te6r
9
,
,
Pudsey.
B

AKERS
give theSELIIDRAT
best resultsRADIO
bese useMoving
they are
CoilofSpeakers
proveds
s

efficiency; supplied on 14 days' approval—Sec advert..
page 15.[0140
9 a a -VOLT Rice-Xellogg Moving Coil Unit for
VA!
Sale, without transformer, but with housing basr. never been used
£6/15.—Nance, Parade.
st. Mary's, Isles of Scilly.
[9656

PEERLE SS
Switch

ETC.,

FOR

Try one on approval tor 10 days and convince panne.
From all decriers and front stock from
EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,
6.3, Gracechnrch St., London. E.C.3. 'Phone :Royal 8570.
(Pun Particulars on applications)

PANELS

RADIO
7x 6,
8x 6,
10x 8.
10x 9,
12 x 10,
14 x 12.
14x 7,
16x 8,
18 X 7,

9x 6, 1/7
II x 8, 2/3
12x 8, 2/6
12 x 9,2/10
14 x 10, 3/5
16x 9.
21X 7, 3/7
24x 7. 4/.
*in. thick

1/3
1/4
2/1
2/4
3/4/.
2/7
3/2
3/2

3/5

Post Free,
Thoroughly
Money Bees
Recommended
G
tee.
for the Cossor
Meager Test
"Melody Maker"
Infinity.
BRITISH &BEST. (21"x 7" Panel 3/7).
Panela na to any else. Call, naite or 'phone Clerk...well
'Perdeforguotallone. Samples and /irises post free to Trade.
Croxsonia Co., (Dept.W.) 10,8outh St., Moorgete, E.C.2
Agents t—John Henry Smith. 130. Maltby ltd., Hull.
L. It.
Ilelynr, Ni, Chatubcrlin Rd., Norwich.
A. Stredwick a Co., 27,
Tlu NIkt.,Uhatham. Boynton& Cu., Ltd., 34, Bradford dt.,13'ham

SALE.

ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set:
catalogue post free.—Belling and Lee. ltd., Queensway
Works, Pouders End, Middlesex
[0018

ALL STATIONS with the " DAVEX"
the."Mullard
DA YE X TUNER. on

THE

Master

p VERYMAN
151-;

PARTS

are guaranteed
to be the •
Finest in
CONSTRUCTION.
Finest in
PERFORMANCE.
Finest in FINISH.
Price, plain finish
De Luxe finish

E

B

COIL

ea -10 -

E

COMPONENTS,

Master

MOVING

1

WAFS remember that Radialle is.r. Units are manulactured
by a firm specialising in this one branch of the wireless
industry. Don't be put on with "something lust as good."
Insist on Radielle for complete satisfaction. Tim instruments designed
for use with Moving Coil Loud Speakers are undoubtedly the most
advanced and efacient H.T. Units ever made for high voltage outputs.

Less

EPOCH

1,1POcii Moving Coil Parts Now Obtainable in Plain
finish. £3/3 complete; or De Luxe finish. £3110.

Four Coils, complete with base; aerial,
transformers, 15/-; 28/- net —Below.

OILF. Everyman Four Coils: B.B.C., set of three.
fm'
36/9
5X X.
set of three, 24/-; set of three
bases, 3/9: copper screening boxes, highly polished,
301-.—Below.

oosson

Melody Maker Coils. 7/6 each; all above ex.
stock.—Ohtainablo all dealers or Stone Mainline.
taring Co., 108-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
10068
V0(711 Used Gear Taken in Part Payment for New:
free cabinets; write for particulars.—Povey's. Woodman St.. Stockport.
(951u

Areriodic or auto-coupled aerial coil.
Spaced grid winding.
Reaction controlled by •9003
condenser.
Change-over switch incorporated
in tuner.
Made in six-pM or for panel mounting.
Only 21' required to mount on paneL

S

TORItY Bargains.—Blue spot cone units, 21/-,
usually 25/-; R.I. neutrodyne condensers, 1/9;
Ericsson 6 ohm rheostats, 1/3; Ericsson .001 variable
condensers, 2/3; Limon 25 coils, 1/3 each; polar 3-coil
holders, 2/6; 2-volt dull emitter valves, 2/11; all post
paid and guaranteed.—Storrys', Ltd., 143-5, Eastbank
St., Southport.
19543

3."

The Davex
new
6-pin
Tuner coil, 200 to 2,000
meters specially adapted
to the "Mullard Master
3" and modern sets.

ST.

BOV. l'Af
21/;:ole Jlantsfarturcrs:
MARY'S MOTOR CO., MARKET HARESORO'.

XCEPTIONAL Bargains in Transmitting and Receiving Gear at Second-hand; write for list.-E.G.-6L.I. Stourton Hall, Horncastle, Lincs.
19580

HEATER

VOUR New Cosmos A.C. Green Spot Valves, 161each; Rich and Bundy transformer for above,
£1, new; 4 Cosmos A.C. valve holders, 2/6 each; 4
Cosmos A.C. adaptors, 1/6 the 4.—Chrimes. Bryn,
Brassey Av., Eastbourne.
[9626
This switch is exactly suited for the control of
current where Battery Eliminators are used. Acts
oil both High and Low Tension and will carry a
very high potential across condenser such as that
passing when current is broken suddenly.
A Soundly constructed British Switch.
PRICE (es illustrated), 2 9.
Obtainable front all Deniers.

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
& RADIO CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
LONDON:
21, Bartlett's Bldgs.,
Holborn Circus, E.C.4.

GLASGOW
113, Vincent St.
C.2.

Mention of " The

TRANSFORMERS

for indirectly heated

A.C. valves.

G

ECOPHONE Condensers, S.L.F. .0005 and .0003,
R.I. Varley R.C.C., type A. all as new; half
list price.—Moorcroft, 55, Th.,,rrton St., Skipton,
Yorks.
[9627

E

XPERIMENTER'S Surplus,
Including
Ormond
Twograng
(12/6)
and
Get:optic»
slow
motion
.0005 condensers (10/ ,), Silver Marshall output transformer (new), 25/-; Gecophone super-bet.. partly dismantled, and cabinet, £7; cebinets with space for
batteries; list on application; can be seen by arrangemont.-63, V arwick Gardens, W.14. 'Phone: Western
1131.
[9628
A .F.3, 12/6; British General, 12/-; 3.B. .00025
11 S.M.. 9/-; Burton .0005, 4/-; -Peto-Scott .0001,
3/6; Mullard R.C.C., 7/6: 2-volt screened grid, 12/-;
Ediswan R.C.2, G.P.2, P.V.2, 7/- each; Sterling
phones,
Collingwood St., Blackfriars, S.E.1.
[9639

Wireless

Output voltage is guaranteed within 5% when used
with
or 5 valves. State line voltage and type of
A.C. valves used when ordering. SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS MADE TO ANY SPECIFICATION.
•

H. LONGTON & CO., Joseph's Rd.,GUILDFORD, Surrey.

World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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NUMBER Four-lour,

IN

Chapel St., by Edgware Rd., in
London, N.W.1,

A PPLEBY'S, opposite
.£31 Station, Chapel St.
N
Forty-four.

UMBER

Edgware

the County of

Rd.,

Metropolitan

A S a Temporary Measure, during reorganisation, in
-rA. order to cope with the continually increasing
demand on our part exchange service, we are transferring part exchange to the above address, to which,
on and after September let and until further notice,
all parcels and communications should be sent.
THIS Central Location will en a bl e us t
o
-L personal contact with many dozens
friends.

ma

of

ke be tt er
London

OU are Cordially Invited to Call an d M ake an
Inspection of the varied selection of new and
used material which will be in stock there; possibly
you may also wish to discuss part exchange, and to
follow that oft repeated and sound advice:
E COIVOMISE—pn good material—by part exchange.

Y

IT

Is So Good.

nO What You Will, how you w ill , th e mos t
-a' nomical way of buying is part exchange.
„IPPLEBY'S.—Part exchange.

eco -

JiEAT It!
l'ou cannot beat it; you obtain part of
what you want for something you do not—and
when the deal is over—it is over; it is not like the
proverbial bad penny.
T HE Best in This Time—now.

The YOUNG ENTHUSIAST,
By WIts.Stee..1.
(From ¡he 1..egtnners' Conoattiona

Use your
camera!
N

OW is the time of year
when you can take
pictures out -of- doors
If
you would learn how to get
the best results from your
exposures and the greatest
pleasure from your hobby
— read " The Amateur
Photographer" every week
It contains amass of helpful
and interesting information,
together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs
and free criticism of readers'
prints
EVERY WEDNESDAY

3d.

heAMATEUR

HOTOGRAPHER,
B.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Incorporating "The New Photographer."
ILIFFE & SONS

LIMITED,

Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.
A45

T F' You are not yet a Regul ar Cus t
omer , try
part
-1exchange for your next set, loud-speaker, or
components; you will save money I There is no need
to repeat this to our friends; they know!
And there
are many hundreds of them.
IT Will Satisfy You, too.
are Safe
YOUServit-e.
TF

1-

with

it

at

Appl eby '
s, th e

Sen i
or

You are not Aware of Our System, here
brief outline; simple, straightforward, fair.

is a

WE Supply all the Leading Lines of Radio Apparatus at Current List Prices, ami make no carriage
charges, except on accumulators and batteries, and
exceptionally bulky articles.
TN Part Exchange we will t
ak
e any Component or
-11
Loud-speaker, for which you have no further use.
TO Make Fair Offers we Must see the Material—must
—as it is essential, so send your gear to us to
value; in the unlikely event of no agreement being
reached we will return your material carriage paid; you
need entertain little fear, for our returns in this
respect are under one per cent., mostly due to a disregard of the following terms, which are absolutely
essential to lair otter.
WE Cannot Accept in l'art Exchange Old Bright
Emitter Valves, burnt-out valves, transformers,
etc., for economical reasons, and to allow fair offer, we
cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/nett cash value; also any offer made is as allowance
from an order of not less than twice the allowance
—but it is fair.
QO Send
avoid
and a list
to give you

17

outtalk
For three years now "Celestion has
been climbing steadily to its goal of
ascendancy.
To -day "Celestion "
has not only reached that goal, but is
maintaining it firmly. "Celestion's"
enviable position is due to its guarantee of ability to survive the six
most stringent tests of every highclass loud speaker. These are :—
EVEN RESPONSE — EXTREME
SENSITIVITY—REPRODUCTION
WITHOUT
ADJUSTMENT —
IMPERVIOUS TO CLIMATE—
IMPROVEMENT WITH AGE—
APPEARANCE BREATHING
CRAFTSMANSHIP.
Moreover." Celestion

is British

Made Throughout.

Summarised, the foregoing
reveals the pre-eminent loud
speaker. Experts look to it as
their standard ofcomparison,
the public and trade papers
are loud in their praise of
its outstanding merits,
whilst we have in our possession literally hundreds
of congratulatory letters
from satisfied users.
7/ore are four "Celestion"
nioctels varying in price from
£5 10s. to £25. They are
suppliai in oak and mahogany, and s'a shall be glad to
forward to you our free
illustrated literature giving
particulars of all models
and our
"IVoodroffe"
Type Gramophone

Your Parcel Along, please pack well to
breakage, including in it a list of contents,
of new requirements; we will do our best
satisfaction.

A PPLEBY'S, specialists in and originators of square
deal part exchange by
September lat,
at The Croft, Willesden, London, N.W.10; alter September 1st, Number F.orty-four, in Chapel St., London,
N.W.1.
[9599
"LIVERYMAN Four, coils, scre en , neu t. con denser,
-tut resistors, 15 and 30 ohms; 25/. l
o t.—Il edl eY,
Wood Flagg, Cliniger, Burnley.
[9629
ThAIR

Ferranti

Push-pull

Transf ormers,

A .F.5c,

poone0.P.3e,
attachment,
new, 32/-;
10/-; Amplion
H.M.V. loud-speaker-gramo
gramophone, large
mahogany horn, El; Edison-Bell pick-up, 12/6; three
60-volt H.T. Varta accumulator batteries in crates,
line condition, 12/6 each.-47, Kirkdale, Sydenham,
S.E.26.
(9640
T EWCOS Dual S.P. Screened Coil Unit, 2 Dimic
1-4
NO. 1 coils and bases, 2 each Nos. 150, 200, 1
each 250-300 Liasen plug-in coils, 2 R.I. transformers,
general purpose and 5 to 1, Britimac LP. choke.
McMichael H.F. choke, perfect condition; cheap, lot
‘.r part; rea,onable oiler accepted—Box 7677. clo
The Wireless World.
J. Retroactive Tuner, 18/6; M as t
er Three (p9a6r3t7s
LL wanted.-3, Gordon Rd., Boscombe.
[9635

:Mudd C 14.

cELESTION

2rhe Very Soul of cl(Cusic

BULOIN Can Supply Panel Dial Li g ht s an d Si gna l Write to Dept. C, THE CELESTION RADIO CO.,
Lampe; the former, costing 2/6, light up your
Hampton Wick, Kingston-on-Thames.
condenser dial and assist in accurate tuning; the
latter glow ruby red and warn you against leaving
Shmermryns:
French Agents
the set on all night, complete with bracket they coat
33/35, VILLIERS ST.,
CONSTABLE & CO.,
1/6; or you can order a combined dial light and ruby
lamp, which performs both above functions and costs
W.C.a.
PARIS.
3/-; special low consumption bulbs for 2-, 4- or 6-volt
accumulators can also be supplied.—A. F. Bulgin and
Co., 9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4. 'Phone:
Holborn 2072.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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4
M
SIMPLICITY
.:. DAmo HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD, Issues the Ile-AL liability Wireless Gnide.—Write to J. 11. Taylor
M.
is the essence of
e and Co., Radio House, Macaulay St.. Huddersfield, for

EFFICIENCY

717JAN pil.0:::) 11(
gA.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS 1
ai
M

m
M.

are the essence of

W

SIMPLICITY

in
ia

HIGH TENSION

LOW TENSION

:•e

For Multi-Valve
Receivers.

Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.

0

I•ei

Components

Complete

Fe:

k
e
ie

iti

from

S

ET 4 Igranic Short. Wave Coils, 6/-; B.T.II. B4
valve, 6/-; B.T.H. headphones, very good
condition, 7/6; 2 Jeanie filament resistances, 50, 30
‘usina, 1/9 each; 2 Bowyer-Lowe H.F. transformers.
2/- each.—Herbert Lltrynon, Ammanford.
[9667

S power

ERRANT' A.F.3, 15/-; Cossor Stentor Six. 10!-:
1..S.5A, 15/-; Everyman Four H.F. transformer,
7 6; all guaranteed.—Bentley, 27, Bavent Rd., Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
(9665

la

Units

[0028

END Postal Order 2,6 for Parcel of Dismantled
Components while they last, value astounding;
send to-day.—Hart Radio Supplies, East High St..
Falkirk
[9668

rOMPONENTS.

all
in
excellent
eondition:
2
D.E.5As. 12/6 each; 1 P.M.6. 5/-; 1 D.E.5B.
5/-: I Ferranti A.F.4C, 10/-; pair Everyman Four
coils and neutralising condenser, 12/8 lot, 2 Jackcon Bros. .0005 condensers. with Paient slow motion
dials. 7/6 each.—Sayers, 32, Larnach Rd., Hammersmith, W.6.
(9661

from

47'6

7 iee--nr:i •

K1

copy, sent post free.

M

M
ià

F
e
e
WO 11TH. Transformers. 4-1 x2-1; 1 each Debility
valves
required.
2. 4 or 6 volts at I an
No
T and T.C.C. .0003 fixed condensers; sacrifice, 10/replaceamp. No renewals. No
e No expensive
lot; or exchange 6-volt H.F. o,. super power valve
ments.
attention. Everlasting.
e
(American base if possible).-3Iorris, 8, Windsor Rd.,
e
Forest Gate.
[9657
When you buy TANNOY
e
URNDEPT New Goods (deleted from catalogue).—
e
you buy lasting satisfaction.
J
3
Crystal
detectors,
1;6;
hot
wire
ammeters,
0-1.5
e.
Write sr
for Mod,
amps., 8/11; vernier dials, ratio 7 to 1, 4/11:. geared
e
2-way and 3-way coil holders, 4/11.-' transformers,
e TULSEMERE MANFG; CO.,
5/11. rheostats, 1.4 ohms, for 1 to 3 valves. 1/3:
e
low foss .0002 anode condensers. 2/11 each; concert
Tulsemere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27.
roils (set of al, 5/6; short wave coils (set of a), 5/6;
:e
I)nrat coils: SI, 9(1.; 52, 1/-; 53. 1/6: sizes 300.
'Phone: Streatham 6731.
400, 500. 2/6; postage paid on 5/- orders —Rodwell,
[0208
::ree:reememmureciaaareureecanfflaa 14, Railway Approach, London Bridge.
•

,

MISCELLANEOUS.

C11M

pASY

Payments.—We supply, by easy payments.
components. accessories and sets, any make; 10%
down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.
11, Oat
Lane. London. E.C.2.
[0097

ACCUMULATOR KNOBS
Be Positive!
Don't risk ruining your accumulator or put up with
indifferent reception through the ill-effects of creeping
acid.

FIT CLIX NON -CORROSIVE
ACCUMULATOR KNOBS
with the patented Vaseline Trap that pre \ents that
creeping of acid, increases the life of your accumulator, and gives a perfectly clean contact at all times.
Supplied Red for Positive and Black for Negative.

5d.

EACH.

Extension stems for countersunk types of accumulators, Id. each.
Connections lo these knobs can be made by Clix-Lat
Plugs.
Illustrated catalogues free from any Dealer.

LECTRO

Even in the dark you can be sure of making a
right connection. The guiding groove and red
anode indicator of the TRIX Anti-microphonic Valve Holder ensure that. It possesses just the right "springiness" in the
socket. Good insulation. Moulded throughout in genuine Trixite; positive stops and
ample but not excessive movement. Price
1/3 each. TRIX Red Leg Rigid model with
Red Indicating Anode Socket, price 1/. each.
Particulars of complete TRIX
range of
tested components from
ERIC J. LEVER (TRIX) LTD..
33, Clerken well
Green, E.C.I.
Telephone :
Clerkenwell 3014 5.

rrIING.All Valve and holder, rectifies 6 amp. at 75v..
A
unused, 25/-; transformer for same 3 tappings,
unused. 40/-; A.C. synchronous rotary charger, 8, 16.
20v., at 0-6 amp., switchboard. 35/-; A C. svnclironeus
motor rectifier, 60 watts, new commutator, 25/-; all
above 200-220v. 50 cycle; 8 pairs B.T.H. headphone.,
brand new, in original boxes, 7/6 pair; Bowyer-Lowe
wavemeter, 150-60.) meters. calibrated N.P.T... with
transmitting attachment, 30/-.—S. V., 3, Oaks Way.
Carshalton Beeches. Surrey.
[9659

1
1
1
>i›.
i..1

PRICE

VALVE
HOLDERS
leave nothing to chance.

LINX

LTD.,

254 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1
Mention of

The

A LEXANDER BLACK. The Wireless Donor, will
zit call (London and Heine Counties) and sure your
'et; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
date; moving nul sneaker, gramophone piek-ups, and
II.T. eliminators demonstrated by appointment.-2a,
Woodville Grove, N.16. Sloane 5105, or Clissold 3687.
t7
QILVER Plating at Home.—With my new Invention1
IC you can really silver plate brass taps, medals,
brooches, coins, vases, rods, watch chains, door knobs,
cutlery, eyrie fittings, and a thousand other metal
articles in every home; trial will convince; liberal
outfit 1/6.—Spaho, 2, Sydney Terrace, Lancaster.
[9682
OIN. Spark Coils, massive build, complete with interrupter and points. 12/6; ditto. sound windings, no interrupter, 8 mid. condenser included, 7/6.—
Below.
IGH Class Polarised Relays, new, complete with
points,
glass
top
glass
case,
41,4in.x 23
/ 1n.,
4
mounted on polished base, with terminals, 30/-.—
Below.
ICROPHONES for Speech and Music Transmission.
2/-; microphone transformers, small 2/, large
3/6; microphime buttons. 1/-; large earphones. 1/6;
hand telephones, complete with earphone and micro.
phone, 4/-; 42 gauge wire wound 1,000 ohm chokes.
1/-; new single way Dewar switches.
1/•: good
buzzers, in case, 1/-; cone speaker permanent magnets, wound bobbins, 2/G.—Below.

H

M

L

ARGE Desk Type Fan Motors. no fans. 110 volts
D.C., very suitable for making 100-volt dyne lllll s
for charging II.T. accumulators; 10/- eacb.—Below.
1h.p. Motor Blowers. 110 volts D.C., direct coupled.
4 as new. 40/-; new 11.T. transformers, 50-1 ratio,
4in.x 3in.x 3in.. new, 5/-; 6471. aeroplane magnetos.
no breakers, make good 11.T. generators. 7/6; hand
driven 11.'1'. generators, 80 volts 10 milliamps, 5/-.—
Below.
HARGING Dynamos, 14 volts 12 amps.. ball hearing, carbon brushes, new-condition, massive build
for continuous running, 35/-; electric sell starters for
cars, u rewound would make splendid dynamos, 6
or 12 volts, 15/- each.—Below.

"Use ETON and avoid eaten CELLS."
Eton Primary H. F. Battery. l'. Porous Pot
Cells.
Si and S2 Sac Cells.
All complete.
&call
12-cell 30-cell
PI
61d.
.. 3/3 •• 519 •• 14/SI
6d.
•. 34, .. 513
: 12/..
S2
4jd
.. 2/6 .. 3/10 ..
9/8
Send lid, stamp for booklet giving full

THE uele GLASS
46 St. Mary's Road,
to

r

'

BATTERY
LEYTON.

CO.
E.10.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Post tree.
Terms to leash'.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

Dept. Wood,
NV.
London, 13.W.1941
1 \214, High Street, Colliers

THE

'Lindley

„
5

The finest Indoor and Outdoor
Portable obtainable.
A Portable Receiver that for Purity,
Range, Volume and Selectivity is far
ahead of all others.
All components are British and the set
is easqy tuned for Continental stations.
All-in

Price

£30

Royalties
Paid

Polished Mahogany Cabinet embodying
Amplion Cone Loudspeaker.
Nickel Plated ball-bearing Turntable
and canvas slip-over cover supplied free
A few shopsoiled Portable Sets at
Bargain Prices. Send for list W.

C

A LL Above Goods Guaranteed, full cash refunded if
-Z-1- not suitable; cash with order; 3 days' approval
(rem (late of delivery; all letters answered.—Galpin.
Binfield Heath, an .Henley-on-Thames.
[9

Wireless

World,"

when writing to advertisers,

Telephone rHolborn 3052.
14 Great Queen S
,Kin aws ,LONDON W.C.2

will ensure prompt attention
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Miscellaneous.—Contd.
MaNGINEERS (all grades).—Have you seen the latest
-1-2 edition of " Engineering Opportunities"I In this
book Professor A. M. Low tells of the opportunities
engineers of all descriptions are missing; the book also
gives details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
etc., exams., and over 40 other engineering home study
cuurses; we alone guarantee no pass, no fee; don't
neglect this offer, send for free book now (state subject.
or exam.).—British Institute of Engineering Technelogy, 87, Shakespeare ¡fouie, Leicester Sq., London.
W.C.2.
[9557
MICROAMMETER, Cambridge and Paul unipivot
portable instrument, with parralase. 75 ram.
scale, 30-0-30 microamps; £4/10: deposit -Turpin.
" Reculver," Colindeep Lane, N.W.9.
(9585
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.. Great Britain's Radio
ls7 Doctors—Sets
visited,
London
area.—Halliwick
Parade, aloswell Hill, London, N.10. 'Phone: Mount.
view 8424.
[9687

PATENT

AGENTS.

PATENTS and Trade Marks, British and hirelstn.—
A
Gee and Co. (II T P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52. Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525
(0001
ING'S PATENT AGENCY. Led. (B. T.
King.
Regi.tered Patent Agent, 0.11., II.S., told Cunt.
—Free advice handbook and constitutions ; 40 yours'
reference,..-146a. Queen Victoria St.. London, E.C.4.
[0002
K

REPAIRS.

TWELVE
Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
Repairs: city make of L.F. transformer, head-

phones, or loud-epeaker repaired and &swelled within
48 hours; 4/-, post free; don't discord if burnt out;
terms to trade.—Transtormer Repair Co. (Dept. W.).
214, High St., Colliers Wood. 13.W.19.
[0011

R

EPAIRS returned Post Free, an d t
o ensure sat i
sfaction send remittance alter approval of same.—
Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
OIID-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any resistance and remagnetised. 3/-; trandormers rewound, 4/-; sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.—Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[9568

Situations

Everything
from
the
Mains.
400
440
500
750
Soo
r,000

„
e
„
o
„
„

4

„
„
„
„

3
3
5
3

REPRESENTATITES Required Throughout Great
Britain to Inspeet and Adjnet Receiving Sets;
profitabl e evening nocupation to keen young radio en thiudasts. Melt and wouten.—Write, stating experience.
to Box 7718, c.'o The Wireless World.
[964i
20

ma.

20

„

30
5)
60
io
r20

„
„
„

Centre tapped

4 volts
4
3.3
5 „
5,,
8 „
8 „

o.8 amps. 12/6
1.6
„
176
1
20 —
2
„ 28 —
2
3
„
3
„ 60,—

„
„
„
„

126
126
12/6
814

8.5
30
50
250

„ 1.6
„
„ 2
„
„ 2
„
, 16o nia.

12 6
17,6
22,6
17,6

1
LT. and L.T. Filter Chokes.
5o henrys 25 ma. 12/6
30
„
50 „ 12,6

.25 henrys it
100

„

100

amp. 126
ma. 20 —

Largest and most valied stocks in London of Eliminator and
tbargee Components and Meters. Delivery ex stock. Lists tree.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
8/9, Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.G. 3.
(One minute from Monument Underground Station).

GVARANTEED

Repairs by Experts; lond-tmeakere
headphones, pick-ups, any make or type, rewound,
reinagnetieed and adjusted; post free 4/-; L.F. transformera and chokes, rewound from 4/-, poet tree—Howell,
42, Fotheringham Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[9652
V01.711 Set Rewired for Coming Season from 2/6 per
valve holder; modern circuits; moving coils.
power amplifiers, screened grid sets repaired.—The
Radio Sdecialiet, 21, Shortland, Rd., Kingston-onThames.
[9670

PERFECT TERMINALS

WANTED.
0013 Cone Lond-spenker, in first claret (erudition;
Wireless World Deposit System; used:—Box 7651,
co The Wireless World.
[9630
" 'VXTIRELESS WORLD," Vol. xx, No. 17 (Ap ril 27,
Y 1927),
good
condition.—Royal
Signals
Mese,
Wie,buden, Germany.
[9653
Coss« 610P. 610L, also 2-volt S.G. valve.
—Box 7733, c/o The Wireless World.
[9678

W

ANTED, components for " Wireless Magazine" All
the World Five, also 6-volt S.G. valve.—Box
7734, c/o The Wireless World,
19679

W

ANTED, .0005 Ormond friction S.M. condenser,
good L.F. transformer, and gramophone motor.—
Box 7735, c/o The Wireless World.
[9680

EXCHANGE.
DART Exchange; best offer s made without seeing
-1muterial; ctietorner'e own reasonable fertile accepted.
—G. A. Ryell, 182. Kennington ltd, London.
19606
DADIO EXCHANGES Co., specialists in part exchange.—Send your parcel of used components and
list of new requirements to 29, Harrow Rd., W.2.
[9662

SITUATIONS VACANT,

W

IRELESS Journal requires boy leaving school
with wireless bent, for editorial .department.
Will receive training in periodical journalism and
have some laboratory experience.
State age, education, starting salary, and send (if any) specimens of
work contributed to school magazine or other publication.—Box 7647, c/o The Wireless World.
[9624
3 Steen Wireless Shop
2 oretate
fug experience and

7640, c/o

A

The Wireless

World.

£47

W

ANTED, test room assistant, knowledge of wireless
valve set testing, quick at locating faults, electrical and mechanical inspection.—State experience and
wages required to Box 7732, c/o The Wireless World.
[9676

SITUATIONS

WANTED,

diploma in radio, 4 years' private
experience, all types of receivers, seeks situation,
eorkshop or laboratory preferred.—Box 7731, c/o The
tireless World.
[9675
DVERTIMER, 22,

WIRELESS Operator, age 17, first class P.M.G.,
requires technical post, home or abroad, lull
theoretical knowledge, keen; Oxford certificate.—Shaw.
18, Leyburn Grove Shipley, Yorks.
[9660

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
S TEP by Step Wireless a complete conree of

theory of electricity in relati on to
,lesign ot wireless apparatus, eliminators,
with extracts from a designer's notebook
date practical applications; issued weekly,
for first 4 weeks.—Clifford Presslund.
Dept. W.W., Hampton-on-Thauree.

the
th e prac ti cal
circuits, etc.,
giving up-tosend 11- p.o.
Eng.,
[0195

" rrHE A.B.C. of the Superliet," by Mr. -Claude L.
•e• Lyons, M.I.R.E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory diagrams
or
photographe,
and
including
complete
schematic and point-to-point wiring plan of the famous
" Evening
Chronicle"
8-valse
superheterodyne
receiver
The only book of its kind et present in
existence; recently described by the Editor of •• The
Wireless World" aa "A fuecinating
booklet.
.
A lutid description of the operation of the tamerhet
receiver. .. • With constructional details and useful
hints and for the home conetruetor."—Only 8d. complete, post free, from Claude Lyons. Ltd. (0.R. Quality
Parts), 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[0159
ET 11.1'. Batteries are now a proved success;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper.—Taylor, 57. Studley Rd.. Stockwell. London.
"
[M7
ETTING the Most Out of Radio," a 76-page
intensely educational catalogue, 200 illust ra Iions, gide to receiver maintenance, all about superhets all about 11.T, eliminators, components for
reception and transmission, something really new
and worth while for everybody, including the advanced research worker; includes a guide to literature and the best circuits; no enthusiast should be
without it, and it will save you money in the end;
owing to heavy cost of printing and preparation
(blocks alone cost over £150) we cannot give these
away; price of this unique art catalogue-76 pages
crammed lull of interest—l/., post free; we will refund the 1/- as a rebate on your first order value
5/- or more.—Clande Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St.,
Liverpool, Lancs.
[
0;6,0

G

The uni que advantages of the
Belling-Lee patented terminal:—
Insulated Non-rotating engraved top.
Highly finished screw-action insulated
head.
Non-threaded stem and cross-hole.
Specially made to grip spade or pin
terminal or flex.
Shielded metal clamping faces.
Highly finished insulated collar.
Metal parts nickelled.
Transverse slot with clamping
eliminating soldering.
Guaranteed.

nut,

PRICES.
Type "B" — Standard large
insulated model. Polished black bakelite,
9d. each.
Type " M "—As type "B" but smaller,
and with only the engraved top insulated,
rest nickel-plated brass, 6d. each.
Type "R "—Cheap competitive insulated
terminal with rotating name, 3d. each.
Made with 30 di fferent engravings.

1XTIRELESS WORL1),"
-P.
W.,"
" A.
"
TV "Constructor,"
" M.
W.,"
practically
every
number for 1927 in good condition' whet °gent;
separately
or
in
bulk;
please
include
postage.—
BII/ZVCH.
[965C

ASTONISHING
BARGAINS
in our

NEW CATALOGUE
72 Pages, well illustrated and offering the greatest
choice obtainable in radio products.

Assistants ; city shop;
salary required.—Box
[9618

LEXANDER BLACK, the wireless doctor, requires
an assistant; public school or university man preferred.—Apply by letter only in first instance. 2a, Woodville Grove. N.16.
(9638

W

ANTED, salesmen demonstrators for low priced
portables; man of average selling ability can
earn 15 guineas weekly.—Box 7736, c/o The Wireless
World.
[9683

W

G

\I,TANTED,

engineer.
low frefull perc/o The
[9646

WANTED, several young men as managers for retail
VV wireless establishments in Rome Counties; technical
knowledge and previous. sales experience necessary;
fidelity gunrantee rettuired.—Vurite stating age, experielice and wages required. Box 7720, c/o The Wirdesi
World.
[964 /

I..T. Transformers for Power Valves,
Metal Rectifiers, AC. Valves, etc.
6 volts 3 amps. 126
8.5 volts 0.8 amps. 10 —
5
7.5

Vacant.—Contd.

jerfe EQUIRED at Once, well oduented wireless
np-to-date latest development, high and
quency, amplification and microphones.—Give
Ovulate and salary required to Box 7721,
Wireless World.

H.T. Unit Transformers.
200 'Volta

T9

Get a copy.

Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queasiness Works
End. Middlesex,

Post Free 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

Ponders

218,

Upper

Thames

Street,

London, E.C.4.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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THE NEW
ALL-WAVE FOUR
Uses

and

Specifies

BERCLIF STANDARD

COILS

MODEL H.T.E. 42
Illustrated in "W W." Handbook, "Moving
Coil Loudspeakers." By Mr. F. H. Haynes

WINDINGS FOR FILAMENT
SUPPLY FOR 2-L.S.5.A. OR
B12 NOW FITTED. PRICE
AS BEFORE - £4 :0 :0
Complete

RICH &

BUNDY,

13, NEW ROAD, PONDERS END
Telephone: ENFIELD 077

H. T.
BATTERIES

set with bases

-

77 9

SIMMONDS
BROS., SMETHWICK, Staffs.
SHIRELAND

SUPERFINE

ROAD,

MAINS UNITS

British and Better

Glaee protected
Choke, upright

Wily Wait for Olympia?

type,

Two componente will be Included in
all eels—the Screened Odd Valve and
the "Clip In' Choked —thun improving range and embracing short
wave reception.
rDm Chokes are months ahead. We
know this fact, and we want you to
know it no well, se It le your beet
investment to Improve reception on
sour eel.
Universal from 15 to 2,000 metres
gives highest Belt Inductance and
lowest Self Capacity, and le specially
recommended for those who contemplate asecond stage 11.F.

cD

m
FIXED
CONDENSERS.

Fi xed mica Con
denser.. Ind.vidually
teeted. 50,000 Mere)
have assured satiefeethen.
.00005 to .002.... 1/8
0025 to .006 .... 2/.0005 ant Grid
Leak
.2/.

13/- per doz. 1 doz. = 54 volts.
Carriage paid.
No. 8W Super Capacity Type. 4I volts. Capacity tour
times that of No. 1W, 1416 per doz.
Cabinet Type, 60 volts, 8/6 each.
Cabinet Type, 100 volts, 14/6 each.
Grid Bias, 9 voila, 1/6 each.
Ilbedrated price lieifree.

BRITISH BATTERY CO., LTD.,
Clarendon Road, WATFORD. HERTS.
T,Irpho7Ir

Weer ord

1117.

CD M
'THE UNI VERSAL CHOKE'

(1 D. MELHUISH (Dr.)
8,

than slightly cheaper foreign-made goods.
You do get full value from B.B.C. Batteries.
Reliability with ultimate
economy, too.
inlere are many uses for these No. IW 4t volt
Batteries—Standard Pocket Lamp Size. Patent Spira I
Wire Terminals and Wander Plug Sockets. Perinaneilt
connections without soldering. Illustration shows bow
to connect in series. Build up the voltage you need.

GREAT SUTTON STREET,
GOSWELL ROAD, E.C.I.
Tel No. :Clerkenwell 7494.

Convert your Receiver to a

MAINS DRIVEN SET
SUPERFINE D.c.MAINS UNIT
forH.T.&L.T. H.T. 30-150 volts. L.T..5 amps.
Reliable.
HUMLESS.
Increased Power.

Simple to Regulate.
Guaranteed.

H.T. ELIMINATORS
- from 21 MAINS UNITS (complete) £6.7.6

BOOKS on WIRELESS
Write for complete list to
ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.

Manu!. ENGINEERINII ACCESSORIES CO.,
Ribble

Works, Trafalgar Street, Burnley, Lancs.
'Phone: 3421.
W. 3. HOLLAND, Rat Craven Roue. 121, gingsway, W.e.2.

London Avent

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,
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CHARGE

AT

August 29th,

1J28.-...........•••'edre

"ee,

-;‘

HOME!

Charge your L.T. Accumulator at home with a

FERRANTI
TRICKLE

(/nrorporaigng

CHARGER

jF,rrantt Transformer and Westinghouse Metal Rectifia).

From alternating current mains you
can charge your accumulator, 2. 4
or 6volts.
No moving parts or anything to get out of order
and no weekly journey
to get the accumulator
charged.
1 0Sn °
Write to us for a lie _
0
CnIF OR
DELIVERY
give
us
the
name
of
your
FROM STOCK
dealer

55

FERRANT!, Ltd., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE,
AND

BUSH

HOUSE,

LONDON,

W

G.2.

THE EBONITE SPECIALISTS

Improves any radio
receiver, consumes
only 0-075 amp. filament current and
gives long and
faithful service.

03 14
LI Irit&Recleal

Combination

for

T

ELECTRICAL
GRAMOPHONE
REPRODUCTION

\\, re eorgs
,

4.
.
_
'
/

Superfi ne

Qualify

Igranic R.C. AMPLIFIER

GUARANTEED

GENUINE

at,

with the

EBONITE

Price 501 PHONOVOS

Igranie-Pacent

Price 3716
Full details are given in Fr templets
/grange catalogue,
List
No. U263.

formehned

IGRANIC ELECTRIC
Co., Ltd.
149, Queen Victoria St.
LONDON, E.C.4
TRELLEBORG

EBON Fr E

WORKS,

LID.

UNION PLACE, WELLS STREET. W.f.
-nummar
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—
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THEY COME IN AND GO MU-,

Paris ...Berlin ...Milan ...
any stations you desire. .. as
you turn the knob they come in
and go out without colliding.
Fit your set with a Dubilier K.C.
Condenser which is specially de-

signed to give adequate distribution of the stations round the dial
and uniform Kilocycle tuning
when used with the Dubilier
Toro ids.

N

Comple te
with knob
and
dial
and slowmotion
device.

Without knob, dial or slowmotion device, .0003 or •0005

Visit us at

STANDS
and

Nos.

102

Two capacities, '0003 (max.)
and -0005 (max.).
One-hole
fixing—finch clearance. Slow
motion device is entirely free
from
backlash and gives
approximate reduction ratio
200

&

103

Radio
Exhibition
Olympia—Sept. 22-29
see the many new Dubilier
Components.

T
O I.

InUBILIER
awe CONDENSERS

©144.

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

(

prompt

attention
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The character of a valve is known by
its characteristics.
designed

for

Here is a valve,

general

simply
bubbling
characteristics.

purpose

over

with

work,
good

It is the Cosmos S.P.16/R (Red Spot)
for working off a one-cell accumulator,
taking only 0.09 amp. for the filament.
Observe the Amplification Factor 9 and

tioiltitua\
ti c .._.ctar.w.t
0
oprox

0.9 mA

the Impedance of only 10,000 ohms.
Then look at the Slope characteristic
0.9 mA per volt.
The combination of
these points of character makes the
S.P.16/R (Red Spot) suitable for special
purposes, such as Reflex Circuits, the
Oscillator Valve in a Super-Het, as an

per

H.F. amplifier, and

Yon'

H.F.

transformer

particularly when
loose

coupling

is

employed.
In

short,

the

Cosmos

S.P.16/R (Red

Spot) is a General Purpose Valve with
special characteristics.
Where current consumption is an
important consideration as in portable
sets, the S.P.16/R is quite a good Last
Stage Valve, but, of course, it is not
capable of handling the same volume
as the S.P.18IRR, which should be
used where possible.
The price of
the S.P.18/12R is 12/6.

Met»
S.P.16/R
*(RED SPOT).
0

. 094 /
113

List No.
411713 gives
full details of
all Cosmos
S.P. Valves.
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THERE ARE UNHEARD BEAUTIES
IN YOUR GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

p
PRICE

£1

e O

•

BURNDEPT
ELECTRIC SOUNDBOX
Offices: Blackheath,
London Showrooms:
ADAPTER:
For plugging-in
to any receiver.
With 9-ft. twin
flexible wire.

4/—

LONDON,

S.
E.3

15, Bedford Street, Strand, W .C.2

Publication No. 127 gives
Complete Instructions and
Circuit Diagrams, together
with practical advice on
how to get the best out of
Gramophone Records—it M
sent out with each Soundbox.

GRAMOPHONE
VOLUME
CONTROL:
With r-f t. twin flex.
ible wire for connecting to Soundbox.

8/6

ERHAPS
you
possess
a really
fine
gramophone, and no doubt many of the
latest electrical process records. Maybe
you think it impossible to improve upon the
fine reproduction of these wonderful records ...
but just play them with the BURNDEPT Electric
Soundbox! You'll be delightedly astonished by
the previously unheard beauties of your records
—rich, full harmonies, chords, and the highest
and lowest notes of the musical scale. You'll
be convinced that the new BURNDEPT device
does improve your gramophone reproduction!
You merely fit the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox in place of the ordinary one, and connect to
your wireless set—that's all.
There is no
surface noise with this device, and the tonal
purity is unequalled — even by three times
more costly attachments.

An unexpected tribute: The Radio Corporation of
Zurich use the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox to
broadcast gramophone records.
This is specially
interesting, as the Soundbox is practically a newcomer among record-reproducing devices!
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DOUBLE
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TUNER

that the "BEAM "
Cone Speaker Unit
is away ahead of all
others.

THE 'BEAM' CONE SPEAKER UNIT
PRICE 211/. EACH.

It is not only powerful in itself,
but will handle all the power
that is behind even a nine
valve receiver.
With the "BEAM " you get
distortionless reproduction and
marvellous purity of tone.
Every word or note is faithfully
reproduced.

The "BEAM" has eccentric adjustment, heavy magnets,
dust-proof coils, and is supplied complete with 4' 6"
flexible lead with contacts.
THE

UNIT

FOR

LONG

DISTANCE

Price

12/6
complete rs it:, switc:i.

A scientifically designed tuner which when shunted
with a variable condenser of '0005 mid, max.
capacity covers wavelength ranges of 250 to 600
metres, and 1000 to 2000 metres change over being
effected by push-pull switch supplied.
Reaction
controlled by variable condenser also of '0006 mtd.
This instrument comprises a complete tuning unit
which does away well all coil changing.

An divalent", leaflet giving full partintla” of this and other
Memel Prodyets will gladly be geed to yen ow reeetyl of
.......00000
ap.a.

RECEPTION.

The finest value in Cone Units obtainable.
EVERY UNIT CARRIES A 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE.

Obtainable from all dealers or sent post free for 21 -.

BEAM LTD.
Mention of " Tl.e

35,

Farringdon

Road,

London, E.C. 1.
TeL :Halhorn 7048.
Wireless

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Middleser.
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
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YOU MAY
DRAW A BLANK

On the short waves, you
can pick up America—even
on your one or two valve
set.

B

But remember that shortwave success depends upon
the coil—make it certain—
fit

UYING unknown and untested condensers is like taking a "Lucky Dip."
You may be lucky and secure a prize.
But yeu may draw a blank! You can't tell a
good condenser front a bad one by looking
at them. You buy on trust.

That's why it will always pay you to buy
T.C.C. condensers instead of unknown condensers which may cost acopper or two less.

REGD.

SHORT-WAVE

T.C.C. Condensers are carefully made and
exhaustively tested. They have behind them
a22-year-old reputation for minute accuracy
and unfailing reliability.
Iou can buy
confidence.

T.C.C.

condensers

We are Exhibiting
at the National

with

Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, September 22-29.

Specified for the
Cossor "Melody Maher/

Stand No. 110

T.C.C.
e
lp t

Telegraph Concenser Co.. Ltd., Wales-Farm Rd.. N. Acton London. W.3
5563

A.

COILS

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED,

Church Road

Leyton, London, E.10.
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OSSOR Valves give you enor.
mous volume.
Strong, clear
melody from many distant lands
or full toned music from your local
.stat'
. You get the pick of the
programmes with Cossor Valves.
they bring in radio from seven
countries on the famous Cossor
Melody Maker."
Cossor Valves
will definitely improve reception.
Use them in your Set.
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THE NEW VALVES.

E

VERY step in the direction of improvement of apparatus for wireless reception in the past has been
linked up with the question of the types and efficienèy of valves available.
It so happens, no doubt,
that progress in the development of components other
than the valve has coincided to some extent, but it is
quite certain that the progress in receiver development
as a whole could not have proceeded very far unless
valves had at least kept pace with the times. As it is
to-day, it is probably correct to say that it is the valves
which lead the way in efficient receiver design, and
probably at no time in the history of broadcasting has
the wireless user had placed at his disposal all at once
such a wonderful choice, both in new valves and improved types, as become available to him this autumn.
The Olympia Radio Show, now just a month ahead
of us, is already responsible for bringing new products
to light, but undoubtedly the most important indication
of progress, so far, is revealed in the pages of this
issue devoted to a list of the principal types of valves
and their characteristics.
Some of the valves listed
A

7

VOL. XXIII . No. 9.

are entirely new to our readers; others, whilst comparatively old in name, are new in their characteristics,
a radical change for the better, in the shape of an
increase in the amplification factor and a reduction of
A.C. resistance having been brought about as a direct
result of a greatly improved filament. In addition to
the appearance of a wider selection of screened grid
valves, various makers now announce the new " Pentode," operating at different voltages, whilst of special
interest to those using A.C. current is the series of heavy
filamented valves taking o.8 amp., so that the filament
can be heated from raw A.C., dispensing with the necessity for rectification or the alternative expedient of indirectly heating the filament.
If these new valves are to be regarded as a foretaste
of what other manufacturers in different branches of the
industry may have in store for release at the Show,
then there is indeed something to look forward to.

PICTURE BROADCASTING.

T

HE broadcasting of " still life " pictures has, as
we know, become a practical possibility, and can
. be achieved by several different systems at present in existence. The B.B.C. has given apromise that
it will shortly undertake some regular experimental
transmissions of this nature, and we may, therefore,
expect that there would be a demand for apparatus to
receive these transmissions at home.
In connection
with the broadcasting of pictures a new problem arises,
for in order that a picture may be satisfactorily received
it is necessary that the receiving apparatus should
operate on the same principle and be of the same pattern as that used for the transmission. Now if the
B.B.C. decides to make use of a particular system and
exclude others, they may find themselves linked up
with some commercial undertaking which, by reason of
its patents, may control the source of apparatus suitable
for the reception of the transmissions.
It would seem to us that if the broadcasting of pictures by any one system is to be adopted by the B.B.C.
then, before the Postmaster-General gives authority for
the transmissions, he should satisfy himself that any
bona fide manufacturer can construct and sell apparatus
for the purpose under a reasonable licence agreement
with the patentees. In this way this new branch of the
wireless industry would be put on the same footing as
was the parent broadcasting industry when the General
Licence Agreement between the Marconi Company and
other manufacturers was arrived at before the licence
to commence broadcasting was grantee> the Postmaster-General.

Vi7e@go •
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How the Tuned Circuits Affect Quality.

/

F the spirit of compromise in design can be said to
preside more over one part of a receiver than
another, that part must surely be the high-frequency
amplifier. For here, in addition to the conflicting factors
of quality, efficiency, cost, and all the other points with
which the designer has to cope, we have thrown in, as
extra complications, the difficulties of attaining stability,
selectivity, and convenience in manipulation, all of
which must also play their part in deciding the final
form which this section of the receiver will assume.
The addition of these extra factors makes the scope
of the present section, in which a discussion of the relative importance of these matters will be attempted, so
overwhelmingly vast that it will not be possible to give
even so sketchy a résumé as has been done in dealing
with the remainder of the set. The most that can be
attempted is some more or less disjointed remarks which
may serve to indicate the difficulties which exist, and
to suggest means by which they can be partially overcome.
Screened Valve or Neutrodyne ?

wish to go more deeply into the comparison are referred
td a recent article in these pages ;t it will suffice here
to give a very brief summary of the position.
The most-advertised advantage of the screened-grid
valve, that it enables stable operation to be obtained
without the need for adjusting a neutralising condenser,
does not appeal greatly to the amateur set builder,
though it is apoint of enormous importance to firms who
have to turn out receivers in quantity and hand them
over for working to completely unskilled users. From
the point of view of the more technical amateur, a far
greater advantage is found in the facts that the circuit
used is simple, and that the coils employed can very
readily be made interchangeable. One of the greatest
bugbears of the set designer, that of arranging special
coils for Daventry 5XX and the other stations between
1,000 metres and 3,000 metres, is thus done away with
altogether. It is true, of course, that interchangeable
coils can be used with neutrodyne circuits, too; but, in
addition to the fact that more connections are required
to the transformers employed in such circuits, we must
remember that the over-wound primaries of fine wire
that we have learnt to associate with the highest efficiency in these transformers are too delicate to survive
long if the coils are subjected at all frequently to unsympathetic handling.
The greatest advantage of the neutrodyne circuit is
that one stage appears to be capable of giving greater
amplification than can be attained with a single stage
using the screened grid valve. Especially is this the
case if it is possible to use a valve with an indirectly
heated cathode, the best of which have a mutual conductance about double that of most ordinary valves. If
two stages are to be used, much of this advantage disappears owing to the difficulty of so constructing the
neutrodyne circuits that each stage is a perfect bridge.
Some slight sacrifice in efficiency, therefore, appears

The first point that must be settled in tackling seriously the question of design is the choice of a mode of
amplification. We will rule out at once circuits of all
types save two; one, the simple neutrodyne, as exemplified in the " Everyman Four " and other receivers
of its type, and the other, tuned anode circuits based
on the screened grid valve. The bulk of modern receivers fall into one or other of these classes, and it is
therefore thought that the scope of our discussion should
be kept within these limits. It cannot be denied, however, that for special purposes the older, unstabilised
circuits still have their uses, and there may yet be a
revival of that astonishing circuit, the ' Armstrong
Super."
So far as ease of handling and efficiency of amplification are concerned, the screened valve and the neutrodyne using ordieary valves are very much alike, though
'"Screened Valve rereit$ Triode," Wirclata World, February
each has advantages denied to the other. Those who
18th, 1928; p. 143.
a8
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Compromise in Receiver Design—The H.F. Amplifier.—

essential if perfect stability is to be attained over the
whole tuning range. With the screened valve a second
stage equal in efficiency to the first can readily be added,
so that the overall amplification attainable by either
method is, for two stages, much the same.
Other points, such, for example, as the extra cost of
the screened grid valve, and the mechanical limitations
implied by having to carry a valve, instead of only a
wire, through the metal screening between circuits, will
readily occUr to the reader, and need not be elaborated
here. Those who like to do their designing with complete thoroughness may note that the calculations connected with screened-valve amplification are on the
whole the simpler.'
Screening.

Another question that arises in settling the general
arrangement of the high-frequency amplifier is the extent to which screening is to be adopted, and how far
it is possible or advisable to substitute for it the use of
fieldless coils which do not require to be protected with
screens to prevent interaction with one another.
The writer is inclined to look upon this subject from an
unorthodox angle, and to consider the use of fairly complete screening essential to stop stray couplings between
the various tuned circuits for other reasons than those
connected with stability. Jt is perfectly possible to design an amplifier which is quite stable in spite of some
small coupling between successive circuits, so that on
that score alone screening is not always essential; but
it nevertheless has a very important influence on the
selectivity of the receiver as a whole. The reason for
this is not far to seek, for it is due to the fact that with
complete screening signals can only take the official
route from aerial to detector, passing through every
tuned circuit on the way. The very considerable fallingoff in selectivity occasioned by running the aerial leadin close to the detector valve will probably be familiar
enough to most readers to emphasise this point without
further discussion.
The chief need for compromise in this direction, however, arises from the relationship between coil efficiency
and screening. The less the high-frequency resistance
of the coils used, the greater the liability of the receiver
to be unstable. If, in the endeavour to regain stability
elaborate screening is resorted to, the effective resistance of the coils is raised owing to the production of
eddy currents in the material of which the screen is composed, for it must be remembered that the energy of
these currents is derived entirely from the signals in
the coils. Thus it may easily happen that ultra-efficient
coils in a completely screened receiver may lead to no
appreciably greater amplification than could have been
attained by using less efficient coils with less screening.
It is therefore necessary to strike a balance between the
efficiency of the coils and the degree of screening used,
remembering that a greater measure of coil efficiency is
worth striving for if the box surrounding it is to be large
than if it is to be small, for the additional resistance
a Experimental Wireless, January, 1928, p. 3, and October,
1927, p. 597.
A
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introduced will be greater in the latter case than in the
former.
Although fieldless coils do not call for very elaborate
screening, their special construction can at most do no
more than eliminate unwanted couplings due to their
magnetic field, leaving capacity couplings practically unchanged. In an amplifier in which several stages are in
use, screening will consequently be required, evex .if
these coils are employed, though it will not usually be
necessary to surround each circuit separately with a
completely closed metal box. A further factor tending
to permit a reduction in screening is found in the fact
that these coils have a comparatively high high-frequency resistance, which assists considerably in attaining stability, though to the detriment of amplification.
If, in the interests of selectivity, it is decided to enclose each tuned circuit in its own screening box,
another point arises. The fieldless coil sets up only
small eddy currents in the metal screens (the ideal fieldless coil, of course, would set up none), and in conse-
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tial to use a very large number of tuned circuits, each
of them of fairly high resistance. If this is done the
overall resonance curve of the receiver tends to approximate to the ideal shown in Fig. 1, which shows a flattopped curve with a sharp cut-off at about 5 KC. on
either side of the point of resonance.
Sensitivity and Selectivity versus Quality.
Contrast this with the resonance curve of Fig. 2, which
Roughly speaking, sensitivity and selectivity go hand
shows the resultant curve of three tuned circuits, each of
in hand, for if an extra stage of high-frequency amplifieffective resistance 7 ohms, in cascade. In this diacation is added for the sake of improving sensitivity,
gram the really alarming way in which the side-bands
selectivity also benefits through the presence of the adare cut off by such a combination can be seen very
clearly. If we remember that the side-bands out to
5KC. from resonance are required if we wish to reproduce notes up to 5,000 cycles, we shall have some idea
of the effect on quality of ahigh-frequency amplifier embodying three such circuits. If the detector that follows
the amplifier is of the anode-bend type, the loss of high
notes will be even greater than the curve would imply,
for the response of this detector to applied high-frequency
voltages of cpnstant modulation is not linear, but follows a square law. This means that if the highest note
is reduced to one-tenth of its legitimate amplitude in
the tuning circuits, it will only be present to the extent
of one-hundredth of its correct volume in the rectified
signals. If the detector is of the leaky-grid type, this
accentuation of the high-note loss does not occur; for
certain values of signal strength there may even be a
partial suppression of this undesired effect, quite apart
from that due to the damping imposed by the detector
on the last of the tuned circuits.
Judged aurally, the effect of this loss of side-bands is
not nearly so terrible as one might expect from the
appearance of Fig. 2. This is largely due to the fact
that the human ear is comparatively insensitive to
changes in sound intensity over quite wide ranges. In
practice, it is found, even when using an anode-bend
rectifier, that the loss of high notes occasioned by the
•
use of two Litz circuits of the lowest practicable resistance is detectable, but does not force itself upon the
attention unless it is looked for, or unless the resistance
of one of the circuits is still further decreased by the
Fig. 2.—Resonance curve of receiver embodying three tuned
application of reaction. If three such circuits are used,
circuits of reasonably low H.F. resistance.
the high notes are quite noticeably diminished in
ditional tuned circuit that the extra stage implies. Unstrength, and the addition of a fourth tuned circuit renfortunately, high quality of reproduction is also likely
ders the resulting 'music definitely unpleasant.
to be required, and of.this selectivity is the determined
Detuning and Quality.
enemy. If we so design areceiver that, at half adozen
miles' distance from the local station the latter can be
In this connection, therefore, we have to find ahappy
cut out completely in favour of a faint station on a mean which will give us adequate selectivity with reasonneighbouring wavelength many miles away, it is almost
able reproduction of high notes, remembering that as
inevitable that this station, when received, should be so
we flatten the tuning of each circuit by adding resistsharply tuned that its side-bands, and with them the
ance to it we are decreasing the sensitivity of our rehigh notes, are very seriously attenuated. In an enceiver at the same. time as we reduce the selectivity to an
deavour to retain these side-bands we may perhaps
amount suitable for our purpose. In the interests of
reduce the overall sharpness of tuning by increasing the
quality, therefore, we must use as many tuned circuits
resistance of the tuned circuits; if we do so the local
as convenience of handling and our financial resources
station will at once reappear and drown out the distant
permit, keeping the resistance of each to as high avalue
transmitter we are trying to hear.
as is possible without making the sacrifice of sensitivity
It would appear, then, that there is no hope whatever
and selectivity too great.
of receiving with really good quality any station whose
When trying to settle upon asatisfactory compromise
wavelength is close to that of the local transmitter—
in this direction, it must not be forgotten that if we are
and this dismal conclusion is very nearly true. To comreceiving a station which comes in strongly, the various
bine high selectivity .with really good quality, it is essencircuits can be detuned to a greater or less extent. By
Compromise in Receiver Design—The ELle. Amplifier.—

is everyone's ambition to possess a receiver giving
the highest possible measure of sensitivity and selectivity, for both these qualities are essential if the set
is to be capable of tuning in at will any desired station.
It
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Compromise in Receiver Deign—The H.F. Amplifier.—
this means the overall sensitivity and selectivity of a
receiver can be artificially and temporarily diminished,
to the great advantage of quality. Some idea of the
effect of this detuning can be gathered from the curves
of Figs. 3 and 4.

juggling with the tuning knobs, we can combine in the
one instrument a receiver capable of picking up really
faint stations without much regard for quality, and a
receiver with which we can hear the more powerful

Good quality with high selectivity is possible.
Curve a in this diagram is a repetition of Fig. 2, and
shows, as before, the resultant resonance curve for three
7-ohm circuits in cascade. It is here assumed that all
three circuits are tuned exactly to resonance with the
incoming signal. Curve b is calculated on the assumption that only one of the three circuits is tuned exactly
to the station being received, the other two being tuned
respectively one kilocycle above and below resonance.
Curves c and d represent an exactly similar state of
affairs, but with the extent of the detuning increased to
2 KC. and 3 KC. respectively.
The relative heights of
the peaks of the curves indicate the relative strength of
signal obtained with the different settings, but a better
idea of the effect on quality can be had from an inspection of Fig. 4, in which all four curves are drawn with
the same height at the central point.. The gain in
strength of the side-bands as detuning is increased is
very evident in this figure; and the effect can be extended very considerably by further detuning.
It will be seen, then, that with the aid of a little

Fig. 4.—In order to make better comparison between the curves
shown in Fig. 3, they are here replotted to be of .equal height.

stations with really good quality. In practice it is found
that a compromise made on these lines is the most
satisfactory for general use.
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Amongst articles of special interest in the September
number of Experimental Wireless are the following :—
Direct—reading Valve Tester.
By Marcus G. Scroggie, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Loop Permeability in Iron, and the Optimum
Air Gap in an Iron Choke with D.C.
Excitation.
By A. A. Symonds, M.A.
Output Power Measurements of a Moving
Coil Loud Speaker.
By H. A. Clark and N. R. Bligh.
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KILOCYCLES FROM RESONANCE
Fie 3.—The effect of detuning in a three—circuit tuner as a means
of broadening the response curve.
(a) All circuits tuned to
resonance. (b) One circuit at resonance, and the other two tuned
respectively to 1 kilocycle above and below.
(c) and (d) curves
obtained with displacement of 2 kilocycles and 3 kilocycles
respectively.
A II

New Applications of Short Radio Waves.
By James Taylor, D.Sc., Ph.D., A.Inst.P., and
Wilfrid Taylor, Ph.D., M.Sc.
Harmful Effects of Inter—electrode Capacity.
By Manfred von Ardenne and Wolfgang Stoff.
Copies of Experimental Wireless can be obtained from
newsagents or on application direct to the Publishers,
Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., E.C.4,
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READING CIRCUIT DIAGRAM so
Hints on Acquiring an Almost Essential Art.
ITH the help of the clear practical wiring plans
which are now published, it is possible for anyone with little or no experience to build even
a complex receiver, provided always that no attempt
is made to deviate from the designer's specification.
However, unless one has some knowledge of the purpose of the different connecting leads, difficulties will
inevitably arise if alterations—even of a minor character—are introduced. Moreover, the tracing of any
fault which may subsequently develop is infinitely more
difficult if the amateur has not mastered the art of
reading circuit diagrams. Practical wiring plans are
all very well in their proper sphere, but it is a mistake
to consider them as an aid to ascertaining the features
of a circuit arrangement; for this, the conventional diagram is infinitely more convenient and much less
cumbersome.

03;

By

"RADIOPHARE."

have been removed, leaving only the simple series circuit; it is suggested that the reader who is studying any
particular diagram should apply—if only in his mind's
eye—a similar process of elimination. From a consideration of the first diagram, it is easy to trace out
the four individual circuits, which are those from the
grids and plates of each valve back to the respective
filament connections. Thus the grid of the first valv£
includes only the coil, while its anode circuit is completed through reaction winding, L.F. transformer
primary, and H.T. battery.
In the diagram (b) is introduced the next step towards completion, in the shape of the filament circuit
wiring. In spite of the fact that this part of the receiver consists of simple direct current paths, it may
sometimes appear to be complicated, due to the introduction of switching devices and rheostats.

(c)

Showing how the circuit of a detector-L.F. receiver may be resolved into its simplest form.

This mistaken impression that these circuit diagrams
are difficult to understand is probably due to the fact
that there is a tendency to consider them as a whole,
rather than to follow the correct procedure of sorting
out the various simple circuets which go to make up a
receiver in its entirety. Some time ago a series of
"Dissected Diagrams," showing how this process
could be applied to every conceivable type of set, was
published in this journal; although complete treatment
of the points likely to lead to confusion is beyond the
scope of the present short article, the writer hopes to
show, by slightly different means, that the matter is
no way beyond the capabilities of the beginner. It will
be assumed that he is, or can make himself, familiar
with the accepted symbols, which are printed in the
majority of text-books.
In the accompanying Fig. (a) is shown what may be
called the skeleton diagram of the typical detector L.F.
set which is completed in Fig. (c). All complications

We now come to the completed diagram (c) in which
the various additions necessary to make a practical
receiver are included. It is worth while tracing out
grid and plate circuits again, comparing them with (a),
when it will be observed that, in spite of apparent
complexity as compared with the first sketch, the basic
framework still remains, although extra components
have been connected, either in parallel or series. For
instance, a condenser is inserted in the detector grid
circuit to give rectification, while the associated leak
is joined between grid and positive filament.
A
tuned circuit is formed by connecting a variable condenser in parallel with the coil, across which the aerialearth system is joined. If we consider all the components except the device actually in series with the anode
and H.T. battery as belonging to the grid circuit of the
succeeding valve, it will be easier to visualise the dividing line when stages are coupled by tuned anode or
resistance arrangements.
A 12
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HE diagram in Fig. 5 gives a general idea of the
manner of the arrangement of the direction-finding
coil inside the screen, while Fig. 6 shows the
schematic circuit of the whole receiver, employing one
detector valve with aiwo-valve low-frequency amplifier.
It will be seen from these diagrams that the whole of the
receiver is screened from the top of the coil right down
to the output terminals to the telephones. The coil itself
is inside a wire screen broken at the top to avoid closed
loops, while the leads from the coil enter *directly into
the screened box containing the rest of the receiver. The
coil is connected to the first valve in the manner of the
well-known shunt-fed Hartley circuit arrangement, the
centre of the coil being "earthed" to the screen which
forms the common negative filament connection.
Obtaining a Good Minimum.

With this arrangement, however, the two ends of
the coil, being connected to anode and grid of the valve,
have a small and sensibly equal capacity to "earth"
(i.e., screen). (Cf. Fig. 4.) To secure exact equality in
the manner described in Part
however, a small balancing condenser C, is connected as shown in Fig. 5,
and is adjusted while taking bearings to sharpen up the
signal minimum. A slight disadvantage of this arrangement is that the balancing condenser forms ashunt across
the tuning condenser C„ and so alters the tuning of the
whole coil to a small extent, but the advantage of a
better minimum outweighs this small effect.
By keeping the tuning condenser of reasonably large
capacity, however, this drawback is diminished, and
incidentally the antenna effect of the whole system is also
aSee The Wireless World, August 15th, 1928, p. 188.
A I3

reduced. In the design described below a coil of six
turns on a framework 2ft. square is employed. Such
a coil has an inductance of about 55 microhenrys, and
with a variable condenser of maximum capacity 0.0003
microfarads should give a comfortable working wavelength range of 120 to 240 metres. A condenser of capacity 0.0005 microfarads may be used if it is desired to
work on higher wavelengths.
The Frame Coll and Screen.

The general arrangement of the frame coil and its
support is shown in the diagrams forming Fig. 7, while
a photograph of the complete apparatus is shown in
Fig. 8. 2. The receiving coil is a square of 2ft. side,
wound on awooden X-shaped framework with one of its
diagonals vertical. This framework is supported in a
brass tube 'tin. diameter, through which pass the leads
from the coil to the receiving apparatus. This brass tube
forms the vertical axis about which the coil is rotated,
and it is supported in a simple bearing formed on the
top of the screened receiver box. An upper bearing is
provided for the tube at the top of a simple wooden
tripod clamped to the box. A pointer attached to the
brass axis moves over a graduated scale also mounted
on the box, and the direction of the coil can be read from
this scale. The lower part of the brass tube passes
through its bearing collar and aclearance hole in the top
of the screened box. The tube and box are connected
together by a short length of flexible wire, which serves
the dual purpose of limiting the rotation of the coil to,
The direction finder shown in Fig. 8 is similar to, but not
identical with, that described in this article. It has been fitted
with a supersonic heterodyne type of receiver to secure a much
greater range for the taking of long-distance bearings.
2

Dams Direction Finder.—
The method of carrying the leads from the coil tersay, ±36o°, and of forming adefinite connection between
minals to the tuning condenser in the screened box is
these two parts of the screen.
indicated in Fig. 7 (b). A small ebonite terminal block
The X frame is made of strong wood, such as teak or
is fixed into the bottom of the brass tube as indicated,
mahogany, to the dimensions shown in Fig. 7; triangular
and two thin rubber-covered flexible leads are attached
strengthening
pieces
are
to these terminals inside the tube. These flexible leads
added at the centre as indiare previously passed down the tube from two holes near
cated. The bottom end of
the bottom spacer plates inside the ring of screen wires.
the vertical part of the cross
After the terminal block is fixed in the tube the wires are
is rounded to fit inside the
drawn taut and then soldered to the two ends of the coil
brass tube, into which it is
near their terminating points. In this manner the leads
packed tight and bolted.
from the frame coil to the receiver never emerge from
The method of constructing
within the screen.
the coil and the screen surThe method of constructing the simple wooden tripod
rounding it can be underwith the top brass bearing-plate is shown in the small
stood from the smaller diadiagrams at the bottom of Fig. 7. This tripod is secured
grams included in Fig. 7.
to the top of the receiver box by simple slotted brass feet
It will be seen that apair of
clamped under thumb-screw terminals. The collar formkeramot or ebonite spacinging the lower bearing is fixed to the brass tube by three
plates, sin. square, is atgrub-screws at such aheight that the bottom of the tube
tached to the end of each
projects inside the box for about lin. A simple brass
arm of the wooden framepointer is also attached to the tube and arranged to read
work,
the plates being
over the graduated scale mounted on the top of the
drilled to carry the wires
box. This pointer should be set at right angles to the
forming the turns of the coil
plane of the coil; and it is convenient to provide a
and the screen. For these
wooden handle, as shown in Fig. 7, with which to rotate
spacing-plates the material
the coil while bearings are being taken. Two sites should
keramot is recommended
also be provided on the horizontal part of the wooden
instead of ebonite, as it
frame for setting the coil with the aid of a compass.
forms the only insulation
The Screened Receiver.
between the wires, and
keramot is likely to withThe whole of the receiving apparatus and its associated
Fig. 5.—Diagram showing the
stand the effects of sunlight
connections of the directionbatteries are contained in the screened box forming the
finding Coil to the tuning and
and exposure to weather
base of the set. This box is of suitable dimensions, conbalancing condensers and the
general form of the screening
generally better than ebonstructed of plywood, lined outside, and preferably inside
arrangements.
ite. The receiving coil conalso, with tinned iron sheet, and it is provided with a
sists of six turns of No. 18 or 20 S.W.G. bare hardwell-fitting lid at the front as shown in the photograph,
drawn copper wire, which are passed in order through
Fig. 8. As previously mentioned, it is important that
the six holes numbered ito 6in the centre of the plates,
this lid makes good electrical contact with the lining of
as shown in Fig. 7. The ends of the coil terminate at
the box. All joints of the box should be carefully lapped
the bottom of the frame, and rubber-covered flexible
and soldered to ensure good electrical connection. The
leads are connected to them and enter the brass tube
box may be painted except where the lid fits on to it.
immediately. The centre of the coil is connected to the
(There is on the market a brand of plywood to which is
screen.
cemented metallic sheeting, which is admirably suited
Surrounding this coil, and supported in the outer ring
for the construction of such a screened box.)
of holes in the plates, are
the wires forming the screen
These wires are twelve in
•RETRO-ACTION
6000015ir
L CONDENSER
,
number, and may be of No.
D.F. COIL
20 S.W.G. bare copper or
THESE LEADS'
SHOULD BE
tinned copper wire, with a
H.F. CHOKE
AS SHORT I
AS POSSIBLE'
spacing of about tin. Each
0-005 mfd
I
t
wire consists of a single
turn loop, electrically interEARTH
AND
rupted by a small gap at
SCREEN
the top of the coil (see Fig.
1 mfd
cle
•
7 (a)).
The screen wires
TUNING
are all connected together
CON
011
at the two bottom plates,
mfd
H.T.+
H.T.+
H.T +
and the junctions are conBALANCING
SCREEN
CONDENSER
nected by several wires to
the brass tube which forms
the axis of the set.
Fig. 6.—Schematic circuit of direction finder with three-valve receiver.
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tadio Direction Finder.—
Inside the box short flexible leads are taken from the
:erminals at the end of the brass tube ta the input terminals of the. receiver. These leads should be twisted
together in order to minimise change in wavelength as
the coil is rotated. As shown in the main diagram in

249

ranges a receiver constructed to the scheme shown in
Fig. 6 would be quite suitable. This set comprises a
detector valve with capacity retroaction, by means of
which the tuned input circuit can be made to oscillate
for reception on the autodyne principle. This detector valve is followed by a two-valve audio-frequency

NO COSN
CN
RV ET,IV

COIL WIRES
CROSS MERE'

e
3
N WEEN

-rarT LONG

CREEN
WIRES

ss,

•

WOODEN
"ItEEN
SGTHING

THESE LEADS MUST
NOT EXIT FROM BRASS
TUBE UNTIL THEY ARE
INSIDE THE WIRE SCREEN

s ss

SOREEN WIRES TERMINATE
ON 6 SA. SCREWS

SCREEN WIRES BONDED
TOGETHER AND
CONNECTED TO BRASS TUBE
KERAMOT
SPACER
PLATES

-BRASS TUBE

HOLES FOR WIRE SCREEN

r—
HOLES FOR
COIL WINDING

" ----BRASS TUBE
11
/•1 DIA OUTSIDE

t8eile,T2Alie?i1RIO

WOODEN HANDLE
4 SA.BOLT AND NUT

e

--

BRASS BEARING PLATE
SUPPORTED BY
THREE WOODEN LESS

POINTER
BRASS BEARING
COLLAR
BRASS BRACKET
HOLDING LEGS

SCREEN WIRES
BONDED
TOGETHER AND
CONNECT ED TO
BRASS TUBE
—BRASS TUBS
1/.
BRASS BRACKET
WITH BOLT AND
THUMB SCREW

BRASS BEARING
PLATE

WOODEN LEG

(3

AT

94

120° APART
(7D)

RECEIVER BOX

SQUARE
ROUND PLATE)

(nu 7)

Fig.7. — Dimensloned drawing of framework and support for direction finder, with details of component parts. (a) Shows the arrangement
of the spacer plates and wires at the top of the coil. (b) Shows the corresponding arrangement at the bottom of the coil, with the
method of leading the coil connections down the brass tube to the terminals inside the box.

Fig. 7, asmall flexible cord connection is provided between the brass tube and the top of the box.
This
serves both to connect the tube to the screen box and
to limit the rotation of the coil, thus preventing the
unnecessary twisting up of the leads inside the box.
It is not considered that a detailed description of the
receiver is necessary in this article. The experimenter
may already possess a suitable type of receiver, which
le can build into a screened box suitable for carrying
he D.F. coil. For the taking of bearings at moderate
A 15

amplifier. If greater sensitivity is required for work
at longer distances, one or more stages of high-frequency
amplification may be added, or, alternatively, a supersonic heterodyne type of receiver may be employed.
In this case it is convenient to use a separate local
heterodyne oscillator operating at the intermediate frequency for C.W. reception. This oscillator should be
separately screened in the manner shown by the small
box to the left of the D.F. set in the photograph, Fig. 8.
Whatever type of receiver is employed, it will be found

fr
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Radio Direction Finder.—

advisable to mount it, together with all its batteries,
on a separate baseboard, so that it may be withdrawn
from the box as one unit for inspection and making
adjustments. It is also advisable to mount strips of
rubber underneath this baseboard to reduce jolting of
the set during transport.
A telephone transformer is preferable at the output
end, so that accidental contact between the telephones
and the screened box does not short-circuit the H.T.
battery. As indicated in the circuit diagram, Fig. 6,
the leads from the telephones are connected to the screen
by a condenser immediately on entering the box. This
ensures that the telephones are at screen potential for
radio frequencies, and so reduces any pick-up effect on
the telephones or operator.

AUGUST 29th, 1928.

quite agree.
Should the difference be within i°
the set is probably working very satisfactorily, and in
any case the mean of the two readings is the correct
value to take for the wireless bearing. If the signal is
inaudible over an arc of several degrees, the scale readings at which it is just perceptible on either side should
be noted, and the mean of these taken as the true position of the sign'al minimum. In all cases, however, it
must be remembered that the wireless bearing is only
related to the geographical north direction through the

Operating the D.F. Set.

Assuming that the apparatus is already set up as
shown in the photograph forming Fig. 8, and that all
connections are made, the following procedure may be
followed in the taking of bearings. With the aid of a
good magnetic compass, the bearing of some distant
landmark, such as a church tower, tree, or flagstaff is
taken from a point close to the D.F. set. Care must
be taken that the compass is free from any effects of
ironwork or magnetised articles in the pockets of the
observer. By subtracting the magnetic variation for
the place (of the order 13° in the London area) from
the compass reading, the true bearing of the landmark
is obtained. The D.F. coil frame is now turned to lie
in the direction of the chosen mark and accurately adjusted by means of the sights provided on it. If the
scale of the D.F. is adjustable, it should be set so that
the pointer now reads 90° plus the true bearing determined above. In this condition all wireless bearings
observed on the signal minimum will give the true
direction from geographical north. If the scale is not
adjustable, the difference between the corrected compass bearing, plus 9o° and the D.F. scale reading, must
be used as a correction to the wireless bearings read
from the scale.
In this section it may be as well to point out that
various local conditions, such as the proximity of cliffs,
steel buildings, railway lines, or overhead wires, may
give rise to serious errors in the D.F. readings. If
accurate bearings are required, it is therefore necessary
that the direction finder be set up on a good open site,
such as the centre of a large field or common clear of
trees and other obstacles.
The Degree of Accuracy Obtainable.

After the desired signals are tuned in on the receiver,
the coil is swung round to the minimum signal position
and the balancing condenser is adjusted until the signal
minimum is as crisp as possible. While it may be
possible to obtain in this manner a signal zero which is
readable to -a fraction of a degree, it must not be
assumed that the wireless bearing is accurate to this
extent. In the first place, the D.F. coil should be
rotated through 18o°, and the bearing observation repeated. After making the appropriate 18o° correction
it will probably be found that the two readings do not

Fig. 8.—View of complete direction finder set up ready for operation
on wavelengths above 100 metres.
The small box to the left con—
tains a screened local oscillator operating at the intermediate
frequency of the supersonic heterodyne receiver used in this
direction finder.

medium of the magnetic compass employed, and that
the real accuracy of the D.F. set is therefore limited to
that of the compass. On account of instrumental error
and lack of detailed knowledge of the magnetic variation, few portable compasses are accurate to within half
a degree, and most of them will be subject to possible
errors of one or two degrees. It is therefore not being
too pessimistic to state that the probable maximum accuracy of bearings taken with a portable direction finder
of the type described above will be of the order of
16
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Radio Direction Finder.—
For transporting over short distances the D.F. seat
completely erected will ride comfortably on the back
seat, in the dickey, or even on the luggage grid of alight
motor car. When required for taking bearings it is then
a simple matter to lift out the set and operate it on
the ground in the manner described above. It is not
recommended that the set be operated in the car itself,
as the presence of the metal framework of the car may
introduce an error of two or three degrees, although
this could, if necessary, be corrected by a previous
careful calibration.
When it is required to be carried over long distances
the set should be dismantled in the following manner
The leads are disconnected from the coil terminals inside the box, and the flexible wire between the brass
tube and the top of the box is also disconnected. The
pointer is removed from the brass tube and then, after

EXTENSION FOR TELEPHONES ON
LOUD SPEAKER SET.
It is often desired to use telephones
in séries with the loud speaker. The
volume from a pair of telephones
used in series with a loud speaker
is, of course, overwhelming, and
usually the expedient is adopted of
connecting avolume control, consisting of avariable non-wire wound resistance, across the telephones. Unfortunately, the resistance range
covered by many of these volume
control devices is.often far too great,

Simple method of controlling volume
when using telephone receivers on a loud
speaker outfit.

such, for instance, as o to 500,000
ohms. In such acase all the control
of volume will be found to lie within
a very small arc of the half circle or
full ciicle described by the rotating
member of the volume control.
The difficulty can be got over in
a very simple manner by making
use of one of the many twenty or
thirty thousand-ohm tapped potenA 17
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slackening the grub-screws securing the collar to the
tube, the whole frame coil may be lifted clear of the
receiver and tripod, which may be removed if necessary
by releasing the three thumb-screws securing it to the
top of the box. In this condition the box, tripod, and
small accessories may be carried in the back seat or
dickey, while with a little ingenuity the frame coil may
be securely fixed to the running board on one side of
the car. A simple wooden foot is fixed to the board to
take the terminal end of the brass tube, while a suitable
clamp is easily devised to hold the coil to the side of
the car. Arranged in this manner, the D.F. set can
be carried for hundreds of miles under all conditions in
perfect safety. When the D.F. set is required to be
assembled for taking bearings, the above series of operations is reverse 1, and it will be found that, after a little
practice, the set can be erected and ready for taking
bearings within ten minutes after stopping the car.

NOVELTIES FROM
OUR READERS.
tiometers designed for use with battery eliminators. Such devices are,
of course, wire wound, and are on
the whole less expensive than volume
controls.
The connections are as
given, the various taps from the resistance being taken to sockets, and
one of the telephone leads attached
to a suitable plug. This method is
not suitable for receivers which do
not employ an output transformer or
choke filter circuit. In actual practice it will be found that this device
works exceedingly well. Many people
might think that a 20,000 ohm resistance shunted across apair of telephones would reduce the volume obtained to a very great extent, but
this is not so, and when the telephones are tapped across the whole
resistance the effect will be the same
as if an extra pair of telephones were
in parallel with the pair being used.
A very simple and practical method
of volume control can be had in this
manner.
H. A. G.
Ócoo
THE CONSTRUCTION OF
SPADE-ENDS

It not infrequently occurs that one
desires to .use aspade-end at the end
of a wire as a convenient method of
rapid connection and disconnection
to a terminal. In some cases it is

found, especially with experimental
receivers made up from spare parts
and odds and ends of the junk box,
that the terminal shank is too large
for the ordinary type of inexpensive
spade-end on the market.
The
difficulty can be got over, however,
in avery simple manner.
All that is necessary is a few
inches of No. 16 S.W.G. tinned wire,
preferably, although not necessarily,

Good

spade terminals are easily
from tinned c.,pper wire.

made

of the square section type sold for
the internal wiring of sets. The wire
is merely bent as shown in the illustrations, and then soldered. A flexible wire may now be soldered on
the shank of the terminal, and the
whole finished .off with a length of
adhesive tape.
The resulting improvised spade-end is quite mbust
and satisfactory.
F. M.
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USEFUL DATA CHA 1\TS. (
NO. 7.)
The Reactance of a Condenser at Audio Frequencies.

T

HE reactance of a condenser is given by the
formula:
Reactance in ohms =

or,

in

capacity in Farads
the usual units,
Ohms —

10 1—

x 2r x frequency

in cycles,

-108

1 04

10°

10 3

10 3

16 1

10 1

10 2

cil

al =c is given as in Fig. z, in
half size compared with " a"
get al= Tic, we must evidently
power of zo in scale " c " as in

Calculating Condenser Capacities for Eliminators.

10 6

1zF x2i xcycles.

c

ago, it was shown that
which " c " is drawn
and " b." In order to
change the sign of each
Fig. 2.

b 101

The audio condensers with which we have to deal lie
between zo µF. and o.oz µF. It would be better to go
down as far as o.00z µF., but the scale of the abac
would then become too small for sufficient accuracy in
reading. The audio cycles lie between 50 and 5,000,
and we shall actually have room on the right-hand scale
of Fig. 3 for a range from zo to zo,000 cycles. On
account of the constants in the formula (namely, roe and
27r), the scale of ohms must be displaced from its position
in Fig. 2. It is best to find one point on it by calcu-

—to°

to'

102

0°

io

103

0 x0 -

Fig.

1.—A simple abac in which a x b--- C.

This formula is always difficult to calculate mentally
because, after multiplying the microfarads by the cycles
and by 27r, we have to divide 10 8 by the product, and
the use of an abac is almost a necessity. The formula
is of the type al= z/c, neglecting the constant figures
for the moment. In abac No. 5, published three weeks
10 1-

10 4

10 0

103

102

10 1

-001

b

Fig. 2.—Iftthe sign of each power of lO shoyvn in scale c of Fig.

Is

changed an abac is obtained in which u > b= L c.

101

-2
10
mike

10 6

OHMS

lo'

CYCLES

Fig. 3.—By suitable displacement of the ohms column (col. C of

Fig. 2) the 'dam is made to conform to the equation giving the
reactance of a condenser.

lation, thus with 0.1 rtF. and zoo cycles, ohms=
zo6
—15.900=1.59 xzo4, and so the dotted
o•I X 2r x zoo
line should intersect the scale of ohms at this point.
The fully figured abac is shown as a full-page illustration, and we may take a few examples to show its
use. A set in which H.T. is supplied by D.C. mains
requires a ripple filter, which is often of the simple
type shown in Fig 4.
At zoo cycles the filter inductance has a reactance of
19,000 ohms (abac No. 5), while the reactance of the
capacity is z6o ohms, and so the ripple voltage across the
zo µF. will be reduced to

160
—00085 of its
19,00o —zoo
value across the generator (we subtract in the denominator because the reactances are of opposite sign).
Again when using a grid leak and condenser in the

•
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Useful Data Charts (No. 7).—

amplifier the reactance of the condenser C must not
be too large compared with the resistance of the grid
leak, otherwise only a small fraction of the voltage applied between P and Q (Fig. 5) may appear at R. If
we use a 0.003 µF. condenser, its reactance at 50 cycles
is f•o6 megohms, and with a grid leak of ,1 megohm the
L.F.

Fig. 4.—A simple filter circuit for deriving plate cnrrent from
D.C. mains. The abac given this week Is of great assistance in
determining condenser values required.

voltage at R would be

0.25=0.23 of the im[1•062+0-25 23i
pressed value, so that the low notes would suffer.
The 0•003 e. value actually lies outside the range

Norwegian Radio Belay League.
Amateurs in Norway have recently
formed a Radio Relay League with the
object of conducting and organising shortwave work among its members, arranging international tests and representing
Norwegian amateurs in national and
international matters.
The Executive ComMittee is :—
President :L. Salicath (LA 1G), Voksenlia, near Oslo. Vice-President :G. H.
Petersen (LA 1D), Voksenkollen, near
Oslo. Capt. B. L. Gottwaldt, who was
wireless operator on the airship " Norge "
during the polar flight from Kingsbay
to Teller, and Olav Moe, the owner and
editor of " Norsk Radio," the official
organ of the League. >
Correspondence may be sent c/o The
President, N.R.R.L., or via " Norsk
Radio," Oslo.
American Call•signs.
Article 14 of the International Radiotelegraph Convention of Washington requires that commercial land stations shall
use only three-letter call-signs, and ship
stations. four letters. It will; therefore,
become necessary for land stations at
present using four-letter signs to be reallotted three-letter signs and, conversely,
ship stations with three-letter signs will
have to adopt four letters.
Although these requirements will not
generally take effect until January 1st,
1929, the authorities in U.S.A. have
decided to effect the change as from
October Jut next.
This
will
naturally affect
several
familiar stations, among which KDKA.
East Pittsburgh, will become WKA
Dallas, Texas, will change from WFA A
to KFB. and Fort Worth. Texas, from
WrIAP to KMB.
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of the abac, but we find that 0.03 µF. gives fo6,000
ohms, and so a condenser ten times smaller will give
areactance ten times greater, i.e., ro6 megohms.
A larger condenser should accordingly be used to preserve the low notes, but there is a limit which should
not be exceeded, otherwise, when a very loud
musical passage is being
received,
the
excessive
charge received by the
condenser may not leak
away fast enough through
the grid leak, and the
valve will remain paralysed for an appreciable
5.—Typical condenser—
time; this is the phenoleak combination in L.F.
coupled circuits The value
menon known as " blockof c must be within certain
ing," and results in a
limits to prevent loss of low
notes and to avoid too large
fluttering or periodic intera time—constant.
mission in the loudness of
the sound; the time over which blocking lasts is proportional -to the product CR, i.e., the time constant of
the condenser and grid leak, and an abac will be given
in a future issue from which the blocking effect can be
read off.
R. T. B.

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES
Modifications of " Q " Code.
We understand that American amateurs
have made several modifications to the
International "Q" code to adapt it to
their own needs. According to our correspondent, the following interpretations
are given by them to the code letters :—
QSP—I will relay to . . .. . free of
charge (instead of the orthodox
>
meaning, " Inform .... .that
Iam calling him ").
QSR—The distrass call received from
has been attended to
by
(instead of " 1 will
forward the radiotelegram.").
QTA—Cancel telegram No
if it had not been sent (instead
of •" Repeat the radiotelegram
you have just sent.
Reception
doubtful.").
QRL—I am busy (instead of " I am receiving
badly.
Transmit
. —. 20 times for me to
adjust my apparatus.").
These modifications appear at present
to relate more to local messages than to
transatlantic communications, but there
may be others tending to cause confut;ion
or misunderstanding
between
amateur transmitters in correspondence
with stations in U.S.A. We shall, therefore, welcome any information from
readers, either in Great Britain or
America, on the subject of agreed modifications of the International " Q " code.
00 00
Stricter Observance of Wavelengths.
We nnderstand that after December
31st, all amateur transmitting licences in
Great Britain will embody the condition
that the station must be provided with a

Piezo-crystal or other accurate type of
wavemeter approved by the G.P.O., its
order that their wavelengths may be kept
steady within the limits prescribed by the
Washington Convention.
Ozao

Amateurs in the Azores.
The Western Union Radio Club at
Horta, Fayal, Azores of which Mr. M.
S. Killen is the Hon. Secretary, has
changed its call-sign from EP 3MK to
HP 2A A, and wni be very pleased to
work with English stations.
0000
Russian Ship Stations.
The Russian station EU LSKW has
kindly forwarded us, via Mr. H. D. Price
(G 6HP), the call-signs and particulars
of some vessels fitted with short-wave
transmitters. EU LSKW is a station in
Leningrad whose special duty is communicating with ships and expeditions from
Russia, Siberia and Turkestan :—
KIM VEGA A sailing ship troto Leningrad cruising

round Europe to Odessa, on the Black Sea,
carrying an amateur operator who transmits on the 40-metro waveband.
This
vessel was in the North Sea on August 13.
XAU 2RS A Russian-German Expedition at Pamir in
Turkestan, transmits on about 41 metres
with an input of about 30 watts D.C.
%ET KS .\11 amateur station on board the Icecutter Krassin, now at Stavanger.

All reports will be welcomed, and
should he sent 'via S. K. W ,Moscow.
0000
Calibration Waves.
Mr. G. W. Thomas will transmit a
series of calibration waves from his station
(5YK), at 169, Hills Road, Cambridge, on
Sunday, August 26th, at 1300 G.M.T. on
46 metres, 1305 G.M.T. on 45 metres, and
1310 G.H.T. on 44 metres.
The exact
wavelength will be announced after each
transmission. We understand that he also
intends transmitting a similar schedule
on Sunday, Sept. 9th, at 0900 G.M.T.
k 20
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Events of the Week
WAISTCOAT POCKET

WIRELESS.

Professor Esau, of Jena University,
claims to have invented a "waistcoat
pocket transmitter," working on three
metres and less, which will cover distances up to 250 miles.
0000

BLAMING

WIRELESS.

The South Australian Government, in
urging a campaign against gaming-houses
and hotel betting, holds that the broadcasting of sporting events is responsible
for the prevalence of these practices.
0000
POLICEMAN'S LOT IS A HAPPY ONE.

The Reading Borough Police Station
has been provided with a new wireless
set for the billiard-room and lounge.
0000
NO DABBLERS NEED APPLY.

In granting experimental television
licences to applicants, the American
Federal Radio Commission states that
the licences are " subject to revocation
unless the applicant makes satisfactory
progress in the work."
0000
A HARDY

ANNUAL.

Last year we learnt that French wireless operators had chosen Joan of 'Arc as
the patron saint of wireless " because she
heard voices." Apparently the operators
have short memories, for the daily Press
announced last week that the French
wireless operators had just chosen Joan
of Arc as their patron saint. It is understood that next year French wireless
operators will choose Joan of Arc as their
patron saint.
0000
BERLIN

Brief Review.

terest will probably be centred, we learn,
in the device which the master spy employs for obtaining news from his associates. Wireless apparatus is attached
to motor cars, and vital information is
wirelessed to the master spy sitting in
his inner sanctum.
Instead of the
messages reaching him through phones,
or a loud speaker, the words appear in
illuminated letters in the slots of a sign
facing his desk.
We sometimes wish that our neighbours
discarded their loud speakers in favour of
the same device.
c000

RADIO

RAIDERS.

Six portable receivers were stolen on
Sunday week from the showrooms of
Messrs. Read Radio, Ltd., 67, Newman
Street, London, W. Three of the instruments were of the firm's latest type, and
bore the numbers 130, 131, and 132.
0 0 0 0

PUBLIC WIRELESS

TO

KENYA.

A direct wireless service is now available between this country and Kenya.
The rates of charge for telegrams to all
places in Kenya and Uganda are as follows : Deferred
telegrams,
9d.
per
word; daily letter telegrams, 20 words or
less, 7s. 6d. ; and each word after
20, 40.

A BIG

"HOOK—UP."

More than 57,000 miles of wire were
used in the national broadcast on Wednesday last of the speech of Governor " Al "
Smith ' the Democratic candidate for the
U.S. Presidency. The speech was delivered at Albany, New York, and relayed by more than 70 stations associated
with the National Broadcasting Company.
0 0 0 0

OUI BURST AT THE

MICROPHONE.

The danger of allowing even a responsible speaker to address the microphone
without an approved manuscript was
appreciated by the programme officials
at the Brünn broadcasting station a few
days ago. According to a Vienna report,
Dr.
Najmann,
the
Czecho-Slovakian
Minister of Railways, was delivering a
speech of protest against the municipal
tramways when his pent-up feelings suddenly became manifest in a flow of language too offensive to be tolerated.
To
spare the ears of Czecho-Slovakian listeners, the station staff promptly switched
off, leaving the Minister alone with a
" dead " microphone.

"HEARS" DAVENTRY
PICTURES.

•Several Berlin wireless amateurs have
recorded successful reception from Dayentry of pictures transmitted on Captain
Fulton's system, says The Times. The
receiving station of the " Berliner Tageblatt," which owns a "Fultograph," obtained in one day, in the trying conditions of summer, 13 clear pictures,
" only
slightly
disturbed
by
atmospherics."
000 o

NEW METHOD

OF RECEPTION.

In " The Spy," a picture which makes
its début at the Marble Arch Pavilion on
Monday next, September 3rd, great inA 21

WAVEMETER MYSTERIES EXPLAINED.
Members of the 600th City of London
Squadron of the Auxiliary Air Force (Territorials) receiving instruction in the use of
the Townsend wavemeter.
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NEXT:

POTTERS

BAR.

LTD.?

A private company has been registered
at Preston, to carry on wireless business,
under the title " Daventry and Co., Ltd."
0000

METAPHORICALLY

SPEAKING.

A Northern writer, discussing the
autumn wireless circuits says : "When
,` boiled down,' they will be nothing more
than old circuits redressed."
No better, in fact, than mixed metaphors.
0 0 0 0

WIRELESS PAYS

FOR

WIRELESS.

To defray the cost of a wireless set
recently installed in the nurses' home at
the Bristol General Hospital, a wireless
concert was reproduced on loud-speakers
on the Downs, £25 being collected from
the hire of chairs.
0 0 0 0

BURNDEPT DIRECTORS.

The directors of the reconstructed
Burndept Wireless Company are Mr.
Charles W. Rooke, the receiver, Mr.
W. H. Lynas, late managing director of
Graham Amplion, Limited, Lieut.-Col.
Adrian Simpson, late deputy-managing
director of Marconi 's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Mr. T. H. Barson, a director of the
old Burndept Company, and Capt. W.
Horridge.
0 0 0 0

WHY NOT THE

"CAT" ?

Wireless "piracy " is still rampant in
South Africa. Advocating an increase in
the fines levied on offenders, 1Vireless
Weekly says : " We are firmly convinced
that piracy will continue unabated until
such time as the penalty inflicted is so
severe as to afford a reasonable deterrent
against the practice. It only requires a
few fines of the order of £50 to make
the cheerful pirate realise that his miserable game is played out."
0 0 0 0

DEAD ROMANCE.

How wireless has changed the life and
outlook of the watchers at the humble
coastal signal stations is related in a
delightful essay which appeared last
week in The Times.
" You may sit," says the writer, " near
the station for a whole afternoon, with
plenty of ships passing, and see the pennant hoisted only once, or not at all.
Wireless has wrought a fundamental
change in the signalman's activities. The
ships make the Headland as of old, nor
can it be said that they keep farther
out; Atlantic mammoths, with tier upon
tier of cabins and three or four vast
smoking funnels, pass regularly some
three miles off shore. But all steamers
over 1,600 tons now have to carry wireless, and consequently seldom trouble to
make their number with flags. Only the
coasters and short sea traders are now
dependent on flags. The station does not
take in wireless reports; but a good
many ships can be induced to signal at
night by calling them up with a flash
lamp; as regards signalling, the night
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watches are often a good deal busier than
those by day.
" It was in the great days of the sailing ship that the Headland signalmen
reaped their richest harvests," adds the
writer; and, although he does not say
so, one fancies that he regrets this newfangled invention that makes a flag an
ornament and nothing more.
"

" A B C"

0 0 0 0

BY 'LOUD SPEAKER.

The Turkish Government, which is
busily engaged in introducing a new
alphabet incorporating Latin, instead of
Arabic letters, is teaching the public by
means of loud speakers. Outdoor lessons
take place in three of the big squares in
Stamboul.
0 0 0 0

THE

BROADCAST CINEMA.

Regular
broadcast
transmission
of
motion pictures from KDKA, Pittsburgh.
will begin in a few weeks, says the
Westinghouse Technical Press Bureau.
When produced commercially the apparatus will be sold through the Radio
Corporation of America.
0000
DO WIRELESS WAVES EXPLORE
THE POLE ?

Phenomena which go to show that
wireless waves can return to the transmission point in the form of "echoes "
are being investigated by Dr. J. Burton
Hoag, of Chicago University.
In Dr. Hoag's laboratory, says a
" Monitor " correspondent, film moving at
the rate of five feet a second on a revolving drum shows a series of multiple
diminishing echoes, which cannot be
detected by the ear , coming in at an
interval of .01 to .o4 of a second after
the main signal. According to the research workers, these cannot be the
ordinarily repeated sounds sometimes
heard on short wavelengths when signals
travel round the world, because such a
journey takes one-seventh of a second.
Therefore, it is held, the waves must be
reflected from an unknown point. Whilst,
admitting that this may, be in the Heaviside layer, Dr. Hoag advances the theory
that many vagrant waves return to their
point of origin after circling the North
Pole!
0 0 0 0

ARCTIC EXPLORERS SAVED
. ACCUMULATORS.

Among other stores dropped to the
group from aeroplanes were batteries, but
these were all either crushed in falling
or failed to operate on account of the extremely low temperature. The aeroplane
" Uppland,"
however,
carried
three
" Nife " steel plate batteries which survived the ordeal of being dropped from
the air; with the arrival of these the
situation changed entirely.
The signals were again powerful and
regular, and although the party were
continually drifting on the ice they were
able to keep in touch with the Citta di
Milano, and to give all necessary information to the rescue parties. Even at
the moment when the " Krassin " saved
the Viglieri group the transmitting
station was still at full strength, the
" Nife " batteries apparently having
been unaffected either by their novel
method of delivery or the low temperature.
0000

CANADA'S SEVENTY—THREE BROAD—
CASTING LICENCES.

Ontario, the most populous province in
Canada, owns twenty-five broadcasting
stations, i.e., more than double the
number to be found in any other province in the Dominion.
Alberta follows
with eleven broadcasting licences.
Saskatchewan and British Columbia come
next with ten licences each, while Quebec
has nine and New Brunswick three.
Prince Edward Island and Manitoba
have two licences each, and Nova Scotia
owns one.
0 0 0 0

TRAGIC MOTHS.

Something was wrong the other day
with the WEAF transmitter of the U.S.
National Broadcasting Company.
The
efficiency dropped alarmingly, and for a
time the engineers had to confess themselves beaten. Then Mr. O. B. Hanson,
manager of plant operation, ordered a
thorough investigation.
The seat of the trouble was an intermediate amplifier where hundreds of
small moths had crawled between the
plates
of an
illuminated
condenser.
thereby electrocuting themselves
and
causing a short circuit.
To save further massacres the engineers
have surrounded the apparatus with
mosquito netting.

BY

While it is common knowledge that
General Nobile and those of his polar
exploration party whose lives were saved
owed their rescue to wireless, it may not
be generally known that this was partly
due to the timely arrival of fresh accumulator batteries dropped from an aeroplane.
It will be remembered that a few days
after the airship "Italia " crashed, the
wireless operator Biagi succeeded in getting his equipment to work, and he was
able to report the accident and to give
the position of his group. The strength
of the station, however, decreased daily,
and finally all signals from the group
ceased.

BOOK

RECEIVED.

Radio Guide, 1928. — Compiled by
Amalgamated
Wireless
(Australasia),
Ltd., and devoted primarily to matters
concerning
wireless
activities
,r)
Australia, New Guinea, and the Pacific
Islands, with notes on receivers, components, and accessories, useful tables and
data-and lists of broadcasting, coast, ship
and experimental stations in Australia
and New Zealand. Pp. 916, with numerous illustrations and diagrams.
Published by Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd., Sydney, price is. 6d.
A 22
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Prop:lammed, from Abroad.KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ;7kW.-0.0, Concert: Spass
muss sein (Morena) ;Selection from La Chaste Susanne
(Gilbert) ;Selection from The Merry Widow (Lehar);
Berlin Wie es Weint und Lacht (Conradi) ;Potpourri
of Lithuanian Songs; Potpourri from La Bayadère
(Kalman); The Negro's Dream (Myddleton) ; Der
Wink toit dens Zaunpfahl (Spolianski).
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-5.0, Orchestral
Concert: Torch Dance (Meyerbeer) ;Wo die Citronen
blühn (J. Strauss) ; Romance (Tchaikovsky) ; Viola
Selections; Air from La Bayadère (Kalman) ; Song;
First Movement of Violin Concerto (Mendelssohn) ;
Air (Bach) ; Romanza Andalousa (Sarasate) ; Song;
Talk: Choral Selection; Overture to William Tell
(Rossini) ; Selection (Kalman) ; Melodies (Bizet) ;
Songs. 8.45, News in Finnish and Swedish.
Dance Music. 10.0 (approx.), Close Down.
LLIGENBER0 (498.8 metres);
20
kW. - Pro gramme also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne
(283 metres), and Minster (25(5 metres).-12.10,
Gramophone Selections. 1.5 to 4.30, Programme
from Cologne. 4.30, Programme from Konigswarter6.8, Programme from Cologne. 5.80, Legends
the Mines, arranged by W. Büscher, from Dortmund. (1.0, Programme from Cologne. 7.30, On
the Track of the Elephant-Reminiscences (Flies de
Haas), from
Dortmund. 7.45, The Westphalian
Intellectual Circle, from Minister. 8.11 to 1.0 a.m.
(Sunday), Programme from Cologne.

erni

LEIPZIG (305.8 metres) ; 4 kW.-4.30, Concert:
Overture to Jean de l'aria (Boieldieu) ; Air (Brogi) ;
Albumblatt (Wagner) ;Serenade for String Orchestra
(Klengel); Northern Dances (Grieg) ;in the Interval,
Wireless Notes. ILO, The Letter Box. 8.15. Talk
en Taxation. 8.30, Programme from Nialigarruiterbursae 8.56, Dr. Hennann Boeszneck, Tatk: SelfKnowledge. 725, Fritz Winch, Talk: The Lüneberg Heath in Bloom.
7.55, Weather Report and
Time Signal. 8.0, "The Marriage of Figaro "Opera (Mozart) from the Chemnitzer Opera House.
10.80, News and Sports Notes. 10.45, Programme
prom Vozhass.
WAWRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 ($75 mettle;
kW.-7.0, Sextet Selections: Fantasia on Polenblut (Nedbal); Suite from Escenas de hadas (Massenet); Interlude by Luis Medina. 8.0, Dance
Mneic. 41.46, Market Prices. 10.0, Chimes, followed
by Symphony Concert: Overture in the Italian
Style (Schubert) ; Chorale from Cantata No. 140
(Bach) ; Irish Dance (Grainger) ; Fourth Symphony
(Brahms) ; Andante (Mozart) ; Two •Nocturnes
(Debussy).
11.50, News. 12.0 Midnight, Dance
12.811 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
IIIMAN, Call 1MI (528.3 metres) ;7kW.-0,0, Variety
Concert:
Quintet Selections,
(a) Overture to
Maritime (Wallace), (b) Scenes napolitaines (Massenet); Baritone Solo from La Traviata (Verdi);
Soprano Solos, (a) Ombra di carne (Tirindelh),
(b) Se incoree l'agnelletta (Sazzi); Tenor Solo
from The Queen of Sheba (Goldmark); Quartet
Selections, (a) Trâümerei (Schumann), (b) Scherzo
(Cherubini) ; Tenor Solo (Parelli) ; Selections, (a)
A Masked Ball (Verdi), (b) O flor del campo (Billi);
o Solos (Rossini and Tarenghi); Quintet
as, (a) October (Tchaikovsky), (b) The Mill
in the Wood (Seybold). 10.10, News, followed by
Dance Music from the Hotel Majestic Diana, and Close
Down.

=L

MOTALA (1,880 metres) ; 30 kW.-Programme also
for StockholM (154.5 metres) ;Roden (1,190 metres),
Mob« (416.5 metres), lIalme (261).9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres), SundsvaII (545.6 metres).
6E0, Concert of Light Music. 8.80, Programme for
Children. 7.0, Accordion Selections. 7.110, Talk:
Workers and Workmen. 7.46, Readings. 8.0, Band
Selections. 9.0, Topical Talk. 1.15, News and
Weather Report. 9.416, Dance Music. 12.0 ANdnight
approx.), Close Down.
11011031 (886.7 metres) ;4 kW.-4.0. Hans Ziegler,
Wireless Talk:
Low Frequency. 8.80, Labour
Melange Report. 74 Answers to Correspondents.
7.1118, Bandoneon Recital by George Weinschütz.
LO, German Folk-Songs by Mixed Choir. 8.36,
Concert: Overture and Entr'acte to the 4th Act of
Carmen (Bizet) ; Two Pieces for Harp (Posse), (a)
bleckerei, (b) Wellenspiel; Entr'acte and Ballet
Music from Rosainunde (Schubert) ; Trumpet and
Orchestral Selection; Der Postillion, O. 11 No. 2
gçoeuwrui) ;Nocturne from A Midsummer Night's
(Mendelssohn) ; Horn and Orchestral Selection (Ziehrer), (a) Mitten in den grünen Wiesen, (b)
Selection from Der Frerndenführer; Sleeping Beauty
S te (Tchaikovsky); Two Pieces for Xylophone,
aj Valse caprice (Peter), (h) Polka, Klein," aber feir
(KrUger): 's komrnt em n Vogerl geflogen (Ochs) ;
Rathetz ky March (Joh. Strauss). -10.0, News and
Announcements. 10.25, Dance Music.

Saturday, September 1st.
All

Times are reduced to British

Summer Time and are p.m. except
where

otherwise

stated.

NAPLES, Call INA (383.3 metres) ; 1.1 kW.-8.20'
Wireless Notes. 8.40, Tizne Signal and News. 8.48.
Harbour Notes. 8.50, Concert of Light Music•
Overture to Pique Dame (Suppé) ; Selections from
The Grenadiers (Valente); Selections from Bello
Excelsior (Marengo). 9.50, Relay from a Theatre •,
in the Intervals, Dance Music. 10.50, News and
Calendar. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
OSLO (4815 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--Programme relayed
by Feedemstad (434.8 metres), Mamar (555.8 metres),
Notodden (411 metres), Porsgrund (500 metres), and
Milken (lit metres).-7.4d, Weather Report, News
and Agricultural Report. 8.0, Time Signal. 8.2,
Orchestral Concert: Academic Festival Overture
(Brahms) ; The First Rhapsody (Svendsen); Valse,
Elegie and Heirnat (Grieg) ; Selection (Olsen) ; Potpourri Chansons des étudiants (Oehlschlügel). 9.80,
Weather Report and News. 9.45, Talk on Topical
Events. 10.0, Dance Music from the Hotel Bristol.
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) ;
0.5 kW-4.15, Symphony Concert.
8.30, Radio
Journal de France. 8.0, Sports Talk. 8.30, Concert
of Light Music, followed by Dance Music. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres): 5
kW-0.45, "Le Journal Parlé."
8.10, Weather
Report. 8.80, Concert: Part I-The Works of Fauré;
Sonata for Violin and Pianoforte; Pianoforte Solo,
Barcarolle;
Fantasy for Flute and Pianoforte;
Pianoforte Solo, Impromptu; 'Cello Solos, (a) Elégie,
(b) Sicilienne; Violin Solo, Andante; Orchestral
Selection, Dolly. Part II.-Polonaise its B Flat
(Schubert) ; La Jardin de Paradis (Sliven); Serenade
du marchand de masques (Wolff).
PARIS (Petit Parisian) (340.9 metres) ; 0.5 kW.8.45, Gramophone Selections, Talk, News and Announcements. 9.0, Concert: Overture to The Torment of Tantalus (Suppé); Song, Le Rossignol
(Rimsky-Korsakoff) ; Selection from Rugen Onegin
(Tchaikovsky); Symphony Orchestra, (a) Espada
(Chabrier), (b) Selection from Manon (Massenet),
(c) Waltz of the Sylphs from The Damnation of Faust
(Berlioz) ; Selection fromiLe Hulla (Rousseau) ;Song,
Amour d'antan (Chausson) ;Two Dances front Gladys
(Puget) ; Demande (Lazzari) ; Gothic March (Casadesus), News in the Intervals.
PARIS (Radio Paris), Call CFR (1,750 metres) ;8kW.
-12.30, Gramophone Selections: Fourth Symphony
in B Flat (Beethoven) ;Invocation to Nature from The
Damnation of Faust (Berlioz) ; L'Ile heureuse (Chabrier) ; Septuor (Saint-Saëns); I'm in Love Again;
Just like a Butterfly; Tango, Desengado; One-step,
Constantinople; Fox-trot, Get out and get under the
Moon; News in the Intervals. 1.50, Market Prices
and Religious Announcements. 4.45, Dance Music;
News in the Intervals. 8.0, Agricultural Report.
8.15, Talk, followed by Market Prices and News.
8.30, Concert: Le jell rôle (Raymond Gentil) ;Orchestral Music and Songs; News in the Intervals.
Nam (844,8 metres) ;1.5 kW.-41.0, Divine Service
from Vilna. 7.0, Topical Talk. 7.80, Programme from
Warsaw.
2,55, Financial Report.
8.15, Popular
Concert from Warsaw. 10.0, Time Signal, News and
Weather Report. 10.28, Miscellaneous Items. 10.40,
Dance Music from a Restaurant.
12.0 Midnight,
Concert arranged by La Maison Philips. 2,0
(approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
PRAGUE (848.9 metres) ; 6 kW.-(1.0. German
Transmission. 8.85, Talk for Workers. 7.0, "Polenhint," Operetta (Nedbal). 10.0, Time Signal, News,
and Programme from the Exhibition.
RIGA (628.3 metres): 4 kW.-41.0, Programme of
Talks. 7.0, Popular Concert: Overture to La Dame
Blanche (Boiledieu); Selection from Eugen Onegin
(Tchaikovsky) ; Waltz, Waldeszauber (Vollstedt) ;
Parade of the Gnomes (Wetzel) ; Songs; Violin
Solos; Songs; Overture to Eliza (Cherubini) ;Selection from The Flying Dutchman (Wagner) ;Wedding
Scenes (Smetana); En café orientale (Volstedt).
9.0, Weather Report and News, followed by Dance
Music from the Café de la Opera. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
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ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ;3kW.--8.80, Sports
Notes, followed by News and Weather Report. 8.47,
Topical Talk and Time Signal. 92, "The Girl of the
Golden West," Opera (Puccini); In the Interval,
Review of Literature and Art and Topical Talk.
112, News itid Talk. U.80 (approx.), Close Down.
SCHISIECTAD14„Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.98 and
31.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-11.55, Baseball Announcements.
12.9 Midnight, Statier's Pennsylvanians,
directed by Johnny Johnson, from New York. 12.30
a.m. (Sunday), Musical Selections from the Hotel
Sagamore, Rochester. 10 a.m., Keystone Duo with
Balladers, from New York. 180 a.m., lime Signal.
132 a.m., The New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Willem Van Hoogstraten, from the
Lewissohn Stadium. 320 a.m., Organ Recital by
Robert Berentaen, from Rochester. 4.0 a.m., Dance
Music from the Hotel De Witt Clinton, Albany.
5.0 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1200 metres) ; ekW.-8.15, Concert of
Turkish Music. 8.30, Time Signal and Weather
Report. 8.40, Concert: Pianoforte Quartet (Mozart);
Songs from Opera; Andante from the Sonata
Pathétique (Beethoven) ; Festival March from
Lohengrin (Wagner). 10.0, News and Close Down.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres) ;4kW.-6.0, lime Signal
and Weather Report. 8.15, Talk by Prof. Krebs,
relayed from Freiburg (577 metres). 8.45, Dr. F.
Luther, Talk: Sleep, Dreams and Death.
7.15,
Albert Ehrenstein, Talk: Chinese Poetical Works.
8.41, Labour Exchange Notes, Time Signal, Weather
Report and Sports Notes. 8.80, Chamber Music;
La Folia, Variations in D Minor (Corelli) ; Trio in
E Flat Major (Mozart) ;Sonata in E Major (Pugnani) ;
followed by Variety Concert: CapnTelo Italienne
(Tchaikovsky) ; Ito Wogenden Tate (Tchaikovsky);
Wartim ?(Tchaikovsky) ;Air from Aida (Verdi) ;Der
Grenzlauf (Otto Ernst); Air from Prince Igor
(Borodine) ;Overture to Rosamunde (Schubert) ;Der
Doppeiganger (Schubert) ; Liebesfeier (Weingartner) ;
Der Papagei (lewe); Overture to Tancred (Rossini) ;
Derbyritt, Sketch in One Act (Gerhard Grindel);
Leuchtkaferchens Hochzeit (Siede) ;News.

Taunnt (408 metres) ; 2.3 k`W-820. Programme
for Children. ILO, Review of the Week. 8.30, News.
followed by Programme of Gramophone Selections,
8.15, Dance Music from the Estonia Veissem Seal.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi) (1101 metres);
3kW.-12.80, Concert. 8.0, Exchange ()notations and
News. 8.30, Concert of Spanish Ballet Music with
Castagnet Accompaniment: Valenciana (Colorado) ;
Jota Aragonesa (Colorado) ; La Cprrida (Stierkamf);
Danza (Granados) ; Malaguena (Guerrero) ; Lagerterana (Guerrero) ; Cordoba (Granados) ; Andalusian
tango (Albéniz). 9.0, Concert: L'Adieu des Gladiateurs (Blankenburg) ;Overture to The Drum-Major's
Daughter (Offenbach) ;Overture to The Great Mogul
(Audran) ; Waltz, The Svrens (Waldteufel) ; Concert
Mazurka, La Hongroise (Pares) ;Overture to Madame
Favart (Offenbach) ; Overture to La Petite Mariée
(Lecocq) ; March, Lea Cadets de Picardie (Allier); in
the Interval, Selections by Children's Choir, (a) If vmne
à la Forét (Mendelssohn), (b) La Nuit de Grenade
(Kreutzer). 11.0, North African News.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and S kW.4.15, Concert: Overture to Ruv Blas (Mendelssohn) ;
Waltz, Immer Oder Slimmer (Waldteufel) ; Fantasia
on Faust (Gounod) ; Minuet in D Major (Mozart) ;
Blumengellüster (Blon); Brief an das Glück (Goetz) ;
Song, Still, vvie die Nacht (Bohm) •Song, Wean am
Abend in Wien (Reitinger); Potpourri, Auf der
Wanderschaft (Mannfred) ; Potpourri from Der
Vegelhandler (Zeller) ;Egerlânder-Marsch (Kopetzky).
8.15, Vocal and Instrumental Concert: Songs, (a) Air
front Claudine von Villa Bella (Schubert), (b) Suleika's
Second Song (Schubert), (c) Frühlingsglaube (Schubert);
'Cello Solos, (a) Rondo in G Minor (Dvorak), (b) Caprice
(Reger) ; Songs, (a) Air from Louise (Charpentier),
(b) Air from The Pearl Fishers (Bizet) ; Selections
(Uwe), (a) Susses Begrabnis, (b) Trommelstendchen,
(c) Die Mutter an der \Viege. 7.10, Duologue. 8.15,
"Madi," Operetta in Three Acts (Stolz).
VILNA (435 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-5.0, Gramophone
Selections. 6.30, Talk for Women by Mme. Ela
Bender. 8.0, Divine Service. 8.50, Talk: The Fier'
Northern Fair at Vilna. 716, Literary Program7.55, News and Announcements. 8.15, Prograi
from Warsaw.
10.0, Programme from War.
.
1130 (approx), Close Down.
WARSAW (1,111 metres)
10 kW.-13.0. I'mgrallsr
for Children. 8.0, Divine Service from Vilna. 7
Miscellaneous Items. 7.30, Wireless Talk by Dr. M.
Stepowski. 7.55, Agricultural Report and News.
8.15, Concert; Nee
.1 in the Interval. 10.0.
Time Signal, Ave
News and Sports.
.e....cher Report, eohce
Restaurant Oaza. 11.32 (approsDance Music from the
%am.
A 24
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FROM ABROAD
BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EAJI (344.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.0, Exchange Quotations. 6.10,
Sextet Selections: One-Step, Je ne voudrais pas
qu'on mlass ça (Gavel) ; Selection from La Sombra
del Pilar (Guerrero) •, Slow Waltz, Caricias de muieca
(Torrent),
Pizzicatti (Gillet) ; March, Metropol
(Lincke). 8.30, Lesson in Morse. 8.45 Lesson for
Wireless
Operators. 9.0,
Exchange
Quotations,
News and 'Fortnightly Health Report. 9.5, Orchestral Selections: The Picador March (Sousa);
Valse Boston, Apassionat (Casademont) •' Selection
from La Verbena de la Paloma (Bretón) ; Le plus joli
rêve (Arezzo); Csardas, Nadja (Michiels) ; Minuet
from La Viejecita (Caballero). 10.0, Chimes and
Weather Report. 10.5, Programme from Madrid,
EAJ7.
BERGEN (870.4 metres); 1.5 kW.-7.0, Programme
for Children. 7.30, Talk for Girls. 8.0, Orchestral
Concert. 8.80, Talk: Voyages to Chile for Saltpetre
in the golden days of sailing vessels. 9.0, Violin
Recital: Adagio from the Violin Sonata in E Minor
(Kuula), Nocturne (Chopin), Canzonetta (d'Ambrosio),
Romance (Sinding) ; Hungarian Dance in F Minor
(Brahms-Kreisler). 9.80, Herr Bich. Talk: The
Tordenskjolds' Artie Cruise. -10.0, Weather Report, News and Time Signal. 10.15, The Exhibition
Orchestra. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN
(Kifinigswusterhausen),
(1,250
metres) •
40 kW.-4.30, Talk by Schulrat Wolff. 5.0, Programme from Hamburg. 6.0, Dr, Geyger, Talk:
The Worker and the Adult School. 6.80, Elementary
Spanish Lesson. 6.55, Talk: The Chamber Orchestra. 7.20, Prof. Minde-Pouet, Talk: Do we still
read Goethe's Novels ? 8.0, Programme from Voxhaus.
BERLIN (Voxhaus), (484 metres) ;4kW.-10.10 a.m.,
Market Prices. 10.15 a.m., Weather Report, News,
Sports Notes and Time Signal. 11.0 a.m., Programme
of Gramophone Records. 11.80 a.m.. Exchange
Quotations. 12.65, Time Signal. 1.30, Weather
Report and News. 8.10, Agricultural Prices and
Time Signal. 3.30, Programme of Gramophone
Records. 4.0, Talk by Dr. C. E. W. Behl. 4.80,
Dr. Georg Bartsch, Talk: The English Police Force.
5.0, Concert from the Wireless Exhibition: Overture
to Raymond (Thomas) ; Suite from Der Minnesanger
Imadei);
Potpourri,
Musilcalische
Seilenblasen
Urbach) • Fantasia on Carmen (Bizet);
Ballet
Music from Faust (Gounod) ; Waltz, Tesoro Mio
(Becucci) ;Potpourri, Vous Rhein sur Donau (Rhode) ;
Programme Announcements in the Interval. 7.0,
Leopold Lehmann, Talk: Should we Emigrate?
7.80, Dr. Ernst Rother, Talk: The Power of Suggestion. 8.0, Garden Concert from the Wireless
Exhibition; Overture to The Merry Wives of Windsor
(Nicolai) ; Peer Gynt Suite No. 2 (Grieg1; •Torch
Dance No. 1 (Meyerbeer) •, The Second Hungarian
Rhapsody (Liszt) ; The Invitation to the Dance
(Weber) ; Entry of the Guests to the Wartburg from
Tannhauser (Wagner) • Selection from Tielland
(D'Albert); Waltz, lànstlerleben (Joh. Strauss);
Slavonic Dance, Op. 48 (Dvorak); Radetzky March
(Job. Strauss), followed by Weather Report, News,
Time Signal and Sports Notes. 10.80, Dance Music.
12.80 sun. (approx.), Close Down.

It

BERN (411 metres) ; 1.5 kW.--8.0, Time Signal and
Weather Report. 8.2, Relay from Vienna, or Popular
Concert from Bern and Zurich. 9.45, News and
Weather Report.
10.0, Selections by the Town
Orchestra.
10.35, Dance Music.
12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
BRESLAU (822.6 metres» '
• 4 kW.- 4.30, Orchestral
Concert. 6.0, Willy Koch, Talk: Norway. 0.25,
Lesson in Esperanto by Elsa Koschate. 6.35, Talk
by Heinrich Koitz, relayed from Gleiwitz (250 metres).
7.25, Herbert Brunar, Talk: Landscapes of Western
America. •7.50, Technical Talk by M. Marcus.
8.30, Berlin Plaster-Concert:
Berliner Pflaster
Marsch from Madame Revue (Nelson) ; Overture to
Frau Luna (Lincice); Berlin Songs; Selection from
Die Frau oboe Russ (Kollo) • Selection from Drei
arme, kleine Madels (Kollo); kern!' Songs, Potpourri
• in Musikalisches Wettrennen (Lincke);
"The
ieberg Case," Sketch (Rosenhayn) ; Potpourri,
.cke-Winke (Lincke) ; Selection from Annarnarie
..elbert). 10.0, News and Announcements. 10.80,
edec•ions and Dance Music, from the Café
nretiebtten 87Weiwitz.
A 23

Selection from Das hollisch Gold (Pottner) ; Fantasia
on Des Christ-Elflein (Plitzner). 6.15, Wireless Notes
and Announcements. 6.80, Answers to Correspondence.
7.0, Talk on Economics. 7.5, Max Jungnickel reads
from his own Works, relayed from Cassel (252.1
metres). 7.45, Gustav Lederer, Talk: The Capture of
sea animals for the Aquarium of the Zoological Gardens.
8.15 Variety Concert, followed by Programme from
Voxfutus.
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BRUNS (4412 metres) ; 3kW.-8.0, Time Signal and
German Transmission, followed by Talk. 7.0, Programme from Prague.
10.25, Programme relayed
from the Trencianské Teplice.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metres), 1.5 kW.-5.0, Dance Music
from the St. Sauveur Palais de Danse. 7.15, 1alk:
The Decay and Revival of Languages. 6.30, Orchestral Concert: Overture to Les Dragons de Villars
(Maillard) ; Selection from La Belle Helene (Offenbach) ; 'Cello Solo, Serenade (Schubert) ; Mascarade
(Lactfime); Flute Solos, Andante and Scherzo (Gamine) ;
Selections from Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni):
Clarinet Solo, Pastoral (Buster) ; Dances from Tom
Jones (German).
7.30, Radio-Chronique.
8.15,
Gramophone Selections. 8.30, Concert of Chamber
Music. 8.50, Topical Talk. 9.0, Symphony Concert
relayed from the- Kursaal, Ostend.
BUDAPEST (555.6 metres)
35 kW. - 4-45. Time
Signal, and Weather Report. 5.0, Talk. 5.45, Guitar
Trio Selections. 7.0, Humorous item. 7.45, "Medi "
Operetta (Schubert). 10.15, Time Signal and News,
followed by Tzigane Music from the Café Erake.
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-12.10, Programme
from Langenberg. 1.5, Orchestral Concert: March,
Deutschlands Ileldensülme (Derksen) ;Waltz, Briklerlein fein (Fall) ;Overture to Hunyady Laszlo (Erkel)
Selection from Das Nachtlager von Granada (Kreutzer);
Soprano Solo, Der Mionesanger (Amadei-Haensch);
Lioubove Idylle (Poussigue); Intermezzo, Amino
(Lincke).
2.30, Household Hints.
4.0, A. VilleHonekamp, 1alk: Detlev von Liliencron as revealed
by his letters. 4.30, Programme from Klinigswasterhausen.
5.0, Recitations: Mother and Child in
Poetry.
5.30, Programme from Langenberg.
6.0,
Orchestral Concert. 7.20 to 8.5, Programme from
Langenberg. 8.15," The Shirt Sutton," Comedy (Hans
Müller), followed by Late News, Sports Notes, Commercial Announcements, Concert and Dance Music.
LO a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
CRACOW (566 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-7.0; Miscellaneous
Items. 7.80, A Review of Foreign Politics during the
past week. 7.55, Agricultural Report and News.
8.15, Programme from Warsaw. 10.30, Concert from
a Restaurant. 11.80 (approx.), Close Down.
DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-L30,
Weather Report and Gramophone Selections. 7.20,
News. 7.30, Talk. 7.4%, Irish Lesson by Seamus
Duirinne. 8.0, Liam Breathnach (Irish Pipes). 8.15,
Mezzo-Soprano Solos by May Mortell. 8.80, Selections
by the Station Orchestra. 9.0, Tenor Solos by W. F.
Watt. 9.15, Selections by the Station Orchestra.
9.30, Operatic Selections by a Male Chorus. 10.0,
Old Time Dances by the Station Orchestra. 10.16,
Bass Solos by T. W. Hall. 10.12, Selections by the
Station Orchestra. 10.30, News, Weather Report and
Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres); 4 kW. - 1.0. Gramo phone Records. 3.5, Programme for Children. 3.40,
Reading by O. W. Studtmann. 4.35, Concert: Selection from Hansel and Gretel (Humperdinck); Song
from Die Kiinig•skinder (Humperdinck) ; Two Selections from The Tempest (Humpenlinck); Fantasia on
Die Kiinigskinder (Humperdinck) ; Two Selections
from Der Barenhauter (Wagner) ; Songs (Bittner);

HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 metres):
kW.-10.15 a.m., News. 11.0 a.m., Programme of
Gramophone Records.
12.10, Weather Report.
12.15, Exchange Quotations. 12.30, Concert from
Hanover (297 metres). 12.45 (in the Interval), Shipping Forecast.
12.55, Time Signal.
1.10, News.
2.40, Exchange Quotations. 8.30, Review of Books.
4.0, Labour Exchange Report. 4.15, Hülty Commemoration Programme, relayed from Hanover.
5.0, Concert of Melodramas and Ballads; BergliotMelodrama (Grieg) ; Text by Björnson; Die Frist
1st um-Ballad from The Flying Dutchman (Wagner) ;
Young Olaf-Melodrama (Schillings) ; Text by
Wildenbruch. 8.0, Orchestral Selections. 7.0, Theobald lieder, Talk: Astronomy in September. 7.30,
Talk by Ernst Held. 7.55, Weather Report. 8.0,
Till Eulenspiegel Festival in Wen, an actual transmission from the town in which this German Jester
lies buried. 10.15 (approx.), Weather Report, News
and Sports Notes. 10.30 (approx.), Concert from the
Café Wallhof.
HILVERSUM (1,070 meres); 5 kW.-11.40 a.m.,
Police News. 12.10, Concert of Trio Music. 1.40,
Concert from the Tuschinski Theatre, Amsterdam.
5.40, Time Signal. 5.42, Concert: Overture to The
Black Domino (Auber) ; Ballet Music from La Source
; Humoresckue (Dvorak) ; Soprano Solos,
a) Theme and Variations (Proch), (b) Recitative and
Romance from Ads and Galathea (Suppé) ; Selection
from The Huguenots (Meyerbeer) ; Soprano Solos,
(a) Letzer Frühling (Grieg), (b) To-morrow (R. Strauss);
Madrigal (Drdla); Diesen Russ der Ganzen Welt
(Ziehrer) ; Rheinischer Sang (Hannemann) ; Finale.
7.25, Police News and Time Signal. 8.42, Programme
arranged by the Workers' Radio Society.
11.15
(approx), Close Down.
HIJŒBB (340.9 metres) ; 4 kW.-Transmits from
5.40 on 1,870 metres.-12.10, Concert of Trio Music.
5.10, Gramophone Selections. 7.25, Talk by M. Pere
Tempel, O.P. 7.55, Concert from Vlaardingen: Choral
and Instrumental Music and Talk by M. Vermeulen.
10.10, News and Close Down.
317AKIES-PINS (Radio LL) (244.5 metres) ; 1.5 kW.
-1.0, Concert: Marche Religieuse (Gluck); Les
Patineurs (Waldteufel) ; Serenade Lointaine (Filippucci); Aube Sous Bois (Fourdrain); Marital»
(Wallace) ; Valse des Sirenes (D'Ambrosio) ; Chant
du Cygne (Schubert) ; Tannhauser (Wagner). 9.0,
News, Weather Report, Talk for Women by Mme. de
Tremeuge, and Concert. 10.80, Dance Music.
KALUNDBORG (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Programme
also for Copenhagen (337 metres).-7.30 a.m., Morning
Gymnastics. 11.0 a.m., Weather Report. 8.0. Trio
Concert: Selection from The Mute of Portici (Auber) ;
Waltz, The Blue Danube (Joh. Strauss) ; Minuet,
Mozart (Bendel) ; Violin Solo, Rêverie (Vieuxtemps)
Fox-Trot, Me and Jane in aPlane (Gilbert) ; Polonaise
from Harlequins Millions (Drigo) ; Intermezzo from
Nana (Delibes) ; Recitation; March, Entry of the
Gladiators (Focilc); Waltz, Traumideale (Fucik);
Selection from Three Little Girls (Rollo) ; Au Champagne (Gilet) ; Tango, Two Brown Eyes (Lacome);
Romance (Sibelius) ; Fox-Trot, Bobby (Johnstone).
8.20, Talk by A. R. Nielsen. 6.50, Weather. 7.0, News
and Exchange Quotations 7.15, Time Signal. 7.80,
Dr. Frode Krarup, Talk: The Insane and We Others.
ILO, Chimes from the Town Hall. 8.2, Experimental
Relay from the Studio in Axelborg-Orchestral and
Solo Concert. 10.0, News. 10.15, Dance Music from
Restaurant Wivel. 12.0 Midnight, Chimes from the
Town Hall. 12.15 a.m. (approx.) (Sunday), Close Down.
HATOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-5.0, Programme
for Children. 6.0, Programme from Vilna. 7.0, News.
7.80, Talk by M. Thadé Meyerhold. 7.55, Agricultural
Report. 8.15, Programme from Warsaw. 10.0, Time
Signal, Weather Report, and News. 10.30, Dance
Music.
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Programmes from Abroad.BARCELONA (Radio-Barcelona), Call EA,I1 (144.8
metres) ; 1.5 kW.-12 Noon, Barcelona Cathedral
Chimes followed by Regional Weather Report and
Weather Report for Europe. 1.80, Instrumental
Selections by the Iberia Trio; in the Intervals Gramophone Records. 2.45 to 9.0, No Transmission. 9.0.
Opening Signal, followed by Exchange Quotations
and Market Prices. 9.15, Concert of Orchestral and
Vocal Music. 10.5, "La Tempestad "Lyrical Drama
in Three Acts: Text by Carrión, Music by Chapi; in'
the Interval, Sports Notes. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
BASLE (1,010 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-8.80, Programme
of Music. 10,0, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast.
10.15 (approx.), Close Down.
BERGEN (370.4 meets);
1.5 kW.-10.80
Divine Service, relayed from aChurch. 12.30, Weather
Forecast and. News Bulletin. 8.0, Concert by the
Station Orchestra. 9.0, Talk. 9.80, Concert by
the Braga Male Voice Choir, Conducted by Mr. Heggen.
/.0.0, Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Time
Signal. 10.15, Musical Programme. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
BERLIN
(Kiinigswusterhausen), (1.250
metres)
40 kW.-8.80 a.m., Early Morning Concert, relayed
from Voxhaus. 8.55 a.m., Relay of Chimes from the
Potsdam Garrison Church. 9.0 a.m., Morning Recital
from Voxhaus, followed by Berlin Cathedral Chimes.
1L30 a.m., Orchestral Concert, relayed from Voxhaus.
2.0, Funkheinzelmann's Programme for Children,
relayed from Voxhaus. 345. The Week's Market
and Weather Reports, from Voxhana. 3.55. Talk
fax Farmers, from Voxhaus, followed by Light Musical
Programme. 8.80, Two Talks, followed by relay
from another German Station.
BERLIN (Voxhaus), (484 metres) ; 4kW.-5.30 a.m.,,
Orchestral Concert. 8.55 a.m., Chimes from the
Potsdam Garrison Church. 9.0 a.m., Sacred Recital
of Vocal and Instrumental Music, and Religious
Address, followed by Chimes from the Berlin Cathedral. 11.30 a.m., Musical Programme. 2.0, "Funkheinzelmann's " programme for Children, arranged
by Hans Badenstedt. 3.80, Practical Hints for
Farmers. 3.45, The Week's Market and Weather
Reports for Agriculturists. 8.55, Talk for Farmers,
followed by Orchestral Concert and Talks. 7.30,
Dr. J. E. Poritzky, Talk: Pan Europe and World
Literature. 8,0, Talk. 8.30, Programme of Music,
followed by News Bulletin, Weather Report, Time
Signal and Sports News. 10.30, Programme of Dance
Music. 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
BERN (411 metre') ; 1.5 kW.-10.80 a.m., Morning
Service and Sermon. Le, Time Signal and Weather
Forecast. 1.5, Concert of Orchestral Music. 8,0,
Time Signal and Weather Forecast. 8.5, Instrumental Concert. 9.45, Sports Notes, News Bulletin
and Weather Forecast. 10,0, Concert by the Bern
Municipal Orchestra. 10.85 (approx.), Close Down.
BaLTDMAYA (800 metres);
1 kW.-7.0 a.m.,
Concert relayed from Carlsbad. 10.0 a.m., Musical Programme. 5.(1 (approx.), Programme of Talks, Concerts and Gramophone Selections. 12.20,
Programme relayed from Outside.
BRESLAU (822.8 metres) • 4kW.-8.45 a.m., Chimes,
relayed from Christ Church. OJ am., Evangelical
Morning Recital, followed by Programme of Music,
and Talks. 2.35, Talk for Chess Players. 3.0, Fairy
Tale Recital , 8.80, Programme for Farmers, followed
by Programme of Talks and Music. 8.80, Musical
Programme. 10,0, News Bulletin. 10.30, Relay of
Dance Music Selections. 12.0 Midnight (approx.),
Close Down.
BRUIN (441.2 metres) • 3 kW.-7.0 a.m., Concert,
relayed from Carlsbad, followed by Agricultural
Report. 10.0 a.m., Concert of Sacred Music. U.0
a.m., Concert of Instrumental Music. 12.0, Musical
Selections.
3.0, Programme relayed from the Exhibition, followed by Popular Items, and Evening
Musical Programme.
BRUSSELS (508.5 metre.) ; 1.5 kW.-Jazz Band.5.0, Programme for Children with the Clowns Douro
and Sylva. 8.30, Instrumental Music. 7.30, La RadioChronique -Journal Parlé of Radio-Belgique. 8.15,
wrinnental Selections. 10.15 (approx.), News Butte'
112.80 (approx.), Close down.
%PEST (555.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-0.0 a.m.. News
in and Talk on Beauty Culture. 10.0 a.m.,
ne Service. 12.80 (approx.), Musical Programme.
Agricultural Talk, followed by Musical and
matic Programme and Sports News. 7.40 (aPProa-).
..nisical Programme. 9.80 (approx.), Time Signal and
Weather Forecast.
•

CHATELINEAU (EBeiti
; 1.5 kW.8.0, Concert of Instrumental
An the Interval,
aTalk. 10.0 -(approx.), Close Down";
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Psalms. 7.25, Talk. 7.55, Concert of Instrumental
Music. 10.25, Epilogue by a Choir and Close Down.
MAII-LE8-PINS (Radio LL) ; (241.5 metres) 1.5 kW.
-Lo to gm, Concert of Instrumental Selections,
Szechenyi (Farbach).
2.0 to 9.0, No Transmission.
9.0, News Bulletin, Weather Forecast and Orchestral
Concert. 10.0, Wireless Jazz by the Juan-les-Pins
Casino Dance Band. 10.80 (approx.), Close Down.

stated.

KALUNDBOR0 (1,153 metres) ; 7 kW.-Prog“unme
- also for Copenhagen (337 metres).-10.0 a.m., Church
Service with Sermon. 11.80 a.m. (Kaltuldbort only),
COLOGNE (283 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme also for
Weather Forecast. 8.0 (approx.) to 6.50, Programme
Aix-la-Chapelle (Mu metres), Laneenberg (168.8
of Music, Items for Children and Religious Service.
metres), and Master (250 metres).--9.0 a.m.. Evan8.50 (Kalundborg only), Weather Forecast. 7.0, News
gelical Morning Recital : Sacred Music by Choir and
Bulletin. 7.15, Time Signal. 7.30, Talk. 8.0, Chimes,
Soloists and Instrumental Selections. 11.0 a.m. to
relayed from the Copenhagen Town Hall, followed by
LO, Programme of Talks. 1.0, Instrumental Concert,
Miscellaneous Programme. 9.3$ Concert of Waltzes,
followed by Programme of Talks and Music. 8.0,
Polkas and Operetta Selections, Vocal and Instrumental
"Der Waffenschmied"-Opera Comique (Lortzing),
from the Works of Joh. Strauss and Larmer. 10,16,
followed by Sports Notes, Last News Bulletin, Concert
Modern Dance Music Selections; in the Interval at
of Orchestral Music and Dance Mlisic Selections.
12.0 Midnight, Chimes from the Copenhagen Town
12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close I?own.
Hall 12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close DownCORK, Call (XII (400 metres); 1.5 kW.-8.80,
Carillonade by Dr. Staf Gebruers relayed from St.
Column's Cathedral, Cobh, followed by Concert of
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Tenor and Soprano
Solos. 1LO, National Anthem. 11.5 (approx.), Close
Down.

EATOWITZ (422 metres) ; 10 kW.-12.0 Noon, Time
Signal and Weather Forecast, followed by Programme
of Talks and Musical Selections. 10.0, Time Signal,
Weather Forecast and Last News Bulletin, 10.311„
Selections of Modern Dance Music. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.

CRACOW (608 metres) ; 1.5 kw-10.15 a.m., Probable Divine Service Relay. 13,0 Noon, Fanfare from
the Tower of Notre Dame Church in Cracow, Time
Signal and Weather Forecast. 4.8, Talks for Farmers
followed by Dr. St. Wasniewslci's Agricultural Chronicle. 8.0, Fanfare from Notre Dame, News Bulletin
and Sports Notes. 8.80, Concert of French Songs and
Music including Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century
Songs, (a) C'est la Bergère Nanette, (b) II faut que je
file, (o) jamais je faisais tant, (d) Roeseli, sung by Mme.
M. Onyszkiewicz, accompanied by Mlle. O. Martusiewicz. 10.0, Programme relayed from Warsaw. 10.30,
Relay of Orchestral Selections from a Restaurant.
11.80 (approx.), Close Down.

KAUNAS (2,000 metres) ; 7 kW.-12.0 Noon. Chimes
and Weather Forecast. 12.10, Sacred Music Recital.
12.80, Programme for Children. 6.0, Programme of
Talks with Music in the intervals. 4.0, Programme for
Young People. 7.0 (approx), Lowering of the Flag,
Ceremony relayed from the War Museum in Kaunas.
8.30, Concert of Lithuanian National Items: Songs
and Music.

DUBLIN, Call 2RN (319.1 metres); 1.5 kW.-8.80
to 11.5 (approx.), Programme relayed from Cork,
Concert of Tenor and Soprano Solos, Instrumental
Music and Gaelic Traditional Songs with Dr. Staf
Gebruers (Carillonneur), William Watt (Tenor),
Hilda Dobbs (Soprano), Labhras O Cadhla (Gaelic
Songs), Miss F. Evans (Pianoforte Solos), The Grossi
Trio and The Station Quintet. 11.0, National Anthem
followed by Close Down.
FRANKFURT (428.6 metres) ; 4 kW.-8.0 1/411L,
Concert of Sacred Music, followed by Talks and Music.
LO, Wiesbaden Chamber of Agriculture Report,
followed by Musical Selections and Talks.
8.80,
Rhein-Main Popular Educational Programme. 8.30
(approx.), Musical Programme, followed by relay of
Dance Music Programme from Voxhans. 12.30 a.m.
(approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
HAMBURG, Call HA (in Morse) (394.7 -metres) ;
kW.-Programme relayed by Burnet: (272.7 metres),
Hanover (297 metres) and Kiel (251.2 metres).-8.30
net, Concert of Instrumental Music relayed frcm
Voxhaus. 8.25 a.m., Time Signal, Weather Forecast,
News Bulletin, Commerce Notes and Programme
Announcements. 9.15 a.m., Musical Morning Recital.
19.55 a.m. (for Kiel only), Matins relayed from the
Kiel University Church. 11.0 a.m. (for Hamburg
Bremen and Hanover), Talk. 11.30 a.m. (approx.)
(for Hamburg, Bremen and Hanover). Talk on a
Commercial 1optc. 12.56, Batten Time Siena'. Li
(for Hamburg and Kiel), Orchestral Selections. L5
(for Bremen), Instrumental Concert. 1.5 (for Hanover), Selections of Gramophone Records. 2.0, Programme for Children-Fairy Tales. 8.0, Instrumental
Concert. 420 (approx.), Programme of Talks, and
Concert from the Café Wallhof, followed by Sports
Notes and Musical Programme.
9.30 (approx.),
Weather Forecast and Topical Talk, Concert from the
Café Wallhof (for Hamburg and Kiel), Concert from
the Café Continental or the Georgs-Palast (for Hanover and Bremen). 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.

KONIGSBERG (829.7 metres); 4 kW-Programme
relayed by Danzig (272.7 metres).-9.0 fun., Address,
Organ Solos. 11.0 a.m. (Ktinigsberg only), Weather
Forecast, followed by Concert of Instrumental Music.
1355, International Time Signal, relayed from Nam.
a.o. Talk on Chess Problems by P. S. Leonhardt,
followed by Talks and Concert.
8.30 (approx.),
Orchestral Concert: The Pastoral Symphony, Op. 68,
No. 6 (Beethoven), (a) Allegro ma non Tropp°, (b)
Andante molto moto, (c) Allegro, (d) Allegro, (e) Allegretto. 10.0, News Bulletin and Sports Notes. MIL
P. eNiamme of Dance Music, relayed from Tozhasts.
lam a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
LAHTI (1,522.8 metres) ; 35 kW.-Programme also
for Helaingtors (375 metres).-8.0 a.m., Divine Service
in the Finnish Language. 10.50 a.m.., News Bulletin.
LI.0 a.m., Song Recital and Instrumental Concert.
11.50, Weather Forecast and Time Signal. 12.0 law.
Divine Service in the Swedish Language. 5.0, Orchestral Concert, 'with Solo Selections in the Interval.
547,, Time Signal and Weather Forecast, followed by
Concert of Orchestral Music and Songs. 8.46 Last
News Bulletin in Finnish and Swedish. 0.16, Concert
relayed from a Restaurant. 10.0 (approx.), Close
Down.
LANGENBERO (488.8 metres) ; 20 kW.-Programme
also for Aix-la-Chapelle (400 metres), Cologne (283
metres), and Minstar (250 metres).-0.0 a.m., Evangelical Morning Recital, relayed from Cologne. 11.8
a.m. to 1.0, Programme of Talks. LO, Concert of
Instrumental Music, followed by Talks. 4.0, Melodrama Selections by Dr. Oscar Kaiser. 8.0, Programme relayed from Cologne: Musical Programme,
Last News Bulletin and Sports Notes, followed by
Light Music and Dance Music Selections. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close flown.
LAUSANNE (880 metros) ; 1.5 kW.-4.0 (approx.),
Musical Programme, relayed from Bern. 8.30, Protestant Address, followed by Programme of Music.
10.0 (approx.), Close Down.

HILVERSUM (1070 metres) ; 5 kW.-12.40 to 2.10,
Concert of Instrumental Selections by the Wireless
Trio. 8.10 to 5.111„ Military Band Concert followed by
Concert of Instrumental Music. 7.40, Weather Forecast, News Bulletin and Sports Notes. 7.55, Concert
by the Residence Orchestra conducted by Professor
Georg Schneevoigt, relayed froin the Kurhaus, Scheveningen. 10.111 (approx.), Close Down.

LIKPKIG (396.8 metres); 4 kW.-8.80 a.m., Organ
Recital, relayed from the University Church in Leipzig.
Prof. Ernst Müller. 9.0 am., Morning Recital of Vocal
and Instrumental Music, followed by Programme of
Talks and Music. 2.80, Concert of Orchestral Music
by the Dresden Wireless Orchestra, relayed from the
Jahresschau, Dresden, followed by Literary and
Musical Programme, and Talks.
7.30, Concert of
Selections from Unknown Operas by the Dresden
Wireless Orchestra and Charlotte Viereck (Soloist).
10.0, Sports Notes.
18.80, Programme of Dance
Music, relayed from Voxhaus. 12.30 a.m. (approx.)
(Monday), Close Down.

HUMS (840.0 metres) • 4 kW.-Programme on
1,870 metres after 5.40. 2 -8.10 a.m., Divine Service,
relayed from a Church.
12.11, Selections by the
Winkels Trio, followed by Talks and Musical items.
5.20, Divhae Service from the Middelburg Noordekerk.
Address by the Rev. Dr. Scheele, Organ Solos and

MADRID (Union Radio), Call EAJ7 (375 metres) :
3 kW.-Programme relayed by Sahunanea, EAJ22
(105 metres). -e.1), Orchestral Concert. 3.30 to 7.0,
No Transmission.
7.0, Programme for Chiklreu,
followed by Sextet Selections from Images Infautines
(Strens), (a) La Princesse, (b) Quand rêve un enfant,
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Programmes from Abroad.(c) Danse excentrique. 8.0, Danse Music Programme8.30 to 10.0, No Transmission. 10.0, Time Signal10.5, Concert by the Station Orchestra.
10.41h
Municipal Band Concert conducted by Senor Villa ,
followed by Probable Dance Music Programme.
12.80 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Close Down.
MILAN, Call EMI (528.3 metres) ; 7kW.-10.30 a.m.,
Vocal and Instrumental Sacred Music. 11.15 a.m. to
12.30, No Transmission. 12.30, Time Signal. 12.32,
Concert of Instrumental Music. 1.50 to 5.0. No
transmission. 5.0, Variety Concert of Quintet and
Vocal Selections. 5.25, Talk for Farmers.
5.30.
Orchestral Selections relayed from the Majestic
Hotel Diana. OM to 8.25, No Transmission. 8.25,
Opening Signal, Reports, Talks and Sports Notes.
8.50, "L'Amico Fritz "-Opera (Mascagni), Talk in
the Interval between Acts 1 and 2. 11.45 (approx.),
Close Down.
MOTALA (1,380 metres) ; 30 kW.--Programme also
for Stockholm (154.5 metres), Baden (1,1.90 metres).
Onteborg (416.5 metres), Malmo (260.9 metres),
Ostersund (720 metres), and Sundsvall (545.6 metres).11.0 a.m., Matins relayed from a Church. 12.45,
Exchange Notes and U DC Signal. 5.0, Programme
for Children. 5.55, Town Hall Chimes. 6.0, Evensong
relayed from a Church.
7.15, " Pygmalion "-A
Comedy (Bernard Shaw), followed by Evening Musical
Programme. 9.40, Selections of Dance Music. 10.80
(approx.), Close Down.
YBUNICM (53S.7 metres) ; 4 kW.-Programme relayed
by Ambers (566 metres), Kaiseflantern (204.1 metres)
and Nuremburg (211.9 metres).-11.0 a.m., Town Hall
Chimes. 11.15 a.m., Weather Forecast. 12.0 Noon,
Concert of Instrumental Music followed by Literary
Reading and Selections of Music. 8.0, "bas Mustkantenmadel "-Operetta in Three Acts (Georg
Jamo), followed by News Bulletin and Concert including Dance Music Selections.
NAPLES, Call INA (333.3 metres) ; 1.1 kW. 10 a.m.
-Recital of Vocal and Instrumental Sacred Music.
(45, Children's Corner. 5.0, Concert of Orchestral
Music with Soprano Solos by Signora Carla Spinelli.
5.80, Time Signal. 8.20, Programme of Reports.
8.40, Time Signal. 8.48, Report of the Naples Harbour
Authorities. 8.50, Concert of Light Instrumental
and Solo Selections with "Fiori d'Arancio "-Idyll
in One Act (R. Bracco). 10.0, Sports Notes. 10.55,
Calendar and Forthcoming Programme Announcements. 11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
OSLO (461.5 metre's) ; 1.5 kW.-Programme relayed
by Fredriksstad (131.8 metres), Ramer (555.6 metres),
Notodden (ill metres), Porsgrund (500 metres),
Rjukan (148 inetres).--10.50 a.m. (approx.), Chimes
and Divine Service relayed from an Oslo Church.
7.45, Weather Forecast and News Bulletin. 8.0.
Time Signal. 8.5, Programme of Songs, Music and
Recitations.
9.80, Weather Forecast and News
Bulletin. 9.45, Talk, followed by Dance Music relayed
from the Hotel Bristol, Oslo. 12.0 Midnight (approx.).
Close Down.
PARIS (Ecole Supérieure), Call FPTT (458 metres) ;
0.5 kW.-Prograrnme relayed at intervals by the
following Stations: Bordeaux PTT (275 metres),
Eiffel Tower (2,650 metres), Grenoble (416 metres),
Lille sYrr (264 metre ,), Limoges (285 metres), Lyons
PTT (476 metres), Marseilles (303 metres). Rennes
(230 metres), Toulouse PIT (260 metres).-8.0 a.m.,
News Bulletin. 10.25 a.m., International Time Signal
and Weather Forecast.
12.0 Noon, Instrumental
Selections. LO, Reports. 130, Concert of Orchestral
Music, followed by relay of the Concours Lepine
Concert. 8.0, Talk arranged by the Union des Grandes
Associations. 8.80, Instrumental and Vocal Concert
followed by News Bulletin, Time Signal and Weather
Forecast, with Dance Music Programme relayed froto
the Coliseum de Paris. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close
Down.
PARIS (Eiffel Tower), Call FL (2,850 metres) ; 5kW.8.58 a.m., Time Signal on 32.5 metres. 10.26 a.m.,
Time Signal on 2,650 metres. 6.45, Le Journal Parlé
w T.S.F., Talks by Mme. Paule Hellês, MM. André
Volvey, George Delamare, Julien Maigret, etc. 8.10,
Weather Forecast. 3.30, Programme of Orchestral
Music by Mario Caces and his Orchestra. 8.56, Tinte
Signal on 32.5 metres. 11.26, Thne Signal on 2,610
metres.
PARIS (Petit Parisien) (340.9 metres) : 0.5 kW.8.15, Concert of Gramophone Music, followed by Short
Talk and News Bulletin. 9.0, Concert of Vocal and
Instrumental Music, including Selections from the
First Movement of Beethoven's Symphony in D Major.
In the Intervals at 9.25 and 10.0, News Bulletins.
ILO (approx.), Close Down.
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PARIS (Radio LL) (370 and 60 metres) ; 1 kW. 12.30, Radio Liberté Transmission, Light Songs by
Mlle. Néra Valprez, followed by News Bulletin.
Topical Review, and" Radio-Liberté "Announcement.
3.0, Dance Music arranged by the Compagnie National
de Radiodiffusion; Programme of Mt:dent Fox-trot.,
Waltzes, Tangos and Blues.
PARIS (Radio-Paris), Call CFR (1.750 metres);
kW.-8.0 a.m., News Bulletin and Press Review.
12.0 Noon, Religious Address with Sacred Choral
Recital. 12.45, Albert Locatelli Orchestral in Selections
from Madame Butterfly (Puccini).
4.80, Modern
Tangos and Fox-trots by the Grand Vatel Dance
Band, News Bulletin. 7.45, Children's Corner. 8.15,
Agricultural Report and News Bulletin. 8.80, Concert
of Instrumental Music, conducted by M. Eugène
Bigot; News in the Interval.
PITTSBURGH., Call KDKA (133 and 27 metres) ;
25 kW.-4.0, Divine Service.
7.0, Roxy's Stroll
Programme, relayed from New York. 9.0, Dr. Sockman's Question Box, from New York. 10.0, Twilight
Rêveries from New York, 11.0, Telechron Time Signal,
followed by Baseball Scores and Instrumental Concert.
11.30, Dinner-time Orchestral Concert. 12.0 Midnight.
Telechron Time and Baseball Scores, followed by
Continuation of Concert.
1.0 a.m. (Monday), A
Dratnatic Programme.
1.45 a.m., The Whittall
Anglo-Persians, from New York, followed by Variety
and Longine Time. 8.0 a.m., Baseball Scores, Telechron Time Signal. 3.80 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
POSEN (344.8 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-10.15 a.m., Relay of
Morning Service from a Polish Cathedral. 12.0 ?lion,
Tittle Signal. 5.0, Concert by the Philharmonie de
Varsovie, relayed from Warsaw, followed by Programme of Talks. 8.15, Request Concert of the Polish
Listeners:
Military Orchestra, conducted by M.
Sternalski, with Mme. Nadzieja Padlewska (Pianoforte), Irena Felicka (Soprano), Edmund Gizeiewski
(Violin) and Kajetan Kopczynski (Baritone) ; in the
Programme, Pianoforte Solos, (a) Barcarolle (Tchaikovsky), (b) Minuet (Paderewski), (c) Polonaise in
A Flat Major (Chopin). 10.0. Time Signal, News
Bulletin, Weather Forecast and Sports Notes. 10.20,
Miscellaneous Items. 10.40, Programme of Dance
Selections, relayed from the Palais Royal Restaurant
in Posen. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
PRAGUE (348.9 metres) ; 5 kW.-7.0 a.m., Promenade Concert, relayed from Carlsbad. followed
Agricultural Report.
10.0 a.m., Musical Service,
relayed from aChurch. 11.0 a.m., Orchestral Concert,
relayed from outside. 12.0 Noon, Orchestral Selections.
1.5, Commerce Notes.
1.20, Miscellaneous
Reports. 4.80, Concert of Popular Selections.
Programme for Workers. 8.0, German Transmission,
followed by Evening Musical Programme. 10.0, Time
Signal, News Bulletin and Concert of Instrumental
Music.
RABAT. Call PTT (416 metres) ; 2kW.-1.80, Concert
by the Station Orchestra. 8.0 to 9.0, No Transmission.
9.0, Programme of Talks, followed by Le Journal
Parlé, News Bulletin and Weather Forecast. 9.30,
Orchestral Concert of Popular Selections.
11.30,
Orchestral Concert, relayed from the Jardin d'Eté
Cinema. 12.0 Midnight (approx.), Close Down.
RIGA (528.3 metres) ; 4 kW.-10.15 a.m., Religious
Service from the Mara Church. 1.0, Children's Corner.
4.0, Instrumental Concert, conducted by A Parups.
5.0 to 7.0, Progranune of Talks. 7.0, Concert of
Instrumental Selections and Song Recital; in the
Interval at 9.0, Weather Forecast; after the Concert,
Last News Bulletin and Selections of Dance Music.
11.0 (approx.), Close Down.
ROME, Call IRO (447.8 metres) ; 3 kW.-10.15 a.m..
Opening Signal.
10.20, Vocal and Instrumental
Sacred Music. LO to 2.0, Selections by the Wireless
Trio.
5.0, Opening Signal. 5.5, Variety Concert.
6.0 to 6.80, Dance Music Selections, relayed from the
Casinetta.
8.0, Opening Signal.
8.20, Talk for
Farmers.
8.80, Sports Notes and News Bulletin.
8.48, Topical Events Talk. 8.59, Time Signal. 9.0,
Symphony Concert with Instrumental Solos: Concertstück in C Minor, Op. 79, for Pianoforte and Orchestra
(Weber), (a) Larghetto affettuoso, (b) Allegro Appassionato, (c) Tempo di Marcia, (d) Presto gioioso,
Soloist Mario Ceccarelli; in the Intervals, Review of
Reviews and Reading. 11.5, Last News Bulletin.
11.15 (approx.), Close Down,

SAN SEBASTIAN (Union Radio), Call EAJ8 (335
metres) ; 0.5 kW.-10.0 to 12.0 Midnight. Concert.
relayed from the San Sebastian Casino. 12.0 Midnight
(approx.), Close Down.
SCHENECTADY, Call 2XAD and 2XAF (21.96 and
31.4 metres) ; 30 kW.-3.30, Divine Service. 10.30,
Concert by the Ballad Singers, relayed front New York.
11.0, Stetson Parade. American I.egion Band, from
Boston, Mass. 12.0 Midnight, Instrumental Selections
irons New York. 12.25 a.m. (Monday), Baseball Scores
from New York. 12.30 a.m., Capitol Theatre Programme front New York. 2.0 a.m., Talk on the Government of the United States, from Washington D.C.
2.15 a.m., Atwater Kent Programme, from New York.
2.45 am., Time Signal. 2.47 a.m., Biblical Drama,
from New York. 3.15 a.m., Television Signals, Experimental Transmission. 8.80 a.m. (approx.), Close Down.
STAMBOUL (1,200 metres) ; 5 kW.-4.30,, Orchestral
Selections. 5.30, Cereal Market Prices. 8.15, Concert
of Turkish Native Music. 8.30, Weather Report
and Time Signal, followed by Instrumental Selections.
10.0, News Bulletin. 10.30 (approx.), Close Down.
STET'TIN (238 metres) ; 0.
75
kW. - 8-30 a.m. to
12.30 a.m. (approx.) (Monday), Programme of Music,
Talks and Reports, etc., relayed from Voxisaus.
STUTTGART (379.7 metres);
kW. --11.0 sm.
(approx.), Recital of Instrumental and Vocal Sacred
Music. 12.0 Noon, Promenade Concert, followed by
Gramophone
Record
Selections. 2.0,
Funkheinzelmann's Programme for Children, relayed from
Voithaus. 3.0 (approx.), Vocal and Instrumental
Programme, followed by Sports News, Time Signal
and Talk. 8.0 (approx.), Musical Programme, followed by News.
TALLINN (408 metres) : 2.2 kW.-7.30 a.m., Early
Morning Concert. 8.30 a.m., Church Service Relay.
8.0, Concert of Orchestral and Vocal Music. 8.0
Agricultural Talk. 8.30,
News
Bulletin. 8.45:
(approx.), Close Down.
TOULOUSE (Radiophonie du Midi), (891 metres) :
3 kW.--12.30, Orchestral Selections. 1.0, Chimes.
1.45, Press News. 8.0, Exchange and News. 8.80,
Concert of Instrumental Music. 9.0, Festival Concert
of Selections from the Works of Delibes: "Lakmé,"
(a) Prayer and Chorus, (b) 0 divin mensonge-Fantasia, (c) Pourquoi dans les grands bois, (d)- C'est le
Dieu de la Jeunesse, (e) Lakmé, ton doux regard se
voile, (f) C'est l'amour endormi, (g) Dans la Forêt
près de nous, (h) Sous le ciel tout etoilé, (i) O viens
dans la forêt profonde, (j) Ballet-Persia'', Rektnha.
Térana, (k) Entr'acte to Act III, (I) Tu m'as donné
le plus doux rêve. 10.15, North African News. 10.30
(approx.), Close Down.
VIENNA (577 and 517.2 metres) ; 1.5 and 5 kW.Programme, relayed by Gras (357.1 metres), Innsbriick (254.1 moires), Klagenfurt (272.7 metres), and
Linz (251.2 rnetres).-1.1.0, Programme by the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra, with Songs in the interval.
4.0 (approx.), Concert of Light Orchestral Music.
7.46, "The Thief," Drama in Three Acts (Henry
Bernstein), followed by Jazz Orchestra SelectionsFox-Trots and Tangos.
VILNA (485 metres) ; 1.5 kW.-12.0 Noon, lime
Signal, and News Bulletin, relayed from Warsaw,
followed by Orchestral Concert and Talks. 8.15
(approx.), Concert, Time Signal and News Bulletin,
relayed from Warsaw. 10.30 (approx.), Dance Music
Programme, relayed from Warsaw. 11.30 (approx.),
Close Down.
WARSAW clan metres) ; 10 kW.-10.15 a.m.,
Divine Service, relayed from a Polish Cathedral.
12.0 Noon, Time Signal, Fanfare from the Tower of
Notre Dame Church in Cracow, Aviation Report and
Weather Forecast. 12.10 to 3.55, No Transmission.
3.55, Weather Forecast. 4.0, Programme of Talks
for Farmers. BB, Concert of Orchestral Music by
the Philharmonie de Varsovie. 6.30, Miscellaneous
Items. 6.50, Talk by Professor L. Kulczycki: The
History of the Russian Revolutionary Movement.
7.45, Talk. 8.15, Concert of Instrumental and Vocal
Music by the Philharmonic de Varsovie Orchestra.
10.0, Time Signal, Aviation Report and Weather
Forecast.
10.5, News and Police Information.
10.20, Sports Notes. 10.30, Dance Music, relayed
from the Oaza Restaurant. 11.30 (approx.), Close
Down.
ZURICH (588 metres) ; 1 kW-11.0 a.m. (approx.),
Instrumental Concert. 12.29, Weather Forecast.
12.30, Concert of Instrumental Selections. 4.0,
Orchestral Concert, relayed from the Carlton-Elite
Hotel. 7.30, Sermon. 8.0, Concert of Chamber
Music, Orchestral Selections and Ballads sung by
Hermann Ernst (Baritone). 10.0, ‘Veather Forecast,
Last News Bulletin and Close Down.
A 26
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A Review of Manufacturers' Recent Products.
MONOTONE

POWER

VALVE.

Monotone valves are British made, and
are supplied by Messrs. W. A. Davis
& Co., 10, Cloth Market, Newcastle-onTyne. There
are
four
types—H.F.,
L.F., R.C.C., and Power—and each type
is made with 2-, 4-, or 6-volt filament,
making a total of 12 in all. The manufacture is not controlled by a combine,
and it has been found possible to produce
the H.F., L.F., and R.C.C. valves at
6s. 6d., and the power valves at 8s. 6d.
The valve submitted for test is the
power valve in the 6-volt category, and
its rated characteristics are as follows :—
A.C. resistance=4,750 ohms.
Amplification factor =5.
Mutual conductance=1.05 mA/volt.
It is designed for a maximum H.T.
voltage of 120, and the grid bias required
varies between 7¡ and 12 volts negative,
depending on the H.T. voltage. The
valve is therefore capable of supplying
sufficient volume for the average room.

shows signs of saturation, but the valve
is dead hard.
The valves are guaranteed, and will be
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when inserting or withdrawing a valve.
Manufactured by Burne Jones &
Ltd., 288, Borough High Street, London,
S.E.1. Price 2/-.

C)

g

The " Anti-Mobo" is a unit incorporating a series feed resistance and
by-pass condenser for preventing back
coupling in L.F. amplifiers and the consequent effect known as "motor boating." The value of resistance required,
although not critical, depends upon the
valve with which it is to be used and
the H.T. volts; it is undoubtedly a convenience to have a series of tappings so
that the appropriate value may be found
by trial. In the " Anti-Mobo " unit

.11arill.113311111M13113111351111M111
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Characteristic curves of Monotone 6-volt
power valve.

replaced if faulty,
mechanically intact.

provided

they

are

00 00

MAGNUM "VIBRO " HOLDER.
The circular centre moulding carrying
the valve sockets is supported on hard
rolled brass contact springs which are
anchored to the square moulded base.

Anti-Mobo" unit for preventing motor boating.

Monotone power valve, type D6P.

The filament of tie specimen tested
took 0.12 amp, at 5.5 volts, the rated
current being -0.1 amp. From the accompanying curves the following average
characteristics were calculated :—
A.C. resistance=6,650 ohms.
Amplification factor=4.65.
Mutual conductance=0.7 mA/volt.
These, although not in exact agreement with the rated figures, are at least
di the same order.
The 120-volt curve
a 27

Magnum

Vibro" valve holder.

The dimensions of the base are 14in. x
and slotted hexagonal terminals
are fitted at each corner.
The movement of the centre portion is
limited by stops, so that it is quite impossible to damage the suspension springs

there are three tappings giving resistances of 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 ohms,
and the wire is wound on the bi-duplex
system as in other R.I.-Varley products.
The unit is of about the same size as
an intervalve transformer, and the exact
dimensions are as follows : Base,
x llin. ; overall height, 3in.
The
" Anti-Mobo " is
made
by
Messrs. R.I & Varley, 103, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2, and the price is 9s. 6d
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WET H.T. CELLS.

DOUBLE-ACTING

The cell tested was of the No. 8100
type in square glass container 24in. x
llin. xltin., which is recommended for
usa with multi-valve sets. There is a
small type No. 8000 in a cylindrical glass
container lin, in diameter and 2in. high.

REED

UNIT.

Messrs.
Goodmans,
27,
Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4, have now produced a super model of their well-known
double-acting reed unit for cone loud
speaker
construction. Like
the
PG3
unit, a skeleton reed is used, and is
stamped between two die-cast frames..
The permanent magnets, pole pieces, and
coils are of the type used in iron diaphragm movements, and are mounted
symmetrically on opposite sides of the
reed. Like poles of
the
permanent
magnets are placed in juxtaposition so
that the flux from each magnet traverses
the reed in the same direction, and the
windings are so connected that the force
due to speech currents is additive. One
set of magnets and poles is adjustable by
means of a knurled screw for the purpose
of equalising the air gap on each side of
the reed.

rigidity, and a very efficient friction
washer is now fitted which adequately resists the action of the return springs on
the cam.
The minimum capacity of the 0.0003

Redesigned Rtpault lateral action
condenser.

?ed. model is 8.5 micro-mfds., and the
'measured maximum is 0.00029 mfd.
Manufactured by Ripaults, Ltd., King's
Road, London, N.W.1. Price 10/6.
000 0

L.S.A. Leclanché cell, size No. 8100.

The performance of the No. 8100 cell
was extraordinarily good. The initial
E.M.F. on load was 1.6 volts, and the
" cut off" or sudden falling-off of current did not occur until the cell had
been running 850 hours. When the test
was stopped at 1,260 hours the cell was
still delivering 4.3 mA.
The connection to the zinc electrode is
made through a copper wire soldered to
the top of the zinc. This is not so good
as cutting the connecting strips in one
piece with the zinc, and the joints were
carefully watched for corrosion.
No
trouble was, however, experienced, and
throughout the exceptionally long test the
electrolyte did not succeed in penetrating
the coating of black enamel protecting
the joint.
L.S.A. cells are obtainable in this
country from Messrs. Thompson & Co.,
1 and 3, Old Swan Lane, London, E.C.4,
and the No. 8100 size costs 8s. 9d. per
dozen.

EELEX

Goodmans double-acting reed unit (Super
Model).

The price is 32s. 6d., and each unit is
supplied with flexible leads and aluminium cones for attachment to the diaphragm.
r

RIPAULT VARIABLE CONDENSER.
The well-known Ripault lateral action
condenser has been redesigned from the
mechanical point of view and the few
remaining drawbacks of the first .model
have been overcome. The frame is now
a brass finished die casting of great

13
L.S.A. LECLANCHÉ CELL
TYPE 8100

12
ri.,\
c
11

CURRENT

-14
-14

Œ 10
0.
9
2
8
_J

•
10

7

Eelex fluted earth plate

is claimed that as no part of the
earth plate projects above the surface,
the heat of the sun is not conducted to
the earth immediately surrounding the
bowl, and that moisture is consequently
retained for a longer period than would
otherwise be the case. The cable is
8ft. in length, and is provided with a
double-ended connector for joining to the
earth wire from the 'set,
The Eelex earth is made by Messrs.
J. J. Eastick & Sons, Eelex House, 118,
Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1, and the
price is 5s. 6d.
It

5

-04 1-i
O
-04

4
3
2

-0-2

1
0

EARTH.

The Eelex earth is a galvanised iron
bowl 9in. in diameter with fluted sides
to increase the area of contact. Connecticn to the bowl is made through a
heavy flexible cable soldered to the
inside centre of the bowl. The joint is
sealed with pitch to prevent electrolytic
action between the dissimilar metals at
the joint, a precaution which is frequently overlooked by makers of earth
plates.

100

200
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400
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800
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800

900

1000

1100 1200

TIME IN HOURS
Discharge curve of the L.S.A. No. 8100 Sac Leclanché cell.
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Revised List including
NEXT SEASON'S
NEW VALVES.
Readers will welcome what is practically a complete revision of the characteristics of the valves of last season.
In general
the filaments have been still further improved, so that the figures given for magnification factor are higher, while those for
impedance are lower. In interpreting the data* given here for use in receiver design it is felt that the column showing
permissible grid swing al maximum anode volts is particularly useful.
In making comparisons between the various
valves one must guard against taking the figure given for grid voltage swing as indicating the power output. Normal
grid bias values for maximum an9de volts are approximately half the figure given for grid swing.
•
Filament.
Type.

Impedance.
Ohms.

Volts.

-

Amp.

B.T.H.RC 210..
HF 210
GP 210..
LF 215 ..
P 227
..

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.27

RC 407
HF 407
GP 407
LF 407
P415

..
..
..

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

RC 607..
HF 607
GP 607..
LF 607 .
P 615 ..
PX 650
B 12
RHI

blagniflcation
Factor.

Concluetance.

Permissible Grid Swing.
Swing.

Max. Anode
Volts.

•
86,000
28,000
14,0(X)
7,000
2,900

40
20
13
7
4

0.45
0.7
0.9
1.0
1.4

3
3
6
18
30

150
150
120
120
120

0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.15

100,000
21,000
14,000
5,700
2,900

40
18
14
8
5.5

0.4
0.85
1.0
1.4
1.9

3
3
6
15
24

150
150
120
.
120
120

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.075
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.15
0.5

90,000
20,000
12,500
5,300
2,600
1,750

40
20
14
9
6
• 3.5

0.45
1.0

3
3

.

7.5

1.25

2,900

.

7.5

1.25

CosmosDE 11 ..
SP16/B...
SP16/G...
SP16/R.
SP18/R.R.

1.1
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.0

0.25
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.3

16,000
70,000
17,000
10,000
4,500

6.5
35
16
9
6.5

0.4
0.5
0.95
0.9
1.4

18
6
20
20

100
120
150
100
100

6.0

0.09
0.09

50,000
20,000

35
9

0.7
0.45

6

120
100

..

SP60/B...
DE 50 ..

••

6.0

2.85

Half-wave rectifier.

1.1

6

1.7
2.3
2.0

12
18
80

150
150
120
120
120
200

0.98

200

425

D.C. Output 65mA.

R.M.S. 550

• Compiled from data furnished by the valve manufacturers.
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Filament.

Type.
Volts.

Amp.

6.0

0.25

Impedance.
Ohms.

29th, 1928.

AUGUST

Magnication
Factor.

Conductance.

Permissible Grid Swing.

Swing.

i

Max. Anode
Volts.

(osmos.-Continued.
SP 50/R.
Indirectly heated
Valvee

AC/G.
AC/R.

6.5

0.4

25

100

2.5
4.0

6
16

180
180

Cathode

..
..

4.0
4.0

SP41/U.
SP42/U.
SP43/U.

4.0
4.0
4.0

COSSOT210 H.F.
210 L.F. •
210 R.C.
220 P. ..
230 P. ..

•

4,500

. 1.0
1.0

'

1.0
2.0
2.0

14,000
2,500

35
10

Half-wave rectifier.
Full„
Half„

,e

,f

D.C. output 30mA.
60mA.
75mA.
ee
•,

R.M.S. 250
R.M.S. 250
R.M.S. 300

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1"
0.1
0.2
0.3

25,000
12,000
60,000
5,000
4,000

15
10
40
5
4

0.65
0.8
0.6
1.0
1.0

6
10
3
16
20

120 '
120
120
110
110

410
410
410
410

H.F.
L.F.
R.C.
P. ..

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

20,000
10,000
80,000
5,000

20
10
40
5

1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0

4
8
2
16

120
120
120
120

610
610
610
610
610

H.F.
L.F.
R.C.
F.P.
P. ..

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

20,000
8,000
80,000
6,500
3,000

20
8
50
5.5
3.5

1.0
1.0
0.6
0.8
1.1

4
10
2
12
40

120
120
120
120
150

2.0
4.0

0.30
0.15

20,000
20,000

40
40

2.0
2.0

20
20

180
180

2.0
'').0
4.0

0.1
0.2
0.1

250,000
20,000
200,000

80
200
200

0.3
1.0
1.0

3
3

120
120
120

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

20,000
8,000
80,000
6,500
3,000

1.0
1.0
0.6
0.8
1.1

4
10
2
12
40

6.0
6.0

2.0
1.0

EdiswanRe 2 ...
RC 210 ..
HF 210
LF 210 ..
PV 215 ..
PV 225 ..

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0I
0. I
0.1
0.1
0.25

Re 410..
11F 410

4.0
40

0.1
0.1

Pentodee:

230 Quintode
415
..
Screened Grid Valeze:

210 S.G.
220 S.G.
410 S.G.

..

Directly heated .4.C. Valve. :

M
M
M
M
M

41
41
41
41
41

H.F.
L.F.
R.C.
P.
S.F.

BU 6
SU 6

<

..
..
..

..

0.15

20
8
50
5.5
3.5

Full-wave rectifier.
Half„

.

D.C. output 80mA.
„
35mA.

120
.
120

120
120
150

R.M.S 250
R.M.S. 250

150,000
67,000
25,000
13,000
6,600
2,700

30
40
20
13
8
3

0.2
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.1

3
3
6
15
95

120
120
120
120
120
120

61.000
22,000

40
25

065
1.1

3
6

120
120
A 30
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Filament.

Type.

265

Impedance.
Ohms.

Idagniiication
Factor.

Conduetance.

Permissible Grid Swing.
Max. Anode
Volts.

Volts.

Amp.

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.25

10,500
4,500
5,500
2,000

13
9
5.5
3

1.2
2.0
1.0
1.5

9
18
20
35

120
120
120
120

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.25

50,000
21,000
10,000
4,200
3,000

40
25
15
5
3

0.85
1.2
1.5
1.2
1.0

3
5
8
18
45

120
120
120
90
150

2.0
4.0
6.0

0.15
0.1
0.1

140,000
115,000
100,000

140
140
14.0

4.0
4.0

1.0
1.0

9,000
50,000

16
45

1.75
0.9

8
3

120
140

MarconiDEH 210
HL 210
DEL 210
DEP 215
DEP 240

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.4

50,000
23,000
12,000
5,000
2,500

35
20
11
7
4

0.7
0.85
0.9
1.4
1.6

3
7.5
13.5
.21
33

150
150
159
150
150

DEH 410
DEL 410
DEP 410
P 425 ..

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.25

60,000
8,500
5,000
2,250

40
15
7.5
4.5

0.65
1.75
1.5
2.0

3
10.5
21
36

150
150
150
150

DEH 610
1-IL 610
DEL 610
DEP 610
P 625
..
P 625 A.

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.25
0.25

60,000
30,000
7,500
3,500
2,400
1,600

40
30
15
8
6
3.5

0.65
1.0
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.2

3
4.5
9
18
42
51

150
150
150
150
250
180

LS 5
..
LS 5 A...
LS 5 B...

5.25
5.25
5.25

0.8
0.8
0.8

6,000
2,750
25,000

5
2.5
20

0.85
0.9
0.8

80
20

400
400
400

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

0.8.
0.8
0.8
0.8

55,000
17,000
6,000
200,000

40
17
6
160

0.75
1.0
1.0
0.8

3
9
24

150
150
150
150

2.0
6.0

0.15
0.25

200,000
175,000

170
110

0.85
0.65

3.5
3.5

2.0
2.0

Edlswan.-Continued.
LF 410 ..
LF 410a
PV 410 ..
PV 425 ..
..
RC 610..
HF 610
LF 610 ..
PV 610..
PV 625 :.

•

Swing.

Screened Grid Valves:

SG 215 ..
SG 410 ..
SG 610 ..

..

1.0
1.2
1.4

150
150
150

Directly heated A.C. Valves:

MI 41 ..
MI 41 R.C.

.

Directly heated A.C. Valves:

H Point 8
HL Point 8
P Point 8
S Point 8

Screened Grid Valves:

5 215
S 625

Indirectly
Valves:

..

heated

KH 1 ..
KL 1 ..
a 3!

•

•

150
180

Cathode

30,000
3,750

40
7.5

1.35
2.0

3
21

150
150

W'hDishog,
Filament.

Type.

Impedance.
Ohms.

Volts.

Amp.

PT 235 ..

2.0

0.35

55,000

U4

6.0

0.25

1,200

U5

5.0

1.6

300

7.5

2.4

250

AUGUST 291h, 1928.

Magnification
Factor.

Conductance.

Permissible Grid Swing.
Swing.

Max. Anode
Volts.

Marconi.-Continued.
Pentode:

U8

•

•

MallardPM 1A...
PM 1H.F.
PM 1L.F.
PM 2 .
PM 252

90

1.65

Half-wave rectifier.
put 15mA.
Full-wave rectifier.
put 60mA.
Full-wave rectifier.
put 120mA.

18

150

D.C. outD.C. outD.C. out-

R.M.S. 220
R.M.S. 400
R.M.S. 500

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.3

72,000
28,000
18,000
7,000
3,800

36
13.5
8.9
6.2
3.8

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
1.0

3
8
12
14
30

150
150
- 125
100
125

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

3A...
3 ..
4D
4 ..
254

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.075
0.075
0.1
0.1
0.25

63,000
16,000
6,000
7,000
3,500

35
13.5
12.5
7
3.15

0.55
0.85
2.1
1.0
0.9

3.5
8
9
18
45

150
125
125
125
150

PM
PM
PM
PM

5 B.
5X.
6 ..
256

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.075
0.075
0.1
0.25

74,000
19,000
5,700
3,500

37
17.5
7.1
3.15

0.5
0.95
1.25
0.9

3.5
6
12
45

150
150
100
150

2.0
4.0

0.15
0.075

230,000
230,000

200
200

PM 22 (Pentone)
PM 24
„

2.0
4.0

0.3
0.15

62,500
28,600

82
62

DFA 6..
DFA 7 ..
DFA 8..
DFA 9 ..
DO 20 ..
DU/2
..
DU/10 ..

4.5
4.5
4.5
6.0
7.5
4.0
4.0

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.6
1.3
1.1
1.1

4,500
2,850
15,000
2,000
2,000
300

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.15
0.4

23,000
12,000
5,000
2,500

35
20
11
7
4

0.7
0.85
0.9
1.4
1.6

3
7.5
13.5
21
33

150
150
150
150
150

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.25

60,000
8,500
5.000
2,250

40
15
7.5
4.5

0.65
1.75
1.5
2.0

3
10.5
21
36

150
150
150
150

6.0
6.0

0.1
0.1

60,000
30,000

40
30

0.65
1.0

3
4.5

150
150

•

Screened Grid Valves:

PM 12
PM 14

..
..

•

•

0.85 at anode volts 100, and
0.85 f screen volts 75.

Pentodes:

OsramDEH 210
HL 210
DEL 210
DEP 215
DEP 240
DEH 410
DEL 410
DEP 410
P 425 ..
DEH 610
HL 610

.

0.1

50,000

1.3
2.3

6.4
1.45
2.4
0.85
19.5
1.3
5
2.5
5
2.5
Full-wave rectifier
Half- „
„

21
21
50
250
14
40
90
-

150
150
400
400
400
225
425
R.M.S. 240
R.M.S. 240

A 32
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Filament.

Type.

Osram.--Continued.
DEL 610
..
DEP 610
P 625 ..
•.
P 625 A.
..
LS 5
..
LS 5 A...
LS 5 B...

•
e0

•

Directly heated A.C. Valves:

H Point 8
HL Point 8
P Point 8
S Point 8

..
..
..
..

..

Screened Grid Valves:

8 215
S 625

..
..

..

Indirectly heated
Valves :

Pentode :

PT 235 ..
•

•

U

••

U8

Six SixtySS 210 H.F.
SS 210 L.F.
SS 210 R.C.
SS 215 P.

••

..
..
..
..

SS
SS
SS
SS

4075 H.F.
4075 R.C...
410 P.
..
425 S.P. ..

SS
SS
SS
SS

6075 H.F.
6075 R.C.
610 P.
625 S.P. ..

,

..

Screened Grid Valves:

SS 215 S.G. ..
SS 4075 S.G. ..

Pentodes:

SS 230 P.P.
SS 415 P.P.
A 33

Permissible Grid Swing.

Impedance.
Ohms.

Magnification
Factor.

7,500
3,500
2,400
1,600

13
8
6
3.5

2.0
2.3
2.5
2.2

9
18
42
51

150
150
250
180

5
2.5
20

0.85
0.9
0.8

80
20

400
400
400

0.75
1.0
1.0
0.8

3
9
24
-

150
150
150
150

0.85
0.65

-

150
180

Conduc
tance.

Anode
Volts.

Max.

Volts.

Amp.

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.1
0.1
0.25
0.25

5.25
5.25
5.25

0.8
0.8
0.8

6,000
2,750
25,000

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

55,000
17,000
6,000
200,000

40
17
6
160

2.0
6.0

0.15
0.25

200,000
175,000

170
110

3.5
3.5

2.0
2.0

30,000
3,750

40
7.5

1.35
2.0

3
21

150
150

2.0

0.35

55,000

90

1.65

18

150

6.0

0.25

1,200

5.0

1.6

300

7.5

2.4

250

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15

27,000
18,000
68,000
7,300

13.1
8.5
35
6.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

0.075
0.075
0.1
0.25

16,500
64,000
8,000
3,600

13
34
7.3
3.2

0.8
0.5
0.9
0.9

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.075
0.075
0.1
0.25

20,000
74,000
6,000
3,600

20
37
7.1
3.2

2.0
4.0

0.15
0.075

220,000
220,000

190
190

2.0
4.0

0.3
0.15

64,000
27,000

80
60

Swing.

Cathode

KH 1 ..
KL 1 ..

U4

267

..
..

•••

..

Half-wave rectifier.
put 15mA.
Full-wave rectifier.
put 60mA.
Full-wave rectifier.
put 120mA.

.

1.0
0.5
1.2
0.9.

D.C. outD.C. outD.C. out-

-

R.M.S. 400
R.M.S. 500

4
10
3
14

100
100
125
100

5
3.5
12
45

125
150
100
150

4
3
12
50

125
150
100
150

0.9
0.9
1.25
2.2

220

150
150
'21
21

150
150
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Special Correspondent.

Relays and the Regional Scheme.—" Kaleidoscope."—The World's Drama.—A Radio Artist s
Union ?—Reading and Listening.—Booming Broadcasting in France.
New Work for the Relays P
Captain P. P. Eckersley, whose cheery
outlook on life never seems to blind him
to the stern realities, issues a warning
concerning the regional scheme.
Even
the regional scheme, it appears, may not
cover every square inch of this bright
little island, and certain communities
may go unsatisfied unless steps are taken
to cater specially for their needs.
I gather that certain of the present
relay stations may be called in to fill the
gaps, several of them working together
on a common wavelength and transmitting the same programme.
No surprise
need be occasioned if tests in this direction begin very soon.
0000

"Prom" Broadcasts Next Week.
The stations relaying the Queen's Hall
Promenade Concerts next week are as
follows: London and Daventry (5XX),
Thursday,
September 6th;
Daventry
(5GB), Friday, September 7th; Manchester and Newcastle, Tuesday, September 4th; Aberdeen, Saturday, September
8th.
0000

A Master.
Thank you, B.B.C., for Leff Pouishnoff's
pianoforte
recital
last,
week.
Pouishnoff combines technical brilliance
with poetic restraint,. I listened to the
concluding volcanic octave passage of the
Chopin A flat ballade without being
reminded of scrambled eggs.
0000

Six Studios and a Hundred Performers!
Judging from a swift glance at the
MS. of "Kaleidoscope," I think its
performance at 2L0 on Tuesday next,
September 4th, should not be missed.
" Kaleidoscope," the work of Mr. Lance
Sieveking, a member of the B.B.C. staff,
is something more than a drama in that
it exploits the possibilities of broadcasting to secure effects which could hardly
be carried off either on the stage or the

screen.
It attempts a man's life story
in terms of vital moments.
Six different studios will be employed
for this giant production, and the total
number of persons engaged will not be

The B.B.C.-Side.
1 hear that Tommy Handley is busy
on a new revue for 2L0 and 5XX, to be
called "Tommy's Tours or Week-ends at
the B.B.C.-side."
0000

FUTURE FEATURES .
London and Daventry (5 XX ).
SEPTEMBER 2ND.—Service relayed from
Whitfield's Tabernacle.
SEPTEMBER 4TH.—" The Kaleidoscope," a
Rhythm, representing the life of a
Milli from craille to grave, invented by
Lance Sieveking.
SEPTEMBER 5TH.—Presidential Address by
Sir William Bragg at annual meeting
of British Association, relayed from
St. Andrew's Hall, Glasgow.
SEPTEMBER 7T11.--" Pride," a comedy play
(anonymous).
Daventry Experimental (5GB).
SEP
TEMBER 2ND.—Service relayed from
Birmingham Cathedral.
SEPTEMBER 6TH.—" Managing Margaret," a
comedy by Edwin Lewis.
SEPTEMBER 8TII.—" The Sea Ilath its
Pearls," instrumental and vocal programme.
Cardiff.
SEPTEMBER 5111.—" Wrong Numbers," a
play by Essex Datte.
SEPTEMBER 8111.—" On the Beat, - a Policeman's programme (orchestral, vocal,
and two plays).
Manchester.
SEPTEMBER 3RD.- - A Very Musical Fantasy, or A Conductor's Nightmare,"
by Ernest LOngstalre.
SEPTEMBER MI.—Programme in celebration of the Id-centenary of Captain
Cook's birth.
Newcastle.
SEPTE3IBER
6T11.—Northumberland
Historical Pageant—concert relayed from
Alinvick Castle, Northumberland,
Glasgow.
SEPTEMBER STIL —Presidential Address by
Sir William Bragg at the annual
meeting of the British Association.
Aberdeen.
SEPTEMBER
2ND.—Organ
and
Choral
Recital.
Belfast.
SEpTEMBER 7TH.—" The Lily of Killarney,"
opera by Benedict.

far short of 100. In addition to a cast
of about a dozen there are several
vocalists, the Gershon' Parkington Quintette, the Wireless Orchestra, the Wireless Chorus, and Jack Padbury's Cosmo
Club Dance Band.
If, with all these
artistic resources, we are not entertained,
something will be wrong.

George A. Birmingham.
George A. Birmingham, the popular
novelist
whose
pen-name
veils
the
identity of -Canon Hannay, rector of
Mells, will broadcast for the first time
on September 5th, when he is coming to
the London studio at 9.15 p.m.
0000

A Brave Woman.
The self-abnegation so characteristic
of the Savoy Hill staff is being displayed
every week-end by a certain lady who
takes home a number of listeners' cookery
recipes and tests their suitability for
broadcasting.
This heroine has so far
escaped poisoning, and at the time of
writing is reported to be still in full
possession of her faculties.
The recipes have been received in
response to the recent offer of 10s. 6d.
for each recipe broadcast.
Household
hints are also being received, and these
are paid for at 5s. each if found suitable
for the microphone. The first batch will
be broadcast at 6 p.m. on September
24th.
The closing date for entries is
:•:;eptember 3rd.
0000

Where Talks are Welcomed.
I wonder what our noble "men in the
street " would say if 2L0 suddenly
adopted the Japanese scheme of programme arrangement. The Tokyo station
devotes 25 per cent, of its total time to
economics, 40 per cent, to educational subjects, and 35 per cent, to entertainment.
This station serves as a model to the
other two stations in Japan, so the seeker
after mirth will be no happier if he
tunes in to Osaka or Nagoya.
As a
matter of fact, the average Japanese
listener is quite pleased with the statue
quo.
A
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National Drama Series.
Eleven nations are to be represented
in the ambitious series of National
Dramas which are to be given from the
London and Daventry stations during
the next twelve months.
Beginning with "King Lear" from
5GB on September 11th and from 2L0
and 5XX on the following night, the
series will proceed as follows :—
October.—The Betrothal, by Maeterlinck (Belgium).
November.—The Pretenders, by Ibsen
(Norwegian).
December.—Life's
a
Dream,
by
Calderon (Spanish).
January.—The Fantasticks, by Rostand
(French).
February.—Sakuntala,
by
Khalidasa
(Indian).
March.—La Gioconda, by D'Annunzio
(Italian).•
April.—The
Cherry
Orchard,
by
Tchekov (Russian).
May.—There are Crimes and Crimes,
by Strindberg (Swedish).
•

2e9
cour try have left their mark on its
artistic output. Reference will also he
made to the life and work of the author
whose play is to be broadcast.
It will be noticed that many of the
plays in the list can be classed as
modern.
0000

•

A Radio Artists' Union ?
It might be a bad day for the listener
if a Radio Art i4$' Union of the type
suggested by an Irish writer ever came
into being and waxed strong. So much
trash has been talked about the enormity
of engaging Continental artists that one
trembles at the thought of an autocratic
body of broadcast entertainers in this
country who could dictate to the broadcasting authorities as to the type of
entertainment which must be adhered to.
British listeners require the best talent
available, and the man who is able to
provide it should not be debarred either
on the score of his nationality or attachment to a union.
I understand that the idea of a union

casting stations for all the world to hear.
The occasion will be the annual Radio
Industries Banquet in New York, and it
is expected that " 30,000,000 people will
be privileged to enjoy the greatest radio
entertainment
ever
given."
Besides
being broadcast by the National Broadcasting Company and other organisations,
it will go out from the short-wave
stations at Schenectady and Pittsburgh:
0
A Reflection.
The British listener who pays for his
licence is _freed from the curse of obligation to the broadcaster.
Unlike the
American listener, he is not being continually reminded that the great privilege
he is enjoying is due to the goodwill and
generosity of philanthropic merchants.
0000

Books and Broadcasting.
We shall probably hear no more of
that particular brand of gloomy prophecy
which
maintained
that
broadcasting
would mean the doom of the reading
habit.
Some time ago, the Edinburgh
library authorities made it known that
the mention of particular books in the
broadcast talks was always followed by
a demand for those books at the library
counters. And now the Croydon Public
Libraries Committee has made the satisfactory announcement,
in its annual
report, that broadcasting has not brought
about a reduction of reading, but has
actually proved stimulative.
So much for the Jeremiah!.
0000

GALA DAY IN JAPAN. The new broadcasting station JOAK at Saitama, a suburb
of Tokyo, photographed on the opening day, when speeches were made at the microphone by a number of Japanese politicians and other people of note.
A photograph
of the new transmitter at Osaka, similar to that at Tokyo, appeared in our last issue.

June.—Minna
on Barnhelm, by Leasing (German).
June.—Electra, by Euripides (Ancient
Greek).
August.—A
modern
British
play,
almost certainly by Bernard Shaw.
The plays will be given from 2L0 and
5XX on the second Wednesday in each
month and from 5GB on the preceding
night.
0000

Explanatory Booklets.
Shortly before the production of each
play an explanatory booklet will be published containing articles which will deal
in general terms with the drama of the
nation represented and will show how
the physical features and climate of the
A
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has been received very coldly by many
artists themselves, and this is distinctly
to their credit.
0000

A Perfect Programme!
One would have thought that after five
or six years of broadcasting people would
have ceased talking about the "perfect "
programme, as if such a thing were
possible.
A programme can only be
really perfect to the person or persons
who prepare it, but I doubt whether it
is in this sense that Mr. Joseph D. R.
Freed eulogises the programme which he
and his committee are getting ready for
September 18th.
This is to be "the
Perfect Program as known in America,"
and it will go out from nearly 100 broad-

Waking Up the Villages.
A six-valve set and numerous other
awards await a number of intelligent
Frenchmen who are able to satisfy the
demands of l'Unione Françoise de T.S.F.
which is now engaged in an effort to
extend the popularity of broadcasting in
France.
Realising that France is far
behind other countries in the exploitation
of wireless telephony, the Union has
determined to open a special enquiry at
which suggestions will be considered for
extending a love of broadcasting to the
small towns and villages.
The prizes
mentioned are to be presented to the
individuals
who propound the
most
sensible ideas with this object in view.
May the best men win.
0000

Not' Counting the "Pirates."
Here are some interesting figures,
issued by the Bureau Internationale de
Radiophonie at Geneva, showing the
approximate number of licensed listeners
in some of the countries of Europe.
Austria, 293.408.
Denmark, 214,734.
Hungary, 98,011.
Lithuania, 9,407.
Norway. 64,722.
Switzerland, 66,731.
Sweden, 357,828.
Czecho-Slovakia, 225,501.
This gives a pretty total of less than
half the licensed listeners in Great
Britain. No account is taken, of course,
of the noble army of pirates.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondence shoed be addressed to the Editor, "The Wireless World," Dorset Home, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accompan.e.1 by the writer's name and address.

REALISTIC REPRODUCTION.
think it is only fair both to your readers and to myself
to state that my letter of July 18th was prompted by a genuine
desire to show how far from the ideal present systems of amplification still are in spite of the wonderful progress that has been
made during the last two years.
Those who are personally
acquainted with the results which I am obtaining from my own
outfit and from other outfits designed on the same lines will be
able to vouch for the fact that whatever I may say in print is
at least backed by actual performance. Ifeel sure that "S. H."
has studied the satufation curves of Professor Doule and is
familiar with the formula T=CR.
He must know that the
quicker the rate of discharge of each signal from the grid, the
better the reproduction. He himself refers to the discharge time
constant of the grid condenser and leak.
Therefore if you
abolish the combination you abolish the time factor.
Also, I would point out that the elimination of grid leak and
bias means high note loss even when no grid circuit is flowing.
That the use of non-inductive grid leaks of sufficiently high
resistance to preserve the low notes does produce grid choking
on sforzando passages of music is not open to controversy. If
"S. H." prefers to go on using non-inductive grid leaks, he
must not find fault with those of us who are musical critics
as well as wireless enthusiasts. It is not a question of unduly
overloading the amplifier, but one of designing the amplifier so
as to permit of reasonable handling capacity.
The handling
capacity of the resistance-transformer combination (not " transformer-resistance ") is handicapped by the resistance stage.
Elementary faults such as the use of " unsuitable valves and
H.T." can be ignored in this discussion.
" A. H. B." says he does not like moving coil speakers,
because the bass notes come through devoid of the natural
harmonic development of the original instrument, and because
speech is too loud. It is a pleasure to know that some listeners,
at least, possess the critical faculty and can discriminate between
the original and the reproduced version. The cause of the loss
of overtones in the bass register is mainly attributable to the
amplifier and to the forms of coupling usually adopted. With
regard to speech items, the trouble is caused by people using a
variable resistance volume control in the grid circuit (usually
the first stage of L.F.).
Naturalness of speech can only be
obtained by controlling the anode circuit of the detector, which
in itself should not be overloaded.
I think "A. H. B." is too hard on the moving coil speaker,
and it is obvious that he has been unfortunate in his experience
of them.
NOEL BONAVIA-HUNT.
Hampstead, N.W.6.

Sir,—Your correspondent "A. H. B." in his letter in your
issue of August 1st apropos natural loud speaker reproduction
makes mention of "psychological peculiarity" as the reason
of his inability to appreciate certain forms of loud speaker
reproduction, which statement, I think, is deserving of some
consideration.

It is my humble opinion that the "psychological effect " is of
considerable importance and is not receiving due attention.
It is possible nowadays to attain such reproduction from a
loud speaker as to be almost an exact replica of the original
(from an engineering point of view) and yet still leave the feeling that there is something lacking.
One of the principal effects which, in my opinion, robs loud
speaker reproduction of "realism " is the artificiality of the
"atmosphere " into which the electrically generated sound finds
itself liberated.
It must be remembered that when one is listening to a loud
speaker, one hears also a large proportion of locally generated
sound which constitutes what Irefer to as " local atmosphere."
Subconsciously, the mind associates with this "local atmosphere " certain complex acoustic relationships and expects any
other familiar sounds (supposed to have been generated in the
vicinity) to be modified only in accordance with acoustic conditions prevailing locally.
Actually, the sound from afar carries evidence of acoustic
attentuation foreign to local conditions (except, of course in the
very rare case where the acoustics are the same at both ends).
Consequently, the human mind, having been trained through
years of practice to discern minute differences in acoustic
attenuation, refuses to be " hoodwinked," no matter how
musically perfect the loud speaker reproduction may be.
It seems that in order to obtain sense of realism one must
be conscious of the distant "atmosphere " to such an extent
that the local "atmosphere," to all intents and purposes, is
non-existent. A step in this direction is made by the "L.S.5
brigade," who endeavour, by means of brute force, to cause
the distant "atmosphere " to predominate over the local.
What a price to pay for realism! One must, perforce, be nearly
deafened by being seated amongst the orchestra.
Again, listening through headphones can give absolutely
distortionless reproduction but still not the " real thing."
In this case one or two psychological effects come into play.
One is, that " sense of direction " is lost. This peculiarity the
human mind simply will not accept.
Another effect is the unusual concentration of sound into the
aural organs •a certain proportion of sound being in th e habit
of passing through the bones, etc.
A combination of headphone and loud speaker reproduction in
correct proportions is suggested as a means of obtaining
realism. An ordinary crystal set, with headphones, to which
is connected a two-stage amplifier and loud speaker, is an ideal
arrangement. (Switch off the light and close the eyes as the
sense of vision can adversely affect the sense of hearing.
A similar effect can be obtained from "a gramophone record
by connecting headphones across the pickup.
The headphones, covering the ears, cut off the local
" atmosphere."
The loud speaker provides the agent for
giving sense of direction and external sound to penetrate the
body.
This method is never likely to gain popularity owing to the
necessity of wearing headphones, nevertheless, it is one way of
getting the "real thing."
GEO. E. POHU.
4
.1iepherd's Bush, W.12.
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AN IDEA FOR A BAFFLE.
Sir,—The accompanying illustrations show a new baffle and
mount for an R.K. loud speaker.
These old mahogany tables can be picked up for a pound
or so, and when not in use are quite attractive pieces of
furniture with the centre put back in place.
Incidentally ample volume for a fair sized room for the coil
speaker is provided from two Met.-Vick Cosmos A.C. valves
worked entirely from A.C. mains with a Benjamin eliminator

lently and give loud, deep bass notes without any roughness
and suitable for quite a large room, though I intend to experiment with a pair of specially matched L.S.5A's with the same,
and higher, voltages on the platos for purposes of comparison.
We know that there are certain theoretical difficulties in
push-pull •amplification with regard to " leakage inductance,"
etc., but the advantage it gives of loud bass notes without
any roughness with low plate voltages certainly compensates,
especially as I have heard that it is easily possible to overload
a pair of L.S. 5A valves with 350 volts on the plates even when
connected in push-pull. Also the extensive use of push-pull in
America tends to make one think that there is "something in
it, " in spite of a certain amount of risk of relative high note
loss. Perhaps the latter tendency may be ohs iated to some
extent by not having too high an anode resistance following
the detector valve in conjunction with a coupling condenser and
grid leak of suitable value.
In conclusion, the object of this letter is to suggest that it
might be worth while your readers going to the trouble of
obtaining specially matched valves as advised in your useful
article on the subject. When there are certain other difficulties
to be considered, it is surely advisable to do anything possible
in order to be on the safe side with regard to one of them
when this can so readily be done. Apart from this, there is so
much experimenting which can be done in other directions with
regard to grid leaks, anode voltages, making sure that the grid
bias is exactly right with a milliammeter, etc., that it is a great
help to this other work to feel sure that the valves, anyhow, are
right.
E. PICKWORTH FARROW.
Spalding.

A CURIOUS EFFECT.
Sir,—I believe that the following case of a crystal controlled
home-transmitter will be of interest to many readers of your
esteemed paper.
Listening with my seven -val e experimental superheterodyne
to the transmission of Helsingfors (approximately 45 nautical
miles from Reval) I heard in my loud speaker a faint background of piano music. During the intervals of transmission
with the carrier wave still on air, the music was pure and
adequately loud, but to my great astonishment the tune was
the same, which was just played by my neighbours downstairs. I visited my neighbours, and found that they had a
crystal set tuned to Helsingfors and placed near the piano.
What is the explanation for this phenomenon?
My explanation (hardly credible) is that the aerial of my
neighbour was reradiating the carrier wave of Helsingfors,
modulated by the change of resistance of the crystal (galena)
which was effected by mechanical vibration.
E. TUMA.
Esthonia.
giving 180 volts.
The circuit is anode bend detector (blue
spot) resistance coupled to a red spot power vals e.
Gramophone reproduction with a Woodroffe pick-up is at
full strength using a medium needle.
Bristol.
H. G. ROBINSON.

PUSH PULL.
Sir,—I have heard of several people 'lasing various kinds of
trouble with push-pull amplification, so when I decided to try
this method about six weeks ago in an output stage I first
obtained a pair of specially matched valves as advised in the
article by " W. I. G. P." in your issue of June 6th, and your
readers may be interested to know that I personally have got
on quite well with push-pull amplification right from the start.
It occurs to me that, in view of the troubles I have heard of
with this form of amplification, previously mentioned, that my
own freedom from trouble may possibly have been due to my
having gone to the slight extra trouble of obtaining specially
matched valves as yeu advised.
Messrs. Marconi kindly supplied me with a specially matched
pair of D.E.P. 240 super-power salves which operate excelA 37

A WORD OF CAUTION.
Sir,—With reference to your " Non-Corrosive Flux," on page
212 of your issue of August 15th, will you be good enough also to
publish this warning?
Ether is fairly well known to everyone as an anœstlietic, but
very few realise that used in fluid form it can be excessively
dangerous even in small quantities.
Ether vapour is heavier
than. air, and lies about the lowest level. Should this come in
contact with a light in any form there is always great danger
of a very nasty explosion.
The flux mentioned, while one of the best, should therefore
only be mixed in small quantities, well away from flames, and
with a free draught of air about. In addition, whilst in use the
bulked flux should be kept well away from the work and the
iron, and a safe method is to use a small quantity in a dropping
bottle.
It may perhaps add weight to this warning if I add that a
laboratory training has not lessened but has increased the care
with which liquid ether is treated both by myself and by other
men who are used to its properties.
C. E. V. WILKINS.
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.

Back-coupling through Phone Leads.
1 have recently come across what is to
me an inexplicable effect in my firevalve receiver (two H.F. stages).
The set is apparently quite stable
when a loud speaker is used, but
when I put on phones for tuning in
distant transmissions, violent oscillation is produced as the circuits come
into tune at ihe lbiver part of the
tuning scale.
Is there any simple
explanation of this effect?
V. J. R.
We think it almost certain that a good
deal of H.F. energy is getting into the
L.F. side of your receiver, and in turn
is being transferred back, either through
body capacity or the capacity of the
phone leads, which may run in proximity
to the input (or aerial) end. We suggest that you should fit the usual stopping resistance in series with the first
L.F. grid, if you have not already done
so.

0000

Long-wave Reaction.
I have been studying the method of applying reaction to the " Everyman
Four" when receiving long waves,
which was discussed in the " Readers'
Problems" section of " The Wireless World " for August 31st, 1927.
Instead of using the single coil method would it be practicable to
modify the circuit given and to
use
capacity - controlled
reaction
with a fixed coil? If so, will you give
nie a circuit diagram?
A. C.
There is no reason why reaction should
not be controlled by means of a variable
condenser, particularly if you adopt the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1, which, as
you will see, provides for short-circuiting both the loading coil and the long
wave reaction coil when short waves are
being received. For this purpose a
double-pole single-throw switch is fitted.
The condenser C is the anode by-pass
capacity fitted to the original receiver,
and marked C5 in the " Everyman
Four " booklet; you will observe that the
effective capacity of this condenser is
reduced when receiving the long waves,
und thus detection efficiency may be

is of 0.00025 mfd. or larger. Miniature
condensers of this capacity are available,
and it should be possible to accommodate
them, but there would be little real objection to using an even smaller size—
say 0.0001 mfd. If you do this, a larger
reaction coil would be necessary than
‘then using a condenser of higher capacity.
0000

Fig.
I.—Capacity -controlled
reaction
between anode circuit and long-wave
loading coil in an "Everyman Four"
receiver.

slightly impaired.
Howe% er,
be more than offset by the
regeneration, and in any case
be noticeable if the rsaction

this will
effect of
will not
condenser

RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed "Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
Me Paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given; under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Designs for components such as L.F.
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(S.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers sumt be confined le constructional sets described in "The Wireless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on miters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited to submit 8UfrICSli011e regardiul
subjects to be treated in future articles or
photographs.

Equalising Accumulator Discharge.
There are four separate 11.7'. positive
terminals on may receiver, and each
is connected to a different point on
the H.7'. accumulator battery.
I
find that the cells at the negative end
are discharged much more quickly
than the others, and consequently require charging snore frequently. Is
it possible to ensure that all cells will
run down at the sanie time by fitting
a potential divider (as in an eliminator) across the battery?
E. H. N.
We do not care for the idea of fitting
a potential divider; in effect, you would
be introducing the disadvantages of a battery eliminator without obtaining any
compensating advantage. The drawback
is that the resistance in the potential
divider may cause interstage coupling,
and if it is really necessary for you to
apply separate voltages to the various
valves, we suggest the use of the anode
feed resistance scheme.
0000
An All-wave A.C. Receiver.
Tt is noticed that the A.C. Receiver described in your issues for March 7th
and 21st has no provision for the reception of long waves. 18 there any
real reason why interchangeable coils
should not be used? 11 you endorse
this alteration, would you consider it
desirable to compensate for any loss
of amplification which may be introduced by adding an extra L.F.
stage?
E. B. D.
This cit.min lends itself very well to
the alteration you suggest; provided coils
of good design are used, the losses should
be almost negligible, and we consider it
neither necessary nor desirable to add
an extra L.F. amplifier.
A 38
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To Everyone
who between September let and 22nd, inclusive, buys a

RIPAULTS

SELF-REGENERATIVE

WE WILL SEND

RIPAULTS

45 volt 11 6

BATTERY

FREE AND POST FREE A

9 VOLT GRID

BIAS

BATTERY.

RIPAULTS 99 VOLT STANDARD
SELF-REGENERATIVE

H.T.

DRY

BATTERY.

We know P,at our Batteries are ts.e most efficient ever made and we want you also
tà prove to your own satistacti3n that they rot only give 50,, Longer Lita but
enormously increase the quality of reception of your receiver.

STANDARD CAPACITY
(Chocolate Label)
63 volt 106
99 volt 166
CAPACITY

(Blue Label).
60 volt 15 6

BRY

To the sender of the first coupon opened in our mail each morning from
Sept. 3rd to 24th inclusive we will also present Free and Post Free a

HOW TO SECURE YOUR BATTERY
Buy one of the
Ripaults
batteries listed
below, fill in the coupon and post it
together with your dealer's receipt
to
reach us not later than first post Monday,
September 24, 1928.

DOUBLE

H.T.

(The Battery that gives 50% Longer Life)

FILL IN THIS COUPON.
I hereby certify that I purchased, on the date shown, the
"Ripaults" Self.R
ive H.T.Dry Battery as covered by the enclosed receipt from
my Local Dealer.

9) volt 226

TREBLE CAPACITY
(Orange Label).
45 volt 15 .
60 volt 19 6
90 volt 29 6

NAME
ADDRESS
Write in BLOCK letters and POST to:—

QUADRUPLE CAPACITY
(Black Label)
45 Volt 186
60 volt 236
90 vok 366

RIPAULTS

LTD., 1,

1
,
(1nlea

R0534CO,

London,

N.VV.1.

RIPAULTS SELF-REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES.
.1dvcrii,ement of

ONCE

líe,,,,. Ripaults Ltd.,

AGAIN
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Wireless
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speci—

fies the famous

BALL GEARED
CONDENSER
for

the

A.C.2

•0005 mfd.
Complete so Ith
Knob & Dial

13/6 each

SIMPLICON
CONDENSERS
We

are

exhibiting

at

OLYMPIA

STAND 265 our next season's lines.

I, K jog's Road, St

l'ancras, London, N.11' .1.

enkt
¿twa wea
There must be something unusual in this condenser to win and hold the confidence of the
most important Eliminator manufacturers,
not only in Britain but the world over.
ALL CAPACITIES OBTAINABLE
To work on :Ito, 450 volts D.C., 241.1, 45')
volts A.C., and upwards to 5,000 volts D.C.
working voltage.
Treed 500 res.
I Mid. 2/6.
Tested 500 res
1 1451.

240 re. D.C.
2 MM. 36.

working renew..
4 tdfd. 5/3.
A.C.
4 Mid. 818.

A.e. Worki..7 voltage 240
2 Mid. 4-.

HYDRA

`7,1`'.JP,s1SER

Look out for the new UNGEARED CONDENSER,
THUMB
DRIVE NEUTRALISING
&
VISOR
CONDENSERS, and the VERNIER DIAL.

WILLIAMS & MOFFAT, LTD.,
Ladypool Road - Sparkbrook
Birmingham.
A3 ,

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 34, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

.-1,luerlisements for " Ti:e Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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....k,,SAFETY LEAD IN

ANELS AND FORMERS FOR
erfct insulation & better appearance
PANELS: Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
thick, :),d. per sq. inch.
f," thick, Id. per sq. inch.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application.
"EMPIRE" VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
diameters.
Distributors:

HOWEVER BAD THE STORM your alreleea ,et la fully protected when an "EDDYSTONE " •afety LEAD -IN le in uec.
Just pue!. In the knob awl ti,erything it safe.

r

g

against damage to your wireless net or property
Is provided with each lead-In.
It is simple to so
end can Le Inserted In place of the ordinary tube.

Sole Manufacturers:
THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD.,
Empire Works, Blackhorse Lane, Wilthamstow. E.17.

Make sure that the lead-In carries our Trade Mark.
Obtainable fro.., all leading 'circle« Horn.
Foie Manufacturer. :
London Perrier Depot:
STRATTON & CO., LTD.,
WEBB'S RADIO ELECTRIC STORES.
}horns/rove 81. Wham.
184 Charing Cron Road, W.C.

The man who experiments—

"THERMATTAIX "

afford to be without "ELLIOTT"
interchangeable connectors. Any desired
terminal, spade, pin or plug, may be instantly fixed without disturbing the leads.
The terminal is screwed right down on to
the wire of the flex, giving direct contact,
and the frayed ends of the flex covering
are tucked snugly away out of sight.
Supplied in six colours with or without
flexible leads.

cannot

is a Thermo-Electrical Generator, and is the Most practical and
best device to operate awireless set without accumulators.
"THERMATTAIX" has nothing to wear out, since there are no
moving parts, and, as there are no valves or liquids, no replacements
or spares of anydescrtption are ever required.
The voltage pressure and ampere output of "THERMATTAIX"
are more than sufficient to operate amodern wireless set employing
modern valves of low consumption.
"THERMATTAIX " is made in 2, 4, or 6volts and with an output
of front .3 amps to ONE ampere, but can also be produced with a
larger output.

I.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sample trial let of four connector bodies and
eight assorted terminals for 1P, obtainable from
all retail wireless depots, or In cam of difficulty
direct from the manufacturers.

The ELLIOTT (Patent) CONNECTOR
PRICE

" The Wireless World"

EVERYMAN
32—page BOOKLET.

Price 1/2 post free.

Full dercriplion on application.

from 30/-

44,

To CARRINGTON
k A MCO

NItjgg.

Co., Ltd.,

WORKS. SANDERSTEAD ROAD, SOUTH
Telephone
tiroyilon 10;23 (s1 lines).

CROYD0:/

Please send me full details of the "Mooing Coil " and other Cameo
Cabinets.
NAME
ADDRESS...........

Mention of "

FOUR
By W. JAMES

This booklet contains full constructional
details for a remarkably efficient "TwoControl " Receiver, for long or short waves.
The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive, and
has a high degree of selectivity. The set is
easily built and very simple in operation.

Prices from £4 17 6for the L.T. only,
or £9 90for H.T. and L.T. combined.
ATTAIX, LTD.,
106.106A, High St., Southampton.

.Post this Coupon now
for full details and list
of Cameo Cabinets.

EACH

E. ELLIOTT, 126 -128, Brearley St., BIRMINGHAM.

Amongst a large number of others,
"Thermattaix" has been supplied to:
Marconi Co., Rome (For the Italian
Government),
The ArmyExper. Dept. (Petrol-heated),
The R.A.F. „
„
(Electrically
heated),
French Navy (Electrically heated),
Sorbon University, Paris (Sun-Ray
heated),
Dutch Govt. (for use in Dutch Indies),
and The Gas-operated Model to
200 Gas Companies.

MOVING-COIL CABINETS,
BAFFLE-BOARDS, TABLE
MODELS, &c.

2P1

(complete connector body and one terminal),

With
THERMATTAIX"t
There can be no hum.
2. There can be no shocks.
It never fluctuates in output. 4. It never runs "down" or "out."
It has neither valves nor transformers, and requires no spares.
It is foolproof, and anyone can use it.
It is equipped with volt and ampere meters.
Its initial cost is low, and the first cost is the last cost.

\

—
13"-- 5 -

f100 FREE INSURANCE

W IGHT & WEAME Ltd., 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

"THERMATTAIX "offers great advantages. It is vastly superior
to accumulators or battery eliminators, which employ either valves
or liquids or smoothing devices when used on D.C. Supply. The
sante"THER111.4TTA1X," without any alteration whatsoever, can
be used on D.C. or A.C. mains, and irrespective of cycle frequency.

1928.

From the offices of "THE WIRELESS WORLD,'
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

ATLAS
PIRTOID
TUBING

,

Without a rival
the Cossor

for

Melody

Maker.

IDEAL FOR EVERY
DESCRIPTION
OF
SOLENOID
COIL.
H. CLARKE & CO. (Mier) LTD.
Atlas

Works, Old Trafford,
Manchester.

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

Ready wound or above
7 16 each.
Portage extra.

A40
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THE

Small Condenser—with
Great Reputation

THE

CYLDON

WIRELESS

THE

" BEBE "

9

FAMOUS

ORIGINAL
MEDAL

AND

FIRST

BECOL

LOSS FORMER.

LOW
GOLD

FOUR

PRIZES.

Made in sizes 1" op to 4" OU Initie diameters, in lengths up lo

We are exhibiting
at the National

4"

Look for Irole Mark and refuse imitations.

THE

Radio Exhibition,
STAND No. 159.

CYLDON

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

condensers were primarily designed for use as
reaction condensers-but the larger capacities are
ideal as tunin gcondensers where space is limited.
Made in five capacitiea: '0001 7/6, '00015 Sg
'0002 8.6, 00025 96, '0093 11,-. Complete
with 2" knob and diaL
Full particulars of all
"Cyldon" condensers post free on request.

SYDNEY

WORLD

S.

WORKS

BIRD

•Sr

ENFIELD

SONS,

TOWN,

LTD-,

MIDDLESEX.

PINLESS

FORMER

lt

BASE.

Foblproot.

Either 4 or 6 contact.
Send for copy of Becol Handbook on Wireless Circuits, general (lata and
illustrations of coil windings. Price 4d. Post Free.

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., Ltd., Hanwell, London, W.7.

BUY A

1929

Large Power Transformer
Specially designed
or driving moving
Coll Speakers, large
output Eliminators
and Amplifiers.

LOUDSPEAKER
and you get the Latest and BEST
The WalBro
"POPULAR" Model

Very strong and
robust,
extremely
efficient and low
no-load curren t.
With
terminal
panel, and feet for
directly
screwing
down to board.

A cone

leather-mounted cone.

Oak or Mahogany

Eliminators

These Eliminators provide high and low tension.current for
the last stage of an amplifier for Moving Coil Speakers.
H.T. Current is also available from two variable tappings,
each capable of operating the other valves in the set.

Model A.C.3—£13 .10.0. Model A.C.4—£16 .10 .0
Irrile for full particulars of the erne unit other "Parineko''
ransformers, Chokes and Ratifyiaz Apparel,

PARTRIDGE 'St MEE LTD.,

12, Belvoir Street, LEICESTER

a

duction — the four - Polo
balanced armature unit and

.10.0

Output

in

most up-to-date principle
known for faultless repro-

STANDARD MODEL. Output H.T. Secondary 55o-o55o volt, roo milliamps. Rectifier filament secondary, 75
volts, centre-tapped, 3 amps. Amplifier
.03
filament secondary, 5.5 volts, 3amps. Price es

Large

loudspeaker

handsome little cabinet 12
inch square, employing the

£3-3-0

DO YOU WANT MORE VOLUME
and BETTER REPRODUCTION?
Then go to

your

dealer and ask to hear this model, or write to

WALKER BROS., (Guildford) Ltd.,
St. Joseph's Works, BRAMLEY, SURREY.
Telephone:

Bramleo

a
Made in an hour
or

£4 — 3 — 6
A perfected unit deeigned to bolt to the
tattle direct, eliminating vibratory
tuition.
Perfect coil centring device.
Reception unequalled, making ii±tening
ins urious.

PRICES OF

PARTS

Pot Magnet complete wound for
ti volt accumulator
amp. or 4
volt accumulator 1 strip...
Aluminium diaphragm holder and magnet cradle
complete with terminals
Low resistance moving coil complete and wound with
Is aim (to he need with s 25-1 trarodormen
Special paper marked for cutting out diaphragm
Special diaphragm
suspension and aluminiwn
clamping ring
..
Total

g
2

a. .1.
0 0

1 12
it
1

4

6
5
0

3

t;

3

it

tot 1113,;net wound for main, voltage 100-250 volts D.C.10'. extra
High resistance moving coil wound with 2.500 tor. of 48 wire
55 extra.
High resistance centre tapped moving coil 9-extra.

LANG & SQUIRE, Ltd.,
A4I

wah. Farm Rd., Acton, W.3.

A.C.

aà
IV

D.C.

REGULATORS
FREE
FROM
HUM.
MINIMUM
VOLTAGE
DROP.
PURITY
OF
TONE.

S.P.

"DY1413"

(Small-Power

Regulators are renowned

or their excellence of deemn.

small -power consumption, low voltage drop, freedom from hum, sal

Purity ol Tone. A steady higb-voltage is essential where tone poet/
is requited, and la this couneellon "DYNIC " Regulators excel. Their
ever -increasing popularity mote/ dune superiority.
PRICES :—
A.C.

Any Voltage-25 to 100 cycles— £13 - 13 -

D.C.

200 to 250 volts

Royalty—

12 - 6
£9 - 10 -

Full particulars from DI anufacturere

JONES

8c

247a, St. Vincent

STEWART,
St., GLASGOW,

C.2.

.

'Phone :Chiswick049

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable
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Second Edition (Revised) of

WIRELESS

LOUD

SPEAKERS

By N. W. McLACHLAN, D.Sc.

I

r- "" HE purpose of this book, now in the second editio n , rev i
sed
throughout by the author, is to describe in a simple manner the
major principles of the design of modern loud-speakers—chiefly
of the large diaphragm type—and some associated circuits. Throughout the volume the author has refrained from a too technical treatment
of the analytical side of the subject.
The book is clearly written and
fully illustrated by numerous diagrams and photographic reproductions.
A chapter showing how to construct a loud-speaker will appeal to
many amateurs.

WIRELESS

LOUD
SPEAKERS
p•rnadf...1

A Résumé of the Contents:
GENERAL

ACOUSTIC

PRINCIPLES:

LOUDNESS

OF

REPRODUCTION

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON QUALITY: RESONANCE CAUSING BLURRING
OF COMPLEX SOUNDS: PRINCIPLES AND DESCRIPTION OF HORN-TYPE
LOUD:SPEAKERS: LATERAL M OTION OF AIR: EFFECT OF HORN LENGTH:
PRINCIPLES

OF

LARGE

REFLECTORS: Room
SHADOWS ETC., ETC.
A

Practical

Manual

describing the
ciples

of

Price 2/6 net.

SHAPE:

CONE

DIAPHRAGMS.

STANDING W AVES:

ACOUSTIC

By post, 2/8.

From all booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

Prin—

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London E.C.4-

Operation,

Performance

DIAPHRAGM

RESONANCES:

an d

Design.

4
4
1
4
4

\V.1V. 51.

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE

Wireless
--Am-World

4

e
1
1
1

MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKER
(as described in" The Wireless World ")

Complete
Constructional Details
and Dimensional
Drawings

I
4
4
I

By F. H. HAYNES
Assistant Editor: "THE WIRELESS WORLD."

I

Second Edition, Revised. '
11T ITH the moving coil type of loudspeaker
VV the most faithful reproduction can be
obtained.
This booklet gives complete instructions for building an instrument, at a
moderate cost, whose output is suited to
home conditions.
The design has been
developed to form a standard for amateur
workers, as, when once adopted, the dimensions cannot easily be modified.

1
4
4

;

Price 1/8 post free.
From Ike offices
Dorset

e

of

House,

"THE
Tudor

WIRELESS
Street,

WORLD."

London,

E.C.4.
1\

I
4
4
4
4
4
4
I
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
I
I
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

WIRELESS

DIRECTION
FINDING
and DIRECTIONAL
RECEPTION
By R. KEEN, B.Eng. (Hons.).

Second Edition: Revised and Enlarged.
THIS volume deals with the principles
A of the subject and the constructional
details of direction finding installations,
and includes some information concerning
aircraft installation.
It describes the
principles of Direction and
Position
Finding in this country in such a way that
the subject may be grasped easily by
engineers tackling this field of wireless
work for the first time.
Numerous
photographs and diagrams are included.

Price 21/- net.

By post 21/9.

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:
Dorset

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
House,

Tudor

Street,

Mention of " The ll'ipeless World," when writIng to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention

London,

E.0 4.
w.\\ 68
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
lams is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

these

12 words or less. I's and id. for every
additional word, e.g., 18 word', 1/8 ; 24 words, 2/-.

The last word in

Name and address must be counted.

Mullard

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
street is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
stmctions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
evious issue : 13 consecutive insertions, 5". ; 28 concutive, 10":,; 52 consecutive. 13%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (Previous
date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless(
'orld." Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or
WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
1. Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
svigation Street, Birmingham; 280, Deansgate, Man:ester.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
sue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
ilesa accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
ivertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

JRECEINERS

SUPER
THE FOUR
ALL BRITI SH

Trade

Portables

Pentode

enquiries

using the

Valve.

£21

invited.

.& J. WIRELESS CO., 2, Athelstane

Mews, NA.

YOU COULD NOT PILOT A SHIP WITH A
POCKET COMPASS AND A SCHOOL ATLAS.
The ordinary cheap instruments advertised are equally
a
wr
i
e
ttlla
yg
re
os
o
i
d
stam
no
ce
vin
ong

r
u
en
arli
t
n
iagbi.t.fon
rR
tjtd
in
it. ltinm
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u
.
sten
ll

ohms to 2,500 ohms per volt. Expert users who get the
best results from their set all use the

DIX-ONEMETER

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverlements should be made
Co
payable to LLIFTE
às
SONS Ltd., and crossed
—
'
Treasury
Notes,

which continues its victorious career and has well
earned its title of "THE ROLLS-ROYCE OF
RADIO TESTERS."

iing untraceable it lost in transit, should not be sent as
mittances.

A well-known expert who uses one
writes: "May
express my utmost
satisfaction with my Dix -Onemeter
which is really • most superb instrument which I shall never cease to
commend as it has already established
its superiority over several instruments
coating more than double the price."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
imber which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
id the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
rois, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, let ters may be
ldressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
'hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
.the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords Box 000, c/o "The Wireless World." Only the
imber will appear in the advertisement. All replies
iould be addressed No. 000, c/o "The Wireless World,"
orset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
ply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
mittance through the Post except in registered envelopes;
all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
id the envelope should be clearly marked " Deposit
epartment."
Mir DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
'ireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, during which
me, if the buyer decides not to retain the goods, they
mat be returned to the sender. If a sale is effected we
mit the amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the
fount to the depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
st in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
fferent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
'triage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss or
image in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For
!transactions up to ¿so, adeposit fee of 1/- is charged ;on
ansactions over Leo and under ¿so, the fee is 2/6; over
jo, 5/-. AU deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
ouse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
,oney orders should be made payable to Rifle & Sons
halted.
RR

SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED
APPARATUS.

I

THE

DIX.ONEMETER
"

It is a Precision Instrument of universal
use, with an ingenious system of multipliers which enable full-scale readings of any value to be
made over a wide range.
One millivolt to 2,000 v., or
50 ohms to 50 megohms.
Mirror double scale, jewelled,
knife edge. A £10 De Luxe model for
Multipliers
6/8 each.
New A.C. Model now reedy.
The ACONEMETER.

ELECTRADIX
218,

The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
s advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
o., and should add to the price which he requires the
uount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers, cis.,
the case of Marconi Patents the amount should be
lculated at 02/6 per valve holder.
lf the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
alised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
e in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
Che Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
ncemed, and a certificate will be handed on to the
rchaser of the set.
SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
river to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ince as an indication that the goods advertised have
eady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
ny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
h one by post.
Advertisements for

Upper

" The

In Case.

Wireless

RADIOS,

Thames

New 72 page catalogue.

St.,

E.C.4.

Send 4d. stamps.

4att

UNLICENSED

A New Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
hereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constructed
ceiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
tense the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
'cove.

h43

Model VAC.3.

Is a new Model for measurement of volts on Alternating
Cuirent, a 3-range instrument reading 0-150 v., 0-300 v.,
and 0-600 v.
Price, inclusive of case, 75 -.
Extra for
1,500 volt Multiplier, 44 -.

-AT
EVEN
TENSION

HOW" cogrreyrr POWER PRESSURE" HARES AMAZING
DIFFERENCE Iti RECEPTION IThat "totally different" tone
that lifts the performance of your set out of the rut is inevitable
with this xonderful permanent H.T. Battery.
Enjoy the
marvellous purity and quality of tone made possible only by
the unvarying even flow of current from this super Wet H.T.
Battery. Positively Permanent. Lasts for years. The secret—
it recharges Itself overnight. Send for free booklet which tells
you all you want to know. S UniblaJ Cabinets, OR tone.
8/1 down and monthly payments of 8/1. Cash, £.0. 5. Size
16' x xtr.
Bailor«, Cycle Stores and Radio Dealers
supply on deferred terms.

.k1111111
,4

SAC

ILIMCCASIC

C.

M.A.
MarrIr
WET BATTERY

CO.

The Wei H.T. Bestiary Co.)
Head 0:11 e.
ox rooms
'Phone:
(New Orford St. end)
and Warehouse:
Chancery 7848.
(Dept. B.)
184-188, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.1
Wand No. 7 Radio Exhielion,
World"

are only accepted from firms we

FOR

SALE.

QECOND.HAND Receivers. 1-7 salven perfect order;
e•J
cheap; list.—Coutts. Engineers, Morley.
[9429

R

EAD and MORRIS, Ltd., for mains sets and eomponents, the mains pioneers in 1924; 28 London
hospitals are equipped with Read and Morris mains
sets, using no batteries; some of these sets have not.
even required their doors unlocking for over two
years—just a switch oti the wall used, nothing else
touched.
Single sets supply over 800 pairs phones
and loud-speakers.
Abroad one of our mains sets
functions in a government hospital 600 miles from
the nearest broadcasting station.
and MORRIS, Ltd., 2-valve set
READ
mains from £14, A.C. sets-from £18.

for

D.C.

irlierMIPPIPMPFIMer"Vrfflie9liee".r, VP.99F ,R.
5

12

?tare:.

. ss!-5- s-s

":" ,

swejs.arat .sewas:;
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BATTERIES.

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

Batteries.-Parts
W ET1/II.T.
square, 1/3; zincs,

per dozen: Jars, 214x
2
1
11d.: sacs, 1/2 dozen'
dozen cella (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4/3, post 9d.; high efficiency, long life,
self-charging, upkeep small; send 6d. for sample unit;
tllustrated booklet free; carriage free orders 10/-;
write for free list wireless bargains; trade supplied.W. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London. [0039

C

.D.E.S. Accumulator Charging Servire.-Collection
and delivery in 5 mile radius of Croydon.-Send
for particulars to Croydon and District Electric Service, 98, Cherry Orchard Rd., East Croydon.
[9198
MIXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-Nearly new Gecko H.T.
-.24 accumulator,
with D.C. charges
combined in
specially built cabinet by G.E.C., 5 adjustable tappings, everything in perfect conditon; cost £12 ,12,
sell £6.-Tetley, 1, Palace Gate, London, W.8. [9701

B

for all
circuits

J. Guarantee Every Coil supplied under money
B Aback
conditions.
. ti J. All-British Super Four using the Mallard
B pentode, strikes a new note in portable receivers;

GAMBRELL COILS
have always been recognised
for their high efficiency and
are repeatedly selected and
used by the contributors of
constructional articles to the
technical press for all kinds of circuits.
Because of their rigid construction
they have a much longer life than
any other coil.
Ilheetration theta the patented method
ee inding

onion

20 guineas, all in.

B
AP

ELIMINATORS.

R

UNI3AKEN 11.T. and L.T. Chargers for A.C. and
D.C.. you may try 14 days.-Ardwick, Mooches.
ter, and 39. Victoria St., London. S.W.1
[0222

TANTALUM

and Lionium for AC. Rectifiers; make
A
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for TIT. and LT. Lionium electrodes fitted with terminals 2-3 amps. and 5-8 amps.-Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[9503

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.,
'Buckingham House,'

66

Buckingham St., Strand, W.O.2.

INDISPENSO

IMPROVED
I 9 2 8
MODEL

CHARGER

myna POLARITY INDICATOR)
charging High and Low Tension
Accumulators from
DIRECT CURRENT MAINS.
For

DOWER Transformers, 200v., 40-60 cycle«, output
A
6 volt 1.75 amps., 200x200. 50 ms., 17/6;
ditto, but 300x300, 18/6;
400x400. 19/6; extra
winding for trickle charger, 3/- extra; special transformers for the Westinghouse metal rectifier, type
114/2/1, 13!-; type 114/2/2, 9/-; type 114/5511, 17/6;
illustrated lists post tree.-Simpson, Jesitiond Place.
Leeds.
1.90UU

Thousands

in

tuse

giving

every

ralislaction.

From

all

first-class

Price complete

TRANSFORMERS,

chokes, etc., guaranteed, wound
to
any specification; 'phone for quotation.Kirby (Wimbledon). I.td.,. 72, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W Tel.: Wimbledon 2814
[8987

Radio

6/.

Stores.
each.

Partieedars
of full
ronge 41f
CHARUERS for me On A.C. Marl
D.C. Maine on roomed.

CABINETS.

\frii—
id5 Golds

Cabinets.-Table models in solid oak and
DIGBY'S
mahogany; from 1 / to 71/-.
IGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radical or Resistor'
D ebonite it required.
Cabinets.-Pedestal mods!,
ith separate
DIGBY'S
buttery compartment; from 56/- to £12.
IGBY'S. Cabinets Made le Customers' own DeD signs.
Cohinets.-Write for
new
16-page art
DIGBY'S
elitalogne.-1 . they, 9. The (bal. Hackney ltd..
1 6

E.2.

'Phone:

0

Clissold

5458.

'sr Ve
MAKER

[01:st.

A RTCRA FT
Radio Cabinets are Britain's
Best
Value; satisfaction guaranteed
RTCRAFT Cabinets, made in oak and mahogany;
front 8/- to £6.
RTCRAFT Cabinets can he made to customers'
special designs sud sizes; estimates tree.
A RTCRAFT 111ustratted Catalogue, post tree; write
now.
B.TCBAIT Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: 1981 Croydon.
10041)

Za.

A
A

Q IMMON I
BROS.-Cabinets for
sets and loudSC
speakers in oak and 11111110e1111V ; your own ideas
carried out; best materials and ws.rkantinship.-Shirelatal
lid., Surethwick.
[9692

e

el
a?"

29, Pwarrrt nc
tleou&se l
f:turt,
Camberwell, 8.E.5.

H

BAKER'S MOVING
COIL SPEAKER PARTS,

C

New Permanent Magnet Type.
(Cash £6 50.)
Delivered for
11,8 and ii monthly payments.

ABINETS,-Customers' own ideas and designs carried ont in oak or mahogany, ealinets for sets
moving coil, etc.' low prices and good work.-H. Hall,
Cabinet Works, N avigation St., Walsall,
1911.11

Electro Magnet Type
(Cash £4 76.)
Delivered
for
8,- and xi monthly payments.
All wireless sets, accessories and
conn
.nts on 10"., and 11 monthly
payments. No references required.
Prompt service.
Send for requirements to:

Q

UALITY Cabinets.-Oak portable, for Sunshine
Five, with aerial frame, fretted grille, etc., beautihilly finished, 42/-; improved portable, oak, with
speaker and panel openings outside, 37/6; carriage
paid; all types supplied; special work quickly executed.-Nicholi, Bath Rd. Workshops, Swindon,
NTICHOLS' Quality Cabinets, original and best,
J.
American type, with baseboard, Melody Maker or
Master Three' oak 15/6, mahogany 21/-; crate 1/6
extra, returnable' carriage paid.-Nichols, Bath Rd.
Workshops, Swindon.
[9442

M

ULLARD Master Three Cabinets, 18in.x1Oi n ., a ll
screwed together, beautifully finished; post free
12/6.-M. E. Hampshire, 139, Sydenham Rd., S.E.26.
[9722
OLISHED Gals or Walnut Cabinets, with hi nge d
top and baseboard, 12x7x8, 10/6, post free; any
size supplied.-Phrenix Wood Engraving Co., 28, Market St., Manchester.
[9714

p

1E6 DOWN

LONDON RADIO
SUPPLY CO.,
11

Oat Lane, Landon, E.C.2.
Tole hone: cur 1977.

EMMENTAL
MELESS

Coils; the latest.
Three;

coils as

specified;

6516

the

N

W All-wave Four.-Specinl attention please to this
receiver. wliieli will be the set of tine season:
Berelif standard coils are »tunny used and sp.s.ified iii
this receiver, awl will give better results than any
substitutes; complete set toils and bases, 77/9.
CREENED Grid Everyman Four, interebangeable
long and short wave, no wiring alterations, complete set 4 roils and bases, £4; or LW. coils only,
with hases, 44/-; conversion of S.V. coils, 1016.
'LIVERYMAN Four. coils, 33/. pair; conversion to
AA L. and S. waves, using our standard
L.W.
coils end bases, 42/3, conversion to S.W. toils, 9/6.
of Others in Regular Production; ttlite
lor free lists; we are the specialists and leaders
in this tleld; trade supplied.
ERCLIF Coils.-Sole makers.-Simmonds
Bros.,
son-eland Wt. Smethwick. 'rel.: Smethwiek 751
[9693
OUR Bowyer-Lowe Super Heterodyne Transformer s
and Filter Condenser, matching seals intact, guaranteed perfect; 25,-.--Weston, St. Matthew's Lodge,
Longhorn, Dorset.
[9698

S

nOZENS

B
F

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS, ETC.

•

G

E:N..111NR Panatrope Pick-up, gilt finish, brand new,
enormous output, 65/-'. gilt tone arm to mate.
38/6; first cash secures.-33. Wilton Grove, S.W.19.
[9658

LOU D•SPEAKERS.
rIOODIMANS

Can Give Prompt Delivery of Moving
1-A
Coil Units; the lowest prices consistent with
highest possible grade workmanship; list MCI on request. -Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0089
ni

AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers, of proved efficiency.
[0144

TF You are in London Call and See Coodmans'
A
Coil Drive and Reed Units befere purchasing else.
where.'-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4. [0090

A

EASY PAYMENTS

AVE a Cabinet Worthy of Your Set; prices from
12/6 to 84/-; list free.-Little Ilford Cabin et
Co., 94, Little Illord Lane, London, E.12.
[9433

BEBCI.IF

Q WITCH-OVER
set.

Ht.-CHROME Type Speaker Parts to build the
speaker that has taken America by storm can
be obtained from Components Production Cu.. Henley,
Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0130

Full Lists free by return post.

Q

UALITY Cabinets for all instruments, portable,
moving coil and sets; all enquiries receive per.
',anal attention. To the trade! Ensure a good season
by specifying Ramsey's cabinets.-E. W. Ramsey, 63,
Shaftesbury St., London. N.1. 'Phone: Clerkenwell
7139.
[9463

'LIVERYMAN Coils, exact to specification. 15/- each;
Ad 2 H.F., complete set and bases. 63/-; Selection 4,
complete set and bases, 42/-.-Jennens.
VERYMAN Coils, approved plug in type, set of
Ai 2 low wave and 2 high wave, with bases; 72/6.Jennens.
LITZ Wire (genuine), 27/42, 70 turns 4/8; tubes
and Mikapac, 3in.x3Vsin. 1/4, 3in.x4in, 1/6,
7in.x 4in. 2/..-Jennens.
'LIVERYMAN Coil, ebonite bases, 1/6 each. sereens,
3/-; spacers, grooved, with screws, aerial or
anode, 1/-; all wave, short 1/-• long, 2/6.-Jennens
Radio, 30, Chapel St, Birmingham».
[0075

SETS

COILS FOR EVERY SET.
Wound with Litz wire. gladly to speancation.
Fully
tested and Guaranteed.
Highest Selectivity.
Everyman 4, per pair (including Bases), 80/, All Wave 4
(O-plu Otting),(Patr)
BOOM 216 es. Regional 3, ncludln;
Rases, net la 17 0. ?dullard 3, Converted to Short Wave, 7/.,
Empire Reception, Short Wave, ej.. Melody Maker, 6/.,
Fixe 1Re doter, 1/4. Chokes tor 100. 10u0, OSOS entres, 4/6
Dealer. write breams

e.

& J. WIRELESS Co., 2 and 3. Athelstane Mews,
London. N.4.
'Phone: Mountview 1695.
[0043

E

of ronctrort;on awl
rosponeible for their reenarkan'r etlieirney.

I.,

ETC.

.& J.-Alt " Wireless World" coils from stock.

9,

Descriptive Booklet on request.

CHARGERS AND

7
.
7. 7-7,
77renexpififfi

Monthly
2s.

6d.

ne).

CiTheWIRELESSENGINEER.
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,

will

H

ORNES WIRELESS, 32, Gracechurch St., E.C.,
stock parts for Baker's moving coil speakers because they arc the best, obtainable; demonstrations
daily.-32, Gracechurch St., li.C.
[0104

C

OIL Drive Units from Stock, the usual high
standard of workmanship associated with the
name of Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4. [0091
WOOD Horns for Every Gramophone Unit; Wood
VV horns lilted to goose necks, etc.; illustrated list.
-Iluddison, 1, Chapel St., MarYlebone ltd.. NAVA.
18557
SELBURST RADIO Moving Coil SpeakAs. ers, of proved efficiency.
[0145

B
Movements.-Double actifig reed
REED
specially designed to operate cone and

movements
other large
diaphragms extremely sensitive on small input. yet '
capable of enormous volume with suthcient input;
will work up to a 31t. cone with ease; no rattle or
distortion; 27/6 each; fair allowance on Brown A
earpieces, or Lissenolas and other units in part exchange; send stamp for illustrated lists of these and
seamless cones.- Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0066
A Ill-CHROME Tyne Loud Speaker Parts, as de'
£3. scribed in the June 6th issue of this paper, can
be obtained from Components Production Co., Monies,.
Huddersfield.
Send for list
[0129

H

ORNE8 WIRELESS, 32, Gracechurch St., E.C..
stock parts for Baker's moving coil speakers because they are the best obtainable; demonstration'
daily.-32, Gracechurch St., E.C.
[0105
ensure

prompt

alleition.

A44
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Lonespeakers.-Contd.

Lo 'teepee's ers.-Contd.

New Goodman Junior Reed Movement; 14/6:
J.
the finest unit, at anywhere near the price, for
driving cone and other large disc type speakers; this
unit should not be confused with converted earpieces
or gramophone attachments•, second only in efficiency
and performance to our double acting reed movement;
full description In our illustrated lists, free on request-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0092

OVINO Coil Loud-speaker.-We manufacture the
-MI- complete assembly for the Haynes Moving Coil
speaker, including high or low resistance moving coll.
mounted on Bristol board cone, together with plywood rings and cradle, for 6 volts 1 amp., £415; 6
volts % amp., £4110; for 200-250-volt mains, £4/15;
can be assembled in a few minutes, and will gave
large volume on one L.F. stage; call and hear one.Scientific Development Co., 51, Fishorgate, Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
[0120

THE

Type Loud Speakers Give Wonderful
AIR-CHROME
Results, and, with the assistance of a screwdriver and hammer, can be easily built from parts
supplied by Components Production CO., Henley, Huddersfield. Send for list.
[0151

BAKER'S
ern, of

SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakproved efficiency.
[0147

M OVING
made

Coll Loud Speaker Parts of Quality arc
and fully guaranteed by Components ProHonley, Huddersfield.
Send for lists.
[0149
VIBRO-SKIN, special leather for fixing the dia V
phragm of the moving coil loud-speaker; price
2/6 per piece (11in. square), post free, cash with
order; special terms to the trade.-The Alder Leather
Co.. 3, Southwark St., S.E.1. Tel.: Ilop 4448.
[0224
duction

"OF PROVED
EFFICIENCY"
MOVING-COIL
LOUDSPEAKERS

Co.,

Permanent
Magnet Models.
Require no
accumulator.

PITORNES WIRELESS, 32, Gracechurch St.. E.C..
stock parts for Baker's moving coil speakers because they are the best obtainable; demonstrations
daily.-32, Graccchurch St., E.C.
[0106

£6 -5 -

A MAPHONE

KING Components for Coll Driven
Loud-speakers, highest efficiency, easiest to as.
semble.-Particulars, Amalgamated Manufacturers, 94.
Aston Rd., Birmingham.
[9578

WRITE FOR
NEW LISTS.

H

A YNES
Design.-Magnet
pot
casting.
10:
machined, 17/6; spiders (aluminium), 716; bra,
bobbins, 50-; plywood ring, 2/-; moving coils, 6'6:
kid. 2/-•, complete moving coil unit attached to ring
cone and diaphragm, 18/6; 220-volt magnet
coils.
27/6; 6-volt ditto, 16/9; ex stock; boring, turning,
screw-cutting,
castings
to
patterns
or
sketch.-ti.
Bygrave and Son», Inventors, Model Makers. Engineers
and
Electricians,
Constitution
Hill,
Birmingham.
Central 3700. Established 1896.
[9625
ICÈAKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speak-LP era, of proved efficiency.
[0101
QUPERLATIVE - Nothing Less!! - Performance is
r-v
the true test of perfeetion, a Webson loudspeaker gives perfect performance.
UPERIORITY.-36 years of specialised experience
in the manufacture of high grade instruments
stand behind the engineers who designed, developed,
and produced Webson moving coil loud-speaker parts.
EBSON Parts are Manufactured Only by Star
Engineering, the first firm to manufacture moving coil loud-speaker parts for the home constructor;
use only Webson parta and avoid disappointment.

Electro
Magnet
Models
to suit Requirements.

S

£3-10-0

W

£4-7-0

ENGINEERING.
Didabury.
Manchester.STAR
'Phone: Didsbury 1785.
Send for lists.
[9620

B

AKER'S SELHURST RADIO Moving Coil SPeak•
ers, of proved efficiency.
[0102

Last, Marconi moving
AT yours
direct from Groves

coil loud-speakers; get
Bros., St. Mary's Place.
Shrewsbury; 6 guineas; accumulator or D.C.
[9671
inv3C.PONENTIAL Horns.-American flacon CO., spiral
.1-ir type, air column 80in., bell 12in., overall size
14 x14 x10in. ;price (including carriage), 32 /6.-Paton.
" Wireless," Prestwick, Ayrshire.
s.
[9702

VORTEX1ON Moving Coil Speaker Parts, any voltv age, pots supplied, wound or unwound, guaranteed.-Kirby (Wimbledon), Ltd., 72, Merton Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W.
Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[8986

H

ORNES WIRELESS, 32, Gracechurch St., E.C..
stock parts for Baker's moving coil speakers because they are the best obtainable; demonstrations
daily.-32, Gracechurch St.. E.C.
row
POCH Moving Coil Parts Now Obtainable in Plain
finish, £3/3 complete; or De Luire finish, £3/10.
POCH Moving Coil Now Obtainable with Copper
Foil as recommended by " Wireless World."
1,1 POCI1 Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed Without
Xa Exception to be the finest mechanically and the
most efficient electrically.
WPOCH Moving Coil Parts are Guaranteed to give
-LA the Finest Performance yet possible on any
speaker.
WIPOCII Moving Coil Parts are Instruments of Preciaion; every part interchangeable.
TOPOCII Moving Coil Parts are the Most Beautifully
.14 Finished,
-1L4

E

ti POCH Moving Coil Parts are Sold with a Guarantee of Absolute Satisfaction.
'Lv POCH Moving Coil Parte-Money refunded within
X» 10 days if purchaser is not highly delighted.
UPOCI1 Moving Coil Parts.-Examine every make.
-22.1 but compare with an Epoch before parting with
money.
Mv POCH Moving Coil Parts.-Windings for every re-LA quirement, but one model only-the beet.
POCI1 ELECTRICAL SOCIETY, Ltd., 53, Grace.
.J..4 church St., E.C.3.
Royal 8570.
[9619
101i1 t AKER'S SELH17RST RADIO Moving Coil Speak-8J ers, of proved efficiency.
10103

£45

B

UVERYMAN Four Coils, complete with base; aerial,
15/.; transformers, 15/-; 28/- set -Below.
9H.F. Everyman Four Coils: B.B.C., set of three.
✓
36/9: 5XX, set of three, 241-; set of three
basal, 3/9; copper ecreeuing boxes, highly polished,
30/..-Below.
Melody Maker Coils, 7/6 each; all above ex•
stock.-Obtainable all dealers or Stone . Man[o
uo
ra6c
8
taring Co., 108-9, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.

00SSOR

URNDEPT New Goods (deleted from catalogue).Crystal detectors, 1/6; hot wire ammeters, 0-1.5
amps., 8/11; vernier dials, ratio 7 to 1, 4/11; geared
2-way and 3-way coil holders, 4/11; transformers,
5/11; rheostats, 1.4 ohms, for I to 3 valves, 1/3:
low loss .0002 anode condensers, 2/11 each; concert
coils (set of 4), 5/6; short wave cons (set of 4). 5/6;
separate coils: 81, 9d.; 82, 1/-; 83, 1/6; sizes 300.
400, 500, 2/6; postage paid on 5/- orders.-Rodwell.
14, Railway Approach, London Bridge.[0208

L

L
a

The Wireless Press and
Public agree that components manufactured by

BAKER'S
SELHURST"
RADIO
GIVE THE BEST
POSSIBLE RESULTS.

SERVIC E

Free Advice.
Immediate Delivery.

QUALITY

Acknowledged to be
the best obtainable.

If you require advice, write to the Query
Department

BAKER'S "SELHURST "RADIO
Office: 89, Selhurst Rd., S. Norwood, S.E.25.
Works (always open):
42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon Station.
120 minutes non•stot ,from Victoria or Loudon Bridge
-

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue poet free.-Belling and Lee. Ltd., Queens o
v1
a0
Y
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.io

OUD-SPEAKERS.-Amplion A.11.19, oak, accept
£2/10; Pieturevox, accept £1/10; M.P.A., £2;
Brandes Table Talker, £1; all in perfect order.
EWCOS Solodyne Ganged Coils, £2/10; Igranie
Triple gang condenser, £2; Camden Triple gang
condenser, £1/5; Igranie twin gong condenser, £175.
WBONITE Cuttings, n11 usable pieces, 71b. parcel;
AU 4/6, post paid.-James Scott and Co.,
Radio
Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0225

and

elephone

elASTINGS.-Pot magnet with cover, 8/-; pedestal,
2/-; aluminium spider, 10/6; machined at low
prices.-E. A. Conquest, Burton-Latimer,
Kettering.
Northants.
[9723

-

CROYDON Ina&

All parts can be obtained on
Deferred Terms from the London
Radio Supply Co., il, Oat Lane,
Noble Street, E.C.2
INSIST ON GENUINE PARTS
MADE BY BAKER'S "SELHURST"
RADIO.

Dr. Reaper 'Phones, with G.E.C. plugs; 5/- per
pair.-Turner, 2, Liverpool Terrace, Worthing.
[9690
TivXPERIMENTER'S Coils,
6-volt Osram valves,
.14 Ormond condenser, Neutrovernia, resistors and
holders, shield and panel for Everyman Four.-A.
Gardner, 9, Halley Rd., N.4.
[9713
XPER1MENTER'S Surplus.-R.I. straight super,
18;-; Brunet 1-1 output transformer, 10/-; 2
Ormond .00025 friction slow motion condensers, 10/each; Lissen H.F. choke, 2/6; S. Benjamin valve
holders, 3/-; 2 Peto Scott N.C.'s, 2/6 each.-Putnarn,
Victoria ltd., Rushden, Northants.
rrOWNSEND Buzzer Wavemeter, 120-4,000 metres,
perfect order; cost £6, take £3.-49, Holmstall
Av., Edgware.[9709
VXPERTMENTER'S Surplus.-Valves, coils, condensera, transformers, etc., some practically unused;
stamp for details.-Blair, 36, Hillhead St., Glasgow,
W.2.
[9708

-us

NUMBER

Forty Four,

I

N Chapel St.. by Edgware Rd., in the County of
London. N.W.L
A PPLEBY'S, opposite Edgware Rd. Metropolitan Star& lion, Chapel St.
Forty-Four.

NUMBER

A PPLEBY'S, specialists in and originators of square
£1. deal part exchange by mail.-New address, open
September 1st, Number 44, in Chapel St., London.
N.W.1.
[9694
ICITHOVOX Horn, Igranie pick-up and control;
▪
or exchange £0. trickle charger.-Forsyth,
low, Darlington.
law,

sell

Nether-

QALE.-Ferranti 0.P.3c. one D.E.5A valve, Igranic
Phontivor pickup, and volume control, 120v. Long.
lyfe 11.T. accumulator, in crate, Donotone loudspeaker; all excellent condition; best offers-Box [
7
97
7
9
04
3.
c, o The Wireless World.

S

IMPLER Wireless Rectifying Unit, cost £5, accept
£3; set of parts for Simpler Wireless Special
Four, cost £8, accept £5; all new condition.-Box
7806, c/o The Wireless World.
MARCONIPFIONE Ideal 4-1 Transformer, [1
9576:
Dubilier 2m1d. L.A.C. condenser, 6/6; Forme
dual impedance L.F. coupler, 17/6; D.E.6 valve. 6/-;
Brandes phones, 8/ 6.-Deal, 283, Shirley Rd., Southampton.
(9696
• .E.C.
aerial,
Super
6 D.E.3
Het. Kit,
valves
blue
and
print,
R.I. portable
aerial tuner,
framee
and WI. 1LF. tuner; £4/10.-G. F. Houfton, 58. Harlagton Drive. Nottingham.9697

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components,

Etc., tot

'NEANUFACTORERS'

Surplus

W IRELESS

Sale.-Contd.
Stock

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

at

Bargain
17J- Prices.-AC. eliminators for A.C. mains, 200-250
volts, A.C.3 gives 120v. at 25 m.a. 7 tappings, G.B.
2 to 12v.. price £2/15; A.C.2 gives 150v. at 25 m.a..
2 fixed 1 variable tapping, price £2/10; H.T. and
LT. eliminator, 120v. ILT. itv. L.T., slightly soiled,
complete with valves, £3; D.C. eliminators for D.C.
mains, 200-250v., D.C.3 180v. at 50 m.a. 3 var. tappings, G.B. up to 25v., £4; D.C.3 for Crossley bandbox 60, 90, and 160v. at 30 m.a. G.B. to 40v., price
£3; D.C.2.A. 170v. at 25 me. 3 var. and 1 fixed
tapping, G.B. to 20v., £2/5; D.C.2.A. as above, earlier
model, £2; D.C.2 170v. at 25 m.a., 3 var. 1 fixed tapping, 37/6; earlier model, 35/-; D.C.1.A. gives 3 voltages, Max. 120 at 15 me., for any 3 or 4v. set, 25/-:
D.C.M.T. special for the Mullard Master Three 80,
120, 160v. at 20 me., 25/-; D.C.1 gives 1 voltage
for any 2 or 3v. set with 1 II.T. Ter., 15/-; D.C.M.
for Cossor Melody Maker 120v. at 18 m.a., 15/-; all
the above D.C. eliminators contain a large safety
earthing condenser, and are perfect in operation.
Receivers.-5-valve portable receivers in beautiful mahogany cabinets, long and short waves, perfect tone and
wonderful volume, usual price 32 guineas, sale price
20 guineas; complete with valves and batteries, royalties paid, 3-valve portable receivers, long and short
waves, complete with valves and batteries, royalties
paid, oak £/.3, mahogany £14; Crossley bandbox with
valves, £19; 4-valve receivers, H.F., dot., 2L.F., oak
cabinet, £6; 4-valve neutrodyne receivers, long end
short waves, walnut cabinet, very selective, £7/10.
Components.-Igranic pacent rheostats, 6 ohms, 1/9
each; Igranic pacent potentiometers, 400 ohms, 1/9
each; Electrad Truvolts variable resistances for eliminators, 0.10,000 ohms, 10/6 each; Bradleyohms 1005,000 ohms, 7/- each; L.P. chokes, 35 henries, 800
ohms, 6/- each; Pre 32 henries, 8/6; 110 henries,
10/-.-Send for illustrated leaflets to Radio Stores,
146. Holland St., Astley Bridge, Bolton.
[9707

WHEATSTONE

Bridge (P.O.), £3/15. approval;
Weston therm° galvanometer (115 m.d.), as new,
£3; wanted, very sensitive mirror galvanometer.-Box
7815, do The Wireless World.
[9730

T

EWOOS Triple Coil Unit, £3; B.T.E. and Ediswan
Oneder speakers, 32/- each, brand new; 4
etas. 1/3 each; 2 P.S. neutrodyne condensers, 31- each;
Lewes S.W. S.P.H.F. transformer, 61.; Dubilier, 6D)
type, .0002 and .0001, 1/
6 each; Crldon 3 gang, new,
£21216; Ormond potentiometer, 1/6; 3 Dubilier 1 mid.
mansbridge, Bakelite, 113 each; Forme grid and anode
impedances, 8/- each; Ormond .0001, 2/3; all above as
new; money refunded if dissatisfied within 3 days;
Toua-tuas, 10/-; Wear/ta tuner, 7/6; Linen L.F.. 4/6;
N.S.F. S.M. thai, 1/9.-Box 7817, elo The Wireless
World.
[9728

R

ADIO HOUSE, HUDDERSFIELD, Issues the Reliability Wireless Guide. - Write to J. 11. Taylor
and Co., Radio House, Macaulay St.. Huddersfield, for
copy, sent post free.
[0028
cabinet speaker, 27/6; Lissenola,
L3/3.-Gecophone
5/6; Bowyer-Lowe S.P. H.F.T., 4/6; screen and

base, 4/6; P.S. neut., 2/6; Alescaphone, 2v. amplifier,
£1; stamp for list of surplus coils, condensers, etc.;
deposit.-Crook, 21, Co-operation St., Bacilli.
[9719

S

TORRY
Bargains.-Neutrodyne
condensers,
baseboard or panel mounting, 2/6; Blue Spot cone
units, 19/6; super cone units, 7/6; Ericsson 6 ohm
rheostats, 1/3; 2-volt valves, .12 amp., 2/11; all post
paid and guaranteed.-Storrys', Ltd., 143-5, Eastbank
St., Southport.[9715
'JEW and Nearly New Components for Sale, owner
J-1
going
abroad
September.-L.S.5A valve, new,
22/-• P.M.256, 18 hours, 17/-; F.P.610, new, 10/-;
P.111A, new, 8/6; P.M.3. new, 8/6; D.E.3B, 100
hours, 6/-; P.M.2, 50 hours, 8/6; V24, 100 hours,
15/-; Polar Radiotron, new, 6/-; P.M.1 H.F., new,
8/6; used L.F. transformers, variable and fixed condensers; 3-valve set, complete, royalty paid. Primax
loud-speaker, £3/10; variable and fixed condensers,
grid leaks; send for list of goods.-BM/BRD4, London.
[9738
o
a ram
:ias
build peer
, set
tVtlio r
funti
l
ed
.

o
s
nt ed Maker,
glas

complete with angle s panel, end baseboard; l
e
0/6.ea
C OSSOR H.F. Unit, glass panel, etc., as above; 76.

FRIP.M.?Pss71 P
anel',
:
7ey for Melody Maker or
LASS Panels for all Sets; write for price, stating
G size of panel and number of holes; all panel.
5

H

W.

38,

Aneaster Rd.,

Lurk

'Lane,
[9735

AMMARLUND ROBERTS 111.Q.6 Kit, owner no
time to complete; cheap.-Emmott, 4, Edith Rd..
Kensington. Fulham 2538.
[9734

THREE Dubilier K.C. .0005, 6/- each; Woodreflo
-8 pickup, 50/ -;rye 110H choke, Sterling Idellovox,
22/6; small cabinet cone speaker. 10/6; L.S.5A., 18/-;
2 p.M.2s2, 12/6 each; 2 A.P.425. 4 electrode super
powers, 12/6 each; H.M.V. No. 4 sound box, absolutely
new, £1/1; Decca Telematie sound box, 5/-; 70 records,
this season's dance, vocal, etc. (45 of 3/- class, and 25
Broadcast class), the lot £2/10; everything guaranteed
perfect and valves used once only; callers after 6 p.m.
please.-Shaul, 76, Helix Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2.
[9732
PERFECT Order.-6 P.M.I.L.F., P.M.I.A., 71- each;
2 Marconi H.F. chokes, 31- each; 4 M.H. Aperodic
H.F. 300-600, 3/6 each; 2 ditto, 1,000-2,000, 31each; 2 Ideal .0005, 4/6 each; Keystone midget .0001,
2/6; Neutrovernier, 3I-; pair Wearite H.F. chokes, 4/-;
Celestion cone unit, £2/10; Zone, portable, complete,
perfect; £18.-Box 7816, e/o The Wireless World.
[9729

Limo.

ChNE
McMichael
Supersonic
Unit,
with &pin
oscillator, £5; 1 Ormond .0005 &L.P. friction
control condenser, 12/6; 1 Ormond friction control
dial, 4/-; 1 Frost 400-ohm potentiometer, 2/-;
Ferranti A.F.3 transformers, £1/10; 5 Whitely-Boneham
valve holders, 5/-; or £7 the lot. - Box 7819, c/o The
Wireless World.
[9728 -

£

5/10 Amplion Speaker, mahogany, splendid. £1;
120-volt
Ex/de
H.T.
accumulators,
5,000
milliamps., charged once, £3; Igranic Phonovox pickup, £1.-Evans, Peulun House, Peuelawdd, Swansea.
[9718

MISCELLANEOUS .
BLACK, The Wireless Doctor, will'
cm. call (London and Heine Counties) and cure your
set; sets installed, maintained, and brought up to
LEXANDER

B

ULGIN Can Supply Panel Dial Lights and Sig n al
Lamps; the former, costing 2/6, light up your
condenser dial and assist in accurate tuning; the
latter glow ruby red and warn you against leaving
the set on all night, complete with bracket they cost
1/6; or you can order a combined dial light and ruby
lamp, which performs both above functions and costs
3/-; special low consumption bulbs for 2-, 4- or 6-volt
accumulators can also be supplied.-A. F. Bulain and
Co., 9-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4. 'Phone:
Holborn 2072.
[9633

1
/
4 plate
glass.-Wells,
Liverpool.

AUGHST 29TH, 1928.

W OR LD

date; moving coil speaker, gramophone pick-ups, and'
11.T. eliminators demonstrated by appointment.-2a.
Woodville Grove, N.16. Sloane 5105, or Clissold 3687.
[7891
AST Payments.-We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessories and sets, any make; 10Z
down, balance spread over 10 months-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0097

E

The

YOUNG ENTHUSIAST.

By hirs.Steed.
(From the essitilietre Compeliii0esa

Use your
camera!
N

OV/ is the time of year
when you can take
pictures out -of- doors. If
you would learn how to get
the best results from your
exposures and the greatest
pleasure from your hobby
- read "The Amateur
Photographer" every week.
It contains amass of helpful
and interesting information,
together with art reproductions of pictorial photographs
and free criticism of readers'
prints
EVERY WEDNESDAY

3d.

heAMATEUR
OTOGRAPHER
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Incorporating "The New Photographer."

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
Dorset House, Tudor Street,
LONDON ,E.
C.4.

EINGINEERS (all grades).-Have you seen the latest
1-4 edition of "Engineering Opportunities"? In this
book Professor A. M. Low tells of the opportunities
engineers of all descriptions are missing; the book al»
gives details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
etc., exams., and over 40 other engineering home study
courses; we alone guarantee no pass, no fee; don't
neglect this offer, send for free book now (state subject
or exam.).-British Institute of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, Leiceeter Sq., London,
W.0.2.
[9557

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
Doctors.-Sets
visited,
London
area.-11alliwick
Parade, Dluswell Hill, Loudon, N.10. 'Phone: Mount,
view 8424.
[9687
raOUGLAS Lighting Set, 50/75 volts 40 amp.,
coupled, £35; standard 314 k.w. lighting set,
£40; 20 new Lister engines with dynamos; 3h.p.
Tangye horizontal engine, £10; Holmes' slow speed
dynamo, 200 volts 40 amp., £20; 220 yds. armoured
braided and compounded Henley's cable, 7/064, new
on drum, offers wanted; Siemens' shunt wound dynamo, 37 volt 40 amp., £12; Crompton dynamos, shunt
wound, 50/70 volt 20 amp., 100 volt 10 amp., 36
volt 20 amp., £7 each; B.T.II. dynamo, 25 volt 60
amp. £14; motor generator, Input 220 volt, output
30 volt 15 amp., £12; Zone patent motors, 440 volt,
3h.p., £10 each; Newton motors, 200/250 volts, 4.75
h.P., £12 each; motor driven blowers, 100 volt, lin.
outlet, £3 each; Siemens 200 volt 10 amp, dynamos,
slow speed, £10; etc.
We hold the largest stock of
electrical surplus equipment, including wireless apparatus, telegraph apparatus, A.O. and D C. motors,
generators, switchboards, shunt regulators, and all
types of laboratory standard meggers and meters,
switchboards, meters, cutouts,
Edison storage batteries, all to be cleared cheap.-Please write for your
requirements to T. W. Thompson and Co., 1, South
St., Greenwich, S.E.10.
Tel.: Greenwich 1259.
[9737

PATENT

AGENTS .

DATENTS

and Trade Marks, British and foreign.▪ Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and A.M.I.R.E.). 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.0.2.
'Phone: liolborn 1525
(0001

REPAI RS.
TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
J.
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones, or londapeaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/-. post free; don't discord it burnt out;
ternis to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.).
214, High St., Colliers Wood. S.W.19.
[0011

R

EPAIRS returned Post Free, and to ensure satisfaction send remittance after approval of same.Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
"a" CUD-SPEAKERS, headphones, rewound to any re1.à sistance and remagnetised, 3/-; transformers re
wound, 4/-: sets constructed and overhauled, work
guaranteed.-Leeds Wireless Repair Service, 5, Boston
Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
(9568

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention

A46
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29TH.

1928.

Repairs.—Contd.

UARANTEED

G

Repairs by Experte—Loud epeakers,
headphones, pickups; any make or type rewound,
remagnetised, and adjusted, poet free, 4/-; L.P.
transformers and chokes rewound from 4f-, post free.
—Howell, 42, Fotheringham Rd., Enfield, Middlesex.
[9712
VOUR Set Rewired for Coining Season from 2/6 per
-&
valve
holder; modern circuits;
moving cods,
power amplifiers, screened grid sets repaired.—The
Radio Specialist, 21, Shortlands Rd., Kingston-onThames.
[9725

THE

WIRELESS

WORLD

(Approved by

WANTED.

For other coils and prices see
"Miscellaneous" advertisement.

P.V.T. 'Transformer, good condition, ex W.D.; cheap.
—G.2B.O.D., 5, Ridge St., Barnoldriwick.
[9716

Particulars sad detail prices post tree.

SIMMONDS

NNoy
A.C. and D.G.

PART Exchange; best offers made without seeing
material; customer's own reasonable terms accepted.
A. Ryan, 182, Kennington Rd., London.
[9606

H.T. SUPPLY UNITS:

Cheaper than a dry battery!

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Required Throughout Great
and Adjust Receiving Sets;
profitable evening occupation to keen young radio enthusiasts, men and women.—Write, stating experience.
to Box 77IR, c/o The Wireless World.
[9649
,

test room assistant, knowledge of wireless
W ANTED,
valve set testing, quick at locating faults, elec-

COIL

1),

A DI 0 man. aged 27, ten years' experience, de-1-1, sign construction, repairs and maintenance all
types broadcasting receivers, power equipment, secondary coils, etc., erection of aerials, demonstration work,
acoustics, etc.; first class technical knowledge, good
education and address, also A.M.I.R.E.—Box 7795, c/o
The Wireless World.
[9704
(aged 23), manager high clase retail
A.M.I.R.E.
radio business, desires change, laboratory pre-

ferred, thorough technical knowledge, amateur transmitter; highest references—Box 7814. c/o The 'Fireless World.
[9731

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
A.B.C. of the Superhet." by Mr. Claude L.
Lyons, 31.1.11.E., 88 pages, 17 explanatory- diagrams
or
photographs,
and
Including
complete
schematic and point-to-point wiring plan of the famous
" Evening
Chronicle"
8-valve
superheterodyne
receiver
The only book of its kind at present in
existence; recently described by the Editor of
The
Wireless World" nk "A fascinating booklet. .. .
A lucid description of the operation of the superhet
receiver. . . . With constructional details and useful
hints and for the home constructor."—Only 8d. complete. post free, from Claude Lyons. Ltd. (U.R. Quality
Parts). 76. Oldhall St., Liverpool.
[0159

S

TRP by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc.,
with extracts from a designer's notebook giving up-todate practical applications; issued weekly. send 1/- P-0for first 4 weeks.—Clifford President', A.M.I.E.E. Eng..
Dept. WIT., Hampton-on-Thames.
[0195
A47
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PARTS

are guaranteed
to be the
Finest In
CONSTRUCTION.
Finest in
PERFORMANCE.
Finest In FINISH.
Price, plain ardih

Q
W

KAY'S CABINETS
This Cabinet soundly constructed of Balc
and equipped with Baseboard Benner,. Fail
Front, Binged Top. Polished rich
.
Jacoleo 6. For panel. tap to 18' wide 'WU
Also made to accommodate any Popular Bet.
Quotation. for Special, by ream.
Illootrated Lido Pore.
H.
KAY,
Cabinet
Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.16
'Phone: WALTEIAMSTOW 1628.

EPOCH

MOVING

WANTED.

IRELESS Engineer, 35, married, requires post
where ability, tact, and hard work will be appreciated; 6 years* experience of all types of receivers,
good salesman, wholesale and retail experience, able to
drive car: excellent references.—Box 7807, c/o The
'Fireless World.
[9705

ENRY

is instructed to sell by auction, mostly without reserve.
on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5th. at 11-30 Prompt
SEVERAL TRADE STOCKS and 'PLANTS,

Talsemere Manufacturing Co.,
Tulsemere BI ,West Norwood, S.E.87
'Phone ;Stceatge

W

ANTED, salesmen demonstrators for low priced
portables; man of average selling ability can
earn 15 guineas weekly.—Box 7736. c/o The Wireless
World.
[9683

f%T.TALIFIED Engineer and
Experienced Wireless
Operator desires post as instructor with established wireless college, first class P.M.G., sound theoretical and practical knowledge, some previous teaching experience; disengaged about middle September.—
Box 7756, c/o Wireless World.
[9695

WIRELESS and ELECTRICAL.
13. High Holborn, W.0.1.
H
ej
SHAW,

large quantity useful tools, accessories and fittings
Catalogues upon application to the AUCTIONEER,
129,
NEWLSOTO:e C.1USEWXY. 8.E.1.
'Phone:
Hop 3862.

Conte less than alarge capacity dry
battery.
THINE OP IT—ONE SHALL
OUTLAY—THAT'S ALL.
No calves.
No trouble.
Na ea•
peoalve replacements.
Components also
supplied
from •
-a•
Send for
deltas.

EPRESENTATIVES
R
1-1 Britain to Inspect

SITUATIONS

TRADE SUPPLIED,

BROS.,

AUCTION SALES.

—0

trical and mechanical inspection.—State experience and
wages required to Box 7732, c/o The Wireless World.
[9676
00 or 3 Smart Wireless Shop Assistante; city shop;
ed
state full experience and salary required.—Box
7640, do The Wireless World.
[9618

"
G

ETTING the Most Out of Radio," a 76-page
intensely educational catalogue, 200 illustrations, guide to receiver maintenance, all about superbets, all about H.T. eliminators, components for
reception and transmission, something really
new
and worth while for everybody, including the advanced research worker; includes a guide to literature and the best circuits; no enthusiast should be
without it, and it will save you money in the end;
owing to heavy cost of printing and preparation
(blocks alone cost over £150) we mallet give these
away; price of this unique art catalogue-76 pages
crammed full of interest-1i-, post free; we will refund the 1/- as a rebate on your first order value
5/- or more—Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Oldhall St.,
Liverpool, Lanes.
[0160

" The EVERYMAN Foun People."

EXCHANGE.

S

and method of building and maintaining, free; mention paper.—Taylor, 57, Studley Rd.. Stockwell, London.
[0077

SHIRELAND ROAD, SMETIIWICK, STAFFS.

WANTED, moving coil L.8.; state full details and
TY results.—Box 7818, c/u The Wireless World.
19727
1.)CTRNT-OUT or Damaged Ferranti Transformer or
Choke; AF5, BI, OPL—Riley. 13. Baalbec Rd..
N.5.
19733

URPLUS
Wireless
Components;
exchange
for
Kodak No. 1 or 1A; list of components for
stamp... Butterworth, 72, Huddersfield Rd., New Hey.
Lancs.
[9699

H.T. Batteries are now a proved success;
w Erwrite
for new illustrated booklet, giving cost

" THE WIRELESS WORLD.")

PORTABLE Receiving Set, latest type. 4-5 valves,
1Herfect condition.—Full particulars, lowest price.
le Hai/ WAMK, London, W.C.1.
[9563

15

Books, Instruction, Etc.—Contd.

BERCLIF
"EVERYMAN FOUR" CONVERSION
The Cost
£2 — 12-9
The Results....H.F. Amplification on the
long waves as well as the short waves, bringing
in those wanted stations which are just outside
the present 0.V.2 arrangement; less fading;
greater choice ;greater certainty.

1XTANTED, 5-valve Fada neutrodyne, short and
V, long waves; lowest price; cash.—Ileywood. Glengarry, Woodland Av., Thornton-le-Flyde.
[9720

ADVERTISEMENTS.

:à

£3 -3 -

De Laze finish
dES
10 Try one on approval lot. 10 far and convince yeomen.
FINDIN all deaden olosifrom stork /rem
EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.,
tH. firsouharea St., London, E.C.3. 'Phone :Beni 13570
(Pull Partiestion era application.)

The

ORDER of

11
11

MERIT

11

CONFERRED
by Public
Opinion
on
the
PEERLESS Wet Leclanche Type H.T. BATTERY.
Incorporating the wonderful

PREMIER

POROUS

••

POT.

Also

STURDY

SAC

••

Screw Terminals can be lilted on all cells al
94. dozen extra.
ALSO PARTS and REPLACEMENTS.
COMPLETE BATTERIES, H. T. & GRID BIAS.

Send now:
'Pee '

8155.

11

Terms.

pEARsoN nos •p 32,
CawSor St.,
London, E,14,
4

Ma—ene
rOlterCLE

Every
Thursday

3d.

D. H.

us

TETLEY.
Kensington,

Post 9d.

Detachable

Deferred

u.

a, Palace Gate,

Type.

3/6 dozen.

11

"The FERRANTI was
sold within an hour of the
publishing of the paper,
and Ihave had to refuse
several offers since. This
speaks worlds for 'The
'Wireless World."

1:

1.5 Volts per Cell. Extremely long life.
Cells complete, 41d. each. 4/. dozen. Post 9d
Porous Pots, 2' x le, Uncapped or Fitted Tinned
Carbon Cap, 2 ,
- dozen. Post yd.
Cells complete 4ci. each.

Sold within
an Hour!

11

W.8.

Later:
"I have had most satisfactory results every time
I have used your paper
for advertisements."
w. W.6

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISKMENTS.

THE

INDEX
Accumulators Elite
A.F.A. Accumulators, Ltd.
Artie Fuse & Electrical Mfg.
Attaix, Ltd.

PAGE
16
2
16

Co., Ir
-

8

•

B. & J. Wireless Co.
Baker's " Selburst " Radio
Beam, I.td.
Bird. Sydney S., & Sons, Ltd.
British Ebonite Co.. Ltd.
Burndept Wireless. I.td.
Burton, C. F. &. II. .

11
13
4
9
9
4

TO
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8

Ferranti,
Fuller Accumulator
Ltd.i.
Co. (1926), Ltd.
CovPer
Gambrel' Radio, Ltd.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co.. Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.

12
2

Hart Bros. Electrical Manufacturing Co., ltd
Cover iii.
Holzman, L.
7
Igraine Electric Co., Ltd.

Cover 1.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd. ....
Dyson, J., & Co., Ltd.

9

Kay, IL

15

Cover ii.

Lang & Squire, Ltd.
9
Lawrence & Hull
12
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.
2
London Electric Wire Co., di Smiths, Ltd., The
6
London Radio Supply Co.
12

11

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., The
Cover iv.
Metro-Vick Supplies, ltd.
3
Mollard Wireless Service Co., I.td. Cover I. and p. 1

15
16

Partridge k, Mee,
P.D.P. Co., Ltd.

6

Electradix Radios
Elliott, E.
Epoch Electrical Society, Ltd.
Eton Glass Battery Co.....

Ltd.

9
16

Ripaults, Ltd.
Hooke, Bros., Ltd.

Keen pr i
ces, yutck

service

Perseus Radio,

FIXED

6, 15, 30 ohms.

THE

Specified in the Cossor S
d fixed
High Frequency Unit, 6, 15, 30 ohms.
Price II-. Postage 2d.
High quality finish, all metal parts nickel
plated wire wound on hard fibre strip.
Terminal Connections,

ROOKE
55

BROS.

Cardingto a Street,

Dept. W.W.

250 600-1000 2500

Trade Invited.

N. W.1.

DURING AUGUST &SEPTEMBER ri

We are prepared to build and test any set a
free of charge, the customer paying •
111 only for components, accessories and royalties.
-

MI desired

•
• EVERYTHING WIRELESS III

▪
a

METRE.

Send for Lists.

MOREY BROS. & CO., CHURCH

amnamaF R EE !aimmuzza

•
L
I EASY

AERIAL TUNER for your

Without changing Coils—just push a Switch
to change over to 5XX.
No alteration to
your present set.

LTD.,

London

STOnAN

ON

STREET,

=

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. Pl. Porous Pot
Cells.
SI and S2 Sac Cells.
All complete.
1-cell
6-cell
12-cell 30-call
Pl
6¡ri.
3/3 .
• 5/9 •.
SI
6d.
•• V•
• 5/3
12/S2
41r1
.. 2/8 .. 3/10 ..
9/8
Send l¡d, stamp for bookie: givinz full
particulars to :—
THE
ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
46 St. Mary's Road, LETTON.
E.10.

r

REPAIRS

17/6

First Monthly Payment Secures Delivery.
Call at our showrooms or send list of requiremelds. Best monthly terms quoted by
RN.
P.D.P. Co., Ltd., Dept. W.,
121, Cheapside, E.C.2.
'Phone: City 91346.

.
1

Terms to Trade.

FREE.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

b. 214, Nigh Street, Colliers

I)up:.

Wood, London, 8W.19

ACCUMULATORS "ELITE" THE ELITE OF ALL
50 volt,
T
22/6
H•
Price
30
e

ACCUMULATORS.
3amp. hour type, 02, Semi-oil Sub.
merged Complete as illustrated.

DOUBLE CAPACITY TYPE, 60 volts.

PAYMENT TERMS E

5

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELYE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4i- Post free.

POST

RUNCORN

8

5
Cover iii.
16
Cover i.
15

• The little cells that satisfy.
P

Burton-on-Trent.

MULLARD MASTER 3!

15
16

Walker Bros. (Guildford), Ltd.
9
Ward le , Goldstone. Ltd
12
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
4
Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co.. ltd.
Cover ill.
Wet H.T. Battery Co.
11
Williams St Moffat, Ltd.
7
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.
8

Send for illustrated list

RESISTOR

7
16

.

Sankey, J.. & Sons, Ltd.
Siemens Bros. 1k Co., Ltd.
Simmonds Bros.
Storey Brcs. & Co.
Stratton te Co., Ltd.
Telegraph Condenser Cp., Ltd.
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Transformer Repair Co.
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd.
Tulsemere Man!. Co.

Cabinets, Ebonite,Components, Speakers.
Bona—Fide Traders only.

PAGE
15
16
16

Pearson Bros.
Perseus Radio
Potter, H. B., & Co., Ltd.

Traders Catalogue.

VARIO

1928.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Jones & Stewart

Carrington Man!. Co., Ltd.
Cawley, W.
Clarke, H., & ('o. (Mier), Ltd.
Cosset., A. C., I.td.
Cutters & Tools, Ltd.

29TH,

6 amp.

The World's Best High Tension Accumulator and o: British
Manufacture. The Unique Semi-oil Submerged featute of the
Elite absolutely prevents surface leakage losses. The battery lasts
alife-time. Write for lists.
SOLD Off APPROVAL SYSTE1L

IN

•

ACCUMULATORS ELITE, BEDFORD St., HALIFAX. Telephone: 4304. Telegrams: Elite. Halifax
London Distributor :—CECIL POHLMAN, 77, Great Portland Street, LONDON.

THE VALVE HOLDER THAT IS PERFECT!!
WORLD PATENT INTERRUPTED MESH SUSPENSION.

We GUARANTEE these holders to be arevelation
both in regard to performance and quality, and ask
you to test them against any other. If you are not
satisfied we will refund your money, less postage
OUR DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC POLICY enables us to
sell at 2/1 each POST FREE with P.O. remittance or C.O.D.
charge extra.

pros
eill.M.111.1111O itMogi,go

NO SPRINGS.
NO RUBBER USED.

Zffir
FUSE 8 ELLCTRICAL
BIRTLE V

arc

THE PERFECT
EBONITE

In Four Qualities: Matt. Semi-Polished
Mahogany, Hand-Polished.
Sole Mans! adorer,:
H. B. POTTER & CO.
es, ROCHDALE.

Ltd., Station
'Phone: 1485

Mention of

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt ,,Itention
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